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Software Engineering has evolved rapidly but the gap between demand and software output continues to grow. By the end
of the decade research programmes in North America, Europe and Japan will begin to produce results in the areas of software
tools, computer architecture, etc. The symposium considered how these advances might be applied to the avionics systems of
the nineties and beyond and their impact on our aspirations in areas such as operation, fault tolerance etc. The software element
of modern weapon systems continues to grow in size and complexity; offering major advantages but also potential risks.

L'inginierie du logiciel a di l'objet d'une Evolution rapide, mais le foss qui existe entre Is demande et I production de
logiciels ne cesse de s'1lagir. A la fin de [a ddcennie,les programmes de recherche lancis en Amdrique du Nord, en Europe et
au Japon commenceront h donner des risultats dans Ie domaine des outils-logiciels, de 'architecture des ordinateurs, etc. Le
symposium adtudii la aGon dont ces progr pourraient tre appliqus aux systinses d'avionique des annes 90 et au-delh ainsi
que leur impact sur nos aspirations dans des domaines tels que la facilitd de mise en oeuvre, l'insensibiliti aux ddfaillances, etc.
l.'ldment logiciel des syst~mes d'armes moderne ne cease de grandir en taille et en complcxit, en pr-sentant des a%a'at,:s
importants, mais aussi des risques potentiels.
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TECHNICAL SUMMARY
55th MEETING OF THE AVIONICS PANEL
ON
'SOFTWARE ENGINEERING AND ITS APPLICATION TO AVIONICS"
by

f

D.V.Gaggin
Director, US Army Avionics R&D Activities
Attn. SAVAA-DD
Fort Monmouth NJ. 07703-5401
United States
The symposium was judged by the panel members to be extremely successful. The large majority of papers were of a
high quality, the attendance was excellent throughout the meeting and the audience participation was exceptionally good.
Several key points were continuously brought out and are worth highlighting here.
The development process can be represented as a water wheel whereby the user needs become the system requirements
which become software requirements which are implemented in code, etc. until a final product is delivered back to the user.
This process takes many years and involves hundreds of people even for the simplest systems, Any misunderstanding along
the way is carried through to the end item. It is imperative that the key individuals in the chain have direct access to the user
and completely understand the original user's need.
Ada will be the standard higher order language of the near future. The Ada development/support environment is
expanding rapidly but needs maturity before it receives wide acceptance. Ada will not solve all higher order language
problems and will continue to evolve as more people use and become familiar with it. But, like any standard, it is a snapshot
in time and will be replaced by far more advanced systems such as GRAPH. These new languages are not in conflict with
Ada but a natural technology evolution.
Documentation is a major concern. It is expensive to generate, time consuming and since it is by definition one of the
last functions to be completed in the development phase it is one of the easiest things to eliminate when a program runs into
funding difficulties. But since documentation is critical during the operation and support phase, we must place greater
importance on it during development.
Expert systems are beginning to emerge and appear to be extremely useful in coping with our increasingly complex
systems. Initial application will probably be concentrated in ground support systems and ILS tools before maturing into
prime mission equipment. True artificial intelligence is still in the research stage with no near term applications foreseen.
Advances in software technology are being exceeded by the rate of growth in avionic application. Major efforts are
mandatory to improve software technology. For example, innovative techniques are required to permit reusable software;
integrated tools are needed to allow automatic software production in order to increase productivity.
Software reliability has become an important issue in mission safety critical avionic systems. Fault tolerance techniques
and methodologies are being developed to address this issue.
Integratc. Programming Support Environments nre not now available but are badly needed and slowly being
developed.
Design methods still tend to be non-standard but Ada is pushing more and more designers towards an object oriented
approach.
Finally, requirements definitions which historically have ased natural language appear to be tending towards more
formal approaches such as structured analysis. Even though these methods are more rigorous this will be slow in coming due
to reduced readability.
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ADA THE SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TOOL FOR AVIONICS
KEYNOTE ADDRESS
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by
J.Batz
ADA Joint Program Office
Rm 3E I1. The Pentagon
Washington D.C. 20301
USA

The text of this address was not available at the time of printing.

DISCUSSION
W.Mansel, Ge
I. Missile software is divided into two parts; guidance software located within the missile and management software
located on the aircraft. Does CAMP address both parts?
2.

Is CAMP available outside US?

Author'sRel
I. CAMP software isgrouped into general and non-general classifications. It ii my understanding that the general
parts perform support functions which are applicable to awide variety of real-time applications, whereas the "nongeneral" parts are associated specifically with missile avionics functions which are common among many missile
systems. Intuitively, I believe that the latter could include functions like navigation, guidance and perhaps power
management. But it is less clear that detailed functions associated with flight control can be made common, since
each missile system will have its own unique set of control surfaces, propulsion systems and attitude control
thrusters, etc. I will try to provide more derailed information on the actual parts being developed under the CAMP
project.
2.

l am hopeful that atleast a reasonable level of detail on the CAMP software parts can be provided. l am uncertain
what level of information can be provided outside the US and therefore do not know if the Ada source code can be
provided.

D.Ga@gg
US
Many people are concerned about using Ada on large software development projects because of the lack of software
tool maturity. What is thetrack record of such programs as far as keeping within cost and schedule predictions?
Author's Re*
I do not hve any information on track records for programs employing Ada. However, the maturity (and quality) of the
software tools available is strictly a function of the particular compiler and support system vendor chosen. That choice
is inherently related tothe target processors to be employed in the real-time system. The choice, therefore, must be
made in a coordinated way. If the target processor choice is made without regard tothe compilers and tools available to
support software implementation for the target processors, then the program managers are choosing ahigh risk
approach. The Ada Compiler Evaluation Capability (ACEC) sponsored by the AJPO is an effort to help program
managers make wise choices in this area.

J.Lacrals, Fr
What improvements in Ada real-time performance do you expect from the new tools?
Author'sReply
Ido not see new tools as improving Ada real-time performance, but as reducing the time and cost for development and
maintenance.
The improvement in real-time performance will be a function of several other actions: (1) The improvement of
compilers to produce more efficient target code, (2) Improvement of run-time operating systems and (3) The
improvement of target processors for real-time control operation. It would be best for these actions to be taken in a
highly coordinated manner, but they will be done largely by different sets of people for different motivations.
Furthermore, the actions needed may differ from compiler to compiler, from machine to machine and run-time
operating system to run-time operating system. In addition, modest changes tothe Ada language itself may come about
in the next few years to enable a better coupling between Ada constncts design explicity for real-time applications and
machine characteristics needed for efficient real-time control operation.
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Measures of Merit for Advanced Military Avionica:
A Users' Perspective on Software Utility
Hojor Mark C.
Dickerson,
Experimental Test Pilot,
F-16 Combined Test
Fr. Victor M. LaSaxon, Manager-Aircraft Flight Test Engineering (ETSS)
Computer Sciences Corporation

Force

6510th Test Wing
Edwards AFB, California 93523-5000

SUMMARY
for
improving
the
software
This paper
is
intended
to provide
recommendations
development process.
The recommendations are the result
of discussions with F-IS, F-16,
and MH-60 test
pilots, navigators, and flight test engineers.
Because today's aircraft
are becoming so software intensive, and because the development process is so involved,
users and developers must redouble efforts
to design systems correctly the first
time.
Although 29 specific
general guidelines:
A.
B.
C.
D.

recommendations

are

given,

they

can

be

boiled

down

Keep switch actions to a minimum.
Keep switchology consistent.
Tailor displays by flight phase, but keep other options visible.
MOST IMPORTANT,
carefully process and meter the information presented
pilot overload.

to

four

to avoid

NOTE:
Annotations of the form (R17) appear throughout the text.
They refer to specific
recommendations listed in the last section of the paper. In this case (recommendation 17.)

TODAY'S SYSTEMS
Today's aircraft rely heavily on software intensive advanced avionics systems (See
figure 1).
Indeed,
the importance of this
is evidenced by the fact that many modern
fighters undergo planned, deliberate software and hardware evolutionary steps. The F-IS
and F-18 sultistaged improvement programs (MSIP)
are examples of this.
Specifically,
McDonnell Douglas Corporation'* Pace Eagle and Advanced Hornet programs are seeking to
define future changes in the P-15 and P-IS so as to keep the aircraft operationally
competitive against the evolving threat. These programs have sought to group upgrades in
an orderly and planned fashion.
The P-18 attack capability improvement will be one area that will encompass a great
deal of advanced avionics software.
This software will be designed so as to use and
integrate the
functions of new equipment such an the Flight Incident Recorder and
Monitoring System (PIRAIS),
a built-in
test
and health monitoring system that is
an
improvement on the current maintenance signal data recording system, the AIM-120 advanced
medium range sir-to-air
missile (AMRAMA),
an airborne self-protection
Jammer and,
of
course, the MN-6S? air-to-surface imaging
infrared Maverick missile.
Other planned
improvements that will require a large software role is the addition of a Hughes forwardlooking infrared (FLIR) navigation system for enhanced night attack capability, raster
head-up (HUD) display and night vision goggle compatibility.
Possible additions to the F-15 include new weapons systems, electronically scanned
antennas for the radar and new sensing systems such as infrared sensors.
The F-15E
program is equally as active in the advanced avionics software arena.
McDonnell Douglas
is adding night, all-wsather strike/attack capability to the already advanced F-15 Eagle.
It will have double the central computer capability in the same size box as that of the
first
production NSIP aircraft.
The APG-70 radar capability in the F-15E has a 512from the APG-63
384K capacity.
This is
a
significant
increase
kilobyte capacity.
The General Dynamics F-16 multinational staged improvement program goes back to 1979,
and like the P-1S and P-18 programs, it is very dependent on advanced avionics software.
Block 40 aircraft will have a primary mission role of night,
low altitude
precision
strike under adverse weather conditions. Computer Sciences Corp. is aiding the Air Force
in integration and flight test of all P-16 NSIP avionics including the Martin Marietta
low altitude
navigation and targeting infrared for night (LANTIRM) pod system as well as
the Rockwell Collins global positioning system (GPS)
for very precise position, velocity
and time information.
The Block 40 aircraft
will also contain a number of specific
software enhancement@ so as to improve pilot-vehicle
interface.
A Teledyne general
avionics computer (GAC)
will replace the present fire
control computer.
This computer
contains four times the memory and three times the computational capability of the current
F-16C/D versions. Radio frequency compatibility will be totally software programmable on
Block 40 aircraft
with the implementation of an advanced interference blanker unit.
It
will accommodate up to six matrices of actions to be taken.
Within the program,
General Dynamics Ft. Worth Division is also working on the
configuration and avionics of the Block S0 aircraft.
These changes resulted from a joint
General Dynamics Defense Department emerging threats study. Upgrades will be designed to
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improve performance in the air-to-air arena, to add more advanced night and day awareness
and threat warning systems to counter the Soviets' look-down, shoot-down radar capabilities,
and to continue efforts to make the pilot's job easier and more efficient.

gTOMORROWeaS SYSTEMS
The current
crop orof "facts*
avionics suitable
software for
available
to and
the
avalanche
of "data*
analysis

aviator
provider aThe
virtual
interpretation.
next

generation
of
pilot aids
will
advance
from this
"data" oriented
software
to
an
-information* network displayed to the pilot at the appropriate time or A.ailable on
demand (see figure 2).
We are currently witnessing the evolutionary process taking
place. For instance, although altitude is displayed on the HUD, some fighter aircraft
have the added feature of a "break X" low altitude cue as well as an audible "PULL UP"
command from the computerized voice generator.
The critical difference between data or
fact oriented software and more "information oriented" software is the interpretive
element of the algorithms.
The future software package will be designed to help the
pilot maintain timely and effective situational assessment.
The system will act to a
great degree as an extension of his senses and perceptions.
It will also provide
sufficient automation to manage certain subsystems.
This will allow the pilot to maintain
the "big picture" and not be distracted by mundane simple tasks. This should result in
improved pilot response time, particularly during heavily tasked, high stress and/or high
threat situations.
Integration of sensors, flight control, fire control, countermeasures
and weapons with a beyond-visual-range capability will provide the pilot situational
awareness capabilities designed to increase his ability to assess, accurately monitor and
quickly react to the tactical situation.
Furthermore, with this advanced software, the
system will be able to incorporate tactical information
from airborne or land based
integrated battle management command posts.
Several software types will be used to accomplish the goal of subsystems management,
enhanced beyond visual range capability, and situational assessment, and display. These
include three dimensional color graphics drivers, speech recognition and synthesis routines,
multisensor image recognition, basic system software, as well as software for weapons
delivery.
The situation assessment software will
be designed to
integrate multiple
sensor inputs from onboard as well as from data linked sources if available.
Once enough
information has been assembled, these elements may even provide the pilot with beyondvisual-range identification information.
The system would then establish the magnitudes
and immediacy of threats, storing the data in memory and alerting the pilot.
Programs
will focus on the integrated attack scenario and will display engagement options that
also include maintaining combat flight integrity.
The ultimate objective is to optimize
attack opportunities for the flight while minimizing risk exposure.
As the information is accumulated, it will be prioritized and displayed in a manner
so as not to overload or distract the pilot.
One concept being developed would use a
miniature, helmet-mounted television display.
Avionics software would command symbology
showing the location of both airborne and land based threats.
Additionally, the display
would indicate weapon status and modes as well as the position of friendly forces.
The
concept also includes a sophisticated array of sounds and verbal cues that could alert
the pilot to threats at his six o'clock position as well as indicating his own flight
conditions. All of these informational displays will be flexible and fully programmable
by type mission and pilot preference. The pilot will be able to see any sensor information
superimposed over the entire field of view or a selected portion. In addition, the pilot
will have infrared imaging, a large menu of navigational aids and the ability to magnify
an area of particular interest.
Mode selections and commands will be designed so as to reduce pilot workload. Flight
gloves may be equipped with magnetic location devices so as to allow the pilot to request
information by pointing his finger.
Also, there may be a limited ability to employ voice
commands.

THE ACQUSITION PROCESS
An might Le expected, the process for acquiring new software systems like these is
usually lengthy.
Figure 3 shows the major steps in the USAF acquisition chain.
This
process can take in excess of three years for a software design change on a mature system.
It is even longer for a new system.
The portions of this process where the software
engineer has the greatest opportunity to influence the results are in the design and
design review phases.
Unfortunately, pilot input to the product traditionally occurs as
part of the Statement of Need (long before the engineer begins a design), at the design
reviews (by which time the design is virtually complete), and during flight test (which

is a very expensive way to find problems).
The problems

initial pilot

with

this

should

inputs and the

be

obvious.

initial design

There

effort.

are

Close

several

pilots.

levels

scrutiny will

although some of the people involved at these levels are engineers,

between

the

reveal that

few are likely to be

In fact, most of them will be in marketing, contracting, or public relations.

These people may have no clue
will be needed to provide it.

what the pilot wanted, nor what
They know neither the software

kind of software effort
engineer's job, nor the
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pilot's, yet they are the channel through which the pilots' requests must flow in order
to get to the software engineer.
The designer and the pilot must make an effort at the start of design work to talk
face to face and work shoulder to shoulder. They must be sure that what is being developed
is what the user really requested. (R18) They must also work--sometimes at odds--to be
sure that what users have requested is what they really need. To this end, Northrop Corp
used pilot "murder boards" during F-20 software development. These groups of experienced
pilots would discuss employment concepts, hammer out a unified position, and submit it
directly to the software engineers, with virtually no middlemen involved. The Air Force
test pilot felt the results were excellent.
The Users' Groups and Cockpit Review Teams which are listed in the figure deserve
elaboration. These groups normally consist of a handful of highly experienced, highly
respected pilots.
These individuals are delegated the authority to speak for large
numbers of pilots in their respective services or countries, and they usually have
These users will discuss potential
sufficient backing to make their opinions stick.
mechanizations, evaluate contractor proposals, and vote on what they feel will be the
Normally the results of these votes will form the
best approach to a given problem.
basis for a contract to modify a current software package, or to design a new one.
Often members of the Users' Group will attend the preliminary or critical design
reviews to confirm that the system looks the way they expected it to look. Having a
simulation available for pilot evaluation, even a rudimentary one, can do a lot to confirm
the accuracy of the mechanization before the more costly flight testing phase. (R-19)
When these simulations are used, the actual code that will support the aircraft itself
should be used if at all possible. This not only saves work for the programmer, but it
gives the pilot a chance to see the *real thing* to the maximum extent possible. (R-20)
It may also give the software designer the leverage to push for earlier hardware
development so that it can be evaluated along with the software.
When simulation is performed, every effort should be made to design some quantitative
form of evaluation into the simulation. Many decisions are made simply on the basis of
In these cases, the more forceful or
what a certain pilot *likes" or "dislikes".
authoritative pilots may tend to sway other evaluators based solely on strength of
personality. If very specific tasks are laid out--the CORRECT tasks--then there will be
little room for argument. Being able to write that *Mechanization-B had a 30% lower
average time required for accomplishing the task," makes the results difficult to argue
with. (R-21)

F-15 PILOT COMMENTS

The F-15 is a two-engine, all-weather fighter-interceptor built by fcDonnell-Douglas.
Originally designed primarily for the air-to-air role, the aircraft has subsequently been
modified to perform the all-weather long-range interdiction mission as well (F-15E). It
has also been selected as a technology demonstrator for advanced short takeoff and landing
(STOL) concepts.
F-15 pilots and weapon system officers (WSOs) familiar with all of these variants
were asked to evaluate how effectively the avionics and software support their missions.
The evaluators were all members of the F-15 Combined Test Force at Edwards AFB, California.
To simplify discussion, we have broken the mission down into the Pre-takeoff, Cruise,
Combat, and Recovery phases. Surprisingly, a large proportion of aircrew comments related
to the Pre-takeoff phase. This is probably because that is the phase in which the most
interaction with onboard computers takes place--data is going from the crew to the
aircraft. Keep in mind that most, if not all, problem areas discussed here will have
been corrected by the time the systems are fielded. Our objective is to avoid tripping
over the same problems.
In any advanced multirole aircraft like the F-15E (figure 4), a lot of keyboard work
It should be no surprise that pilots prefer
is required to set up all the systems.
During the remainder of the
automated data entry during the Pre-takeoff phase. (R2)
flight, data goes both ways, but the majority of the information flow is from the aircraft
to the crew, so displays tend to dominate the discussion.
hlthough menu-driven software is generally preferred, some testers
PRE-TAKEOFF:
felt that the weapons loading menus in the F-15 could be improved. Pilots reported that
it was unnecessarily difficult to change from a branch entereA in error and get back to
the correct branch.
They felt that a single action "Home" button would allow them to
quickly abort and restart a transaction when loading weapons. (RI) They also noted that
two different menus had very similar names, making it even more likely that an error
might occur. Specifically, one page was labeled "ARMNT', the other was IWPN". The ARMNT
page was the page required to load stores into inventory, but because of similar names,
The WPN page was actually
it was easy to inadvertently select the WPN page instead.
video select for an electro-optical weapon. What also annoyed them was that this option
appeared even if no such weapon was loaded. The computer was 'knowingly* presenting an
option tht didn't exist. (R3, R4)
One pilot felt that there were actually several unnecessary branches. There was one
branch for loading air-to-ground weapons, another for air-to-air, and yet another for

This pilot made the point that the aircraft has only so many
*simulated" odnance.
stations.
O
should he need to change loading modes and work down through another
decision tre when all he really wants to do is load another station? Also, instead of a
special -training" branch, why not just allow loading of zero quantity? This could flag
noted
it as a simulated load and eliminate the need for a separate branch. Another pilot
A consistent technique would be better. (R7)
Although loading modes showed room for improvement, pilots praised the ability to
pro-load several different weapon delivery programs. The ability to quickly select the
desired program then allowed rapid reaction to pop-up targets once in combat, and the
correct delivery mode was only one switch away. One pilot suggested that the same ability
should exist for stores jettison modes, so that he could quickly select any of several
combinations of ordnance and/or tanks to leave the aircraft. (R12)
In the F-15E, an up front control panel was added to make systems easier to access.
Although the idea itself was appreciated, some crewmembers felt that the mechanization
required too many pages of submenu to reach the desired systems. Regularly used systems
should have easily accessible menu pages. (R17)
One last comment on Pre-takeoff procedures involved the radar.
It seems that the
system would always power up in a certain mode, no matter what mode the pilot may have
selected on the control panel. This would require that the mode be recycled to achieve
the requested configuration.
It isn't unreasonable for a system to require a certain
mode in the early or warm-up phase; however, when the warm-up is complete the system
should align itself with what the user has requested. On an air-to-air alert scramble,
possibly air base defense, the pilot should be able to set up his cockpit so that no more
than two switch actions are required to put a missile in the air. He shouldn't have to
waste two actions just getting a system to do what he has already directed it to do. (R9)
CRUISE/COMBAT% Although it is admittedly a hardware oriented item, a mandatory
requirement for any interdiction aircraft is an intelligent autopilot. (R5) Specifically,
the INS is programmed with route information. The autopilot can fly the aircraft. Both
systems are on the aircraft data bus. There is no reason why the aircraft shouldn't be
able to proceed autonomously to the target. Hidden in this requirement is the need for
high reliability in any software which is coupling into the flight controls. At low
level, in the weather, there is little margin for error when the aircraft begins its own
turn to the next point on the route.
A common thread among several pilots was the concern for information management. We
have aircraft with multiple sensors and integrated avionics. These sensors have ability
to acquire much more data than ever before. Unfortunately, human input ports and maximum
throughput rates have changed little. We must be selective in what we choose to display,
and be sure that it is displayed clearly.
For example, aircrew were very enthusiastic
about the Tactical Situation Display. It provides a moving map showing own ship position,
as well as locations of airborne targets acquired by various aircraft sensors.
The
"God's Eye" view was considered easy to use and interpret.
On the other hand, some crewmembers were disappointed in the use of new multicolor
displays in the weapons management mode.
The capabilities seemed to be underutilized.
Instead of drawing in weapons and using the various colors to highlight weapon status,
the same old monochromatic abbreviations were used as before. This forced the pilot to
come inside, focus, read, and interpret--wasting time. (R6) Although these displays have
limitations relating to glare, color washout, and resolution, they do have advantages
upon which we can capitalize. (R8)
Pilots were also disappointed with a complex F-15A radar display. The radar attempted
to present so much data about each target that it became too cljttered to use against
large formations. The symbols were large, each extending almost 1/4 of the length of the
screen. When targets began to maneuver, one pilot described the result as looking like a
sword fight. This display may have been a result of the tendency to make "evolutionary"
or incremental improvements to systems and displays without considering their effect on
the system as a whole. Usually it is easier to add code to an orperational flight program
(OFP) than it is to improve the code that is already there. This is the beginning of
nformation overload. (R13)
As users and developers, we must be smart about how much information we display, and
about what is presented in the heat of battle. For example, one pilot commented that
during the final stages of an engagement, his primary concern is whether or not he has
reached valid shot parameters. He felt that a "shoot" cue should stand out from
everything else, even if your head is out of the cockpit.
Current "shoot cues" may
actually be a step backward from those employed in later models of the P-4, simply because
they are so small. (RIO) This small size may be a direct result of trying to put too
much data on the available displays, or it may be because the displays are not properly
"missionized* to take into account pilot workload as a function of phase of flight.
One way to take the onus off of the designer regarding what and how much to present
is to make displays more "tailorable". If the pilot, via automated data transfer equipment,
can personally tailor his displays prior to flight as a function of flight mode, he can
find the combination which works best for his own mission and experience level.
This
"tailorability doesn't have to be unlimited. Just offering a choice of several optional
chunks of information
can go a long way toward making a single OPP do the work of several.
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(R12) In the sae vein, the pilot shouldn't be denied access to information which is
readily available to the computer.
One pilot complained that certain radar failure
states are accessible on the ground, but are unavailable once he is airborne. Nothing is
more annoying than to be denied information by your own computer. (Ril)
RCOVRYs Pilots were very impressed with the Klopstsin format landing display
planned for the STOL demonstrator.
In
this
display, the runway is
represented by a
trapezoidal figure displayed
in the HUD.
This figure has the same relative
size and
shape as the runway would if it
were visible.
(See figure 5.)
A picture is still
worth
a thousand words.
(R6)

H-60 PILOT COKIIENTS
The HH-60A
(Night Hawk) is a twin-turbine engine,
single-rotor, semimonocoque
fuselage, rotary wing aircraft, built by Sikorsky.
It is designed for search and rescue.
With two flight deck crew it is able to carry up to ten passengers and a crew plus
internal and external cargo. The cockpit (figure 6), designed by IBM, is highly integrated
so that the aircraft can be operated without a flight engineer.
Features include a
three-cue flight director function, an alert by exception philosophy, and computer
monitoring of normally static engine and airframe instruments.
It also has automatic
initialization of
most avionic control functions with default values that, once altered
during the mission, remain that way. (R14)
The HH-60 also has a flight planning software
function, fuel and power management computer calculations and integrated basic flight
instrumentation on multipurpose displays (MPD).
We solicited pilot comments from individuals familiar with 11-60 flight test results.
In general, they concurred that the avionics software as designed was suitable for the
mission. They were complementary about the numerous options available to the pilot
although there were some minor descrepancies with the choice and consistency of some of
the nomenclature.
(R7)
The two major complaints concerning the avionics were the fact
that they felt overwhelmed with information and that the system definitely was not user
friendly. Since there was so much data available there were many layers of software the
crew had to travel through to get to what was desired. A colorful example that illustrates
this concerned the fifteen steps it took to set the altimeter which could then only be
displayed by going three pages deep into the software. The initialization, recovery, and
system status monitoring (IRSSSM) function is the backbone of the avionics system.
It is
designed to perform initialization and monitoring of all avionics subsystems as well as
redundancy control of the avionics and pilot interfaces.
System initialization was
satisfactory as demonstrated in 196 flights.
This allowed the operator to power up the
avionics and begin normal operations generally without manual initialization of any
avionics subsystem. The pilots would have liked the system embellished with the capability
to cartridge load mission specific information and parameters.
They felt that the quick
response search and rescue role would be enhanced by freeing the pilots from having to
load all of the information manually. (R2)
Avionics subsystem power transient recovery was rated as marginal.
In particular,
the system status monitoring function displayed a wide range of false failures after
power transients which leads to some additional pilot comments concerning software system
design. (R9)
Even without the added variables introduced due to the power transients,
the approach to system status monitoring left something to be desired in the pilots
opinion. As stated earlier, the system uses an alert by exception philosophy.
This of
course means that you must rely on the judgment and proper functioning of the monitoring
system to know when something goes wrong.
There are undesireable aspects
to this
philosophy.
First, the pilot has no continuous way to monitor certain instruments to
establish trends so as to anticipate problems. (R15)
A simple case in point is the fuel
display.
It
takes a deliberate act
of judgment on the part
of the pilot
for him to
display fuel status.
This of course means that if this is not done on a regular basis,
it is possible for the crew not to realize that the external tanks did not feed until
they get the fuel low light. Thus the crew could find itself deep into enemy territory
or far over the water without enough usable fuel to make it back.
Furthermore, if the
accuracy of certain displays is effected by power transients, the crew would not have any
baseline data upon which to develop manual estimates since they had not been continuously
monitoring the systems.
The flight information display
is divided into five basic categoriest
flight
instrument values; engine and airframe instrument values; avionics flight symbology;
warning/cautions/advisories (WCA); and general display control.
Discussion of this area
led to very useful comments concerning display philosophy via-a-v.s software implementation.
Chief among these comments was the need for what one pilot
called a "scratch pad".
The
general function of this
display is to be a catch all
of inputted data to be used for
monitoring or crew coordination.
Case in point was the IFF squawk on the 1H-60.
The
pilots
complained that it
took too many switch actions on their
part to see what they
were currently squawking.
The same was true of the corm frequency.
They felt
that these
could be displayed on the *scratch pad'.
Also, this
display could be used when a new
input was being made on a given system to avoid confusion, duplication of effort and aid
crew coordination. (R16)
The second comment concerning displays was the use of analog versus digital formats
in the software. This would allow the pilot to use trend information such as acceleration
or decceleration, which is more easily accounted for with analog type displays. (R15) A
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display format featuring simulated 'round dials"
trend information available at the pilots' option.

for

critical

instruments

could

make

Next, the pilots expressed their preference for color displays with appropriate
symbology. Also, an HH-60 feature they enjoyed was the ability to declutter the display
The last major comment concerning displays
panel for certain phases of their mission.
was their desire for the ability to zode select without releasing flight controls. (R29)
software concerns
in summary, avionics
consistent programming end nomenclature, user
intensive power-up and data loading processes.

revolved
friendly

around information
management,
selection process, and nonlabor

F-16 PILOT COMMENTS
The F-16 is a single-seat, single-engine, multirole fighter made by General Dynamics.
It was designed as a lightweight fighter and optimized for the day, clear weather dogfight
role.
It also has very good all-weather surface attack capability. The Falcon is flown
by nations as diverse as Pakistan, Israel, and the United States, as well as several
European countries.
It was one of the first aircraft to employ the NIL-STD 1553 data bus
to tie multiple components together into an integrated avionics suite.
The two major
variants are the F-16A/B and the F-16C/D. From a pilot perspective the major difference
between the two versions is the use of multifunction displays (MFDm) in the C/D variant
for increased system flexibility. Typical cockpit layouts are shown in figures 7 and 8.
Characteristics of
the avionics were discussed with USAF teat pilots who had
experience in both variants of the aircraft. Some comments mirrored those of F-15 pilots
covered earlier, but since the F-16 started off as a computer-oriented machine, many
problem areas
associated with
pre-takeoff operations have
already
been addressed.
Therefore pilots tend to have more comments on combat related capabilities.
PRE-TAKEOFF:
Pilots
generally praised
the
display
and
stores
management
mechanizations.
A common rule throughout the system is 'Press to change*.
If what the
pilot sees is not what he wants, he simply presses the label.
This will rotary through
other available modes or provide a menu of them.
The general feeling was that if there
were three or fewer options, a rotary was fine.
For four or more options, a menu seemed
easier to use. (R24)
Refer to figure 9 for examples of the process.
As with the F-15, stores loading drew several comments.
For the most part, the A/B
stores loading mechanization was preferred.
This is a menu-driven load procedure which
lists stores by abbreviations of their actual names.
The pilot selects the stations
which he'd like to load, and the stores management system (SKS) shows
the options
available. The pilot then pages through the catalog and picks out the desired store.
In
the C/D mechanization, no options are presented.
The pilot has to select the desired
station(s), then key in a code for the desired store.
This code is a three-digit number
having no logical connection with the store itself, and no list of options is presented.
The pilot must simply know the code. If this type mechanization is to be used, one pilot

suggested that a "Help" page be added. This would cross reference the weapons with the
associated codes.
(R25,R26) In addition, both mechanizations drew criticism becase
racks and pylons

had

to

be

loaded

separately, even

if

the

store

loaded could

only

be

carried on a specific rack-extra work for no reason. (Rn)
One feature that pilots felt
air-to-air
modes prior to flight.
action inflight
to set up radar

ability to set
air-to-air

(A-A)

up a master mode
if

needed,

was very useful was the ability
to tailor
certain
These modes allowed the pilot
to use a single switch
search pattern as well as weapon choice.
(R12)
The

(air-to-ground

and return

to

(A-G)

for

example)

exit that mode

A-G without having

to reprogram

concern

amount

it

for

was

also

head-down

work

considered valuable. (R27)
CRUISE/COMBAT:

Every

pilot

expressed

about the

of

required to use the fire control and navigation panel (FCNP) in the A/B model.
This
particular panel must be accessed in order to select certaia radar modes, some weapons
delivery modes, and to update the INS.
Although this is a hardware-oriented problem, one
possible solution would be to put two or three of the most heavily used functions into
hands-on or up-front controls and then display the information momentarily on the BUD.
(R29) The data should be deselectable, because some pilots felt that the HUD was already
becoming cluttered, par-icularly in C/D variants. (RIO)
Miany numbers are presented in
the HUD and most are unlabeled.
As a result, the display has become very difficult to
interpret at a glance.
Regarding the HUD, pilots
appreciatd the use of analog type displays for altitude
and airspeed. (RI5)
One also praised the commonality between A-A and A-0 'in
range'
displays. The HUD flashes whenever entering weapon delivery parameters.
The message is
the same:
'time to press the button'.
The wide angle raster (WAR) BUDs, in combination
with LANTIRN pods, have made night or adverse weather navigation easier, but they also
spread out the altitude and airspeed information.
One pilot noted that the visual angle
between altitude and airspeed in the WAR HUD is actually larger than the angle between
the two gages on the instrument panell

Radar displays and modes also generated some comments.
pleased with the radar presentations in both models of the F-16.
Several felt
that
both are effective.
similar to the ?-15 would be desireable.

In general, pilots were
Although very different,

a manner
hands-on control of azimuth scan in
Others wanted a heads-up way to change the scan
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patterns.
For example, the radar can search from side-to-side at a constant elevation,
or it
can change elevation slightly from sweep-to-sweep and search a larger volume.

These pilots
wanted to be able to change the pattern without having to go bead-down to
the radar panel.
The radar was also tied into the voice message unit (VMU),
so that in
certain radar automatic search and lock modes,
the pilot
would get a 'lock'
call in his
headset.
This would allow a pilot
approaching an area with known hostiles
to maintain
simultaneous visual and radar search. (R8) A final comment regarded the A/B radar display,
which presents a block of information about the target in a section of the display.
In
some instances, the target would drift
into the information block and be occluded.
A
hands-on declutter solved the problem by removing the data block on request.
Several comments regarding different systems emphasized a pilot desire for consistent
switchology and displays.
One button on the side-stick has multiple uses. As the nosegear steering switch, it toggles the steering on and off.
As the missile step button, it
rotaries through all loaded missiles of a given type.
But during certain A-G deliveries,
it becomes a one-way switch to go from the currently selected mode to a continuously
computed impact point (CCIP) delivery mode.
Pressing the switch again has no effect.
A
switch which has always been a rotary has suddenly gone bad, and the pilot must go back
to the SNS to regain the previous delivery mode. (R7)
On the positive side, pilots
were generally pleased
with the target management
switch (TlS) on the stick.
No matter what mode the pilot
had selected, the TMS always
seemed to do what was expected:
it always caused a sensor or system to become stabilized
wherever it
happened to be looking or located at the time.
No thinking was required,
because the purpose was so consistent from mode to mode. (R23)
RECOVERY
One software feature given high marks by pilots
was a set of *cruise*
modes.
Tese are essentially
fuel management modes which give the pilot
speed and/or
altitude cues for best using his remaining fuel.
"Endurance', "Range', and "Home" modes
would not only provide the proper speed and altitudes
to fly as a function of gross
weight, but they would also take into account the drag of all loaded stores in making the
computations. The 'Home' mode would also give the pilot a predicted fuel remaining when
overhead the field.
Software like this
makes superb use of the things a computer does
best.
It
provides
"information"
to the pilot
rather than unprocessed
*data'. (RB)

RECOMMENDATIONS
The specific recommendations
below arise as a direct result
of user interviews
discussed earlier.
Each is directly related to one or more specific suggestions.
They
are not listed in any particular order, but the authors recommend special consideration
be given, as a minimum, to four underlying concepts:

A.
B.
C.
D.

Keep switch actions to a minimum, particularly in
the heat of battle
or for
error recovery.
Keep switchology consistant throughout the mechanization.
Keep "display options' visible, but tailor default displays specially for the
planned phase of flight.
MOST IMPORTANT, provide the pilot with useable "information'.
Megabytes of
unprocessed "data" only increase pilot workload.
PRE-PROCESS ITI

Specific Recommendations
1.
Always
include a
single action
*return to
start" capability
in any menu-driven
software. (This is
in addition to the standard "back-up on page" capability.)
Single
action recovery from erroneous keystrokes is also a must.
2.
Automate data entry
recommendation.)

whenever feasible.

3.
Don't display "non-options'.
the pilot to enter them.
4.

If certain

(This

is

obviously

software paths are

a hardware

intensive

deadends, don't

allow

Avoid using similar words that could generate confusion.

5.
To reduce workload, get the proper systems talking to each other, rather than to the
pilot.
INS should talk to flight controls, RWR should talk to ECM, etc.
6.
Use pictures instead of
maximum advantage.
7.

words whenever possible.

If color is available,

use it to

Be consistent, not only in mode selection switchology, but in displays as well.

8.
Use the computational capabilities to improve a mechanization rather than "putting
the old mechanization on the computer'.
9.
Systems should eventually reach the modes commanded by the current switch placement.
If
intermediate modes are required,
the system should cycle through them automatically,
even if the recycle is due to a power transient.

-

and reduce

l0.
"issionoe"
the displays to emphasize the correct information
but make adotional information available if specifically requested.
The pilots should be
11.
The stem shouldn't keep secrets.
necessarily change) any mission or failure state information in
the time to access it.
12.

pr-programming

combat

modes

prior

to

can

flight

save

clutter,

able to read (but not
the computer if he has
later.

seconds

precious

13.
Be disciplined about adding 'bells
and whistles".
Don't just
present more data
Process the "data" and present
'information".
Be sure the
because it's
available.
addition will be useable in the heat of battle.
14.
Smart initialization is a must for any quick reaction system. They should be set up
for the "most probable" quick response scenario, not the "worst case*.
15.
Long-term trend information on systems like engine and fuel should be easy to access.
Short-term trend information for things like altitude or airspeed must be constantly
displayed, preferable in analog format.
For these applications, standard mechanical
displays may be better than digital.
16.
For multiplace aircraft, a scratch pad type display might improve
changped
t
ie
adi
frqectmetradsuwshlntbeidn
throughout the aircraft.
S

17.

Often

changed

items

behind menu pages.

like

radio frequency,

altimeter

and squawk

information flow

shouldn't be

hidden

They should be readily available at all times.

18.
There must be increased pilot participation early in the software design phase to
make certain that what users' have requested is understood by the actual programmers.
19.
Simulations, even simple PC-based ones,
pilots how planned mechanizations will work.

should be

20.
When simulations are used, every effort
and software that will be used in flight.

should

21.
Quantitative measures of performance should be
possible.
This will produce more objective results.

used

be made

used

whenever possible

to use

during

the actual

pilot

to show

hardware

evaluations

if

22.
Aural cues are a good option for warning information. When they are used, words are
better than more horns or tones. For normal trends (like airspeed) artificial wind noise
might be appropriate.
23.
A specific switch
mode the system is in.

should do

functionally

equivalent

things no

24.
Be flexible regarding rotary versus menu formats for switches.
use a rotary. When options are many, use a menu.
25.
Menu-driven software is generally preferable to
workload as well as reduced switch actions.
26.
Make "Help"
mechanization.

pages

available

for

complex

27.
Weapons modes should not reinitialize
remain as the pilot last saw them.
28.
Whenever possible, avoid
and hold while slewing).
29.
Use
actions.

the

hands

the use

on throttle

and

or

when

matter what master

When options are few,

code word driven,

code

exited

word

and

oriented

(HOTAS) philosophy for heat

for mental

sections

re-entered.

of simultaneous switch actions

stick

both

They

of

the

should

(such as designate

of

battle switch
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DISCUSSION
W.Urschel, US
Current design efforts have used one of two extremes - either the pilots arc ignored by the designs until flight test or
the pilots are brought in early via cockpit working groups and end up judging or proposing specific design solutions. not
just functional requirements. What is the solution to this?
Author's Reply
Pilot evaluation of proposed changes through simulation facilities allows decisions on adoption of changes to be based
on empirical test results, not just biased opinions. Thus, each proposed mechanization or change should be evaluated by
multiple pilots on the simulator and decisions on implementation should be based on simulation evaluation results, not
just individual pilot's desires.
To summarize:
a. Get pilot inputs early.
b. Validate plans via realistic operational tasks.
c.
Keep pilots involved as system takes shape.
J.G.Brevot, Fr
I. What is the schedule for the completion of the "Pilot's Associate" (PA) program?
2.

What are the first sophisticated applications that you envision in this program?

Author's Reply
I. Since the development of the PA concept will be evolutionary, incorporating improvements and modifications
gdually,no actual "completion" is likely .. possibly ever. Like an air-to-air missile program. new and better
versions will continue to be tested and built
2.

This is probably the more important question, also more difficult. I would expect some forms of safety-oriented
functions, like automatic terrain avoidance, automatic aircraft out-of-control recovery or automatic air-to-ground
weapons delivery to be the most reasonable systems to be operational first. There may also be better target
recognition systems within the next few years.
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sciMIRE
Cette communication analyse d'une part Ie travail que dolt mener le responsible de l'exprasSion du besoin pour rdidlgor
Its splicifications d'un avian de combat, et d'autre part les questions qu'il
so pose Sur lespossibli tds rdelles offertes par Its tachniques de l'intelllgence artificielle at des
Systimmes exoperts.
L'auteur on ddduit quo Ia specification de l'emploi de ces techniques Sur avian de combat
constitue umes~rious. difficultd at propose des solutions pour surmontor cette difficultd.

AMEIATIOUS
IA - Intelligence artificielle
SE- Systiue expert

L'apparition des techniques de iIntalligence artificielle dans lesdomainas de Iladronautique mlltalre est un fait earquant do ces dornibres anndaes.
Le rasponsable de 1'exprassion du besoin. dont le travail consiste I pivoir ]es conditions
d'oxicution future des missions, so dolt d'en tenir compte. 11 so heurte copondant h un certain nombre
d'i r t~~nt lides b cas nouvelles techniques. incertitudes vanant s'ajouter h colles qui accompagnent
flormalemnt Is travail do redaction des specifications opdrationnelles.
& l'intelligance
bous alms analyser les incertitudes do l'expression du bosoin, cellos lides
artificlello,at tenter do digager quolques solutions pour exploiter au mleux les possibilltfs nouvelles.
I

- LEXPRSSIO U NS(IN

1.1- Los sodcifications odrationnelles,
laxpression du bosomn an Etat-major so heurte i de nombreuses
Le travail du rosponsable der
difficultds. on particuller lorsqu'il a trait au domains des avions do combat.
11 consists en offot I savoir se projator dens 1'avenir, et 10 cheminoment do Is pens~e permattant de d~gagor les caractiristiquos ossentialles du bosoin dolt en fait tenir compto do nombrauses
Incerti tudos.
Une Incertitude importante tiont au falt quo 1 odversaire no nous donna pas -,es intentions at
il conviont do tenter doles prdvoir. Une autre incertitude est duo aus percdes technologiquos souvont imprfVISIbles.
Toutas ]as rifloxions doivent prendre place dens un cadre repr~sentdl par I&hiagg. Or cette
monaco dipendl blon ontondu do Is tochnologie dont dispose l'adversaira, mals Ealmnt do Uevol ution des
9iopolitiquos at des rapports do force. Chacun salt quo cotta dvolution est particulibremont dlfSituations
ficilo I privoir.
Tout ce travail se tradult par )a r~daction des sp~cifications opdrationnallos qul constituent
un document do base auquol so rE~ia constomnt 1 utilisateur au cours du diroulement d'un progralme.
Si co doctunt est bien ridigd
-

-

on pout escomptar quo I* matiriel remplira Ia bosomn, caest-b-dire qu'il se montrora efficace
pour romlir )a mission.
male on pout dgalemt oscomptor quo 1e matiriel remlira luste I. bosomn ce qulsignifia
quo son cofit
sera raisonnabla caest-h-dire roatrant dons li-Tma financier qui pout Itre
consacrd au progralmo.

1.2 -La

prdvision do Ia mission

11 sagit done do prdvoir Ia nature at los conditions doexdcution do Is mission dans un futur
I long tone at doen ddduiro Ia bosomn corrospondant.

Mois do quel long tarme s'agit-il ? Enmoyanna le ddveloppomont d'un avion do combat prend
10 ans, at ensuita lavion va avoir uno durda de vie dons l'Arme do lair utilisatrica do 1ordra de 25
ans, one trbs souvant use rdnovation b mi-via. 11 taut done prdvoir l'dvolution des stratdgies et des toe*tiques
sur use pdriodo do 35 ass. ca qui nest pos una ticheaiolde.
Voidi I titre doexempla quolquas unas des grandos questions qui so posant dons Io pr~vision

de cmfutur I long toe.

- Los missions offonsives soront-ollos exdcutdas por ovions isoldu, par potrouilla ou par

raids massifs?
- Compto tonodes menaces at des parades possibles, las altitudes optimalos seront-ellos

basses ou hautes ?
Quollas soront las vitausos associdos 7
- Faudra-t-il

privildgior Ia vitassa ou Ia manoeuvrabilitd ?

- Los missions do supdrioritE adrienne satfoectuoront-olles sous guidage complot ou au contraire

do fagon 1& plus autonamo possible?
- Quolle sera Ia quolitd do lidantification at do Ia coordination sur 1e champ do bataillo

Mois quollas quo soiost los solutions anvlsagdos. 11 route qua los mat~rials dayront toujours
Itre congus pour penmet tre daexploitor au mioux las qualitds imube do laviation do combat :la souplesso
doemploi, laptitudo I Ia concentration, Ia rapiditd daction dons asprofondour.
1.3 - I'dvolutios tochnologipue
Usa des tichas essostiellas du responsablo do loxpressios du bosomn consisto h sulyre avoc attention l'dvolution des tochnologies at & an prdvoir las tondancos. Malhoureusemont son travail out compliqud
par la fait quo cotta Evolution n'est jamais una progression constante. L'6mergence do nouvallos technologies pout erdar des perces difficilamont prdvisibles contra lauquallas il conviont do so prdmunir. ou au
contraire qu'il faut tenter dosxploitar.
Cepandant on pout constatar as cotte matibro une
dons l'histoire des techniquos militairos :loltorsasco antre
Actuollemont on pout constatar un avantage assaz sat on favour
duo b 1s sophistication des systbmos donres, des armuuasts at

coroctdristiquo qui saest toujours vdrili
lavantogo do l21nde at coluldo Is cuirasso.
do lAp~E, caest_-F-dine do laction offensive.
des missiles. Mais los tondancos tachnolo-

giquos actuellos. on particulior dons los domaisos des contre-mosures, do Ia furtivitd ou du durcissomost

des objoctifs. font pensor qu'on pourrait assistor & un retour do l'avantaga on foveur do Ia cuirosso coesth-dire do Ia position d~fensive.

Voidi & titre doexamplo quolquos domainos tochnologiquas ayast ou ou dovont avoir un impact
certain sur los conditions d'exdcution des missions, done sur 10d~finition du bosomn on mtibre d'avions
do combat:
-

las progrbs dons loefficaciti des missiles,
l'arrivdo des cuosuandas do vol Eloctriquas,
Iomise au point des techniques pulse-doppler sur los radars do bond,
l'optronique,
l'augsontatios do 10 pr~cision do navigation,
los possibilitds do coordination du champ do batoille,
laupoentatios explosive do Ia puissance des calculataurs do bord,
at bion ostondu larrivdo des techniques do lintllignce artificiollo at des systimas
exports.

1.4

-

Los dilomnos
1.4.1

- La dilomno efficacitd / coOts - ddlais

La premibre qualitd d'un matdriel militaire out d'Atre efficaco. Mais cotta officaciti nest

pas foredmont obtasue par 1 acctaoulatios do fonctions. £110 out plutbt Io rdsultat do Io crdation d'un
ensemble cohdrent.
at oux ddlois.

Cependont Ia riolisation do cot ensemble coh~rent so haurteaoux limitations duos oux coflts
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limitation asantielle due aux colts cit cella qui rassort du dgi
sousdans un volme budgdtaira doned. Limpact du factaur quantitd6 ne dol plr
estimi car 11 apporta d'une part 1 effet de nombra an matubre d'efficaciti opdrationnella at deautre part laffat de sdie entralneet une r~duction des prix unitaires.

-La

limitation due aux dduals viant ensulte at oblige h savoir arritar la ddfinition du
matdriel sur one technologic donnie at & bviter le perfectionnisme.

-La

1.4.2 - La dilemna damande excessive / exploitation des possibilitis
La limitation esanticlie qua rancontre donc le rasponsable de laxpraision du baioin cit
toujours rdalisE k lintdricur d'une anvaloppa financira donnie et 11
cella des colti. tinprogranme cist
eu micux le besoin ices dipasier catte enveconviant d'aboutir b une d~finition du matdrial reciplissant
lop. En rvanche la limitation des colti paut Itre un
meteor favorient le progrbi des applications technologiquci. Ella obli ga las ingdniauri h se ramattra an cauia at I consteamment recharchar de
nouvallai techniques plui adaptsi pour assurer una fonction raquli.
Toui cci El1aicnti
placant le rasponsabla deant un dilamna difficila
celui da ne pas exprimer le baioin sous one forne qui conduirait b une rielisation axcddent lanveloppa financibra, s'opppiant I la crainte de manquar laxploitation optimala dei possibilitds tachnologiqoci offertas.
Usa autre difficultE rdside dens le felt qu'il sexista pas riellamant dens las Etat-majors
dc personnels cepebles de comblar la fossd qui axista antra l'opdretionnel at l'ingdnicur. 11 faudreit en
qualque sorte des opdretionsals capablas de se plonger dens la technique pour an gliminar tout cc qui cit
ioparflu oo inutilement colteox at eu contraire dicaler touta application potantialletent efficace pour
rdaliser la mission.
1.5 - La charge de travail d'un Eouinae d'avion de combat
L'dtude des conditions dasxdcutios des missions de laviation de combat moderne montre qua
cci missions yost an se compliquent dens us anvironnamast opdretiosnel de plui an plus hostile at difficile
A maltriser.
Da cc fait la charge de travail d'un Eqoipaga d'avion de combat va en augmnstant da feyon
quasi explosive. Cat 6quipage dolt tout b ]a fois
- assurer le pilotage de lavion,
- assurer le positionneiant de lavios at an particolier la navigation.
- maltriser Ie micux possible la situation. cc

quisignifie :percevoir. identifier at systhd-

tisar,
- d~cider de la tactique I court terme (Oamanoeuvre) at I long tense (la conduite de la

mission),
- assurer lauto-difanse Ia plus efficace,
- gdrar las moyans offansifi.
- gdrer las senseors an charchant h la fois la maillaure efficacit4 at la discrdtion,
- gdrer las pannas at dvantuallement las consdquences des coups ravus de ladversaire.

Tout cala implique us excellent dialogue entra liquipage at le systbme . 11 faut dosc itudier
atenionliterfca Mos - machine :qualit6 des visualisations, viseur - visual
un
paticli~a
de caique,ave
qualitE des logiqoes sytmcmana temps rEl, coensandas sessitives, informations at comimandas vocalas.
Par ailleurs la limitation des colts de possesion (cast-I-dire & le fois des colts deacquisitios at des colts de fonctiosneeant) conduit I recharchar des avions de tailla limitia sarvis par des
personnels las momnsnombreux possible. La tandanca cit donc d'allar vers des avions monoolacas ob par
consdquent le pilota dolt asicuter saul 1 ensemble des tichas prdsentdei plus haut.
impossible I gdrar. 11
Pour qua Ia charge de travail du pilote na daviana pas rapideeanst
conviest de faire assurer par le syitbea one aide dleborda, d'ob lapperitios du concept de "copilota
Electronique" at l'ist~rlt particuliar portE aus techniques de lintelligance ertificialle at des sys-

times experts.
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2LES TECHNISUES BELITELLIGEE MTIFICIELLE (18) EiTDESSYSTE.S EDERT

ISE)

2.1 - Do auoi s'agit-il ?

La promibro difticulti quo roncontre 1'opdrationnol on gdndral ot lo rosponsablo do 1Vexpression du bosoin en Etat-major on particuller. ost do bion coeprendre do quoi l 1sagit quand sont
abordds los problhmes lids aux techniques d'IA.
11taut on effst constator quo los spdcialistos do I A n'ont pas toujours UNlangago clair
pour faire comprendro los avantaes do leurs techniques. Le tarse duoe d'intolli pence artiflcielle", galvaudd par los journallstes. meintiont k tord sur cos tachniques un caractiro isotirique ot 11 vaudrait
mioux lo ramplacor par "inforuatlouo cognitive" (coest-h-dime qula trait I la conna issanco).
1e tableau I donne. par comparalson entro los techniques infonuatiques classiques ot los
techniques d'IA, leslinformations qu'il nous paralt ndcessairo doexpliquer aux responsables pour lour faire
saisir tout l'intdrIt do l'epproche IA.

2.2

-

Los doeiainos
d'aoplication

Los techniques d'IA ont poruls d'abordor des probihetes
qu'il itait Jusqutl prdsent impossible
do traitor par l'inforuatiquo du felt do leur comlxitd. Los doitainos
d'epplication roprdsmntent donc un
potontiol pretiquoeiont ifi,
ot il s'agit do sdloctionnor coux quiprdsontent un intdrnt pour los activitds militaires.
2.2.1

-

Domalnes on relation avec l'environnomont

Co sont des dosaines chorchant k reproduire des activitds do base do lintolligenco huaine
on rapport avec lo perception. La rdussite dens cos domainos est lide essontiellenont b la puissance do calculdont on pout disposer.
On y trouve essentiollemont los doux dceieines
suivants
-

-

lo reconnaissance do la parole. quipormettreit un dialogue vocal direct entre le pilote
et le systbme,
le traitocient et Il'interprdtation d'imagos, Ia reconnaissance des formes et Ilenalyse des
schnos.

TECHIUES INFOUMATIIJES
APPROCHE
CLASSIQUE

APPROCHE
IA

-

Prograrsnation procddurale algorithnique coesth-dire ob toute lo conneissanco est employ~e
dens 1e nime ordre on suivent pas-h-pas un onchatnoment d'instructions appold algorithne.

-

Progranination d~clarative qui consiste b d~clarer
touto sos conneissancos sous tomve do ttglos puis
h no los employer quoquond olles sont ndcosseires
grAce h un reisonnomont approprid.

-

Instructions

-

Rbglos. coest-h-dire un formelismo treduisent los
coMO Iseances

-

Algoritnne essurant un ordre doexdcution des
instructions

-

Notour d'infdrenco. coest-h-dire un intorprdteteur
do connaissences essurant le reisonnomont

-

Traltoinont do donndos

-

Troitomont do faits

-

Procddd dderministo, c'est-h-dire utilisant
toujours los mimes d~ductions

-

Procddd heuristique, coest-h-dire cherchent h trouvor
la solution avec un raisonneiont adoptd aux feits I
traiter

-

Cherche la milleure solution thdorique

-

-

Temps do treitoient des problbmes complexes
pouvent devenir oxplosif

-

Chorcho 1a solution optimolo on fonction des felts
ot du temps imperti
Tomps do treit'nent des problbes complexes pouvant
6tme edaptd aux ddlais impartis

Svsthe clessipue

Systbme export

Base doeaed

aed

do[ndesJ\rgsfas
ProgammeMoteur

NI~ J'

d'infdrence
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2.2.2

F

-Domines

des systisos experts (SE)

Cesont las domainos prdsantant 1a potatialitd Iaplus grande. ulsfont ploinemont appalI
I approcho IA des techniques inforcotiquos en utilisant los systicos experts. La connaissanco utilisie
dolt donc Otre recueillie auprks des experts militaires.
Signalons d'abord brilvomont los domains en rapport avec la conception et ]a fabrication des
matdrials adronautiquos car uls intdressont surtout las industrials. Copendant ceidocalnes doivent Itre
suvspar los utilisatours car ils ont des rdpercussions sur des activltds dens losquolles ces dorniors
-

l'architocturo des systimes.

-

los Etudes do sdcuritd.

-

laida & la spdcification technique.

Los docoinos quion revanche intdressent pleinocent los utilisateurs sont las suivanti
laide I lamaintenance, 1e diagnostic do pannas,

-

laido h l'intorprdtation des signeux radar at radio,

-

laide & lidentification,

-

applications principalos
la simulation. avac cosmic

-

-

Iasimulation do l'activitd do grandes unitds militairco (divisions, unitds adriannes,
flo tte s maritices),

-

la simulation do scdnarios et do modos d'action stratdgiquos,

laide I la prise do d~cisions, domaine oxtrhmement vaste dont los applications principalos
-

aido au conuandomont compronant las activitis suivantes :lanalyse stratdgiqua at
tactique, l'6tablissesent do plans d'attaque at do d~fense, lanalyse at l'intarprdtation du ronsoignemont, l'affoctation des rosiourcas,

dont las applications principalos pour las avions de
aide I ]a conduita des systieses
combat sont 1a prdparation des missions at surtout toutes los activitds ensbarqudas
dlectronique".
couvrtes par Ievocable 'copilote
2.2.3 - La copilote dlectronipue
-

Le but g~ndral des applications dCIA embarqudc cit tout d'abord d'alligor Ia charge de travail
du piloto pour luiEviter un problice do saturation at ensuito do laider dons 10 rdalisation do tiches com'ploxes on particulier dens las prises do dicisions. On dovrait ainsi luipormottre do mioux so concontrer
Sur 1l'ssential at donc diAtre plus officace.
l'objat d'applicaDo nombrausos activitds, dites do "copilota Electroniqua', pouvent f'Siro
tions IA plus ou coins complexes:
la postion do Ia mission at do la tactique & long tomre,
l'optimisation da la pdndtration.
- 1 aide eux manoeuvres d'engagecent air-air,
- l'dvaluation do lonvironnocent et la maitrise do la situation,
- Ia gostion des captaurs,
ct leur reconfiguration,
- Ia surveillance des syitteles
- lidontification at Ia classification des menaces,
- 1a postion des corens do brouillaga at do leurrage,
- I& ddtermination do l'origino des pennes. do beun consdquerces, des actions curatives at
los propositions do prociduros d'urgence.
Toutes cci applicetions ont un point coisun :elles doivont Itre rdalisdas sous forme do solutions proposdes au pilote &I 'exclusion de tout automtisme syStdcatique, uno proposition do solution
orronde Aeiffnralheureusement toujours possible camme on Ie vorra plus loin. La pilate dolt rester le
souljugo do I'opportunitE do la dicision at las automatissWes no peuvent Stro envisagds qua our autori setion de ccl ui-ci.
-

(

Una difflcultd importante nusde dons Ismocquo d'aptitude actual dos systimos experts I
opder
n twsrdel. Les ddcisions dol vent an effet $tre prises trbsrpidemmnt dans un avion d cmat.
l~~dd&Vtablissement d'une solution at 1. qualitd do cotta solution.

avnae
pportds par los SEpour savoir quols sont los bosoins qul peuvent etre pris on comite per los
techniques correspondantes.

2.4

-Los

-

Los SEsont capables do traiter des problhmes quil Etalt impossible de tralter auparavant
du fait do lour copeiA Codi rdpond bien aus problbmes do 1 aviation do combat modorne
dvolutivitd croiiiiiie des situations, multiplication des informations, environnoment hautemont complexe et non structurE.

-

Les SEsont capables do traitor des faits incertains.

-

Les techniques des SEapportent b 1 expertise
ot 1&disponibilitd.

Vaccumulation, Ia pdrennitd, 1 ubiqultd
1

-

Los SE peruettent d'assuror des dialogues homme

-

-

Les SE sont capablos si ndcesseiro doexpliquer Ia raison des solutions qu'ils proposent.

-

Les performances des SEno sont affectdos ni per le stress du combat. ni per Ia panique.

-

Enfin los SESont faciles a eAdliorer et I modifier.

machine *intelligents".

difficultds lides aux systimes experts (SE)
11 faut en revancho Atre conscient d'un certain nouibre do difficultds crddes par les SE.

Tout d'abord un SE n'a do valour quo par I& qualitd do lexpertise qu'il contient. Cette expertise, forcdment limitdo par le nombro do *lglsquil est possible de mttre on oeuvre, pout Otro incompbte ou imparfaite. Los *ies d'expertise peuvent Atre contesties solon ]es experts quand on aborde
des sujets pour losquels los solutions Alimentaires no sont pas dvidontes, ce qui est souvent le cas on
eeiploi opdrationnel. Enf in los performances des SEso digradent trls rapidemont quand on so trouve dans des
conditions d'utilisation qui s'approchent des limites do l'espertise utilisde.
Pour toutes ces raisons un SEpeut parfois donner une solution erronde ou tout au coins inopportune. Cola est-il acceptable sur un avion do combat ? Oui, I condrInition quols solutions proposdes par
les SEno ddbouchent pas systdmatiquocent Sur des automatismes. Coest au pilote d'apprdcier coo solutions
at de los suivre ou d'autoriser des automatismes sillVestime ndcessaire ou s'u na pas le temips de faire
mioux.
UnSE out donc construit pour un expert capable d'apprdcier I& solution proposdE et non pour un

profane.

D'autres difficultds rdsident dans le recueil de Vexpertise
-

ce recueil est assurE en faisant interrogor des experts par dos spdcialistes (en g6ndral
psychologuos) ce quiest un travail long et fastidious domandant uno totale dispo ibilitd
des experts.

-

la formalisation des connaissances sous forme de rlgles limit~es en nombre nest pas une

-

Ia transmission do Isconnaissance par lesexperts se heurte parfois & des obstacles psychologiques de refus.

-

enfin soposent los problos do propridtd. de protection et do non-divulgation de 1Voxperti so.

tdche aisde.

Pour ces raisons il faut accorder de l'importence au ddveloppement des techniques do gdnie
cognitique (spdcialisf dans 1e recueil des connaissances).
2.5

-

Los techniques I d~velopper

Pour rdpondre aux bosomns des utilisateurs en matibre d'IA. il convient donc do connaltro
los techniques qui doivent encore orogresser:
-

amlioration des logiclels, traitecent sycbolique des faits, langages adaptds i VIA.
reisonnecent sur lincertain. logiquos floues. concepts do possible et de n~cessaire.
rapidltd d'exdcution I acdliorer pour attendre Ie temps r~el.
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-

calculateurs spdcifiques IA, embarquabilltd,
capaciti des nmoires de masse.
traltament de la prioriti,
coopdration entre plusleurs SE,
formalisation do I& connatssnce, ginte cognittque, apprentissage autometique.

3 - LES SMIS
JfS
Le travail du responsable de 1Vexpression du besoin an Etat-major se heurte couramiant.
coume nous Pavons vu. I de noabreuses difficultis pour privoir les conditions dan: lesquelles s'exdcuteront les missions dens 1 'avenir.
Quand ces conditions font an plus appel aux techniques de 'IA, ces difficultts sont aggravies
par des incertitudes dues I une information insufftsante, donc & une miconnaissance des problimes at de leurs
solutions potentielles, et & une organisation lnadaptde.
Les demanes qul suivent doivent donc faire lobjet d'un effort particulier de la part des
Etat-majors.
3.1 - Choix des applications IA
Pour Itre adaptde au traitement par les techniques IA, une application dolt ripondre I
plusleurs critires.
Tout d'abord le problbme k traiter
- dolt tre suffisaiment complexe.
- ne dolt pas avoir de solution algorithmique, ou cette solution dolt demander un temps de
calcul excessif,
- ne dolt pas avoir de solution intuitive,
- est particulibrement indiqu6 si les informations sont incomplbtes ou imprdcises,
- est Egalement indiqud si las rigles de la base de connaissances Evoluent repidement.
Ensuite le recuell de l'expertise
- dolt Stre effectud auprbs de praticiens exp4rlmentds,
- at ces praticiens doivent Otre totalement disponibles.
3.2 - tttriser les SE
La mltrise des SE ne sera effective qua si les responsables en Etat-major sont conscients d'un
certain nombre de problbmes.
- Come nous l'avons vu prdcddement, un SE na de valeur que s'il est rdalis
lisE par un expert pouvant le contrOler et non par un profane.

pour Otre uti-

- 11 faut savoir msurer ses mbitions ; un SE disposant d'une centaine de rigles est un
optima aujourd'hui. En particulier 1a rdalisation d'un *copllote Electronique" ne pourra
se faire qu'l travers une approche prudente par "petits pas".
-

11 faut savoir trouver les concepteurs les plus compdtents pour le SE envisagE. La compEtence dens les techniques IA est en effet souvent tris diversifide : universitis, organismes
de recherche tatiques, industrials.

- La rialisaton d'un SE reprisente en g~ndral un coot limit
les d~lals de mise au point peuvent Atre trs
importants.

au dveloppement. En revanche

- Les simulatons ilotes, ddj& essentlelles pour le ddveloppement des systbmes d'armes,
devtennent lndispensables pour le mlse au point des systhmes experts embarquds.
- Ce sont les utilisateurs, at non les industrials, qul doivent Itre responsables de la matrise de Ie partie expertise. Pour cela 1l faut disposer de personnels totalement disponibles.
-

Les utilisateurs doivent dgalement faire dvoluer eux-mimes la base des connaissances.

- 11 faut donc que las utilisateurs disposent d'une organisetion edaptde.
3.3 - Une organisation adaptde
Cette organisation dolt Itre capable de rdsoudre les problbmes do compEtence et de recuel
de lexpertise.
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La coupdtence dolt ftre assur~e par Ta foruation [A des personoels suivants
- au niveau do 1 Etat-uajor. respofisable, des programes, uno dquipo

IA compos~o d'of-

ficiers do diffdrontes spdclalitds.
- dens Its organi smesd'essal. d'dvaluation at d'expdrluentation. au umolns
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SOFTWAREPRiODUCTIVIT
THROUGH
Ada* mNGINES

Capt Rick A. Long, USAF
ArlALAAAF-2
right-Pattrw A8, OH 45133-6543
(513)55-2446 AV 785-2446

This paper explains how the use of correct computer hardware can be used to increase programmer
productivity. It uses an Air Force program for specific information and examples.

TRADITIONAL PRODUCTIVITY VIEWS
When one thinks about software productivity, one tends to think about the more traditional methods
of increasing productivity; high-powered software tools coupled with high-powered computera. Syntax
directed editors for most languages have been around for a long time now. Program generators have become
almost commonplace.
Even a popular $39.95 Pascal compiler that has several screen-entry program generators
available.
Recently, there has been a new wave of software productivity tools. They all use very sophisticated
software coupled with a reasonably high-powered computer. A good example is the Interactive Ada
Workstation (lAW) which General Electric Is developing for the Air Force. This software development tool
constructs a compilable Ada program with the aid of graphical representations (e.g. finite state machines
and Buhr diagrams). The IAW runs on a $100,000 per user lisp processor. The productivity gain of the IAW
is estimated to be at least one order of magnitude beyond ordinary software engineering techniques. This
is an effective tool to assist In software productivity increases; but, it still fits the traditional
high-powered computer running a high-powered program.
What happens when a programmer uses one of these traditional software productivity tools to program
an embedded computer? This is where the problems start with respect to traditional software productivity
views. From the outside, it looks as though there are no problems at all. In fact there can be enough
Let's take a look at how this develops.
problems created to rip apart any previous notions of programming.
First there is the super software development tools. Ada has several features which are conducive
to software productivity gains. One can reuse previously written code, even if it varies slightly from
what they really need, through the use of generics. Many people argue that reusing code In the avionics
environment is not practical. However, for many other applications it makes sense and will save
development Costs. A generic package for doing screen manipulations for terminals (which is used in almost
all Ada programs) could result in cest savings if implemented and used. It Is doubtful that anyone would
(or could) argue that a database package is not a good candidate for reusability. Many applications are
good candidates for code reusability.
Ada has given the
Another powerful feature of Ada Is tasking. True tasking can be very powerful.
programmer the flexibility to write programs that run simultaneously without having to think about how
tasks are scheduled or how they cmmunicate, as is required in other languages; that is built into Ada
itself. All of the built in capabilities of Ada tasking also causes code size and execution speed
problems. Previously, if It was not written In assembly language, the tasking feature required a specially
written run-time system to handle its intricacies and allow reasonable execution speed. The problem here
seems to be due to the compiler implementations.
The next feature of Ada is exception handling. Formerly, a programmer had to write exception
handling features separately, frequently in assembly language. Ada does not require that the programmer
The problem with exception handling, however, is
write in this capability; the language does It for them.
that It adds overhead to nearly all of the other features that Ada providen. During every procedure call,
for instance, Ada checks for any imaginable error or Inconsistency. Prograsmers have the option of turning
off error checking, but they may not want to.
The
The final feature (or non-feature) is precise timing. Ada Just does not allow for it.
The only timing feature Is the
progrmer is not allowed to force an event to occur at a specific time.
'and suspends
AIUI/IL-STD-1B15A defines the delay statement in the following manner;
delay statement.
further execution of the task that executes the delay statement, for at least the duration specified by the
Mow does one implement the cyclic executive
resulting value.'
In other words, 'delay at least this long.'
without precise delays? Probably In assembler or a more difficult high-level language like FORTRAN.
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The next super software tool is the type that resembles the Interactive Ada Workstation (lAW)
mentioned arlier. It doesn't require one to know a particular programing language (in this case it is
Ada) in order to develop the required software. All you need to know Is the basic design of the program.
The IAN Is a super aoftware product, but if it were not running on a super computer (1 million instructions
per second or KIP) per user it would not be nearly as useful as It currently Is.
Secondly there is the super computer.
The definition of a super computer, in this context, Is one
that Is capable of giving the programmer a reasonable reapoe tim when running reasonably sophisticated
software.
It has been found that programr productivity i directly related to computer response time.
The response time should be, obviously, as short is possible.
It should, also, be consistent.
Imagine
working on a program in which the programmer just instructed the computer to compile a program.
The first
time it was compiled the prompt was returned in two minutes. The programmer then finds that there Is an
error in the logic so the programer must edit and recom ile the program.
This tie the computer returns
in twenty minutes.
But, it was expected to return in two. The programmer must sit and wait for It to
return with no Idea about how long it will take. In both oases the time was wasted. These are just two
reasons that most software productivity systems are hosted on a super computer.
Examples are the Lisp
Machines, Inc. (LNI) and Symbolins lisp processors, the IBM 4341, the DEC VAX, the Sun workstation and even
the IBM AT.
PROGRAMMING PRODUCTIVITY AND E4BEDDED (SMALL) SYSTEMS
Everyone concerned with Ada's use in embedded systems knows the problems with using Ads in that
arena.
Actually one can't blame Ada; the problem lies with the particular implementations of the
complier. The problem is compounded when using the MIL-STD-1750A computer. It is slow when compared with
the super computers mentioned above. The 1750A computer has a very limited memory capacity.
Used in
embedded systems, the 1750A computer tends to be used in critical real-time systems such as the Advanced
Tactical Fighter (ATF).
Pilots lives depend on the effectiveness of the computers on the airplane.
Knowing how much memory an Ada program with tasking and all its associated error checking and correction
requires, as wall as the processing power required, one tends to not use the features of Ada mentioned
above even though the promise is great.
So what does one do it one wants (or is required) to use Ada to program embedded systems. Well.
mostly, only use the parts of Ada that the 1750A is capable of handling. But then the programmer might as
well have used FORTRAN; hence the name AdaTRAN. When programmers can't get around using particular Ada
capabilities they are forced to take other steps.
There is a lot of overhead associated with Ada tasking. The run-time required to support this
feature can fill a lot of memory that the 1750A just does not have. However, the aore important problem
with tasking is speed. Task switching takes a lot of time to accomplish. Embedded systems are not the
place to have a slow task switch. Task switching in cyclic executives frequently happens 60 times per
second. In some compiler implementations the whole duty cycle would be taken up with task switching, not
doing any processing. Two of the things that a programmer can do to remedy this problem are Just not use
Ada tasking or, If they have to use Ada, (usually the case) just rewrite the run-time to be fast enough to
be usable. Down goes the productivity rate.
The cyclic executive was mentioned above. Ada does not allow for the cyclic executive which
requires an accurate clock. Ada does not have a means for accurate timing. One must modify the run-time
again, or even worse.
One might have to go back to school to learn different schemes to control the system
that they were working on. Again. down goes the pr-lu~ftvity.
Going hand-in-hand with the cyclic executive problem is the control theory problem. Traditional
control algorithms require that a program implementation have access to precise timing; Ada does not have
It. Again, it Is back to school or the drawing board to modify the run-time and again the productivity
suffers.
Next comes the idea of using Ada tasking for distributed processing. If one values their job, don't
mention this idea. To date there are no compilers with the capability to produce code for the 1750A that
allows it to be in a distributed environment. When there is one available It will be for a specific
architecture; probably not the one needed. If distributed processing using Ada is an absolute must, then a
lot of money and time writing a compiler (or having someone else write it for you) will be spent. One more
time, down goes the productivity.
Hopefully by now I am sounding a little like a broken record.
You are also probably putting two and
two together and coming up with the idea that it not only takes super software coupled with a super
oputer to maximize software productivity, but it also takes m target computer capable of handling the
language features that Is required for the implementation.

A SOLUTION
If the problem Is that the limitations or the target computer results in the programer becoming
It may well be argued that the
less productive when writing programs what should, be done about it.
standards must be changed. Maybe the Ada atandard should be changed.
There are those who advocate that
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the embedded computer standard should be changed; use a more powerful 1750 computer. Still others say that
the military should use a completely different computer standard. Still others say that Ada should be used
aa the overriding standard and allow the implementor to chocse the omputer system that can handle the
implementation. The answers seem to be pointing in the same direotion.
They seem to be saying that the
super productivity tools available should be vetalned; it is the hardware that must be change.
One solution is to simply to change the 1750A; to beef it up. This eight be done by taking the
1750A and adding the required hardware (ooprocesor or accelerator) to give it the required capability to
allow It to compete with the super computer. Give it the oarbility to do the things that the executing
Ada progrm normally does very slowly in software, in hardware. Then the programmer is allowed to use the
pieces of Ada that can increase their productivity without thinking about the hardware implementation.

AN EXAMPLE
Recently, the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL) had a contract through the Small
Business Innovative Research (SBIR) office to do an Ada primitives study. The goal was to find out how to
increase the speed of an executing Ada program by looking at the operating system primitives most used.
Among the methods of increasing the speed recommended was the Ada coproceasor. or Ada accelerator. It
would serve much like the math coprocessor chip does on the normal microcomputer but it would be for the
specific purpose of making Ada run faster.
Four main Ada primitives were recommended to be put on the coprocessor chip/board. 1) Tasking
management and switching. This area holds the *oat promise for speed increase. 2) Timer services. This
would add a capability that does not now exist. 3) List manipulation. This goes along with task
management. 4) Heap storage management. These four areas will be discussed in greater depth later.
The main suggestion of the SBIR was to build a coprocessor board or chip. The ooprocussor would
accompany a Motorola 68000, Intel 8086/80286 or 1TSOA based system. The coprocessor should be designed so
that it can be transferred from one systems to another as emaily as possible. Once the hardware has been
prototyped, an existing Ada compiler should be modified to produce the required code for the target system.
PAYOFF (HARDWARE)
The SBIR contractor implemented one of the suggested Ada primitives (list manipulation) and
simulated It on a silicon compiler. Work with the silicon compiler demonstrates that one could expect a 16
MHz coprocessor clock rate and it suggests that up to 24 MHx may be possible. The simulation was of a
simple linked list fetch. A linked list software example was also designed and implemented in C on an
Intel 8088 development system hosted on a VAX 11/750. The development system emulator was then used to
determine the number of clock cycles required for each instruction. This data was used to estimated the
overall timing. The results were quite staggering.
The results showed that much can be gained using a coprocessor. Using a 5 MHz central processing
unit (CPU) (like the IBM PC) with a 5 MHz coprocessor, the time it took to find the nth block whose ith
word contains a specific value was estimated. Using 100 and 400 for n, it was found that the silicon
version worked an average of 167 times as fast as the software version. If a 16 MHz coprocessor is used
with the same 5 MHz CPU one can expect a speed increase of over 500 times. Since task switching Is much
more complex, the payoff of implementing It in silicon could potentially result in a higher payoff. Adding
the four primitives mentioned, the payoff could be staggering in terms of both hardware performance and
software productivity.

PAYOFF (SOFTWARE)
Increase in software productivity resulting from the increase in hardware performance inevitable.
With the increases of performance in existing Ada capabilities coupled with the addition of precise timing
one claims many advantages over traditional methods of Ada programming.
The largest advantage could be the elimination of the need to rewrite the executive. Since tasking
works fast enough now and has available garbage collection, one no longer needs to modify the existing
executive to gain these advantages. To gain speed Increases in tasking, the programmer might try to switch
off some of the error checking that Ada automatically uses -- losing some of '.heprogrammer's confidence in
the program. That will no longer need to happen.
No longer will the programmer be forced to program in assembly language (at least ideally not) no
performance critical sections of code. Studies show that the average numbe,' of lines of code per
programmer per day over the life of a software development project is conatant; regardless of the
programming language being used. If programmers can use a higher percentage of Ada and a smaller
percentage of assembler, the amount of effective work that each line of software does has increased. An
automatic Increase in productivity is realized.
Another benefit is that the programmer does not have to learn new methods of control theory.
Generally, control theory requires that one knows exact times between occurrences of events.
Ada does not
support this capability. Programmers have to use other languages or different control
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theories; theories that are not familiar to the.
It requires them to learn the different theories -taking time from the project. The Inclusion of hardware supported precise timing allows the programmer to
use familiar Ideas and. again, will result in increased productivity.
Allowing a programmer to use Ada with no other language mixed in reaults In another great benefit.
It makes use of the methodologies that the designers of Ada had in mind. Ada was created with many
software design methodologies in mind -- functional decomposition, top-dobm and object oriented design
being three. Taking away any or the capabilities or Ada requires the programmer to write 'kludges" and
.patches- detracting from the readability, supportability and maintainability of the program. While these
three advantages do not fit strictly in the productivity mold, they do fit nicely into another mold -- the
life-cycle cost mold. Not only will the original programmer have a higher productivity rate. the person
maintaining the program will also have a higher productivity rate. Maintenance costs are particularly
Important sinc, maintenance results in as such as 955 of the total life-cycle cost of the software.

CONCLUSION
To reiterate, software productivity tools have evolved to a very high state. The tools are
generally associated with one of the super computer defined earlier in the paper. The problem arises when
the programmer can't use all of the facilities of the language because of the limitations of the target
computer (and in some cases the limitations of the language).
The conclusion is very simple: In order to achieve and maintain a high software productivity rate,
adequate target computers are needed as well as adequate software development tools.

ACRONYMS

Ada............Not an acronym
AFWAL ............. Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
ATF............... Advanced Tactical Fighter
CPU ............... Central Processing Unit
IAW ............... Interactive Ada Workstation
NIP ............... Million InstructionsPer Second
SBIR .............. Small Business Innovative Research
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Denice S. Jacobs
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Due to the growing complexity of avionic systems, the development cycle for

mission critical software

has evolved into a collective process of organized tasks.
These tasks are distinct levels of effort
which are implemented by the developer to ensure the creation of a reliable, operational system.
This
paper summarizes four principle tasks which have proven to be excellent procedures for developing
avionics software. The first and foremost task of the project manager is to establish a Configuration
Control Board (CCB) as the central core of technical management.
It consists of a group of key hardware
and software engineers who mutually govern the status of system development, and incorporate design
changes on an agreed-to basis.
The second task is to logically separate the software project into
well-defined phases of development.
This, too, requires the cooperation of both hardware and software
teams to work together in accordance with a master schedule.
The third task is to create an automated
data base which contains the latest interface specifications (ICDs) and system message definitions for
use by the engineers.
Finally, the last task is to procure hardware emulators and stand-alone test
stations as an effective means of testing software prior to system integration and test (I&T).

Due to the growing complexity of avionic systeme, the development cycle for mission critical software has
become more involved in terms of the difficulty and number of software, interface, and test requirements
to be defined.
Consquetly, the probability of incurring design/coding errors is increased due to
written and verbal miscoemunications between the hardware and software development groups, information
latencies due to the number of developers involved, and inadequate software testing prior to system I&T.
In order to help minimize the aforementioned problems, it was necessary to create several guidelines
which 1) enforce a formal communication network between the hardware and software groups; 2)
enhance
the
visibility of
Etware progress;
3) improve information access;
and 4) enhance the software
verification process.
These guidelines evolved into four specific tasks which are addressed in the
following paragraphs.
7W
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The first task is to establish a Configuration Control Board (CC) which enforces a formal commmication
network between the hardware and software development groups.
The Board consists of key engineers and
managers from both disciplines who mutually govern the status of the system and incorporate design
changes on an agreed-to basis.
They attend all formal design reviews and major design walk-throughs to
ensure that neither group is being compromised.
They also meet on a weekly basis to review the current
state of the system and examine design problem reports which are generated throughout the development
effort (i.e., from requirements definition to system I&T). Finally, all design-related issues are
properly documented and reviewed by the 3CB before any changes are officially made to either the hardware
or softwari designs.
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The second task is to divide the software project into six logical phases of development:
1) Software Requirements Definition
2) Top-tevel and Detailed Design
3) Module Code and Test

4) Comonent I&T
5)
6)

Configuration Item I&T
System I&T

The first phase is to define the software requirements in relationship to the hardware requirements to
ensure that design oversites are not incurred.
Additionally, this phase must be completed prior to
starting the second phase in order to establish a known baseline of requirements.
The second phase mandates the satisfactory completion of all of the software design reviews and walkthrougha prior to coding the software. Work folders are then established which contain all of the software material pertaining to a particular processing element called a configuration
item
(e. g.,
data processors and signal processors are two separate configuration item).
Examples of data recorded

in the work folder Include software requirements,

through results, source listings, module code and
history, and design problem reports.

top-level and detailed design descriptions,
test history,

component

and configuration

walk-

item I&T

The third phase requires that each software function be developed in a modular fashion and tested accordingly (i.e., a module is defined as being a mall campilable file which performs a single function in an
efficient mariner).
In addition, module development is typically performed on a mainframe computer so
that the programmer can take advantage of various support tools such as the Scenario Ganerator/Monitor,
the ICD data base and debuggers.
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Once each modu'a meets its own unique performance requirements, then software development transitions to
the component I&T phase where a set of related modules are integrated and tested as a whole entity.
Again, this phase of development takes place on a mainfreme to take advantage of the support tools.
The next phase is to integrate and test a set of related co
item. This development takes place on both the
tools may be utilized (e.g.,

ts which comprise a given configuration

minframe and the target prce~sor so that other helpful
the hardware emulator which resides on the mainframe and the stand-alone

test station which 7 -rfaces to the processor). Additionally, the developer will be able to assess how
well the software runs on the hardware during this phase of development.
The final phase is Systm I&T, whereby the configuration items are integrated together to create individual threads of operation. This is the final and most difficult stage of software development since it
involves the integration of several unique hardware and software elements.
In summary, these software development phases have proven to be excellent procedures
software while, at the same time, enhancing program visibility and control.
TAM 3:
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The use of an automated ICD data base is beneficial to the user in several respects. By its very nature,
it is readily available to anyone who has the appropriate need-to-know authorization to access the host
compiter which supports the toolset. The data base also contains a detailed description of every message
and ICD used within the system. Therefore, written and verbal miscommunications between the various
development groups are effectively minimized, if not totally eliminated.
The data base is maintained by the CS on a weekly basis. Any proposed changes to the baselined hardware
or software designs are always documented in design problem reports and formally reviewed by the CCB. If
approval is granted, then the data base is updated by the CXM to reflect these modifications.
In conclusion, the automated data base is an invaluable source of design/interface data because it is
readily accessible to all users and provides current information.
MSK 4:
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'The following test enviroments were chosen since they verify three aspects of software design, namely
the software-to-software interfaces, the hardware-to-software interfaces, and real-time operation.
Scenario generators and monitors are useful software program which are used to stimulate the software
packages while monitoring the message traffic between the software modules (i.e., software-to-software
interface).
Hence, the developer can easily test the software with a number of possible scenarios and
examine the resultant messages.
Hardware emulators are also useful software programs which emulate the operational characteristics of the
host processor. This is beneficial in determining the validity of the software algorithm in relation to
the processor's capabilities and limitations (i.e., hardware-to-software interface).
Finally, the stand-alone test stations are unique hardware environments which are used to debug the
software during real-time operatic.
This, too, is an invaluable tool since it permits the developer to
examine the results from individual software instructions during actual execution times.
MM
CUSTON

With the advent of highly prograi'.able systems, there surfaced a need within the avionics community to
establish guidelines which definitized the relationship between hardware and software development efforts. These guidelines evolved into four specific tasks which ensure that: I) design oversites are
minimized; 2) software progress is controlled; 3) critical interface definitions are readily available; and 4) software is fully tested prior to system I&T. It is believed, therefore, that the combined
implementation of all four tasks will ensure the development of a reliable, operational system.

DISCUSSION
K.Benner, US
Is the government involved in the weekly configuration board meetings?
Author's Reply
The weekly Configuration Control Board (CCB) meeting was in reference to the contractor's software development.
Many times a particular effort will involve a prime contractor and several subcontractors. The contractor's CCB
facilitates the development of software when more than one company is involvc 1.
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ABSTRACT

High capacity data processing architectures are now available in
avionics. The development of embedded software has become a major
activity in most avionics Equipment manufacturing Companies.
These companies are faced with challenges. They have to master the
quickly evolving software technology and to develop the associated
know-how. They must also face a change in the internal economic
structure of the company and in the financial relationship with the
customer resulting from the increased incorporation of software in the
equipment.
Some features inherent in the software reinforce the idea that changes
in the functions performed by an equipement will be implemented more
easily. Many customers ask for facilities allowing them to modify
software themselves. These requests often result from the customer's
desiee to acquire a degree of independence with respect to the
manufacturer.
To meet

these requirements, the manufacturer's position has to satisfy

different, and sometimes contradictory, conditions
the desire to keep meeting customer's needs,
• the need to maintain and improve a technologically
and to ensure adequate financial resources,

leading position

the need to maintain and improve its own image.
The first
questions

part of

the paper

is a

tentative answer

to the following

* what characterizes the development of an equipment which includes
software : types of software, activities, tasks, skills, facilities.
* why are software modifications equivalent to a partial redevelopment
and where do the difficulties lie,
what are the

conditions

under

which

a

customer

may

modifiy the

software of an equipment.
The second part of the paper provides the answer to some aspects of the
process of giving a
user
the
autonomy
to
perform software

modifications.
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PARTI

1

-

SOME CHARACTERISTICS THAT INFLENCE SOFTWARE IN AVIONICS

Software incorporated in on-board military equipment or systems
generally has to work within tight constraints. According to the
definition in
(BOEHM 81) this software must operate in a strongly
coupled complex of hardware, software and operational procedures.
The requirements of the equipements and systems, expressed in terms
of maximum volume, weight, power dissipation, performance, and
functional complexity, result in severe constraints.
The final definition of the embedded
software results from
optimization of the design of the equipment or system in order to
satisfy as far as possible the preceding constraints.
The long operational life of equipment and systems is another
factor which greatly impacts the definition of software : the cost
of changing the hardware is so high that the software is expected
wherever possible to handle the changes whatever their origin
(problem solving or functional updating).

2

-

PARADIGM FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOFTWARE OF AN EQUIPMENT

The waterfall model of software life-cycle
has been widely
described ([ROYCE 70], [BOEHM 81]) and is still a reference. A
useful variant of the model considers that the integration and
test phase should be divided into sub-phases. Each of these subphases is assigned a precise objective
of verification and
validation of the results of a corresponding analysis or design
activity. This variant model is in the shape of a capital V.
All these models apply to the development of embedded software
except for one characteristic :
the software is not the final
product, but only part of
the whole equipment or system.
The avionics equipment or system manufacturer needs a broader model
applicable in the development of systems. This model may be
obtained by extending the previously introduced V form software
life-cycle.
A useful example of suct, a
(see figure 1).

model has

been introduced

by [ITI 85]

The activities involved in the development of an equipment may be
concisely defined as follows :
Eqwipment Requirements analysis
-

consists of determination,
specification
and
review of
equipment functional, performance, interface and verification
requirements,
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Results in

-

• approved, validated
equipment
validated
for
completeness,
feasibility,

requirement specifications
consistency,
testability.

concept
approved,
validated
preliminary user's manual,

of

including

operation

: milestones, resources, organization,
development plan
responsibilities, activities, techniques, products,
control plan
: configuration
management
Assurance plan, overall test plan,

plan,

quality

• definition of overall and in-flight tests.
* Equipment Design phase
- Consists of : determination,
hardware-software architecture,

specification

and

review

of

- Results in
* validated
equipment
design
specification
hardware,
software,
hardware
software interface specification,
verified for completeness, consistency,
feasibility and
traceability to requirements,
• identification of high-risk development issues,
* preliminary integration and test plans.
definition of needed specific testing equipments.
NOTES:

The software definition clearly
equipment design activity.

appears

as the result of an

Due to the optimization process introduced in paragraph 1, the
equipment or
system design activity is carried out with
iterations. In many cases, a partial prototype must be built for
feasibility study purposes.
The design decisions made during this phase are very important
and must be carefully documented in order to ensure their
traceability.

3

-

TYPES OF SOFTWARE INCLUDED IN AN EQUIPMENT

The software included in an
perform functions related to

equipment

or

A - signal processing,
B - control of the equipment or of the system,

a system typically
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C - information processing.
In the A and B fields and to a lesser extent in the C field, the
definition
of
the
software
is strongly affected by the
constraints and by the optimization process which have been
introduced previously.
In some parts of the B field and in the C field, the definition of
the software may be more easily related to the operational purpose
of the equipment or of the system.
Two types of software can be distinguish ed
• Embedded firmware is
following features :

characterized

among others

things by the

- the functions performed suit the hardware and are often
related to physical effects : the choice of data organization
and algorithms
is
based
on
thorough
scientific and
experimental knowledge and know-how,
- the implementation often requires the use of microprogramming,
assembly language, optimization. The result is a combination
of a hardware device and software that lies as read only
software on the hardware device.
* operational software
- the
functions
performed
suit
the
user's operational
requirements. Operational information rather than primary data
is manipulated. The choice of data organization and algorithms
also requires thorough knowledge and experience, but these are
easier to transfer,
- the implementation is based on the use
language. It is less hardware dependent
changes.

4

-

of a higher order
and more subject to

ABOuT TESTING

In most cases, the criticity of the functions performed by the
equipment or sytem result at software level in severe testing
requirements.
The main difference with the development of non-embedded software
lies in the need for particular instrumentation and/or of specific
test equipments.
In

general,

these

test

equipments

are

software

driven.

This

software depends on :
* the architecture of the test equipment,
the functions to be tested (black box testing),
* the organization
box testing).

of the

equipment or system to be tested (white

6-5

It follows that any modification of the functional definition
and/or the design of the equipment will have a significant impact
on the definition of the software of the test equipments.
Testing is an activity essentially oriented towards detection of
failures and defects,
the goal being to ensure correctness and
reliability [TURING 50) [BRANDSTAD 80).
Once an error is detected,it must be fixed. Real time

aspects make

this activity difficult and most often some special instrumentation
is

required.

This overall activity must be carefully managed under two aspects
* configuration management,

* identification and updating of a convenient

subset of

test data

(the non-regression
subset), the goal being to check for
undesirable effects of modifications without re-executing all
tests previously executed.

5
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ABOUT SOFTARE DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES
These facilities consist of computers and software tools.
Their role is to
activity :

help the developer in the various aspects of his

technical aspects : e.g. : design tools, compilers, generators,
* documentation tools,
management tools,
* librarians, long term storage...
These tools are mainly software tools. They may be updated and this
results in specific software engineering activity
* configuration management of tools,
* determination of the tests to be performed in order to decide
whether or not a new release of a software engineering tool may
be used to modify a product of an earlier release.

6
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ABOUT KNOWLEDGE,

SKILLS AND KNOW-HOW

The equipment manufacturer must carry out development activities
for his own use and increase his knowledge and know-how in a lot of
areas. Those which are of interest here are
A

-

Operational area

e.g. in the Electronic Warfare field
* general
and
theoretical knowledge concerning detection
analysis, jamming techniques and coordination as well as
threats.

-

definition of operational and technical requirements,
* pre-flight preparation, analysis of flight report readouts.
B

-

EOMUMt or Srstem Demiam and Testing
* design techniques,
data processing architectures.
signal
processing algorithms, design verification and validation
techniques (e.g. simulation. prototyping...),
* equipment

and

system

integration

and

testing techniques,

testing equipments design,
* in-flight testing techniques.
C

-

Software Engineering
* methods and techniques
development activites

used

to

support

the

software

Software requirements analysis
Design : determination of software architecture,
design and data base design.

program

Programing...
* documentation : development and update of
- user documentation,
- development and maintenance documentation.
D

-

Facilities management
operation of development facilities,
updating of tools over a long period of time,
* configuration management of tools.

6 - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TYPES OF SOFTWARE AND KNOW-HOW

TYPE

FIRMWARE

OPERATIONAL
SOFTWARE

+

+ +

KNOW-HOW
OPERATIONAL AREA
EQUIPMENT DESIGN
& TESTING
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

. .

+

IT
6-7

Normal skill required
+

Extensive coupling : high skill required

++

Very extensive coupling = very high skill required

+* Extremely extensive coupling = extremely high skill required

7
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ABOUT THE DOCIUNWATION OF SOFTWARE
The very many guides and standards that exist
necessity for a large quantity of documents to
throughout the whole development phase.

implie the
be produced

All this documentation is very useful to support the quality
assurance activities as well as the development activities.
This results in a lot of cabinets full of documentation and the
question is ' How really useful is all this paper (or magnetic
media) to support updating of the software in the long term
perspective
The main problem concerning the documentation lies in the lack
of :
* completeness,
* readability : it is a matter of precision, conciseness.
The many modifications made
during
the
development phase
especially during integration and testing, affect readability as
well as completeness.
.usefulnesss : the documentation should not only describe the
software architecture, but also
y X this architecture has been
chosen and how it has been tested. Facilities should be
provided to facilitate access to a given information.
Most often the required information exists, but is distributed
across hundreds of pages of documentation resulting in low
usefulness. It is a matter of documentation and presentation.
Few people are able -or want- to study such documentation, and
even fewer customers are willing to pay the real price for it I
The documentation should be elaborated in two steps
during the development phase,
at the end of the development phase, a maintenance documentation
should be elaborated and verified.
As this documentation is bound to be updated,
aided by strong methodologies and tools.

mI

this process must be

F

8 - cCusioms oF PART 1
CONCLUSION 1
The conclusion is

that updating of firmware is
much more difficult
and risky to bring out than updating of operational software is.
Thus
the
equipment
manufacturer's
position
is
that only
modifications to operational software are to be proposed.
*

CONCLUSION 2
The preparation and updating of the maintenance documentation
costly process.

is

a

The resulting
documentation includes a large amount of the
manufacturer's know-how. It leads to a large saving in maintenance
costs. Supplying this documentation is equivalent to a know-how
transfer. Thus the manufacturer's position is that there should be
a negotiation on this basis at contract time.
CONCLUSION 3 :
Part 1 has shown that any intervention on the software requires the
existence in the user's country of the same facilities as those of
the manufacturer's and the existence of the appropriate set of
skills.
Even if the manufacturer cannot accept to guarantee the results of
the user's intervention, his desire is to keep meeting customer's
needs.
The only solution is to aid the user to acquire autonomy through a
cooperation process. Because this process implies some form of
technology transfer, it will be designated as the transfer process.
Part 2 provides a broad definition of this transfer process as it
applies at the present time between THOMSON-CSF and some of its

customers.

I

mmm•m mm
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PART 2

-

1RAnSFzR FOCS

-

The purpose is to develop autonomous software updating

capabilities in

the customer's country.
The process involves four phases
Phase 1

Transfer
requirement
cooperation phase.

Phase 2

Initialisation.

Phase 3

Cooperation.

Phase 4

Autonomy.

Phase 1

-

analysis

and

definition

of

the

End points

*approved, validated concepts of

operation of

the original equipment

or system,
. approved, validated identification of the operational software,
* definition
of
the
scope
of
concept
modification of the operational software,
. approved choice of the updating to
phase,
.

updating

be undertaken

permitted

by

in the cooperation

approved identification of the currently existing human resources and
know-how in the customer's country,

. approved definition of the necessary additional resources (human,
know-how,
computers,
instrumentation,
software,
engineering
tools... ),
approved definition of the training,
approved definition of
the
additional
supplies (development,
documentation, partial and overall specific testing equipments etc.).
approved definition of the top level co-development plan, including
milestones,
resources,
responsibilities,
schedules
and major
activities, overall work-sharing between customer and manufacturer,
. approved co-development contract based on the above items.
Phase 2 - End points
delivered and installed operational equipment or system,
completed training of the different categories of personnel,

*

completed installation of the additional resources identified in
phase 1 (software development center, specific testing equipments,
flight testing base...),

6-10

approved, validated definition of the equipment
to be developed in the co-development phase,

or system updating

approved, validated software requirement specification : functional,
performance specifications validated for consistency, testability and
feasibility considering the existing hardware - software interface as
a constraint,
* detailed development plan
-

milestones, resources,

- organization and

responsibilities. Precise details of work-sharing

between Customer' s and manufacturer's teams,
- activities, schedules, products,
* detailed control plan : configuration management, quality assurance.
Phase 3 - End points : Completion of System Acceptance Review

* Concerning the software :
- Satisfaction of software Acceptance tests.
Verification of satisfaction of software requirements.
- Acceptance of
documentation.

the

modified

deliverable

software

products

* Concerning the system
Satisfaction of System Acceptance test
-

verification of satisfaction of systems requirements,
verification
personnel.

of

operational

readiness

of

Acceptance of the modified deliverable system
software, documentation, training, facilities.

system, facilities and

products

: hardware,

Completion of all specified conversion and installation facilities.

I.

------
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DISCUSSION

PRT

im,UK

I submit that the reasons many users want to change software is because many systems are so inflexible that that is the
only way to make changes. Should we not design more flexible systems that can be operationally reconfigured without

changing the software?
Autbos Reply
Systems may be designed for flexibility only as far as we are able to foresee them. Unexpected requirements will always
cause software modifications. However, flexibility should be considered a quality factor.
W.Ursohel, US
Current airc raft systems have relatively few firmware processors, as the majority of vehicle control systems are analog
or hydro-mechanical. However, future aircraft promise to have all vehicle control systems implemented with digital
controls and the total sum of these processors may outnumber the operational software processors. How do you
propose to support the firmware software with this scenario?
Author's Reply
With the current state of the art, the recommendation is to have the original developer accomplish the modification of
the firmware systems.

M'Jacosen, Ge
Can you comment on the cost/efforts related to software know-how transfer to another party in relation to the original
development cost?
Author's Reply
The relative costs of transfer vary for each program because they depend on exactly what is transferred and on what
commercial aspects are involved. Generally the transfer process implies some form of re-development. The efforts
associated with this re-development are of the same order of magnitude as those associated with the initial
development.
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CONVERSION TO ADA: DOWS IT REALLY MAKE SENSE?
Robert A. Converse

Mitchell J. Baseman
Computer Sciences Corporation
6565 Arlington Boulevard
Falls Church, Virginia 22046 USA

SUMMARY

Change is an integral part of any useful operational system. Changes are required
for any number of reasons, ranging from minor errors that exist in the system to major
system upgrades to meet totally new and different requirements.
For the U. S. Department of Defense (DOD), the manner in which systems are changed
is of significant interest. Major system upgrades occur in virtually every system at
various times during their operational lifetime. One way to manage the changes and to
reduce the long term costs associated with them is the use of the Ada programming
language [1].
Avionics is an application area within DOD for which the use of Ada is a serious
consideration. However, in addition to reducing the long term costs, the avionics
software must also meet stringent real-time performance and resource utilization
requirements.
This paper addresses some of the issues associated with the use of Ada to accomplish
system changes. Background and general issues will be discussed as well as some concerns
that are specific to avionics systems.
INTRODUCTION
Ada was developed by the DoD to provide a standard language for the development and
maintenance of mission-critical systems. Initially standardized by DoD in late 1980, Ada
has been steadily maturing both as a language for large system development and as the
basis for a comprehensive set of tools that support large system development and
maintenance. Ada is ready. Production quality Ada compilers are available for most
major computers available on the market today.
The processors supported range from
microprocessors such as the Intel 80x86 and Motorola M68OxO families through minicomputers such as the DEC VAX family to the very large mainframes such as those produced
by IBM, UNISYS, and CDC. Software engineering tools that support software development
methods designed to take advantage of the advanced features of the Ada language are
readily available.
Ada is mature and ready. Why should it be considered as a potential language for
the upgrade of a system? For the DOD community, there are two reasons: DOD policy and
technical advantages.
From a policy standpoint, Ada was developed by the DOD to solve the problem of the
lack of commonality among major DOD systems. Implementation in a common language would
provide a basis for reusability and transportability of software components among systems
throughout the DOD community. This capability would lead to reduced costs for system
development and system maintenance as well as increased availability of people who know
the language, tools, and methods used to develop those systems. With this goal in mind
and with a mature language at its disposal, DOD has issued policy statements requiring
the use of Ada for all new starts and for all major system upgrades for mission-critical
systems. Further, the use of Ada for non-mission-critical systems is strongly encouraged
(2,31.
Ada is mature, ready, and is required. Why is Ada "better" than other languages
such as FORTRAN and COBOL? What is the technical advantage to be gained by using Ada?
Ada, while still a third generation (procedural) language, was designed to support
design and development at a higher level of abstraction than other procedural languages.
However, no single feature distinguishes Ada from other third gen, ration languages.
Rather, the discriminating factor is its collection of features in a single language.
Ada's key features are strong typing, abstraction mechanisms, packages, tasks, generics,
and exceptions. Ada's type constructs and abstraction mechanisms require that interfaces
between software components be clearly and completely specified and that the compiler
(and run-time system) enforces those specifications. Ada facilitates the partitioning
of a large complex system into a number of smaller and more manageable components through
the use of the package and task constructs. Generic units permit the construction of a
template for an algorithm that can be used with the types and abstractions previously
defined, thereby making it unnecessary to write a different program for each type.
Exceptions permit the developer to create specific error handlers for unanticipated
problems. Features such as these allow programs written in Ada to be designed for
change; the changes can be isolated, and the impact of a change can be easily determined.
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UPGRADE DISCUSSION
Planning for a major system upgrade requires considering several factors.
important factors include:
o

the expected operational lifetime of the system

o

the degree of modularity within the system

o

the level of integration associated with the upgrade

o

the performance and resources.

The more

Operational Lifetime Factor
The expected operational lifetime of a system directly impacts the expected return
on investment associated with the cost of a change. If additional major system upgrades
are expected for the system, then planning for subsequent change during an upgrade makes
sense. However, if no additional upgrades are anticipated, e.g., a replacement system is
already in development, the cost for the upgrade should be minimized. Ads is designed to
provide significantly lower costs during a system's operational lifetime. It provides a
mechanism for incorporating change, reducing the costs of a controlled evolution of the
system in subsequent upgrades.
Modularity Factor
The modularity factor, the degree to which the upgrade affects the entire system,
affects the selection of the approach to the upgrade. For an upgrade to a tightly
coupled system, the upgrade may require significant modifications to the existing
software within the system as well as the development of new or additional software to
meet new operational requirements.
Integration Factor
The integration factor considers the extent to which the capabilities to be provided
by the upgrade are separate from the existing system capabilities. For a totally upward
compatible upgrade to a system, the interface between the existing system and the new
functionality may be sufficiently well-defined to allow the upgrade to be developed with
no impact on the existing system.
Performance and Resources Factors
The performance factor considers the amount of processing to be accomplished to meet
the required functionality of the system. A major part of this factor is the extent of
real-time response necessary. The resource factor considers the physical limitations
that may be imposed on the system. An example of such a limitation is the amount of
memory available for a program.
Accomplishing an upgrade requires considering two alternatives:
(1) use of some language other than Ada or
(2)

transition to the use of Ada.

Each of these is discussed below.
Non-Ada Alternative
A decision to use some language other than Ada for a system upgrade is based on the
factors described above as well as the applicable policy statements. For a system with
a short operational lifetime, it may be cost-effective to implement the upgrade in the
language in which the system was originally developed. Of course such a decision assumes
that the target computer has sufficient capacity to accommodate the upgraded system. If
the current target computer lacks that capacity and a new environment must be acquired,
then concurrent transition to the Ada language may be the proper choice.
Ada Alternative
Implementing a major system upgrade in Ads can be accomplished by three general
approaches:
(1) redesigning and reimplementing the entire system in Ada,
(2)

implementing the upgrade in Ada and interfacing the upgrade to the existing
system, or

(3) converting the existing software to Ada while incorporating changes that are
designed for Ada.

L
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Redesign and Reimplement In Ada. This approach, while providing the most power and
flexibility, also involves the highest initial cost. However, it may actually provide
significantly lower life-cycle costs for those systems that have a long operational
lifetime.
An example of a system for which this is a good solution is the U.S. Navy's
Submarine Satellite Information Exchange System II (SSIXS II) upgrade for the shore-based
portion of the system. The existing system is implemented in the Ultra-16 assembly
language for the Navy standard AN/UYK-20 computer. The system uses all of the computing
power and memory available in the AN/UYK-20, leaving no additional capability for the
proposed enhancements. Therefore, the Navy chose to change the target computer as a part
of the major system upgrade.
The initial major system upgrade was to redesign and reimplement the existing system
in Ada for execution on a DEC MicroVAX II computer and to incorporate a few engineering
changes in the initial release. However, the new design was structured to facilitate the
incorporation of further changes on an upgrade schedule that calls for three additional
releases.
The redesign and reimplement approach is harder than doing an initial design in Ada
because of the requirement to emulate the existing system interfaces to the user and to
other communications systems. However, the approach is cost-effective in cases such as
SSIXS II (Shore) because:
o

the system has a long operational life expectancy

o

planning for additional changes is included in the design

o

a new target computer was defined for which Ada is available.

Interface Ada Upgrade to Existing System. Mixing Ada and non-Ada components within
a system is particularly attractive for a very large system. This approach requires
careful consideration of the modularity and integration factors. For an upgrade to a
system that is not modular, mixing Ada and non-Ada may be impossible; the existing system
may require too many changes to permit only the changes to be in Ada. In that case,
either the redesign and reimplement approach or the use of the non-Ada alternative should
be considered. For an upgrade for which the existing system will be enhanced with the
addition of new components for which a well-defined interface exists, the use of Ada for
the enhancements may be possible.
Selecting this approach depends significantly on the run-time environment for
the operational system. Ada requires specific run-time support for data management,
exception handling, and task management. Thus, the target system, including both the
computer itself and the operating system on which the operational system will execute,
must be supported by an Ada compiler.
This issue can be illustrated with two examples. The U.S. Army is updating a
management information system to produce a Standard Financial System (STANFINS). This
system is composed of five major components, four of which have been implemented in
COBOL. The fifth component, the General Accounting package, is being implemented in
Ada. The target computers are commercially available computers and operating systems
such as the IBM 30xx products. Both COBOL and Ada compilers are available for those
systems. The interfaces between the General Accounting package and the other STANFINS
components are well-defined, and the commercially available operating systems support
communications between programs written in Ada and those written in COBOL.
On the other hand, the U.S. Navy performed a series of analyses in the mid-1980's on
the transition of three existing mission-critical systems to Ada: the TRIDENT submarine
combat system, the AEGIS system, and the Restructured Naval Tactical Data System (RNTDS).
Each of these has a different run-time executive system even though they all use (or will
use) the Navy standard AN/UYK-43 computer. To provide a standard run-time system for
Ada programs developed for the AN/UYK-43, the Navy is developing an Ada compiler and a
corresponding run-time system. However, because of differences between the existing
run-time systems and the one being developed for Ada, to transition these three systems
to the use rf that compiler and run-time system would require a redesign and reimplementation. Another approach would be to provide an Ada capability for each of the
existing run-time systems. This approach would allow mixing (neu) Ada programs with
existing CMS-2 programs.
Convert to Ada and Enhance. A third approach for implementing a major system upgrade
in Ada is first to convert the existing system to Ada and then tt use Ada directly to
implement enhancements. This approach is usually not the best alternative unless (1) the
existing system is large and well-structured, (2) the enhancements can be phased In
gradually, and (3) a reliable automatic conversion tool exists to support the translation
from the old implementation language to Ada.
This approach may be the fastest way to produce an operational Ada language version
of an existing system with some of the advantages Inherent in the use of an Ads compiler.
Since even the best automatic conversion tools will produce code using Ada syntax in the
style of the original language, the primary short-term benefit will be the use of the Ada
program library feature to guarantee consistency among separately compiled units.

---------------------------------
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Additional benefits, derived from the use of Ada's package construct and userdefined types, will come during the enhancement period. After the existing system has
been translated to Ada, enhancements can be implemented either by modifying old
components or by adding new ones. New components will be designed and implemented to
take advantage of modern Ada language features; improvements to old components can be
phased in gradually without affecting the operational system.
Never recommended is a strict Manual translation from the existing source language
to Ada.
it is expensive, time-consuming, and prone to error. Unless an automatic
conversion aid is available, mixing new Ada code with the old code in the original
language may be a better alternative. Unless most of the old code can be reused with
little or no modification, the first alternative, of redesigning the entire system to
support the upgrades while taking advantage of the features of the Ada language, is the
recommended approach [4).
Avionics Issues
Typical avionics applications take place in an environment in which weight, power,
and volume for the processor are at a premium. Further, avionics systems tend to require
high speed processing for decision making and control purposes in real time within an
integrated environment. Therefore, operational avionics systems have normally been built
around special purpose run-time executives and execute in special purpose processors.
The application of Ada to avionics applications has come under particular study because
of these characteristics. The generation of efficient object code, the minimization of
run-time overhead for memory management and context switching, and the cyclic processing
of sensor inputs are all issues of significant concern to the avionics system developer.
Specific solutions are starting to appear for avionics implementations in Ada, and
Ada is being used for the development of avionics systems [5,6,7].
For example, as
reported at the International Workshop on Real-Time Ada Issues in May 1987, Ada was used
for approximately 88% of an Operational Flight Program developed and flown by General
Dynamics, Fort Worth Division. However, this program, a rewrite of a Jovial implementation, required more memory and took slightly longer than the Jovial implementation.
Thus, care must be exercised in the use of Ads for upgrading avionics systems. Ada can
provide much in terms of reliability, adaptability, and reusability but it cannot be at
the expense of performance.
General

Issues

Plan.
No matter which alternative is selected, a successful system upgrade requires
c
1 planning.
The best approach can be selected only after a detailed analysis of
both the existing system and the needed upgrade.
In addition, it is essential to plan

for the transitin of personnel and the computing environment.
Personnel. Two options immediately come to mind for develo, ng a transition plan for
acquiring Ada-litera~te personnel: (1) hire all new personne_ with existing Ada expertise
or (2) retrain current personnel. The first option can be dismissed quickly. Unless
there is no current staff and all new personnel are being hired, some amount of staff
retraining will be required. Further, even if there is no current staff, there simply
are not enough available software engineers and managers with both experience and
competence in the use of Ada to staff all Ada software development programs. Retraining
experienced software personnel in the efficient use of Ada and modern software engineering
practices is often easier and more economical than hiring new personnel with some 'Ada
training" but no experience.
Managers should be trained first, since a successful transition to Ada requires
management support. Management support comes only with an appreciation for the potential
long-term benefits to be derived after the short-term inconvenience of transition.
Initial programmer training should include an overview of the entire language in the

context of modern software engineering.

The emphasis should be on the high-level language

features that support good software engineering. After the programmers become comfortable
with the language structure, more advanced features and details, such as the interactions

between different fixed point types, can be learned as they are needed on-the-job or in
advanced seminars. Some people will inevitably be more effective Ada programmers than
others, just as some are more effective in COBOL.

Computing Environment.

Once the decision to use Ada has been made, selection of the

proper development environment and software support tools should also be a carefully
reasoned management decision. Often the decision will be at least partially driven by
the existing hardware and operating system environment required for system development or
operation.
Much has been written about Ada tools and programming support environments. Many
mature Ada compilers are available for most popular computers and operating systems.
Every month many new products are being released for integration into existing environments. The rash of product announcements at the combined International Ada Conference
and Ada Expo during December 1987 indicates the level of Activity to improve the way in
which software is developed in Ada.
Each vendor will be quick to point out that his
product is the best.
A comparative evaluation of many of the rapidly changing products
would likely be out-of-date before this article is printed.
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Unsupported productivity claims associated with the use of Fourth Generation
Languages (4GLs) are highly suspect. Although some 4GLs may be useful as prototyping
tools and others may be useful as partial code generation support for providing an
interface to commercial software products, greater gains in productivity can be expected
today from carefully designed reuse of software components. Although the world would
welcome an automated tool that supports the effective use of Ada throughout the entire
software development life cycle, no such tool is available today.
CONCLUSION
We have shown that transition to Ada for an operational system is a reasonable
alternative. The technology to support Ada approaches exists, and the long-Lerm benefits
far outweigh the initial costs associated with such a change. The conclusion is
inescapable: Ada's good--use it.
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DISCUSSION
W.Mansel, Ge
You have mentioned in your presentation that for the conversion of software into Ada the mixing of Ada code with
other programming language code was realized. Can you explain what languages have been considered and how this has
been realized, since to my knowledge Ada compilers currently only allow the input of assembly code packages?
Authors Reply
To my understanding, there has been no direct intermixing of Ada code and non-Ada code. The systems to which I
referred interface components written in Ada to components written in some other language through the underlying
operating system or through a data base access scheme.
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i.e. freely progranmable embedded and
The introduction of digital avionics,
distributed real time computer systems into military fighter aircraft and the
accompanying transition from electromechanical to software-intensive systems are
industry into new approaches to systems design,
forcing
the
aviation
development, integration and test. Avionic systems development and software
engineering are becoming more and more intertwined desciplines that critically
depend on each other. Software is no longer just one part of the system - it is
the system. System functions and system performance are tightly coupled to real
time mission software. Hence, because of the complexitiy of nowadays systems,
software changes can no longer be considered easy and quick as compared to
hardware changes.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the avionic systems development methodology established and used at MBB, its relationship to software development and
the experiences made by the application of this development methodology and its
related tools to such major programs as the development of the Electronic Combat
Reconnaissance Tornado, the integration of the HARM missile into the Interdiction Strike Tornado and the Improved Combat Efficiency Program of the German
F-4F Phantom.
As far as the weapon system Tornado is concerned, avionics system design,
integration and test as well as system software development are trinational
untertakings which include three different customers and different operational
needs. Any systems development methodology has to reflect these prerequisites.
Therefore this paper also addresses problems and solutions for international
cooperation in systems and software development and their impact upon project
nagement and control.
The toolset in use for system development requires further enhancements.
Potential improvements of existing and requirements for additional tools are
also being described.
1. Introdwtiom
MOB has been awarded in the
contracts for military aircraft:

last

few years three major system development

-

F-4F Improved Combat Efficiency Program

-

HARM missile integration into Tornado IDS

-

Electronic Combat Reconnaissance Tornado (BM)

I|
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These programs are characterised by a considerable increase of electronic
systems complexity. This reflects the generally recognised trend to invest more
and more in avionics systems in military aircraft (percentage of avionics to
flyaway costs being some 10 %a decade ago, nowadays being some 30 % and more
for future weapon systems). The computing capacity of the EWR Tornado increased
considerably compared to the basic Tornado within 4 years: the number of on
aircraft loadable computers from 1 to 6 and their memory capacity from
128 kwords to nearly 3000 kwords. 3 of the 6 computers are mission computers and
were programmed by our company. Obviously changes of this size can only be
realised with a disciplined methodology for system and software development.
There were also typical experiences with less rigid methods of the past that
supported this view: missed schedules, budget overruns, unrealistic planning and
hence loss of credibility. In the long run this affects the competitiveness
of a company in an intolerable way.
MBB therfore introduced a more rigid methodology of designing complete aircraft
systems. It had to be applicable for different programs without major changes,
it had to support all phases of system development and it had to assure that the
interfaces between systems engineering groups and software development groups
were well defined. The methodology had to allow for iterations in specific
phases, nevertheless assuring proper comp]etion of each phase. Finally, as many
phases as possible had to be supported by appropriate tools to enhance
productivity.
The methodology adopted is closely related to DoD Std. 2167, especially in the
software development phases, but had to be amended for some of the other phases.
As far as software development is concerned, these modifications reflect the
transition from software development for one single, centralised computer to
that for distributed real time on-board computer systems. In the following,
after having outlined the methodology, emphasis will be put on the influence of
system development to software development and vice versa.
2. Generic System Development Model
In order to be independent of specific projects, a generic System Development
Model has been developed. To be applicable for a specific project it had to be
amended by implementation directions specific for the project. For the purpose
of the subject of this paper, however, it is sufficient to deal with the generic
model only.
The system development model adopted is depicted in Fig. 1. The main features are
o its generic set of steps or phases according to DoD Std. 2167
o the definition of baselines, i.e. freeze of requirement and product
standards throughout development
o the functional partitioning of the operational software amorg the
distributed computers
o the strong emphasis on a disciplined integrated systems development
approach.
Each of these phases/ activities will result in products (i.e. documents,
equipment, software) that are being reviewed at the end of the specific phase of
development. Ideally, the next phase will only be started after approval of the
preceding one.
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Operatiomal Cwcepts
The Operational Concepts are based on the operational needs of the customer.
They will be defined by the customer in close contact with the weapon system
company.

The

Operational Concepts either define a completely new weapon system

or Just improvements to existing systems. They form the basis for any contract
and as such establish the Opratioaal .hseline.
System cmepts
This phase will be carried out in the following steps:
o procedural analysis of Operational Concepts
o technical analysis of Operational Concepas resulting in a Preliminary
System Concept
o review of the Preliminary System Concept

In the first step the Operational Concepts will be analysed with respect to
completeness, feasibility, consistency and impacts on related further tasks.
After having clarified inconsistencies with the customer the Operational
Concepts will be technically analysed resulting in a Preliminary System Concept
accompanied by rough estimates for required efforts and timescales. A formal
System

Requirements

Review

(SRR) will

be

held with the customer to get the

System Concept being agreed.
System/Subsystem Requirements Analysis
The Operational Concepts and the System Concept will be analysed and refined
leading to the System Specification. In parallel the System Test Specification
will be established. These documents will be further refined to the Subsystem
Specifications, the Interface Control Document and the Subsystem Test Specifications. The System Design Review (OUR) finally will authorise the products of
this phase thus constituting the Functional Baseline. In addition, development
efforts and timescales will be revised and refined.
Equipment Requirements Analysis
In this step the functional baseline as established above will be used to derive
the impact on the equipments of the system, i.e. how can the changes required
for by the subsystem specification be implemented in all affected equipments.
This will include the definition of the Equipment Specifications, the definition
of the Equipment Test Specifications, the refinement of the ICD and will include
the Equipment Specification Reviews.
Together with the results of the Software and Test Rig Requirements Analysis
phase, the above will define the Allocated Baseline. At This point in time
customer induced requirements must be frozen in order to proceed to full scale
development in a disciplined and controlled manner.
Test Rig Requirements Analysis
Test benches on ground consisting of stimulating and recording facilities, of
real aircraft hardware and of a flexible interconnection wiring we call a
"test rig".
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In general,
new system/subsystem requirements and their corresponding test
specifications will ask for enhanced test facilities (rigs) and test software.
Therefore, in order to provide those in time, the test rig requirements will
have to be analysed in parallel to the hardware and software requirements,
comprising of the definition of the Test Rig Requirements Specification, the
definition of the Test Rig Acceptance Procedure and concluding in the Test Rig
Requirements Review. In addition effort and timescales will have to be defined
in this step.
Systm Softtmare lqa[uirements Analysis
"System software" is defined herein as being the collection of all software
packages in all freely programmable on board computers.
Based on the Subsystem Specification, the ICD and the relevant Equipment
Specifications,
the necessary enhancements and changes to the System Software
will be analysed.
This will be followed by the functional partitioning of the
different software functions to specific computers. This phase will include the
definition of the System Software Requirements Specification, the definition of
the System Software Test Specification, the definition of the (Software)
Interface Requirements Specification and will conclude in the System Software
Requirements Review.
Software Requirements Analysis
Based on the System Software Requirements Specification,
the ICI) and the
relevant Equipment Specifications, the requirements for the software of each
computer will be completely defined and the impacts on all relevant Software
Requirement Specifications for all relevant processors will be assessed. Thus
for each computer the Software Requirement Specifications and the Interface
Requirements Specifications will be established concluding in the Software
Specification Reviews (M).
In addition, refinements of effort and timescales
have to be defined in this step.
Software Requirements Analysis in general will be carried out in parallel to
Equipment Requirements Analysis. However,
in case of an embedded computer it
might be necessary to define the equipment first in order to be able to
establish the Software Requirements Specification.
Equipmnt Development
Based on the Equipment Specifications the design of the equipments will be
defined and the equipment will be built accordingly. For each equipment this
phase will include the definition of the Equipment Top Level Design Document and
the definition of the Equipment Test Plan concluding in the Preliminary Design
Review (IER).
After PDR authorisation the Detailed Design Document, the Interface Design
Document and the Equipment Test Description will be defined concluding in the
Critical Design Review (a).
Final CDR agreement will authorise equipment production, the definition of the
Equipment Test Procedure and finally the equipment qualification.

Test Rig Developmnt
In parallel to hardware and software development,
the necessary test rig
facilities will be developed. In order to assure a full match with those two
other parallel activities, a similar approach will be adopted. It will start

mmI

-
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with

the definition

of the Test Rig Top Level Design Document, that will be

assessed by the Preliminary Design Review (IER).
After PDR authorisation the Test Rig Detailed Design Document and the Test Rig
Interface Design Document will be defined concluded by the Critical Design
Review (CM).
Final CDR authorisation will initiate test rig production or
upgrade and test rig acceptance.
Software Development

Software

development

will

cover

the

design,

implementation

and

part

of

integration/testing of the software product reflecting completely the specified
requirements. For each computer the preliminary design of the software will be
defined resulting in the Software Top level Design Document, the Software Test
Plan and leading to the Preliminmry Design Review (PI).
After PDR authorisation the detailed design of the software will be established
resulting in the Software Detailed Design Document, the Interface Design
Document,
the Database Design Document (if
applicable),
the Software Test
Description and will be concluded by the Critical Design Review (CIN).
Final CDR aurhorisation will initiate coding and unit testing of the software
resulting in the Source Listing(s) and Source/Object Code, followed by component
(CSC) integration/testing of the software.
The latter will result in Source/Object Code nxdifications and the Software Test
Procedure and will be concluded by the Test Readiness Review (TIR).

Wpmint Testing
According to the Equipment Test Plan, the Equipment Test Description and the
Equipment Test Procedure, equipment testing will start with engineering tests
and lead to the qualification tests in order to obtain the preliminary clearance
for flying.
If the flight test results show performance to the specification the final
Declaration of Design and Performance (DDP) will be established and authorised.
Having passed all these steps the equipment will be cleared for full operational
use.
In case of embedded computers with loadable software a final clearance in
general can only be given after hardware/software integration testing which will
be carried out during system integration/testing.

SoftMr

Testing

For all computers in the system this step of testing will be carried out individually, testing the complete software product (CSCI) residing in one individual computer.
Testing will be concentrated on showing that the implemented
software satifies its specified functional/performnce requirements, resulting
in the Software Product Specification, the Version Description Document and the
Software Test Reports.

stem Softuare Testing
System software testing will be performed using all computers, all software and
all interconnections of the computing system to assure that not only single
computer programs but also the system software as a whole will perform as
specified.
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Engineering tests and then qualification tests will result in the Version
Description Documents and the System Software Test Reports, and will be
Anctinaml Configuration Audit / Physical OCnfiguration
concluded by the

Audi t.
Systm Integration Testing
System integration/testing will cover HWI/S integration, subsystem and system
testing, comprising the definition of the System Test Procedures, engineering
tests, qualification tests, definition of the System Test Notes and definition
of the Flight Release Document.
Only

after

completion

of

all of these tasks, the next phase "flight testing"

will be started.
Fligt Testing
The min goal of flight testing is the validation of system performance against
the System Specification in the real environment. It comprises the definition of
test flights, the test flights themselves and the Flight Test Reports.
A Fbrwml Qualification Review (FR)will be held after completion of the flight
tests to evaluate the test results and release the system for operational
service. At completion of the review, the Product Baseline is established.
Operatioal Service
In this phase the final product of development - as defined by the Product
msel/e
- is being used by the customer. This in general will result in
maintenance and improvement activities. The procedure for these activities Is
essentially the same as above complemented by a change control procedure. This
change procedure allows to identify the phase from where onwards changes in the
documentation / products are required and to record these changes for all
affected phases. Thus, in general not the complete system development life cycle
will be run through. For example a software bug might just affect detailed
design, implementation, software testing and system integration testing on
ground. A new system or software baseline is then defined as the old baseline
plus a controlled collection of changes.
3. S stes

Wineering and Software Development

As shown in Fig.
1, we have established two handover points from systems
engineering to software development and vice versa:
-

after completion of the Software Specification Review (SSR) the Software
Requirement Specifications together with the Equipment Specifications form
the basis of software design;
after completion of software testing the software is delivered to systems
engineering for system integration testing together with all equipment.

In large avionics projects where hundreds of development engineers are involved
the organisatlonal structure has to reflect the necessity to split the development tasks between different groups and, of course, between the weapon system
company and different suppliers. Especially there are systems engineering groups
and separate software development groups besides others. Therefore the handovers
are not just transitions from one phase to another, in addition work is transferred from one group to another. The technical knowledge and background of

(f
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these two groups being different, much care has to be taken to ensure that the
transitions are controlled properly. How to overcome problems resulting from the
different "languages" the systems engineering people and the software developers
are speaking is described in the following.
3.1 We Sofimare Iequirements Amalysis to Software Design Transition
What software designers would like to get before starting the software
are
Software
Requirement Specifications that are complete,
development
unambiguous,
understandable and written in a formal specification language. The
specifications should not change at all throughout software development. In
reality development tends to be different from this ideal case for a number of
reasons.
First of all the Software Requirement Specifications have to be updated during
software development because e.g. the customer introduces late requirements or
hardware development necessitates changes. Completeness may also be difficult to
achieve because of e.g. a not yet precisely defined hardware interface. The
might
be unambiguous to the systems engineer but not to the
specifications
software designer because of his different background. On the other hand, trying
to make the requirements specification too formal contradicts the way of
thinking of a systems engineer. Iast but not least, even if the Software
Requirement Specifications would be ideal there might be a need for changing
them when implementing the software. Consider the simple case that the software
just gets too big to fit into the dedicated computer - a situation not unusual
to avionics computers because memory is still a restriction nowadays. In order
not to change the hardware one might decide to reduce the software requirements.
So, what did we do to improve this situation? In order to reduce communication
problems the senior software designers were involved during the software
requirements analysis phase. In fact, they wrote part of the software requirements themselves. In addition, the systems engineers participated in several
design audits and especially in the Preliminary Design Review (PDR) and the
Critical Design Review (CDR). Also a lot of day to day communication was stimulated between the two groups.
To prevent at least part of the implementation problems and to be more specific
when writing software requirement specifications we decided to go for a specific
kind of prototyping when defining the subsystem and software requirements. For
that purpose the System Prototyping Rig (SPR) was built (see Fig. 2). It
consists of a number of graphic workstations, microcomputers, real aircraft
computers and displays as well as a fully operable cockpit. The different
equipments can be connected in a very flexible way via a connection matrix and
via different busses to simulate any avionics system configuration required. The
software offers an aircraft model, several sensor simulations, powerfull
graphics for the cockpit displays, a software development environment for all
computers and a powerfull test environment.
The SPR helps in verification and experimental tests of new system architectures
and in demonstrating system performance. It is also used for the evaluation of
software development environments for target computers and of test support
software. New equipments can be tested in a early stage in a realistic system
environment.
Iast but not least critical software modules can be tested and
their user interface can be checked by aircrews. From our point of view, system
prototyping is an essential means to provide a sound empirical database for full
scale development, i.e. when the system development is covered by a fixed price
contract.
In addition to a complete set of documentation in accordance with DoD Std 2167
it
proved to be very important to have tool support for cross referring of
software requirements to design documentation. Only then useful verification
of the design of complex avionics systems my be obtained.
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Fig. 2 System Prototyping Rig
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are other measures we adopted like rigorous configuration control or
support wherever possible. They are nowadays widely used and we therefore do not want to expand on them here. However, it might be interesting
to add afew remarks frinternational prgaslike
Tornado orEFA. Part
of the work is carried out in international, centralised teams; the other
part is subdivided into workpackages for the participating companies. In
order that this workshare be successful, an international coordination body
has to be established and the interfaces have to be clearly defined. For the
transition fromn software requirements to software design one has to be
even more careful. A centralised international engineering team has to collect
all the software requirements, harimonise them and define the baseline for
further work. Only then each software development team for each computer is
allowed to start software design. Any change of the baseline has to be carefully controlled by the centralised team and incorporated by the software
development team after authorisation only.
3.2 Th
State

Soft~mre Testing to System Integration Testing Transition
of

coFputers

the

art

avionics

computing systems consist of a number of embedded

linked via busses. When starting system integration systems engineers

would therefore like to have error-free, fully tested software for each computer
delivered all for integration testing at one point In time. With the classic
approach - test the software for each computer on a single computer test bench,
then test all software and all hardware on a syste integration test bench
(which we call "test rig") - responsibilities of software developpers as opposed
to sytems engineers are clearly separated, but system integration in general
detects a number of software problems caused by the real time behaviour of the
system not anticipated in software testing.

j
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In order to avoid these problems as far as possible we introduced an overlap of
pure software testing and pure system integration testing called system software
testing. This testing phase is carried out using all or at least most of the
avionics computers plus some additional key hardware like displays to perform a
real time system software test. Both software developers and systems engineers
participate in testing to be able to separate problems caused by software from
the ones caused by hardware. Thus the software is finally handed over to the
system engineers only after this phase has been passed successfully.
For efficiently supporting this type of testing we built a so called Avionics
System Software Rig (ASS for the weapon system Tornado, see Fig.3). It consists
of all relevant avionics computers connected as in the real system, all controls
and displays essential for this testing, plus software loading and test support
devices.
In case of problems with a specific computer and its software the
corresponding computer test bench may be linked to the ASR to allow for indepth
testing of this specific item.

Mission

Mission
Comp. 3

Mission
Comp. 2

Comp. I

Comp. 1
Bench
SI.'_ ./ /TestMission
mp
Patch Panel
[
-Tet'en Comnp.
PatchPanel____Mission
2

"

Dispest

Test Bec

Reduced
ComputerCockpit

Fig. 3 Avionics System Software Rig

4. Experiences frcm Current Projects
The methods and tools described above have been used and are still
in three major aircraft programs of our company:

being used

- F-4F Improvement of Combat Efficiency; a GE only program involving the
integration of a new radar, of a new A/A missile, of an additional mission
computer and the improvement of the navigation system;
- HARK4 integration with IDS Tornado; a partly trinational program involving
integration of an anti-radiation missile, of an improved missile control
computer, of an improved radar warning equipment and of an iproved stores
unnaement system;

I
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-

Electronic Combat Reconnaissance Tornado (GE); a partly trinational
program introducing a new Tornado variant for electronic combat and
penetrating reconnaissance.

Experiences gained in
will be given below.

these programs having relevance to software development

For systems development as a whole, a "front end investment" of effort is
necessary to reduce technical risk, to deliver the required quality and to get
realistic development schedules. System and software prototyping are therefore
indispensable. W.r.t. software we are increasingly using the System Prototyping
Rig to prototype critical software modules and to evaluate the performance of
software development environments before applying them to real projects.
It is also very important in early phases of a project to define how the
performance of the system will be demonstrated to the customer, because this
will influence both system/software design and overall costs. As such, test tool
requirements -both hardware and software- have to be defined in parall to the
software requirements analysis and the Software Test Plan has to be established
during the software top level design phase.
Modern software development methodologies tend to postpone real time aspects to
the detailed design phase. This might be appropriate for business computing,
but for avionics applications this proved to cause problems. There are cases
where the software design had to be radically changed because of too extensive
hierarchial decomposition and the resulting execution time overhead. In another
case, the simplest and most straightforward software design led to prohibitive
execution times and an increase in data records required. As mentioned before,
the methods and tools do not support effective control of real time behaviour
during software requirements analysis and software top level design. One
therefore has to extrapolate this aspect from known systems during these early
phases; or for completely new systems carry out a prototyping exercise for
critical modules.
There is another potential problem when using statc of the art software
development tools in that they support the documentation of the lowest levels in
great detail, but facilities to support an easy understandable, complete
overview are missing. One of the reasons is that the tools in general store
information in an object oriented way, i.e. objects being functions stored
according to their place in the overall functional hierarchy. Combining the
description of each of these functions into one document (for example the Top
level Design Document) -a facility the tools are offering- does not necessarily
lead to a readable document. One major element of a good document is not
provided automatically by the tool: a useful introduction/overview. In addition,
such collections of functions tend to get prohibitively large (one of our
examples: Software Requirements Specification: 400 Pages; Top level Design
Document: 2000 pages; Detailed Design Document: 6 700 pages!) and very hard to
read. As a basis for the Critical Design Review or the Detailed Design Review
they are of very limited use only. One therefore has to carefully control that
the informatLn of the system Is stored efficiently in the tool database. A
useful overview may be obtained by describing the full system in the first or
first two levels of the design hierarchy down to a useful depth and thus
manually introducing redundant but urgently required information into the
database.
System Software Testing calls for a precise synchronisation of the software
development in each computer: all software packages of all computers have to
arrive at the same time. This is not realistic. The testing method applied
therefore has to be flexible enough to allow for partial system integration by
simulating the not available computers. The prototypes created during the
initial system phases may also be helpful here.
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When using the methods described in parn 2 & 3 supported by appropriate tools
one carefully has to consider computing power right at the beginning because
computers used nowadays for avionics still have limited ressources, i.e. memory
capacitiy and computing speed. On the other hand the methods/tools are demanding
in these ressources. One complex task originally written in an optimised
Assembler has been rewritten for a new computer in one of our projects. The
first try resulted in a memory increase from 25 KW to 200 KW and an increase in
execution time from 10 msec to 300 msec. Execution time overhead has been
decreased considerably in the meantime, but memory overhead is essentially the
same. Avionics systems with embedded computers should therefore be designed with
maximum growth protential to avoid costly iterations.
The experiences gained so far indicate a significant improvement of productivity
when applying methods and tools as of para 2 & 3. Explicit figures are available
for the software requirements analysis phase. Comparing the costs for one page
of a specification, the costs dropped by a factor of 3 to 4. On the other hand,
due to generous formatting and additional information provided within the
specifications,
they are from 1.5 to 2 times larger than they were before. The
productivity increase therefore is at least a factor of 1.5. The costs for
software design, implementation and test are difficult to compare at present.
But in the near future we will have a nice test case: the same requirements will
be implemented in one computer in the "old fashioned" way in Assembler and in
parallel in another one using the new methods and a high order language.
In order to carry out system and software development in a cost effective way,
everybody involved must have a full understanding of the development process/
model and of his contribution to it. This requires besides training enough time
to get acquainted to the new methods before starting time critical projects. In
addition at least some of the systems engineers have to be familiar with the
principles of software development and some of the software developers with the
principles of systems engineering. The more information is exchanged between
them the better the final product will be.
Finally let's consider some additional experiences gained in international
projects. First of all, because in general part of system and software
development are located at different sites (partner companies) it is essential
to introduce the same methodology, the same understanding of it and the same
tools at all sites. The workshare of centralised teams and the partner companies
have to be precisely defined and known to everybody involved.
So far, international software for one computer has always been designed,
implemented and tested in one centralised team. Applying a more rigid approach
nowadays,
we are trying to at least weaken this requirement. Whether this will
be of success has to be demonstrated yet. On the other hand software
requirements analysis and system integration test have been carried out in a
decentralised manner for several years,
Defining Software Requirement Specifications at different sites asks for an
A direct link of the host computers at the
efficient distributed database.
different sites has not been realised so far due to security problems.
The
way
being pursued at present is to have local databases at the
development sites that are integrated from time to time by a central team to
form the central master database. The latter Is then distributed to all sites
and forms the basis for the next development step.

5. Potential Improvements
When considering the experiences we have got with our methodology and tools
for system development,
the following areas for potential improvement in the
software development field emerge.
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The methodology as such proved to be very useful and only minor corrections are
deemed necessary. However, the support of the tools for this methodology is best
for the coding phase and decreases steadily the more apart the considered phase
is from this one. To start with real time aspects, we would like to have a
better method and a tool supporting us in providing estimtes for throughput and
memory requirements as early as possible. In addition, the tool support to
describe and analyse real time features in the software requirements analysis
phase has to be improved.
The documentation the tools are providing is another area that asks for
improvement.
The documents should not just consist of a collection of
hierarchically ordered objects and a list of contents, they should be structured
In such a way, that both an easy readable overview and all the details are
available. This is especially important for the Top Level Design Document in
order to be able to carry out a useful Preliminary Design Review (PDR).
At present the verification of the performance of the system or the software is
a very hard job, essentially carried out manually. The complexity of nowadays
systems and their software asks for a considerable improvement of the tools to
allow for a cross check of requirements and the corresponding test procedures,
to automatically derive test data sets and test steps out of software requirements specification or the software design specifications.
last but not least, the user interface of tools needs to be improved. A system
engineer drawing data flow diagrams on a sheet of paper in 10 minutes will not
be prepared to use a tool for the same purpose, if it then takes half an hour or
even more. If he in addition might have to use different user interfaces for
different phases of development this becomes even worse. So what is required is
a universal, easy to learn user interface for all phases of development.
We hope that this contribution can help to stimulate the discussion between the
systems engineer and the software developer and provides some hints for improvements.
DISCUSSION
A.Bkomfieki, UK
What specific tools are used by MBB to support documentation?
Author's Reply
For Software Requirement Specifications we are using EPOS and PROMOD.

M.Stoll, Fr
You mentioned a specification written in a formal language. Can you expand on that?
Author's Reply

We used Structured Analysis as amethod. The corresponding tools like PROMOD, which we are using, need a unique,
unambiguous representation of the system or the software requirements. The formal elements used are data flow
diagrams and data dictionaries.
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EMBEDDING FORMAL METHODS IN SAFRA
Dr.Andrew Bradley
Principal Engineer
Software Technology Department
British Aerospace Military Aircraft Division
Warton Aerodrome
Preston
Lancashire
P14 LAM
England.
SUMMARY
The SAFRA software development method has been used extensively and successfully for the production
of real-tine avionic systems at BAe Warton. The method couples a powerful, yet simple, semi-formal
specification (CORE) and design (MASCOT)approach to provide an environment covering the complete
lifecycle.
Embedding formal methods into this established approach will combine requirements
and designs.
techniques with mathematically formal specification
capture and structuring
facilitating mathematical proof of safety critical elements.
Following an overview of SAFRA this paper provides a brief introduction to formal methods and
identifies Z. a method founded on set theory and logic, for detailed investigation.
An interface
between semi-formal and formal techniques is defined and the results of applying the combined
method to a number of avionic specification studies are summarised and discussed.
The paper
concludes by considering the potential benefits and costs of adopting formal methods on large
scale, avionic software projects.

INTRODUCTION
The realisation, over a decade ago, that the proliferation of embedded system software must be
matched by increasing productivity levels has provided continuous motivation for British Aerospace
Warton to appraise, adopt and evolve effective software development techniques. The cost leverage
Inherent in an ability to eliminate errors early in the software lifecycle, using more formal
methods of expression, led to an approach entitled Semi-Automated Functional Requirements Analysis
(SAFRA Ref 1). This approach was matured and proven on a large scale project called the
Experimental Aircraft Program (EAP). a collaborative European project undertaken Lo demonstrate the
advanced technologies required for the next generation of fighter aircraft. These technologies
included multi-function displays and controls in an all electronic cockpit and a Utility Systems
Management (USK) system including fuel gauging. propulsion, hydraulics etc. The EAP computer
hardware system architecture comprised a suite of general purpose microprocessors communicating
primarily via MIL-STD-1553 serial data highways. (See Ref. 2 for a detailed description).
SAFRA is now regarded as a lst generation approach, the benefits of which have been clearly
Over recent years the general development of languages and
established and quantified.
environments has combined with enhancements to SAFRA to evolve a 2nd generation approach, currently
being transferred onto projects such as the European Fighter Aircraft (EFA). Increasing the levels
of expressed formality used in requirements analysis and specification is one area of development
which has been partially implemented in the 2nd generation approach and which will fundamentally
underpin advanced 3rd generation techniques such as rapid prototyping, animation and large scale
re-use. (Ref. 3).
Further advances in early elimination of errors, and hence productivity, will
accrue from these advances.
As a driver for increasing levels of formality within requirements and specifications, the desire
to improve productivity is more than matched by the obligation to eliminate software faults from
systems whose functions are depended upon for safety. Software in such systems is termed 'safety
critical'.
Precise, mathematically formal notations are becoming widely recognised as being the
most appropriate for the expression of safety requirements.
They are also regarded as
prerequisites for attempted proofs of software correctness.
This paper describes some salient aspects of work performed recently at British Aerospace (BAe)
Warton directed towards integrating a mathematically formal notation for software specification
with an established semi-formal approach. The SAFRA techniques are outlined with an explanation of
the key concepts.
Requirements expression aspects of SAFRA are highlighted in the form of CORE Controlled Requirements Expression.
A brief introduction to mathematically formal software
specification methods is given. The relationship of a particular method, Z. to CORE is explored.
A combined method is proposed - FORMAL CORE - and its application to evoluatory but representative
case studies is detailed. Past experience of the introduction of now ethods onto projects is
extrapolated to anticipate likely costs of adoption and these are weighed qualitatively against
potential benefits.
SAhRk

F

The philosophy adopted for SAFRA was that each phase of the software lifecycle must be supported by
a method and that each method or technique is supported by a corresponding tool.
The methods and
tools used to develop the RAP software are shown in Figure 1. Since 'aAewas essentially its own
customer on this project no external requirement or specifications existed. Systems Engineering
departments produced functional requirements and software specifications.
There was then an
interface to Software Engineering departments who embodied those requirements through basic and
detailed design into code.
Where no methods or tools existed new ones were developed.
In
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particular. considerable development was undertaken to produce CORE, supported by a workstation.
CORE embraces the lifecycle from functional requirements through to the production of detailed
designs. On the other hand, where tools were known to exist, they were imported and integrated. A
brief overview of the methods and tools other than CORE te given here, the CORE method is described
in the next section.
In addition to syntax and other checks which can be performed on the Workstation, CORE products
were subjected to a more detailed analysis using a tool called PSL/PSA. (A product of META Systems
Ltd. (d/b/a ISDOS Inc.) ) FSL is a computer processable language, capable of describing a variety
of behavioural and architectural aspects of systems with a range of object and inter-relationship
definitions. PSA allows an overall system requirements database to be established and provides
checking and analysis facilities in the form of various reports.
The software design phase invoked the continuing use of CORE notation to produce completely
structured detailed specifications within the framework of a rationalised executive and high order
languags.
The former was the Modular Approach to Software Construction. Operation and Test
(MASCOT) (Ref. 4) and the latter for EAP was PASCAL.
In SAFRA the output of the requirements phase using CORE was integrated in such a way, that a basic
design was derived by transforming CORE requirement thread diagrams into a MASCOT design.
Experience indicates that sufficient systems analytical and structuring work must be done to ensure
ease of transition at this stage.
Detailed design for the individual processes (MASCOT
'activities') involved what is in normal terms 'structured program design' but in CORE terms is
called layered decomposition.
The software basic design, detailed design, construction and test phases made use of the
PERSPECTIVE software programing support environment (a proprietary product of Systems Designers
PLC.). PERSPECTIVE is aimed specifically at supporting the development of software for embedded
computer systems written in PASCAL with real-time extensions and provides a eulti-user/multi-access
host/target environment for large and small programing teams.
To ensure complete support for software/hardware integration and in particular the support of
a the approach in the
run-time system development, embryonic target workstations were included
form of 'Micro-processor Development System (MDS) equipment, which provided important performance
and analysis information.

CORE
(Ref. 5). CORE is a method of
The backbone of the EAP methodology and toolset was CORE.
expressing and analysing requirements in a controlled, structured and primarily diagrammatic
manner.
The method comprises 11 logical steps which when applied to a requirement will decompose
The 11 steps are
it into lower level components to. which, in turn, the method can be applied.
listed and a complete description and comparison with other techniques given in Ref. 6 - only a
brief summary is given here.
The diagramatic notation of CORE is based principally on the depiction of data flow between
processes.
As shown in Figure 2. processes are represented by boxes with input data lines
terminating on the left edge, output data lines originating from the right edge and control (or
stimulation) data lines terminating on the top edge. All data lines are classed as either critical
or non-critical. Critical data flow between processes implies that sender and receiver processes
act in a constrained way so that every data item 'sent' is 'received' and used. Non critical data
flow places no restriction on the activation of sender and receiver processes. Whilst, at first
sight, this does not appear to be a strong concept, it is a key to CORE's utility, particularly
when applied to structuring the requirements of large, real-time software systems.
The CORE method, which results in a diagrammatic representation of requirements, embodies a number
of key concepts - viewpoints, tabular entries, data decomposition, threads, combined threads,
layering, structured design note, operational diagrams. Those concepts most relevant to the
subsequent discussion on formal methods are picked out and briefly described here.
When capturing the requirements of a system two types of viewpoint are used. Firstly the direct,
external influences on the system (e.g. users, other systems, .....) are grouped into 3 or 4
(Figure 3). For each such viewpoint, and for the system itself (also
'bounding viewpoints'.
treated as a viewpoint) a 'tabular entry' is created, comprising a list of high level actions
performed by the viewpoint.
Each action is annotated with high level or abstract data items
In this way
consumed and produced, together with their source and destination viewpoints.
information is gathered about the system, its environment and information flow across the system
boundary. Secondly the system itself is decomposed or partitioned by identifying 3 or 4 'defining
viewpoints' within it. This process continues hierarchically, each viewpoint being split into 3 or
4 further viewpoints, so that a viewpoint tree structure is created within which requirements can
be expressed and reconciled.
(Figure 4). Working down the tree tabular entries are created for
each viewpoint, thus gathering information about the functions of the system in a logical and
controlled manner.
Information flow between viewpoints at the same level is checked for
data decomposition diagrams are provided to display the
consistency and, where appropriate,
internal structure of abstract or high level data items. Final stages of viewpoint selection may
involve identification of hardware sub-systems or components.
Viewpoint selection, at any level, stismulatesthe creation of tabular entries - lists of actions
which each viewpoint performs - at an appropriate level of detail. Subsequent steps in the method
investigate relationships between and ultimately modify these actions, both within and across
viewpoints.
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Within a viewpoint every data item in the tabular entry is considered and categorised critical or
non-critical.
There say then be soe actions within a viewpoint which are interconnected by
critical data. Where this occurs these processes are replaced by a single action or process. The
resulting set of actions are called threads - there is no critical data flow between them and some
may be composites of original, tabular entry actions. This exercise, therefore, identifies parts
of the system (within a viewpoint) which can operate without close synchronisation, since these
parts ill only be interconnected by non-critical data. The execution of the receiver process or
activity is not tied to the execution of the transmitting process or activity.
When actions have been reconciled to threads within all 3 or 4 of a group of viewpoints the
exercise is generalised to identify 'threads of threads'
(combined threads) comprising threads
within different viewpoints linked by critical data flow across viewpoint boundaries.
(Figure 5).
This activity pin-points areas of functionality in the system which require to be closely coupled
by buffers, queues or interleaving execution, and where data are preserved as they flow from one
activity to another.
Within CORE the functional behaviour of processes is specified using a combination of two
techniques, graphical and algorithmic.
The graphical notation extends the basic 'box and line'
format already described with additional symbols and constructs encompassing box decomposition.
iteration, mutual exclusion and functional equivalence.
Each diagrm box is also supported by a
'structured design note' wherein algorithmic relationships between process input, output and local
data items is recorded.
The algorithmic notation may be descriptive, narrative at high, abstract
levels of the viewpoint tree or it may be a detailed, pseudo-code representation of a function at
low levels of the tree.
This combination of diagrammatic layering and algorithmic notations is
used to specify requirements at a detailed level, within a framework of viewpoints and threads
which encapsulates requirements for synchronisation, coupling and temporal interactions of the
basic processes or actions.
Whilst there are a number of additional aspects of the CORE, 11 step method which cannot adequately
be detailed here, the points most relevant to subsequent discussion have been highlighted. In
summary CORE is a structured method within a primarily diagrammatic notation.
When applied to
real-tine control systems and their environments it facilitates and supports the capture of
functional requirements, the definition of software requirements and the decomposition of the
overall software function into loosely coupled processes.
FORMALMETHODS
Steadily over a number of years, and prolifically over recent years, new methods of software
specification and development based on pure mathematics have been emerging from academic and
industrial institutions. The motivation for employing mathematically formal notations and methods
to the specification and development of software is identical to the motivation for employing
structured methods such as CORE - namely the removal of errors early in the production process both
to improve the quality of delivered software sad to increase the productivity of software
engineers.
The term 'formal method' is widely used in varying contexts.
or components of a formal method as discussed in this paper.

Hence we list the principal aspects

A mathematical notation and set of rules
A specification structuring method
A method of proving completeness and self consistency of a specification
A method of 'refinement' whereby an abstract specification is transformed or reified
into a programing language implementation
A method of proof of refinement steps
The branches of mathematics which are common to most of the notations and methods developed so far
are:
Logic and predicate calculus -

as an enhancement of Boolean operators, types and
rules comeon to many programing languages

Set theory

as a method of specifying operations on collections of
data in a manner which is independent of the method of
storage of the data in a computer

-

The key to effective use of these branches of mathematics is abstraction - i.e. the statement of a
requirement in a form which is independent of the notations and restrictions of any software
implementation language - the use of a 'problem notation' rather than a 'solution notation' - the
oft quoted (but succinct) 'what' rather than 'how'.
In addition to improving the quality and precision of specifications, formal methods offer the
prospect of combining with programming languages, proven to be mathematically self-consistent and
well defined, to allow methea atical proof that a 'solution' embodied in a programme satisfies a
requirement stated in a formal specification notation. Whilst currently feasible only for small
systems, the prospect of proving an implementation of a safety critical function against a clear,
precise and concise specification is a strong motivation for active involvement in this field. The
increasing adoption of computer hardware in safety critical avionic systems has generated such
involvement at BAe Warton.

-
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It is not possible here to give a comprehensive overview of the formal methods field, rather we
concentrate on what is widely regarded as the most mature class of methods - the model based
specification techniques, of which the Vienna Development Method (VDM - Reference 7) and Z
(Reference 8) are the moat extensively used in industry.
The model based techniques have a comon structure which involves the definition of a 'state' to
(Figure 6).
The state is modelled as
model the internal structure (or memory) of the system.
abstractly as possible using mathematical sets or higher level objects such as sequences and
mappings.
The aim is to encapsulate essential features of the system without introducing
unnecessary implementation details. Operations are defined which may depend upon and affect the
values of the state components and may also depend upon 'external' input variables and may generate
'external' output variables.
This structure is common to all types of applications, from
transaction processing and database systems to plant control and monitoring.
After defailed appraisal, Z was selected as the subject of an extensive programe of work aimed at
investigating its relationship to and possible integration with the CORE based SAFRA methodology.
Z is a product of the Prograing Research Group at Oxford University and comprises a primarily
set-theoretic notation extended to define relations, functions, sequences, etc. and associated
operators. Data typing in terms of these entities is complemented by propositional and predicate
calculus to yield a notation which is expressive and extendible.
Particular strengths of Z are its structuring facilities and its presentational clarity.
Structuring is provided by a 'schema' notation (Figure 7) whereby a complete specification is
constructed by defining and combining a number of schema operations, each representing some partial
aspect of the overall requirement. A Z schema comprises two parts
the signature

-

a declaration of the names and types of variables involved in the
operation

the predicate

-

a mathematically stated relationship between the elements of the
signature

The predicate often takes the form of an explicit 'pre-condition' - a statement which must be
satisfied for the operation to be invoked - and an explicit 'post-condition' - a statement
describing t!e effect of the operation. The set of partial operations can be formally analysed for
completeness and self-consistency to produce a robust set of operations embodying the requirements.
Presentational clarity derives partially from the schema structuring and partially from the
interspersion of descriptive, narrative text, used to complement the mathematical formality and
render the specification 'readable', even by those unfamiliar with Z.
Whilst enjoying increasing use in industry the Z notation and method are not rigorously
standardised nor adequately supported by tools. There are also strict limits to the scope of
applicability of the method, especially in the area of real-time control systems. Large scale
structuring, process synchronisations and temporal aspects in general are not supported.
In summary formal methods offer a further increase in expressional formality beyond that already
achieved by the adoption of structured methods such as CORE. The model based or 'constructive'
Z was selected by BAe Warton for
class of methods is the most established and widely used.
detailed evaluation and possible integration with CORE.
FORMAL CORE
It is clear from the previous two sections that the strengths of CORE may be complemented by those
of Formal Methods in the application domain of large, real-time avionic systems.
CORE is a powerful, structured method for the controlled and modular development of system
requirements and specifications with particular emphasis on module interaction synchronisations and
temporal relationships. Mathematical formalisation of the temporal interactions of processes is
still a research area, however the loosely coupled processes defined by CORE analysis are
potentially amenable to established formal specification methods. On EAP the functional content of
CORE threads was specified informally (descriptive narrative) high in the viewpoint hierarchy (i.e.
early in the lifecycle) and semi-formally (diagramatic decomposition and pseudo-code) later in the
lifecycle. The use of Z allows precise, formal definition early in the lifecycle followed by
potentially verifiable refinement thereafter.
In this way the concept of FORMAL CORE was evolved as an enhancement to SAFRA which combines the
strengths of structured and formal approaches. An interface is proposed at the thread level so
that all temporal aspects of requirements are captured within CORE and all functional aspects of
threads are specified in Z. In order to investigate this concept a number of representative
threads were selected from the EAP Utilities Systems and formally va-specified in Z, based on an
understanding of the engineering requirements (gained feom existing specification documentation and
interviewing engineers). The specifications were then refined to code (PASCAL) before a detailed
CORE-based,
EAP
comparison of both specification and code was made with the original,
documentation.
Although the Utilities Systems threads chosen for study were quite small (<100 lines code when
These prompted further
implemented) clear indications of the benefits of formality were seen.
study in the form of a relatively large (2000 lines of code) case study which had proved
particularly difficult to specify and design using standard CORE - nusely Soft-Key decoding for the

L
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multi-function displays in the all electronic cockpit of EAP.
Combining the results
conclusions from this series of initial case studies the following main points emerged:

and

the strengths of the formal notation and method (precision, clarity, verifiability and
specification by construction) complement the strengths of the CORE semi-formal notation and
method (organised requirements capture, techniques for handling dynamics, temporal aspects,
concurrency)
embedding formal methods in an established, structured approach is a viable way to
formality from a research and development environment through to projects

feed

the formal definitions of a domain vocabulary - i.e. a set of formally defined functions
which are specific to the application and used frequently - helps to conceal unnecessary
detail in specifications and provides a natural working language for systems engineers.
*-in

all the case studies the use of the forna! nethcd resulted in enhanced clarity, visibility
and traceability (therefore vastly improving the prospects of effective maintenance).
Also,
notably these benefits were not at the expense of code size, performance, ... but in fact
were accompanied by a reduction in code size together with reduced stack usage.
more effort is expended on requirements capture/specification when a formal notation and
method is employed. Less effort is expended on design and coding - the refinement from
specification to ccde being relatively straightforward for avionic systems which are not
dominated by complex data structures.
there is a marked lack of mature tool support for creating, analysing and refining formal
specifications.
there is a barrier, at best only perceived but probably real, on the part of software (and
more so systems) engineers to the introduction of mathematical techniques into the software
production process.

In addition it was established that the formal notation enables extensive formal analysis of safety
critical system specifications to be performed and that formal specifications are pre-requisites
for the application of automated code analysis tools. Since a total verification scheme for safety
critical avionic software is a prime goal of research at BAe Wartor we expand here on the
verification aspects of the case study findings.
Verification through the standard 'waterfall' lifecycle is taken to be i) the confirmation that
any level satisfies its specification (i.e. the next higher level) and ii) the confirmation of
logical completeness and self-consistency at the highest level of requirements/specification.
These two aspects are treated separately.
i)

Throughout the case studies the translation from a formally specified EAP CORE thread to a
functional implementation in PASCAL was found to be straight forward enough to be a I or 2
stage process, the two main aspects of which are logic processing and the reusable functions
of the 'domain vocabulary'.
Once coding structures are established for basic logical
constructs (-> implies, <-> if any only if, etc..) the correspondence between logic
processing specification and
code can be checked rigorously by
inspection.
The
correspondence between specification and code for reusable functions is generally more
complex, involving code loops etc.. and proofs involving recursion/induction are formulated.
This area of work is continuing and being combined with the use of commercially available
semantic analysis tools which are used to automate and assist the process of proof of code
against specification.

ii)

The proof of logical completeness and self consistency of a formally specified CORE thread
has been addressed with encouraging results. Considerable analytical effort and expertise is
required and it is considered practically feasible to apply such a depth of analysis only to
safety critical functions. Nevertheless significant progress towards establishing a total
*verification scheme has been achieved through the investigation of formal specifications and
refinement methods in conjunction with CORE.

CONCLUSIONS
Over recent years British Aerospace Warton have achieved a firm base of experience in the
application of structured software engineering techniques to the production of embedded avionic
software. The adoption of these techniques significantly increased productivity, enabling timely
completion of the large scale EAP project.
Increased productivity was accompanied by increased
quality, the error rate of code delivered to test rigs being reduced by a significant factor over
previous projects. SAFRA, and the more formal method of expression provided by CORE in particular,
enabled the elimination of errors early in the software lifecycle and is primarily responsible for
the quantified achievements.
The volume software content of current and future projects rises steeply over that in EAF and hence
improved techniques must provide further improvements in productivity.
The investment of safety
critical functions in software is also unavoidable and hence the best software engineering
practices must be adopted in order to minimise the occurrence of errors.
These two requirements
have motivated an active research programme to further increase level,, of formality in SAFRA by
incorporating an established, mathematically formal specification method, Z. into CORE.
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Realistic, avionic case studies from EP have been completed with positive indications of potential
benefits. Clarity, visibility and precision of specifications was enhanced - attributes which
Traceability from requirements
engender the rarly identification of errors and inconsistencies.
In
through to co-e was enhanced, thereby improving the prospects of effective maintenance.
addition a formal statement of requirements enables mathematical proof of code against
specification - a prim objective for safety critical functicne.
The potential benefits, therefore, are clear. The potential costs, however, are more esoteric.
The introduction, by education, training and experience, of formal mathematical techniques into the
software production process will require sound management and motivation. The barriers that exist
have been partially overcome by the successful adoption of CORE, but the new areas of mathematics
are unfamiliar and can appear hostile without careful selection of notation. In addition the
further concentration of effort and analysis on the early stages of the lifecycle will sake it more
difficult to identify staged development milestones in a large project.
It was considered essential to progress the formal methods work by attempting to quantify the
relative weights of these potential costs and benefits under project conditions. A pilot project
has been identified and will be undertaken over the second half of 1988 at BAe WItrton. This will
include the education and training of software and systems engineers prior to their involvement in
a heavily 'instrumented' but otherwise realistic project. The project will rely on a well defined
FORMAL CORE method, in-house and external training courses and Z editing, printing and database
tools integrated with the CORE workstation. This project will establish, quantitatively where
possible, indicative costs and benefits of using formal methods in a realistic, avionic project
environment.
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DISCUSSION
K.Benner, US
Is there automated support for establishing and maintaining -threads" between Requirements and Specifications, in
particular, one-to-many relations?
Author's Reply
In the core viewpoint hierarchy, the threads of a "requirements" viewpoint must be fulfilled by the combined threads of
the constituent "specification" viewpoints - the relationship is one-to- many. The core automated support ensures that
the interface of "requirements" viewpoint threads to their environment (i.e., other viewpoints at the requirements level)
and is maintained at the specification level.

W.Mansel, Ge
How does Z relate to using a formal method of mapping a core requirement specification into a basic design in
MASCOT?
Author's Reply
The strong mapping between core requirements/specifications and MASCOT design ertities was developed and
exploited successfully on the EAP project. The proposed use of Z with core does not afiect (and is complementary to)
this mapping. Z is used for the function specification of threads within core.

M.Stoll,Fr
Are you using or developing any tools that map formal language into natural language?
Author's Reply
As part of our integration of Z into core for use by systems engineers, we have attempted to formally define -language"
elements which are natural to the domain of avionics control systems. The systems engineer uses these pre-defined
elements in constructing a specification. No work has been performed at BAe on automaticallytranslating formal
specifications into natural language.
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FORMALIZING A THEORY OF REAL-TINE SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION
by
Robert D. Runner
Project Engineer
Allied/Signal Aerospace
Bendix/King Air Transport Avionics Division
2100 NW 62nd Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33310
USA

SUNULRY
The approaches taken to
the
specification for requirements and design of
real-time embedded systems software range from 'not at all" to informal textual
specifications to semi-formal
graphics-based languages
for data flow, control
flow, state transition, data structure, etc., diagrams to formal approaches such
as VD
and HOS.
Each approach
has some
problems when applied
to
the
specification of large software systems. Part
of the reason is that there are
few formally defined models
of
the specification hierarchy commonly associated
with requirements, design, and
implementation specifications. Such a model is
required as a point of reference
in discussions about such specification issues
and completeness and
consistency analysis performed by
some
of the current
generation CASE tools. A
model
can provide
guidance in the identification of
just what information to specify;
regardless
of the syntactic aspects of the
specification approach used to
capture this semantic information. In addition,
such a model can be applied
as
a the deductive interence model underlying an
Al-assisted CASE environment
capable
of
exercising a greater
"experts"

understanding of the information

being

specified

that current generation CASE

tools.
This paper presents such
a model
in
the
form of a theory of Real-time
Embedded System Specification, RESS theory. A
partial vocabulary of theory is

presented along with the basic axioms and representative theorems.
Introduction
The intent of this paper is
to present
an introduction to a theory which
will hopefully contribute to the understanding of the various aspects and levels
involved with
the specification of
software based
systems. In addition, a
framework for the definition of consistency, completeness, and correctness for a
given set of software specifications is developed.
The number
of different classes
of
information required to completely
describe a given software system leads to a theory both broad in scope and deep
in complexity. A theory of specification must
place all of these classes in a
general framework and provide a meaningful
interpretation of these classes and
their interrelationships. To facilitate
the
application
of such a theory, the
theory must be described using a
language as
close
to the language of the
application domain as
possible while
still
retaining
the
formal semantics
required for precise description.
This paper
discusses the
need for such a
theory, presents some of
the
theory's basic
definitions, and
provides an
overview of its complete scope. It also describes a potential application of the
theory and
discusses how the
theory may be
useful
in day-to-day software
development for real-time embedded systems.
A second

title

to

this

Specifications". The Theory

of

paper

could

Real-Time

have

been,

"The

Tao of Software

Embedded System Specifications, BESS

theory, is based on
the
interplay
between two opposing, in a yin-yang like
fashion, concepts; that of the syntactic
and the semantic nature of information
manipulation. When identifying and
specifying a
requirement
or design, the
syntax, is.,
the
representational
and
structural
constraints governing
associated data and transformation objects,
as well as the semantics, ie., the
information content
of
these data
objects and
transformations, are equal±y
important. This duality provides a unique
and analysable noint of view of the
problem and permits a useful separation of specification concerns. In turn, this
leads to a view of consistency and
completeness which is more robust than that
which is generally applied to the
analysis of
real-time specifications. By
realising and properly
focusing on
the
natural
interplay between these two
aspects, a view of specifications can be
developed which is, in a Taoist sense,
in balance and harmony.
This paper
does not
propose
any specific
language
or format for the
representation of software specifications. There
are already many such formats

to -hoose from. Such standards as the DOD's 2167, the FAA's DO-178A. Boeing's
D6- 35071, languages like PSL/PSA and
AXES of the HOS methodology, and
methodologies am Structured Analysis - Structured Design all propose some means
of requirements and/or design representation. Some of these approaches; PSL/PSA,
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Structured Analysis other words,

Structured

Design;

are

primarily

format standards. In

if one has a given set of
information
to capture in a specification then it
should be specified in such and such manner.
Others are information content standards;

DOD's 2167,

Boeing's D6-35071;

one should specify the following
classes of information in some acceptabl,
hierarchically-organized
manner
once they
have been
identified and
collected.
Some of
the
current
approaches
to software
specification base their
representation language and/or
formats
on a
formal semantic definitions. For
example, HOS
bases
its
requirement
specification
syntax
on a set
of
algebraically defined constructs, a language called AXES, which may be used to
decompose high level
functions into
lower
level
functions
in a correctness
przserving
fashion. The
lower level
functions are
either
additional subfunctions, also specified using AXES constructs, or are primitives with obvious
or axiomatically characterizable properties
(1).
The decomposition process
continues until a level of abstraction
is
reached where the correctness of the
execution of sequences of operations appears
to be obvious. Thus, the semantic
properties of a given program specified
using
the approach of HOS are defined
"operationally" [2]. One drawback to this approach is the difficulty in querying
the specification on
a detailed requirement.
For
example,
if
one wants to
determine from the specification what the program is required to generate for
output Z in sub-mode "a" of mode "A" when the

input X is 0

One must, in essence, "symbolically" execute
the specification until the above
situation is uncovered and the answer is apparent. It is not easy to go and look
up Z and find out its relation to input X in mode A.
other approaches to
requirement
specification follow
a more traditional
intuitive and pragmatic paradigm proposing standard
templates for expressing
common specification classes. These
are usually based on experience developing
software according to the
"just
start coding
it
up and
then debug it into
correctness" [31 school
of thought.
PSL/PSA proposes the specification of a
system in
terms of
the
Entity-Attribute-Relationship model
of the desired
system. The Problem Statement
Language
is
a
restricted set of relationships
useful in describing desired relationships
between
input, process, and output
objects of the system being specified.
The Problem Statement Analyzer acts like
a relational database manager
over
the
possible relations described via PSL
providing a query mechanism for
retrieval of the information specified in this
manner. PSL/PSA is an example
of a methodology independent facility, is. there
is no formal
definition of consistency or completeness
properties of the
resultant specification. 14].
Still
other more
formally
based
approaches
have
tended
to
leave
"requirement" specification to representation in
informal textual prose, if at
all. They proceed to axiomatically characterize the desired semantic properties
of
specific
programming
language
"implementation"
expressions.
Such
specifications often take the form of Hoare-logics
is.

P

( 0 )

R

expressions. In this case P is a precondition assertion describing the condition
of the input state space which
must
hold before execution of the process Q in
order
for
the
execution of
Q
to guarantee
that upon
termination
the
postcondition R will hold over the
output
state
space. An examples of such an
approach can be found
in
(51.
The methodology described was derived from a
methodology, WELLMADE
[61,
developed in an experiment
in
formal software
development methodologies at Honeywell.
This method proposed the specification
of a system's design using <P, R>
tuples describing the desired properties of a
hierarchically organized abstract machines. Dijkstrals constructive approach,
is. the application of his
"wp" predicate
transformer
in the derivation of a
program's sequential operator sequences
from the
prcgrdm's <P, R> tuple, was
applied to assist in the determination
of a "provably correct" next lower level
of abstract machines.
Tool vendors supplying Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) products
often sit betwaen the mathematically formal and the pragmatically informal. Most
CASE tools support specification techniques which have, or could have, a formal
semantics. However,
the vendors often
advertise
that
their tool provides
"methodology independent" representational
techniques.
They suggest that users
supply their
own semantic
interpretations
of
the
tools
graphics
and/or
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languages. The tools seldom enforce
any particular semantics within the CASE
tool other than the
'syntactical"
semantics of the representational techniques
the level balancing of dataflow diagramming
being supplied. An example would be
tools.
From a business perspective this may be necessary. Software developers on
in
the
area of methodology preferences. A tool
the whole are very particular
which rigorously enforces a specific semantics, and thus, methodology, often has
trouble selling to the general development community.
Why a Formal Theory of Specification 7
One of the prime
reasons
for mathematical formality in specifications is
that human
languages are
notoriously full
of ambiguities, double meanings,
context-dependencies, and other such characteristics. The written forms of such
languages do not have complete, and commonly agreed upon, syntactic and semantic
characterizations. Such characterizations enable each expression of the formally
defined language to carry exactly and
only the information required for correct
interpretation.
The strength of human languages
is
that
they can convey a great deal of
information with very little actual
expression by
counting on the receiver of
the expression to complete the
information transfer from his or her experience
and/or context. The weakness of human
languages, at least for the conveyance of
precise information, is that each
individual's
experience or context differs;
often in very subtle ways. The requirement expressions :
"The value of the
prevent undue ...

output

shall

be

computed

sufficiently often enough to

"The user interface shall be easy to learn..."
"Response to changes in input value shall
time through the system."

be fast enough to minimize the lag

which are of little worth to the designer of a software system,
the most often written software requirement expression schemas.

are also 3 of

The reader of
a traditional
textual
requirements specification brings a
different interpretation context to the specification than does the writer. This
invariably leads to interpretations of
the specification which differ by some
unknown degree. This results in a potential
for errors during design which are
very subtle and difficult to detect;
both
the writer and reader think they are
in agreement, not realizing they are interpreting the same sentence differently.
Currently popular CASE
tools
can compound the
problem of detection of
differences. The major focus of the graphics-oriented tools and methods has been
the syntactic aspects of their associated languages.
Their syntaxes are normally well defined.
Consistency and completeness of
such
specifications are
syntactic terms like level balancing and parse-ability.
Syntax-directed
tools support
the
representation
requirements specified by applying them.
This
focus
often
specifications.

results

in

syntactically

complete

defined in

and

and

analysis

of

consistent

However, many proponents of such approaches associate semantic correctness
with such attributes. This
is
generally an invalid inference. The information
content of syntactically well-formed
specifications may
not be semantically
complete and consistent with respect to the problem itself, or even other parts
of the same specification. This
results
from the
lack of a well-defined and
well-supported axiomatic, denotational, or even
operational, semantics for the
languages on which the graphic approaches are based.
Engineers communicating via
textual
specifications are usually familiar
with the problems of interpretation and
are
thus, generally on guard for such
occurrences. However,
when
communicating via
real-time-extended dataflow
diagrams 17], for example, they often
believe that since the graphic languages
have relatively formal syntactic
definitions
they also have a commonly agreed
upon formal semantics. Thus, they are not
on guard and often miss occasions of
differences in semantic interpretation.
In addition, moat CASE
tools providing
such graphic
representation
techniques are said to be
capable of automatically checking specifications for
consistency, completeness,
and
correctness.
For
coumercially available
structured analysis and structured design
tools,
such checking is invariably

syntactic in nature. They do not have the capacity for representing the semantic
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properties of the specification, let alone analysing the semantics. For example,
they can detect an error in a
specification calling for the generation of a
data object "out of thin air",

is.,

from no specified set of inputs.

VERTICAL VELOCITY

But they can not detect an error in a specification of the generation of a data
object required to represent "vertical velocity* from data objects representing
"horizontal distance" and "time'.
HORIZONTAL DISTANCE

>

VERTICAL VELOCITY

TIME

One of the reasons for this deficiency
is a lack of support for expression
of data type, is., the full set
of syntactic properties of a give data object
plus the range, dimensionality, and
possible manipulations of the values which
may be bound to the object. Most
only permit a rudimentary form of data object
structuring in the form of traditional data dictionary entries.
An automated syntactic analysis capability, when coupled with the belief
that the techniques do
have a
commonly agreed upon semantics among engineers
following a common methodology, often leads
users
into a very false sense of
security. This allows
problems to propagate
all
the way to design
or
implementation before they are detected and dealt with.
Formal specification approaches suffer from a different class of problems.
They do not suffer from problems in interpretability so much as manageability.
Once an engineer learns
the
formal language
of discourse, for example, first
order predicate calculus, such specifications are no more difficult to interpret
than any other
formal language,
such as
a high level programing language.
Instead, an often expressed opinion is
that the drawbacks to the application of
most formal methods are related to
the fact the method was originally created
for "toy" academic problems. Such methods are often difficult to scale upward to
handle large problems.
The semantics of a single
source code
procedure may be specified in the
approaches to specification
pre- and postconditional assertions of axiomatic
(8]. This, in my opinion, is not all that difficult. But the mental and physical
manipulation of all the
terms
in
the expression of the postcondition for an
entire embedded system, without support
of automated tools, is considered by
even the most diligent and mathematically inclined to be extremely difficult and
tedious, at best.
A postcondition, the logical
assertion describing a
relationship to be
maintained between a system's input and
output
state space, will contain, as a
bare minimum, as many AND'ed terms as there are system output objects.
In practice, a system describable in such a minimum fashion would only be
a postcondition would also require
capable of minimal
functionality. Such
pairing with a very strong
precondition. Such a precondition would necessarily
express the requirement that the input
state space be guaranteed to never exist
in a state indicating missing or corrupted data. In other words, an input state
are bound
to values directly usable in the
space In which all input objects
semantic transformations which satisfy
the
single term
postcondition of the
associated output object. For
embedded systems, such a guarantee is generally
impossible.
Thus, much of the software for
an embedded system is geared toward adding
exception handling capability minimizing
the strength of the precondition such
that for any point in the
input state
space a valid output response is given.
This strengthens the
ability of the
embedded system to deal
with loss or
corruption of its input data and minimizes its dependenta on its parent system.
In addition, most
typical
software-based embedded systems are softwarebased because of a
requirement to support multiple modes of operation. Also
because of the ease in which software can be designed to manage such changes in
operational state. In such an embedded system, some number of the output objects
can be expected to
have different terms
relating
to its
semantics in the
postcondition for each
mode, as well
as different exception handling terms.
Thus, the number of terms in the
postcondition of even a simple embedded system

i
_
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is probably at least an
order of magnitude greater than the number of output
objects. Also, this is only at the
most abstract level of specification. As the
decomposing
the
problem into lower level
laid out,
software design is
subsystems, the number of postconditional terms expands exponentially.
A methodology
for
partitioning, manipulating, and managing the massive
amount formal expression must be developed. Without such a methodology, the
formal development of
meaningful
embedded systems
becomes
intractable and
essentially impossible. Another drawback to
formal
specification is that it
calls for greater precision of information than informal specifications.
A methodology for formal specification must also
assists in the initial
identification of just what
information
to specify
in
order to support such
precision.
Precisely what
set
of
information
completely captures the
requirements of a given problem, and what
properties must be true for elements
of this set to be considered
semantically consistent, are questions not well
addressed by the currently supported languages, tools, and methodologies.
There is also little academic work on these aspects of real-time software
requirements specification to turn to. Most of the work considering semantic, as
well as syntactic, properties do so only
at the program source code level. [9,
10, ll]. Other work in theories of specification ignore the application world's
perspective
on the
problem staying very
academic and closely
related to
academically-nice, but fictional, programming languages like Dijkstra's guarded
commands. [121. No work that I am aware of discusses the special attributes and
constraints of formal
specifications for
real-time
embedded systems. Nor is
there any work
formally
treating the
real-time embedded
system concepts of
program design. When formal specifications approaches are discussed at all it is
with respect
to a
"logically correct"
program rather than an "efficient*,

"modifiable", "understandable", etc. program.
In order to define such a methodology, one must have a theory describing
the objects to be manipulated by
the methodology and the relationships between
those objects which provides the basis
of the legal manipulations which may be
carried out within the methodology. The
purpose of RESS theory is to provide a
model from which a
formal
development methodology may be developed. It also
provides a basis for
the mathematical
proof of the specification properties;
completeness, consistency, and correctness; for
all and/or between all abstract
specification levels.
In general, a theory consists of a
language and a set of axioms or axiom
schemas. The language used in such a
description is the language of predicate

logic where the set of constant,

function, and predicate symbols are restricted

to a specific vocabulary, it.,
a particular
subset of the symbols allowed in
general predicate logic.
Each of the subsets in the vocabulary may be finite or
infinite, empty or non-empty. The terms, sentences, and expressions of a theory
are those terms, sentences, and expressions of predicate logic whose constant,
function, and predicate symbols are in the vocabulary of the theory. [131.
This paper
is
not
intended
as
a complete
and detailed mathematical
treatment of RESS theory.
Instead,
it
presents
an interrelated set of ideas
which can offer many practical software specification guidelines while providing
an overview of its scope and purpose.
The presentation of
RESS
theory follows
in
spirit,
if
not complete
mathematical rigor, the
general axiomatic
approach to theory presentation by
introducing A subset of
its
terms, definitions, and logical operators. This
semi-formal approach will
facilitate
the
presentation of
the theory and the
expression of axioms and theorem characterizing attributes of the theory and its
application while
permitting enough
abstraction
of
in the
language
of
presentatio; to describe the theory
in
terms of real-world concepts like "data
object", "Function", "Architectural Design", etc.
In essence, RESS theory defines a set of valid relationships among
I.

an abstraction level of requirement specifications,

2.

a valid satisfaction of

functional

requirements

by a functional design

specified in terms of sequences of canonical data transformations,
3.

a
"fuzzy"-satisfaction
of
Non-Functional
requirements
(memory
constraints, processor throughput
limitations, maintainability, hardware
organization, etc.) in terms of architectural design specifications.that
generalize and subsume the canonical data transformation sequences,

4.

and
the
requirement
abstraction.

specifications

for

the

next

lower

level

of

In sequence, the rest of this paper introduces definitions for some of the
terms and logical operators comprising the
vocabulary of RESS theory.
It then
presents an informal expression of some
of the primary axioms and theorems of
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RESS theory. Finally, it discusses the application of RESS theory as a basis for
an AX-based software specification assistant.
Vocabulary of RESS Theory
HESS theory describes the contents of and relationships among elements in
the set of software specification classes. In order to state t~e axioms,
theorems, and rules of RESS theory, these elements must be given accurate and
consistent definitions. It is not intended that the definitions given are the
only true definitions for such terms; only that they are consistent ones.
Definition : Data Object

Dl

An information carrying element having a specific syntactic representation,
or data structure, and a specific application domain semantics, ie., its
value binding, potential range of value bindings, and dimensionality. For
this paper data objects will either have meaningful names or be represented
by lower case letters u,v,w,x,y, and z.
In order to refer to the syntactic and semantic attributes of a given
specification element or class, RESS theory defines two unary operators, sr()
and sv(),
which reference the syntactic representation and semantic value
aspects of their single parameters, respectively.
Definition : Syntactic Representation Operator

D2

The Syntactic Representation Operator, sr),
the syntactic structure of its operand.

is a unary operator that returns

For example :
-

sr(velocity object)

"REAL +/- 10-6

"

Or
sr(set ofvelocity objects) - "Array (0..251 of
-6 "

REAL +/- 10

When the operand is a data object, the sr) operator may be looked at as
returning all the information normally associated with the concept "data type"
without reference to its valid range of values, its access methods, or any
dimefisionality. The operand of an sr) need not be a data object but can be any
object with a syntactic attribute.
Definition ; Semantic Value Operator
A Semantic Value Operator, sv(,
is a unary
represents, the semantic value of its operand.

D3
operator

which returns, or

For example:
sv(velocityobject)

-

"100 kph e (0 kph ... 500 kph)"

A very important point to notice is that the units "kph" and the potential
range of values "10 kph ... 500 kph)"
is as much a part of the semantic value
of the object as the "100". Also, the operand of an sv) need not be a data
object but may be any object that has an intended meaning associated with it not
expressed by its structural representation.
Groups of data objects present at the input and output boundaries of a
system; software, hardware, or abstract; and their interrelationships form the
domain of discourse for Requirement Specification for that system. It is a well
accepted view that requirements express "what" a system is supposed to do to the
data objects at its input boundary in order to generate those data objects
expected at its output boundary. However, very often requirements are specified
using an operational language which makes statements about the process, the
"how", of performing the required transformations. For example:
Let x,y be input objects
z
be a output object
IF the inputs x and y have had 50 ms to settle
THEN z should be set to x + y
ELSE z should be reset to 0
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RESS theory defines
a
requirement
to be a
relationship between a data
object required to exist at the system's output boundary at a specific point in
time and some subset of the data
objects
at the system's input boundary from
which the output object is derivable.
(z -

x + y)

Time

((T - To

+ 50 mas)

A

(y 0 0))

z-0

In the first approach the
requirement
expression implies a sequence of
processing that is an unnecessary over-specification. This often prejudices the
designer. In addition, the process-oriented view of the first example does not
promote the mathematical reality, not
just the implementation reality, that z
cannot be set to x + y if
y 0. Also, the first example leads one to expect
that z must be set to 0 on every
examination prior to 50 Ms. This need not be
the case if z can be shown
to have been
initialized to 0 at T o and is not
affected by any other requirement.
In order to facilitate the description
incorporates the concept of "state space".
Definition

of such relationships, RESS theory

: State Space

D4

A Cartesian space whose
dimensions
(not to
be
confused with object value
dimensionality, .ie, "kilometers per hour")
are
defined by
a set of data
objects. The scale for
each dimension
is defined by
the valid range and
precision of the value of each data object.
Thus a state space consisting of two data objects x,y of type integer with
range -10 to
10
with precision of 2 would
define
a state space like the
following :

Y
.

.
.
.
.
.

.

. 10
.
.
.
.

8
6
4
2

.6

-10 -8-6 -4-2
. . . -4
-8
0

.

.

.

24
.
.

6
.

810
.
.

.
.

.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.

If x and y are the only inputs
to
grid represents a possible state of
the
is required to deal with appropriately.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.

.

a
system then each point of the above
input state space and which the system

For this paper, an input
state
space,
consisting
of all the input data
objects of a given system and the vector describing the set of values which make
up the current state represented
by a
specific point
in the state space, is
referred to by "I". A system output
state
space and vector is referred to by
"0". When describing relationshios involving
only a single output object, which
may consist of more primitive objects but
is
identifiable in its own right, the
0
designation 1 is used with the understanding that
V i :

0 i c 0.

1 i refers to the set of all partial input state spaces on which O i depends. When
referring to the j'th partial input state
space on which O i depends in a given
circumstance, Iij is used with
V i,j

: lij C I i

C

I.

In addition, for any state space X
st(X) -

the Cartesian space defined by all data objects in X
multiplied by their ranges.

sv(X) -

a specific point in sr(X) identified by the vector
made up from the current values of all the data
objects making up X.

The concept of
state space
"abstraction level" may be given.

provides

a

means

by

which a definition if
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Defirition

Specification Abstraction Level

D5

RESS theory defines Specification Abstraction Level to be the view of a
software system through the information present in the syntactic structure
and semantic value associated with a given input/output state space tuple
<10>.

Within RESS theory, any
and all information, including requirement
specifications and design specifications, that involve relations among those
data objects making up a given <I,O>, is defined as pertaining to the same
Specification Abstraction Level. This view of abstraction is a projection on the
hierarchical structure of a software system in general. It is not the same
definition of abstraction associated with "data abstraction" and "abstract data
types".
Many of the relations defined in this paper reference a state of a given
state space as a parameter. In order to facilitate the application of these
relations in examples where the data objects have been individually enumerated,
a state constructor is all be defined.
Definition : State Space Constructor

D6

A State Space Constructor is an operator that takes a list of individual data
objects and denotes the

current

state

and

state

space which results

from

their valid ranges taken together.
Let yl'

Y2 ....

Then Ei

1

and

be a list of data objects

Yn

...n yi

Zi-l... n Yi

denotes their cartesian state space
"

I

.l..,n
yi)

sr(Ei

-

sr(I)

..n yi) -

sv(I)

A
sv(ri.l

In RESS theory, the definition of the term "function" is closer to its
mathematical form rather than the software-traditional definition of "a process
to be performed".
Definition

: Function

D7

A Function, f(), is mapping

relationship

domain, the function's input state
space
codomain, its output state space vector 0.

o

-

between
vector

a point in the function
I,

and some point in its

f(1)

or

<sr(O),sv(O)> - fl( <sr(I),sv(I)>
RESS theory makes use of the mathematical definition of function in order
to define the requirement specification concept of Functional Assertion.
Definition : Functional Assertion

D8

A Functional Assertion, 0 i n ji4(1i4)
is the statement that at some point,
or points, in time there is reqired to exist a mapping between a valid point
in an output state space, established by the i'th output data object of a
system, and a valid point in the state space established by the j'th set of
input objects from which 0i is derivable. This mapping is dictated by the
syntactic representation and semantic value of the object Di, the objects
makinguP
'
and of ut"
: As a matter of convenience, the following
syntactic con~entione is used
sr(Oi

-

fij(lij))

-

<lij,

sr(Oi - fij(lij)).I - Iij
sr(Oi -

fij('ij))

'f

-

!ij

fij, 01>
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sr(Oi

fij(Ijj)).O

01

A Functional Assertion is a generalization of the set of information
characterizsable by a Hoore-logics expression. Thus, the semantic Value Of a
Functional Assertion is equal to just this set of information.
fij(Iij)) a someF(Iij) ( fij ) someR(Iij.Oi)

sv(Oi -

in order to fully specify a Functional Assertion, all of the information
required by the semantics of such a P0) (Q) RI) expression must bs included.
As an example:
Let sv(X) -distance in "kilometera'
sr(x) -REAL with precision I X110-_2
in 'hours:minutea:seconds'
sv(y) -time
arty) -time_structure
- record
hou rs :INTEGER
minutesi INTEIGER
seconds : INTEGER
end record
sv(z) -velocity in "kph* <- 500 kph2
with p recision IlX 102
ar(z) -REAL
sv(fjj) - "kph - "kilometers* + "hours"
ar(f~j) - Positive REAL - positive REAL + time structure
xc Iij
Then
(SV(Oi
sv~z

-fij('ij))
-fij(x,y))

someP(lij.Oi)

(fij)

someR(Xjj,Oi)

((0 kilometers - sv(x)) A (sr(x) -

REAL,
precision 1 X 10-2)

A
(0 hours < sv(y))
(sr(y) A
(sr~z) -

time structure)
REAL with precision 1 X 10-2))

IfijI
[I,

Y', a,, fij'
(sv(fij1)
A
(av(x') A
(sv(y') A
(ar(fij')
A
U((sv(x')

-

sv(fi))

sv(x))
sv(y))
+'

sr~z')

-

sv(y') -

srlx')

+'

Sr(y'))

500 kph)

(sv(:') - sv(x') +' sv(y 'M)
V
(sv(z') - 500 kph)))
A
Isv).) - av~s'))
A
(ar(z) - REAL with precision 1 X 10-2)I
y',
z' , i
and +' in the
A point to note is the introduction of x1,
postcondition. This captures within the specification the realization that the
division implied by sv(fjj) does not make mathematical sense. The specification
of a Functional Assertion should capture the fact that the objects x, y, and z
(in fact are required to be due to the
are of different srfl's and must be
ost strongly typed ROL'$)
semantic properties of the "division' operator in
converted to a common sr() prior to their actual mathematical division. At the
same time, it indicates the fact that er(x), arly). and ar(s), are data types of
the true input and output objects

and

that

it Is an a-priori conclusion their
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syntactic representations are inviolate. However,
the specification should not
limit design freedom by stating what the modified sr(s should actually be.
Sach given output object
for
a coal-time
embedded system can be, and
generally is, the focus of more than one functional mapping. RESS theory defines
a relationship between a system's
required functional mappings and "when" those
mappings are required to be valid
during the run-time operation. The attribute
"when", within the domain of
requirement
specifications, maps a Functional
Assertion to the point(s) during run-time at which it is relevant to the overall
specification. [141
The manner by which time
is modeled
is
not as important as the need to
model time using some appropriately defined temporal logic. Indirect approaches
to modeling real-time aspects of embedded systems such as those based solely on
finite state transition specifications, such
as the
Control
Flow model of
Hatley-Pirbhai [15), are
inadequate
for
specifying many temporal aspects of
RUS's. It is difficult to specify
important
concepts such as "maximum data
transport delay", "frequency of data
object transmission', "maximum allowable
time of loss of input Object
receipt",
within such models; at least within the
formal syntax of
the
model.
It is
also difficult
to "reason" about those
temporal aspects which they do model. Such specification attributes as temporal
consistency and temporal completeness are not defined for such approaches.
HESS theory generalizes the concept of
finite state to that of timepoint
and interval (a bounded sequence
of timepoints). This allows system "real-time"
to be included in the model and defines a state transition as either the lowerbound or upper-bound of an interval.
RBSS theory proposes that each
Functional
Assertion must have associated
with it a description
of
"when" it
is
relevant. RESS theory elevates this
temporal perspective to the level of an axiom, the Axiom of Temporal Relevance.
This binding between a functional, or semantic, component of a specification and
its associated temporal,
or syntactic
(in
the
sense of
constraints on the
organization of the
semantic properties) component
is
embodied within a
"Temporal Relevance Assertion".

Definition

: Temporal Relevance Assertion

D9

A Temporal
Relevance
Assertion,
Ti(O -fi(Ii4)),
is
a meta-relation
consisting of one or more second order dub-assrtldns constraining the valid
points on the temporal
axis
of the combined input/output state space. The
i'th jith Temporal Relevance Assertion defines
the temporal
conditions
required to exist in order for the 7 'tb Functional Assertion producing output
object 0 i to be considered a true
relationship and, thus, relevant to the
overall specification of the software.
In other words,
a Temporal
Relevance Assertion defines the time points
during run-time at which the specification of the Functional Assertion which is
its only parameter, is relevant to the correct operation of the sottware system.
The semantic value of
a Temporal
Relevance
Assertion
is
a set of time
points at which the Functional Assertion, which is its only parameter, is a true
relation between its input and output
state space parameters; according to the
following rules
sv(T(...))

a single time point

or a single set of sequential time
interval :

i

:

10 <- r]

points Tm...

called a

well-formed, wf,

ra < r1)

(0 <A

v

r

£

..

:

((T

<-

i <-

i+l <- TS)

or a wf set of non-sequential time points -ri
V i,J

[(0 <- T i ) A ((ioJ) -- > (T i ol Tj))]

or a wf set of wf intervals Tei..
V i'j

|(
H

<. xAT < Toi)
((joi) ->

-

((*

<- Tj <-

)

1

( ai <- Tj <-

i)]

or a wf set of wf sets of non-sequential time points and wf intervals.

I

II-II
l

Tij(O i -

O1 -

fj(lj))

tjj(lj)

@time

rtc

-

0

or discrete event;
Tij(Oi - fij(lij))

Oj - flj(lij) etime 50 Ms. after (o(i1.)
or indirectly defined by a set of

-1)

changes

in the truth value of sone modal,

finite-state-defining, predicate;
-

Tij(0

i

fij(ij))

O-

fij(ljj)

while

A
I. C-j

..

(. modalpredicate(1
3 ) ftime

-,

T

12

A
modalpredicate(1
3 ) @time To
A
modalpredicate(Im) ftime T
A
t
modal predicata(I m
time r + 11
n

The syntactic
representation of a
Temporal Relevance Assertion is the
manner by which the time points of the semantic value are indicated. The above
operators such as "@time*, 'after*, and "while".
examples made use of temporal
to
those described
in Kroger's
They have semantic
interpretations similar
Teaoral Lo ic of Pr-grs (161.
Other approaches,
such as Ladkin's interval
calculus I7,
aire M5
a pplicable.
within RESS

theory

the

concept

of

Functional

Requirement

may

now be

defined.
Definition

D10

: Functional Requirement

A Functional
Requirement,
fReqi(Ii,Oi), is
the set of all Temporal Relevance
T
0
Assertions
ijl i-fij(Ij)) having O1 as a common output state space.
More formally :
V iJ

: [Tij(Oi;ij(ij))
Tij(Oi-fij(Iij)) s fReqi(IiOi))

I

This definition for
Functional
Requirement constrasts sharply with the
traditional definition. A more traditional
definition emphasises the concept of
*Function" as the focus of
a requirement,
rather the output object which is
required to have the functional
relationship wrt.
to a set of input objects.
This
is
a
result of a process-oriented, an
example of
"how*, view
to
requirement specifications where
a
given output
object does not exist until
produced' by the function.
Within RESS theory, the concept of Functional Requirement Specification has
the following definition.
Definition : Functional Requirement Specification

D1

Functional
Requirement Specification,
f9gpec(l,O),
is
the set of all
Functional
Requirements
fReq4 (X,0 )
for
the
software
specification
abstraction level having I as its Input state space and 0 as its output state
space such that
V i I ( (fRaqA(Ii,0iA (1i

0

C 1) A ( 1 c 0))

(Ulqj(1
1 ,O1) a fRSpec(I,O))

I

In addition to separating Functional
Requirement Specifications along one
syntactic/semantic duality,
Temporal
Relevance
Assertions
and Functional
Assertions, RSS theory also
separates
requirement information along another
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such duality; that of Hon-Functional
Requirement Specifications.

Requirement Specifications and Functional

RESS theory considers such
attributes as "maintainable", "understandable",
"memory size efficient",
etc.
to fall
into the category of Hon-Functional
Requirement. Such attributes are difficult to quantify due to their subjective
non-discrete nature. This
suggests a Fuzzy-Set-Theoretic
approach for the
specification and
analysis of Non-Functional Requirements. The "fuzzy-like"
nature of Non-Functional Requirements is
an
accepted truism. Thus, a "level of
priority" attribute is associated with the Non-Functional Requirement within the
definition of Non-Functional Requirement Assertion.

Definition

: Non-Functional Requirement Assertion

D12

A Non-Functional Requirement Assertion, n1Reqi4(IiOj), is the j'th assertion
stating a required attribute of, or constrain
governing, the design intended
to satisfy tReq(Ii,Oi).

RBESS theory treats Non-Functional Requirements
to be constant with respect
to the temporal axis of the
system's state
space. Thus, there is no temporal
assertion binding with
each Non-Functional Assertion
as for the Functional
Assertion. Such a temporal attribute
would imply software self-modification, as
will be seen
later in the
discussion of software design. While this is a
computational possibility, it does not normally fall in the domain of real-time
embedded systems and will be consequently ruled out.

Definition

: Non-Functional Requirement Specification

D13

A Non-Functional
Requirement Specification. nfRSpec(I,0),
is the set of all
1
nftReqijli,i)
for all, 0
c O associated with
the design
of a given
abstradtion level,
1,0
of a software system.

Software Design Specifications in RESS Theory
RESS theory identifies a separation of software design specifications along
its semantic/syntactic boundaries. This
separation
has a natural isomorphic
relationship to the Functional
vs. Non-Functional
Requirement Specification
duality at the same abstraction level. RESS theory defines Data Transformation
Design as that specification which defines
a partial ordering of dmta-objectspecific transformations whose syntactic and semantic composition satisfies some
Functional Requirement from the set of
Functional Requirements making up the
fRSpec() for that level of abstraction.
In addition, RESS theory defines Architectural Design as that specification
that defines a data-type-specific partial ordering and modular packaging of Data
Transformers. It also specifies a temporal binding of specific data objects to a
Data Transformer partial order which
is
logically complete and consistent with
respect to the set of Data Transformation Sequence specifications. The syntactic
organization specified by Architectural Design has the goal of satisfying one or
the
set
of nfReqi(li,O i ) making up the
more Non-Functional Requirements from
nfRSpec(I,O).
In order to describe and reason about these two aspects of software design
a number of additional terms must be defined.
Definition : Canonical Data Transformation

D14

A Canonical Data Transformation, ac(,
is
the general term for the discrete
manipulation of either the syntactic
representation or semantic value of a
data object,
or set
of
data
objects,
to
produce a
new syntactic
representation or semantic value, respectively.
Naturally, there are two canonical data transformation types; a syntactical
transformation and a semantic transformation. A canonical transformation must be
object specific and have a syntactic or semantic result which contributes to the
syntax or
semantics
of
the
functional
assertion
it
is
intended
to
refine/satisfy. Canonical semantic
transformations map to functional relations
within the postconditional semantics associated with the functional assertion.
From this view, a data
transformation sequence
is simply a decomposition of a
requirement expression.
However, this
stage of
secification
requires that
design choices for the
syntactic representation of the data objects carrying
semantic information between canonical
semantic
transformations, be made. Such
date object design decisions prejudice the syntactic canonical transformations
needed to set up the
data
objects for the "required" semantic transformations.
This also implies the need for
a partial ordering of the transformations which
is the beginning of the attachment of "process orientation" to the design of the
solution. The next
two definitions describe the
two classes
of canonical
transformation more formally.

I

\
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Definition

Semantic Value Transformation

D15

A Semantic Value Transformation, x
:- Asv(y1 ...yn),
is an object specific
n-ary operator that specifies the conversion of the semantic values of a set
of data objects to a new semantic value which it then binds to a pre-existing
data object according to the following rule
Let x, and YI' 'Yn

each denote some data object

Then
x

:- Asv(yl...

Yn)

exists(sr(x))
A
V i e (1... n)
[(sv(yi) 0 sv(x))]
A
(sv(x) - sv(Asv(yl, ...Yn))
Where
.:has the traditional
semantics
the results of the right hand side
side".
For example
Let

Then

*the values are equal after binding
to the data object of the left hand

:

vel denote a velocity object
d
denote a distance object
t
denote a time object
vel

Asv(d, t)

sv(asv) ".
m idealized real number *division"
A
sr(vel) - an object of type REAL
A
sv(vel) - "100.0 kph"
A

sr(d)

-

an object of type REAL

A
sv(d) - "100.0 ka"
A
sr(t) - an object of type REAL
A
sv(t) - "1.0 hours"
Definition : Syntactic Conversion Transformation

D16

A Syntactic
Conversion Transformation,
x
t- Asr(y 1 ,..yn),
is
an object
specific n-ary
operator
which
converts
or
combines the syntactic
representation of elements of its domain to a single, possibly non-primitive,
element in its codomain. Such transformations conform to the following rules.
Let

x,y

each denote some data object

Then
x :- Asr(y)
(sr(y)

st(x))

A
(sv(y) -

av(x))

A
(sv(Asr) - fo: sr(x) 4 sr(y)
sv(x) 4 sv(x))
For

example
Let

vel denote a velocity object
vel' denote an additional velocity object

Then

vel' :-

£sr(vel)

sv(6sr) -

REALtoINTEGER conversion

A
sr(vel) - an object of type REAL
A
sv(vel) - "100.0 kph'
A
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sr(vel') - an object of type INTEGZR
A
sv(vel') 100 kph'

RESS theory requires for each Functional Assertion one or more sequences of
Data Transformations such that the semantic
result of each Data Transformation
Sequence is
equal
to the
semantic relationship
denoted by the Functional
Assertion. Also the syntactic
result of
each sequence
is equivalent to the
output state space of the Functional Assertion. The number of such sequences is
determined by the number of mutually exclusive functional relations present in
the postconditional semantics of the Functional Assertion.
Definition : Data Transformation Sequence
A Data Transformation Sequence, ASeq

4

D17
(I

,0i),

Canonical Data Transformations, Asv( Vs ad
sv(aSeqij(IijOi))

a

someP(Iij)

-

sv(Oi -

ar(ASeqij(lijOi)).O

-

ar(ASeqij(lijOi)).l

-

sr(ASeqij(lijOi)).6

-

0

i -

{ ASeqij

is a partially ordered set of

s

,()'s,
such that

} somel(lij.Oi

)

fij(Iij))

sr(Oi-tij(rij)).O

iJ -

sr(Oi-fij(Iij)).I

ASeqi j - partial order of ,n Ac('s

The semantics of a given ASeqij may be said to be equal to the semantics of
its associated Functional Assertion only under the following condition.
sv(aSeqij(Ijj,Oi))

-

sv(Oi - fij(Iij))

is wellformed(sr(hseqij(lij.oi)).A)
The symbol "wrt."

wrt._O

-

fjj(Iij)

stands for "with respect to'.

Definition : () is well_ formed_wrt._()

D18

The
definition
of
the
predicate
" is well formed wrt.-"
inductive/recursive one according to the following rules :
1.

Ix

:

is

an

c(yl,...yn))-is_wellformed_wrt._Oi - Iij(Iij)

Ek.I Xk 0 01
k-J ...n Yk 0 Iij
sv(Ac) a sv(fi)

where
2.

Ac is some 6sv or 5Cr

(x "- 6cl(Ac2(yl,...yn) .... Acm(wl,...wl ) is well-formed_
_wrt._(Oi -

(x

fij(Iij))

Acl(e2,...zm))

isrwellformed_

_wrt._(Oi - fijl(Zk,2.. .m

k)))

A
V q c (2.. .m) :(eq :- aCq(Zij))_is wellformed
_wrt._..(sq -

fiJq(Iij))l

1

_ _ __

_

_

_m

_

__--_

_

_

_

Ir
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As a simple example
Let a
ar(s)
sv(z)
x
sr(x)
av(x)
y
sr(y)
sv(y)
+

be an output data object
- REAL
kph
be an input object
INTEGER
- kilometers
be an input object
- ARRAY (0..31 of CHAR
- hundredths of hours
be a REAL number division operator

Than
create REAL object)
i(convert INTEGER to RZAL(x),
convertARRAYOf-RAJ-to REAL(y))

z :z

The Data Transformation Sequence also
Serves
as the starting point for a
formal definition of requirement satisfaction traceability within RESS theory.
Definition :

() isF-satisfied by_()

D19

This predicate, is F-satisfied by , states the condition under which a given
Functional Assertion may be
defiRed as
being
Functionally satisfied by a
given Data Transformation Sequence.
(0i - fij(lij))_is_r-satisfied_by_(6Seqij(Iij,Oi))•

sv(ASeqij(Iij,Oi))

-

sv(Oi

- fij(ij))

RESS theory proposes the specification classes Data Transformation Set, and
Data Transformation Specification in order to provide terms for the grouping of
all transformation sequences which result
in
the creation and semantic binding
of the sane output data object or same embedded system abstraction level.
Definition : Data Transformation Set

D20

A Data
Transformation Set,
ASeti(Ii.Oi),
is
the
set
of
all
Data
Transformation sequences A seq4(II
ing
0 i as its associated output
state space and 01 - fij(Iij) is Ifs Functional Assertion.
Definition : Data Transformation Specification
A Data
Transformation Specification ASpec(I,0)
Transformation Sets in the following manner:
V

0

i c 0 : [fSetij(

ij,O

i )

D21
is

the

set

of

all Data

-> ASetij(Iij,Oi) £ ASpec(I,O)]

RESS
theory
delegates
the
"fuzzy"-satisfaction
of Non-Functional
Requirements to the
specification
class
"Architectural Design."
The design
process resulting in the specification of this class has the goal of satisfying
such difficult to quantify requirements like
"minimum possible memory space",
"easy to maintain", "minimum inter-modular coupling", etc. The primitive in this
specification class is the Data Transformer.
Definition : Data Transformer

D22

A Data Transformer,
ADt (Iou), is
a
generalizatIon of the semantic and
syntactic attributes of onl
ar more
total or partial Data Transformation
Sequences. Unlike a ASeqO, which is
data
object specific, a ADt() is data
object generic but data type specific.
sv(ADtg(IgOg))

a

somep(199 )

sr(ADtg(IgOg)).I

-

ar(ADt 9 (1 9 O 9 )).0

-

09

sr(aDtg(IgOg)).A

-

ADt 9

;

---

( --

|-

aDt9

19

mmssmmm~m
-. mmm
m , ,mamum

-

I someR(Ig,Og)
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A Data Transformer is
a software design element which groups subsets of
6Seq( partial orders in a common packages for the purpose of "fuzzy'-satisfying
"real estate oriented* Non-functional Requirements; such as the amount of memory
carrying out a given function. A
available
for
space or temporal axis length
"fuzzy" predicate relationship describing the degree of satisfaction of a given
nfReq() will be investigated as an addition to saSS theory. Such a relation will
permit each njlReq() to be
traced to
those aDto's which are involved in its
satisfaction.
Data Transformers are an abstraction of such implementation specification
highest level of abstraction, "task" and
concepts as "software system", at the
"statement"
and "instruction" at low
"procedure*, at intermediate levels, and
levels of abstraction.
Definition : Data Transformer Sequence

D23

The Date Transformer Sequence, ADtSeqO,
is a partial order of
Dt's which,
when bound to specific subsets <i,01>
c <1,0> subsume the state spaces and
semantics of one or more ASeq(I
,0)
and the Temporal Relevance Assertions
governing the Functional Assertidns satisfied by each ASeq(Iij,Oi).
sv(bDtSeqij(lij,Oi))

a

soMeP(lij) A RelevanceP(lijOi)
I ADtSeqjj I
someR( ij,O )

sr(6DtSeqij(Iij,Oi)).I -

Iij

sr(ADtSeqij(Iij,O)).O - Oij
sr(sv(ADtSeqjj(lij,Oi))).P

- someP(lij)

sr(sv(4DtSeqij(lij,Oi).Rp sr(sv(ADtSeqjj(Iij,Oi))).R

RelevanceP(lij)

- someR(Iij)

The Data Transformer Sequence constitutes the second and third points at
which requirement satisfaction traceability relations are recognized within RESS
theory.

Definition

. ()_is A-satisfied by_()

D24

The predicate,
is A-satisfied by , states
the
condition under which the
semantics of a gTvei aSeq() may-be-defined as being Architecturally satisfied
by a given &DtSeqg).
(ASeqiJ(IijOi))_isA-satisfiedby_(DtSeqkl(lkl,0k))

sr(ASeqij(IijOi)).I

€csr(6DtSeqkl(lkl,Ok)).I

A
sr(ASeqij(IijOi)).O C sr(ADtSeqkl(Ikl,Ok)).O
A
sv(ASeqij(lijOi)) -> sv(ADtSeqkl(Ikl,Ok))

Definition : ()_isT-satisfied by_()

D25

The predicate, is T-satisfied by 1),
states
the condition under which the
temporal semantTcs-of T, (0 -f- 4 (Y
)) are satisfied by a relevance predicate
which, as
part of
the
precoldditIon of a given
ADtSeqkl(lkl,Ok),
is a
refinement of some component of Tij(Oi-fij(Iij)).
(Tljl(0-Jljlj))ljMisT-satisfied b(&lDtSeqkl(lkl,Ok))

sr( Tij(Oi-fij(Ij)

1.1

C

sr(&DtSqkl(lkl,Ok)).l

A
sr(TiJ(Oi.-ij(Zij))).O c

r(&DtSeqkl(lkl,Ok)).O

A
sv(Tij(Oi-fij(ij)))

-> sr(sv(ADtSeqkl(Ikl,Ok).R

P

____________________________I
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Thus,
the connections between
Data Transformers
that form
the Data
Transformer Sequences may be considered an abstraction of the implementation
specification conce ts of "task invocation",
"procedure call", "sequence", and
of
a binding
Sequence
The result
Data Transformers
specificspecifies
data objects.
data-object-independent
Transformer to
Data
. Ec
"concurrence
is an execution path from the input
state space of the abstraction level to the
output state space. This execution path through Data Transformers must be chosen
to satisfy the semantic
and syntactic
requirements specified by one or more
aSeq('s under
the
temporal
constraints specified by the Tij(Oi-fi (1i))'s
associated with the 0if
(Iij);'s
whose
functional
semantics
and slntat are
satisfied by the 6Seq( 'a.
In
nce
it
is a
re-connection of the partial
hSeq('s within the individual Data
Transformers such
that the set of Data
Transformation Sequences is recreated.
Definition : Architectural Design Package

D26

An Architectural Design Package, Adpi(I,O),
is
the
i'th set of all 6Dt('s
whose
grouping
together
act
o
"fuzzy"-satisfy
such
qualitative
Non-Functional Requirement
types as
"Easily modifiable",
High degree of
reusability", etc. for
the Specification Abstraction Level associated with
<1,0>.
An Architectural Design Package
has no
function other
than to address
Non-Functional Requirements.
In this attribute
it
is an
abstraction of
implementation specification elements such as an Ads package or Pascal module.
Definition

: Architectural Design Specification

D27

An Architectural
Design Specification.
Ads(I,0)
is
the
set
of all
Architectural Design Packages for a given Specification Abstraction Level.
Now that the above
terms
System", and "Real-Time Embedded
RESS theory.
Definition

have been
been
System" can be

defined, "System", "Embedded
defined within the domain of

: System

A System, S(I,O), is a single Data
Transformer with data type specific, but
data object independent,
input
state space
sr(I)
and
output state space
sr(O).
Definition : Embedded System

D28

An Embedded System, ES(I,0),
is
an S(I,O)
in which the input state space
ar()
and the output state space
sr(O)
is
finitely bound to specific data
objects and for
which there exists
a deterministic
response state sv(O)
within the domain of
the output state
space sr(O) for any stimulus state
sv(I) possible within the domain of the input state space ar(I).
Definition : Real-Time Embedded System

D29

A Real-Time Embedded System, RES(I,O),
is
an ES(I,0)
in which "time" is a
member of the input state space
sr(I)
with one or more of the output data
objects sr(Oi) c sr(O) dependent on a relation between the input data objects
sr(Iij) c ar(I) of its aSeq(IijOi) and "time".

Basic Axioms of RESS Theory
The following three axioms, along
with the
above definitions, form the
h-sis for RESS theory. These axioms were
first discussed in different forms in
f1t8], [19|.
Axiom of System Hierarchy

Al

Any given RrS(I,O) is a
single Data
Transformer within a Data Transformer
Sequence of a higher level of Specification Abstraction.
The implication of Al is
that for
any given RES(I,0), the specifications
F.,r sr(I), sv(I), sr(O),
sv(0),
Precondition(l), Relevance Predicate(I,O,
and
r,'stcondition(I,O)
are a-priori
inheritable
from the
Architectural Design
'pecifications of a higher level system.

__________I
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Axiom of Deterministic Response

A2

A semantic value of the output state apace of an RZS(1,0) is specifiable for
any semantic value of its input state space.
As a corollary : for any given RZS(I,O),
vp(R1S(IO),

is_valid(o)) - true wrt. I

where wp() is DiJkstra's weakest-precondition predicate transformer. (201
Axiom of Temporal Relevance

A3

The Functional Assertions
required to be
satisfied by the design of an
RES(I,O) ae relevant to the
Data Transformation Sequences of its "parent"
system only at specifiably discrete points in time.
Theorems of RUSS Theory
The following is a partial
list of
theorems of RISS theory. They are
included to provide
a overview of some
of the
additional
attributes of
RESS-theoretic specifications that are not immediately noticeable from the above
definitions and
discussions. Concepts such
as
v consistency"
and "sv
completeness" for state spaces
are left
to their
intuitive definitions. TS
through TIO and T12 are expanded in order to give a detailed picture of temporal
and function completeness and consistency descriptions.
Theorem of State Space

"sr" Completeness

T1

rorAll RES(1,0), sr(l) and sr(O) are completely specifiable.

Theorem of State Space "sr" Consistency

T2

ForAll RES(I,0), sr(I) and sr(O) are consistently specifiable.

Theorem of State Space "sv" Completeness

T3

rorAl1 RES(I,0), sv(I) and sv(O) are completely specifiable.
Theorem of State Space "sv" Consistency

T4

ForAll RES(1,O), sv(1) and sv(O) are consistently specifiable.

Theorem of Functional Requirement Temporal Completeness

TS

A Requirement Specification
is
semantic-temporally complete if ForAll data
objects of the output state space the required sv(data object) is defined by
a Functional Assertion for all
tinepoints
beginning at the object's own T-0
(established upon its initialization).
In other words :
V fRSpec(I,0) :

V 0

1s_svTemporallyConplete(.ffSpec(1,0))

C O

VTSTo....
STLij(Oi-fij(Lij)) : IT s sv(Tij(Oi-fLj(Iij)))

I

Theorem of Functional Requirement Temporal Consistency

T6

A Requirement Specification is semantic-temporally consistent if ForAll data
objects of the output state space
the sv(data object) is not defined by more
than one functional assertion at the same time point on the temporal axis.
In other words :
V JRSpec(I,0)

......I-

-

[Is_svTemporally Consistent(fRSpec(1,0))

r S

_

_

_

__t

1-
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V O, c 0
2 f~eqj(I1,0j)
V i, J, k
((Tjj(0i-fi1 (Iijj)

ec Raqi31pOj))

(Tik(Oi-!ik(IiI))

(aV(Tjj(0j-fij(Ijj)))

£

fReqj(li,Oi))

V sv(Tik(0i-lik(IikO))- I10))

Theorem of functional Requirement 'ir'

Coupletence

T7

ForAll REBCI,0)
ForAll timepoints r6
Ot..r
Wm
- 0
torAll ar(01 ) Cz ar(
ThereExists a syntactic relational mapping
srloil - sr(tij)(sr(Iij))
Csr(lIj) c cr11))

Theorem of Functional Requirement "sr" Consistency

TS

ForAll 355(1,0)
TorAhl i,j,k,l
[IsrIoi) - sr(fij)(sr(i,))
A
sr102 ) - sr(Ilk)(sr(Xlk)))
A
ar(Oi) - ar(Ol)
A
cr1111 ) - arllk))

artfijl -

arllk) I

Theorem of Functional Requirement 'iv' Completeness

T9

ForAll R5511,0)
rorAll timepoints 1
rorAll ar(ci) . srI )
ThereExists a semantic relational mapping
(sr(lij) C sr(I))
ar(ot) - sr(fij)(sr(nii))

~Oier

Theorem of Functional Requirement 'cv" Consistency

T10

ForAll 335(I,0)
ForAll i,j,k,l
((sylOji - sv(fjj)(sv(Iuj))
sv(01I A
sybOil -

sv(f1jj

av(flk)(sv(lk)
sv(0j)

-

1

1

sv( it

Theorem of Functional Relation Classification

Ti 1

each Functional Relationehip present In the postcondition semantics of a
Functional Assertion may be classified as, or decomposed into, either
'semantic' or 'syntactic' with respect to the er(OjI end sv(Ijl overvhich
the relstionship is required to hold.
Theorem of Data Transformation Sequence

712

ThereExists a Data Transformation Specification Sleq~lii,0 1 for all mutually
exclusive Functional Relati ons fikFrAl*nci
h Asrtions
0
Se(1, 0 of a
asrction
rie
levelf I of all fReq(11 .04 ) In the
fotlant embedded system SWIM,0.
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Theorem of How/What Duality

Tl3

For any given Specification Abstraction Level, the complete set of Functional
Assertion Specifications, the 'what" for that level, are logically equivalent
to the Data Transformer postcondition
specifications, part of the "how" of
the previous Specification Abstraction Level.
Theorems of Architectural Design Derivation

T14.1

For
any given
Specification Abstraction
Level,
the Data Transformation
Sequence specifications
for
that level
are
logically implied by
the
Functional Assertion specifications and
'fuzzy'-logicelly implied by the
Non-Functional Requirements for that same level.
T14.2
For
any given
Specification Abstraction
Level, the
Relevance Predicate
governing the binding of input and output data objects with Data Transformers
is logically implied by
the
Temporal Relevance Assertions constraining the
associated Functional Assertions.
An Application of

iSS Theory

The intended application of HESS theory
is as a deductive inference model
upon which
to base
an Ax-enhanced Computer-Aided Specification Engineering,
CASE, environment. The
axioms,
theorem, definitions,
and associated rules of
Inference, when expressed in mathematical
logic,
enables the application of an
inference
engine
approach
to
specification
collection
and analysis.
Simplistically, the entry of specification information can be used to trigger a
forward chain of reasoning causing
the
correct
forms of analysis of the new
information with respect to the model and the previous specification contents of
the knowledge base. If, during such analysis, required specification information
is found to be missing from
the knowledge base a goal directed, ie., backward
reasoning, process can be
triggered prompting the
collection of the missing
information. A complete and consistent
set of specification information will be
provable as a theorem of HESS theory.
As stated earlier,
current
generation CASE tools
have very little real
understanding of
the
specification
information they are
responsible
for
collecting and "analyzing'. They act as slaves to the user allowing the creation
of graphic language
specifications according to very
simple syntactic rules
without enforcing any semantic constraints on the information specified. They do
not have the
capability of assisting the
user
in
semantic completeness or
consistency analysis. Nor, are they capable of requesting or suggesting specific
information which would correct completeness and/or consistency problems.
An AI-enhanced
CASE environment, based
on the
model
proposed by HESS
theory, should be capable of performing the
above analysis types (21, 22, 23!.
It should also be capable of assisting in the selection of design choices based
on the heuristics which all
competent software engineers apply instinctively to
their software designs. These
capabilities, and
others such as automatic code
generation and correctness proofs, provides
the
software engineer with some of
the tools now available to
the digital
hardware engineer via CAD systems.
Current day
CAD
systems, based
on internally
manipulated knowledge of the
semantics of HAND gates and Boolean
algebra, for example, provide assistance to
hardware designers only dreamed about in the software design domain.

Conclusion
At the time I submitted the abstract
for this conference I was interested
in expressing a number of concepts
that
I and a colleague had been working on
related to the
Identification, analysis,
specification, and application of
requirements
for
real-time embedded
systems.
These
concepts
involved a
hierarchica; view of specification levels, Al,
which
is an extension of the
traditional
System Reuirements
v
System Desiyn
V
Hardware Requirements
hierarchy but which generally falls
levels

I

v
Software Requirements
into

flatness at the hardware and software

A!
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Hardware Requirements

Software Requirements

V

V

Hardware Design

Software Design

I

I

v

V

Hardware Implementation

Software Implementation

instead of recursively descending down successively refined abstraction levels
within a software and hardware specification hierarchy. In addition, I felt that
there was little work available identifying and formalizing the concepts of
semantic completeness and semantic consistency for requirement specification and
analysis. The same is true in regards to the semantic relationships between
requirement specifications and design specifications (implementation being the
least abstract level of
design specifications).
Semantics are generally
discussed only in the context of source level programs and programming
languages. The only such consistency and completeness attributes definable for
most current approaches to requirement specification is syntactic in nature. For
example, "level balancing" within the "structured analysis" camp.
Prior to this paper, the work we had done was primarily conceptual and
experimental (241. The axioms and theorems were expressed abstractly and were
unproven. And the specification classes and their relationships, which were the
focus of these axioms and theorems, were not formally defined. After beginning
the paper I quickly found that the formal expression of the axioms, theorems,
and rules of inference of RESS theory; which was my original intention; was not
possible without first developing a vocabulary and set of logical operators with
precise definitions. This would not be a surprise to a mathematician. However,
as an electrical engineer currently working in the development of real-time
avionics software, the amount of effort required to do just this much, was both
unexpected and very fruitful.
This paper consists primarily of a

vocabulary and operator
this set, it does
proposed by
RESS

set.

present
theory.

hopefully raises a number
specification problem.

However,

first

draft

through

of a basic subset of this

the systematic presentation of

a picture of
the model of software specifications
While
this model
is
somewhat non-traditional, it

of

interesting

and

valid

perspectives

on

the

The emphasis on the semantic properties of specification and the temporal
aspects of all real-time systems, beyond that of state transitions, attempts to
bring into focus two areas of major shortcomings in most approaches to
requirement specification and analysis. Partitioning of design specification
classes into object specific Data Transformation Sequences, which has as its
focus a system s Functional Requirements, and type specific Architectural
Design, with a focus of "fuzzy"-satisfying the Non-Functional Requirements while
subsuming the Data Transformation Sequences, proposes a separation of concerns
which can assist the designer in both identifying, justifying and quantifying
design decisions.
The application of a Fuzzy-Set-Theoretic approach to the specification,
management, and application of Non-Functional Requirements shows a number of
possible benefits and applications in the area of guiding design tradeoffs
during the design selection and specification stages of a development.
The final goal, that of fully specifying and proving the soundness and
completeness of RESS theory, is the subject of a continuing effort. In this
light "BESS theory" should be referred to as "RESS hypothesis". An additional
goal is the
intended
application
of
this
theory
as the deductive
"proof-theoretic" model upon which an Al-based real-time embedded system
specification assistant
is
developed
and
implemented. The vocabulary,
definitions, and specification relationships developed during the work on this
paper has definitely moved these goals a large step closer.
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DISCUSSION
K.Bemier, US
What is the relationship between REFINE and Z?
Autkoes Reply
REFINE: REFINE is a tool capable of transforming a very high level language program, written in REFINE's own
language "V",into progressively lower level programs, still in -V", until the level of the program is such that it is
translatable from -V"directly into a target source code language. "V"incorporates set theoretic and proof theoretic
constructs so it is possible to express declaratively, requirement and abstract design specifications. However, REFINE
does not embody any inherent model of what such specifications should look like, what defines acomplcte and
consistent set of specifications, or how to go about requesting such specifications from a user. These are the areas in
which my work on RESS theory is concerned. REFINE acts like a compiler which a case tool base on the model
proposed by RESS theory would act asan intelligent builder/collector of the class of information which would be
suitable for expression as a "program" which REFINE would "compile".
Z: Z is a language useful for expressing specifications in a formal manner. RESS theory defines what information is
required to be expressed formally in some language like 'Z".

A.O.Ward, UK
How do you intend to educate the users of formal methods in your organization?
Author's Reply
I no longer believe it to be either possible or practical to try to educate currently employed software engineers in the
required discrete maths and predicate calculus for application in formal specification methods. It requires ashift in the
engineer's view of what mathematics is all about, from continuous mathematics to discrete. This conceptual shift seems
to be very difficult or undesirable to most engineers. Instead, my efforts are now focused on the development of an
axiomatic/deductive model which can be used as a foundation for an expert system-based case environment in which
the "expertise" is that of a software engineer that does apply formal specification techniques. This approach buries the
formal mathematics inside the case environment with the environment providing a more informal view of the
information, such as data flow and control flow diagrams. The advantage of this approach is that the formal
specification, built internally by the environment from an informal user view can then be analyzed for much more
complete and rigorous definitions of attributes such as completeness and consistency (semantic as well as syntactic)
based on the axiomatically characterized model.
A.O.Ward, UK
The REFINE tool is designed to describe the process of successive transformations in a formal context as well as the
results of such steps and hence differs from mainstream formal methods such as Z and VDM. But like many such tools
it lacks a method that will incrementally collect information in such a way as to encourage formal expression. Both
methods and tools are required for successful application of formality.
Author's Reply
I agree, but would like to add that prior to "methods and tools" there must be an underlying theory which acts
as the
foundation of any basis for methods which must then be supported by appropriate tools. REFINE is a tool which is
capable of taking a given set of formal specifications, when translated into -V". and transform them into a potential
implementation at the source code level. The degree that this code is usable as actual application software, rather than
prototype software, is a function of the constraints imposed by the non-functional requirements of the particular
application. Also, the degree to which REFINE can incorporate user directives on priorities of non-functional
requirement satisfaction and the heuristic rules necessary to guide the transformations selected for this satisfaction is a
key to actual application code generation. If these capabilities can be made robust enough, REFINE could be a very
valuable addition to a case environment capable of constructing formal specification suitable for translation into "V" for
input to REFINE. This is, in fact, a direction my colleague. Mark Blackburn, is pursuing.
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THE STATE OF PRACTICE IN ADA-BASED PROGRAM DESIGN LANGUAGES

Lawrence G. Jones
SHAPE Technical Centre
P.O. Box 174
22501 CD The Hague
The Netherlands

SUMMARY
The use of Ada in avionics and other systems Is assuming more Importance due to a
growing body of national policies dictating its use In mission critical systems.
This
has created a need for software engineering techniques that incorporate Ada concepts
so that the transition from a system design to an Ada Implementation Is more easily
achieved.
One of the most common techniques Is to use an Ada-based program design
language (ADL). This paper surveys the current state of practice in Ada-based program
design languages by examining some leading reports on the subject.
Among the more
Important efforts, we discuss the surveys of existing ADLs conducted for the US Naval
Avionics Center (NAC), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Recornended
Practice for ADLs, the ADL guidelines produced for Transport Canada, and the ADL
guidelines produced for the NAC. We note that the state of practice is considered to
be too Immature for standardisation.
However, we summarlse some of the major findings
and point to future directions.

1.

Introduction

The use of Ada in avionics and other systems Is assuming more importance due to a
growing body-of national and International policies dictating its use in mission
critical systems.
For example, within NATO, Ada Is the specified language for the 14
nation funded portion of the NATO Command, Control and Information System. Furthermore,
because of the inherent advantages of Ada, many companies and national organisations
are making Ada the language of choice even where the force of policy does not dictate
Its use.
While Ada has specific features to facilitate the design and Implementation of
systems, a programming language by Itself cannot address all aspects of the software
development life cycle.
One of the most common techniques to bridge the gap between
design and Implementation Is a program design language or PDL. When a PDL Is Adabased It Is often referred to as an ADL. An ADL has potential utility for not only
avionics but for all Ada Implementations.
This paper will survey the state of Practice in ADLs by examining the most
Influential recent reports on ADLs.
This Includes survey reports on existing ADLs,
the results of an important standardisatlon attempt, and some Important ADL guideline
documents.
Thus, the emphasis of this paper Is not on specific ADLs, but rather on
the state of ADLs as a whole.
We begin by presenting some background information to define an ADL and place It
in the perspective of the software life cycle.
We then examine the major product
surveys, continue by discussing the standardisatlon attempt of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and finish our coverage with a look at
some major ADL guideline reports.
We conclude by summarlsing ma'or findings and
pointing to the future.
2.

Background

The story of Adag development Is certainly well known.
Those wishing details
on the history and features of Ada are referred to Booch (1).
Briefly, Ada's
development was Initiated In 1975 by the US Department of Defense (DoD) as a common
high order language for real-time embedded computer systems.
L.day, Ada is a mature
language with wide International acceptance.
The maturation of the language is
represented by the fact that Ada Is now a recognised standard by the US DoD (as a
military standard (MIL-STD), the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), and
the International Standards Organisation (ISO).
The wide acceptance of the language
Is represented both by the standardisation and the requirement for using Ada In many
national and International policies.
There Is official policy dictating the use of
Ada for certain applications in the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom,
West Germany, as well as within the Commission of European Communities and NATO.
However, application of Ada to avionics Is still relatively new.
In 1984 the US
Air Force F-15 flew trials with a flight-control computer programmed In Ada.
Also
In 1984, Northop claimed Its F-20 was the first aircraft to fly with an operational
mission computer programmed In Ada.
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Given the maturity of the language Itself, focus has shifted to the larger view of
the system life cycle. People are now more concerned with how to Incorporate Ada In the
flow from project concept to Implementation and beyond. Below, we take a brief look at
the place of an ADL within this larger context.
In the classic view of the software system life cycle there are the following
phases: Anaiysis, Design, Implementation, and Maintenance and Modification. This Is
In the Analysis Phase, the
often referred to as the "waterfall" life cycle model,
system requirements are Identified and documented. The analysis documents specify
"what" Is to be done. In the Design Phase, software engineers design a solution that
meets the requirements. The design documents consist of the engineering specification
For the software portion of a system, the
of "how" the requirements will be satisfied.
Implementation Phase is where the working code Is created. Maintenance and Modification
of the system continue as mini-iterations of the overall life cycle as new requirements
emerge. This continues until the system Is retired.
There are many techniques available to address each of these life cycle phases.
However, traditionally there have been problems In smoothly transitioning between
phases. Often the tools and techniques appropriate for one phase may not be useful In
another phase. A program design language (PDL) Is a widely used tool to ease the
transition between the Design and Implementation Phases. The classic reference on
PDLs Is Caine and Gordon (2).
They declare that the purpose of PDL Is threefold: to
support evaluation of a design, to provide guidance to Implementation, and to serve as
a tool for maintenance. They propose that use of a PDL results in Increased
productivity for developers and Improved system quality.
Initially, PDLs evolved from pseudocode. In form, pseudocode often looked like
formallsed program comments which used the three basic control structures (sequence,
selection, and Iteration) with English language narrative to Indicate the operations
performed. The designer would start the design process by using pseudocode to produce
a "rough draft" of a program. Pseudocode supported the design principles of abstraction
and stepwise refinement. it allowed the programmer to concentrate on high level
abstractions and to avoid getting lost In the details of a programming language.
Furthermore, the rough draft could be successively refined until a working program was
produced. Thus, pseudocode was truly a bridge between design and Implementation. Today
a pseudocode that has been sufficiently formallsed is usually referred to as a PDL and
Is a standard tool of the software engineer. While there Is no universal agreement on
all PDL features, most contain additional design Information beyond the algorithmic
Information represented by pseudocode.
Almost from Its introduction, Ada has been hailed as a design language. Indeed,
there are many features that lend themselves to the development and expression of design.
These features Include strong support for abstraction of operations and data, representation
of concurrent operation, specification of generic templates for subprograms, and
convenient mechanisms for decision deferral. From the early days of the language, Ada
programs were designed using Ada Itself as a PDL, and today the term Ada-based PDL or
ADL Is commonplace. While there Is no formally established definition of an ADL, one
consistent with common practice is given here. An Ada-based Design Language may be
defined as a textual, procedural design language that closely follows Ada syntax, at
least supporting the detailed design phase, and usually extending the Ada language with
constructs that are desirable for other design activities.
The state of practice regarding ADLs for Ada system development has followed the
same rough pattern as previous software engineering practice. Initially, system
developers were primarily concerned with the Implementation Phase of the life cycle.
Only later did they work backwards toward the start of the life cycle to define a full
life cycle methodology.

While
Ada designers did not forget the lessons of theTu,past,
features of Ada have calledfrneapochs

smoftenon-traditional

because many Ada development techniques have been buit from the language backwards,
It Is not well established how you should produce designs to account for Ada's special
features.
While the emphasis

in this paper Is on the ADL, many

Important future questions

relate to the methodology preceding ADL In the life cycle.
his Issue will be
briefly discussed at the end of the paper. We will continue now with a look at some
of the major AOL studies.

3.

ADL Surveys

The major leader In surveying the ADLs was the US Nave. Avionics Center. In 1982,
the Naval Avionics Center (NAC), awarded a contract to SoftTech to conduct a survey of
existing ADLs (3). The survey found that ADL development was too Immature to recommend
any standards. They found only four true ADLs In use and fotnd no consensus among them.
The report concluded that, while standardisation was not appropriate, the Navy could
promote the use of ADLs and the development of guidelines.
In 1984 the NAC recognised the Increasing number of ADL efforts and relnltlated
Its survey project with a contract to Computer Technology Associates (4). The survey
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team collected Initial

Information about 28 different PDLs. After Initial analysis, the
In early developmental stages and were not appropriate

team determined that seven were

for detailed evaluation. Five more were not sufficiently Ada-based.
true ADLs that were eventually examined in detail.

This left sixteen

To allow detailed comparison of the ADLs, the team used four major categories of
characteristics: syntactic and semantic characteristics, automated support characteristics,
methodology characteristics, and documentation characteristics. In examining syntactic
and semantic characteristics, an Important consideration was how close the ADL resembled
Ada. Was It standard Ada, or was It a superset or a subset of Ada?
If it were a
superset of Ada, what language extensions were chosen? Regarding automated support,
it was clear that such tools were essential for complex system development. Thus, the
survey examined environmental support for each ADL. As we have already mentioned, the
ADL should not stand in Isolation, but should be one tool within a life cycle methodology.
It was expected that the ADLs would support the design phase, but some AOLs offered
support beyond this. Representation of this supplemental support information was an
obvious point of Interest for the study.
Finally, documentation support was examined.
They felt that It was necessary to have both tutorial and reference guides. Case
studies, style guides, and other classes of documentation were also known to be
important. Given this evaluation framework the sixteen ADLs were examined and compared
In detail. We summarlse the major findings below.
On a high level, the ADLs showed some convergence and agreement on issues of broad
form. However, on a detailed level there was considerable divergence In Implementation.
Many of the differences were seen to be caused by open questions that lacked a
generally accepted solution. Differences In syntax were often the result of different
approaches to life cycle support. For example, all ADLs supported both preliminary and
detailed design activities. However, while most ADLs extended the language to support
other phases, there was little agreement on which kinds of supplemental information to
represent. For example, some concentrated on Interface specifications and others
addressed requirements tracing and design constraints. There was considerable
divergence In details.
The areas of automated support and methodology support were somewhat Intertwined.
There was a trend toward more automated tools, but few plans to automate such life
cycle support activities as requirements tracking or design analysis. This seemed to
be because many developers desired methodology Independence for their ADL. The
survey authors observed that methodological Independence would have to be abandoned
before comprehensive automated support tools could be developed.
The survey concluded that ADL efforts to this point concentrated mainly on
syntax and semantics Issues. A major unanswered qUestion was how to fit the ADL into
the larger context of the life cycle. The authors did not find any one implementation
or group of Implementations as clearly superior. Most had Important weaknesses as
well as strengths. They concluded that careful monitoring of new developments was
Important.
Since the 1984 survey, no one has produced a similar, comprehensive report.
Today, the most appropriate place to obtain current ADL Information is In the
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) Publication "Ada Letters". Each month
Ada Letters publishes an "ADL Developer-s Matrix".
The matrix is actually a table
listing all known ADLs divided Into two categories, ADL products that are
"Commercially Available" and "Other". Entries in the "Other" category are usually
ADLs that are for Internal company use only, are products under development, or
are government reports In the public domain. The Information In the table consists
of the organisation's point of contact, comparison of the ADL to Ada, available
support tools, and product availability. In the November/December 1987 Issue of
"Ada Letters" there were fifteen comnmerically available ADLs and thirteen other
ADLs (5).
This represents nearly a doubling of ADLs from the 1985 NAC report.
With so many ADLs currently In use, it might be expected that some
standardisation would have recently taken place. We address this effort in the
next section.
4.

IEEE Standardisation Attempt

In May 1982, the institutefor Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
formed a working group to examine the Issue of possible ADL standardisation. Even
after several years of work on ADLs within government and Industry It became
apparent to the group that the state of practice was still too immature to specify
a standard, Instead the group published a "Recommended Practice" document In
January 1987 (6).
The rather brief nature of the document (about 31 pages of
main body) demonstrated just how far away ADL standards still were. The report is
summarlsed below.
With regard to scope, It Is Instructive to sea that the report explicitly does
not specify: a single ADL syntax, a specific methodology, or the method of
processing the ADL. What the report does specify is high level characteristics of
an ADL with regard to methodology support, design support, supplemental support,
and the relationship to Ada. Obviously, all these topics are covered only briefly.
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For example, in the area of general methodology support, the report recommends support
for the principles of abstraction, decomposition, Information hiding, stepwise refinement
and modularity, devoting only a few sentences to each topic.
One potentially controversial recommendation Is that an ADL should conform
syntactically and semantically to ANSI/MIL-STD Ada.
Extensions to the would language
consist of comments, possibly with special sentinel characters to alert any particular
ADL preprocessor that might be used. This Is possibly controversial because some believe
ADLs should extend the language and require that the ADL be processed by a preprocessor
before the AOL would become compliable Ada code.
However, we believe the IEEE position
on this point Is correct If we are ever to converge on a standard.
Further summarlsation here Is unnecessary due to the brevity of the original
document. What Is most Important about the report Is that a highly qualified committee
was unable to come close to defining a standard. This Is a clear signal that general
guidelines are very Important for large governmental organisations, like NATO, who are
trying to put some limits on the dialects of systems they will have to maintain.
5.

ADL Guideline Documents

As was mentioned, many national policies dictate the use of Ada for certain
applications.
Even further, use of an ADL Is required by some major organisatlons such
as the US Army and Transport Canada. Other major organisations have required use of an
ADL for specific projects.
Given the lack of a credible standard and only high level
convergence among ADLs, guidelines become essential for policy Implementors.
They are
necessary to Insure consistent and proper professional practices among contractors and
to place at least rough bounds on the different ADLs to be maintained. Below we will
discuss the major reports produced for Transport Canada and the US Naval Avionics
Center. While we recognise the contribution of Ramtec to the US Army (7), we believe
the other two reports are more generally applicable.
5.1

Transport Canada effort

One of the early efforts to define a set of guidelines was developed by PRIOR
Data Sciences for Transport Canada, the Canadian federal transportation regulation
agency.
The original report was published in 1984 and was updated In 1987 (8).
In this section we discuss the major features of the report.
The purpose of the report Is to provide project managers a reference to assist
In the evaluation of contractor proposals for new software systems. As mentioned,
policy requires the use of an ADL within this agency.
The document consists of
three main sections: an overview of the PDL concept, an overview of the ADL concept,
and ADL evaluation procedures.
The appendices of the report include a complete
design
example, a discussion of design decision deferral, guidelines for Implementations
In languages other than Ada, and an ADL evaluation checklist.
One of the major contributions of this report Is the Identification of software
development activities that can be supported by an ADL and how the ADL might support
them.
The guidelines Identify these activities as requiring dlfferln" support from
an ADL: design engineering, quality assurance, project management, independent
verification, and customer acceptance.
These classes of activities form the basis for
choosing ADL features, which are then discussed on a high level.
Another Important contribution Is the appendix including a detailed design
example for an organisational membership list management system. This demonstration
of an actual ADL design includes almost 90 pages of ADL listing.
The automated support
tools utilized were an Ada compiler and an ADL tool.
They discuss the features of the
ADL tool which Includes, among other things, several cross reference generators, a data
dictionary, and a requirements tracer.
Perhaps the most widely recognised and popular section of the report is the
ADL Evaluation Checklist.
This checklist provides 18 pages of evaluation questions
to apply to a potential ADL.
It Is divided into the following categories: support
for the development activities, support for software engineering, actual features
of the AOL, and tool support.
The questions are phrased such as that a "yes" answer
Is desirable and provide a good basis to separate the good ADLs from the
questionable.
In general, these guidelines enjoy a good reputation and have served as a model
for many other efforts.
They have been used successfully In several projects (9).
However, as with all general guidelines, the success of any given ADL project is
dependent on the skill of the people Involved.
5.2

The Software Productivity Solutions Guidelines

In 1985 the US Naval Avionics Center once again took a leadership role In the
ADL arena by letting a contract for the production of ADL guidelines to be compatible
with the US DOD-STD-2167. This standard is the US DoD standard for development of
defense software systems,
in January 1987 the contractor, Software Productivity
Solutions (SPS), Issued their report (10).
The main body of the report tackles the
ADL question by a series of propositions and resolutions Identifying the major
Issues to define an ADL's scope.
Included as major appendices are ADL development
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guidelines, acquisition management guidelines, and guidelines for tool sets.
Generally,
the report Is compatible with the Transport Canada Guidelines.
This report was able to
extend and formallse some of the recommendations and discussions Initiated In the
Canadian report.
Below we discuss the major features and contributions.
The main body of the report addresses propositions and states resolutions aoout the
scope of an ADL In the following main categories: support for engineering activities,
support for management activities, support for quality assurance activities, automated
support for the ADL, and the relationship between Ada and an ADL. The verification and
acceptance activities used In the Canadian report are generally subsumed among the
categories here.
The ADL development guidelines appendix are more detailed than any guidelines
produced thus far.
They focus In particular on the support requirements for engineering
design.
Using these as a focus, they recommend specific ADL syntax and features using
an approach that specifies both kernel and optional ADL features. Kernel features are
those that should be supported by all ADLs with options chosen to meet the special needs
of a given project.
The main contribution to previously suggested ADL syntax was
support for the DoD-2167 "static structures" model for software systems.
The static
structure of a system Is a way of specifying an arbitrarily complex hierarchy of
software.
Given the size of the DoD market, many International vendors produce products
that are compatible with the standard.
While the acquisition management guidelines are particularly useful to those using a
US DOD system acquisition model, they can be tailored to other models.
In the
guidance on procurement, there are suggestions for the request for proposals and
proposal evaluation. In the guidance for contract monitoring there are suggestions for
technical reviews, verification and audits.
While the report has initially attracted much interest, there Is some controversy on
the mapping of Ada constructs to the 2167 model.
This Is not necessarily a criticism
of these guidelines but rather concern by Ada designers of mapping to the static
structure model Itself.
Those Interested In more details are referred to (11)
and (12).
6. Conclusions
in this paper we have discussed some of the more Important work evaluating the state
of ADL practice today.
We have seen that there Is high level convergence of
philosophy on many Issues, but there are many open questions on the detailed level.
This has resulted In abandoning attempts to standardise and concentrating on providing
general guidelines.
Most people seem to agree that guidelines for general usage must
recognise the unique requirements of each project and choose the ADL features
accordingly.
This points In the direction of the "kernel with options" philosophy
of the SPS report.
A potentially fruitful area for further work Is the definition of guidelines for
what could be a set of "standard" options.
This Is alluded to in the SPS report, but
not developed In detail.
For Instance, some specific projects might have a need for
an ADL that would Incorporate database aspects.
Since not all projects would require
this, database specific ADL features should be options and not part of the kernel.
However, the requirement to develop systems with database aspects would occur often
enough to call for common guidelines for this application.
If you extend this concept
to other common requirements, you could develop a standard set of AOL feature
"modules". With enough refinement and use these could provide the basis for a new
standardisation effort.
Unquestionably the major area for future work Is in the area of methodologies.
This problem Is not unique to Ada and ADLs, but some of the opportunities presented by
the language are not fully integrated Into a generally accepted life cylce approach.
Many widely recognised Ada development methodologies have limitations or rely on
above average software engineering skills for their effective ure.
In order to
promote good system development by the average software engineer, we need simple,
well defined methodologies backed up by substantial automated support.
As methodologies
evolve, the role of ADL as a tool may also evolve, but It seems apparent that ADLs
will be a major tool for Ada system development for the foreseeable future.
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FUtur avionics sysom will conist of distribu~ted fault-tolerant architectures. Thmopierational
flight software will be written in the MA programing language and use a distributed Operatinig rysten.
Developing and maintaining this software requires ne and imnvative debugging techniques to reduce cost,
will describe tw specific techniques. Thsmseare dynnmic traom buffers
tim, and OcxlmdtY. This Par
and soft-are flilt-Ini-Suort-puotiona Oran). First the need for nw appoaches to debugging distributedi
The Avionics
Me software is adssead. Than thimpglementation of each of the tacdmiquss is pressante.
Laboratory is the Only Orgsnization to
-iosfully
demontrate both techniques with MNISIV-1750A Oaputers.
Cbeervatioa ead recomenatios for using thme techniques will be reported.

There e ti, now advace in technology that will influence tie deelopment of avionics software.
Che is the introduction of thm Madprograming language. lbs Department of Defense MThOhas mandated the
Mdacontains awy advanced features Trut
Me~ programming lanu.age for all mission critical software. Sin
found in other languages used in avionics systaos, their Impact on avionics software debugging ead
integration reds to be known. Thm seonda advance is the use of distributed fault tolerant avionics
architectures. The now. avionics system. will place additira domevds an ths software developer,
integrator, arid saintainer. lb suppot thm advances in technology, row software debugging approaches
are required. Thm usa of Built-T-Spprt Functions andStrace buffers are twousuch approache.
1.

*

AD1A S

With tim introduction of Ada, several nmw features are available to the prrgrinor. Fbr example, the
high-level onstruct tasking can be used for oncurrent progroesing. In the past oncrurrent programming
relied on low-level constructs like
Ir*s.
Semaphres will still be used and can be implmeted with
Ada. thadsrstaading the Implications of deugging softiare that use. tasking requires knowing something
about how Ada tasking works.
Comuication and synchronization batiasan tasks are handled by entry coals and acet
statemsents.
startommnt has bean reached, the sequence of
Man entry has bean called and a corresponding saet
the calling task remains
statements, if any. Of the acet statement is excuted by the called teask
susdd.
This interactioun is called a rendzvous. Timesfter, calling task ead thm task owning the
entry continue their meoeution in parallel. (11

~Nhile

It's iumportant to note that if several tasks call tim sammantry before a correspoding accept
statment is reached, thm calls are queud. Thuem is arm queue associated with each entry. ac mocut xn
stAtamt rmvs onm call from tim qem. The cal11 are procssed in order of arrival. (i1)
Of an acet
Debugging Ada tasks requires knowledge of whan thm rendezvo~uses occur and in what order. Tierefore, the
indetemnsrcY of Mdatasking requires omsnitoring techniques that can support roqirdubilistic code.
Tim delay atatAmmant is frequently used with A tasking. Thm execution of a delay statement suspends
further ma~cuticn Of the task that call the statemet for at least the duration specified. A delay
statement with a negative value is equivalent to a delay with a zero value. (2) since the delay is minimoml,
errors coud ocur if software is relying on precise tining.
2.

DYNNWC
ALIQInC

CNVAR31OSI

lhe dyrasmic allocation of Mdavariables also presents now challenges for deugging. Local variable
addesses are daeroairud by adding an offset to the stack. Tihus, the actual adrresses are umkrram prior
to emaoution. This compicates the emitoring of variables in reel-tim, especially in a fault-tolerant
ead reonfigurable environents.
kurrant software test equimnt can support statically allocated variables. Ada's variables can be
roitored if they are declared globally. Howrever, if tie Mdasoftware is dynammically allocated to
Cbvioualy the capaility to
different address states, then even these variable. cannot be saiord.
Id.
monitor Mdavariables is
3.

S~rV@
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Sf twara feuut-tolerancy also requires ne deugng approacmes for develpmnt and integratioan.
Fuueavionics mysta will have same type of softiare feult-toleranicy. For emamle, the pAVE pllLA
seiiainCalls for tim use of dynaoi error hmndling techniques. tim tecmniques involve thm use of
Operationml software code to detect, confine, eaSd correct software deta ead tixdng errors airing sofeware
Operation. 31
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verifying that fault-tolerant softare wo~rks correctly in a comlex effort. 'lim software teat
will need to trace the simoution of the avioniics program in real-tire. With a distribusted
equiet
ssuter the program tracingj must tae place for multiple progrm ruings momultiple processors. with the
nning at Very High Speed Integrated Circuit (VHS=ICspeeds this is beyondi tim capability of
inftb ar
a physical signal acceas prblem.
current debugging equimet. VHSIC also prIst
4.

BISF

Currunt rel-time software moitoring tachmliogy doe not suport dynemic smrry/prrscEsr allocatio.
A mentioned above, future avicmica system will have thme characteristics. 'flu BISF conceapt was proposd
as a solution to this problem by Danei 0. bequ Jr., an aiiew at the tkiited States Air Force Wight
Amrorwatical leboatories' Aioics ab~ratory. Wn.Roque proposed the creetion of a special class of
into the applicatli and/or operating systems oftware. The
software hook inatructionm that are iedd
BINF instructions wouald transfer sofhaire ho' informtion to a specialized BISF integrated circuit
resident an thm proesor module that functions as an output part to the external suport equipmient. Tlo
tim prossor/syuia execution of a BIW instruction wouild be equivalent to tim exection of a "ND-(P"
instrution.
There are three BIN instrucitona that wouzld provide the needed debgging support for ..ltipxoceaeor/
ficenal Flag register Dumzp
Ada avionics architectures. "lam instructions; are the External Flag (O,
WFOx.
VWLFI), and ths Watrral Trc
ThemVW instructioni outputs an uniqu flag value to tim specialized DINP outpuct port, thus making
tim value available to thm external supprt equipment. 'lds provie the capability for tracing cd
executio. Dy tire tagging tim flag output software performance can be measured and timing andi intermidttert
errors can be locted.
The XFEM instruction outputs so unique flag valum and tim contents of a register to the BIN output
pot. This provides thn capability to montor stack based variables. Software test equipment can use the
value of the stack pointer to adwith tiem~iler generated relative address of the program variable tc
amitoring.
determine tim abslute

~esfor

size sap-shot of sea=tiel
The XTIWinstructica triggers thm test equipment to tae a liitd
processor internal bus activity such an instracl-ion or data reads and/or werites.
BIN instructious are inserted at points of interest in the Ada software. Fbr exmle in Ada teaks,
proedres, and exception hadlers. other areas conisist of thoe sections of software that need performance
turning. XFLO instructionsm can be inserted by thm compiler as pert of the calling conivention used for
context changes. Using the BINP instructions requires no change to Ada (uMILSI-1815A) or MEL-SW-1750A.
5.

BIN DnInW8'1G4H

TimuSystes Dvaluation Branch of the Avionica leboratory initiated an in-house effort in 1986 for full
DIN proof-of-oncet for tim KM-S'I-1750A compter. 'Thn instructions were ilmented by using the
optional use defined fluilt-l-Fumction (BI') instruction in the NIL-SlD-17WA~ Intstruction Set
Architecture. Thn 317 instruction invokes special operations; defined by tim use.[(3] 'lie XIG and Xnr3R
inistructions were demntrated with Ada rnning an a Faircild F9450 1750A copter in tim fall of 1987.
~S~ that will use the BINF for moinitoring and
curreritly a software Performnc 5 cbitor and Controller
debugging distributed Ada software rumingj on 1750A computers is being desiged.
the
'fl 19450 1750A cpu ws selected because it suports the B17 instruction. 'I'm 19450 implts
B!? as a three word instruction. It treats tim instruction as a co,-prcssor escape Idere the BIF
instruction writes its extension field to a dedicated X10 adress. 7'limIplammtaticn of eachi of tim BINF
instructiem for thm 19450 is shom in figure 1.
There are two approahes to using BIN with Ada software. On approach requires the Ada comiler
having capability for inserting madine code inline, and tim assembler allowing for thn BIF instruction or
Thio appoach requires pragin in-line and prgm interfac
the capability for defining an instruction.
for includiing machine code with timhe Asoftware. The other approachl involve tie use of the package
n example of each appiroach is shram in figures 2 and 3.
Wg9. OM
onm experimenot involved using tie V1W
Several euperiments using the BIW with Ada ware conduc.
inmtruction for mnitoring a programu similar to whnt inshdaml in figure 2. Each AMatask sem to perform
were operating within tim given time
ineed
tim
tasks
71c
verify
that
interval.
an activity at a regular
constraints the W instruction wsa used. Using a logic anialyzer to unitor the Biff port, tim thue
betwout each identical flag ws obtained. Eac task se verified to eameote within its allotted amount as
specified in the program.

I real-time
wil - use an
Alication software written for next gemeraticon avionics myt.
This operating system provides the control semnrim and aplication
distribuited operating syste.
services within the miltiproossur system. Themprocesses timt aks up the application sofhwae are
scdulied, by tim operating syute of the aviomics systen.
Prorming a distributed architecture is nut a trivial activity. The problem of ramconditions,
dealoc, and procss starvation occur duiring tim develpmnt of the avionic. softsere. 'lb assist the
1 9gr the distributed operating system can empoy tram buffera.
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An Aa distributed Kernel Operating System OM) ys developed and delivered to the Avionics laboratory
by Westinghouse Defense and Electronics Center for the VUSIC Avionic modular Processor NAMP) architecture.
The KOSis currently being used with the Einering Development Mdel (E30 of the VAMP.The EDMis a
multiprocessor system onssisting of three 1750A cpus, a 1553B board, and a bulk memry card comnected to a
parallel internal (PI) bus.
To assist in debugging of the application software the KOS employs two trace buffers - an Active
Trace Buffer and a Call Trace Buffer. ITe buffers are optional, enabled by setting a parameter in the
KO's definition file. Both buffers are circular with their size specified in the definition file.
Te active
The Active Trace Buffer is a chrology of the active proess in the prosgor. [4]
process information is entered into the buffer by the ME6. This information is hex data that indicates
what KOS services were called.

Usually information is needed on all the processes that were active in the system. The call trace
buffer is comprised of 4-word entries, where each entry contains information about calls wede by the
application to the KOSor when PI-BUS massages are received telling the KOSto signal a seemphore/event. [4]
A sample dunp and explanation is given in figure 4.

Prom experienes in the labratory, the tra buffers reduce dbgging tim. hey are extremely
r can verify that all
helpful in determining if the system is correctly initialized. lie prgra
processes are defined and the softinre starts its execution correctly. Time is also saved by avoiding the
work of going through listings and link maps to determine what poess se the last one active.
8.

CONCLUSION

Debugging distributed da avionics software can be a crmplicated jdb. he BISP is the lowest cost,
least omplex approach to real-time software debugging and mnitoring. Te Avionics Laboratory has shown
that BLFf instructions can be implemented with Ma and the MIL-STD-1750A instruction set architecture.
Using trace buffers is another low cost approach. Their usefulness has been demonstrated with a distributed
operating system nming on an architecture simlar to what will be used by future avionics systems.
9.
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XTRC
BIT 8 CONTAINS 0 BIT 9 CONTAINS 1

7 89th

0

15

PORT

FLAG

o

15

COUNT

S

o
S

15

2
-TRACE

SELECT

XFLGR
BIT 8 CONTAINS 0 BIT 9 CONTAINS 1

1Fl
1-

4F
PORT

SITS 11-15: REG TO DUMP

FLAG

15

0

1
0

0000
15
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XFLG
BIT 8 CONTAINS 0

0

BIT 9 CONTAINS 1

7 89 t1i1
PORT

15

FLAG

0

15

NOT USED

o

15

FIGJPE 1

with SYSTEM; use

is
SYSTEM; package 53SF SUPPORT

proxx~ure XF3SO;
pragre interface(ASSMUM,
pragm inline;

X'LO);

procedure XnalO;
pragma interface (ASSgtFJE.
pragma inline;

Q'LI);

procedure XPWr2;
pragm interface (ASSEMBLER, XFu32);
pragms inline;

end SJI'CFr2
This package in inchxw with the Ada applicatios
with BLV SJPPM;
Use.irlpca
with SFSlIEW
ue S'mu
with CWARi
use CNUNDW
ptos&i
AVIGIUCS_1A

agftbare
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task type TASKOTYPE is

entry SIRTf;

end TASC0 TYPE;
task type TASMiTYPE is
entry SThFl-;
exd TASKI TYPE;

aditlOnal task type declarations

TASK

: TASKOTYPE;

7PS.Ml

TASKiTYP;

additional task declarations

task body TASKOTYPE is
NEXT ITERATICN TIW : CALEAR.TIME;
CYCLE_IRATIC: constant := 0.004;

accept START
do
P85E

-MAIN

IS Now MUTING FOR rI4DEZVWoS CCPFIN

null;
end START;
NEXT-rIERATI4_TNME

:= CLCM;

loop

-8ISF

XFLG0;

lop
-Perform

avionics activity

NEXTF ERATINETINE := NEXTITEATICNTIE
delay (NEXTITERATIGJTINE -CLK)
end loop;

+ CYCLEINJRATICN;

end TASKOTYPE;
task body TASK1 TYPE is
NEXT ITERAMTI TDN: CAfLDAR.TD,;
CYCLEDRATIN
: constant := 0.008;
- Acivity perfonmd once every 8 nwec.
begin
accept START do
- MAIN PRCGRAMIS NOWWITING FR RP EzVouS CQIEPIZTI
null;
end START;
NEXT ITRATIN TIME := CLOC;
loop

-BISF

XFDGI;
-Perform

avionics activity

NEXT _P1RATIG TIME := NEXT ITORCN4 Tim + CYCLEDuRATiQ;
delay (N rfRAICITmEm
- arx);
end loop;
end

SK

-- -I-PE;
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Additioal Task I

begin

-,Of TASK SWIPLE
-ALL ISSES AIM SISPHUC AT MXWr SnWP,

AND

TASEO.
SmT:T
TASKi. STnM;

Additional task starts

en AVICICSTASKS;

Figure 2
with System; use System;
package Mauine Coeis
1;
BITS
constant
WORD constant

type Cpcode is

;

16;

(BIF)

for Opcode'SIZE use 8*ITS;
for CPEOE use (16#4F#);

type MINAIMY TYPE is range 0..3;
for MIWAMM TYPE'SIZE use 2*BITS;
type PG T TYPE is range 0..3;
for PCRT TYPE'SIZE

use 3*BITS;

type R0-9-T

TYPE is range 0..15;

for MISITM

PE' SIZE use 4*BTS;

type FLAGTYE is range 0..65535;
for FLm TYPE'SIZE use i69BrTS;
type BIS is
record
a (CDE;
INMJLICF
..M AND

MANDA

BISF POWT
FGrm
FIAG
fOl UM
end rWoord;
for BSF use

TYPE;

P V T.YE;
331 f TYPE;
AG WOlTYE;
FLAdTYPE;

record

range 0..7;
WISTRUCNat oM*WFO
MWO1UM

at 0*WM range B..9;

BIS

at o*Wim range 10..11;

PORT

MGIDT
at 0*WOF range 12..15;
at l*Cim range 0..15;
FLA
at 2*WOI range 0. .15;
NT USID
end reord;
end WUME C=E;
A BI? inrtRuction can nw inserted into the Ada code by including the
PO0(1CS_COM package and using a statement sinilar to what's qiven below;
B1F' (BIF, 1,

0, 0, 63, 0);
Figure 3
Translation

Trace Buffer Dump
00F000osmp001
OOFEHO006FF10002
00ED006FFF0003
OOED006FFFOO08
oFEC000nr70009
00FE00020047FFTF
00090002001317W

Process
Process
Process
Process
Process
Process
Process

254
254
254
254
254
254
9

defines Process 1
defines Process 2
defines Process 3
defines Procs 8
defines Process 9
waits an Suempbore 47
waits on Smaphore 13

Figure 4

mmmlbm__m,• mmmmmmmmlmmm
Em mm mmmmmmmmmmmm~mm
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DISCUSSION
M.Muser, Fr
I can see a potential problem in instrumenting the code for debugging purposes and the possible aiding of
synchronisation problems that could cause deadlocks. Could you comment on this?
Authors Reply
The BISF instructions are single machine code instructions that remain with the software after it is fielded. They
do not
consume less than 1%of the memory and CPU thrust. The instructions act like no-op instructions and therefore
change the state of the system. The hook information is transferred directly to the output post.
C.Berugren, US
Your system diagram shows a separate BISF bus. Would you please tell us what is it and how you intend to use it?

Author's Reply

monitor.
The BISF bus transfers the data output from the BISF instructions to external test equipment or an inflight
Test equipment only needs to monitor this bus to make use of the BISF.
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SUMARY
This paper presents our experience with Ada-directed software development
methodologies. These include functional programming the use of class
instances object-oriented design, and Ada as a program design language. The
paper builds upon prior experience by describing an automated Ada code
generation environment.
The environment addresses the enhancement of
existing software tools, new development currently underway, and compiler
support for military flight computers such the AN/AYK-14. Finally, military
avionics applications of such an environment are discussed.
Predicted
improvements in the areas of prototyping, productivity, reusability, and
maintainability are examined.

1.

INTRODUCTION AND

BACKGROUWT

The United States Department of Defense Ada language initiative has given rise to
a sense of mystique within the weapon system community. This is largely a side effect
that results from confusing Ada linguistics with development methodology.
As the
demand for mission critical avionics roftware continues to accelerate, it is necessary
that our industry demystify the use of Ada and bring effective software engineering
techniques to bear.
This paper suggests the principle focus of avionic software development should be on
design, and that production of Ada (or other) source code should be automated.
1.1

The Ada

Imperative

While debate continues concerning the eventual acceptance of the Ada programming
language, there is increasing evidence of commitment to Ada on the part of the Department
of Defense. Last year, Salomon Brothers published a thorough review [1] of Ada's status.
Selected details of the report are summarized below.
In 1975, the High Order Language Working Group performed two significant actions.
First, they officially limited the languages that could be used on defense contracts.
Second, they established a set of requirements for a new language that could be used for
all embedded computer systems. The final language design was selected in 1979, and was
called Ada.
In 1983, Ada was recognized as a standard by the Department of Defense, and by the
American National Standards Institute.
Ada has also recently been accepted as an
international standard. In 1983, Ada was stipulated for use in all new mission-critical
software development programs.
In spite of this stipulation, many waivers were requested and granted in the
1983 to 1986 time frame. Largely due to management concerns about effects on schedule,
cost, and reliability, this situaticn resulted in only limited acceptance of Ada. In
1987, two new Department of Defense Directives (3405.1 and 3405.2) were issued. These
directives jointly emphasized the requirement to use Ada on defense contracts, and made
the waiver process much more difficult.
The commitment to use Ada on several major, current system acquisitions (such as
Space Defense Initiative, Advanced Tactical Fighter, and Federal Aviation Administration
Advanced Automatiol. System), suggest that the Ada imperative is real. Therefore, it is
in the best interest of the military avionics industry to consider the near-term use of
Ada as likely, and to evaluate the implications of this eventualitl.
1.2

Trends In

Avionics

Software

Criticality

The criticality of military avionics and associated software is increasing
dramatically. This is but one of the conclusions supported by the "Military Avionics in
the 1990's" seminar series offered by Technology Training Corporation.
Information
relevant to this conclusion is discussed in this section.
The percentage of military aircraft acquisition cost attributable to avionics has
effectively doubled in the last twenty years. This increase is in spite of improved
hardware performance and decreased hardware cost.
The percentage growth in cost of
avionics is the result of a marked increase in the amount of embedded avionic software.
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The increase in avionic software during this period has been as much as a full order
of magnitude. There are three important reasons for this increase. First, there has
been an increase in the overall functionality of the weapon systems. The quantity of
software required to perform the additional functions has kept pace. Second, there has
been a somewhat surprising shift in the functional partitioning between hardware and
software. Software has grown from perhaps ten percent of the total functionality to as
much as thirty-five percent. Thus, even in the absence of other factors, the amount of
software would increase. And third, the growing pilot workload is now at, and in some
cases well beyond, the point of saturation. To counter this requires a significant
redefinition of the Pilot-Vehicle Interface, with a corresponding increase in the volume
of software.
whe increasing amount and complexity of this embedded avionic software would
constitute a development challenge even if the required reliability were constant.
However, this is not the case. An additional factor is the increasing criticality of
There has been a transition that started with mission importance
modern avionics.
(digital displays, route planning, stores inventory), has passed through mission
criticality (terrain following, weapon control, inertial navigation), and has now
progressed to flight criticality (unstable flight, fly-by-wire, engine control). As the
role of the avionics becomes more critical, the required software reliability increases.
As evidenced by the Advanced Tactical Fighter program, the trend in avionics
continues toward increasing amounts of software and increasing reliability requirements.
Unfortunately, the United States STARS (Software Technology for Adaptable Reuseable
Systems) Foundation estimates a programming personnel shortfall on the order of four
Highlights of an approach to reconciling these issues, while
percent per year.
addressing the Ada imperative, are presented in the next section.
1.3

Automatic Programming

in Ada

Estimates of the length of time required to adequately train an "Ada developer" are
on the order of six to twelve months. This is certainly enough to suggest that Ada might
be very difficult to use. In point of fact, however, an experienced programmer can learn
Ada syntax and semantics in one week, and be generating functional code in two weeks.
Given some experience with more modern high-order languages, such as Pascal or MODULA-2,
one can be writing Ada code of reasonable quality within one month.
The reason is that, unlike most of its
There is an apparent contradiction here.
predecessors, the Ada language was designed to provide integrated support for modern
programming practices.
In addition, the Ada initiative emphasizes state-of-the-art
software engineering. The training estimates, therefore, actually consist of two parts:
becoming a qualified software engineer, and learning how to program in Ada. How then
should industry approach the training of Ada developers?
The business community provides a model that applies to this situation. Problem
analysis and specification have been separated from the implementation process. Fourth
generation languages address the problem domain, while application generators offer an
automated approach to the solution space. Training emphasis is on problem analysis; the
use of non-procedural languages enhances productivity; and the reuseable application
generators are more cost-effective than manually creating problem-specific code.
Consideration of the above model, in the context of Ads and military avionics
software, suggests the following approach:
concentrate on software engineering training
support design methodology with automated tools
incorporate mechanisms for design and code reuse
* automate the generation of Ada source code
* focus on military avionics and processors
Section 2 discusses techniques that constitute a foundation for automatic programming in
Ada.
RZLZVAWT

2.

NTHODOLOGICAL

ZXPERIZNCE

Computer Technology Associates, Inc. (CTA) is applying modern software engineering
methodology to the process of Ada code development. The work is being performed through
government contracts, the Small Business Innovative Research program, and Independent
This section discusses several activities that are
Research and Development tasks.
relevant to Ada code generation.
2.1

Ada As a Program Design Language

Perhaps one of the earliest popular methodological efforts was the use of Ada as a
program design language. CTA, like many other organizations, attempted to use Ada in
Early efforts within the industry were hampered by a widespread lack of
this way.
uniformity in approach. Although a recent standard (21 has been issued that provides a
set of recommended capabilities, it does not address the actual usage of the design
language.
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CTA's experience with Ada as a program design language was useful for intercomponent
interface specification (via the Ada package mechanism), data structures (via Ada
declarations), and control representation (via logic constructs and procedure
invocation). However, there were two important areas that did not provide any benefits.
The first was the effort required to specify a design in the rather verbose Ada syntax;
and the second was the need for formal design methodologies.
2.2

Objoct-Oriented

Design

In his paper on object-oriented development, Booch (3] has suggested that classical,
"structured* development methodologies do not lend themselves well to Ada language
features. This is due to a function-centered view that does not fully utilize such Ada
features as abstraction, genericity, and encapsulation. He makes a case for a datacentered approach that extends the system development concepts developed by Jackson (4].
CTA has found this object-oriented methodology to be a sound one, and well suited to
coding in Ada.
The close parallel between problem domain elements and objects in the
solution space produces a design that is correct by inspection. This is at odds with the
usual arguments of correctness that are based upon the mapping from structured designs
back to the problem domain.
CTA has been developing software tools for object-oriented design development
efforts.
There are now several tools that support a ranqe of activities, from
requirements specification (using both data and tunctlonal views) through design (with
object diagrams, editors, and validity checks).
Experience on several small Ada
development projects has demonstrated the effectiveness of both the approach and the tool
set.
2.3

Automatic

Prograsmming

Techniques

There are two areas of research that CTA has been pursuing with respect to automatic
programming. The first, referred to as Ads prespecifications, considers automated code
production concepts such as Martin (5] describes for fourth-generation languages. The
underlying technique is a generative one, in which a tailored language is applied to a
restricted problem domain; the resulting prespecification is used to automatically
generate source code that can be compiled for subsequent execution. CTA is using the Ada
language itself [6], to avoid the proliferation of languages that would otherwise result
from an application that spanned multiple problem domains. The Ada prespecification
includes declarative structures in place of a domain-specific metalanguage, and a library
of code body generators. Compilation and execution of the prespecification results in an
Ada code body that implements the specified design. A code expansion ratio of 17-to-l
for Ada source lines from prespecification lines has been observed.
The second area, referred to as functional programming, is derived from the use of
DeMarco's [7] data flow diagrams as a means of specification. This is a constructive
technique, where a set of primitive functions are defined from which the diagram can be
composed. The data flows that connect the functions constitute function parameters and
results. Constraints are used to ensure that the diagram construction is valid. The
resulting symbolic representation is the input to a translation process that allows
direct execution (interpretively) of the specification.
CTA has demonstrated this
technique in a system that provided for graphic construction of a series of algebraic
computations.
2.4 Classes

and Inheritance

While Ada was not specifically designed to be an object-oriented programming
language, it does have features that support the general approach.
There are some
important concepts, however, such as the class hierarchy and inheritance capabilities of
the object-oriented Smalltalk language (8], that are not well supported by Ada.
Seidewitz (9] gives examples of these concepts, and shows how they might be represented
in Ada programs. Unfortunately, it is necessary for the programmer to nanually elaborate
the design with applicable Ada constructs. This is not an optimal approach, from either
the development or maintenance point of view.

I

CTA has developed an alternate mechanism for incorporating classes and inheritance.
Using the Ada prespecification method discussed above in section 2.3, class definitions,
hierarchies,
and inheritance information are provided in tha prespecification
declarations in a form designated as a *phylum". An invocation is made upon the phylum
Ada code generation function, with the associated code body library. The result (after
compilation and execution of the prespecification) is a compliment of Ada packages,
interfaces, and procedures that provide the necessary structure for the design
implementation.
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2.5 Maus.

Conepts

CTA has evaluated concepts for the reuse of Ada development products. Perhaps the
most obvious approach is reuse of the code itself. For example, Booch (101 has defined a
taxonomy for data structures and manipulation, and has developed a collection of welldocumented, validated Ada software components. This concept does not address tailored
implementation that results from the target environment. Neither does this concept lend
itself well to application-specific problems, where requirements differences may
necessitate alternate designs. The notion of a taxonomy is an important aspect of this
approach, as it provides a method to categorize and organize the code bodies. While
classification is not discussed any further, it is central to all reuse concepts.
A second approach is the reuse of design components. These "objects" encapsulate
data structures and a set of operations on the data. This allows reuse at a higher level
of abstraction, in a manner that is closer to the problem domain. Tailoring for the
target environment is accomplished during implementation.
If an automatic code
generation mechanism is used, object reuse can be an effective labor reduction technique.
A still higher level of abstraction is available through the use of classes, as
discussed in section 2.4, and the inheritance mechanism. This "specification reuse"
concept is inherent in the inheritance process, with application-specific adaptation
through overriding selected superclass capabilities, or by the addition of new
capabilities to the subclass. Bailin 111]presents CTA progress towards a software reuse
environment that is based upon the class hierarchy approach.
3.

AN AUTONfTZD

ADA CODE GEPURATON

ZNVROIMEN?

This section proposes environmental concepts that support the automated generation
of Ada source code.
The concepts are discussed presented within the context of a
classical system development life cycle, as listed below.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

system requirements specification
system architecture definition
element requirements analysis
element design synthesis
element implementation
integration, test, and evaluation
operation and maintenance

Note, that while an architectural element consists of hardware and/or software, this
paper addresses only the software portion. Issues concerning "software first", "software
in hardware", and "software/hardware partitioning" are not discussed.
The focus of this section is on software: specification of requirements and design,
code generation, and support for target avionics processors. Application of objectoriented principles to system requirements and architecture appears to be premature at
the present time, although capability-based computer systems are likely to change this
situation.
3.1

Software Requirements

and Design Specification

Historically, the processes of requirements analysis and design synthesis have been
differentiated by the characteristics of their respective engineering activities. It
could be argued that this is an artificial distinction, resulting from the problem domain
aridsolution space dichotomy that section 2.2 discussed. CTA has found that objectoriented development blurs this distinction. The analysis process defines hierarchies of
objects, each with data and function content.
The lowest level of the object
"decomposition" becomes pure function. Synthesis, then, is the process of adding design
detail, rather than one of recasting the problem domain into a solution space.
The foundation of the development environment, therefore, is an object-oriented
development approach. This includes the class and inheritance concepts of section 2.4,
where the class phylum consists of problem domain objects. This does not suggest that
there is no role for traditional structured analysis techniques. CTA's recognition of
this continuing role has been to develop a tool by which, given an both "annotated" data
flow diagram and an entity relationship diagram, a preliminary object hierarchy is
generated. The object-oriented design is then completed through the use of graphic
editors. While additional development would be required to accommodate other possible
forms of inputs, the framework has already been developed and is in use at CTA.
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The issue of formal specification is more complicated.
The Department of Defense
stipulates a the development life
cycle, standards to be employed, and documents to be
produced.
These are not well suited to object-oriented development and resulting
specifications.
A number of vendors are beginning to address the semiautomatic
generation of standard specifications from internal requirements and design

representations.
*
*
*
*

A partial list of such products and vendors is given below.

STATEMATE, by i-Logix
CARDtools, by Ready Systems
TekCASE, by Tektronix
TAGS CASE2, by Teledyne Brown
superCASE, by Advanced Technology
s

Typically, the tools are based upon structured analysis, rather than object-oriented
development. CTA has not yet assessed the practicality of using their internal data
representations as inputs to the object generator.
A recent software development
standard [12] does suggest a more liberal approach to the life cycle, that could
encompass object-oriented development. The required specifications do not offer such
latitude, however. The conclusion, therefore, is that evolution of the mandated process
and products must continue in order for object-oriented software development to be
accommodated.
3.2

Automated

Source

Code

Geeration

For the purpose of this paper, automated generation refers to any mechanism from
which source code results other than manual entry. For example, perhaps the most obvious
"automated" technique is reuse of existing code. While this is actually a constructive
approach, rather than a generative one, it does not require manual code development.
Automated support is provided by a reuse environment that facilitates identifying
appropriate code bodies as a consequence of the object-oriented requirements and design
elaboration process. To increase the probability that the appropriate code bodies exist
and can be identified, it is important that they be originally developed through the
object-oriented facilities of the reuse environment.
A second automated approach is that of Ada prespecification. This is a generative
technique, that creates Ada code from the problem domain metalanguage. In general, any
system object could be a candidate for having its own metalanguage.
The functional
aspects of the object would be expressed in a prespecification, with subsequent
generation of the Ada code. CTA is currently in the process of incorporating this
capability into the existing object-oriented development tool set.
Metalanguage prespecifications will not be applicable to all types of objects. This
is especially true for computationally intensive numerical applications. There are other
techniques to support code automation in these cases. One is the use of Ada as a program
design language.
Algorithmic details are expressed in Ada, with the type and variable
bindings established through an automated generation step. CTA is also incorporating
functional programming as a design elaboration technique.
Specifically, a set of
functional primitives (code fragments) can be associated with data elements through the
data flow diagram. An automated construction step will bind the Ada code and data for
inclusion in the final packages.
In all of the above techniques there will remain a need for manual editing,
tailoring, and selective optimization.
This can be provided through syntax-directed
editors, such as currently available in CTA's object-oriented development tool set. Note
that manual modification introduces a new variant of a code body. While its position
within the object phylum is unchanged, it becomes available only through construction;
generation could no longer be used to produce the variant automatically.
3.3 Target

Processor

Support

The Ada language provides a number of mechanisms to match a program to its target
processor. These include representation specifications, pragmas, and implementation
dependent features. The use of these mechanisms is a manual, labor-intensive activity
for which automated support would be very beneficial. Further, toe inclusion of such
information affects the reusability of the software. One approach would be to include
the target processor specifics as library variants, thus allowing their inclusion in a
transparent manner. This approach has the disadvantage of many versions of library
modules being required. There is evidence in the industry that an alternative approach
is gaining emphasis, that of rule-based tailoring. The benefit of this approach would be
the retention of only general forms of the software, with the target processor specifics
introduced prior to compilation. This artificial intelligence technology appears to be
critical for the effective reuse of software across processors.
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A major

issue

is the

availability

of validated

compilers for

avionics target

processors. Under the auspices of United States Armed Forces programs (i.e., the Ada
Integrated Environment and the Ada Language System), compilers have been developed for
the following processors:
* 1750A (Air Force)
* MC68000, NS32000, 80X86 family
* AN/UYK-43, AN/UYK-44, AN/AYK-14 (Navy)
While compilers are continually being developed, greater support for typical embedded
avionic processors is required.
Integration of environments for object-oriented
development, code generation, target-specific tailoring, and compilation will be
difficult in the near-term. However, as the environments themselves become products of
object-oriented Ada development, ease of integration will be a natural consequence.
One final support issue is the target processor execution environment. There are
concerns about the real-time capability of the executive programs and run-time services.
There are also concerns about the non-homogeneous interfaces provided by these
components. While there is only limited real-time Ada execution experience at this time,
there is reason to believe that several factors support its practicality: increasing
speed of hardware; improving efficiency of compiled code; and application of proven
design approaches. In particular, there is nothing inherent in Ada to preclude the use
of established deterministic, synchronous design techniques that are typically employed
in real-time software. The inconsistent execution environment services and interfaces
pose a more difficult problem. However, the essence of the solution lies in the target
processor tailoring approaches discussed above. In addition, the various Ada environment
communities are aware of this issue, and are working toward standards that will eliminate
the problem in the future.
3.4 A Near-Term

Prototype

While work remains to be done, the preceding sections show that substantial progress
has been made. By the end of 1988, CTA expects to have an operational version of the
object-oriented development system, including the following capabilities.
*
*
*
*
*

object-oriented analysis and synthesis
structured analysis requirements interface
design elaboration by prespecifications
design elaboration by functional programming
automated Ada code generation
phylum-based reuse environment

The work currently under way concerns integration of the Ada code generation capabilities
developed by CTA under separate research projects.
To complete the prototype environment, CTA is in the process of selecting a suitable
avionic software development project, for which commercial target processor support is
available.
In this way, an object-oriented Ada development effort could be pursued
during 1989 with no additional environment enhancements required. CTA is also involved
in the evaluation of a number of vendor products that could be integrated into the
environment as part of the prototype effort.
4.

MILITARY AVIONICS APPLICATZONS

This section discusses benefits that would result from the application of an
automated code generation environment, such as described in section 3, to military
avionics programs. Avionic software, while conceptually similar to other types of
software, has typically suffered from the following shortcomings:
*
*
*
*

ineffective use of related heritage
labor-intensive code development
long concept to validation interval
high maintenance activity costs

These topics are addressed below, by first describing the nature of the avionics software
problem, followed by examining benefits of the automated environment.
4.1

Xffetiv*

RNota*g

leuse

There are certainly differences among airframes, missions, and armaments. The focus
seems to be on these differences, rather than on the many similarities.
One possible
explanation is the acquisition process itself, whereby the platforms, and even models
within a given platform series are manufactured by different prime contractors and
subcontractors.
This leads to a highly competitive arena, with diverse developers, in
which there is a lack of developmental history and sharing.

A less obvious explanation, perhaps, is the consequence of functional versus objectoriented development.
The functional approach typically evolves along the lines of
related software process aggregation; this tends to involve a large number of interfaces
between software functions and hardware devices. Changes to the avionic hardware suite,
therefore, effect much of the software design.
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The proposed development environment would provide benefits with respect to both of
the above issues. Object reuse and the phylum object hierarchy provide a mechanism for
starting with the general and tailoring to the specific. Coupled with the inheritance
concept, this would allow reuse of any existing relevant objects, with addition of new
and specific capabilities.
Ada language features, with deferred target-processor
tailoring, provide an opportunity for increased code reuse. And the object-oriented
approach would reduce the impact of subsystem changes, by localizing their effects within
the related objects. A final improvement would be realized if the Department of Defense
were to incorporate all avionic program developments into a master phylum object data
base, and provide it to every contractor. In this way, heritage reuse across all avionic
development efforts could be achieved.
4.2

Increased

Productivity

Code production is a labor-intensive process. In the case of avionics software,
this is often exacerbated by the use of low-level languages. Although the use of highlevel languages does improve this somewhat, the process itself is still time consuming.
In most projects code production will account for about ten percent of the total labor.
The immediate benefit of the proposed environment is the automated production of
code. While this is especially true of generative techniques, late target processor
binding allows for increased use of existing code by constructive techniques as well.
Perhaps the single most common objection to automated code production is efficiency; of
course, this is also the most common objection to the use of high level languages. The
response in the same to both objections: first, hardware capacity increases are making
this a moot point; and second, it has been shown that selected optimization after
implementation is the most effective and cost-effective way to achieve the required
performance.
4.3

Rapid Concept

Validation

Avionics software development typically exhibits long time intervals
formulation and validation. In part, this is a consequence of the lack
manual code production issues discussed above. In addition, budget and
allow for extensive proof-of-concept phases that employ language
environments different from the target processor.

between concept
of heritage and
schedule rarely
and execution

Inherent in the proposed environment is the capability to rapidly develop prototype
systems. Genericity, abstraction, and reuse facilitate the construction of operational
software from the data base of previously defined objects.
The Ada code would be
executed initially on the host, with target processor binding at a later time. In fact,
automated target-specific tailoring would allow testing on similar hardware prior to
availability of the actual avionic equipment. Early focus on similar features, tailoring
of unique aspects, and late target processor binding support rapid concept implementation
and validation.
4.4

Enhanced

Maintainability

Entropy has a tendency to degrade the maintainability of all software. Military
software also suffers from being removed in distance from the maintenance organization.
Unfortunately, this seems to accelerate the deterioration of both the software and the
associated development documentation.
The proposed environment does not offer any maintenance features that are unique to
avionics software. However, any improvement in the maintenance process will result in
significant cost savings. The object-oriented development process does offer several
benefits. One of these is the ability to work at higher levels of abstractions. This
reduces the overall scope of the modification process. Since code is an end-product
derived from the overall process, not an independent development step, all changes start
with the specification, and propagate through to the code.
The result is that the
software maintenance process also maintains the integrity of the otject hierarchy. The
ultimate benefit is consistent and complete specifications, with highly leveraged labor,
in contrast with maintenance efforts that focus on code level modifications.
5.

SUMART

AND

CONCLUSIONS

This paper suggests that, as a consequence of the coming Ada imperative and the
increasing quantity and complexity of avionic software, improved development
methodologies are needed. CTA has addressed such innovations, and has experience that
demonstrates their effectiveness.
An approach to an automated Ada development
environment has been proposed, of which many elements exist today and others are being
added.
A pilot avionic software development project is feasible within the next year, using
the proposed environment. The paper has discussed application of the methodological
principles to Ada code generation. While Ada supports these object-oriented ideas, and
is intended for widespread use within the defense industry, it should be noted that the
automatic programming mechanisms are not unique to Ada, and could be used to target other
languages.
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DISCUSSION
M.Muenier, Fr
According toyour presentation, it seems that a whole environment covering requirements and design specification and
coding is not yet available. Would you comment on the status of your project and the planned development?
Authors Reply
For both automatic programming techniques, the "tool" is essentially an environment for employing the software
components developed by adomain expert.
In the case of Ada prespecifications, the domain expert specifies a domain-specific metalanguage (i.e., for graphics, data
management, device class control, etc.). For each metalanguage construct he then develops an Ada body generator
procedure (in Ada). The "tool" provides the mechanisms for users to develop their metalanguage specifications and to
invoke the appropriate code generation procedures.
In the case of functional programming, the domain expert would develop a set of Ada code body functional primatives.
The "tool" provides a graphic interface to construct data flow diagrams from the functional primatives, enforces certain
conventions to eliminate possible ambiguities and constructs the code body procedure invocations necessary to
-implement" the specified diagram.
W.Manel, Ge
Can you add some comments about the tools developed and used for the design specifications and the code generation
from a library of Ada code?
Author's Reply
At the present time, we have acore of Object-Oriented Development (OOD) tools. Ada prespecifications (including
the Phylum Mechanism) have been demonstrated and are being incorporated into the OOD toolset this year. A
rudimentary demonstration of the functional programming concept has been accomplished; this year we are extending
(generalizing) the concept and incorporating it into the OOD toolset as well. When complete. this will provide an
integrated toolset capable of supporting all activities up through execution of general (host) Ada programs.
The target processors specific tailoring, cross compilation and run time binding will be provided by acommercial
product for a selected application. We have no plans to attack the expert system approach to target processor tailoring
at this time, although we are following some on-going work by other groups.
The reuse environment is under development as part of a NASA Goddard Contract. When complete, it will also be
incorporated into our OOD toolset. The toolset currently runs on a Sun workstation. We are in the process of
transporting it to a DEC Vax station.
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SUMKAR'

The complexity and the fault tolerance requirements of flight critical systems are rapidly increasing.
New techniques and methods must be developed and must be integrated with existing wethods so that the
rigorous technical obiectives of the verification and validation proceas of such systems can be met at
reseonable cost. This paper examines some of the advanced requirementa of these systems in the critical
areas for system architecture and software design. Some promIsing techniques are described which can
effectively support architectural design and analysts and software development and verification.
!.0

INTRODUCTION

The use of digital technology in flight critical applications has permitted substantial Improvements in
vehicle and mission performance because of the flexibility of design and imolementatton it provides. lle
requirements for ever increasing functional performance and reduced pilot workload have resulted in
complex flight control system architectures and communications schemes and correspondingly complex
software. Such systems often are safety critical during some flight ropies and, in some cases, during
the entire flight. Redundancy and advanced fault tolerance techniques are needed to sect the safety
requirements of those systems. The resultant complexity of system architecture and embedded software is
such that the current verification and validation techniques and methods may not be technically adequate
and cost effective. In this paper some critical technology needs are described for supporting the
development and verification process of the highly integrated flight critical systems of the next generation of aircraft. Two methods are also described, which if appropriately integrated with existing
technology, can satisfy, at least in part, those needs.
2.0

SYSTE4 RFQUIREKENTS

The functional requirements and the architectures of automatic flight systems are contlnuouslv evolving
(1), see Fig. I. Limited authority, analog, stability augmentation systems (SAS) were developed during
the 1950's and ware followed by the flight critical analog flight-by-wire (PNWI systems during the
1970's. The development of flight critical digital TRW (FCD-FNW) systems started in the early ]980's,
and it is still evolving. Flight critical F7W, in this contert, means that loss of that system results
in catastrophic consequences for the aircraft and possibly the pilot. The trend is clearlv established
towards systems which are increasingly corplex and critical. The 'volution and ensuing co"lexltv of
flight control systems have been accelerated by the need to increase aircraft dynamic and operational
performance. Specific contributors to this trend are
a) The development of multimode control lave which permit the tailoring of the vehicle dynamics and
handling qualities to specific mission phases, such as, takeoff sAd landing, cruise, air-to-air combat,
and slr-to-surface attack. Utilization of task tailored control laws allows the enhancement of flying
qualities in particular mission segments without compromise to other mission segments.
b) The integration of flight control with other aircraft and mission functions which Improve
vehicle performance and total aircraft system efficiency and decreases pilot workload. Examples of such
systems are the integration of flight and propulsion control, fire control, and inertial navigation
systems. Control and avionics functions are being coupled to satisfy advanced mission requirements, such
as terrain following/terrain avoidance (T/TA) missions. These applications require sensory functions
such as terrain data, radar altitude, target acquisition and tracking, and inertial reference system
data, in addition to flight control functions. The integration effort may be further expanded to include
control of utility functions such as electrical and hydraulic power, environmental control and fuel
management. Such systems are referred to as vehicle management systems (VMS).
c) The need to meet stringent safety-of-flight requirements and the corresponding reliability.
availability and fault tolerance requirements. In some cases, the boundaries of flight critical control
functions sre growing beyond the classical control svstems applications discussed above, as in the case
of highly integrated military applications. As an example, missions such as TF/TA and nap-of-the-earth
(NOR) sat be considered not only mission critical but flight critical since loss or malfunction of these
sytemas may result in catstrophic consequences.
7

The flight safety, reliabillty requireoents of critical flight control seems is not to exceed 10catastrophic failures/hour (7/R) in the case of military sircrsft, and i0- catastrophic F/P, in the case
of commerical aircraft. The failure rates of typical flight control components exceed those requirements
by several order of magnitude, Fig. 2. It is therefore, necessary to design redundant conflgurstlono no
that flight safety failures can only occur s a result of maltfpe failures.
The quantitative requirements for flight control system flight safety are given in NT,-F-87?42 (2) for US
military systems. The guidelines for the certification of commercial aircraft are described In the Code
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of Federal Regulation (CFR)(3). The C1'Rstates that system failures which prevent continued safe flight
and landing of the aircraft mist be extremely improbable. The CFRa do not define a maximum acceptable
frequency of such failures.
The normally eOCepted interpretation of extremely improbable is. however, a
frequency of occurrence not higher than 10- F/N, as previously stated. Similar guidelines also exist
for commercial aircraft certification in all NATO countries.
It must be noted that the failure rare requirements refer to the hardware/softvare combination. During
the system development process, however, the assumption is often made that the software does not contribute to the system failure rate. The software is assumed to be error free through a combination of
stringent development anO verification techniques and other design considerations as described later in
this paper. This approach in at least in part justified by the fact that the current software technology
does not support a-priori quantitative aeseasment of the probability of residual errors. The final
outcome is that, in most cases, the system level reliability is met by providing the appropriate level of
hardware redundancy only. In some cases, as further discussed later in this paper, dissimilar software
is also used to provide some level of software redundancy. The purpose is, however, to achieve software
fault tolerance rather thas a quantifiable and demonstrable improvement of software reliability.
In the following sections of the paper, the characteristics of the software
the software development and verification process will be described.
3.0

required for such systems and

SOFTWARE CHARACTERISTICS

To determine the required characteristics of flight software, it Is necessary to consider the control
system characteristics sod the Implications on mechanization of the software (4). Table I summarizes
these characteristics and resultant software implicati ns.
The organization of the embedded flight software is by design very Pimple given the critical and complex
nature of the application. It implies the repetitive execution of application tasks, which once Initiated. are non-interruptible And mst emecute to completion within a predefined period of time. To gain a
better understanding of the computational requirements of such svstems, the software is partitioned
They are:
according to the major functions to be performed.
a)
Application. The algorithm included in this function are those resuired for sensor processing
and filtering, control and navigation algorithms, and corputation of control commands.
b)
Logic.
Modules in this category perform the computation required for switching control and
flight mode, snd engaging/disengaging logic.
They use almost erclusivelv boolean statements.
c) Testing and Voting. These modules perform real time test on processors, memory, sensors and
actuators. They manage and control the overall svstem configuration as a function of detected failures.
Ruilt-in-test (BIT) Is included in this category.
d)
Input/Output.
These modules perform data handling and formatting, data transmission snd display. Peripherals drivers are included in this category.
e) Executives.
These modules perform the task of initialization, power-up procedures, svnchronination, scheduling and timing.
The typical, memory requirements of each software function, As a percentage of the total, are shown in
Table 2. The data shown in the table represent an aierage (f several systems for military and coimrercial
aircraft. Clearly, differences do exist from case to case. As an example, in the case of a svsten which
relies significantly on self test for the purpose of failure detection and Isolation, testing does take a
larger percentage of the total memory than that shown in the table.
Complex. highlv redundant, distributed configurations, have relatively high logic, testing and executives content.
Simplex configurations, with limited integration of functions, tend to have a relatively high application content.
Equally important for understanding the software of critical systems is to analyze the nature of the
software errors which are detected during software and system development. A comnon characteristic of
all programs which were analyzed is that the majority of softwaro errors are generated during the early
phases of the development process including definition of requirements, and the develooment of specifications and design.
Five general error categories have been identified with the frequency of occurrence of
each category in Table 3.
It is important to notice thot the table does not include the occurrence of trivial coding errors, which
are easily detected during softwore coding and debuggicg snd even during module testing. The table
includes only those errors which were detected while the software was already in configuration control,
and therefore had already been extensively tested at the module level snd at the level of anftwsre
integration. Those errors were detected during the software/hardware integration test, iron bird test,
and flight teat. Mot errors, as previously stated, are a result of incomplete or inconsistent requirements, incorrect specifications and/or poor or wrong design decision. The table shows that errors
associated with logic, interfaces and data handling, including testing and voting are the biggest contributors. There are some reasons for this to occur. Those areas are in fact rather new, relative to
the application functions. The necessary tools are not well developed and the understanding of complex
architectures (and therefore complex interfaces), logic and failure detection and reconfigurstion algorithms is not as mature and established as that of the application alporithms.
4.0 DFM.APMFT

AND VERIFTCATION

GUTI)ELINES AND FICPPORTTNC FXVIRONRN-

In recent years, significant progress has been to improve our understanding of the software developmnt
and verification process.
The major result has been to move the emohasis from coding to design, and to
enforce methods which produce simple, easy to understand software. Pquallv important ha
been the

a

4
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determination that the verification process does not start after code has been developed, but it must
parallel the entire de'elopment effort from the beginning. To fact, the errors most difficult to detect
and costly to remove are generated during the early phases of the development process, as previously
discussed. The Importance of a structured development and verification approach is particularly felt in
the case of safety critical applications like flight control systems.

Much documentation

exsists relative

to methods, too's, techniques, and environment which support such processes. Guidelines for military
systems are described in the DoP-STD-2167A (5). Corresponding guidelines for commercial systems are
described in the RTCA document RTCA/DO-17A (6). Both documents, define an amount of development,
verification and dceumentation efforts which increases with the criticality of the application, And both
stress the importance of initiating the verification process at the earliest phases of the development
process.
Figure 3 shows the progression of software development activities and the corresponding
verification activities. The development process includes requirements development, design, coding,
integration and system test. The primary supporting documentation to be produced in each phase is also
shown.
The software verification assurance metrics for each level of software is shown in Table 4. It is
observed that the rigor and formality of the assurance process Is the most demanding for critical
functions (LEVEl I) which effect flight safety.
The existing V&V technology for advanced VCD-FRW systems, must be continuously enhanced by new tools,
techniques nod methods in order to maintain the V&V cost within reasonable bounds. Some systems require
the development of V&V capabilities not currently available. As an example, the verification of systems
capable of performing NOE and TF/TA missions, requires the availability of data from several sensors
which cancot be realistically produced in corrent simulation envirorments. Appropriate techniques must
then be developed so that the cost effective real time, pilot-in the-loop simulated environments can
still he an essential part of the development and validation process of those systems. The only available alternate approach is to validate those functions entirely by flight testing, which Is a prohibitively expensive proposition.
A typical current software development and verificstion process is supported by two distinct environments. The first environment, usually hosted in a msin frame or mini computer operating in an interactive mode, is applicable to a broad category of digital flight system (DFS) programs and provides general
purpose capabilities in the following areas1) Control Laws Analysis. Tools are provided which support design And analysis of continuous and
t
discrete contrn systems using classical and modern techniques. An example is requenrv response and
root locus analycis to assess the performance and stability of classical control systems. In the case of
optimal control systems, eigenvslues/eigenvector analysis is used for the same purpose.
1) Reliability and Failure Mode/Pffects Analysis. Reliabilit, analysis is used to evaluate the
probability of a system to successfully perform specific tasks. Failure mode and effects analysis (EMEA)
establishes the effects of system components failures on overall system performance. The combined
results o4 the two analyses is to "orify that any failure, or combination of failures, which could have
catastrophic consequences, has only a very low and acceptable probabilitv of occurrence.
3) Software Development. Software tools support several software development tasks, such as
software design And documentation, code generation, and configuration management. The tools which
support the critical task of code generation are required to be very mature; compilers, assemblers and
linkers fall in this category.
The second environment has the capabllltv of exercising the flight software in real-time. This environment is typically developed for and dedicated to A single program. It includes essential elements of the
flight control system (FCSl, and the airplane dynamics, so that closed loop analysis can be made. Some
tCS components are simulated, some are emulated and others are directly included in the environment.
Typically, the flight computer hardware is included so that flight software can be exercised in a
representative environment. The simulation of the aircraft dynamics and of those FCS hardware components
that would be Impractical to include in the environment are implemented in a dedicated host processor
linked to the flight computers. These real-time environments play an extremely important role in FCS
development.
The entire software V&V process is affected by: a) the early selection of the design and development
approach, and b) che availability of advanced tools and methods. Both topict are further expanded in
the following sections of this paper.
5.0

DESICN CONSIPFRATIONS

The software issues which mostly affect the V&V process are: a) the use of high order languages (ROLl
vs. assembly language; b) the use of dissimilar software; and, c) the methods for supporting the early
phases of the design process. They are discussed further in the following paragraphs.
5.1

VOL vs. ASSEMBLY

The use of 1OL is increasingly accepted in flight applications.
use of il.:

There are many reasons for increasing

a) Compilers are getting more efficient. The memory and time penalties associated with the use of
VOL instead of assembly are becoming smaller (50% and 20% respectively), and less significant due to
increasing computational speeds and decreasing cost of memory.
h) There is A strong indication that ROt programs are more reliable than assembly programs. In a
study of software reliability of FCS it was found that the fault density of FCS software written in ROL
is approximately 307 of that of assembly program (7).
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c) ROL programs are easier to develop, test, understand, modify and maintain than assembly program.
d) Significant experience is now available relative to the performance and the code generated by
mature software tools, like compliers, assemblers and linkers.
For all the above reasons the V&V process of flight software is simplified a great deal if the programs
are written in HOL rather than assembly.
DISSIMILAR SOINARE

5.2

The purpose of using dissimilar software, in redundant configurations, is to prevent catastrophic consequences from a common, undetected error, in all channels. Dissimilar software can be used In two ways:
As a failure detection mechanism in the operational system.

a)

rn this case,

both software

versions execute at the same time. The results are compared periodically, and in the case that the
results differ by more than certain values, a fault condition is detected. Tr that case, reversion to a
back-up control mode is made, which does not utilize either of the two software versions.
b) As a back-up control mode. In this case, if a common failure is detected in the primary software, reversion is made to the alternate version.
THE EARLY PHASES OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

5.3

A clear evidence exists that the software errors which are most difficult and costly to detect are often
introduced early in the development process. This points to the reed for toolso techniques and methodologies capable of supporting effectively the specification, and design phases.
It is extremely Important to define, as early in the development cycle as possible, design disciplines
which make the software traceable, testable, maintainable and easy to understand. Design and coding
standards must also be established. Examples of standards commonly enforced are: a) limiting the
maximum size of the smallest software component, the module. b) avoiding constructs which make it
difficult to understand and verify the code, like unstructured GO-TOe, and c) rroviding clear and
comprehensive documentation embedded in the source code listings.
ADVANCED TOOT.SAND METHODS

6.0

The techniques described io this section address some of the most critical technology needs in the cress
of system architecture design and analysis, and software development and verification, They are intended
to be Integrated with existing and new technologies in cost effective and easy to use enviromentn.
6.1

SYSTEM ARCHTTFC 1RE ANALYSIS

The selection of a DFS configuration is the result of difficult compromises among several, and often
contrasting requirements and constraints. The designer needs tools for simulating and analyzing the
relative merits of competing configurations, very early in the development cycle, prior to committing to
any specific configuration. Two different methods of analysis are proposed. The first method, is based
on the complexity analysis of the topography of the architecture, And of the corresponding structure of
the software. The second method, is based on a non real-time simulation of the operational performance
of the system under a variety of environmental conditions.
6.1 .1

COMPI.PXTTY METRICS

Complexity metrics can support software code, software design and system architecture analysis. An
approach is the graph theory based McCabe's metrics, which calculates a Cyclooatic Number (CN) from the
difference between the number of nodes and the number of edges (R). A node is a straight line segment of
code, a functionally cohesive software module or an hardware embedded function, in case of software code,
software design, and system architecture analysis, respectively.
When the McCabe's model is applied to DFS architectures, the real-time execution of the software embedded
in each processor must be considered. Factors which must be considered include:
a)
rithms.

Flight software executes at different rates, depending on the dynamics of the control algo-

b) Advanced, multimode, flight control systems perform different tasks depending on the Aircraft
flight sad nisein mode.
c) Some low priority application modules can be Interrupted, which increases the comolexitv of the
control flow.
d) Distributed architectures which have a degree of complexity higher than a single processor
architecture becruse they require additional communication for exchanging data, time svnchronization,
failure detection and reconfiguratlon.
The architecture and software complexity metrics are static tools which can be applied throughout svste
as they become available.
design phases in a manner that permits the inclusion of more design details
!
They can be effectively utilized during the early development phases or comparing cosmetitive architectures and analyzing the effects of design modifications.

i
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SIMUL
ATION TECRNIOUES

Another important measure of the duality of the architecture can be achieved from dynamic parameters such
as the distribution of the computation load among processors, the utilization of. And competition for,
shared resources such as coon busses, and other time sensitive parameters. The parameters can be
estimated by simulating, In a non real-time environment, the relevant serences -f tasks to he performed,
and by kespi" track of the time needed by the allocated resources to perform those tasks. To generate
this data, the environment mt
be able to simulate: procedural processes, such sO the highly structured
flight control algorithms which execute under rigid, predetermined time sequences; parallel processing,
as in the case of redunodant,distributed configurations; shared resources, such as common busses; And the
executive logic which controls the execution flow within each processor in those cases which reouire
detailed analysis of the time sequences of events . The output of these performance simulation runs are:
statistics of resource utilization and detailed time sequence events like the exact tmfint of data
exchange among redundant processors.
Moat of the elements included in the performance simulation environment iust described have been developed for, and effectively used In, application such as Command, Control and Comunication (9). This tye
of simulation has not been applied to DIS because of the relativelv simple configuration structures of
current systems. On the other hand, the architectural complexities of the next generation DFS lustifIes
the need for those capabilities.
The simulations and the complexity metrics tools, described in this section of the naper, can be hostpe
in the same environments which currently support control law development and VTEA analysis, and software
development.
6.2

SOFTWARE VERIFICATION

Software is often the most critical element in terms of development, verification and maintenance cost,
and software is a major contributor to the overall failure rate of current DES. The current,
state-of-the-art, software test strategies are structured to exercise all indenendent software logical
paths with a minimum set of test data. A removal of all Implementation faults, however, cannot he
guaranteed even if 100% test coverage is achieved. In fact, failures can still occur as a result of
unusual'logical or timing sequences of events. Then if one of these combinations should occur in flight,
a system failure could result with unpredictable consequences.
To achieve a high level of confidence that all the failure triggering combinations are detected, a stress
test technique is described which is a highly automated, very effective way to test code with an extremelv large number of test data sets while It is executing in the target processor(s). Several properties
of the software can be stress tested, among them: the computational algorithms, the timing requirements
and the partitioning existing among modules of different criticality. These topics are discussed in the
following paragraphs.
6.2.1

DATA STRESS TEST

This test verifies the correct Algorithmic execution of a software application functions (10). Examples
are the numerical intensive algorithms like those implementing guidance And controls laws, and logical
intensive algorithms, like those found in fault detection/isolation and system reconfiguration.
The essence of this test is to execute critical software functions in the target computer concurrently
with the execution of alternate benchmark versions in a host machine. The benchmark is coded directlv
from the design document. The same exhaustive input sequence of data, within and outside the specificstion boundaries of each function, ore then used to exercise both implementations at the same time. Then
errors in either implementatior will result in different outputs, under certain test conditions, because
it is extremely improbable that the same errors are made in both versions. Because of the extremely
large number of test data involved, it is necessary to automate the entire stress testing process.
6.2.2

TIIN, STRESS TEST

This test measures the statistical distribution of the computational and transport delays between the
time variables are set in one processor and the time they are used in other processors; and it verifies
that the delays do not exceed predetermined maximum values.
The two main factors to he considered in the application of this test are:
A) Tntraprocessor Delay - The computational delays between the time the updated values of variables
are available within a processor, and the time the outputs of the algorithrs using those variables, are
actually computed. This delay is a function of the computational logic path, within the processor, which
can vary from iteration to iteration. Software multirste structures, changes of aircraft flight mode or
cockpit display mode and changes of some parameters values can affect these delays.
b) Interprocessor Delay - The transmission delay between two processors including: 1) the computational delay between the time the output of An algorithm is updated within a processor and the execution
of the output statements; and 2) the time needed to transfer the actual data from the output buffer of
one processor to the input buffer of another processor, inclusive of any buffer access and transmission
times. These components vary as a function of the execution paths of the two processors and of the
availability of shared resources such as bus interfaces.
The ultimate objective of timing stress test is to determine, for each time critical variable, the
distribution of computational and transport delays; and verify that, under no situation, those delays do
not exceed predetermined maximum values. The entire process of time stressing can be easily sutomated
using the same envlronment which supports data stress test (10).

'
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6.2.3

PARTITIONING STRESS TEST

This test verifies the partitioning between two functions.
Function "A" is partitioned from "A" if not.
action of function "B" can cause a failure of function "A". The need for this test derives from two
considerations: 1) DYS configurations include functions and components of different levels of criticality; and 2) the required development effort and development cost vary a great deal as a function of the
criticality.
If partitioning cannot be demonstrated between functions "A" avd "B" with different levels
of criticality then both functions must be considered as having the same level of criticalltv which to
the highest between levels "A" and "B". This unduly increases the development and verification cost of
the functions which have the lowest intrinsic criticality level.
The objective of partitioning stress test is to demonstrate partitioning between two functions of differeantlevels of criticality. To achieve this objective it must be demonstrated that no output data from
the least critical function, and no time skewness between the execution times of the two functions, can
cause a failure of the most critical function.
The currently used real-time. dedicated environment which Includes the target computers sad embedded
software is an ideal bost for the stress techniques previously described. Requirements sre that the
software under test execute under conditions which are representative of the flight conditions.
7.0

CONCLUSIONS

The software characteristics and the existing guidelines for the development and verification of flight
critical syatems have been described. The technology requirementn for flight critical systems for the
next generation of aircraft have also been analyzed. Malor technology needs have been identified In the
areas of system architecture design and software development. Tvo methods to satisfy these reou.irements
are described which can be highly automated and can be integrated with an existing develonment environment. The first method leads to a quantitative assessment of the quality of competing svstem architectures. The second methods can be utiliked for testing saomecritical software requirements with ertremelv
large sets of test dats. Both methods have the promise of significantly enhancing the technical capability of the existing development and verification procedures and of reducing the life-cycle costs of the
next generation FCD-FBW systems.
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Table 1.

DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

APPLICATION
CHARACTERISTIC

MAJOR
CONSIDERATION

RESULTANT SOFTWARE
IMPLICATIONS

EMBEDDED COMPUTER(S)

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS &
INTERFACES

MULTIPLE TASKS. 110 HANDLING,
SYSTEM MONITORING

REAL - TIME OPERATION

CAPACITY & TIMING
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PARALLEL PROCESSING

HIGH FUNCTIONAL
RELIABILITY
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EOUALIZATION

SAFETY CRITICALITY
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CREW INTERACTION

HUMAN INTERFACE

OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

ADAPTABILITY

SELF- TEST. INLINE MONITORING.
DISTINCT SOFTWARE
CONTROL/DISPLAYS, PILOT COMMANDS,
STATUS ANNUNCIATION
VARIABLE FLIGHT DYNAMICS, ATMOSPHERIC
CONDITIONS, PERFORMANCE MONITORING,
MODE CHANGES

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

n
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Table 3.
FCS SOFTWARE ERROR DISTRIBUTION

Table 2.
MEMORY REQUIREMENTS FOR FCS SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE
FUNCTIONS

ERROR CATEGORY

MEMORY
REQUIREMENTS

FREQUENCY

APPLICATION
LOGIC
TESTING
I10 & EXECUTIVE
MISCELLANEA

25%
20%
20%
20%
15%

COMPUTATIONAL
LOGIC
DATA HANDLING
INTERFACES
MISCELLANEA

10%
25%
35%
10%
20%

TOTAL

100%

TOTAL

100%

Table 4. SOFTWARE VERIFICATION ASSURANCE MATRIX
CRITICAL

ESSENTIAL

NONESSENTIAL

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

VERIFICATION/
TEST ACTIVITY

A

I

VERIFY SOFTWARE RED.
vs. SYSTEM REQ.

X

X
xx
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SOFTWARE REQ.

S

A

I

S

X

XX

x

x

x

X

x

VERIFY CODE vs.

DESIGN
TEST SOFTWARE MODULES
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INTEGRATION
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X

X

X

X
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DISCUSSION
A.O.Wad, UK
Do you know of any projects that have adopted Ada for safety critical systems?
Autho's Reply
I am not aware of any current production flight critical systems which are utilizing Ada.
J.P.Laeroix, Fr
Do you agree that software dissymetry should be extended to development and include two different teams?
Auties Reply
The utilization of dissimilar software is a means for improving the fault tolerance of the software within the system. The
use of two independent development teams would greatly improve the reliability of the fault critical system if the
process was in fact independent. This implies that independent specifications are developed since independent
development using a common requirement could carry the same design errors through both systems. Although the two
independent development teams approach was an advantage, however, the cost would probably prohibit its use.
W.MaUnsel, Ge
When using HOL for flight critical software, a verification of the compiler has to be considered. Do you assume that this
is covered in your verification by the code verification process which also includes the verification of the run time
system?
Au s
Reply
Lrrors introduced by compilers have always been a concern. However, in our experience, although limited at the
present time, we have not found this to be a problem. The rigorous V&V process used for these systems has detected
compiler errors and permitted correction.
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I.

Introduction

For better or worse, the way military software is developed and maintained will undergo
This is a foregone conclusion since most nations cannot
drastic changes in the next decade.
afford the status quo. "Annual software costs for major defense systems, which were at about $4
billion in 1980, are now at approximately $10 billion, and are expected to reach $30 billion by
the early 1990s." [11 This projection is driven by the increasing need for software in weapons
systems, as well as, the increasing cost of developing and maintaining this code.
The cost of software has forced the USAF to explore new types of programming environments
"A programing environment is the hardware and software
to develop and maintain software.
required to support software life cycle activities. These life cycle activities include concept
definition, requirements analysis, preliminary design, detailed design, program development,
[2] A typical
software integration, system integration and testing, and maintenance."
programming environment consists of tools which are used in combination to develop software; a
barebones environment consists of a text editor, compiler, linker, and a debugger. In the last
few years, USAF interest has spawned the development of software engineering tools to address
Although
every phase of the programing lifecycle (from requirements analysis to maintenance).
these tools represent an important step in automating the software lifecycle, there is often
This often
confusion surrounding the selection of the proper tool for a user's application.
The principal
results in tools being selected which does not properly meet the user's needs.
causes of this situation are:
------

The capabilities of the tool are incomplete or inadequate.
The choice of a tool is premature.
Problem arise with tool portability.
The tool is overly complex.
The tool is not robust.

Because the mandated use of an inadequate software engineering tools In the software
lifecycle can have devastating effects on program costs, the need for a taxonomy to evaluate
This taxonomy should contain guidelines which are applicable
these tools is readily apparent.
to the design of a new tool or the selection of an existing one. This paper will define a basic
taxonomy for evaluating software engineering tools.

II.

Description of the Interactive Ada Workstation

The Interactive Ada Workstation (lAW) is a prototype programing environment for the Ada
It combines a number of state-of-the-art capabilities such as graphical design
language.
techniques, automatic code generation, incremental code analysis, incremental debugging, and
reusable software aids in order to significantly increase the product.vity of the average
this host was chosen for its
The LAW is hosted on a Symbolics 3670 Lisp Machine;
programer.
to specify the top level, data flow design of his program. The design is expressed in terms of
From this
interfaces.
and
their
types
units,
data
subprogram
icons which represent packages,
description, the corresponding Ada code will be generated.
b. State Machine Editor: The purpose of this editor is to provide the programer with the
ability to specify the top level control flow for a particular subprogram unit (task, procedure
The design is expressed in terms of states (representing specific actions to be
or function).
Once a design has
taken) and transitions (representing control flow decisions) between states.
This description can be
been generated, the programmer can use a simulator to test his model.
used to generate the Ada coda template for the desired subprogram.
c.
Decision Table Editor: This editor has the same general purpose as the State Machine
editor, however. it makes use of a different design methodology to accomplish its purpose. The
Decision Table editor (DTE) allows the programmer to define rules and attach specific actions to
The Decision Table editor has a tabular spreadsheet format, rather than the icon based
them.
Like the previous editors, the DTE can generate
format of the BAT and State Machine editors.
the Ada code corresponding to its description.
The lAda editor is a syntax directed editor for the Ada prograuing
d.
lAda Editor:
in the code templates
language.
Its purpose is to give the programmer the capability to fill
The lAde editor will also perform incremental syntax and
generated by the graphical editors.
immediately flagged
errors
are
buffer
(syntax
its
text
Ada
code
within
semantic analysis on the
with inverse video in the text buffer and semantic errors are logged in a separate window). The
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LAda editor will build an internal representation of the program (called IForm) as it is being
incrementally analyzed. Once the Ads program has been written using this editor, the programmer
can then regenerate the updated BRAT diagram from the IForm.
In future versions of the IAds
editor an interpreter will be provided to allow the programmer to test his code.
The purpose of the IAW program was to provide a proof-of-concept that these state-of-theart programming techniques could be implemented together on a high performance engineering
workstation.
As a result of this program, General Electric (developers of the IAW) have teamed
with Cadre Technologies to market the IAW as a product.
The IAW project also gave AFWAL a
considerable amount of insight into the attributes an advanced programming environment should
have.

III.

Evaluation Methodology

a.

most Computer Considerations

The selection of a host computer is one of the moat important decisions to make concerning
the development of software.
This section will explore some of the ramifications of host
computer selection upon programmer productivity.
(1) Cost
The cost of the host system should not be prohibitively high in terms of a cost/user ratio.
The advent of powerful personal computers and engineering workstations gives the individual
A Sun 3/50 Workstation (which is based
increased computing power at considerably less expense.
on a Motorola 68020 processor running at 16MHz) can be purchased for under $8K.
As a result,
these systems are becoming increasingly popular.
A figure of $7,500/programer is a reasonable
cost/user ratio.
(2) Vendor Support
The software
The host computer vendor must be available to give adequate support.
developer should be concerned about support in the areas of user support (documentation, hotlines, etc), software support (availability of quality software and documentation), and hardware
maintenance (quality and timeliness of system maintenance).
Without proper vendor support even
a state-of-the-art computer can quickly become obsolete.
(3) Availability
Availability can be viewed in two ways.
The first is availability within an organization.
A programming tool will not improve productivity if personnel have to wait in line to use it.
Availability is one of the greatest benefits of timesharing computer systems.
Individual
workstations (such as the Sun) lose their appeal if there is a high user/machine ratio.
The
second way of looking at availability is how widespread is the use of a given system.
A host
system which is powerful, but quite expensive (a Lisp Machine, for example) will not be
available in volume to other organizations.
This limits the ability of the software developers
to transition a program once it has been developed on a specific environment.
(4) Host/Target Computer Relationship
The number of computers needed for software development should be limited as much as
possible.
Ideally, the host and target computers will be one in the same.
This simplifies
software development and testing considerably. In many embedded applications, however, the host
and target computers are separate.
The host computer will normally have an editor and cross
compiler along with some means of downloading the executable image to the target processor. The
target system will typically have a monitor program running to allow for debugging of the
application.
Many cross compilers for embedded target processors are hosted on super
minicomputers (like the VAX 11/780).
In contrast, many object oriented programming tools require expensive user interaction,
windowing, and graphics capabilities; this is beyond the scope of most timesharing systems. As
a result, these tools are designed for systems which can be dedicated to the individual
programmer (like the Sun Workstation and the IBM PC/AT).
Since theae systems usually do not
support cross compilation, the programmer must now design his program on one host, compile it on
another, and debug it on a third.
The extension of the software development process to three
different systems introduces considerably more overhead; this can be especially taxing on a
small programming team with a deadline to meet.
In this situation tools which are supposed to
increase software productivity may become more of a burden than a boon to development.

b.

Portability

The importance of producing portable software is becoming increasingly recognized.
As the
cost of software increases,
it becomes desirable to only write a piece of software which can be
used on many different systems with little or no modification.
This section provides insight
into the why a tool should be portable and how this can be achieved.

....
...........I
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(1) Rationale
It is crLtical that the intended scope of tool usage be defined before the design of a tool
or the selection of an existing one for program development.
There are three main levels of
portability; these are:
--

Portable to a specific configuration.
Portable to a specific class of machines (such as the IBM PCT, and AT).
Portable to machines with different architectures.

Depending on the viewpoint, the need for portability will take on different levels of
urgency.
The tool developer may want to make his product as portable as possible in order to
take advantage of a broader market (both existing and potential).
On the other hand, he may
decide to tailor his product for each system, thereby taking advantage of capabilities unique to
that system.
Although the applicationa programer may not be initially
concerned about tool
portability, here are some reasons why portability may become significant:
The organizaeion maintaining the software may not have the same host computer
configuration as the original programmr. As a result, the software maintenance people
will not have access to tools wLich served as an integral part of the design.
--

Routine replacement of equipment may make any tools purchased obsolete.
This
especially Important when one confiders the lifetime of a weapons system compared
that of a computer system.

is
to

-- Upgrades to operating system may also cause tool degredation.

(2)

Portability Considerations

There are several factors which determine the potential portability of any given tool.
These fall into three main categories; these are hardware, language, end operating system usage.
Perhaps the most important determinant of a tool's portability is how it interfaces
the hardware of its host. Truly portable code will have the following attributes:
-----

It
will be written In a high level language.
It will access peripherals through operating System shell calls, not directly
It shall not make use of special boards specific only to one configuration.
The amount of memory required to runthe application should not be beyond
addressing capability of any machine In a given class.

with

the

In some cases
the use of configuration specific code may be unavoidable. In this
situation, all system dependent routines should be isolated into separate packages.
These
routines should be documented to include purpose, requirements, flowcharts; emphasis should be
placed on details of the interface with the underlying hardware.

The programing language used to implement the design tool is also extremely important.
Although using assembly language helps the tool designer to optimize its performance, it also
minimizes portability and results in cryptic code.
Using a high level language has the
advantage of letting the compiler worry about potential system dependencies such as different
types of addressing.
The use of a high level language, however, does not absolutely guarantee
portability.
If the programming language is obscure, compiler availability on host systems may
be lacking. It is also important to insure that variations in the language in different systems
are minimized.
Although compilers for a given language exist, there may be variations both in
the compiler quality and the language itself across different host computers.
A language which
employs a standard (such as Ade) should help to guarantee some level of language integrity.
Ideally, compiler vendors should support multiple architectures with the same front end to their
compiler.
The choice of operating system also influences portability.
The operating system provides
services which allow the application program to interface to the underlying hardware. The
flexibility of the operating system will determine if system dependent routines are necessary
for tool development. If a programing tool Is being developed solmy for a specific
configuration than system specific routines can be used with impunity.
A good example of this
is the window system available on the Symbolics 3600 series machines. The window system enables
the programmer to create an array of customized windows and menus with relative ease.
Unfortunately, however,
there is no standard Lisp window system so the code produced is not
portable between different implementations of Lisp.
The popularity of a given operating system is directly related to the portability of a tool
which is built on top of it.
If, for example, MS DOS is used, the tool should be portable
between a given class of computer (like the IBM PC); or if Unix is employed, the tool may even
be portable between different architectures. In addition, it is important that when calls are
made to other programing shells that some standard exists for that shell.
A good example is
the use of the Graphics Kernel Standard (CICS)in order to produce graphics support for a
portable application. The isolation of hardware dependencies, use of a standardized high level
language, and the use of an operating system common to saveral architectures are three factors
which must!be used in combination in order to insure tool portability.

A
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c.

Usability

This section examines those aspects of a programming tool which influence the effectiveness
of the environment as s whole.
(1)

Overall System Considerations

A software engineering tool is only a subset of a total programming environment.
Accordingly,
the usefulness of any individual tool will be governed by the overall quality of
its environment, despite
its stand alone merit.
In order to address this, the following
criteria which should be considered when designing or selecting a particular tool.
The program ng environment should be modular and extendible.
The addition of new tools
should not degrade the performance of the environment.
Documentation should exist concerning
interfaces between tools.
In addition,
system services (such as windowing and user interface
routines) should be placed in
common packages and made accessible to all tools in the
environment.
The toolset in the environment should be functionally integrated. The IAW illustrates this
concept by using diverse design tools to produce code for a common program.
In this way the
tools work as a set, not as stand alone components.
A centralized database should exist to share program information between tools.
For
example, the programer may have the ability to review the PDL of the code he was modifying from
any given design tool. All such tools should have access to the shared PDL database.
These
databases should be treated essentially as data structures.
Operations upon these data
structures should be formally defined.
Additionally, these operations should be treated
essentially as system calls by the requesting tool.
The environment should have a standardized user interface.
The user interface should be
easy to learn for the beginner (as are menu driven systems) yet it should not slow down the
expert.
A typical compromise is to make either a keyword or menu driven mode available to the
programmer. This will let the user proceed at his own pace.

(2)

Design Tools

The Interactive Ada Workstation prototypes gave ANAL considerable insight into the the
attributes of quality software engineering tools.
The emphasis of the IAW was on tools to aid
in program design and coding.
The resulting lessons learned are summarized in the following
paragraphs.
The design tools should integrate a number of different techniques.
Each design technique
has its strong and weak points when expressing different classes of problems.
For example, a
Buhr diagram editor is very good at expressing data flow, but does not touch on control flow.
Additionally, a State Machine editor is an excellent way of expressing sequential control flow,
but does not provide for concurrent communication between processes. Because each model has its
own particular strong or weak point, it is important for the programmer to be able to exploit
them appropriately.
The design tool should support automatic generation of source code. If each design tool is
to represent a different methodology, it is important that the code generated by each be a code
shell.
This shell will represent the data flow or control flow algorithm described using the
tool, but should have room to let the user fill in more specific details using a text editor.
For example, a state In the State Mahine editor could represent either a code block or a
subprogram call.
If a code block is represented, then the generated code should insert a
placeholder which can be replaced with snurce code at a later time. In addition, each graphical
design tool should operate off of a shared program database accessible to the other tools. As -a
result, the representation of the code will be consistent between different views of the
program.
The design tools should have support for low level language constructs. With the advent of
automatic code generation, the distinction between design and coding is becoming increasingly
fuzzy.
In addition, the programer will often try to take advantage of specific language
features (such as tasking in Ada) at the design level.
While generic design tools will be
composed of a subset of features shared by many languages, they will frustrate the programmer
trying to write software in a specific language. As a result, the programmer will probably
discard the design tool in favor of the familiar text editor.
In addition, making the design
tools language specific will also improve the quality of automatically generated code.
There should be a mechanism to expose inconsistencies in the design.
A problem with many
graphical design tools is that one can put a bad design in and get bad code out (garbage in,
garbage out),
On many representations, it would be vise to do several types of correctness
checks such as:
--

armtier matching
checks
Extraneous State checks
Design Simlatlon

-Redundancy

*-
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The generation of source code can be delayed if the programmer has some assurance that his
graphical design is fundamentally valid. Once the code for a particular representation has been
generated, the progrmmer will tend to edit the code and not the graphical representation.

(3)

Coding Tools

The text editor continues to be the single most important software design tool available to
the programmer.
This is because programmers will tend to chose the tool which places the least
inhibitions on their ability to design and code software.
One fundamental problem with object
oriented programming tools is that they often constrain the programmer to a few standardized
methods of programming.
This often results in the programmr discarding the tool when he finds
enough operations which he cannot represent with it.
Furthermore,
if the programmer finds
himself switching back between the text editor and another tool often enough, he will probably
stick to the one he fools most comfortable with (most likely the text editor) in order to reduce
overhead.
Because of its importance,
the text editor is one area where significant
productivity gains can still
be achieved; some guidelines to this end are outlined in
the
following paragraphs.
The text editor should support all standard editor functions.
The text editor should
support the insertion and deletion of characters,
words, lines, and buffers.
Buffers should be
available to copy code into and out of; this is essential when similar code is used in different
areas of the program.
The editor should also have the ability to search for and substitute
strings. Lastly, the editor should give its user the ability to move quickly to any part of the
file.
Standard editor functions should be invoked using keystroke sequences.
The functions
mentioned here are fairly basic.
The text editor should allow the user to edit two or more files at one time.
Since many
programs extend over several source files (with each source file being the equivalent of a
package), this is a desirable feature to have.
It may be desirable to Implement this by
partitioning the screen into multiple editor buffers.
The text editor's functionality should shorten the edit-compile-link-run-debug cycle.
One way is to evoke components of the programming
There are many ways to achieve this.
environment such as the compiler and the interpreter can be directly from the editor.
If
semantic and logic errors are caught In the source file, modifications to the source code can be
made and tested without having to continuously switch modes.
In addition, if the editor is
syntax sensitive, syntax errors be can caught and corrected as the code is being entered. This
will reduce the number of 'stupid' mistakes conmonly made by programmers.
(4) Compilation System
Although the compilation system is the most important aspect of the
programing
environment, the functions performed by the compiler are being increasingly shared with other
components of the environment.
For example,
the IAd& editor in the lAW can perform incremental
syntax and semantic analysis; these are functions commonly reserved for the compiler.
The
performance of a compilation system is the factor which will make or break the productivity of
any programer.
A slow compiler will offset the advantage of any software engineering tool, no
matter how useful.
In light of this, it is important that guidelines for compiler quality be
referenced in this report.
The following performance guidelines for a compilation system are
suggested:
(a)
The compiler shall produce an object code program that requires no more than 30%
additional target computer memory space over an equivalent program written in assembly language.
(3]
(b) The compiler shall produce an object code program that requires no more than
additional execution time over an equivalent program written in assembly language. [3]

15%

(c) The compiler shall compile a syntactically and semantically correct Ada program
of at least 200 Ada source statements at a rate of at least 200 statements per minute (elapsed
time), for each 1 NIPS of rated processing speed of the specified host computer, while meeting
the above object code requirements. [3]
(5) Maintenance Tools
It is important that the software maintenance team have access to the same tools used by
the developers.
The use of object oriented programming tools will cause a great deal of design
Information to be embedded in the design representation.
This is especially true if a PDL or
requirements database is constructed relative to the graphical representations used by the tool.
A switch to another environmant may result in the loss of critical maintenance information,
especially if the object oriented representations are treated as part of the software
documentation.
This is one reason why more emphasis should be placed on the portability of the
programing environment.
A programing environment which is relatively portable can be placed
on the upgrades or replacement to a particular host computer (indeed this may need to be done
several times over a given weapons lifecycle).
AFWALis currently working in-house on a tool
called APEX (Avionics Programming EXpert) which will address the definition of a common software
maintenance environment for avionics software.

ij
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IV.

Conclusion

There are several trends which are significantly altering the way software
these include:

is developed;

-- The Increasing cost of software.
-- The Increaslng availability of cheaper, more powerful engineering workstations.
-- The rise of language and operating system standardizatlon.
These trends are resulting in the development of programing environments and tools which
are both more portable and potentially more productive then their predecessors. Unfortunately,
this new programming technology is still immature in many ways and potential users must be given
guidelines to judge the overall effectiveness of these systems. These guidelines can also help
alert either the tool designer or user to potential difficulties before comitting to a
Because of the increasing cost of software
potentially costly software development scheme.
development, the Importance of evaluating programing environments is becomming more widely
This paper presents a number of guidelines and considerations which can aid either
recognized.
the tool designer or applications programmer in judging a particular programming environment.
These guidelines are based on lessons learned from a prototype software development environment
By accomplishing this, this paper also gives insight into
(the Interactive Ads Workstation).
the direction that software development is taking.
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RISE: Requirements and Incremental Specification Environment
Lt Kevin M. Benner, USAF
Command and Control Software Technology Division
Rome Air Development Center
Griffiss AFB, NY 13441-5700
ABSTRACT
An environment for capturing requirements and incrementally developing a formal
This environment, called RISE, is based upon
specification is introduced.
Place/Transition (P/T) Nets. P/T nets are extended within RISE to support
timing requirements and hierarchical decomposition as well as providing other
extensions necessary for the development of a software specifications. The main
focus of this effort was to define the semantics of hierarchical decomposition
of P/T nets.
INTRODUCTION
In order to build successful software systems it is essential that all
requirements be captured in the form of a specification and validated against
user intent.
This information includes functional decomposition, data flow
real-time
requirements,
and
descriptions,
control
flow
descriptions,
fail-safe/fail-soft requirements.
Most specification systems currently in use
do not provide the expressibility to capture all these requirements, nor do they
provide an adequate means for validating the specification.
In [5] six criteria are put forward
language/methodology. The criteria are:

for the evaluation of a specification

a.

Formality -- formal, unambiguous, mathematical basis

b.

Constructibility -- build specification without undue difficulty
(1) initial construction
(2) captures programmers' concepts

c.

Comprehensibility -- readability, size, and lucidity

d.

Minimality -- does not over specify, focuses on "what" only

e.

Wide Range of Applicability

f. Extensibility -- small change in concept
specification

results

in

small

change

in

Current specification systems address these criteria to varying degrees, often
trading off strengths in some areas at the expense of others.
Petri nets, because of their formality and inherent ability to
handle
concurrency and synchronization, can be used as a specification methodology, but
have proven inadequate when building systems of realistic Eize and complexity.
In recent years, work has been done to provide hierarchical decomposition and an
Recent work has also resulted in more
adequate representation of time.
expressive Petri nets than the original Condition/Event and Place/Transition
In total,
nets [31, namely relation nets [41 and Predicate/Transition nets 121.
this work has enabled a real world specification methodology based on Petri
nets.
RISE, Requirements and Incremental Specification Environmint, is based on the
This paper will describe RISE in terms of its
previously mentioned work.
foundations in Petri net theory, its extei,sions to Petri net theory, and then
describe future work based on lessons learned during this effort.
RISE FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW
1)
RISE breaks the specification process up into two main activities:
2) validating the
and
specification
the
evolving
and/or
developing
RISE
specification, at any stage during the development, against user intent.

4
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provides the ability to specify, both graphically and textually,
the system
under
developeent while allowing the user to incrementally develop the
specification. RISE provides abstraction mechanisms which allow the user to
elaborate arbitrarily the specification, putting off details until the specifier
is ready to handle them.
RISE allows for the specification to be partially
validated at any point during the development. RISE does this by executing, or
more accurately animating, its specification at the level the specification is
captured. RISE does this by taking advantage of the net semantics which allow a
net to be animated at the specification level without generating a low level
implementation.
PLACE/TRANSITION NET FOUNDATIONS FOR RISE
This section will characterize place/transition (P/T) nets, describe extensions
to support a hierarchy of P/T nets, timing requirements, and other extensions
necessary for specifying software systems.
Definition 1:
(31 where:

A P/T net is

described as a 6-tuple, N - (S, T; F, K,

K,

W)

in

a. (S, T; F) is a finite net, the elements of S and T are called places and
F defines the arcs which connect S outputs to T
transitions, respectively.
inputs, and vice versa;
b. K:S --> N, gives a (possibly unlimited) capacity for each place (where N
is an integer);
c. W!F --> N\{01, attaches a weight to each arc of the net (weight
corresponds to the number of tokens which must travel along the arc);
d. M:S -- > N is the initial marking representing the number
place s, respecting the capacities (i.e., K(s) <- K(s))
Definition 2:
Firing rules for
transition tE T is K-enabled iff
'dsF't : M(s)
's r t': K(s)
where
t.

P/T

nets:

Under

a

of

tokens

in

given marking K(s) a

,
>- W(st)
<- K(s) - W(t,s)

't is the set of input places of t and t'

is the set of output places of

The follower marking is the result of an M-enabled transition firing.
When it
lose W (s,t) tokens and places sf t' gain W (t,s) tokens.
fires, places sA't
The follower marking N' is described by:
M(s) + W(ts) iff s4 t
t
K(s) - W(s,t) iff s
K' (s) =
otherwise M(s)
If more than one transition
arbitrarily selected and fired.

is

simultaneously

enabled,

only

one will be

Graphically, places are represented as circles, transitions as rectangles,
When
tokens as dots, and arcs as lines connecting S to T (and T to s).
transitions fire, tokens move through the net along arcs.
This shows the
dynamic behavior of the specified system.
EXTENSIONS TO PLACE/TRANSITION NETS
P/T nets as described thus far have clear, simple semantics with regard to
capturing concurrency and synchronization, but have been inadequate when dealing
with systems of realistic size and complexity. In particular, P/T nets do not
provide a mechanism for hierarchical decomposition nor a mechanism to specify
timing requirements (other than relative time relations, i.e., immediately
before/after and arbitrary ordering).
RISE incorporates hierarchical decomposition and timed P/T nets similar to [1].
This
allowed
In summary, (11 used places to model system activities.
transitions to retain their original convention of representing instantaneous
events, while places on the other hand, represent activities which are active
when a token is present within the place. An activity, which takes a finite
amount of time, has a corresponding time argument associated with it. Therefore
in a P/T net an activity is represented by a single place and has an associated
time argument. Each place may be decomposed into a subnet which further
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elaborates the details of the associated activity and, in turn, each place of
the subnet may be further decomposed. This allows for arbitrary decomposition
of a specified system.
Time
RISE differs from [11 by using two time arguments (tain and tmax) for each place
rather than a single
time
argument.
This allows the specifier to specify a
variety of timing requirements on a place (e.g., a maximum time, a minimum time,
a range, or an exact time), rather than a single exact time. Time arguments are
used
during
net animation
to check
dynamically
for
timing
requirements
violations. Currently, static evaluation is not implemented.
During animation,
clocks.
When the
the activity
took.
support arbitrary
argument
used to
take tamin or tmax
does
not
satisfy
user.

time
in
RISE is updated like simulation systems with event
next event occurs it updates the clock by the amount
of
time
This results
in contiguous, non-regular time intervals which
time fidelity. Within RISE each subnet has an evaluation mode
specify best case or worst case timing (i.e.,
Did the activity
time?).
If the amount of time a token spends
in
the subnet
the timing requirements of the parent place, RISE informs the

Hierarchical Decomposition
RISE supports two types of decomposition:
open system decomposition (OSD),
and
The
Decomposition may be done on any place.
closed system decomposition (CSD).
type of decomposition of the place
depends on
the type of
elaboration the
specifier
desires.
OSD is meant to provide lower level details of the parent
place which are fully consistent with the parent place.
CSD is also meant
to
provide lower
level
details
of
the parent place, but are not required to be
fully consistent with the parent place.
A CSD subnet is meant for refinement of
the
abstraction
represented by
the
parent.
A
CSD subnet will
remove
generalizations assumed in the parent place and deal with exceptional cases not
previously incorporated in the specification.
In
both OSD and CSD, when a token enters a place with an associated subnet, it
indicates that the net is in a certain state. The difference between
the
two
types of subnets is best illustrated
by how they act in relation
to their
parent
place.
A OSD subnet operates within the
environment
provided
by
its
parent

place.
A CSD subnet replaces the parent place and provides a new, generally
more specific environment.
Oven System Decomposition -- Operationally, when a token enters a place with an
associated OSD subnet,
it
is
passed down the hierarchy to the subnet via an
input

transition.

The token then passes through the subnet and is passed up the

hierarchy via an output transition. The token being passed to and from an OSD
subnet is similar to a function call with tokens analogous to arguments.
The
subnet simply provides a more detailed accounting of what the parent place
represents.

OSD incorporates concepts from [1] for a precise methodology for decomposition.
In [IJ there are nine hierarchical net transformations, each of which may be
applied iteratively to a simple place (i.e., a place with one input and one
output) resulting in a more complex net. These transformations are:
sequence
of simple places, asynchronous parallel paths, synchronized parallel paths,
predetermined two-way decision, data-dependent n-way decisions, predetermined
two-way alternation, data-dependent n-way alternation, independent cycle, and
bounded iteration.
In RISE, a subnet must be provably derived via the
decomposition rules previously listed, though for ease
of
use
during
specification development, this constraint is not constantly enforced, but
rather

is applied when directed by the user.

Decomoosition -- Operationally, when a token enters a place with
Closed
t
an assocate CSD subnet, the place, with the token present, represents that the
system is in a specific state. Information about the system must be derived
from the subnet, rather than from the parent place. CSD subnets are closed
Petri nets with initial markings. When a token is present in the parent place
the

subnet

is

activated.

It

will

remain active until the token leaves the

parent place. When this will happen is dictated by the net of which the
place is a member.

parent

With respect to the initial marking of the subnet, there are two types. In the
first type of initial marking, tokens are always in the same place each time the
subnet
is
activated. In the second type of initial marking, tokens are in the
Which type of
activated.
?laces they were last at when the subnet was last
nitial marking is associated with the subnet is dependent on what the specifier
states.
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In
a
RISE specification, all nets are not necessarily related to each other in
some hierarchical manner,
lather, the specification of most real systems would
typically consist of
multiple, essentially independent (i.e.
interaction via
the specifier
to
simultaneous nets.
RISE allows
shared resources only),
describe
such
nets and
animate these nets to see how they interact on shared
resources.
Another deviation from [1), and applicable for both OSD and CSD subnets
is
the
preservation
of all
levels of the hierarchy.
In [1,
decomposition is strictly
one way.
That Is, when a place Is further refined (decomposed), it is
analyzed
and animated only at this lower level.
In RISE, all
levels of the hierarchy are
preserved, thus allowing the user to analyze the P/T net at whichever
level
of
abstraction he/she wishes.
(See EXAMPLE for more detail.)
Compound Places
In Petri nets, there is an implicit queueing of tokens in places.
As a result
there is some ambiguity with respect to what activities are being modeled.
For

example, consider the net below:
transition tl can not fire because k of p2 would be violated.

Fig. 1
What does the token in pl mean?
Is the activity associated with pl still
been completed and is simply waiting for tl to fire.
or
has
it
progress

in
If

there are any shared resources used by pl, when are they released? This queuing
is necessary, but must be explicitly handled, so that a user specifies where and
when queuing should occur. In RISE, this is handled by defining a RISE place as
a compound place consisting of a sequence of three places:
input queue (IQ),
active queue (AQ), and output queue (00). The IQ is where tokens enter the RISE
place and wait until they can enter the AQ. Tokens move from 10 to AQ when
able. Tokens in the AQ indicate that the activity is actually taking place.
When the activity is completed, tokens move to the OQ. Only tokens in the 00
can enable output transitions.
Two clarifications with respect to the time representation are necessary in
light of compound places. First, the two time arguments refer to the time the
tokens are in the AQ. And second, in addition to transition firing being
instantaneous,

so

is

the

movement of tokens between queues within a compound

place.

Pig. 2

Within RISE, all places are compound. As a result a single K bound (capacity)
is no longer sufficient. Within RISE each place has two K bounds:
K(place),
capacity of the entire place -- sum of IQ, AQ, and OQ and K(aq), capacity of
Ag.

These capacities put additional constraints on when tokens can move between

queues, as well as, when a transition can fire.
With
respect to hierarchical decomposition, subnets are associated with the Ag,
rather than with the place as a whole. This works well
for OSD subnets, but
requires
a sodification
of
compound
places in order to support CSD subnets.
Places with CSD subnets contain only an I0 and an AQ.
Once a token enters
the
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AQ it is eligible to enable an output transition and its activity will
continue
until
the
output transition
fires (in contrast with standard compound places
which complete their activity, move their token from AQ to OQ, and then enable
output transitions from the OQ only).

EXAMPLE
In this section, a portion of an air
described.
The purpose is to illustrate

traffic
control
system
(ATCS)
some of RISE's features.

will

be

We
begin
the specification by picking certain functions we wish to specify:
tracking aircraft, running a
monitor, and
executing a hand
off.
Tracking
aircraft
(fig. 3) and running a monitor (fig. 5) are two continuous functions
which must be performed as long as the ATCS is in use.
Executing a hand off
(fig. 4) is initiated by the air traffic controller whenever an aircraft leaves
the air space of the controller
and moves
into the
air
space of
another
controller.
At
the
top level these
functions are essentially independent
operations, hence at this level we have three separate nets.
As we elaborate
the
specification and move
down the hierarchy the interaction between these
functions are specified.

TRACKA RCRAFT

IIIIWA
AAM

HAND
OFF

MWEXECUTE

TP-Am

Rig.

3

Fig.

4

Figure 3 is a net of
how
the ATCS
handles
radar
track
data.
Each place
represents
an
activity necessary to handle radar track data.
For the purposes
of this paper, the annotations within each place are
sufficiently descriptive.
In
order for RISE to be used for realistic specifications, the annotations need
to be formalized.
As an example, places in both figure 3 and
figure
5 could
perform
operation
on the same elements of the database (i.e., the acquisition
list
and the coast list).
This is not clear
from
the
current
specification.
Part of this could be addressed within RISE by refining figure 5 down to include
what makes up the database (e.g., explicitly state that
the
database contains
the acquisition list and the coast list).
This is clearer, but still ambiguous.
This will be addressed in the future work section.
Currently
in
RISE,
each
place
has
seven
attributes:
tmin, tmax, tactual; number of tokens
in 10, hO, and 00; and a pointer to the associated
subnet
if
it exists.
To prevent cluttering of

diagrams these attributes have generally not
provided
necessry.

in

the

example

unless

been

RUN MONrTORS
n

\

Uk

|

TA

mI

absolutely
.2
P'ig. 5

Figure
4 describes
the
execution
of
a hand
off
of
an aircraft from one
controller to an other.
Places "Initiate Sand Off"
and
"Delete Entry" have
associated OSD subnets,
figures 6 and 7 respectively.
Place, "hwait Control
Acguire', is fully specified and will not be
elaborated any
further.
Places
labelled "Input:
..
•are types of places which facilitate user interaction
within the net.

AS

p .
ReAIN•

VAnto m

NOTLATE
K4ND OFF
DELETE
ENTRY

Fig.

6

Fig.

7

Figure
5 is
the top level specification of the run monitor function. At this
level the only requirement we are specifying is that changes to the database
be
reflected on the screen within 2 seconds.
RISE provides
the ability to execute the specification (animate the Petri net)
at any level of detail. The user can
select what
level
of
detail
or
what
portion of
the specification is to be executed. This is accomplished by the
user *activating each subnet before execution begins.
Once desired subnets are
activated only those subnets will be used during execution. This facility can
be used to present views of the system appropriate for the
viewer.
Management
and top level
system designers sight only be presented the top few levels of
detail.
Domain experts sight
only see the portion of the specification relevant
to their
specific component while
system
integrators might see the entire
specification or just critical components.

CURRENT STATUS
Everything described thus far is fully implemented. RISE Is built in KEE 3.0
running on a Symbolics.
The thrust of this
effort
has been on how to build and
validate realistic formal specifications. The need for a graphical presentation
was evident. Also necessary were
mechanisms to support multiple
levels of
abstraction
and
incremental developentr both of which are necessary for large
specifications. It was felt that Petri nets had the necessary
formality and
simplicity to be a good graphical presentation. One of the biggest problems was
to define the semantics of the hierarchical decomposition of
places such that
they would
support multiple levels of abstraction and incremental development,
hence the two types of decomposition:
Open System Decomposition and
Closed
System
Decomposition.
At
this point
I believe
there are
other types of
decompositions which would provide cleaner building blocks. The first
step
in
this
direction is to treat
the type of decomposition, open systems verses closed
systems, separately from whether or not the decomposition is an extension (i.e.,
more information which
is
consistent with previous information) verses a
refinement (i.e.,
more
information
which may
not
be
consistent
and thus
invalidate previous information).
These issues are orthogonal to each other and
should be dealt with separately.

FUTURE WORK
Future work will
focus
in
two areas. The first area will be elevating the
underlying Petri nets of RISE from Place/Transition nets to Predicate/Transition
nets.
This will
allow constraints to be
expressed as
predicates inside
transitions, while also allowing
information
to be carried
inside tokens.
Already completed in support of this work is a token description language (based
on abstract data types).and the beginnings of
a constreint/predicate
language
(based on
first order logic and set-theoretic data types) The second area of
focus will be on
the
interaction of refinement
constraints and
extension
constraints
during place decomposition. This work will identify the mechanisms
necessary for elaboration and refinement of
Petri nets
through
hierarchical
decomposition.
This work
will
draw heavily
on work done by University of
Southern California/Information Sciences Institute on incremental development of
GIST specifications 161.
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DISCUSSION
W.Mansel, Ge
Petri-Networks are an excellent method in modelling process control in real-time systems. However, they have the

tendency to become complicated and difficult to handle and therefore are not easily accepted by software engineers.
Can you please comment on the benefits of the RISE approach compared to the simpler methods of structured analysis
with data flow and control flow control?
Author's Reply
The advantage of RISE over techniques like structured analysis lies with the greater degree of formality found in RISE
Petri-Nets. With regard to the complexity of large Petri-Nets, RISE provides the necessary abstruction mechanisms to
reduce this complexity.

I
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Summary
Based on a generic system development concept a test strategy has been established within MBB Military Aircraft
and Helicopter Division. In order to support this strategy a tool set has been developed which is being used for all
projects and throughout all development phases. Due to its free configurabilty it can easily be adapted to production
line applications as well as to other purposes.

1. Introduction
Over the last decade we have witnessed enhancing requirements of flying weapon systems and subsequently their
growing complexity. However, this evolution is not fully described by the number of system components and their internal
structures. With the introduction of bus systems into military aircraft all components merge to form just one complete
system which is controlled by a continuously growing system software. The traditional simple separation ofthe system into
software and hardware does not seem to be meaningful any more.Today the budgetary contribution of avionic systems to
the total cost of a military aircraft is substantial. Hundreds of system engineers and software engineers are involved in the
development of a flying weapon system. Besides the technical challenge this represents a problem of organization
which we have solved by introducing a rigid methodology for system engineering.
Based on a generic system development concept (see paper no. 9 of this conference for details) a test strategy
has been established within the MBB Military Aircraft and Helicopter Division that provides the appropriate facilities to
support all phases of a system's life cycle. The focus of this paper is the description of these facilities, that enable the
design, development, test and Integration of complete systems. As it will become clear later, these facilities are not
meant to replace the usual system and software devekpment tools (like CORFE/EPOS, PROMOD etc.), but are additional
instruments.

2. The MSB Test Strategy
Figure 1 shows a simplified picture of a system life cycle. At all development and integration phases we provide
facilities that support systems engineering. We will descrbe these facilities and their relevance to the different phases in
this chapter In a generalized way and present the actual realization in the next chapter.

2.1 Tactic Simulator
In the very early development phase of a new aircraft the tectIcal requIrements have to be worked out. Based on
general miliary requirements the actual performance of the system has to be defined. This phase is supported by the MBS
- UF simulation centre, offering various high fidelity real time simulations. Nearly ah characteristic aircraft system parameters (speed, altitude, wing sweep, flap setting, etc.) can be modeled on the bases of approximately 70000 coefficients.
(using an aircraft model In 6 degrees of freedom, aerodynamical rules etc.) and control laws can be worked out. Thus
)and
wih visa simulation
can be testednder reastcnitio (cockpit
ofte parameterized aircraft
th performance
_
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inprinciple two simulators can be linked in order to test combat performance. In tis phase no real equipment besides
some commercial displays and controls exist and thecomplete aircraft Is simulated.

Phases:

Facilities:

Tactical Requirements

I

(Sub-)Systemdeflnltflon

[System Prototpng Ri~g

Equipment Developmen

Software Development

Tactic Simulator-

Software Integration Rig

,Soso lertoS
System Integration

e

TeltRig
Flight Test

In-Service Ptlase

Figure 1

Trainer I Simuao

System Life Cycle

2.2 System Prototyping Rig
Once the tactical requirements are defined the system has to be designed. Experience in system development
has shown that costs for error correction increase exponentially with the progress of system development.
Therefore MBB uses the concept of System Prototyping for early design verification thereby reducing risks and
saving Costs. System Prototyping means the experimental technical and operational assessment of system performance
at an early development stage. Itcomprises Investigations of system architectures and new technologies and allows to
assess critical problems and ergonomic aspects not only theoretically but also by experiment. The System Prototyping Rig
Is a major tool fora disciplined and well controlled system development approach. The main functions of this rig are:

SSystem Analysis
* Too Evaluation
* System Test Bed
System Analysis means experimental test and verification of new system architectures to support the system design. t
Includes the early verilication and demonstration ofsystem performance. Tool Evaluation means test and verfcation of
software development environments. System Test Bed means the experimental tests of new equipment in a realistic system
environment. It comprises In particular the pilo's assessment of man /machine Interfaces in the coc" e.g. of display

formals, cockpit moding, arrangement o displays and controls.
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2.3 Integration Rigs
Once the aircraft system is deflned th equipment has to be developed and Integrated. There Is no canonical
rule how to group equipment to subsystems and how many Intermediate test stages are needed In going from the single
module test to the final system integration. The guideline Is to minimize the data traffic and the number of signal tInes
between the different groups. leading naturally to meaningful subsystems. Depending on the amount of work that has to be
done in parallel the number of subsequent rigs has to be determined.
The test scenario that has proven to be efficient is described in Figure 2. Tests are performed at different levels of
complexity, thus providing the necessary support at each stage to allow for parallel testing of subsystems and avoiding
an overload at the final Integration rig:
- Software Benches / Hardware Benches
- Subsystem / System Software Integration Rigs
- System Integration Rigs

ISoftware / Hardware
Zed

Figure 2

Sbsystm
Ssem-Software
Integration Rig

System
ystemrto

i

Stages of Testing

The test oblects of the software benches and hardware benches are usually one piece of equipment e.g. a dedicated
computer or a single equipment. The benches are equipped with the basic corresponding displays and controls and
facilities for example for loading the software into the target computer.Test objects of the Sut gyermsystaerSoftwere
Integration Rigs are the Interplay of all the freely programmable on aircraft computers or subsystem equipment. Again, tie
peripheral aircraft hardware Is limited to the basic displays and controls.The full system inrslon rig compises all
functional aircraft equipment with as much as possible of the original sensors In the loop and an almost fully equipped
cockpit. This Is the place where a test engineer can freely create his test scenario by configuring the system lements
according to his demands.

iij
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2.4 Training Simulators
vlopint and integration facilities MB has provided Several rigs for th in-service phase
Derived from exist
of a weapon system.For example a software maintenance facily for the mission relevant software maintenance or an
avionic system trainer for the training of maintenance personnel.

2.5 The General R1g Concept
The general technical concept for the benches and rigs is such that all relevant signals of a test object are
accessible via patch panels to simulation, stimulation and measurement equipment. The entire signal world of the test
object is then accessible to interfacing equipment and a range of computer supported intelligence. The test engineer is
supported by a user Interface that has information about the details of the test object (like physical dimensions) through
a 'test object description file'.

2.6 General Requirements to a Test System
On the one hand it is desirable that a test system is freely configurable according to the particular test
requirements. Depending on the depth of the test different levels of sophistication are required for the equipment simulation. The amount of data that needs to be recorded and analyzed varies substantially. The required degree of test
automation varies, depending on the repetition rate with which the test is performed resulting in a broad spectrum of
realtime performance requirements to the test system.
On the other hand the main operations of the simulation, simulation and measurement equipment are essentially
identical throughout the different phases and programmes.
it should be evident to ask for a homogeneous family of lest systems which can easily be adapted to the
different test stages and tasks. The commercial market didn't solve our problem.

3. The Tool Set for Software and System Integration
In order to provide the appropriate test systems for each application MBB has developed a tocl set from which a
broad spectrum of test systems can be configured. This approach combines the advantages of dedicated single systems
with the advantages of a big system that automatically guarantees commonality. Thus one saves costs by avoiding
parallel development, training, education and maintenance of different test tools and still has all the required flexibility.
The name of this tool set, AIDASS, reflects its main functions: Advanced Integrated Data Acquisition and Stimulation
System. t consists of three main components as shown in Figure 3.
- Multi Signal Interface Crate (MUSIC).
- real time test computer
- user Interface with test object description

3.1 Multi Signal Interface Crate (MUSIC)
The coupling of all signals between the rig and the test computer is done via a standard interface device. It
conslats of a VME crate equipped with a CPU-board for preprocessing of signal information and VME interface boards for
different signal types (e.g. analogues, discretes, synchros, ML ST 153 B).

3.2 Real Time Test Computer

Depending on the actual test requirements the data processing capability has to be defined. The high performance
end of the real time hardware spectrum is a multiprocessor computer which can be equipped with up to six paralel
processing units. The test software s designed such that subsets can be created for lower real irne requirements on less
powerful computers, such as personal computers.
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3.3 User Interface

ICI

In commercially available test tools. e.g. Milbus testers, a detailed knowledge about the internal signal representation (bit patterns) of the test object is required for the user to properly operate these tools. For integration purposes
however the main focus of the test engineer is on the physical parameters and their logical interplay in the system.We
have therefore developed an intelligent user interlace that supports the test engineer by providing the detailed knowledge
about the test object via a general test object description file.

Work Station

Personal Computer

Test Object

•

~~Description

File

.E

BINC

MUSIC
C A 03S

Ni I
T
P A 3N1-A
N
L CC

U

0 R

IA

UT, 05

3.4Prset

tus

ictMB

Figure 3. AIDASS Product Range

3.4 Present Status at MB
At present we have developed both ends of the product range, the PC version and the full version Implemented on
a CCC 3280 MPS. As we have placed emphasis on software portability already in the design phase the implementation of
AIDASS on a smaller computer can be done with relatively little effort.

4. Further Applications of the Test Tool Set
The concept for the test system AIDASS was primarily driven by the requirements for the development and
integration of aircraft systems. its application has been extended to flight test support and to the MB8 production line.
Preently we discuss with our partners in International programs to use this test corcept In common to assure compatibility
and exchangeability of development results.
Due to the fact that the AIDASS concept can be easly adapted to different test objects through a test object
description fle whch does not affect the test software itself, AIDASS Is not limited to the field of military arraft development, but can be applied to other fields of military and civl development projects.

A
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WSCUSSION
M.Muenler, France
Using your AIDASS system, are you able to "Replay" a test in its entirety (Regression Testing) or partially (i.e. till the
point where an anomaly was detected) ?
Author's Reply
Yes, both can be done. Actually, in the fullAIDASS configuration which I showed, this can be done in parallel to real
tM operation and test preparation.
E.Sevilla, Spain
How does the real avionics equipment fit into the A[)ASS scheme? Are the discrete signals going from one avionic
box to another Interrupted for stimulating and recording purposes ?
Author's Reply
Not necessarily. For recording purposes the link Is not interrupted but the signal Is split between the test computer
and the destination box. Ifequipment is simulated by the test computer we have two options. It the equipment can be
deactivated electronically then the link can be kept alive, otherwise the link has to be cut and the simulated equip
men Is disconnected. This can be easily done on our patch panels.
C.Borgoren, U.S.A.
Does your test computer communicate with the MUSIC box via Ethernet ?
Author's Reply
No. They are connected by a VME-Link.
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"TOOLS

FOR DEVELOPING REAL-TINE ENBEDDED SYSTEMS IN ADA
-

NEEDS, PORTABILITY AND EFFICIENCY"

Elisabeth Broe Christensen
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Lundtoftevej IC
DK-2800 Lyngby (Copenhagen)
Denmark

Ad

offers
'
some facilities, which were not part of older languages. If you
want to take advantage of Ada for your real-time embedded applications, your
development tools must support these facilites, and do it in an efficient
manner. The paper presents the experiences from a tool project, the DDC-I
symbolic debugger project, which has as its goal to provide a tool which can
fulfil the demands of real-time embedded applications in Ada.

Introduction
The development of Ada was motivated by the problems of embedded real-time
systems, like Avionics. Ada therefore - as an integral part of the language offers a series of facilities which were not offered by the classical
languages like Pascal and FORTRAN, such as parallel tasking, exception
handling, representation specifications and inline-expansion. Furthermore,
the language was standardized, In order to facilitate reuse and portability.
If you want to take advantage of Ada, development tools supporting all
aspects of the language are needed. Furthermore, if you are developing
embedded real-time applications, target program efficiency in terms of
execution speed and storage requirements is important. To make such tools
available to as many developers as possible at a minimum cost, the tools
should be easily portable between different host computers, target computers
and operating systems.
DDC International A/S (DDC-I) is a Danish company dedicated to providing
efficient and advanced tools for Ada program development. Among other things,
we are known for efficient cross-compilers and run-time systems. In such
cross-environments you are both allowed to take advantage of the facilities
of a general host computer for the program development, and to execute the
target program in its natural surroundings.
However, in order to take full advantage of the cross-environment, you need
an important tool in addition to the cross-compiler: A symbolic Ada crossdebugger. DDC-I therefore decided to expand its portable Ada compiler system
to include a symbolic debugger as well. This debugger should
- support the features of Ada properly
- be useful for debugging of embedded real-time applications
- be easily portable
In the following it will be described how we have achieved these goals in the
DDC-I eymbolic debugger project, with examples of the problems we have found
and the solutions we have chosen.
Proper Support of Ada Features
As mentioned above Ada offers, as an integral part of the language, some
facilities, which were not offered by the classical languages like Pascal or
FORTRAN. In order to allow you to take full advantage of Ads, your
development tools - in this case the debugger - should support these aspects
of the language. In the following some examples are given on Ada specific
features that should be supported, and how they are handled by the DDC-I
debugger.
The first facility to be thought of is tasking. The tasking model is an
integrated part of Ada; an Ada debugger should therefore be able to handle
programs with concurrent tasks. This means, that a strategy must be decided
for handling the situation where several tasks are or may become breeked
(i.e.

suspended

on a breakpoint);

and the control structure of the debugger

must be prepared for asynchronous events. Furthermore, the debugger should be

m

m

................
m
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able to handle the task states as defined by Ada. The current state of a task
like "caller in rendezvous",
"delayed" and "waiting for accept" and state
information like current or expected rendezvous partner should be available,
as well as information about the task structure like the names of the parent
and the children tasks. Furthermore, the debugger should be able to set
breakpoints at task events like task activation, rendezvous, termination,
abortion and completion.
The DDC-I debugger supports debugging of Ada programs with tasks. A strategy
and a series of commands for handling several simultaneously breaked tasks
and allowing the user to inspect the different tasks have been designed. An
extended visibility concept has been designed, allowing the inspection of the
context of the different tasks as well as the value of objects declared
inside package bodies. This extended visibility concept allows you to inspect
the state of the entire system while debugging, instead of limiting you to
the entities visible from the breakpoint on which your program (task) is
currently suspended. This facility is particularly important in systems,
where the state of one part of the system may affect the data produced by an
other part of the system, as is the case in e.g. regulation systems with
feedback.
As stated above, it should be possible - using the debugger - to display the
entire task structure and the task states of the program and to set
breakpoints at task events. Only, in order to do this, you need a unique
identification for each task. As Ada allows the dynamic creation of tasks,
the Ada name for a given task may not be designating a unique task, as
several instances of that task may exist in the program at a given point of
execution. The DDC-I debugger therefore assigns a unique task identification
to each task in the system. The user may then use the Ada name when
referencing
tasks that are visible from the current viewpoint (point of
execution of the currently breaked task, which is being inspected); tasks
that are not visible may be referenced by means of the task identification.
The
visible
tasks may of course also be referenced by their task
identification if the user wishes to do so.
Another important feature of Ada is the built-in checks and the ability of
well-controlled error handling - the exception mechanism. In Ada, it is
checked dynamically that the executed code is legal; as an example, when a
value is assigned to an object, it is checked whether this value is within
the legal set of values (the constraints) for that object, and if not, an
exception is raised. The user may define his or her own error conditions and
associate a named exception to a given condition.
When the user during a debugging session wishes to change the value of an
object in the target program, the DDC-I debugger performs the checks defined
by
Ada: If the assigned value is not legal, an error is reported. The DDC-I
debugger also allows the user to set a breakpoint on the raise of a specific
exception (or on all exceptions) in order to detect possible error conditions
and investigate how they are handled. Furthermore, it is possible when using
the debugger to explicitly raise an exception in the user program in order to
test the handling of e.g. hardware failures, which may otherwise be difficult
to simulate.
The last Ada feature to be used as an example here is the PRAGMA INLINE. This
feature allows the programmer to structure a program neatly by defining
subprograms without having to pay the efficiency penalty of a subprogram
call. If a given subprogram is mentioned in a PRAGMA INLINE, the code of the
subprogram is expanded at the place of the call; no call code is generated.
Most Ada debuggers do not support PRAGMA INLINE. Why is INLINE difficult from
a symbolic debugging point of view? Basically, because the same source text
statement or declaration correspond to several different entities of code.
The DDC-I debugger supports PRAGMA INLINE. A strategy and a set of commands
for designating and handling a specific inline expanded call has been
designed. It is worth noting, that the choice to support PRAGKA INLINE
affects the entire mechanism for looking up names and deciding visibility; it
is thus not a facility, which may be "added on later".
This concludes the description of how the first of the three debugger project
goals: to support the features of Ada properly has been achieved. In the
remaining part of the paper the achievement of the two remaining goals: to be
useful for debugging embedded real-time applications and to be easily
portable are treated.
Portability and Efficiency
Portability of a tool is important, because it allows the maximum number of
users on various systems to profit from the tool with the minimum amount of
time and effort.
Furthermore, the learning overhead is minimized by using
the same tool on different systems; and reuse, which is one of the key
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concepts of Ada, is facilitated by portability.
The Ada compiler system, of which the debugger referred to in this paper is a
part, has been ported to a number of different development systems with hosts
ranging from mainframes to mini computers and targets ranging from bare
microprocessors to mainframes. Portability is therefore a key issue for this
debugger project.
Easy portability of a debugger is not simple to achieve, as a debugger
inherently manipulates machine dependent data.
The reason for trepting the two goals: "Usefulness for embedded real-time
applications" and "lortability" together is that there is a potential
conflict between the two goals. Portability in debuggers is often achieved by
relaxing the demands for target program efficiency - in terms of speed and
storage requirements - when debugging. Some debuggers rely on calls to
special debugging routines to be inserted at all potential breakpoint
positions in the original program code. In this way, the debugger is made
portable as no knowledge of physical addresses is required by the debugger.
The insertion of calls to debugging routines is called "instrumenting the
code".
This approach is not acceptable for real-time embedded applications due to
its effects on target program efficiency. The target program execution is
slowed down considerably, causing the timing behaviour of the target system
to change. Errors may change or even disappear when the code containing the
debug calls is executed; or - even worse - critical system deadlines may be
missed, causing other problems. Furthermore the storage requirements of the
program are increased; in the extreme case, the needs of the debugger may
cause the target program to grow to a size which makes it impossible to
execute on the target system.
The debugger referred to in this paper is designed to require minimal
interference with the target: No insertions in the target code are necessary.
How is this achieved, and what is meant by still stating that the debugger is
easily portable?
The requirement, that no insertions in the target code must be relied on,
means that address information has to be handled on the host, and if the
debugger is to be easily portable, preferably by the portable parts. This is
achieved by defining a set of data structures (tables), containing the
information necessary for translating between source text positions and
physical adresses. The relations between the tables reflect the structure of
the original source text.
The tables are built as follows. The portable parts of the compiler (the
front end) generates the information about the program structure. The nonportable parts of the compiler (the back end) adds information about the
relative addresses of the structures. Finally a portable tool builds the
tables, adding
the information about absolute addresses obtained from the
linker.
When the user wants to set a breakpoint during a debugging session, these
tables allow the portable parts of the debugger to translate the Ada source
text position entered by the user to the address of the corresponding code on
target. A breakpoint can then be introduced at that address on the target.
This approach means that no change or overhead in the target program
execution
occur,
except at the breakpoints introduced by the user.
Furthermore it means that all the information necessary for the debugger is
stored on the host; no extensive target storage requirements are introduced
by the debugger.
The target system interference required is then basically reduced to read and
write operations on target memory and registers, and this is only done when
the target program is suspended because a breakpoint has been encountered.
Some of the features of the debugger may though require changes in the run
time system. One example is the facility of forcing a task to be suspended
until explicitly released by the user: An additional task state value may
have to be added.
In some applications this may not be acceptable. In order to allow for
different user requirements depending on the application, and for different
levels of system debugging support, the debugger is configurable: When
implementing the debugger on a given host/target system, the implementor may
choose to implement or leave out any facility. This is yet another aspect of
making the debugger easily portable.
So, to summarize,
portable?

what

is

meant

by

stating that the debugger is easily
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- the maximum
parts
-

amount of debugger processing is carried out by the portable

the target (and host) interface. are isolated and well-defined

for information to be provided by target dependent
- the data structures
parts are defined and prepared to be filled out, and a portable tool for
building address information is provided

- the debugger is configurable, allowing for different applications and
different levels of system debugging support
And what is meant by stating that
minimum target system interference:

the DDC-I debugger requires only the

- the debugger requires no instrumentation of the code
- the debugger may be configured such that no interaction with the target or
additional overhead is required during target program execution between
breakpoints
- the interactions with the target during program execution may be reduced
to read/write operations on target memory
-

the debug information is stored on the host

- all debugger processing of symbolic information is performed on the host
Conclusion

Some features, which tools for developing real-time embedded systems in Ads
should have, were presented in the paper. Using the experience gained from
the DDC-I symbolic debugger project it was demonstrated how a specific tool,
a debugger, has been brought to possess these features.

DLSCUSSION
W.Mansel, Ge
I.

How is the host-target link realized for transferringdebugging data from the target to the host? Is it done via

RS232 serial link? Is high speed access via emulation possible?
2.

What information can be gathered by task debugging? Are the task control blocks accessible?

Author's Reply
1. The debugger structure is designed to allow the use of any means available for host/target connection, including
emulators. The first debugger targeting to be done by DDC-I (to the Intel 80 X 86 processor family) is to use a
serial link (RS232 or similar), but it is likely that we will make an emulator-based version later.
2.

When debugging tasks, information is available about the Ada task structure, i.e., the task ids, the current task
states as defined in Ada, the task priorities as well as the current entry queues, caller in rendezvous etc. We have
tried to provide all the information one could ever wish to have. Therefore it should normally not be necessary to
look at the Task Control Block; but if you still want to look at the TCB, it is possible to use the machine level
features of the debugger to display the contents of the TCB.

M.Muenier, Fr
low can you deal with acquiring (tracing) dynamically allocated data?
I.
2.

To what extent is your 80 X 86 system dependent on the RTS you developed?

Author's Reply
I.

We use our knowledge about the compiler strategy for data layout and the information present in the symbol
tables stored in the Program Library.

2.

The 80 X 86 compiler is already being used with one externally manufactured Run-Time System and another one
is planned. The Run-Time System Interface is described in a document and any Run-Time System adhering to this
interface can be used. Therefore the compiler does not depend on the RTS.
The debugger interpret RTS data structure parts depend on the RTS and would have to be rewritten if a different
RTS is to be used. I would consider this a minor effort though, as the major parts of the target dependent parts of
the debugger only rely on compiler generated information.
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Three Generations of Software Engineering for Airborne System
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The serious practice of software engineering is a relatively recent phenomenon and there has been a
minimum of reported experience in the use of methods and tools to support its application.
The technology can be viewed as progreesing through several generations typified by the form in
which development information is stored and accessed and the nature of the lifecycle. The former
is described in terms of a file, data end a knowledge base, the latter as progressing from a phase
to an object orientated lifecycle.
Experience with a typical first generation toolset is described briefly through the airborne
software for the Experimental Aircraft Project. This is based largely on the use of structured
methods for requirements and design, a programming support environment supporting the use of MASCOT
and Pascal and rigorous management and control procedures.
An advantageous cost benefit analysis
of the project is reported.
A move to the second generation of software engineering is being planned under the auspices of the
Eurofighter Project by the adoption of a Integrated Project Support Environment (IPSE).
The general characteristics of an IPSE are discussed including the tool Interface and its relevance
to emerging standardisation activities such as CAIS and PCTE Plus.
A longer term view of software is presented with an intimation of the scale and nature of future
projects and a new form of lifecycle better suited to their needs. The requirements for software
engineering to support artificial intelligence, safety critical applications and rapid prototyping
are reviewed.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we will be discussing three generations of Software Engineering but it would be
useful to preface it with some simple, definitions and a down to earth assessment of the state of
the art.
Boehm (1) makes a useful attempt, by first defining software and engineering individually and then
synthesising an acceptable overall definition.
Software is the set of programs, procedures and related documentation associated with a system and
especially a computer system.
Engineering is the application of science and mathematics by which the properties of matter and the
sources of energy in nature are made useful to man in structures, machines, products, systems and
processes.
Hence, software engineering is the application of science and mathematics by which the capabilities
of computer equipment are made useful via computer programs, procedures and associated
documentation.
However, an engineer in more traditional disciplines conceives a design to satisfy a requirement
based on the use of modified or processed forms of raw material with known properties. There are
catalogues of readily available components with stated qualities (both static and dynamic) from
which to choose. Finally, there Is an understanding of how they will fit sod perform together
which to a large extent is predictable.
This process is supported by many (sometimes hundreds) of years of science being applied to
understanding the properties of materials and components, again both statically and dynamically.
Mathematics has been a necessary component in developing this understanding and the whole io
underwritten by a mass of test data.
Nence we may talk with some confidence about software management or order and list tools and
methods whose functions have to a large extent been derived empiri ally but this does not
constitute engineering in the traditional sense.
Taking this simple parallel with traditional engineering a stage further there is another
fundamental difference between how the two communities approach their work. Today's designer would
rarely consider it worthwhile to leave his drawing board for the workshop, roll up his sleeves and
manufacture his design. Similarly the machinist who produces an individual component would not
expect to be involved in fitting it into the overall structure.
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Software designers, particularly In emall organlsations, function very much like the original and
highly skilled engineers who set the pace in innovative engineering prior to the era of large scale
They sketch an outline design, specify it in more detail, implement it at the coding
production.
level and then use individual modules to construct an overall system giving them responsibility for
design, implementation and testing.
They are true artisans and it is not surprising that nsme of the tools that have been produced to
help them reflect this view when they are referred to as software designer's or programer's
However, as systems have become larger there has been a gradual drift towards the
"workbenches".
A
methods of mass production and the segregation of the various tasks involved in production.
designer at a particular level need not be involved at the Implementation stage and whoever is
responsible for implementing particular modules would test them individually beTore passing them to
a "systems integrator" to use them in eystem construction.
With the engineering of hardware the environments associated with design office, workshop and test
house are vastly different and are tailored to meet the needs of staff involved in each of these
This reflects a fundamental understanding of the process that each environment is
activities.
helping to support including the nature of the work and the skills and tools required to do the
job.
We are many years away from the same level of understanding in software.
Progress, however, is visible as this paper attempts to show by dessibing the transition through
successive levels of software engineering. This passage is witnessing a greater understanding of
the development process and an increase in the degree of formality used for expression, both of
which are Imperative if the engineering of software is to approach its traditional counterpart.
THE FIRST GENERATION
In 1978 British Aerospace approved a small programs of research to examine ways in which the
A case had been made by pointing out
quality of evionic software requirements could be improved.
This
the high leverage of good quality requirements on the subsequent implementation of software.
work was given further impetus by the growing realisation that if the airborne software for the
aircraft
on
current
levels
found
next foreseeable project was to be implemented at productivity
projects it could exceed 1000 man years.
The initial programs focussed on system and software requirements but the scope of the project
The
grsw until a set of methods and tools emerged covering the complete lifecycle of software.
techniques were evaluated individually on a number of small projects but became fully integrated
and used on a project of appropriate scale with the Experimental Aircraft Programme.
Collectively they represent a particular standard of software engineering based on a structured
Language
approach to requirements and design based predominantly on the use of disgrams.
independent detailed design is linked to procedures for code production using different
implementation languages. Software construction employs a programming support environment working
This has been
on the host/target principle and support tools, in the main, are file based.
classified as a first generation of software engineering.
SAFRA
The overall approach is entitled Semi Automated Functional Requirements Analysis (SAFRA) and is
This is illustrated in Fig. (1)
based upon the widely accepted phase oriented lifecycle model.
together with the methods and tools employed during each phase and these are described briefly
below.
The technique used to develop and express requirements is COntrolled Requirements Expression
CORE provides the sans to analyse and express requirements in a controlled and precise
(CORE
sanner using mainly diagrms to represent data flow and data decomposition. The method comprises
eleven logical steps which when applied to a subject requirement will decompose it into its lower
level components. A CORE workstation (CWS) provides a means of constructing, editing and analysing
diagrams for consistecy and completeness.
CORE products may be subjected to more detailed analysis by use of PSL/PSA (Problem Statement
PS, is an English like language, with a range of appropriate
Language/Problem Statement Analyser).
PSA
object types, capable of describing both architectural and behavioural aspects of systems.
provides a range of reports that will analyse the accuracy of PSL descriptions.
The interface between requirements and software design assumes the use of MASCOT(Nodular Approach
MASCOTviews a basic software design as a number of
to Software Contruction Operation and Test).
activities which operate independently and asynchronously but which co-operate by accessing shared
Integrating a
Intercommunication Data Areas (IDA's) which can be either channels or pools.
requirements phase using CORE with a basic design phase using MASCOTis achieved by transforming a
design.
CORE requirement diagrm into a MASCOT
Detailed design for activities involves normal structured program design, continuing to use CORE
notation, and coding may be done in CORALor Pascal. The software construction and testing phases
make use of the PERSPECTIVE programing support environment produced by System Designers,
PERSPECTIVE allows the incremental construction of software systems and their testing in a host
It also actively supports
machine and the target processor which is part of the avionic system.
configuration management and so helps to suora that valid versions of software components are used
in system construction.
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The Experimental Aircraft Prosra
In May 1983, British Aerospace signed a contract with the UK Ministry of Defence to design and
produce a new aircraft as a technology demonstrator, the programme to be known as the Experimental
Aircraft Progrmme (EAP).
The aim of the programe being to bring together a specific range of
new and advanced technologies being developed by British Aerospace and other aerospace
manufacturers in Europe.
EAP is a single-seat twin-engined aircraft, powered by two uprated versions of Tornado's
Turbo-Union RB-199 engines.
It has all moving foreplanes (canards) and an advanced compound swept
wing. It is designed to prove in a one-off demonstrator the latest technologies which have been
the subject of separate government research contracts over the past decade.
The various
technologies being tested and integrated into this demonstrator are utilised in the four nation
European Fighter Aircraft (EFA) project currently being developed.
Some 50% of the UK costs have been provided by HK Government as its contribution to the design and
building of this aircraft. The balance has been found by British Aerospace and its UK and European
partners.
The main areas of advanced technology are to be found in the active flight control system, the
avionics suite, the extensive use of carbon fibre composites, aluminium lithium, and in the use of
super-plastic forming and diffusion bonding techniques in the airframe construction.
The EAP system architecture comprises three major sub-systems:o

*
*

Flight Control System (FCS)
Utilities Systems Management System (USMS)
Avionics

Communications between the three sub-systems is achieved via Remote Terminals on the main Avionics
data highway. The FCS was a derivative of the existing Jaguar Fly-by-Wire demonstrator aircraft
system. However the USMS and Avionics systems represent new design work and SAFRA was specified as
the Loolset to be used for the specification and design of these sub-systems.
The USM System is responsible for software control of many of the mechanical aircraft systems that
have traditionally been controlled by analogue means and examples include Hydraulic control, Fuel
Management and Braking systems. The Avionics system provides the processing of raw sensor data,
overall system and displays/controls moding and the generation of a wide range of multifunction
cockpit displays. It also has executive control of the total systems, including bus transactions
and remedial actions in the event of failures.
Preliminary Results from EAP
Comparisons have been made between producing the
previous projects, looking first at the gains.

software

for EAP and avionic

software from

Errors are detected sooner; early experience with Tornado had prompted the use of more
dynamic testing techniques to clear the Air Defence Variant software on the rig.
This
caused a significant shift from the aircraft to the rig in detecting problems.
The
evidence on EAP shows that problems were being detected much earlier in the lifecycle.
Quality of delivered software is improved; comparing EAP with the most previous example of
avionic software to go through flight clearance testing on the rig shows that quality has
improved by almost a factor of ten.
Less resources are needed for rig testing; improvements in quality have led to reductions
in the volume of testing. Test schedules are still exhaustive but the amount of retesting
as a consequence of change is now much less.
Productivity is higher; the two most recent projects were experiencing
individual
productivity of about 250 lines of code per man year for software design, code and test.
The average productivity achieved on BAP was 1400 lines of code per man year.
Less quantifiable gains are typified in the approach providing a detailed framework for training
(rather than learning on the job). This meant that a comprehensive and detailed training scheme
could be planned which in turn led to teams being formed reasonably quickly from relatively
inexperienced personnel. It also demonstrated that putting more people on software projects can
make then earlier, albeit at the expense of individual productivity.
The introduction of the approach did encounter some problems:
There was some preliminary resistance to the use of SAFRA which, although it was overcome
as benefits emerged, could have been reduced by better education in the value and role of
SAFRA.
Some of the tools were imature demonstrating the limitations of using small evaluation
projects to fully prove a technique. Availability did not necessarily mean maturity.
New tools, quite naturally, will still
be evolving and this
disastrous effect in a project context. Proposed developments
special arrangements made to freeze tools if necessary.

can potentially have &
must be identified and

Im
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SAFRA corresponds to a first generation
predominantly file based and integration Is
this standard include:-

of Software Engineering technology.
The tools are
functional rather than internal. Some limitations with

the problem of embodying additional or different tools
the means of automating the enforcement of configuration control and management procedures
over the whole lifecycle.
These limitations will be lifted with the advent of a 2nd generation
typified by the use of Integrated Project Support Environments (IPSE).

of software

engineering

THE SECOND GENERATION
The loose coupling of tools typified by the First Generation, relies on zealous application of
manual configuration management and control procedures to handle the transposition from the file
store of one tool to the next. While this is practicable in the context of a relatively mall
project, such as RAP, it is inadequate for a large international project of the scale of
Eurofighter.
This project Is likely to be at least an order of magnitude greater than EAP, the implementation
will be much more widely distributed and development will take place over a longer period of time.
It can be argued that the nature of methods and tools being used will remain about the same.
Structured methods will be used for requirements analysis and detailed software design, while basic
design will be supported by a high degree of modularisation that will map on to the higher order
language, Ada. The latter will use a compiler that allows host/target testing.
However, the volume of design information produced over the complete lifecycle of the Eurofighter
implementation demands much more than a loose coupling of tools through individual files, it
requires a single repository of information in the form of a centralised database.
As Tim Lyons argues in (2) the essential part of any support environment is the ability to store
data. Projects typified by Eurofighter will have an enormous amount of data, embracing
requirements, specifications and design documents, test schedules, source code, object code,
executable binary images and management and control information, to date this has resided in the
individual files of tools appropriate to each function.
However, the information that a project needs to store consists of not only these individual
entities but also the relationships between them. These relationships include those between source
and object file, design and specification and the connection between a change and a error report.
The notion of a database as the centre of an environment is to provide explicit support for
representing any of the data normally held in a file, but also the relationships between the data.
The database provides support not only for representing data items but for representing the
structure of data.
Clearly the existence of such a mechanism provides the basis for rationalising the interface
between the database and the tools that will make use of it. This interface is popularly referred
to as the Public Tool Interface (PTI) for an IPSE and is shown schematically in Figure 2. The
Figure goes further in that it illustrates the other skins around the database that may or may not
be an integral part of the PTI. These include the version and variant control aspects and the
rationale of how the user interacts with tools. An example of the latter is standardising on a
particular style for editing or the provision of help information.
The model also accepts the notion of the unpopulated IPSE being used on different projects with
appropriate tools and those specific to a particular organisation or company. This includes tools
developed independently of the IPSE (3rd party tools) and those that will not interface through the
intimate connection of the PTI. The latter will occur when tools already exist, are not required
as intensively throughout the project and the cost or technical difficulty of such an interface is
beyond the scope of the user. This latter foreign tool interface is more likely to be at a file
rather than at the detailed object level.
While a growing number of proprietary IPSE's with tool interfaces of this kind are beginning to
emerge there is also considerable interest in PTI'a as a standardisation activity. Such a move is
unique (and somewhat adventurous) against a background of very little experience in the use of
IPSE's. However, work on both aides of the Atlantic is pursuing the objective of a standard for
particular PTI's through the CAIS and PCTE programes of work.
In 1982 the US Ada Joint Programme Office established a joint service team known as the KAPSE
Interface Team (KIT) and a complementary industry/academia team (V'TIA). The object of the team's
work was to co-operate and converge on a set of Ada Programing Support Environment (APSE)
interface standards to permit the sharing of tools and other software between DOD supported APSEs.
KIT and KITIA have developed a Military Standard Comon Apse Interface Set (CAIS) and in parallel
have also developed the requirements for a more advanced interface set which is being developed by

a US

Industrial Consortium.

In Europe, a consortium under ESPRIT are developing a system as a basis for a Portable Commn Tool
Environment (PCTE). The PTI of this system is intended as a common platform on which tools can be
built, both within the ESPRIT prograe and elsewhere. PCTE continues to be developed as part of a
further European prograsme (under IEPG/TA13) towards an enhanced civil as well as military
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It is
standard. This is due to enter the implementation and assessment phase in the near future.
hoped that there could be conversions of the US and European standards. possibly under the auspices
of NATO.
THE THIRD GENERATION
Aerospace software projects continue to represent some of the most challenging examples of large
Projects with lifecycles in excess of 15 years are not uncommon and.
real-time embedded systems.
even with the highest productivity currently available, implementations cen number several hundred
man years.
Airborne applications in the last two decades have reached several hundred thousand lines of code,
In order
during the early 90's systems are more likely to contain several million lines of code.
to contain the human resources required we seek productivity improvement to smtch this growth.
An order of magnitude improvement over current projects is the eventual target.
The need is compounded by other industrial sectors experiencing a similar growth of software in
their products and competing for the services of the saea people required by Aerospace.
A similar growth is to be found in the scale of safety critical systems as shown in Figure 3,
illustrating that improvements in productivity most not be at the expense of quality. The major
advance between the lower points and EFA are the likely move towards the use of a safe sub-set of a
higher order language and formally based cods analysis tools. A further advance is required in
order to meet the scale of safety critical systems as typified by the HOTOL Spacecraft (Horizontal
Take Off and Landing).
The issue of scale is a special one as it leads to speculation as to the main drivers that will
lead to further reductions in lifecycle cost. Me's experience with mission (as opposed to safety)
critical software on SAP has led us to conclude that further significant reductions in lifecycle
cost will not result from pursuing improvements in quality.
The SAFRA approach, which concentrates effort on the earliest stages of the lifecycle has so
reduced the scale of testing required that the latter is a relatively small percentage of the
overall lifecycle costs. If we seek an order of magnitude improvement in overall productivity,
this muet come from physically reducing the scale of the implementation task. This will only
emerge through large scale re-use of software, either by employing software components or
specialised high level languages.
The other major driver on future software engineering requirements lies in the nature of avionic
systems themselves.
Until recently, the typical airborne system was largely self contained,
reflecting the independent nature of the operational requirement. The introduction of datalinks.
airborne command and control stations and the concept of overall battle management as typified by
Figure 4, is likely to change this view. This broader picture will effect the nature of airborne
system requirements in two ways:
Systems will be in a perpetual state of evolution
They suet be considered and developed with a view to interfacing with a wide range of
other systems.
This change in the nature of systems is likely to affect the basic lifecycle model that underlies
current implementations.
The typical model (as shown in Figure 1) is popularly known as the "Waterfall" and has each
successive phase being defined in terms of input, output, method to generate the output and the
tools used to support the application of the method and validation of the output. Iteration takes
place between adjacent phases and the whole lifecycle can be repeated to develop successive
releases of software over the life of a system. The model, however, rests on the assumption that
it is possible to define the requirements completely before proceeding with implementation and
design. An object orientated approach to systems is a recognition that the completed system will
only be arrived at through a succession of refinements.
In other words, the lifecycle is geared to establishing a better understanding of the objective of
the system.
With such an approach the need for two logically parallel lifecycles emerges, addressing
prototyping and system development respectively. The lifecycles co-exist end are served by methods
and tools appropriate to them. It is likely, however, that although there is a logical separation
of activities and phases they could be supported by a physically integrated set of tools.
The approach is categorised by Pigure 5. The detailed nature of interaction between the lifecycles
is a function of the type of prototyping which can typically fall into the following categories:
o

*

Exploratory
Experimental
Performance
Organisational
Evolutionary

will be.
This, in most cases. could be at the expense of real world performance,
integrity except where the nature of the prototype is to address those issues.

iTegredominant concern inof tepotyiglfcl

is

resilience

or

to understand whtthe eventual produc..
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With the system development lifecycle the importance of producing well engineered software still
applise and all the relevant features of the current lifecycle model will be retained.
The challenge of both scale and nature will be met by a new generation of software engineering and
an equivalent project support environment as typified in Table 1. Just to recap for a moment:
*
•

The first generation made use of design techniques and tools over the whole lifecycle of
software;
The seco d generation is destined to provide a comen infra-structure that supports the
tools and hence a full software design and management environment.

The third generation will extend this environment to a new lifecycle model end development
techniques and tools to improve productivity by several factors.
One of the key enabling
technologies will be the use of artificial intelligence and hence the presence of a knowledge as
well as a database at the heart of the support environment.
The construction of such an environment is not trivial and represents a considerable advance over
current programmes of research and development but is likely to build directly on their results.
It is not a task that can be undertaken by a single company and it is for this reason that five
major European Aerospace companies have proposed that they collaborate on a third generation
environment entitled AIMS (Aerospace Intelligent Management & Development Tool for Embedded
Systems) under the auspices of the EUREKAprograme.
The preliminary thoughts on AIMS are offered
as being typical of a third generation environment.
The Scope and Nature of AIMS
The role of AIMS
AIMS will provide a development environment for systems or subsystems containing embedded software
components.
It must do so in a context of co-operative work between teams from several European
countries and cover all stages of development for those parts of the system dependent on software
components.
We will first discuss the major target areas of system development that AIMS will address before
describing some technical aspects of the AIMS environment.
Major Targets
Management Support
An integrated environment for co-operative international work will be expected to provide
extensive facilities for project management. Typically this should Include:-

development planning with day to day assessment of achievement

-

control over development schedule and cost

-

quality control and management of the cost of design evolution and modification

-

configuration management

Development Organisation
International collaboration causes teams of developers from various cultures or
backgrounds to work together over many years. Communication and flexibility are important
in the environment they will be using.
-

Methodology-independent communication tools for data and knowledge exchange will be
essential so that teams from different companies may continue to use their own sets
of design methods and tools. They must, however, be able to communicate freely all
kinds of design data in an homogenous way.

-

A homogenous environment must be able to adapt to new tools and the design methods
they support, as well as being able to integrate advances in man-machine interface or
workstation technology.

-

Acquisition, storage and restitution of system-specific and engineering knowledge and
experience should be carried out at automatically as possible.

-

Support for systems with a long life must be provided, including the storage of
knowledge as a means of improving overall system design consistency and maintaining
it over time.
Design methodologies evolve with time and functions like documentation, either for
the user, designer or configuration manager, must be supported in such a way, as to
be independent of the particular design methodology used.

Productivity
AIMS will have to support the development of large, modular, multi-technology
applications, with multiple tems that can use different sets of tools and design methods.
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Reducing development and maintenance costs involves:
-

reducing the number of iterations from requirements to implementation and delivery of
the system.

-

providing expert assistance at each development stage for efficient
overall consistency checking and re-use of previous developments.

-

reducing the impact of corrections and modifications and improving their reliability.
This can be achieved from preparation in the conceptual stages,
preserving
consistency of design options over time. keeping track of the decisions made and of
the reasons behind them, and using that knowledge for information and training of
newcomers to the project.

tool

usage,

Communication
There are two facets to this subject:
-

The "semantic" comunication between human decision-takers and involving elaborate
mailing, expert (knowledge based) assistance, and thorough co-ordination with project
management.

-

The exchange of technical data through heterogeneous computer networks and different
tools. System descriptions must be accessible through formal means of expression.
independently of the tools used. so that they can be transferred from one tool to
another without the need for knowledge of a specific tool in order to be analysed.
There is of course the problem of confidentiality with industrial data,
access conditions to information must be well controlled.

and the

Expertise
Knowledge-based assistance must be provided for many reasons:
-

Helping specialists to co-operate and communicate across distance (European projects)
and time (product updates). A knowledge-based simulation of specialists can help
designers when faced with technological choices or assessing the Implications of the
given technology. It can complement and accelerate the necessary dialogue between
specialists, chronology of decisions and how they were reached.
Re-use of this
knowledge as expert assistance will be provided for long-term design maintenance; it
is also the most flexible means to support re-use of previous developments.

-

Domain-specific as well as tool specific knowledge are hard for individuals
acquire.
If it is available in the development tool it will help designers
improve their capability, and avoid redundant and duplicated origins.

to
to

Simulation
Over the lifecycle of such complex and reliable products as aerospace systems, every step
must be validated. This holds especially true during the early definition stages, when
all decisions potentially have a large impact on development cost (feasibility) and
exploitation cost (quality).
It Is necessary to provide the design with tools for extensive validation and evaluation
of these decisions with high financial leverage through the use of effective simulation
and prototyping tools.
A secondary but important practical consequence of prototyping is that it acts as a basis
for the generation of test and integration procedures for later stages when the systems
are integrated.
Tool Support
AIMS is expected to have the capacity of integrating and support Lng new CAD tools as they
become available. This support includes data format conversioM to a common standard,
documentation and expert advisory functions.
AIMS will have to cope with very sophisticated tools mixing advanced computing techniques
(networks, data and knowledge bases, expert systems, graphic man-machine interface, etc)
in very heterogeneous environments. The implementation of ALMS must provide as much
portability as possible.
The AIMS Environment

&.

The essence of the infrastructure consists of a database surrounded by shells committed to
configuration control, tool interfaces and 10I, being typical of current Integrated Project Support
Environment (IPSE's) as described above.
In moving to an environment that will support the AIMS concept there is a growth in the number of
functions surrounding the database and the added requirement of storing and accessing a knowledge
base.

I,

i
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Proposed Kodel for am AIMS Environment
The model is

illustrated in Figure (6)

-

A data and knowledge management

-

A

-

Ken-machine interface

and can be said to consist of:

kernel

tool support framework

A data and knowledge management kernel
-

An object orientated date management system to store project representation (working
drivers
to
and development data
and interface
prototypes with documentation
Object support should include message sending, pattern
simulators and test benches).
While project support requires a version and variant
matching and data retrieval.
support utility.

-

A set of knowledge bases with their consultation and
inference mechanism, dialogue support and archiving.
cover:

-

General Knowledge (mathematics. physics)

-

Domain specific knowledge (navigation equipment, customer needs)

-

Design expertise (methodology, known solutions)

-

Product-specific expertise (weak-points design history)

updating facilities, general
These knowledge bases would

Most data and knowledge is of course proprietary to the company or even the team using
AIMS so its
availability to other users (partners, subcontractors) will need to be
carefully controlled.
•

A tool support framework
The framework
Tools must continue to be interfaced to the kernel and to one another.
must provide a homogeneous environment for the tools to use taking into account the
following:

-

This
User information and advice, for a consistent style of working across projects.
includes methodological help, support for knowledge base consultation and user to
system
development
user communication.
It must not be forgotten that typical
"smart"
a very
mailing is
very
"distributed" so, as
organisations will be
application, it must be complemented by expert system consultation to speed things
up.

-

Support for all kinds of design tools with a convenient interface structure to the
An outer layer would provide user guidance
kernel to other tools and to the user.
for proper use of the tools.

-

Special support
for project manager(s)
management and configuration control.

-

Special support for Host/Target testing particularly at system integration, including
provision for fault diagnosis.

and

lifecycle

issues

such

as

quality

AIMS is about to enter the definition phase at the beginning of a five year programme of
development and implementation. The collaborating partners Include:
Aerospatiale
Aeritalis
British Aerospace
•

CASA

Software houses in each
expertise is required.

individual

country

are

also

likely

to

be

involved

where

specialist

It is hoped that as well as providing an advanced environment to meet the needs of the partners,
AIMS will also provide some of the framework for European standardisation on future Software
Engineering issues.
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SOFTWARE READINESS PLANNING
Jack Cooper
Anchor Software Management
5109 Leesburg Pike, Suite 214
Falls Church, VA
22041

Summary
This paper presents a method wherein the capability to support and make changes to
avionics system software during the readiness phase of its life cycle can be guaranteed.
In recognizing that the supportability of software is completely determined during its
development, the method centers around pre-development planning, decisions and actions
on the part of the avionics system's acquisition manager. Discussed are the software
engineering considerations that must be Included in the contract to facilitate the
That is followed by a description of contractual
future supportability of the software.
requirements to be placed on the software support environment used to develop the avionics
Two
cycle
supportability
of the target avionics software.
software to ensure the life
tools, a management Plan and a contracting Standard, that support the method for ensuring
software supportability are described.
The Plan provides a vehicle for joint, customer
The Standard
and contractor, management of the developmental software support environment.
provides the contractual life cycle supportability requirements.

I.

Introduction

The magnitude of all operational and support software for an avionics system could
The development and life cycle support of this
amount to millions of lines of code.
quantity of software is a major project consideration.
Consequently, it is very important that planning for all aspects of these efforts be completed before software development begins.
A Software Life Cycle Management Plan is an excellentvehicle for this
planning.
Such a document should he completed prior to entering into a contract or
internal task agreement.
A Software Life Cycle Management Plan will preclude any of the
important aspects of software development and support from becoming a fait accompli.
Since planning for a software development project has been widely discussed elsewhere, this paper focuses on planning issues related to supporting software during the
readiness phase of its life cycle.
It is paramount that software life cycle readiness
issues be provided for in the initial software development contract or task agreement.
Current estimates are that something in excess of 75% of the total cost of the software
is expended during its readiness phase. Since the requirements for developing and supporting software are not always the same, all acquisition tradeoffs should be weighted
3-to-i in favor of supportability.
For example, a decision to use assembly language
during development in the interest of some form of efficiency must also consider the
cost of supporting the assembly language code over the entire readiness phase of the
system's

life cycle.
II.

Software Readiness Planning

During the acquisition and development of avionics software, we are interested in
the following readiness issues and must ensure that they are included in the Software
Life Cycle Management Plan or its equivalent prior to contracting or tasking:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

Sufficiency and quality of the documentation
The development methodology to be used
The engineering standards to be used
The programming language to be used
The system test requirements
Availability of system resources for making changes
Sufficiency and adequacy of the support environment
System transition planning

Documentation is clearly the most critical requirement in supporting large amounts
of software.
During a system's readiness phase, software changes will be required long
after the original developer is no longer available.
To make a successful change to an
item of software, the engineer must know what that item was required to do, how it fits
into the rest of the system, and how it actually works. He must then determine how the
item must be changed, how to integrate the new code into the existing software, and what
changes must be made to other items of software so the the new one will interface properly. Documentation is the only tool an engineer has available to decipher all of this
information.
Program Design Languages (POL), flow charts, and program listings either
do not contain the necessary information or it is too impractical to dig out the information. For example, software requirements and common data base definition usually are
not found in those forms of documentation.
High level design and interface definitions
are extremely difficult to extract.
PDLs, flow charts, and listings are best used in
the area of understanding the as-built information.
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A full range of documents are needed.
Documents must be available during the
readiness phase that contain accurate, complete definition of the software's requirements, design, interfaces, data bases, and the as-built description.
In order to be
able to continue to test the system, as well as test the subsequent changes to the
system, documents containing the testing requirements and detailed test procedures must
be available.
The bit pattern of any firmware in the system must be documented and,
naturally, operator and user instructions too.
It is imperative that all of these
required documents be produced concurrently with the software, since producing them by
reverse engineering during the readiness phase is considerably more expensive than obtaining them under the original software development contract.
The methodology used to develop software has considerable impact on the supportability
of software.
A highly modular structure developed top down using the "Information hiding'
and "structured programming" methodologies is much more modifiable and changeable.
The
methods employed also impact other supportability requirements such as transportability
and reuseability.
These are important considerations that must be included in project
planning activities.
When deciding on the engineering standards to be used during software development,
supportability again must be considered.
As discussed above, software is supported much
more easily if it is developed using a high level language, such as Ada, rather than an
assembly language. The quality assurance procedures must be oriented toward assuring
satisfaction of readiness requirements.
Often overlooked, but an extremely valuable
Items such as Unit Development
supportability tool, is the history of the software.
Folders (UOF), software trouble reports, software change control documents, and test
results that are a part of the software development process provide very useful historical information to a software engineer involved in the software change process.
Testing during software development impacts its supportability In several ways.
Obviously, the quality of the test effort greatly influences the resulting reliability
of the system.
Beyond that, keep in mind that the software needs to be tested many
times during its much longer readiness phase.
After each change to the software, the
change itself must be tested and a certain amount of system regression testing performed.
Consequently, all of the test specifications, procedures, tools, environments, and reports
(history) that were used in developing the software are also needed to support the system
for the remainder of its life cycle.
Planning must include provisions for providing these
resources to the life cycle software support activity sufficiently in advance of system
delivery.
Inherent in the concept of life cycle readiness of software is the making of changes
to the software. These changes range from correcting minor errors to implementing major
system enhancements.
The implementation of a change usually consumes some amount of the
memory, execution time, and/or I/O resources.
Thus, these resources must be available
in the target avionics system in order to effect the change.
Adding these resources to
a avionics system during its readiness phase may not be possible because of space, weight,
power, cooling, or interference limitations.
Planning before system development is
necessary to insure the availability of these resources during the readiness phase of the
life cycle. Many of the U.S. Department of Defense contracts for development of avionics
systems are requiring a reserve In the availability of these computer system resources of
50% at the time of delivery to the Government.
Planning for the life cycle software support environment and the orderly transition
of software support from the developer to the life cycle support activity are such important considerations that each will be discussed in subsequent sections.
I1.

Software

Support Environment Planning

There are two software support environments to be considered.
The one used during
original development of the software, Developmental Software Support Environment (S SE);
and the one to be used for the remainder of the software's life cycle, Life Cycle Software Support Environment (LCSSE). Both must be planned in detail prior to the commencement of any project activities, especially contracting.
In order to transfer successfully an avionics system from its developer to its life cycle support activity, these
two environments must be compatible and the LCSSE must have the requisite capability.
There are other important planning issues to be addressed before discussing the specifics of LCSSE planning.
Foremost is the true total cost of software development. This cost includes, not
software, but also the cost of establishing the life
only the cost of developing
cycle software support capability.
A compiler provides a good example.
If the software
developer uses a compiler that is not a component of the L.SSE, one must be added.
If
the customer is forced to purchase the compiler, its cost must be added to the cost of
software development and must be included in the project's budgeting activities.
This
situation is even more Important in the case of a competitively awarded contract for the
software development. The cost of establishing the life cycle software support capability should be taken into account when evaluating the proposals.
What appears on the
surface to be the most cost effective proposal may turn out to be the most expensive in
the long run when the support software costs are Included.

I
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Related to the true cost of software development are the costs associated with data
In a cost-plus type contract, who pays for
rights, when proprietary products are used.
Is the prothe cost of using the proprietary product during software development?
If so, how
prietary product required in order to perform life cycle software support?
Who supports the proprietary
much does the right to use the product in the LCSSE cost?
product if its owner goes out of business or decides to stop supporting the product?
These are just some of the questions that must be resolved when an item is used during
These answers are needed befnre
software development that has restrictions on its use.
the item is used and the customer has no choice but to pay whatever the cost.
To give visibility to the cost of software support items and their data rights and
to assist in assuring supportability of the system, the development of a DSSE Plan is
highly recommended.
Ideally, the software developer prepares the DSSE Plan and then
Once both parties have agreed to the Plan, all
obtains the approval of the customer.
subsequent changes and deviations to the Plan then require concurrence by both parties.
discuss the type of information that is typiSection
of
this
The remaining paragraphs
cally contained in a OSSE Plan.
A.
Introduction - A top level executive summary of the contents of the DSSE Plan.
It should contain a brief overview of the OSSE, LCSSE, and the target computer system.
The differences
This overview includes the relationships among these three systems.
Requirements for the customer to
between the DSSE and the LCSSE are to be highlighted.
provide any resources to the developer for inclusion in the DSSE are summarized herein.
It is imperative that a general discussion of limited or restricted rights, licensing
agreements, or any other legal limitations involved be presented at this point.
This
Section also provides a convenient opportunity to discuss any involvement by subcontractors and vendors.
B. Applicable Documents - The DSSE Plan is to include a reference to all documentation that is related to the OSSE or the supportability of the target system.
The internal organizaC. OSSE Description - A detailed description of the DSSE.
tion of the DSSE and its interfaces with all aspects of the software development process
is to be included.
The use of graphics to show work and data flows are very helpful in
depicting the various relationships.
Topics to be addressed as subsections are:

eral

Host System Description devices.
Central Library

The host computer, its operating system,

- The organization of the central

library,

and periph-

its file structure,

data base management system, and interfaces.
Tool

Set - An

itemization and description of

User/System Interface - Operating features of
accessing and using the system.

to

all

tools available in the DSSE.

the DSSE and

DSSE Relationship to Target System - A description of
how they relate to the target system under development.

all

instructions for

items

in the DSSE as

D. OSSE Relationship to the LCSSE - A detailed discussion of the relationships
between the two environments. Topics that must be addressed as subsections are:
DSSE/LCSSE differences - The detailed differences between the DSSE and the
LCSSE.
It is critical that the customer fully understand how these differences affect
the compatibility of the two environments and what effect that has on the life cycle
supportability of the target system under development.

OSSE

Items Unique to the Target System - A listing of all
that are unique to the target system to be developed.

itens to be

used in the

Items Recommended to be Added to the LCSSE - This Subsection provides the
developer an opportunity to propose the use of DSSE items that could be added to the
LCSSE to enrich its capabilities.
not

Items to be Used Only in the DSSE recommended for addition to the LCSSE.

An itemization of

those DSSE

items that are

E.
DSSE Implementation - The developer's planned management procedures and implementation of the OSSE.
Also to be included is information describing the
SSE Plan's
relationship to all other project Plans such as Software Development, Quality Assurance,
and Configuration Management. Topics that must be addressed as subsections are:

be

Items to be Furnished by the Customer furnished by the customer.

Those OSSE

items that are

required to

Items that are Commercially Available - All DSSE items planned for use that are
available commercially.
If the use of any of these items involves proprietary considerations such as limited or restricted data rights or licenses, it is imperative that
the customer be aware of that fact and consider the associated costs that he will incur
in order to perform life cycle support of the target system.
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Items that are Privately Developed All OSSE items planned for use that are
not available commercially but are available from private sources.
If the use of any of
these items involves proprietary considerations such as limited or restricted data
rights or licenses, it is imperative that the customer be aware of that fact and consider the associated costs that he will incur in order to perform life cycle support of
the target system.
Items that are to be Newly Developed - Those DSSE items that do not exist at
the time the software development project is begun but must be developed concurrently in
order to support the development effort.
F. OSSE Operation - A description of the procedures and controls to be used in
Also Included must be a discussion of how
managing the utilization of the environment.
all subsequent changes to the OSSE will be managed.
G. Target System Supportability - The ability to operate and support the target
This Secsystem is, in essence, the bottom line of the software development process.

tion eddresses those issues that determine whether or not the target system can be
supported.

Topics that must be addressed as subsections

are:

Addition of new Items to the LCSSE - During development of the target system,
items of support software and perhaps hardware can be expected to be used that are not
currently a part of the LCSSE.
It may be necessary that some of these items be Incorporated in the LCSSE in order to perform life cycle software support of the target system.
There are two aspects to be considered.
First, those items must be obtained for inclusion
in the LCSSE.
Secondly, those items must be operable in the LCSSE.
Both subjects must
be taken into account in the planning.
Execution Compatibility - It is very important that all software
grated into the LCSSE execute properly in its new environment.

newly inte-

Operation Compatibility - It is also important to ensure that all operations or
functions that were available during development are also available the people who will
be maintaining and supporting the system over the remainder of its life cycle.
Compatibility of Results - In order to support the software of new system it is
necessary that the newly delivered software produce the same results when executed in
the LCSSE that it did when it was developed and tested in the DSSE.
Compatibility Warranty - The software developer must be held responsiele for
ensuring that nothing is done during development that has an adverse effect on the new
software's proper execution, thus its supportability, after delivery.
It is not unreasonable to ask the developer to identify to the customer how he intends to demonstrate
that the compatibility needed for life cycle supportability has been achieved.
Addressing these compatibility issues in the DSSE Plan not only serves to insure that these
important consideration are not overlooked, but it provides the vehicle for both the
developer and his customer to Jointly agree on how this compatibility will be demonstrated.
IV.

Software Transition

Planning

The next area that must be addressed in software readiness planning is the orderly
transition of all software to be delivered from custody of the developer to custody of
the customer. The transition includes all deliverables of the software development
effort, the documentation and support tools as well as the computer programs.
It is
important that the system turn-over occurs on the prescribed date. To leave software
support with the developer normally represents an unprogrammed cost growth or a delay in
operational capability.
A smooth, effective transition is one which results in minimal
disruption of system support.
Critical to a smooth transition is that the customer be c3mpletely prepared to
receive the new deliverables without a disruption in support to the new system.
The
customer must have adequate hardware and software facilities in place, and must have
adequate personnel on board trained in the operation and maintenance of the new system.
This could require additional LCSSE host computer system resources to be Installed.
The
new system may require new support software to be added to the LCSSE. such as simulators,
to be available for testing of changes to the operational software.
Various support
personnel may need to attend specialized training courses. The LCSSE operating procedures
may need to be revised. New facilities may need to be constructed or existing ones
modified.
To have available these types of capabilities at the time of scheduled system
turn-over may necessitate long lead-time software developmeats, hardware acquisitions,
and training, all of which require advance planning.
The transition plan should include the following considerations:
A. Responsibilities for accomplishment of significant transition activities
to be assigned to specific personnel.

need
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B. Additional hardware required for inclusion in the LCSSE must be itemized.
Similarly, the additional support software required for inclusion in the LCSSE must also
be itemized.
C. Additional manpower, numbers and skills, required for support of
along with all related training requirements need to be identified.

the new system

D. The logistics involved in the physical transfer of the new system from the
contractor's facility to the customer's facility needs to be programmed.
E. Contracting for construction or facility modification requires
(funding too).

programming

This mandatory planning may be contained in a separate transition plan or could be
included in the DSSE Plan.
As noted in
an earlier paragraph, it can be seen that the
central focus of the transition plan should be the schedule of milestones and events
The transition's critical path should be identified,
leading up to the turn-over.
paying particular attention to the lead-times associated with the accompiishment of each
item.
V.

Contracting For Software

Readiness

Over the past decade there has been a dramatic increase in the acquisition and
deployment of digital avionics systems.
Although some commonality has been achieved,
the diversity of requirements has resulted in a large number of unique computer systems.
Each unique computer system brings with it its own set of life cycle software readiness
requirements. The complexity of these digital avionics systems requires the life cycle
software support activity to provide a full range of engineering services, including the
integration of the operational software with the other elements of the avionics system.
When several avionics systems are atsigned to a single life cycle software support
activity to gain the economies of centralization, the software support environment must
support all common functional requirements and capabilities, as well as the unique
support requirements of each system. This workload demands an extremely large software
support environment base to maintain and enhance all these systems.
Compounding the
situation is the fact that these systems are being developed by many different contractors.
A standard subset of each life cycle software support environment needs to be
identified and software development contractors should be tasked to be compatible with
this portion of the life cycle software support environment that exists at the designated
life cycle software support activity.
As each environment matures, the standard environment is expected to grow, and thus increases the requirement for standardized and transportable support software.
The life cycle software support activities must identify
their support requirements and uniformly task the software development contractors to
be compatible with their environment before the new software is delivered.
Acquisition managers, when contracting for systems that include the development of
software, are often unfamiliar with the requirements for life cycle software readiness.
They are usually unaware of the various components of the software support environment
needed in order to perform the life cycle software support functions during the readiness phase of the system's life.
For the acquisition manager, use of a contracting standard is the most effective
way to solve many of the software readiness problems.
Such a standard provides a common
requirement for all contracts that contain software development and provides a vehicle
to ensure compatibility with a designated life cycle software support environment.
It
is also a tool for program managers to use in writing their contracts to make sure that
this important area receives proper contractual attention.
It also allows the life
cycle software support activities to identify, prior to selection of the software development contractor, their particular requirements and to task the software development
contractor to be compatible with the existing standardized life cycle software support
environment.
In answer to the need for such a contacting standard, the U.S. Army has developed
DO-STO-1467 (AR), "Software Support Environment , and an associated set of support
software documentation requirements to address fully the requirements for life cycle
software readiness.
This Standard is intended to be a contractual Companion to
DOD-STD-1679A, "Software Development" and DOD-STD-2167, "Defense System Software Development'.
DOO-STD-1467 is to developing and acquiring support software what these other
two Standards are to developing and acquiring operational software. DOD-STD-1467 ensures
that all issues of software readiness are properly addressed in contracted software
development efforts, and it provides the mechanisms to ensure the existence of a complete life cycle software support capability for contractually deliverable software upon
its entry into the operational inventory.
Although DOO-STO-1467 was developed for the
Army, it provides the basis and structure for any organization to ensure the life cycle
supportability of their software.

Lt
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The Standard is designed to recognize the needs and constraints of existing life
cycle software support activities and, at the same time, to allow the contractor flexibility to develop software and manage the contract in accordance with his best judgement
and practices.
Accordingly, DOD-STD-1467 does not dictate the approach to be used by
the contractor.
The contracting activity normally identifies, in the request for proposal, the
designated life cycle software support activity and any of its items that are designated
for use by the contractor.
Subject to the constraints imposed by the contracting activity, the contractor may propose to use the existing resources of the life cycle software
support activity, to use the contractor's own resources (either existing or to be developed), or to select from a wide range of options in between.
The contractor then identifies his selected approach in the proposal for the contracted software effort.
The
contractor's approach is considered during source selection.
There is a S-step approach to using DOD-STD-1467 in a contract:
1) establishment
of a jointly approved OSSE Plan; 2)
implementation of that Plan during software development; 3)
smooth transition of all contractually deliverable software to the LCSSE; 4)
demonstrated supportability of all contractually deliverable software in the LCSSE
itself; and 5) ensuring that the new items of software operate correctly in the LCSSE.
Inadequate provisions for protecting the U.S. Army's rights to technical data and
computer software necessary for operation and support of its weapon systems historically
have been responsible for decreased operational and support capabilities.
In some
cases, considerable additional expense was necessary to procure or develop the information required by the Army to sustain the operation and support of its operational systems.
As a general rule, the contract guarantees the Army unlimited rights to all
technical data and software specified in the contract's Delivery Schedule.
However, the
acceptance of software with restricted rights may be necessary for the Army to obtain
rights to use contractor-owned or state-of-the-art software that improve the operation
and efficiency of the life cycle software support activities.
In addition, to maintain
the currency of the software support organizations, it may be in the best interests of
the contracting activity to accept limits and restrictions on support software.
This
acceptance should encourage the use of new or improved software support items by contractors and ensure the accessibility of these items to the life cycle software support
activities.
DO-STD-1467 defines the responsibilities of the contractor to obtain approval to
deliver software with restrictions.
This prior approval encompasses all software or
documentation required to operate and support the contractually deliverable software
over the readiness phase of its life cycle.
The specifics of types of software and
their limitations are addressed in the contractor's proposal, negotiated and resolved
during proposal evaluation and contract negotiation, and included in the resulting contract.
An Ada Programming Support Environment (APSE) is a good example of the type of life
cycle support environment envisioned by DOD-STD-1467.
Contracting activities may designate or furnish the APSE to be included in the contractor's DSSE.
The Standard supports
the APSE concept of providing the identification and adoption of new tools for a selective (LCSSE) growth; and allows the contractor freedom to incorporate new (APSE) tools
in his OSSE.
Since the DSSE is required to be compatible with the LCSSE APSE, the augmented supportability of the system by APSE tools can be operationally verified and
warranted.
This allows for continued growth and improvement of APSE capabilities.
In summary, the use of DOD-STD-1467 forces as many decisions as possible into the
proposal and subsequent contract; requires prior customer approval of support software
used to develop the operational software; requires the contractor to ensure life cycle
supportability of operational software; and minimizes any additional cost growth to the
actual software development contract. Also, the use of 0OO-STO-1467 minimizes any
possible conflicts regarding the 'rights in data" problem and it provides a "measuring
tool" for determining the life cycle readiness of the operational software.
VI.

Summary

Planning for software supportability during the readiness phase of a digital
avionics system's life cycle has often been neglected.
Consuming over 75% of the total
cost of the system, it is very important that life cycle software supportability be as
efficient and cost-effective as possible.
The supportability of software is completely
determined during it development. Consequently, planning for supportability must begin
prior to contracting for software development.
The DSSE Plan provides a good, convenient tool for this purpose and 000-STO-1467 provides the contracting tool.
This planning must provide for the efficient turn-over of the software from developer to customer.
Life cycle software supportability demands more up-front attention than it
historically has received.
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SUMMARY
The scope of this paper is to define an expert software system, implemented in Ada, for
avionics in the 1990's, using a table-driven design that was developed in a demonstration
program as the prototype, in order to support tactical decision making applications. As a
synopsis of what follows we will: point out the relevancy of such a paper to the avionics
community; give an historical example of a table-driven design in the area of
Reconnaissance Management Systems; describe the design logic behind this historical example
by providing a single thread through the system; discuss the conceptual enhancements that
need to be folded on top of this historical example, as an additional layer, in order to
produce an Expert Software System; and provide a summary highlighting some reasons the
avionics community should move in this direction from a software perspective.
1.0

INTRODUCTION

The orientation of this paper is from the user perspective and will develop an approach
towards a user friendly Man-Machine Interface in the avionics arena. This paper is
relevant to the AVP Symposium because it addresses the avionics life-cycle process using
the Advanced Tactical Air Reconnaissance System (ATARS) as a practical example. The
primary focus of this paper falls under the Application section, specifically, Tactical
Decision Making in the area of Expert Systems, however, the paper also touches other
relevant topics such as Expert Machines, Man-Machine Interfaces, and Ads as an application
language. Currently, there is a need for avionics systems that can make tactical decisions
with minimal operator intervention. In today's high-threat environments, modern tactical
reconnaissance requires adaptive, flexible systems for mission success. Crew members need
to focus on navigation, aircraft control, and threat avoidance, and a semi-intelligent
system will facilitate that concentration.
The concept for such an Expert System evolved from the video reconnaissance system
prototype developed by Control Data Corporation. This prototype was flown by the United
States Air Force (USAF) during both the 1986 Near-Real-Time Reconnaissance F-16 Flight Test
Demonstration and Concept Validation (F-16 Recce) program at Edwards Air Force Base,
California, and the 1987 RF-4C Advanced Tactical Sensor Demonstration (ATSD) program at
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida. The demonstrations were designed to test the operational as
well as tactical deployment capabilities of Control Data's real-time Reconnaissance
Management System (RMS), a sensor data collection, review, and transmission system. This
system supported both manual and semi-automatic target acquisition and data link
capabilities. The overall system evaluation was performed by Rome Air Development Center
(RADC). Before discussing the RMS prototype, a brief discussion of reconnaissance is in
order.
2.0

BACKGROUND

Historically, military commanders have been dependent upon airborne reconnaissance
photographs for intelligence decision making in regard to strike force operations.
However, film processing is not only cumbersome but also very time consuming. Developing
film in the battlefield involves transporting bulky equipment, processing chemicals, and
excessive amounts of fresh water. Of greater concern, however, is the time involved with
film processing. An area classified as a high-value target may no longer be occupied by
the time the film is processed and analyzed. With the high mobility of today's enemy
forces, commanders need real-time information in order to make accurate tactical decisions
regarding deployment of scarce resources. Consequently, a more timely method is needed in
order to provide that capability.
The U.S. Air Force sought to replace the film-based systems with an integrated
reconnaissance system that would include a video management system, electro-optical
sensors, a data recorder, a data link, and a digital imagery ground exploitation system.
In response, Control Data developed the airborne RMS and the ground-based Imagery
Management System (IMS). The RMS is an airborne video management system that interfaces to
multiple sensors, either electro-optical or infrared, a data recorder, and a data link
system. The RMS provides the in-flight capability to record, recall, review, and transmit
pertinent sensor imagery in near real-time.
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For both the F-16 Recce and RF-4C ATSD demonstrations, the in-flight data link operations
and post-flight data analysis were supported by RADC's Ground Station system. The Ground
Station is a mobile ground processing and exploitation system that provides photo and
imagery interpreters with the capability to perform in-depth analysis of post-mission
reconnaissance data.
Control Data desiqned and developed the Imagery Management System
(INS) based on the airborne RMS in order to provide the front-end to the Ground station
that is necessary for real-time processing of iiage data from the data link and airborne
tapes into a video display format. For both deonstrations, the INS provided the imagery
interpreters with a more extensive video tape display and control capability than was
provided by the airborne RKS.
RADC evaluated the INS, and results proved not only that the
INS worked extremely veil, but also that softcopy digital reconnaissance is a valid
concept.
The previously mentioned demonstrations evaluated by RADC were precursory studies for the
Advanced Tactical Air Reconnaissance System (ATARS) program. The ATARS program involves:
upgrading the service's current RF-4C reconnaissance fleets with electro-optical based
video feconnaissance systems; developing a follow-on podded version for the reconnaissance
aircraft to replace the RF-4C; and future equipping of an unmanned air reconnaissance
vehicle. The demonstrations successfully validated the feasibility of developing an
electro-optical/infrared sensor based video system with excellent results.
Control Data was the prime system integrator for the RF-4C ATSD program and was responsible
for the hardware and software development for the RKS and the IS.
Figure I shows 'he
RF-4C overall major interfaces at a functional block diagram level. For this
demonstration, the RNS consisted of a Data Collector (DC), a Display Generator (DG), and a
Control Panel (CP). The Data Collector accepted sensor inputs and combined them with
aircraft navigational inputs into a format used for real-time cockpit display and storage
on a data recorder. The Display Generator accepted live or recorded inputs and processed
the input data for presentation on a video display or for data link to the Ground Station.
The Control Panel provided the interface between the aircraft navigational computer and the
Data Collector as wll as providing the interface between the operator and the PAS.
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RF-4C Functional Block Diagram

For the RF-4C flight tests, the RMS had four major modes of operation: System Status,
Sensor Data Acquisition, Sensor Data Review, and Data Link. The System Status mode shoved
the viability of the airborne RKS system at any point during the mission, either on the
ground or in the air. The Sensor Data Acquisition mode provided the capability to record
sensor imagery data and mark targets of interest for later review. The Sensor Data Review
mode permitted in-flight review of the recorded sensor imagery and manual selection of
sensor imagery to be data linked to the ground. Finally, the Data Link mode provided wide
or narrow band transmission of sensor imagery data to a ground station.
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The Data Acquisition mode performed either manually or semi-automatically. In the manual
acquisition mode, the operator would select the primary and secondary sensors most
appropriate for coverage of the desired target, turn recorders on and off over the target
area, and mark the target as it was overflown. In the semi-automatic mode, the operator
would still select the sensors to use, but recording and marking functions were performed
by the RNS matching aircraft geolocation coordinates with target coordinates preset by the
operator. Since acquisition of target data generally occurs in hostile territory, the
automatic Acquire mode is important because it eliminates the distraction of system
operations when full attention is best focused on tactical maneuvers. The automatic
Acquisition mode functions also demonstrated the feasibility of employing an RMS on a
single seat aircraft or on an unmanned vehicle platform.
The Acquisition mode also provided a variety of useful video display options such as Pause,
which froze the current image on the display; Invert, which inverted black video to white
and vice versa; Compress, which compressed the video in the along-track direction,
effectively slowing image motion; and Target Data, which superimposed current aircraft
information over the video imagery.
The Sensor Data Review mode enabled the operator to recall and replay portions of recorded
imagery that were marked during acquisition at either a real-time rate or a slower, fixed
rate. Magnification of imagery could also be achieved with full resolution since the
system recorded high resolution sensor data. In this mode, the operator would also select
the most important segments of imagery, magnified or unmagnified, for data linking to the
ground. Since review of sensor data is operator intensive and time consuming, the Review
mode is an optional feature and is generally most useful in friendly territory when time
permits.
3.0

TABLE-DRIVEN DESIGN EXAMPLE

The RF-4C Control Panel (CP in Figure 1), which was the Man-Machine Interface for the RF-4C
RMS, was designed as a state/table-driven software package. Essentially, the software
architecture mirrored the Control Panel, which was comprised of programmable display
pushbuttons (PDPs), discrete buttons, and a keypad as shown in Figure 2.
The various mission modes (e.g., data acquisition), as well as options within a given
mission mode (e.g., sensor selection), were encapsulated in the form of tables within the
processor memory. For example, Figure 3 depicts the operator's options as a series of
tables. Table 3 is the currently "executing" table in memory, which, in turn, reflects the
operator's current menu of choices. This illustration is for the Acquire Mode as shown in
Figure 2.
For each selection that the operator makes with respect to the menu presented in Figure 2,
the following sequence occurs: first, the software is vectored to the appropriate offset
within the current table (Figure 3) by the pushed button interrupt type (e.g., P6 which
corresponds to the COMPRESS option in Figure 2's menu); second, the validity of that
selection is checked by the corresponding boolean entry for this selection (e.g., P6 is a
valid selection); next, the action specified for this selection, which in this case is to
compress the real-time imagery on the cockpit display, is then executed within a High Order
Language (HOL) CASE construct as shown in Figure 4 below; then, new messages are displayed
on the Control Panel per the associated message index; and finally, the next table index
field is used to update the current table in memory to correspond to the next menu. This
process is then repeated until the mission is over.
In addition, the system also supported the capability to automatically acquire and data
link target information. At the beginning of the mission the crew member would enter the
target information, in terms of geolocation coordinates, into the data base. If the
operator then selected the automatic target acquisition option, the RMS would process the
incoming navigational data against the data base target data parameters. In essence, the
system drew two imaginary concentric circles around the target, the outer circle having a
radius of eight miles and the inner circle having a radius of about three miles. When the
outer circle was pierced by the aircraft, the system would turn on the recorder just as if
the operator had depressed the record button (Figure 2).
If the aircraft proceeded to
enter the inner circle around the target, the system would then mark the target as if the
operator had also depressed the target mark button. Marked video and associated aircraft
data were saved in the data base, and subsequently data linked to the ground station,
again, as if the operator had entered the Review mode and pushed the data link mark button
to select imagery.
This capability proved extremely useful because it freed the operator from the manual
intervention mode. Reducing the number of selections an operator has to make
correspondingly reduces the potential for errors that can occur, which is more likely
during tactical maneuvers. Of course, this capability had some limitations. For example,
since the targets were determined aprjQoJ, there was no automatic method for acquiring a
target of opportunity. That is, if the crew member determined that a target not programmed
in the data base was nevertheless a target of interest, then the operator had to enter the
target data parameters manually after manually marking it. The chance for errors in this
manual mode increase with such variables as speed, target mobility, etc. The automatic
t
acquisition function demonstrated utility, but ne concept requires some additional
refinement to be truly automatic. This increased capability is discussed further in this
paper during the treatment of an Expert System.
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case ACTION of
0 : begin
( do nothing
end;
I : begin
( read temperature probes I
end;

50 : begin
( compress imagery
end;

end; ( case

Figure 4.

HOL Construct for Action Field in Figure 3

The mission mode tables were statically constructed and could not be altered. Prior to the
mission flights the tables were built in assembly language and burned into Erasable
Programmable Read-Only Memory (EPROM). The tables reflected the different scenarios that
were specified by the system requirements. If a requirement for a particular sequence
changed, then the tables were modified. The code was only changed if a new action was
Consequently,
specified, but the changes were localized to the CASE construct (Figure 4).
validating an operator selection, performing an action, updating the panel PDPs, and
transitioning to the next table were predetermined.
This behavioristic, modular approach facilitated system requirement changes, integration,
and software maintenance. The software was not plagued by the traditional problems
associated with non-table driven designs. Requirement modifications did not ripple all the
way through the software system, which saved time during the early dcvelopment phase. The
integration problems that lengthen the later development phase of software programs built
on traditional logic (e.g.,

IF ... THEN ... ELSE ... ) were avoided.

For example, anyone

experienced with real-time embedded software systems development must be familiar with the
race conditions inherent in "flag" driven software. In addition, there was minimal
maintenance requirements in terms of contractor support personnel, which is cost effective
when one considers the burgeoning costs associated with software maintenance. Finally,
this approach simplified the training and transition cycle from contractor to customer in
that new personnel did not have to learn the system by walking through all the attendant
code and documentation.
The Control Panel software, which was written in Pascal, "executed" tables. In effect, the
numbers contained in the tables represented pseudo operation codes, which extended the
processor's instruction set. This approach is less dependent on hardware architectures and
language processors. The application happened to use an Intel 80188 processor, but could
just as easily have used a Motorola 6809 with the code generated in the C programming
language. The design would not be impacted if the prototype went into production on the
standard 1750 processor using Ada, the language mandated by the Department of Defense. The
portability of this approach across processors and languages is clearly a desirable trait.
However, despite the positive characteristics of table-driven software designs, there are
still some shortcomings associated with such an approach. For example, as previously
mentioned under the discussion of the automatic target marking function, the system was not
truly automated since it could not cleanly handle the "target of opportunity" case. In the
manual mode of operation every scenario was predetermined. Changing a course of action,
based on a new set of variables not previously encountered, was not possible. The system
could not infer the next set of operations in this case. Finally, in the manual mode of
operation, a great amount of interaction was required on the part of the operator. A
semi-intelligent system is needed to: produce an even more user friendly man-Machine
Interface; provide a fully automated acquisition mode, not just automatic target marking;
expand previous automatic target marking functions to handle "targets of opportunity"; and
deduce a new sequence of operations when encountered with a new set of variables.
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sYSTm CONCEPT

Our.concept of such an Expert System would be built on the table-driven design developed
for the RF-4C demonstration program. Subsequent avionics systems (e.g., ATARS) could be
based on this approach with the following progressions: an interpreter would be added that
could build intelligent tables, i.e., tables that contain decision making properties; the
application would be generated in Ada; and the tables could be constructed dynamically as a
set of executable packages by manual and/or voice intervention. For instance, the operator
could select a mission scenario configuration, which would cause the construction of the
required set of tactics in tabular format to be interpreted. Since we have not designed
such a system yet, a detailed discussion is not possible. However, this paper will attempt
to sketch our approach. The layered software depicted in Figure 5 represents a high-level
view of our approach. Please note that the outer layer, the interpreter, was not present
in the RF-4C demonstration program.

Mission Inlornmlion Table
Aircraft Velocity
Aircraft Attitude
Primry Sensor FOV
Secondary Sensor FOV
Time

Target Category
AFOV

Figure 5.

= Field of View

Layered Software Expert Systems Approach

Tables would be at the heart of this system just as in the previous system, but with some
notable differences. First, we envision two different kinds of tables. The first set of
tables, namely, Adaptation Tables, would be identical to the RF-4C approach. That is, the
system would support the RF-4C static mission scenarios as a subset of it's overall
design. There are many reasons for maintaining the architectural design from our previous
example. First, there is no foreseeable replacement for real intelligence, which is the
human interface. Therefore, the system must be flexible to provide the operator a manual
mode. Second, if the automated mode breaks down, then a fully manual default mode must be
available. Finally, the Review Mode does not lend itself to an Expert System
implementation. The system cannot: "know" that the operator wants to review any imagery,
since this mode is optional; review a particular piece of imagery; or select areas to
magnify; for example. Therefore, we have targeted the Acquisition and Data Link modes as
candidates for knowledge-based software systems.
The second set of tables, namely, Mission Information Tables, would be a knowledge base
containing current information required by the Interpreter (Figure 5) to automate the
Acquisition and Data Link mission modes. The data entries presented in the Mission
Information Tables are not complete, but highlight the sort of data needed in order to
modify the pregenerated Adaptation Tables in the Acquire Mode. Parametric data, such as
aircraft data provided in real-time, would allow the Interpreter to make decisions about
best sensor selection. Supplied data, such as a sensor's Field of View (FOV), would
augment the decision making process for the Interpreter.
The Interpreter would execute as a periodic (e.g., 1 second) real-time monitor. It would
repeatedly examine the Mission Information Tables to in,:erpret the current situation and
construct the appropriate Acquire Mission sequence. For example, if the operator was
flying low and fast, the Interpreter would build a menu like Figure 2 and "depress" the
COMPRESS POP in order to slow the imagery for viewing purposes. As another example, if the
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target coordinates were perpendicular to the line of flight, the Interpreter would select a
side oblique camera as the primary sensor, since it would provide the best coverage. In
essence, the Interpreter is constantly selecting the Acquire Mode and making determinations
about which sensor will provide the best primary/secondary coverage, or whether imagery
should be compressed for real-time viewing, for example.
The automatic target marking function would be handled analogously to the relationship
between the RF-4C prototype and the semi-intelligent system proposed for this ATARS
application. That is, primary targets would still be identified in the data base prior to
flight in terms of geolocation. The Interpreter would compare these preset coordinates
against current aircraft navigational data in order to determine when to mark an area of
interest for subsequent review and data link. This would be the baseline automatic target
acquisition function for an ATARS system.
In addition, areas of interest could be denoted by the operator in terms of time. Since
the Interpreter would execute as a periodic task it could effectively mark areas along with
the specified time coordinates. The only preset parameter needed would be the frequency
interval, which would specify how often to mark areas of interest. For example, if the
periodic interval was specified as 5 seconds, the system would store time, location on
tape, and current video image pointers in the data base. These set of marks, based on
time, would be construed by the system as a secondary set of marks. The operator could
then recall areas of interest via time, instead of geolocation coordinates, if so desired.
By definition, this approach solves the "target of opportunity" case in the sense that
there are no specific targets or "targets of opportunity".
In addition to using geolocation, using time as a coordinate permits the construction of a
video road map. In addition to the current exhaustive post-mission data analysis provided
by RADC's mobile ground station, it could generate a quick-look report by reviewing imagery
based mainly on time interval snapshots taken during the airborne mission. This strip
chart could be produced very quickly to provide information to imagery interpreters to make
tactical decisions about targets in terms of rank, category, etc.
Programming the application in Ada adds another dimension to the RF-4C prototype baseline
for this ATARS application program. The RF-4C program was implemented in Pascal. For
purposes of this discussion Ada can be construed roughly as a superset of Pascal. However,
Ada adds some essential features not provided by Pascal. The use of Ada as the HOL within
this system will influence the design processes. The primary benefits of the language will
be it's package structure and strong data typing, which provide a highly modular design.
The semi-intelligent system would be designed in a layered structure to ensure a flexible
approach to software development, while fully utilizing the benefits of Ada as the
implementation language.
The tables referenced in this paper can be constructed as a set of executable packages. In
turn, the development of the various layers of the ATARS program (Figure 5) can proceed in
a top-down, modular fashion with strong interface type checking between the layers and the
tables. Our experience has shown that there is a marked savings in effort during the later
phases of a program (testing, integration, and maintenance) by using Ada as opposed to
other languages. The reason for this savings is two-fold: first, many of the errors that
occur during the integration and test phase using traditional languages (e.g., FORTRAN) are
at the interface level between software modules; second, the top-down approach using
traditional languages does not permit early testing. Ada's strong syntactical type
checking between modules prevents the first problem. Ada's separate module compilation
(body and specification) permits bottom-up testing during the early development phase,
which provides a parallel approach in terms of designing to test early.
5.0

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have taken the RMS Control Panel table-driven design from the RF-4C
demonstration and discussed conceptual enhancements necessary to produce an expert system.
First, we added an Interpreter to dynamically build intelligent tables. These tables,
namely, Adaptation Tables would be an extension of the static RF-4C tables. We also
introduced Mission Information Tables that would be a knowledge base to record current
parameters used by the Interpreter to fully automate modes of operation.
The expert
system would control the system configuration and manage the mission modes by performing
actions consistent with the current set of tactics.
The concept for this expert system is based on the premise that modern tactical
reconnaissance requires adaptive, flexible systems for mission success. We used the RMS
Control Panel as a practical expert system application since it has relevance in the
avionics community right now. Currently, in the ATARS program, there is a need for an RMS
to interface to multiple vehicle platforms, manned and unmanned. Since the expert system
provides fully manual and automated modes of operation, this design concept will facilitate
that need, and will reduce the cost of software development from the design level through
maintenance in the avionics software life-cycle process.
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DISCUSSION
R.W.MacPbersoe, Ca
How do the pilots feel about never having the same menu appear twice?
Author's Reply
The panel always defaulted to the same menu. The demonstration panel was designed jointly with the USAF backseat
operators that flew the test missions and those operators liked the panel. The functions on the menu appear in the same
position on the panel during the mission but may reflect a different state of the function.

W.Mansel, Ge
Could the pilot in the automatic acquisition mode decide to initiate an attack when having a target acquired or was it a
full automatic attack mode?
Author's Reply
The system performed only acquisition (and data link) of reconnaissance data. It had no attack mode. For target
acquisition, there was both a manual and automatic mode. The operator would select the automatic mode prior to
entering the target area.
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ABSTRACT
Because of the Increasing complexity of digital circuits, It Isbecoming more and more difficult to determine
whether a circuit is correct or faulty. Faults In a circuit can hardly be detected Just by looking at the
outside what the reaction of the circuit Is to a certain input sequence. Fault tolerant computing can be
a solution. Built-in Self Test (BIST) techniques can also be used to verify whether the circuit is correct,
not only during normal operation (e.g. every time upon power-on), but also during the early development
periods. The result of using BIST techniques Is a considerable reduction of the time between design and
the final product, and a reduction of maintenance time and cost.
BIST is a test method of which the circuit (on a board, a chip or a part of a chip) can separate itself from
the surrounding logic, and perform a (self) test. After the self test, the circuit reports to the surrounding
logic whether it Is correct (a so-called go/nogo test). The advantage of BIST is that it is a universal and
systematic test method with a solid mathematical foundation. Based on the stuck-at fault model, it is
possible to compute the fault coverage, which is the number of faults detected by the BIST method.
In this paper the theory of BIST is described. A circuit is divided into combinational and sequential parts,
which are tested separately. The sequential parts are tested with a so-called scan-path test. Alternative
test methods to test the combinational parts are described, and one of these methods (using pseudo-random
pattern generators and CPO signature analyzers) is described in more detail. The method to compute the
number of patterns needed to detect all faults with a certain probability as function of complexity of the
circuit, is given. The theory of CRC signature analyser., and the probability of masking are also described
and illustrated with some (small) examples, which can directly be used in practice.

1 INTRODUCTION
Over the years many different approaches to testing digital circuits have been developed. One of these approaches is
Built-In Self Test (BIST). BIST Is becoming more and more important, because of the increasing complexity of VLSIcircuits. These circuits can hardly be tested just by looking at the outside what its reaction is to a certain input sequence.

There has to be a circuit inside the chip, which reports whether the chip is correct.
-------------------------------------------------------
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Figure 1: The four parts In whch a circuit can be divided
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A circuit (mnost

every circuit) can be divided Into four parts (ee

Figure 1):

1. reglistes
Registers comprie all memory elements, e.g. registers, latches, flip-flops, but not memory-arrays like RAM.
2. Interlo logic
Interior logic Is that part of the combinational logic which is surrounded by registers.
3. ext4rlor logic
The combinational logic which is not surrounded by registers is called the exterior logic. An example of exterior
logic are the I/O buffers of a chip.
4.

mmory
The last part which can be distinguished consists of memory arrays (e.g. RAM/ROM).

Testing the above four parts requires different test methods. These methods are:
1. SCAN-PATH TESTING
This method is used to test the registers of the circuit. It will be described in Section 2.

2. INTERIOR LOGIC TEST
The interior logic is tested with a interior logic self test method, see Section 3.
3. BOUNDARY SCAN TEST
The exterior logic is tested with a test technique called Boundary Scan testing, see Section 4.

4. MEMORY TEST
Memory (RAM/ROM) can be tested with the same test-method as registers, but this would result in too much
hardware-overhead, or too much test-time. It therefore Is tested with specific RAM/ROM tests, which are not
described in this paper. For more Information see [1],[21,
[3] and 141.
The original circuit is configured such that during self test, a test-controller controls the data and the control-signals of
the circuit. The test-controller is a so-called 'state-machine" (a sequencer), which is brought into several states during
the self test, depending on the previous state and the values of the incoming signals. This 'state-machine" controls each
stage of the self test and reports the test-result to the 'outside world', i.e. the logic that started the self test of the
circuit.
Note that the partitioning described above (i.e. the division of the circuit Into registers, interior logic, exterior logic and
memory), is not only useful to test a chip, but alsoto perform a self test for a board, or a part of a chip.

2 SCAN-PATH TESTING
The first thing one has to know before the other parts of the circuit are tested, is whether the registers are functioning.
This is Important, because these registers are used In the tests for the remaining parts of the circuit. The registers are
tested using a test technique called scan-poag testing.

Figure 2: The registers of a circuit connected as a string

During a scan-path test the registers ar connected with each other to form a string, called scan-path (see Figure 2),
through which a certain pattern is shifted. When the soeie pattern appears at the output, all registers of the string
work correctly. A register should be re-configured such that during the scan-path test phase the pattern can be shifted
through the registers. Those re-configured regsters are called ecun-path elements. A scan-path element is a flip-flop or
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a latch with tome etra logic, needed to perform a normal function during normal operation and to perform a scan-path
function during the scan-path tat. An Implementation Is given In Figure 3.
tCA

T

NO55AL-OATA-01
H

0

*

NORMAL-OATA-04JT

MORMAL-CLOCK

TEST-CLOCK

Figure 3: A scan-path element
During normal operation, the register Is controlled by the *normal-clock-sgnl, and the 'normal-datain
input Is
selected. During the scan-path test phase the signal tt
Is active, the register Is controlled by the 'test-clock"-signal
and the data from the previous can-path element Is used as data-input (through the ecan-in'-signa). The scan-path
elements ar connected with each other during the test phase by connecting 'scan-out' of the previous with "scan-in'
of the next scan-path element. The test-controller controls the signals 'tet-clock' and 'test'. It also sends a certain
pattern into the first, and checks the patterns coming from the last scan-path element of the string. When they are equal
the registers an correct.
Now that one knows how the ecan-path elements look like, one has to know which patterns should be shifted through the
register-string In order to be sure of a correct working of the memory elements. Before this question can be answered,
one has to find out what faults can occur In a register. An enumeration of these faults is given below:
1. a register is stuck-at-one
2. a register Is stuck-at-sero
3. a register cannot undergo a 0 - 1 transition
4. a register cannot undergo a 0 - 0 transition
5. a register cannot undergo a I -. 0 transition
6. a register cannot undergo a 1 -- 1 transition
In order to test these faults, the following pattern can be shifted through the scan-path elements:
001100110100110011001l...
The four-bit pattern 0011 is repeated until it has reached the last scan-path element. First a '0' is shifted into the string
in order to test whether a register Is stuck-at-one. The second O'which Is shifted in the string is to check whether the
register can undergo a 0 - 0 transition. Then a '1' ISshifted n the string. This Is done to check whether the register Is
stuck-at-sero, and to check whether the register can undergo a 0 - 1 transition. The second 'I' which is shifted in checks
whether the register can undergo a 1 -. 1 transition. Then the pattern Is repeated, so the next bit which Is shifted in is
a '0', so also the I - 0 transition Is tested (see also [5[).

3 INTERIOR LOGIC TEST
A general model for the Interior logic test Is shown In Figure 4.
INPUT
PATTEsN
GEERA TOR
(G)

CMUI
unto
TEST
(CUT)

TEST
OATA
EVALUATOR
(111M)

Figure 4. Global model for the interior logic tet
This global model of the Interior logic test IS generaly accepted. The Input Pattern Generator (IPG) generates several
patterns, which result In a certain reponm on the output ia of the Circuit Under Tod (CUT). The Test Data Evaluator
(TDE) ewaluate the response and determinnes whether the CUT Is correct. The tat-controller controls the IPG and the
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TDEX The CUT is the Iaterior logic, coRalaln no registers, so the CUT Is a combinational circuit: a pattern on the
input of the CUT dects the output-inBs directly.
In this section the following subjects will be discussed:
1. FAULT MODELS
Befoim the Input Pattern Generators can be described, the models of the faults which are possible in the CUT are
given.
2. INPUT PATTERN GENERATOR8
Several ways to Implement an Input Pattern Generator are presented. Their fault coverage (the number of potential
faults that can be detected, divided by the total number of possible faults) is calculated, assuming a certain fault
model.

3. TEST DATA EVALUATORS
The outputs of the CUT must be evaluated by the Test Data Evaluator of which several implementation alternatives
are presented.

3.1 FAULT MODELS
Before the interior logic test techniques are described, the faults that can occur in a VLSI circuit are discussed. The
physical fault. occurring In VLSI circuits will be modelled with logical faults. A physical fault depends on the design
rules, manufacturing processes and chip technology (CMOS, NMOS, ECL, TTL, etc.), while a logical fault is almost
technology Independent and therefore more useful.
In this section four logical fault models will be discussed:

1.Stuck-atO and Stuek-at-1 Fault Model
The stuck-at-0 and stuck-at-1 fault model Is the most frequently used fault model. A fault of this type occurs
when a circuit line or node remains at Its logical value ('0' or '1'). The stuck-at-model Is very popular, because
its influence on the logical value of the circut-lne or -node is easy to understand and to implement. The stuck-at
model covers about 90% of all physical faults [01.
2. Stuek-at-open Fault Model
The stuck-at-open fault model represents an unintended open Input of a gate. The remaining logical value of the
open lin depends on the used technology. If the used technology Is for Instance TTL, then an open line gets the
logical value '1'. An open line in TTL can therefore be represented by the stuck-at-i fault. When on the other
hand the used technology is CMOS, a completely diferent situation occurs: the capacity and high impedance of
the CMOS transistor maks the behaviour of the faulty circuit become sequential. Because these faults only occur
with CMOS technology, this model Is not (yet) generally used.
3. Coupling/Bridging Fault Model
The bridging or coupling fault model represents the group of faults that occur when two or more points of the
circuit are connected. Sometimes this kind of faults can also be modelled by the stuck-at model.

4. Pattern Senitive Fault Model
The pattern sensitive fault model represents faults that occur as a result of the change (or the impossibility to
change) In a logical value due to the presence of a specific pattern of logical values at certain points in the circuit.
This fault occurs mainly in memory chipe. The fault Is often a result of memory cells being very close together
(high physical density), and occurs more often In dynamic than In static memory.

3.2 INPUT PATTERN GENERATORS
As said in the introduction of this section, the global model of the interior logic test consists of four parts, namely the
Input Pattern Generator (IPO), the Circuit Under Test (CUT), the Test Data Evaluator (TDE) and the test-controller.
In this subsection the IPG will be discussed.
The IPG generates patterns which result in a certain response of the CUT, observable on the output of the CUT. Three
types of IPGs can be distinguished, namely:
1. EXHAUSTIVE INPUT PATTERN GENERATORS
2. DETERMNISTIC INPUT PATTERN GENERATORS

3. PSEUDORANDOM INPUT PATTERN GENERATORS
8.2.1 EXHAUSTIVE INPUT PATTAN GENERATORS
The exhaustive Input pattern generator geserates all possible patterns. This type of IPG can detect almost all faults in
the CUT, and Is therefore almost the Ideal IPG. The only (big) disadvantage Isthe large number of patterns needed to
test the chcuit, amely 2 (a Isthe number of input pine). When a k22, which happens very often, the time needed
to genrate al patterns becomes too large. In that case the structure of the circuit must be evaluated in order to reduce
the number of patterns. This can be done by dividing the circuit into several smaller parts (partitioning) (17),18]).
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An exhavtve IPO Is shown In Figure 5. It generates the following patterns (when starting with 0000):
0000, 1000, 0100, 0010, 1001, 1100, 0110, 1011, 0101, 1010, 1101, 1110, 1111, 0111, 0011, 0001, 0000,

Figure 6:An exhaustive pattern generator
The exhaustive IPG of Figure 5 consists of a so-called linear feedback shift register (LFSR). This LFSR is adjusted in
such way that it produces all possible patterns (including the all-sero pattern) (see also 191,
Is5).
3.2.2 DETERMINISTIC INPUT PATTERN GENERATORS
The deterministic Input pattern generator generates specific patterns, which were calculated during the design-phas of
the circuit. The deterministic Input pattern generator uses the pro-calculated patterns to detect all possible faults of
the choe fault model. These patterns can be stored In ROM on the chip (the generation Is then called non-concurrent
"
generation), or they can be generated In a Cesve ' way (concurrent geneation) ([101). In most caes the patterns cannot
be generated concurrently, so the deterministic patterns must be stored requiring a ROM, which will increase the chip
are (in most cases this area will be too arp).
Three types of deterministic IPGs can be distinguished:
1. Behavioural IPGG
The behavioural WOe treat the CUT as a black box. Only the function of the CUT Is known, not the way it
has been implemented. When the behavloural IPG Is used, It Is not known which and how many faults will be
detected. Therefore the behavioural iPG will only be used when the internal structure of the CUT is unknown or
very diicult to understand. Therefore this type of deterministic IPG is not used as an interior logic (self) test
pattern generator.
2. Fmnctional IPO.
The functlonal IPGo ae used when a little more is known about the Internal structure of the CUT (the CUT is
treated as a gray box). Functional tests ae particularly useful when the Implementation of a circuit Is known at
a higher level of abstraction (for example at the data-path level) or too complex to understand in detail. They
can also be used to obtain testability Information during the early stages of the design phase, when the internal
detaile of modules ae not available. Since gate level models may not cover all physical failures, functional patterns
ae also used to check out the circulit at operating speds. Then patterns have also the advantage that invalid
or Ilgul Inputs are not applied to the circuit. Functional testing can bu used in addition to other interior logic
test methods In order to check specific functions. This method will not be used in those cases where the Internal
structure of the circuit Is known, and the Input patterns have to be stored. It therefore Is not often used for a
Chip-level (buit-in) sf tet.
3.Struetvral IPG
The etructural IPG can be used when the complete structure, every gate of the CUT, is known. Based on a certain
fault model (for Instance the stuck-at fault model), the specific patterns which detect all faults can be computed.
Thes patterns can be computed by hand or with the use of a computer. But because of the large chip area, this
kind of MG will not be used.

8.2.3 PSEUDORANDOM INPUT PATTERN GENERATORS
Pseudorandom pattern pn tion Is often used when exhaustive testing Is not pnesible, because of the large number
of patterns end/or when the CUT does not allow deterministic testing, because of the storage required for the input
patterns. A problem with pseudorandom testing Is when the result of the self test : positive, one wil not have a 100%
certainty that the circuit is correct, because of the probabilistic nature of the test. The question with peeudorandom
input pattern generators Is how many patterns should be generated in order to obtain a certain probability of detecting
all faults of the stuck-at fault model (eg. 95% or 99%). An answer to this question can be obtained in two different
ways:
. By dukla
g the circuit and Iserting faults. Now It is possible to deteine the exact probability of not
detstltng a ault with a certain number of patterns (the test-length). It is also possible to calculate the test.,
lngth, If the probablity Shata fault Is detected Is gven. Simulation takes much (often too much) develop- and
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. By apprematlug the test-leangth (LA. the number of patterns needed) and approximating the probability
that fadlte In the circult will not be detected. This method takes les time than simulation, but It requires the
detectability profile of the circuit.
In this paer only the second way of determining the probability of not detecting a (stuck-at) fault will be discussed,
because the results have bem shown to be satisfactory ((il1, 15J),and the first method (simulating the circuit, and all
possible faults) Is often not useful is practice (It would take too much time).
The following aspects of peeudorandom input pattern generators will be discussed:
1. The Detctability Profile
The probability of not detecting a (stuck-at-) fault Is based on the detectability profile of the circuit.
2. Coiwatation of the Expected Fault Coverage
The detectability profile Is needed to calculate the expected fault coverage, which gives an Impression of the number
of pattern needed to test the circuit with a pseudorandom input pattern generator.
3. hnplementatons of Pseudorandom Pattern Generators
After presenting the theory of the pesudorandom pattern generators, the way these IPGs can be implemented will
be described.
The Detectabilty, Profile
In this subsection a way to calculate the falt-characterstic of a combinational circuit needed to calculate the expected
test-langth will be discussed. First a denition of the detectability profile Is given:
The ddedeba4Id preole H Is the number of (stuck-at-) faults that are detected by a certain number of input patterns.
The detectability profile H Is expressed as a vector [hl, he,..., hNj. Element ha of the vector Is the number of faults
in the circuit that can be detected with k Input patterns. The concept of the detectability profile will be explained by
meas of two examples.
FrOWmph 1
Consider the circuit in Figure 6. There are six possible stuck-at faults: ca/0 (connection c, stuck-at-tero), ci/I
(ci stuck-at-one), C2/0, ce/1, c9/0 mad cs/i.

Figure 6: the test circuit, a NOR gate
There are four possible input patterns. If the input pattern Is 00 (xi = 0 end z = 0), then the normal output
will be '1' (st = 1). The fault c/L will result in a output si = 0, which is a wrong output. This is the only
pattern which detects the fault ri/i. The faults ci/0,C2/0,ca/1 end ca/0 are also detected by only one pattern
(namely reepectively the patterns 10, 01, 00 and 00). So there are five faults that are detected by only one pattern,
therefore hi = S. No fault Is detected by only two patterns (h2 - 0), one fault Is detected by three patterns
(namely the fault ca/l, which Is detected by the patterns 01, 10 and 11), and no fault Isdetected by four patterns
(h4 = 0). This results in the detectability profile H
[6,0,
1h 1,01.
1,h,,h)=

Compute the detectability profile H for the circuit of Figure 7.
X1

Cl

x|

C

eZ

€11

Figure 7: The circuit of Example 2
Ther are 24 possible (stuck-at-) faults, two for sack connection e*. The number of different Input patterns is
St (becaus there ar 5 input-Ie). 1br every fault the number of patterns which detect that fault has been
computed, by Introducing that fault end computing the veine of et for all possible patterns on the Input lines.
The number of times the vske of zi diffm from the correct value of si is the number of patterns that detect that
fault. This le done for all possible faults in the circuit. The result is given In Table 1.
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Table 1: The number of patterns that detect a specific fanlt in the circuit of Figure 7
fault

number of
patterns
6
6

fault

C,/O
o2/l
C&/0
Cs/0
Ce/O
'8/1

6
6
4

cO/O
Cs/I
eO0

4
9
a

4

Cs/i

6

4
4

CeI/O
Co/

6
22

Ca/0

4

ca/0

4

ca/I

4

cI/I

22

Ce/0

4

cas/O

22

Ce/i

12

Cea/i

10

cA/0
ca/]

number of
patterns
Cr/0
1
6
€C/fi

The detectability profle of the circuit of Figure 7 is ZI I(ha, s, hs, A.,. • , ks21 consists of the following element];
At = I (there is one fault that is detected by only one pattern), 4s - 9 (there ar nine faults that are detected by
four patterns), he - 7, he - 1, hs - 1, his - 1, has = 1, Mi = 3 mad all other elements of H are zero.

The detectability profile of moat circuits is very dlfcult to obtain. There are three ways of calculating the detectability
profile, namely:
I. Exhaustively fault simulation. This Is a brute force method, which tares (often too) much time (fkr large circuits).
In Example 1 sad Example 2 t"i method was ed to explain the detectability profile for two simple circuits.
2. Another approach which aso takWemuch thae Is the D-algorlthm, which can be used to find the exact profile.
This method can only be used for small cIrcuits. 1l2]
3. The third method ume an approximation technique. I 151a way to calculate an approximation of the detectability
profile Is described.
Computation of the Expected Fault Coverage
The ,spected laudt coverge Is the fraction of potential faults In the circuit that can be detected by applying a specific
number of pseudorandom Input patterns. The expected fault coverage can be used to get Insight in the number of patterns
needed to obtain a certain probability of detecting all faults. Before the expected fault coverage can be calculated, the
detectabilty of a fault must be defined:
The detufebili,

k, of a fault Is the number of patterns that will detect that fault.

In the derivation of the equation of the expected fault coverage the following symbos are used:
M
N
M

is the number of input lines of the circuit.
is the number of different possible patterns, N = 2".
is the total number of possible faults.

In [131 and [141the equation for the expected fault coverage E(C,) is derived:

wher

'

L s the number of patterns that have been applied, and Ai, the k * element of the detectability profile vector H.

It can be shown that the expected fault coverage E(C,) is small for circuits with faults with a small detectability k, i.e.
with faults which are only detected by a few (k) teat-patterns.
Example S shows the use of Eq.l.
The detectability profile of the circuit of Figure ? (sea Example 2) Is H = [hl, h,s,...,,ha), with hi = 1, h, = 9,
he - 7, he = 1, he = 1, ha, = 1, his = I and Are = 3. The total number of different Input patterns is 32 (N=32)
and there are 24 different possible faults (M=24). Now the expected fault coverage for different test lengths L can
be calculated with Eq.l. The result s shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: The expected falt coverage E(CL) for the circuit in Example 2 for different test-lengths L
LE(C)
0.139
1
0.392
2
3
0.504
4
0.591
0.661
5
6
0.720
7
0.768
8
0.807
9
0.841
0.68
10
0.891
11

L
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
25
32

X(CL
0.910
0.925
0.938
0.948
0.957
0.964
0.970
0.975
0.978
0.990
1.000

For a fault coverage of 95% 16 input patterns ae needed. Figure 8 shows how the expected fault coverage increases
when the number of patterns L increases.

Mio.

0.$5

Fiu

L
8: The expected fault coverage E(CO) as a function of the test-length L
0

Because of the probabilistic approach of Eq.1, the expected fault coverage can differ from the real fault coverage (which
can be computed through (fault-) simulation). Wagner et al. [I1I shows that In most cas the expected fault coverage
differs less than 2.5 percent from the real value.
Implementations of Pseudorandom Pattern Generators
The pseudorandom pattern generator (PRPG) Is mostly implemented using a LFSR (Linear Feedback Shift Register). A
LFSR consists of a string of registers (flip-flope/latches) and (exclusive-) ORgates. Several output lines of the registers
are fed back to the input. The number of registea and the way the feedback paths are Implemented, together with the
seed (the Initial contents of the regleters) determines the length of the test sequence before it repeats. The length of a
test sequence (the number of different patterns that are generated) can be at most 2' (when the LFSR has n registers).
In this section three pseudorandom pattern generators are given, namely a general PRPG, a so-called 'maximum length'
PRPG ad a 'maximum-length' PRPG including the all-sero pattern.
Figure 9 shows the Implementation of a LFSR with three registers and three feedback paths (using two XOR-gates).
These feedback paths determine the so-called *characteristic polynomial* or 'function' of the LFSR. The characteristic
polynomial of the LFSR of Figure 9 Is z'+z'+z+ 1. The way the characteristic polynomial of a LFSR can be computed

is given In [91, (6)and (151.

Figure 9: A general LFSR with characteristic polynomial a* + z' + z + 1
When the initial contents of the registers of Figure 9 Is 000, then the contents of the registers of the LFSR (after a
clock-pake) will also be 000. So the number of diferent patterhs produced with seed 000 Is 1. When the seed is 100,
four patterns are generated before the sequence repeats, namely 100, 110, 011, 001, 100,.
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Now consider the LrSR of Figure 10.

Figure 10: A *maximum length* LFSR with characteristic polynomial x3 + x + 1
When the seed of the LFSR is 100, the number of different patterns that are generated will be 7 (the maximum number
of patterns for a LIFSR withe three registers), namely: 100, 110, 111, 011, 101, 010, 001 , 100, .... The characteristic
polynomial of the LFSR Is z + z +1.
The question now is how to make a *maximum length* LFSR? Wang et al. [151shows that for a LFSR to have
maximum length, the characteristic polynomial should be a so-called *primitive* polynomial. Whether a polynomial
P(z) Is primitive can be determined by dividing a polynomial x' + 1 by the (possible) primitive polynomial P(z). When
the smallest Integer m Is equal to 2" - I (when a is the number of registers of P(z)), then the polynomial P(z) is
primitive (see also [51).
The main disadvantage of a normal "maximum length* pseudorandom pattern generator is that it cannot generate the
all-sero pattern. The problem of not being able to produce the all-zero pattern can be solved by adding a NOR-gate
and an XOA-gate (see [51).Figure 11 shown the LISR of Figure 10 changed In such way that it produces all 2" patterns
(namely the patterns 100, 110, 111, 011, 101, 010, 001, 000, 100, ...

Figure 11: LiSar with characteristic polynomial za + x + I with the all-zero pattern

The Inclusion of the all-zero pattern costs a (large) NOR-gate and one XoR-gate. Although it has been stated that a
PRPG should generate all patterns with equal probability In order to calculate the expected fault coverage, usually it
will not be neceary to generate the all-sero pattern. It Is obvious, that when the total number of possible patterns is
large In comparison with the test-length, the probability of generating the all-sero pattern Is very small and therefore
the hardware to generate the all-sero pattern will not be worthwhile. It will only be useful when (through simulation)
It can be shown that certain faults can only be detected with the all-ero state.

3.3 TEST DATA EVALUATORS
This section discusses the implementation alternatives for the Test Data Evaluators (TDEs). The function of the TDE
Is to determine whether the response of the CUT to the Input data Is correct. A global model of the TDE is shown In
Figure 12.

CUT

TOE

e ereec

Figure 13: Global model of a TIE
The TIB mus compare the data from the CUT with so-cadled reference-dat (the data that is known to be correct).
This can be done In two was: with or without a compressor. (
Figure 1 (a) and (b)).

m~ mm,,~~rI ~r--mmmmmmm
Imm mm
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The problem with non-compreming Til
is that they need a large storage capacity for the reference data. Therefore
the cn-compresalig TDE is seldom used. In thie paper only compressing TDES will be discussed.
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FIgure 13: (a) Non-compreslng TDE. (b) Compresing TOE
The following eubjects will be described:
1. OVERVIEW O1 COMPRESSING TECHNIQUES
The major compreeslag techniques we discussed.
2. CRC CODING THEORY
The theory of the most commonly used compressing technique (using CRC coding) is described.
3. IMPL-MENTATIONS OF CRC SIGNATURE ANALYZERS
The way CRC signature analyser. can be implemented are described.
4. MASKING-CHARACTERISTICS OF CRC SIGNATURE ANALYZERS
The types of faults not detected (masked) with the CRC signature analyser are looked at.
The section ends with conclusions on the subject of test data evaluators.
3.3.1 OVERVIEW OF COMPRESSING TECHNIQUES
In almost all carm the TOE consists of a data compressor and a comparator (se Figure 13(b)). The data compressor
map a long stream of data from the CUT, into a relatively short word, called a signature. An Ideal data compressor
would have the property that a faulty Input data stream will always yield a faulty signature. However, no such data
compressor Is In existence, because high compression rates can only be achieved with non loss-free compression techniques,
i.e. techniques which cannot reproduce the original data exactly. The action of mapping an erroneous data stream into
a correct signature is called error mshng or shasing. The beet one would hope to get from a data compressor is a small
probability of error masking, which expresses the quality of a data compressor.
The major ways of compressing data am:
1. Padty Cheking
A TDE using the parity checking method checks the parity of the data output stream of the CUT. A parity check
will detect any faults produced by an odd number of error bits, so all single bit errors will be detected. Faults due
to an evm number of aro bits will not be detected. Therefore this compression method has an error masking
probabilty of about 0., which Is not acceptable.

2.ORne Cowding
In ones counting, as the name suggests, the data compressor Is merely a counter, counting the number of logical
ones In the data output stream of the CUT. It Is a 2log t-bit counter (where I Is the number of data output bits
of the CUT). Ones counting will detect any single bit error and a lapr part of the multiple bit errors (ase [161).

3. Tanndtilo Cou*ig
fIsudon counting counts the number of times the output data stream changes value (from 0 -. I or from I 0). As with ones counting, the count length le proportional to 'log of the length of the data output stream of the
CUT. It can be shown that a transition counter which Is counting large data streams, will have an error masking
probability of 0.5. Therefore this method Is seldom used [lj.
4. Cyclic Redundancy Check Coding
The cyclic redundancy check (CRC) technique use a linear feedback shift register to compress the data of the CUT.
The contents of the register depends on data output stream of the CUT and the previous contents of the register.
The contents that remains In the register Is the sitndoe and will be compared with reference data. Compressors
using CRC coding ar very popular, because of their simple Implementation and good (small) masking probability.
The theory of the CRC compressing technique will be described more detailed in Section 3.3.2.
3.8.2 CRC CODING THEORY
The main purpose of a signature analyser is to compres the data coming from the CUT to a code word, called sinatuwe.
The compression Is based on the CRC coding theory. The CRC coding theory treats streams of binary data as polynomials
with binary cofficIents. A binary data stream of t-bits (popips .."p,p,-z, where pi Is 0 or 1) can be represented as a
S
polynomial with t terms, namely the polynomial pt-&sx + p
+... + pFi + po (see Example 4). The degre of

1
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the polynomial Is the largeet power of x In aterm Ofthe polynomial with a non-zero coeflcient. Only the coefficients
ane of int-.ee, not tW actual value of X.
The Inpst-ereams 1001011 can be reprsented by the polynomial 0 + z6 +-x + 1. The degree of this polynomial

One can perform arithmetic on the polynomials, with coeffcient addition and multiplication modulo-2. Hence there are
no carris during addition, and when binary polynomials are added, multiplied or divided, the result is also a binary
polynomial (sees[1 [61). Division of on polynomial by a-other produces a quotient polynomial Q(z) anci a remainder
po~o

F.) -Q(,) + R04)

The remainder R(s) Is often used as the saignaturs' of the data output stream from the CUT.
3.3.1 IMLPLEMENTATIONS 0F CRC SIGNATURE ANALYZERS
In th" section Implementations of Signature anallyzers using the CRC coding method will be discussed. There are
generally two typo of CRC eignature analyzers, namely:
1. w'One-Inpute Signature Analysers LFSR
When only one output of the CUT Is observed, a LFSR (Linear Feedback Shift Register) can be used as CRC
signature analyser.
2. *Mulliwuput* Signature Analyzers MISR
The MISR (Multi Input Signature Register) observes multiple output lines of the CUT at the same time.
"Oneiput' Signature Analyser: LFSR
A LFSR (Linear Feedback Shift Register) consists of three parts, namely the register (consisting of flip-Rlops / latches),
eucusive.OR gates and feedback paths. The way the three parts of the LFSR are configured determines the behaviour
of the LFSR. Two of those variations will be described:
1. 2.15K with, Dlistributed Feedback
A LFSR with distributed feedback Is shown In Figure 14.

Figure 14: LFSR with distributed feedback and divisor polynomial 2' + Z' + 1
The number of lp-11ops and the way the feedback lines ane connected, determines the so-called divisor polynomial,
which is the charwaristic of the LISR. The quotient of a LFSR are the bits (the data) shifted out of the LFSR
and the renmesker of a LISR Is the contents of the registers after the shift operations (see Example 5).
The divisor polynomial G(s) is determined by the number of Slip-flops and the way the feedback lines art connected
If an Input stream 110001001 (F(s) - X' + 26 + X + 1) Is fed Into the LFSR Input of Figure 14, then the
LFSR comes Into, the states of Tabis 3.
Table 3: LFSR states during a division
Inuta' a'a'

1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
I1

0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1

0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0

r

0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1 1

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1

comment
Initial state

RW - 2±!+

Ij

The dibor polynomal is G() -' +x2+1. The quotient Q(s) (011010000 Is is' + s+ a) inshifted out
of the LVSR sad R(s) (the remainder, or se + s'+i1) remains In the register after the 9 clock pulses.
a

This LIUK structure will create a *code word* (R(s)) as the remainder after dividing the meneage polynomial
(F(s)) by the feedback polynomial (C(s)). R(s) Is called the signdtwe of the data stream P(z). Therefore the
L.15 Is called a sifgnetur. uzdpwr.
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S. LFS. with Ceatralled Feedback
The LFSR of Figure 14 needed XOR gates between several stages of the shift register. The alternative implementation (see Figure 15) does not have those gates, but has only one XOR gate, at the input of the LFSR.

2

Figure 15: LFSR with centralised feedback and divisor polynomial z' + z + I
The 'remainder" (the value of the registers after the self test) is not the remainder of a division (as with the
distributed LFSR), but has the *ame masking-characterstlcs as the signature of a LFSR with distributed feedback.
This Implementation can therefore also be used to generate a signature of an input data stream (1171).
*Muti-nput Signature Analyxer: MISR
For testing a CUT with multiple outputs, the circuitry overhead of a single input signature analyzer on every output
would be high. The single input analyzer could be multiplexed to the various outputs of the CUT, one at a time, and
repeat the tet sequence for each output. However, a parallel signature testing method using a structure called a Multiple
Input Signature Register (MISR) (see Figure IS) is preferred, because the compression is done in parallel for all outputs
of the CUT.
CUT
T
CUT
CUT
OUTPUT0

+

OOUT I

X

4+

OUTPUT2

X

OUTPUT 3

+

X

Figure 16: A multiple input signature register
Again the value of the registers after the self test is called the signature or the remainder of the MISR.
3.3.4 MASKING-CHARACTERISTICS OF CRC SIGNATURE ANALYZERS
The main concern with the use of signature analyzers using the CRC coding technique Is the probability that an erroneous
stream from a faulty CUT could be compressed Into the same signature as &good CUT. This is called masking or aliasing.
In the next sections the masking characteristics of the described Implementation of a signature analyzer with a LFSR
and with a MISR will be described.
Mask1ng-characterlstice of LISE.
According to [171, a signature analyzer with the LFSR with centralized feedback has the same masking characteristics
as LaIPR with distributed feedback.
A fault In a CUT can cause an error on the CUT output in one or more bit positions of the output stream. The possible
error patterns can be treated as polynomials, where each non-zero coefficient In the error polynomial E(z) represents an
error In the corresponding bit position of the CUT output stream.
Easele 6
If the nineth, third and second bit of an output stream Is erroneous, the error polynomial E(z) is E(z) = z5 +s 2 + z.
a
Pa(s) (which Is the actual output stream of the faulty CUT) is: Ps(z) = P(z) + E(z), where P(z) is the output of a
-orrect CUT.
zHae c 7
If the correct CUT data output P(2) is P(s) = s + s+s + I and the error polynomial E(z) is E(z) = z' + z' + z
then the result (the incorrect CUT data output) will be Pa(z) = s + s + 1.

As P(s) = Q(x) * G(s) + R(x) and Pa(s) = P(s) + E(x), then an undetectable error will occur if Pz(z)/G(z) will have
the same remainder R(s) as P(s)/G(s). This means that Pa(z) = Qz(s) * G(s) + R(s).
This will be lustrated with an example:
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Ezrnaple 8
2
I the divisor polynomial of the LFSR Is G(s) = x' + z + 1 and the correct CUT output stream is P(z) =
e
z + 0' + s + 1, then the remainder will be R(z) = x" + z' + 1 and Q(z) (the quotient polynomial of the correct
s
error polynomial E(z) of the faulty CUT Is E(z) = z*+z'+z +z+l
CUT) will be Q(z) = z'+X'+l. But Ifthe
then PO(z) (the faulty CUT output stream) Is Pa(s) = z'+ z$. This results is the remainder Rli(z) = xa + z' + 1,
which Isthe same polynomial as the one that remains In the LFSR after a correct CUT output stream has been
appl ed.
0
of the correct data polynomial Is t - I (the data stream has t-bits), then there are 2' - 1 possible error
Ifthe degree
polynomJ , because an error can be represented by a polynomial of degree t- I or les (the error polynomial E(z) = 0
-- )
- 1 non-zero multiples of degree less than t. So there are
If G(z) Is of degree m, then it has 20
i (eliminated).
- )
2 # . - I wrong t-bit streams that can map Into the same signature as the correct data stream. If all error polynomials
ae equally likely, then the probability that the divisor of degree m will not detect an error is
)

2P'-= - 1
2'-1
and for large tit means that
(2)

=

so the 'masking.probability"

can be made quite small by Increasing the degree m of the divisor polynomial G(z).

Note that Eq.2 Is only correct when the error polynomials are equally likely.
Masking-characteristics of MISR&
It can be shown that a NSR has masking characteristics which ae quite similar to those of a single input signature
anlyser (LFSR) ([I, [51).
If all possible error polynomials are equally likely then the probability that a MISR using G(z) as the divisor will not
detect an error Is
P..

'=

3(

) -

I

(ift = large),

(with t is the number of data bite that are collected (or the number of clock-pulses), and m Is the number of registers of
the MISR). So the "maskng-probabllty"can be made quite small by Increasing the degree m of the divisor polynomial
G(z).

3.8.5 DIVISOR POLYNOMIAL CONSIDERATIONS
The usefulness of CRC signature analysers has been shown above. There remains still
one question: what divisor
polynomial should be used for signature analysis? The masking probability P k,,
, e 2
for equally likely error
patterns and long data streams. This Implies that m (the degree of the divisor polynomial) should be large enough.
Some errors can be distinguished (for a detailed analysis, see [S), namely:
1. Slrge Bit Errors
Single bit errors are those errors that affect only one bit in the output stream. These errors will be detected by
any polynomial with two or more non-sero coefficients.
2. Burst Errors
Burst errors ar those errors that occur when within a d-bit output stream, at most d bits are erroneous. These
errors will be detected by a signature analyser with polynomial x" + i, where m > d.
3. Single Output Erors
Single output errors occur when only one input of the CUT gives wrong values (and when the outputs of the
CUT are coanected with a MISR). The probability that an single output error will be masked Is the same as the
masking probability for LFSRs.
4. Error Cancellation Errors
The only kind of errors that can occur in MISRs which will result in a highe masking probability are the error
cancellation errors. But It can be shown that these errors will not have a significant part In the complete masking
probability, so these kind of errors are negligible.
But still the fact remains that a divisor polynomial G(s) will have a certain probability that it will not detect an error
polynomial E(z) which is a multiple of G(x). One thought to deal with this problem is to incorporate a rather complex
feedback structure into the LFSR (MISR), on the assumption that a complex G(s) will prevent masking by anything
but an equally complex E(x). The Hewlett-Packard 5004A Signature Analyser [18] for example uses a 16-stage LFSR
with ():
G(s) = s" +'+'
+'+
I.
Another example of polynomials which ar used in the ild Is the CCITT-16 polynomial
G(s)

•

---.

-rm

-m

mm

m

,ramu

miim

e

mmmCi

2" + s" + s' + 1,
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used in microprocessors (the MC6M020 [19 and the MC6804P2 [201) or co-processors (the MC68881 floating

which

point p

e

II,).

Therefore the only lanswer one can get INthat G(s) should be chosen in such way that no expected fault in the CUT
will create a polynomial that Is a multiple of 0(s). A polynomial of a high degree and a complex feedback structure is
an accepted practical rule. By simulating the circuit the polynomial can be proved to be satisfiable.

4 BOUNDARY SCAN TEST
The third phase of the self test of a circuit (the boundary scan test) tests the so-called exterior logic. Exterior logic is
combinational logic, which Is at one side connected with logic from another circuit, and at the other side it is connected
with the (internal) registers of the circuit (see Figure 17). Since the exterior logic is diffcult to test, the exterior logic

should be held as small as possible.

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Figure 17: The exterior logic
When a scan-path test (for the registers) and a internal BIST (for the internal logic) has been applied, the only combinational logic that remains untested is the exterior logic. The problem of testing exterior logic has been recognsed
by some lrp companies (mostly large scale users or producers of printed circuit assemblies and systems), which have
formed the Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) group Is formed to deal with this problem.
The solution to the problem of not testing the exterior logic It, according to JTAG, called boundary scan test ([221).
The objective of boundary scan test is to separate the exterior logic from the other logic of the circuit. Patterns can be
applied at the Input signals of the exterior logic, and the results can be collected at the output signals of the exterior
logic. This is done by configuring the registers (lip-ilops, latches), which are connected to the exterior logic, such, that
during the boundary scan test the contents of these registers can be controlled by the boundary scan test controller
(which is not part of the circuit).
The question that arises now, is how should the Input and output registers be re-configured such that they can act like
a shft register during boundary scan test phase, and that they are able to collect the data on the Input lines.
a-SCAN-OATA-GUT

------- --- - -------- "--I
MAL-OATA-Mi

B-SCA5-DArs-IN

0 a

55NOMMA-*YA-U

NORMAL CLaCK
B-SCAN-CLOCK

5-ScAN-LOADM.T
Figure IS: A boundary scan memory element
The re-configaration Is drawn In Figure 18. There

arefive extra control and data 'ines:

1. b-san-data-in
Through this data line the data coming from the previous boundary scan memory element (from "b-scan-data-out')
(or the boundary scan test controller) is given to the boundary scan element.
2. b-scan-data-out
This data line is used to shift the data out the boundary scan memory element, to the next boundary scan element

(or the boundary san test-controller).
fi. b-scan-load/shdft
This control line deterines whether during the boundary scan test the data coming on the Ob-scan-data-lnl line,
or the data coming from 'normal-data-ln Is clocked in the register. During normal operation this line should
5
ndicate that the data on the *normal-data-in line should be clocked in the register.
4. b-san-tst
This control line deermine whether It is a boundary scan test, or a rormal operation.

S. b-san-clo&
This line s used to clock the data In the register during boundary

am test.

iA
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5 CONCLUSION
In tis paper the posibilities of Built-In Self Test have been examined. For different kinds of logic, different types of self
teste have been deecribed. For the registers the e"If teet Is called ecan-path teet. The Interior logic is tested with one of
the deecribed interor logic tute. The exterior logic Is tested with the boundary #can test method. So each test takes
cane of of a specific part of the circuit, and all these toote together cover the complete circuit. After the complete self
test, all logic has been tested, except the logic that controls the clock. The extrs tati-control hardware (see Figure 4)
needed to perform a self test can be combined for the seneralef test techniques. In that case one can design %special
BEST-cun element, which replaces the register In the circuit.
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DISCUSSION

MLJob

Ge

Have you actually implemented your BIT and if so what results are available?
Auters Reply
The research on the subject Built-in Self Test was only a literature study; there was no opportunity to actually design a
circuit (chip) with HIST. Bu: in practice there are sonte chips which have a BIST facility (for instance Motorola 68020)
and they claim to cover many of the possible faults with their BIST circuit

W.Maasel, Ge
Can the BIST build-in-self-test methods be applied for standard microprocessors?
Authors Reply
The BIST methods can only be used when they are implemented inside the chip, so a special chip must be designed.

R.Ardrey, US
Can BIST be initiated at any time during circuit activity with retention of state or only at system initialization
(power-up)?
Author's Reply
BIST can only be used at system initialization.

_____
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D-7900 Ul , West Germany

0. Summary
We present some experiences and new ideas on the expert systems (XS) approach
to solving problems of avionics data processing. We want to focus on problems
concerning fighter aircraft and within these mainly on radar components.
Avionics expert systems may be a development tool, part of a ground support
system or integrated in a avionics dataprocessing system. In the aircraft,
main applications comprise mission oriented tasks like pilot's associate and
sensor oriented tasks like navigation or radar.
Areas in which more intelligent radar data processing is needed comprise
situation awareness, mode selection and electronic counter counter measures
(BCCN), noncooperative target identification (NCI) and radiation management.
To show the applicability of the expert systems approach to identification
tasks, a demonstration system for the recognition of aircrafts from the textual description of a picture was developed and tested.
1. Introduction
1.1. Expert Systems
Before discussing Avionics XS, we should state what an expert system is and
when a software system does deserve the name of an expert system. Various definitions are prefered depending on the (local and disciplinary) origin of the
author so, e.g. criteria for XS involve: the problem solving skill and performance of an expert; knowledge of one or several experts; inferential thinking;
knowledge and explicit problem solving methods; and the system components and
capabilities listed below.
We prefer to say that an knowledge based system is a computer system that contains knowledge about the problem area in explicit form and has the ability to
combine this knowledge in order to solve problem, and that an expert system is
a knowledge based system that contains facts and problem solving knowledge of
one or several experts.
In the following, we list the essential and characteristic parts of an expert
system:
knowledge base
knowledge representation
taxonomy, structural properties
facts, rules
problem solving knowledge
metarules
metaknowledge (knowledge about knowledge)
control structures
inference engine
question solver
truth maintenance system
user interface
user friendly interface

mouse, windowing, menues
help facilities and explanations

user model
knowledge acquisition component
knowledge editor

truth maintenance system
learning component
fact learning
structure learning

None of these components must be seen independently, so e.g. a truth maintenance system is on the first look part of the knowledge acquisition component, but it needs an inference engine and mete knowledge and it is essential for a learning component, which may itself be seen as part of the inference engine.
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1.2. Avionics Expert System
Application of expert systems technology to avionics software development has
the main goals to ake avionics data processing systems more "intelligent" and
to make the process of software production more efficient.
Main steps on the way towards "intelligent* systems are : smarter avionics
systems and sensors, clever reaction to a hostile environment and gracefull
degradation in case of failures for the whole system and an optimal support
for the pilot and weapons system operator. This implies the ability to process
data from different sources that are uncertain, noisy, inconsistent, and sometimes contradictory.
The aim of more efficient software production is achieved by ths process of
rapid prototyping with its itexplicit knowledge engineering and modelling,
erative cycle of test and improvement and by the use of AI tools and methods
such as system-browsers and object-oriented programming.
As with most other expert systems, avionics applications are mostly dedicated
to solving routine problems and make routine decisions leaving the final
decision and exception handling to the man in the loop.
1.3. Expert Systems and Related Disciplines
1.3.1. Artificial Intelligence
IS are mostly seen as part of the A technology. In fact, learning and more
intelligent systems are reached by AI-techniques. But we think that AI as a
science is more related to analysing or simulating thought processes with the
help of computers than to the solution of real-world problems. Expert system
is more a technical discipline defined by its methodology. Artificial Intelligence can be seen as the field of studying problem solving strategies that can
be applied when not enough problem solving knowledge about a problem is
available to employ more powerful problem solving techniques (weak methods,
Newell,1969). With this definition, Expert Systems are located somewhere between the Artificial Intelligence and the classical decision support or operations research approaches. Although there is no powerful analytical approach
(such as e.g. control theory), the experts problem solving skill and knowledge
provides a proven and effective solution technique.
1.3.2. Conventional Software Systems
The essential difference of expert systems to convenional software are the
facts that the knowledge - facts and problem solving methods - is stated explicitely and not hidden as part of formulae, control structures, data and
data structure and that this knowledge is passed to the system by the expert
and is filtered by the programmer or knowledge engineer only with regard to
structures.
Any data processing system is more or less intended to make routine decisions
Decision support becomes more and more imporor to support human decisions.
tant as the software comes closer to human abilities and to the human interface, hence is closely related to the IS tasks.
1.3.3.

Software and Knowledge Engineering

The
process of modelling and structuring of the problem and its solution is a
central feature of the design of systems that work in such complex environments and is therefore essential in the design of IS. The emphasis in building
much more on modelling the real world problem and the soluexpert systems is
tion process than on data and control and their rasp. flows. One may say that
IS tools provide a way to "implement by-specification". Going directly from
the model problem to a high level solution bypasses the data processing details, hence concentates on a higher lever of problem solving. The difference
to the programing implementation is comparable with the leap between the HOL
implementation and assembly language progamaing.
On the other side, a rapid-prototyped IS itself may be seen as a model for
It is
a well established engineering tradition to make small
some SW system.
models in order to test great systems one intends lo build. Mechanical models
have been build for ships, dams, aircraft and many other objects to assess
their aerodymnical, mechanical and optical properties. IS tools give the ability of rapid prototyping. Hence, one can make models of the final SW in order
to test the behaviour and user acceptance of the final SW with a small effort
compared to that one needed to implement the final SW. Where the time and size
constraints do not allow to use an expert system for a special application,
the knowledge base together with the inference engine may serve as a specification of the software that has to be implemented. Solving a problem with a
high level system also provides a deeper insight into the concepts and connections inherent to the problem which may be transferred to algorithms and data
structures in later stages of the development.
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2. Application Areas for Avionics Expert Systems
In the following we give an overview on those areas of application in which XS
may be used as part of a system. Applications for avionics expert systems can
be roughly divided into two areas: airborne XS and ground support.
Among the ground support XS there are many applications that are not specific
to avionics: simulation, design, education, logistics, configuration, diagnosis, maintenance and error recovery. We leave also aside all XS applications
as a support for conventional SW development such as configuration management
and AI tasks such as automatic programning. Even with these restrictions there
remain a lot of special applications such as mission briefing or library
generation.
The airborne systems may be divided into two categories, following (McTigue,
1982)t mission oriented and sensor oriented. Among the mission oriented tasks
are A/A and A/G steering and weapon launch/release computations, sensor
fusion, selection of best available data, integrated display management and
warning functions. Kission oriented tasks concern the aircraft and its weapons
or the pilot and navigator. The sensor oriented task concern single sources of
information like communication, radar, inertial navigation, air data, and
single displays. The tasks differ widely but they have in common such tasks as
source and filter selection, error estimate and multi-(sub)-sensor fusion,
failure detection and the detection of spoofing or jamming.
Graceful degradation is a point that is not special to a single system but is
(or should be) an essential attribute of any AI system. Fallback solutions may

be

implemented explicitely when the expert takes into ccnsideration the possi-

ble missing information or failure modes, or implicitly when the inference engine uses the knowledge about the system states to provide the best results
from the incomplete and contradictory inputs.
we leave aside all typical Al tasks such as pattern and speech recognition and
understanding. In the following, avionics applications for expert systems will

be ordered in 3 groups with a growing difficulty of realisation: Decision support and surveillance, autonomous sensor oriented decisions and mission oriented decisions. An additional last group will scetch some ground based applications.
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classical program
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Figure 2.: Intelligent systems provide graceful degradation
changes in environment and to lack of information.

and adaption to

2.1. Decision Support Near the Human Interface
Decision support, display control and surveillance are among the most promising areas for avionics expert system for the next few years. We have apt
human experts that can give their knowledge to support newcomers and to take
much routine load from the skilled colleagues. In this area, the amount of incoming data and reaction time has to lie in the order of magnitude of that for
human data processing. The following tasks also concern radar systems but are
not radar specific.
Avionics BUSses

JTIDS

Attack I

Sensors

Avionics

Computer

xs8

Display BUSses

Figure 3.t Possible location for a display and decision oriented Avionics XS
2.1.1. Mode and Display Control
Node selection for displays is based on a lot of experience. To select the
contents and form of a display depending on the whole situation needs the
assessment of the situation and e.g. consciousness of pilot's concentration.
Graceful degradation is provided by bridging gaps in the incoming data and decluttering the display by thoroughly weighting the influences of a overloaded
display against the possibility of omitting crucial detils.

I
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An intelligent system should also handle the pilot's inputs in a flexible way
to provide some kind of DWIM (do what I mean). So, e.g. ambiguities arising
from cursor positions that are not uniquely correlated to display points may
be resolved using som
knowledge about the situation.
An expert system for mode and display control may be a dedicated system
(pilot's associate) or part of the avionics system in concern (radar, ESM,
navigation, control).
2.1.2. Decision Support
An Expert system can give direct decision support for the pilot (and eventually the WSO). This can be done by proposing the beat decision to the pilot or
by showing those facts that are needed to make a decision. An expert system
can combine a lot of facts, gathered over the time of the whole mission or requested from other sources. It may select the best decision or condense the
facts to an amount that can be displayed in an ergonomic way in a combat
situation.
Decision support comprises warning and notifying the pilot on situation
changes. This becomes most important when the attention is distracted in critical situations or in the course of routine surveillance tasks (e.g. in a
Combat Air Patrol). Such decision supporting systems need to be aware of the
situation in order to assess the importance of incoming observations.
2.1.3. Situation Dependent Briefing
Crew briefing is essential for the success of the whole mission of a fighter
A/C, but is limited by human ability to memorize facts. Too great an amount of
details and facts that are not likely to be needed may confuse the crew and
degrade their ability to remember the essential things. An XS may brief the
crew only on those facts that are important just now, depending on time, location and tactical situation. ('By the way, ..
2.1.4. Monitoring and Surveillance
Maintenance support and testing is mostly based on heuristics since complete
testing of all possible constellations and inputs is not possible in a complex
system. Build In Test (BIT) for isolated systems may lead to a failure and
fault isolation in the system.
This may be performed by an expert system and
an intelligent BIT may not only detect and locate failures on the fly but also
estimate the impact and consequences and provide graceful degradation by
changing configurations or calling for adequate countermeasures. This may be
done by an autonomous decision or by giving an adequate advice to the pilot.
The surveillance function also comprises the tasks of fuel and coolant status
control. The controlling system has to decide from the overall situation
whether a shortage may occur or is critical and whether the shortage is important enough to notify it to the pilot thereby possible distracting his attention from more important observations.
Medical surveillance is another application that may neccessitate expert systems application. Medical systems have been among the first expert systems.
Since man is not fairly rapresented by technical or mathematical models, heuristics play an imortant role in medicine. Medical surveillance in avionics
system may comprise long term surveillance in order to detect when the crew
is getting unconcious, becoming overworked or is hast lost the orientation. It
will also comprise short term manoever surveillance e.g. in high-g situations
where the consequences may affect the mission.
2.2. Autonomous Decisions for Radar Components
We want to discuss nose radar oriented tasks as an example for the many
sensors that are on board of a modern aircraft (navigation, infra red sensors,
air data, altimeter). Such an XS may either be a separate dedicated system or
be part of the radar system (e.g. the radar data processor). A possible configuration is given in figure 4.
Many tasks occur in parallel also in electronic warfare components. ESM (Electronic Support Measures) tasks are similiar to those of radar and other sensors and will be omitted here. ECM (Electronic Counter Measures) emission
(e.g. jamming) especially needs clever and tricky reactions and will be treated in brief in the mission oriented section about self-protection. The cooperation of radar and ESM/ECM components is a mission oriented task that concerns the whole weapon system and will hence also be treated in the subsequent
section.
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Figure 4.: Possible location for a radar oriented XS. The connections to the
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possibility to handle also mission orientd tasks.

2.2.1 ktWe Selection
Modern sensors such as airborne radars provide a lot of modes, sub-modes and
parameter settings that can be selected on flight to achieve maximum performance and mission success. The optimal mode depends on external data, pilots
intention and mission aim and parameter selection requires experience and
knowledge about the system's functions. Expert systems may support the pilot
or weapons system operator (navigator) in their task of selecting the most
appropriate
mode and
the
best
parameters
for
the
radar
system.
The task is to select the radar mode, radar parameters such as beam splitting
beam shape and width scan pattern, width, speed, pulse width and pulse rate,
RF and frequency agility, and the power on and off targets and the false alarm
rates and thresholds. The selection is based on radar information such as
track histories, actual signal noise and false alarm rates, on avionics inforsation such as ownship motion and manoever, weapon mode (gun, missiles, bomb
guidance), and on ECM activities. The overall tactical situation of own and
hostile SAM and troop deployment and the airborne enemy and own forces deployment, the position of the wingman, the type of the mission and the weapon and
fuel load will also influence the optimal radar mode.
A mode selecting system needs knowledge about the interpretation of track history, noise, jam and tactical situation. It must be able to assess the detection probabilities as a function of radar mode, beam qplitting, shape and
width, scan pattern, width,and speed, pulse width and pulse rate. The system
must weigh up the neccessity of accurate measurement against that of extensive
information gathering and the neccessity of accurate tracking hostile targets
against the disadvantage of being detected.
2.2.2. Intelligent Tracking
A system for filter control may assess track, plot and target noise and systematic deviations (error, manoevers, ECM) to supervise and control filter
gains, adapt them to the external noise, and eventually reset Kalman filters.
Plausibility control may detect manoevers, ECCM, and multi-target situations.
Clever track file handling comprises criteria for the initiation and deletion
of tracks and a priorization logic. The insertion of tracks from other sensors
as well as intelligent decision for plot-track correlation in many-to-many
situations need the knowledge about manoeverability, tactics, own sensors's
accuracy, and track-history interpretation. A gro'nd based expert system controlling Kalman filters for tracking has been tested successfully.
2.2.3. Priorization
The priorization and grouping of targets (a/c, ground sites, tanks) according
to their importance as a threat and as a potential target is primarily based
on the Inverse Time To Go, i.e. the quotient of range-rate and range. Other
criteria may be target features such as manoevers, flight direction, friend
/foe classification and the target's weapon mode as seen from the radar warning reciever. Also the available weLapon and fuel load and the mission type of
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the ownship as well as the overall tactical situation determined by the doployment of own and hostile aircraft and SAM sites have to be taken into consideration.
An example for a priorization that provides good situation avareness and optimal opportunities for weapon deployment is given in figure 5.
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Figure 5.t Intelligent priorization involves situation assessment.

2.2.4. ECCM
To counter hostile countermeasures needs cleverness in order to cope with the
game theoretic situation that the enemy also reacts to your reactions. He my
foresee your reaction or may even force a special countermeasure reaction that
has advantages for himself. The reaction of a countermeasure or countercountermeasure system should take into account all relevant past events, especially on the hostile reactions to own measures, as well as the own and hostile intentions.
Plausibility control of incoming data and results and the fusion of several
independent sources is a good form of countering countermeasures and it also
provides the system with the possibility to degrade gracefully by leaving away
suspicious and possibly misleading data.
2.2.5. Multi Sensor Fusion
Multi sensor fusion describes the task to combine incoming data from several
sources such as ES, ECCM, FLIR, IFF, etc. The idea is to achieve synergetic
enhancement of the heterogeneous sources of information, but problems arise
since the data may be inaccurate, inexact, vague, incomparable (e.g. different
physical parameters), or even contradictory. Multi sensor fusion may be used
for tracking, identification and navigation and it is located somewhere between sensor and mission oriented tasks since it may involve a lot of sensors.
2.2.6. Identification
Identification is the task of correlating an object to one of several classes
beased on observations. It seems a simple task that can be performed by any
intelligent creature but identification is not easy to implement in a data
processing system since data may be incomplete, inaccurate or contradictory.
(Target Recognition) describes the task to
Mon Cooperative Identification
identify an object (e.g. an aircraft) besed on the informations that are
available from the aircraft's sensors. Its combination with cooperative identification (secondary radar) makes the decision more secure but much more com-
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Identification and classification is allways based on heuristics, even if
there is some mathematical theory used to transform the heuristics to numerical algorithms. The basis for the analytical (nearest neighbour, linear or
polynomial classifiers, cutting planes), stochastc (Bayes) or optimization
(sequential decisions) methods is allvays the heuristic that assumes that this
approach gives "best" classification. The selection os the method, of error
and convergence factors, optimality criteria and template size is only based
on experience. Heuristic programming seems to be the best way to accomplish
identification tasks. While analytical methods are rather inflexible assuming
a fixed set of incoming data, the stochastic optimization approaches are very
complex, hence time-consuming. Classification algorithms need a lot of data in
the learning phase since they lack the ability to abstract and to generalize.
Since expert systems involve concepts and notations used by men, they provide
a more flexible access to the design of identification systems. This will be
discussed further in the chapter on the DAVID identification system.
2.3. Mission Oriented Decisions in the Weapons System
Mission oriented tasks involving optimal behaviour in game theoretic situations, weapon deployment, and automatic pilot may lie in the far future.
Nevertheless there are a lot of applications of heuristic programming that
seem to be possible in the near future and we want to scetch some of them.
2.3.1. Manoever Oriented Tasks
Manoever oriented tasks comprise short-term decisions in manoevering such as
high-g-avoidance, automatical steering, or variable sweep wing control for
manoevers. On longer terms we have smart terrain following and terrain contour
masking, combat manoevers in Air-to-Air and Air-to-Ground (e.g. countering SAN
sites), tactical manoevers for threat avoidance, manoevers for optimal sensor
accuracy commanded by radar components (ELS, passive tracking) or manoevers
for weapon deployment.
2.3.2. Electronic Warfare
Some of the load of coordinating several ESM and ECM systems and weapons can
be taken off from the pilot. Optimal balancing of RF self protection with self
protect weapon delivery involving power management, HOJ (home on jam) avoidance, frequency management and multi a/c emission control could be performed
by an expert system.
2.4. Ground Support
Ground support will be among the first aplication areas for avionics expert
systems. Since many tasks such as maintenance or configuration are not specific for this application area, we will omit them at all. We will sketch in
brief those applications that are typical to avionics.
2.4.1. Mission Preparation and Briefing
Expert systems for mission planning comprise Smart Terrain Following and Terrain Contour Masking planning, and fighter deployment and schedule, e.g. to
achieve best radar coverage for a Combat Air Patrol. Data fusion to the essential informations is needed for the crew briefing as well as for the briefing the on-mission-briefing-XS discussed above and for the debriefing and
post-mission-analysis.
2.4.2. Ground Programming Support
Ground programming support comprises the generation, test and modification of
emitter libraries for ESM, RCM, and ECCM; of parameter libraries for sensors,
electronic warfare and weapon components; and of identification lists, templates, and classification parameters for identification tasks. Problems arisIng for example from ambiguities in emitter libraries are at the moment handled by human experts but there exist no algorithmic approach. This indicates
that these problems are a suitable application area for expert system altough
today's expert system shells and tools are not able to handle the complex
notations needed to handle overlapping in a multidimensional parameter space.
Programming the knowledge base of an airborne expert systems can be seen as
look, it seem much more difpart of ground programing support. On the first
such as the
ficult to program an XS than to generate a simple parameter list
emitter or identification libraries mentioned above. But we have to consider
that there is much more ability to dissolve ambiguities in a knowledge based
system than in a primitive system working on a single parameter list and that
libraries used e.g. for search regime determination and emitter identification
for RWRs or ARMs have a more complicated structure and contain more 'knowledge" (implicitly) than many of the expert systems known from the AX-lutra-
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ture. From this it seems
plausible that a system to write a rule-base for an
XS is not more difficult to develop than a systems that automatically generates and compiles a parameter list with the same performance.

3. Problems in Applying Avionics Expert Systems

The main obstacles hindering expert systems from a widely accepted use in
avionics systems are their lack of real-time capabilitiy and the problem that
expert systems

seem to be non-deterministic and non-verifyable.

3.1. Real Time Expert System
The following aspects make up the "real-time" capabilities of a computer syetem, hence determine its useability in airborne applications:
- fast (average response time)
- guaranteed response time
- guaranteed handling of all incoming information
Restrictions regarding the average response time may be overcome by increased
HW spe.d and/or by massive parallelism which is easier implemented in knowledge based systems then in conventional software systems. Airborne XS processors may be NIL versions of comercial systems such as the NIL version of the
TI explorer, SUN 3/50 (ARX 3/50), IBM PC/AT (TAC-PC) or the DEC NICROVAX II
(NIL VAX II); ruggedized commercial systems; or dedicated systems based on
transputer arrays or microprocessors (Conner,1987).
Guaranteed response time and the guaranteed handling of all incoming information is a problem of any higher order language, it may be overcome by AI-language with the capability of handling interrupts and timers. An integration of
interrupt handling into a AI systems would be a task that only concerns the
operating system. One should keep in mind that with such time varying fact
bases, PROgrameing in LOGic will no longer be pure logic and the behaviour of
such systems must be testet very thoroughly.
Guaranteed response time might be integrated into the language, for example by
a way to tell PROLOG not to take more than a given amount of time for a special task. For example, a Real-Time-PROLOG expression like
R :- (( P1 (tl), P2 (t2) )(t3) ; P3(t4) )(t5).
might say that R is true if P1 and P2 can be proven in time t3, while giving
P1 not more than tl and P2 not more than t2 time, or if P3 can be proven in a
time of t4 while taking no more time than t5 for considering this statement
for R. Note that the time given to prove a statement (e.g. P2) is given by the
minimum of the constraint stated explicitly (i.e. t2) and the time left from
higher order constraints (i.e. t3 - tl' where tl'is the time needed to prove
P1).
In situations where nesting, iteration or recursion may occur, precautions must be taken so that searching time is not spent on the lowest level or
the first goals while leaving no time for the recursion to come back. This may
be achieved by making the maximum admissible time an explicit function of the
time left over for the calling predicate. In our example, the formula could
then read R(t)i... where t5 - t, and tl,..t4 are functions of t, e.g, t4 =
t/2, t3 -

2t/3, tl -

t2 -

t/2.

3.2. Proving Expert Systems
It is often said that Al-systems are not deterministic since the knowledge
base does not determine the behaviour. The same may be said about classical
real time software
in connection with the runtime system and it is clear that
an expert system can only be verified in connection with its inference engine.
Although XS are
not easy
they
provide a
more direct

to verify,
they may be more easily validated since
connection between
the problem solving knowledge

(specification) and the implementation. The problem of testing an XS, i.e.
controlling whether it provides the correct answer, is critical in situation
where no one knows which answer is the right one. The problem of responsibility for XS decisions in critical situations (including weapon deployment)
is
as critical as the responsibility for classical program's decisions and
aircraft crew decisions.
Standards for software development such as DOD-STD 2167 or AOAP 13 may be
transferred to the knowledge engineering and XS development process. Maybe a
validated and standardized XS-shell or toolbox will help to make software
development
for complex systems safer and cheaper and will significantly decrae modification and maintenance costs.

!

4. The DAVID Expert System
To demonstrate the applicability of the expert system technology to avionics
tasks, a demonstration system for the visual identification of combat aircraft
(Demonstrator for Aircraft Visual IDentification) was developed. The task was
to identify about 100 aircraft types by means of the textual description of a
single picture. After a time of about 6 month of knowledge acquisition and
structuring, system design and prototyping, a system that could identify 25
fighters and attack aircraft using about 100 rules was implemented. The number
of aircraft in the final DAVID system will be bounded only by the user
supplied data.
4.1. Task and System Design
DAVID demonstrates the applicability of reasoning under uncertainty, using
fuzzy logics and uncertainty modelling. Its tasks parallel to some amount the
tasks that have to be accomplished by a NCI-module as described above. Visual
Identification was chosen since the system was intended as a demonstration
system and dedicated to men whosa most important sensor is the eye, not to
radar. We also wanted to have a proven expert and to see in case of a wrong
decision whether the reason for a failure was inherent to the system or caused
by data that were either wrong or insufficient for an identification.
This controllability was eased by a textual interface using a menue of possible answers (in forthcoming phases supported by graphical output), so no
tasks of pattern recognition, image recognition or picture analysis had to be
performed by the system. This was also selected sice a menue-based textual
interface allows to replay session dialogues and hence to control the systems
decisions and to assess its performance by comparing them to the ability of a
human observer working with the same data.
The target classes of the identification process were the types of the aircraft, so we had sharp (non-fuzzy) man-made classes, while other classes arU
notations used in the process of identification were fuzzy. Especially in combination with the human observer there was the problem that in most attributes
we had a continuous transition between several values of the attributes rather
than several well distinguished values.
4.2. Knowledge and System Description
4.2.1. Knowledge Acquisition and Representation
For the knowledge acquisition, structuring and representation we adapted a
phased approach proposed by Harmon and King (1986).
In the orientation and problem definition phases, requirements were collected
and after identifying an appropriate expert and the first discussions we derived a rough concept of the domain and the problem space and a project plan
for the next development phases. In the analysis phase the collection, analysis, and structuring of the concepts and terms of the expert and of the user
led to a overall system design.
From the beginning, the development was intended to have two major cyclest a
small prototype using a PC-tool and a stable system implemented on a DEC VAX.
Both systems had to run through the phases of design, implementation and the
loop of testing and improvement.
The identification knowledge and problem solving methods were gathered from
various discussions with the expert. The formal expert interviews in the process of knowledge aquisition and -analysis could be kept at a small amout
since the expert knowledge was important mainly for the procedures and approaches while most of the fact knowledge on the different aircrafts could be
taken from the literature. Nevertheless, the system was discussed with the experts in all stages in order to stay on the relevant attributes and with the
best problem solving behaviour. Any discussion round in the design, development and test phase necessitated some rewriting of the rules.
One of the best tools was the graphic representation of all relevant objects
and relations (semantic net) which gave a good basis for the discussion with
the expert.
4.2.2. The Representation of the Fact Knowledge
The experts knowledge contains much more information nnd structure than a
simple list of attributes or a set of relations or the simple "If air-intake
is large and the aircraft has variable wing and twin fin it's a P-14 Tomcat"
explanations given by the expert. Expert identification is to a great amount
based on a model of the aircraft and on technical knowledge. The connections
between manoevrability, fins, power, and air-intakes are present in this
knowledge as well as the typical properies of variable geometry wings and a
model of the aircraft that allows him to judge whether twin fins may be hidden
by the fuselage on that special picture.
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Part of the semantic net for aircraft identification compiled in the course of
knowledge acquisition is given in figure 6.
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The frame-like hierarchical object structure of the aircraft identification
given in figure 7 is much closer to the implementation than the semant.c net.

4.2.3. Problems Identified
In the course of the knowledge aquisition and -analysis some problems in representing the relevant knowledge occured which we want to scotch in brief.
It is very important to distiguish between hidden, concealed, absent, not
identifiable, and not describable attributes. For example the fact that the
air-intake is hidden by the wings brings more information than e.g. the fact
that the air-intake is round, but the first information !.smore difficult to
represent since it strongly depends on the observers aspect.
The difference between fixed and variable geometry wings can be seen by an
observer. Here, a helping facility and metarules are important. Fixed geometry
is easy to judge in case of a delta wing, but in the case of swept wings difficulties arise. Depending on the geometry at the time of observation, variable geometry can be judged from sharp bends, a broad shoulder in combination
with swept or straight wings, or a delta like wing shape formed by aileron and
tailplane.
The notations, concepts, and terms differed widely betwean the experts and the
users and among several users.
In our first system with small menue, almost
any of the possible answers for the F-4F's air intake form and wing shape occured. This was overcome by adding special values in the menue, separating
user's and expert's notations, and implicitly allowing fuzzyness (round-oval...). The notations of the expert and the user were connected via dedicated
rules that gave plausibilities e.g. for a swept wing when the user selected a
straight wing or vice versa.
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Figure 7.: Hierarchical object structure used for DAVID. For the attributes
with a *, the user input notation and system notation are separated.

4.2.4. Problem Solving Knowledge
If, after the consultation, one asks an expert how he got his results, the
answer may have the form "if the aircraft has a V-shaped twin fin and if airintake is round and underfuselage then it's a F-18 Hornet". A set of such
rules will never build up an adequate identification system. On the one side
it lacks knowledge as discussed above an one would need 10 to 20 rules per
aircraft. On the other side, the dialogue between the user and the expert
(-system) must first concentrate on rather general properties. The user will
not accept 30 questions on special attributes that must be answered mostly
with "no" or "not applicable". The Expert system must have some structuie and
control to run an intelligent dialogue.
Some of the identified techniques are listed below:
a) Heuristic of successive refinement
The expert looks at the parts of the aircraft to get an impression ad a preselection of the type. Most times, the standard parts with their properties
are asked first, for example according to the following isti
- wing assembly
- tail unit
- propulsion, engine, air intake and jet
- airframe, fuselage
after this, special parts such as canards, antennas and fuel, and electronics
pods and weapon load are asked for. Another sequence is given by the "ETFIUR"
Winga - Engine - Tail unit - Fuselage - Undercarr.age - Radiator mnemonics
(Wood,1982).
b) Exclusion and confirmation by means of special attributes.

The attributes asked for according to the a-priori knowledge (when the user
describes a fighter aircraft he has seen, in Germany in most cases it may be a
F-4F) and on the &-posteriori information from the questions before.

I
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c) "what catches the eye'

The
this
some
cult
while
human

expert lets

the user

describe some properties of the aircraft. Sometimes

is initiated by the user who starts with a question for an aircraft with
special property. The implementation of this technique is rather diffisince a free textual input from the user requires some association logic,
a
a text or
observer
can graphics
deal with.menue would propose much more than the 7 item

d) staged and switching approach
Experts have the ability to combine several problem solving paradigms to get
optimal results. In reality, the identification process combined the three
methods listed above by switching to the most appropriate one.
4.2.5. Concepts of Uncertainty
The expert does not explicitly think in uncertainties. Hence, it is quite
difficult to determine which uncertainty representation is the most appropriate one. The crucial test for this must be the behaviour of the resulting
system.
Simple probability factors (e.g. with additive combination) and the certainty
factors provided by TWAICE provided an easily handeled method but sometimes it
lacked flexibility. In many cases, a linear scale of plausibility does not
adequately describe all the knowledge on the chances whether the fact is true
or false. Moreover, different kinds of rules need a different way to combine
the certainties of their premises and the rule to get the conclusion's certainty factor. The same problem arises when facts are derived from several
rules and the cobmined certainty factor should depend on some degree of independency of the rules. Finally, the certainty factors do not allow non-monotonic reasoning. If an intermediate fact in some chain of conclusions has a
plausibility of, say .5, no evidence can raise the plausibility to more than
.5 while on the other side, no ind-- ndent counter argument can get the plausibility below this value.
Bayesian representation of the dynamic knowledge (consultation inputs as opposed to the static knowledge in the knowledge base) seems to be concise and
flexible enough. The Bayesian approach would give a probability to any type.
The problem is to determine adequate a-priori probabilities, to gather and
represent the answering probabilities which may depend on the aspect, and to
do the necessary calculations of the a-posteriori probabilities. Sequential
Bayes decisions (in the form of a Markovian Decision Process) with the objective of minimizing costs occured by misclassification and identification
effort was considered an alternative for the system implementation. This
approach would take the a-priori probability and would determine the optimal
question by evaluating the expected cost from the a-posteriori probabilities
arising from the possible answers. Altough the calculation effort is too high,
Bayesian optimization provided a very good model for the explanation of the
experts behaviour (e.g. the methods switching discussed above).
Fuzzyness turned out to be a flexible approach and was rather usefull in the
first stages of identification. Fuzzy sets were used as a representation of
the set of possible aircrafts after the first identification phase. The connection between user's and expert's notation was based on the idea of linguistic variables.
Using a 2-dimensional space of evidence for any possible aircraft type in
order to combine the evidence for and against that type may te seen as a rough
view to bayes estimate, as a special kind of fuzzy set, or au the simultaneous
Shafer-Dempster belief function for "yes" and "no". Whether the evidences
should be combined like probabilities or belief (i.e. mainly multiplicative)
or like (fuzzy) logik (using minimum/maximum) depends on the kind of rule
applied. We considered it the most adequate method under the given time and
space constraints, but to process it some kind of non-monotonic reasoning is
neccessary and this was not provided by the shells used.
4.2.6. System Implementation Approaches
The basic approaches for a rulebased system were:
- one large rule per a/c
- one large rule per object-attribute-value
- a set of processing rules (metarules) plus a database containing the facts
To use one rule per a/c reflected the -IF that AND that AND ...THEN it's this
type" explanations. There are two principal approaches: either to use only
such attributes that will discriminate the aircrafts very effective or to use
a lot of attributes that are the same for any aircraft. While the second appraoch produces lengthy rules but runs faster, the firzt one makes the consultation more lengthy asking a lot of questions on very special attributes. If
there is no possibility to weigh the attributes and to use and/or combinations
in the premises, about 10 to 20 rules may be neccessary per aircraft type. A

__
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superrule used for this approach reflected something like a frame or form that
contained all possible entries (objects and attributes). It was very helpful
in the development process where writing a rule was reduced to cutting down a
superrule to the needed attributes and filling in the correct values.
To use one rule per object-attribute-value gives some fuzzy-set or Bayes-like
approach. The knowledge on one aircraft is widely spread and the course of the
consultation is hard to control. If no precaution is taken, this leads very
quickly to senseless questions and to overloaded menues. The superrule used
for this approach reflected something like a list of all possible aircraft
types.
To use a database or list representation of all the facts combined with metarules for the consultation control and information weighting seems to provide
a good solution, but it's
rather difficult to implement. The database structure needs to be very flexible. To control the questions in a rather general
manner seems not possible since the structure of the knowledge is flexible and
depends on the dynamic knowledge itself. This approach may end in an intelligent search through a tree-like structure and may represent an "expert recognition handbook user" instead of an identification expert for aircrafts.
Nevertheless, this approach may be used to implement an already developed
system. It also may be used to produce a widely useable identification shell
which will be easily transferred e.g. to mushroom identification but will contain no facts or problem solving knowledge of the special area.
4.3. Implementations
The system to be implemented should be dialog-oriented, and must comprise concepts of uncertainty. The numbers of types a system could handle will be easily increased by a factor of 2 to 10. It is given only to have a scale for the
numbers of rules and rule-classes in the system.
4.3.1. A Flat Rulebased System
This system was intended as a first prototype to test the feasibility and
acceptance of DAVID on a low cost level (less than one week implementation
effort). It was build up using a typical PC-shell (PICO) which did not allow
to structure object, handle incertainties or use metarules. Hence, lot of the
knowledge structuring done before could not be carried over. The XS was implemented as a flat system (any rule was directly connecting input data with the
result) using rules that contained all relevant attributes with the possible
values for one aircraft.
At the first approach, we used 3 rules per aircraft representing the front,
top and side view used by aircraft recognition handbooks. In the stage where
we stopped working on it, the system could handle 22 A/C using 99 rules. About
4 rules per A/C were used, covering combined top, bottom, front, back, and
side aspects and special visibility conditions. The set of attributes asked in
the rules was a compromise between the need to have a lot of information to
achieve a sure identification and the problem that a single hidden object or
an inaccurately described attribute would let the rule fail. Rules with a
smaller set of attributes were given a lower certainty which implied that they
were not invoked when there was a better rule.
Any rule had to be seen in the context of all the other rules. Hence, adding a
new aircraft to the rulebase, adding a rule for an existing aircraft, or changing a rule yet contained in the knowledge base might result in rewriting a
lot of rules. Much care had to be taken to those rules that tried to identify
aircrafts with a small amount of items or from an uncharacteristic point of
view.
To give an example, the system contained 5 rules fgr the F-4 Phantom, each
used up to 10 attributes. All the rules used general, features such as the
engine position in the fuselage and the side position of the two air intakes.
This was a general design principle in the development of the rule base which
helped to avoid a large amount of very special questions. Two rules were mainly dedicated for the front view, mainly on air intake and the position and
form of the wings. Two rules were mainly dedicated for the top or bottom view,
mainly on air intake and the wing shape. These rules were duplicated in order
to allow different answers for the air intake form since PICO did not allow to
formulate an OR in a rule and the air intake form was not unique (rounded rectangle or oval, the later answer had a lower certai..ty factor). One rule was
mainly dedicated for the side view and included the jet position. For
aircrafts with a rather similar counterpart, more and larger rules were
needed. So for example 5 rules with up to 15 attributes were used for the
MIG23/MIG27 Flogger to separate from the rather similar F-i11 and MRCA
Tornado.
The prototype was presented to our expert partner. The system provided a facility to store consultation data which built up a case library for intensive
testing of the XS. Several experts and a lot of interested people used the
system which led to an ongoing improvement of the rule base. It soon became
apparent that a primitive shell would not suffice for our needs. In order to
accomplish a fully satisfactory result, up to 10 or 20 rules per aircraft

night be necessary. Nevertheless, working with the prototype has brought a lot
of insight, fact and structural knowledge and has opened our eyes for the
problems connected with the identification process.
4.3.2. Staged Identification
With Nixdorf's IS-shell TWAICE, version 2.5, a system was implemented that
represented the experts knowledge and problem solving procedures in a much
better way. The system was characterized by a staged identification approach,
the explicit transition between user notation and true world (or experts)
facts, and by the handling of uncertainty.
With its present knowledge, the system can identify 22 A/C. This number is not
determined by system constraints but only by the state knowledge base. These
aircraft are all fighter a/c and neither delta-winged nor prop driven a/c are
contained, so an enlargement of the knowledge base to other types would not
significantly enhance the identification problems.
Rules represent the facts about the aircraft types, the problem solving knowledge is implicitly contained in the sequence of the rules, of the attributes
in the rules, and in the stages of identification.
The 1st stage builds up a fuzzy set of possible aircraft types as an intersection of the fuzzy sets build up from common attributes. At the moment, 7
fixed attributes are used. Since the questions are context sensitive (e.g. if
the air-intake is not visible, the form of air-intake is not asked), between 5
and 7 questions will be asked.
On the 2nd stage the investigation concentrates on those aircraft that remained in the fuzzy set of possible ones. These are tried to exclude by means
of common attributes. For any aircraft, 4 to 6 attributes are used in context
sensitive questions. The attributes used for this stage have been chosen to be
mostly the same in order to provide a short overall response time.
The system contained in this stage 90 rules, among these were
22 rules for combining the notations of the user and the expert, for fuzzy
terms, and for the handling of unknowm or hidden attributes (e.g. "if air-intake is invisible then form of air-intake Is unknown"),
36 rules for the first stage fuzzy set determination (one rule for any value
of any attribute, any rule has as much conclusions as there are possible A/C
for this value of the attribute) including one rule for the fuzzy set intersection ,
22 rules for the 2nd stage exclusion by means of common attributes (One rule
for any A/C, any rule has as much propositions as there are attributes to be
looked at),
2 rules for output control (printing rules),
8 rules for general control such as automatic instantiation of objects
The taxonomy contained 7 objects and in total 43 attributes with about 250
values among which the imediate a/c properties and the user inputs each used
about 10 attributes and 50 values (cf figure 7.). The aircraft types in the
two different identification stages and in the 8 preselection fuzzy sets
formally added 23 types each time.
Two further stages (called 3rd and 4th stage) are just in implementation and
will each involve about 30 special attributes for a more concise (3rd) or a
definite identification (4th stage), each using one rule per aircraft. Three
rules controll the identification procedure. Depending on the number of aircraft left after the first and second identification stage, the system continues either with the routine questions or asks for the special attributes connected with the remaining aircrafts. This parallels the expert who aks more
specific questions if there are less possible types and anke some test questions if only one possible type is left.
4.3.3. Integrated Approach
An implementation that is closer to the expert's notations is planned. It will
be implemented using the new version 3.0. of TWAICE which provides some features of object oriented programming. Alternative, a workstation based shell
such as NEXPERT or EPITOOL or a hybrid tool such as LOOPS or KEE may be used.
The system will combine facts, objects, and problem solving methods.
In this system, the rules represent the knowledge about problem solving. Facts
about A/C are contained in the hierarchical object structure and in the
object's attributes. The object hierarchy is such as in the semantic net. The
values of the attributes used in the identification process will be kept in a
database. This allows to do minor changes or addition of a type which fits
into the present scam without changing the expert systems rule base. The rule
base or taxonomy of the system has only to be changed if a now expert behaviour is detected or a new aircraft is added which is structurally different
fron that known before. The data base must be flexible enough to allow structural modifications without necessitating a reload of the data.
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The

processing of the rules can be controlled by mtarule and supervised by a
rule browser. This provides the flexibility to change the problem solving
strategy from general to special questions and vice versa depending on the
information available at the moment.
The new system will have a graphical interface consisting of a combination of
canned pictures and elementary graphics. This will allow to produce menues
e.g. for the possible shapes of a wing or to give the user a tool for the
input of span, angle of sweep, and locations relative to the fuselage by using
small pictures and a display oriented device such as a mouse.
4.4. Lessons Learned from DAVID
4.4.1. Lessons on Expert Systems
Expert systems provide a powerful tool to solve decision problems for which no
algorithmic solution exists. By rapid prototyping (modelling) and working with
the knowledge, a much deeper insight is gained. Even when time or space constraints or the need to do a lot of conventional dataprocessing (number
crunching, signal processing, numerical algorithms) force to use a high order
language or even assembly language, the expert system may serve as a basis for
a conventional program.
Expert systems are easier to assess than conventional decision methods. While
it takes a lot of experience to see which parameter is responsible for some
special behaviour in a Kalman filter, polynomial classifier, or linear programm and what must be changed in case of malfunctions, in a knowledge based
system the connection between the behaviour and the rules and facts is rather
clear. Even if the behaviour of the system cannot be easily seen from the
knowledge base, unexpected reactions can mostly be traced down to some picas
of knowledge.
This also faces the knowledge engineer with the problem that the user wants to
see or even write the rules. This in critical in those cases where a lot of
structuring had to be done in order to implement the system. It brings also
the danger that the expert begins to think in rules or changes his behaviour.
The applicability of today's shells is bounded by their slow reaction time and
knowledge representation mechanisms that are sometimes not powerful and flexible enough. Of course there is a tradeoff between the power of a tool and the
teaching necessary to use it, but at the moment, all tools are far from the
optimum. Also some additional features are neccessary. so, e.g. non-monotonic
reasoning is necessary
("if air-intake is not visible then a/c is F-l1
rather than IRCA Tornado") and a shell or tool should provide an easy approach
to outside data and programs and a flexible way to combine uncertainties.
4.4.2. Lessons for an Identification System
We think that the staged identification combining standard and requested data
provides a good approach to identification tasks whose structure may be carried over to radar MCI. In this application, the standard data (as used for
the first fuzzy set and the following step) may be all routine data from the
sensors such as radar cross section and echo modulations from the radar and
the ESM classification of the target's nose radar that are handed to the expert system in every identification cycle. If neccessary, the radar may request more data (e.g. track history), further measurement (e.g. at another
frequency) or further evaluation of the measured data (e.g. peaks of some
autocorrelation spectrum or the jitter of the nose radar's pulse repetition
intervalls). We think that DAVID may be transformed to serve as a basis for an
Ada program for non cooperative identification.
5. Conclusion
For tasks of the complexity needed to provide usefull (not toy) avionics
expert systems, a shell or toolbox doesn't exists and will - in the authors
opinion - hardly will exist in the next few years. It may be worthwile to
build up a dedicated shell, say for display handling, multi sensor fusion,
mode selection, or gracefull degradation tasks in order to use it in several
applications but it is unlikely that a commercial shell or a stripped avionics
KS will satisfy for such a task. It may be a failure to think that good KS
will ever be created by an "intelligent tool" transferring the experts unstructured peaces of information into a bag of rules.
A good software engineer plus an excellent support environment and concise
ideas and concepts will perform better than an inexperienced user supported by
a highly sophisticated XS-tool.
Expert systems are not the only way to achieve these goals, the XS technology
should be combined with other Al techniques such as pattern and image recognition or automatic learning, with conventional decision techniques such as
mathematical programming, game and risk theory and with software engineering
principles.
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ZS methods are needed to solve tasks where expert knowledge, heuNevertheles.
ristics, concepts, and knowledge representation and processing are important
to solve a problem and for this approach XS-tools are needed to support the
and knowledge-engineer in his work of knowledge-acquisition, modelsoftwareling, structuring and rapid-prototyping. The amount of work necessary to come
to a perfect systems would be much greater without the support of good tools
and paradigms. For airborne applications in the near future, XS may primarily
be used as a tool to develop prototypes, gaining deeper insight into the problem, and producing a well established development baseline that will either be
implemented in conventional software or may be running in some stripped form
in a real-time environment.
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DSCUSSION
G.Hunt, UK
An identificatin system can either operate on a single set of information which is"frozen" or on successive sets which
are refreshed. In the latter case, these sets may correspond to more detailed images as the target range isreduced. To
which of these does the system described by the author correspond?
Anttos Re*
The set of information in the course of one consultation isnot fixed, but determined actively by DAVID in the course of
the consultation. The information gathering iscontrolled by the procedural knowledge. Although DAVID was intended
for the description of one picture and cannot handle temporal knowledge, the insertion of new knowledge from more
accurate pictures is possible via the "change answers" feature of the shell TWAICE. For example, you may change the
attribute "position" of the object "air inlet" from "unknown" to "not in the nose" and from this to "below the ailerons
first third". Each new answer would lead to a rework of the rules by the inference engine, leading to a more accurate
identification.
J.G.Brevot, Fr
1. Could you provide more details on the expertise collection in your DAVID expert system; how many experts'?
how much time did it take? how did you proceeed?
2.

What applications do you foresee for expert systems in the near future? What delays are necessary before
beginning to have real-time expert systems (XS)?

Author's Reply
1. The expert's knowledge was important mainly for problem solving, e.g., how to proceed and what properties are
important. Literature exists for the "facts" data base as well as for the recognition process, e.g., in the German
Army AIL recognition Handbooks. Our main expert was formerly with the Air Force. in the first stages, we made
case studies and eventually we were able to assess the systems behaviour and therefore didn't have to discuss all
types with the expert. The development time was one year.
2. 1have sketched some application areas in the papers. Other avionic groups with an increasing difficulty are:
-

Groundbased - development tools
- support systems

-

Airborne

- decision support

- display and moding
- sensor application
- mission oriented tasks
XS for real time applications will arise in several tcps, each of them bringing the XS-paradigm (heuristic
experience-based, knowledge processing systems) and XS-approaches (value based and object-oriented
programming, browsers, implementation by specification, etc.) to avionics application:
XS as amethod for gathering in sight and experiences
XS as a specification for standard language implementations
compilers for XS to HOL
real time XS with no learning or explanation facilities
real time XS with the full power of Artificial Intelligence (A). Expert systems are now mature enough for the
first two steps, the third one isin work, as seen in the conference. Maybe at the next conference we will be one
step ahead.
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CONTRIDuTIOI OF RxPEnT SYST8M TO AVIONICS ADVANCE
APPLICATION ON AS30 LASER WEAPON SYSTfh
by

Mr SERGE DUPUT
aerospatiale
2, rue Bdranger S.P. 84
92322 - CHATILLON CEDEX FRANCE

ABSTRACT
A brief reminder on Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems will be made as an
introduction. The interest and difficulties relating to this new technique will then be
exposed. An example of expert system development for AS30L weapon system will be given
to Illustrate the points already stated, through this experienoe. To conclude, the
prospects of this technique for avionics will be drawn.

1.

IwRODUCTION

The interest in Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) and Expert Systems (E.S's) started
In the 80's, when It could be estimated that these new techniques might step from
research to industrial application. A.I. is a technique consisting In trying and
reproducing on machines, behaviours which should be considered as intelligent, if they
were human. E.S's are a branch of A.I.; they are designed to perform the same type of
valuation as a human expert in a limited field. In fact, this technique basically uses
and concerns knowledge thru data processing machines.
To reproduce on a computer behaviors which can be considered as intelligent, this
must schematically be provided with functions corresponding to the main features of
intelligence t
- Learning capability.
- Memorization capability.
- Deduction capability.
Failing any one of these faculties, neither man nor machine can be considered as
being intelligent, and not even healthy as regards man
Subjects concerned by A.l. basically include s
- Expert Systems.
- Robotics.
- Decisional aid.
- Voice and signal synthesis and recognition.
- Planning.
Project management.
Information retrieval.
As the knowledge and experience of human experts fed to a machine may enable nonexperts to act like "nearly-experts", avionics diagnosis is concerned by this technique.
Despite
identified t

the promising feature of

this technique, a number

of difficulties are

- Technical novelty for which application methods are not yet wel, run.

problem
conflicts, etc.).

- Validation

for

the

knowledge

bases

thus

involved

(coherence,

absence

of

intelligence of the man/machine interface. This
point relating to the understanding of the natural language is still to be solved to
operable
E.S's.
provide all users with easily

- 9.S's conviviality and, consequently,

Among Its A.I. activities, aerospatiale has developed an E.S. designed for the
maintenance of a missile launcher. The basic qualities expected from an E.S's have been
checked i
- Memorization.
- Availability.
- Diagnosis explanations.
- Flexibility.
- Portability.
-

Conviviality.

This example allowed understanding the general interest of A.I.
contribution to avionics maintenance, as well as the difficulties it may hold.

for

its

-
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Expert 3ystems are a sub-set of Artificial Intelligence; as indicated by their
name, they perform expertise in a limited domain, an expertise comparable with that of a
human expert in the same domain. Hereinafter is a review of main considerations relating
to E.S's.
2.1.

Basic Conditions to develop an R.S.
To develop an E.S.,

the following basic conditions must be met:

- One or more experts in the domain are existing.
- The expert(s) are motivated.
- The expertise domain is clearly determined.
-Human expertise in the domain is neither too short
long (1 year, for instance).
2.2.

(1

hour,

for

instance),

nor

too

General Description of 3.S'.

An
modules 9

E.S.

Is

a

data

processing

system

whose

software

usually

includes

five

- An inference engine.
- A knowledge base.
- A kncwledge acquisition module.
A factual base.
A userts dialogue module.
Information of the expertise domain are entered in bulk by the expert,
knowledge acquisition module, in declarative mode instead of imperative mode.

via

the

Facts noted by the user
user's dialogue module.

via

the

for

expertise are

entered

in

the factual

base

The inference engine performs deductions relating (inference) the knowledge base
elements corresponding to the facts. Thru successive deductions, the inference engine
reaches diagnosis. The record of knowledge elements involved during inference, provides
diagnosis explanation. The above operating process is quite similar to the human
intelligence one.
The new and Interesting feature of A.I. actually is the fact that the sequential
imperative process experienced until now in conventional programs is broken. Indeed,
knowledges are not necessarily entered In a pre-established order and are stacked as
received in the knowledge base as the expert transfers the knowledge to the E.S. This
evidences the possibilities offered by this novation and the resulting flexibility. It
is possible to enrich the system with new knowledges obtained thru reflection or
experience.
2.3.

Basic Components of 9.3's

We shall know review the basic components of the E.S's providing representation
of the knowledge, modelization of the reasoning and the data processing frame-work.
2.3.1. Knowledge Representation
Knowledge representation modes
Depending
on
the subject being
knowledge base can have various forms
-

processed,

knowledge

representation

in

the

Production rules.
Semantic networks.
Structured objects (schemes, frames).
Hybrids.

It should be noted that no universal knowledge representation mode
which also means that the "universal" E.S. does not exist.

is available,

The representation mode based on production rules is well adapted to diagnosis
and was consequently selected for diagnosis 3.S. described in further paragraph.
Production rules
Production rules are statements having the following form
IF
AND
AND

<premise 1>
<premise 2>
......

THEN
AND
AND

<conclusion 1>
<conclusion 2>
.......
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Here is a production rule example

t

IF
AND
AND

<you are chilly>
<liable to chills>
<the meteo forecasts a cold spell for tomorrow>

THEN

<you should wrap yourself up tomorrow>

This example is deliberately simple and easy to understand by a non expert, so as
to better illustrate the form than the substance of production rules.
the domain of a mean complex
to cover
Each rule forms a knowledge atom;
expertise, 200 to 300 rules summarizing the human expert knowledge should be used.
Programming Lanauages
Knowledge whose representation mode was explained hereabove, is expressed in
languages specially designed for A.I. in order to handle concepts (thus knowledge)
instead of exclusively digital values. The better known are LISP (LISt Programming) and
PROLOG (from French z PROgraumation LOGique). These are the A.I. basic languages.
Furthermore, these languages may be used to set up object oriented languages for
knowledge representation as structured objects already mentioned hereabove.
Nevertheless, It can be noted that a number of programs use conventional
languages, such as PASCAL and C which, by nature, can easily be applied to a wide range
of machines.
2.3.2. Inference engine
For knowledge representation as production rules, an inference engine is usually
used. It performs a task equivalent to human reasoning. In fact, this is a program
which, for a given knowledge representation mode, is fixed and independent from the
expertise domain. When finalized it needs no modifications, whatever the knowledge base
evolutions.
To give an idea of the reasoning process provided by the inference engine, let's
consider the very simple case of a knowledge base including only the three following
rules :

Ri : IF

<A> THEN

<B>

R2 : IF

<B> THEN

<C>

IF

<J> THEN

<K>

can

used

R3

Rules

be

in

two

different

ways,

backward-chaining. We shall review these two ways
knowledge
Inference engine and
existing between
technical novation of the A.I. concept.

either

in

forward-chaining

hereafter and note
which forms
base,

or

in

the decoupling
the important

Case of forward-chaining
Assuming that fact A is ascertained, the Inference engine will search in the
knowledge base which rule contains A as a premise. By scanning, it finds R1 which
contains B as a conclusion. B then becomes a deduced fact (frov. basic fact A). The
inference engine carries on searching to find B as a premise for a rule and finds rule
R2 with C as a conclusion. The inference engine carries on searching and finds no rule
with C as a premise. It then declares C as a conclusion. The answer to the problem set
is that A produces C. The inference engine thus has performed what is equivalent to a
deductive reasoning.
Case of backward-chaining
The inference engine operation is inverted with regard to forward-chaining. It
goes backward from the conclusion (ascertained fact) to the premise which activates the
rules chaining to the conclusion. This premise then is the cause of the ascertained
fact, and the diagnosis is obtained.
Considering the same knowledge base as above, assume that C Is ascertained, the
finds R2 which
rule containing C as a conclusion. It
engine searches for the
hypothetically becomes candidate. The engine then proposes premise B of R2 to the user
to confirm that B is an ascertained fact. If yes, the engine carries on tracking to find
a rule containing A (premise of RI), fails to find it and stops tracking. It then
delivers its diagnosis t the origin of the ascertained fact C Is A. The engine has thus
made the equivalent of a hypothetico-deductive or Inductive reasoning. This operating
mode is particularly well suited to diagnosis.
2.3.3. Data processing frame-work
Depending on their importance and nature of their expertise, E.S's may be
installed in various types of machines, starting with the PC compatible micros, then

--
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minicomputers up to multi-purpose computers
represents an extremely wide price range.

and

specialized

machines

for

A.I.

This

It should be noted that, at present, the PC compatible micros represent an
enormous field of implementation : this potential market can explain the increasing
number of interesting 1.S's met on this type of machines.
As Indicated
adapted.

previously

the

use of

LISP

and

PROLO

languages

is

specially

well

It should also be noted that increasingly performant shells are commercialized.
These shells are E.S's with no knowledge entered. Depending on the cases, their
utilization may noticeably limit the research and development time and cost for the
E.S's to be created.
2.4.

Technical Interest
The technical interest of E.S's basically lies in the following qualities a

-

Explicability a an 1.S. gives the reasoning leading to diagnosis, thus contributing to
consultant training.

- Reliability : an E.S. makes identical reasonings for each case; for a given problem,
its deductions are thus constant. The E.S. has an advantage over the human expert : it
its diagnosis.
-

Flexibility : updating and enriching the knowledge entered in an E.S. is very easy.
This leads to development cost cutdown with regard to conventional test systems.

- Availability : Utilizing an E.S. allows relieving human experts from repetitive tasks,
thus leaving them free for sophisticated expertises.
- Portability t As an E.S. or its program are portable, knowledge can be better shared.
-Memorization : Using an E.S. permits ensuring knowledge preservation in a
Administration. The E.S. has an advantage over the human expert : no risk
blanks, even temporary, likely to affect the diagnosis validity.
The above

list

of qualities, although not exhaustive,

Company or
for memory

can be summarized

in one

quality : INTELLIGENCE.
Utilization of E.S's concerns increasingly numerous and wide domains : INDUSTRY,
FINANCE, LAW, ECONOMY, ADMINISTRATION, MEDICINE, GEOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, ... and obviously,
AVIONICS.
2.5.

Difficulties

Despite the obvious advantages of A.I. and E.S's, many
technical, methodological. We
sorts remain
: psychological,
important.

difficulties of various
shall review the most

Expert Motivations. As the A.I. basis is the experts' knowledge, their motivation
Is
essential for achieving an E.S. project. Some may fear to see their domain
threatened, rejections may then be noted. However, even expertise includes repetitive
and non valuating tasks. Creating an B.S. can then be considered as a mean to relieve

the human expert from these tasks so that he can increas
Increasingly sophisticated expertises.
competences and improve his background.

It

is

an

his knowledge and apprehend

opportunity

for

him

to

extend

his

Knowledge Extraction-Modelization. Knowledge extraction is a technical problem
that A.I. specialists involved in a project must solve after having selected % the knowledge representation mode, the reasoning mode and the data processing tools corresponding to the expertise domain concerned. Thru interviews, these specialists will then
have to extract the knowledge from the (volunteering) expert then to modelize it and to
enter it into the data processing machine. Although not being a major difficvlty, these
tasks are still now a matter of specialists. Just a minor complication sut 'eot : to
extract, you have to modelize, and to modelize, you must have an idea of the knowledge,
thus you have to extract I This dilemna is usually solved by developing a simplified
prototype of the 1.S. to validate solutions and then step to real size system.
Coherence of the Knowledge Base. For an E.S. to have an intelligent behavior, its
knowledge base must be homogeneous, without redundancies, contradictions or gaps.
Furthermore, during the system life, modifications, amendments, additions, deletions in
the knowledge base must not affect this homogeneity. For bulky knowledge bases, checking
the coherence still remains a heavy unsolved problem as far as we know.
B.S. Validation. E.S. validation is an important problem, both methodological and
technical. Indeed, once an 1.S. has been created, the question of diagnosis validity
arises; is confidence possible without testing this validity ? How to test it ? Most
often, cross-expertises are performed between human experts and B.S. However, this
method Is relatively incomplete as, due to time and cost reasons, the number of cross-

a
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expertises is limited.
validation may be a real

In some cases for which expertise has
problem, not completely solved until now.

a

vital

importance,

Natural Language. In order to give the E.S. conviviality in their interface with
the users, permitting
to
declare them
intelligent,
it
will
be necessary
that
understanding of natural language by a data processing machine be obtained. This is not
yet true even In the near future.
Self-Learning. Although research works
self-learnLng of an E.S. is still a dream.

3.

gMINDhS

3.1.

General

O

are

conducted

in

various

laboratories,

AS30 LASER WEAPON SYSTD

Precision guided weapons greatly improve efficiency and economy of interdiction
and close air support missions. In addition, due to the proliferation of accurate short
range air defence system, close approach attacks pose unacceptable risks for tactical
aircraft, even at very low altitudes. Thus air to-surface weapons must provide:
- pinpoint accuracy;
- firing distances greater than the range of close defence systems;
- aircraft escape manoeuvres just after launch.
Among all guidance modes,

laser homing is

one of the most

attractive answers

to

the above conditions, and provides:
- outstanding accuracy;
- low cost, laser seekers being the cheapest available;
-

versatility, resulting from
designation;

the possibility of using

either airborne or ground based

- firing at night, and even under limited visibility conditions.
Furthermore, laser guidance allows high performance equipment to be used for
detection and tracking since these are fitted on board the launching aircraft and not in
an expendable weapon.
3.2.

Air Force requirements
The mission of Tactical Air forces include close support and interdiction.
Most close support targets are mobile, armoured or unarmoured, camouflaged.

Most interdiction targets are fixed, in
and protected by air defence systems.

well known

locations, generally hardened

Such targets (for instance, buildings, shelters, bridges,
radars, depots, etc.) must be destroyed by weapons which have:

dams,

air

defence

- very effective warheads;
- pinpoint accuracy;
- a firing range consistent with maximum detection range;
- the possibility for launch aircraft to manoeuvre just after launch.
To satisfy these requirements, aerospatiale
LASER, with laser terminal guidance.

has

developed a

new missile,

AS 30

The 240 kg warhead comparable with the remote controlled AS 30's, provides outstanding effectiveness against hardened targets and great penetration capability, due to
its high impact velocity.
The firing range (>

10 ki)

is consistent with optical detection range of most targets.

Terminal laser guidance was selected because of its pinpoint accuracy, and
possibility for the launch aircraft to manoeuvre after missile launch.

thr

The laser designation system can be operated either by the launch-aircraft, or by
another aircraft, or by a ground based operator.
For pinpoint interdiction targets, the French Air Force have in their

inventory a

weapon system consisting of :
- the JAGUAR tactical support aircraft;
-

the LASER designation pod (Laser Designation Pod : L.P.D.), developed by THOMSON-CSF
for acquisition, automatic target tracking and designation from a single seater
aircraft;

2I
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- the AS 30
sortie).

3.3.

LASER missile,

developped

per

be carried

(two missiles to

by aeroapatiale

Naval Air Force requirements

Naval targets have very similar
characteristics to interdiction ground
targets: hardening, surface to air
defence systems, good definition.
Their excellent contrast with the
environment makes remote detection
easier.
Against such targets, the AS 30
LASER is perfectly suitable due to its
accuracy, range, and warhead, mostly
when high discrimination and/or visual
identification are required (crowded
and confined areas, such as harbours,
channels, fjords, archipelagos).

4.

AF

s

AEROSPATIALE

A SPECIFIC APPLICATION BY
LAUNCHER

EXPERT SYSTE4 FOR

the

providing

A missile launcher (ML) is a unit
aircraft and the missile. It allows :

interface

AS

30 LASER

MISSILE

the

carrier

between

- attaching the missile under the aircraft and transporting it,

- starting up of missile units, transmission of data and firing,
- missile jettisoning in case of emergency.

It consists of a contoured pod
mechanical and pyrotechnical systems.

twenty

about

including

electronic,

electro-

The ML maintenance consists, in case of failure, in locating the faulty unit and
replacing it by a spare unit. For this purpose, the ML is tested on an automatic bench
which delivers a listing indicating the correct
location of the faulty unit. Location is often

or incorrect test results, and the
affected by indetermination between

several elements. This fault lbcation function, which is most important for maintenance,
is difficult to control with conventional programming and cannot really evolve
and time) to incorporate experience contributions. The system Is frozen.

(costs

A diagnosis expert system was set up to improve this fault location. The test
result listing constitutes the facts entered for consultation, in non-real time as no
direct connection exists between the test bench and the expert system.
Installed

on

an

IBM

PC

this

XT,

E.S.

uses

an

E.S.

generator

using

package

knowledge representation based on production rules.
Programming is performed
based on 80 rules describing :

in

a

language

very

close

to natural

language

and

is

- correct operation of the missile launcher,

- cases of fallure,
- servicing errors.
The modifications, additions or deletions of production rules are very easy, as
opposed to the heavyness of program evolutions in conventional test benches which are

frozen systems.
With
bench :

regard

to

the

results

obtained

with

the

conventionally

programmed

test

- the faulty unit rate of uncertainty has been divided by 3,
- the number of ascertained cases has been multiplied by 3,
- the fault location programming time fora much better result has been divided by 3.
This development evidences the feasibility and interest of E.S. as regards
industrial diagnosis. The results obtained and the qualities mentioned hereabove permit
envisaging the possibility to use E.S. for Logistics. This is described in paragraph 4
hereafter.

5.

B.S. PROSPECTS FOR AVIONICS

As indicated in the previous paragraphs, E.S. can be assumed to be an interesting
contribution to Avionics, both from the operational and tool aspect.
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The gains which can be expected concern mainly
5.1.

Operation

The diagnosis reliability and velocity and most of all,
the
decrease, lead to increase the system availability, which is fundamental
5.2.

indetermination
for the user.

Reliability

The
importance
of
handling
during removal
and
refitting
operations
for
maintenance purposes are known to be major elements as regards the Mean Time Between
Failures (MTBF). Thus, having a reliable diagnosis, limiting the number of useless
removal and refitting operations contributes to a more reliable service of the systems.
5.3.

Cost

As a consequence of the two previous gains, the Life Cycle Cost can be improved
thru lower rates of unavailability, less unjustified returns for repair, less spare
parts stocks due to an improved diagnosis quality. As expertise can be performed by non
expert personnel, but using the explanation provided by the E.S., their level should be
improved and a gain in personnel expenses can also be expected.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

Artificial Intelligence and Expert System currently benefit by a fashion effect
in the media which very often mix up (foolish) hopes and crual reality. We tried to show
that, although hopes are great and justified, more is still to be achieved in these
techniques than has already been done.
Nevertheless, E.S.
Avionics by improving the

are no longer a MYTH but a REALITY. E.S's
systems operating condition upholding.

The most important problems to solve or difficulties to
of the knowledge bases and validation of E.S's.

overcome are

A more general utilization of this technique and improvement
depend on the improvements in hardware, software and peopleware.
To conclude, the most
knowledge of the knowledge.

important

thing

still

to

be

can contribute

acquired

of

its

to

: coherence

performances

appears

to

be

the
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INTEGRATION4 DU DIALOGUIE VOCAL ABOND DUH AVION DE COMBAT
Avions Marcel Dassult - Breguot Aviation
78 Qual Marcel Dassult
92 214 Saint Cloud - FRANCE -

RESUME
L'utiloastion d'avlons d'arnmos oxtrilmoment manoeuvrants, dot~s do Systhmes do Navigation at d'Attaque
complexes permettaent do moner A bion do* missions vaidee dans un onvironnomont hostile (vol on zone
ennemie A tris basso atitude at par tout temps) place Is pilots, devsnu gostionnairo do Is mission, doe des
situations oiu Ia charge do travail at Is stress sont A Is limits do aon posslbilitis.
Dana ce contexts, I'aminagemoint du posts do pilotage esf un 6l6ment fondemental dons i& niussite do is
mission at A ce titre, IiIntroduction do dlsposltit do dialogue vocaux utilisabios Indipendamment do I'actvit
manuelis ou visuelie snrichit considrabement Ilnerface horme-mochins ot permof i'utllsation des voles orales
at auditivos juequ'ici peu sollicit~es pour Is dialogue avoc: Is machine. Las applications potentislios des
dieposltlt vocaux concernent, par example, 1'AnoncA expliclit. das messages dailarmee an synthbse vocals, lea
commandos reprenant certainos commandos ciassquss disponibles en cabins, ls commandos pormetat par un
ordre g6n~rique d'elfsctuer simuttan~ment plusleurs actions, etc.
D'imnportants travaux ont 6t0 mon~s on France sur is traitemont do Is parole of, dans Is domains
adronautique, I'appul des Services Offi1clois a permis d'assurer is transition entre ies iaboratolree at i'Industrle.
Coest concritisig, d~s 1064, par 1'sxp~rimontation en vol sur un Mirage d'un bottler do reconnaissance vocals
en mote lsolis.
Aulourd'hul, une nouvelle 6tape "eancours pour l'exp~rimentation, our l'svlon RAFALE, d'un dIspositit do
reconnaissance Amote enchainds.
L'oblet do cat expoed et do prdsenter Ise troauc r~olis" aux Avlons Marcel Dassault - BrIquet Aviation,
on coop~raton avoc CROUZET at avec Is soutlen des Services Officials, Is STTE at Ia DRET, pour scurer
l'Intigration do ce nouveau moyon do dialogue. Laeontie do l'expood sore rellafif A l'utiiisation du dialogue
vocal doe uno cabins concue d~s Is depart pour accuolilir un tell dispositit. Uri outil d'sstimation do Is charge do
travall, destin6 A l'anslyse des diff~rentes phases do vol avoc at sans commands vocale sera prisentil.

i. INTRODUCTION
Lee pilotos d'avlon do combat modemes 6voluont doe un envlronnoent tris contraignant :facteurs do
charges 6levis at soutenus, vol A tris basso altitude dane un milieu op&Itonnel & haute densIA do menaces,
voll tout temps do lour comm. do nult..C'ost doe ce contexts, quo s'ofecue Is gostlon du Systime do
Navigation at d'Attaque (SNA) dont Ia complexti s'accrolt au flu des annA... En consiquence, Is pilote eat
sons pr.cient.
confronti Aune charge do travail vlsuolie at manuello qu seat
Do plus, pour riduira ia vuinirablilt6 do I'avlon on combat airien, uno manoouvrablit tris important., out
demandis, condulsant ainsi A une pridominanco des aviona monopiace 6qulpis do st~ges fortement Inclin~s.
Cat Inclinaison s'eccompagne d'une diminution do Ia surface utile do Ia piancha do bord, Ilmitant sinsl Is
nombro d'616ments disponiblos pour [s prisentation des Informations of pour los diverse. commandos. 11eat k
remnarquer quo lore do Is conduit. des phaes critiques, I'attontion du p1101oat concunitrie A i'extirteur do Ia
cabins riduisant sinai so capacit Agirer plelnomnent lacquisttion des cibios, l'utilstion des contra-mauros, atc
at quo Is pilotage s'effectue avoc los Maine sur I* Manche at Is Manotte' (concept M3) oiu do nombreuse,
commandos ont Wlregroupios.
D'importants efforts ont 6t6 consacris, aux Aviona Marcel Deesault-Uroguirl Aviation (AMD-BA), A ta
conception do I'lnterface pilote-systitme sin quo Ia charge do travail moste acceptable pour Is piloto lore do is
rialleation des missions los plus complexes. Alnal, l'emploi do technologies Avolukcs comma Ia vlsuallilon t~te
haute grand champ Aoptique difractive at Is visur-viguol do casque, amiliore Is prentatlon des Informations
loreque Is direction du regard oat A l'Wxtiour do gocabins. Do mime, Is vlsualieat on W~e moyenne collimatie,
placbe sous Ia vlsualleation tite haute, autorlso una priso d'lnformatlon plus rapie en Avftnt l'accomodatlon
vlsuello nicessare avec; lo vleualilsatlons claselques at Ia plancha do bord lore des transitions de Is position tWe
haute A is position tWe bass. Da nouveaux moyona do comnmde ont AWmis en place pour dispose, Apartir
d'une surface riduit, de commandos niceesairos pour Is dialogue avoc Is SHIA. ii s'agit asoenfle"leent do
clavIOr mumtplexie.
Jusqu'i p~bn, Ie piloto dispose do moyos niceesitan uns, ateton vlevolle at manuello pour dialoguor
avec: Is UNA. L'lntroduction du dialogue vocal, c'est A dire do Is reconnaissance at de tIs ynite vocals,
apporte un contort ergnomique tria appriclablo pour l'lntroductlon do donnbos ou de commandos at pour
I'annonce do meeseges d'alarms. C'est un moyen do commando supplimeadlre, couple d'omploi of aim
multiples posiblilts, utilleablo Indipendamment do I'acMit manuollo at vlsuelle, no demandant aucun
anAngemant en plancha do bord.
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2. INDENCES DUJ DIALOGUE VOCAL
Si I. dialogue vocal constituo un apport ergonomnique important pour l'interface piloto-syst~me, 11oat
copendant indispenaable do prundre carlains prkcautions pour eon Implantation & bord d'un avion d'armee on
consid~rant, en premier lieu, quo c'ee un moyen do commando Intigr6 au SNA. Son int~gration A bord d'ans
exisaens, eaaentlellement pour uno amloraion des commandos, at reistivomoent d~licato at Is consiat g~n~rsi
d'uno tells tentative Ilama pensor quo ta commando vocals no pout pas Atm conaid~r.a comma un simple additit
aux autros moyons do commando existent.
En oflet, m~ine si pour l'inatant Is dialogue vocal ropr~aente un plus orgonomique St op~rationnl, 11subsists
des commandos ciasaiquss Aquivalontos, en fonction, aux commandos 6nonc~ss A Ia voix. L'incidenco do
l'introduction d'un Bottler do Dialogue Vocal A bord d'un avion d'armes concerns Is nature m~ins des
commandos classiquos Sinai quo l'int~gration des divers Al6ments ou Aquipemonts en relation avoc, Ie dialogue
vocal.
La compatibllt entre lee commandos clasaiques St Ia commands vocaio doit Atre assur~a per un choix tr~s
prIcis des organes manuals do commando on substituant toutes lea commandos stables h libeiA fix.
(Intorrupteurs, poussoirs. rotactours, claviers, ...) per des Aimonts instabs ou multipioxds. 11eat on offet bion
difficile do changer 1'6Wad'un Intorrupteur stable par uno commando atIs voix!
La richosa do l'appiicatlon vocals so carect~is par Is nombre do fonctions adrosablos par Is dialogue
vocal. Pour cola, des Achangos d'lntormationa mont n~cesares entre tous lot 6qulpomonts at Is dialogue vocal
ot, par cons~quent. l'lnterconnexion do tous ces idments au bus avion ostIindispensable.
L'Intdgratlon d'un diapositit do dialogue vocal so tradult pour Is cabins par une compotibilt des
commandos classiquos at dos commandos inonc~as A Ia voix at pour 'e'voniquo' par uno interconnexion au
bus avion do tous lea Aquipoments en relation avac Is dialogue vocal.

3. DEMIONSTRATEUR RAFALE
Ls d~monstratour RAFALE eat un avion dostinA A tester ds nouvellos technologies qui pr~figurent cellos qui
savant utillsesf sur los avions do combat do Is prochalne d~connie. DAs so conception, ['interface piloto-systhmo
a 6t6 r~allsbe avoc Is soucl d'valuer do nouveaux concepts on mati~re do visualisation at do commandos.
L'application, au d~monstratour RAFALE, do nouvolles philosophios, notamnment pour Is dialogue avoc: Io
syst~me, a permis Is r~aileatlon d'une cabins mottant on oeuvre dos solutions originates. Parmi cellos-ci, figure
IS dialogue vocal. Avant do d~voloppor Ie typo d'spplication pr~vu pour 1'exp~rimentation en vol d'un dispositit
do dialogue vocal, une pr~sontation do Is cabin. du d~rnonstrebeur RAFALE, du point do vue do l'interface
piloto-systbme, donnera une Illustration dos r~gles d~inlos au chapitre pr~c~dent.

3.1

PRESENATION DE LA CABINE

La cabino du d~monstrateur RAFALE est conque sutour d'un sihge ejectable inclind. Cetto installation
perinot 1'ex~cution do manoeuvres soutonuos sous fort factour do charge tout en r~duleant notabiemsnt oeurs
effete physiologiquos sur Is pilate. L'utllisation d'un sl~ge fortemont InclIn6 a fait l'objet d'6tudos approtondios St
son influence sur l'organlsatlon do Ia cabins a Wt traltbe globalement notamnment pour l'ensomblo des terminaux
do vlsuallsatlon, dos commandos, do Ia tenue du manche St do I&manotte. de Is visibili oxt~rieure.
: 0

Le dialogue piloto-systbme s'eppuie essontielloment sur
o trots torminaux do visualisation,

un clavier multplexd,
un Posts do Modification do Parembtres (PMP),
* de commandos tudos sur Is mancho St Is manette des gz
3&1.1 TIERMINAUX DE VISUALISATMO
*

o

3.1.1.1

VISIJALISATION TETE HAUJTE

Loa Informations n~cessalres au pilotage at AIa conduits do Is mission mont pr~sentbes doe Is Visualisation
T~te Haute (VTH) A optique dIffractIve. Cello-cl permet Is prisontatlon d'inorinatlons proletiles A l'infini St on
superposition avoc: Is paysago extdriour. Los caract~rlatiquos photomtriques at Ia valour du champ visual sont
bleti sup~rfeuree Acellos des VTH classiquos.
3.1.1.2 VISUALIGATION TIMU MOYENNE
Uno Visualization T~te Moyanno (VTM) collimatie et placdo au-demsus do Ia VTH St en continut do
champ avec cello-cl. Elie est monochrome multimode (tracA cavalier St t~l~vilon). EOlepr~sente l'aventage
Important d'Atre po sensible h laclarmnt ext~ulour. Elie parmel Ia prisentatlon, A l'lnfini. d'intormations
relatives A Ia navigation at aux syst~mes avion ainsi quo Is pr~sentstion d'imae Issues do capteurs St en
paticutler d'une camdra ventrals, donnant sInai l'lmprsslon d'una plancha do bord transparente. Co concept
permet do minimisor I. temps do pris on compte des Informations lors d'une transition do Ia position tate haute
vers Is position tWe bass.
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3.1.1.3

YWUAUISATION TEIS LATIRALE

Un. Vlmaallaalon Tilts Latirale (VTL) polychrm S tube S rayons cathodlques parnat In prsontation
d'lnforniatlona relatives Al al
stuation horizontal.e at ave syatimsa avion. L'lnatahlon do Ia VTL sur Ia drafts do
lo VTh at do Ia VTM a 1@a1t
i'obWs d'une attention partlcullltrs compte-tmiu des cantralntes 11Am
A lOjection. En
oft, l'lnetallatian du pilots mar tanadbge fatoment Inclint a pour canaiqusocs do sf..vv lea genoux du pilots
au nlvou du terminal do vlsualisation. o plua, lea cantraintos d'Sjsctlon Imposent qu'une gards auilsants salt
respoctis ontro Is gabarit d'Ajsctlon ot I'arto horizontais Inf~risure do Ie VTL.
3.1.2 COMMDOS
3.1.21

CLAVIER MULTIPLEXE

Los cammandos pour lilntroductlon des donn~ss relatives aux radio-communlcsans ot A Is navigation ou
pour [a adlectian do modes ant 6tS regroup~os stir un clavier multl-fonctlons, limitant ainsi Is nombre ds posts
de commando nicossalres. Colul-ci, altud soul in vlsualluation ikta moyenno. out Incitoment accessibie des deux
mains. 11set compasS
" d'un ensemble do touches didilos servant essontlsllsment Al'lntraductlan des donnies numiriquos,
* d'un affchour S cristaux liquldos permettant Ia visuallsatlon des peramibtres modifihs,
" d'un enaemble do touches, chacune 6tant associ~e A un aflichour A criataux liquidos.
3.1.2.2

POSTE DE MODIFICATION DE PARAMETRES

Le Posts do Modification do Peramitros, (PMP), ImplantS sur is planchotte do bard gaucho permet un accbs
rapids pour Is modification do paromitros. Cot 6l6ment st campoat d'uns couronno extorne pormettant Ia
s~lection du parambtro numtrique Atmodifier of d'art bouton sans fin, Coaxial AIs, couronno. A pariir do Is valour
couranto du parambtro. Ia modification et affoctu~o A l'alde du bauton central par incrdmontation ou
dtcrtmentaton. Un bauton paussoir instable porrnet Sgalsment do shloctlonner ou do diatloctionner is calage
aitim~trique standard. Una fonction annexo do chronom~tre figure Agalemont avoc aa commando. Los
paramires, moditi~s sont [as sulvants:
" la canaux des pastes V/UHF ot UHF,
*
Is numira du but do destination,
*

asvalour du Moull ds l'alarms pttrole (Bingo),
*Is valour do )a hauteur do garde.

La connexion au bua numtrique at essurto par l'intormndialre du calculateur du clavier muiti-fonctions.
L'effichago des peramitros modlfts saffoctue sur Ia visualisation t~t. haute at dans certains cas, Ogialemont en
VTM ou VTL.
3.1.2.3 COMMANDES SUR MANCHIE ST MANETTE
La canception du mancho at doles maneto des gaz a felt l'objot d'une studs orgonomliquo pousase tent mu
nlvoau do Ia tonue quo do Ia disposition do toutos los commandos. 11ost Aremarquor quo Ia manotte des gaz oat
commune aux doux motours. Un nombre important do commandos, dont corfeinos sant multiplehs, 6quipeni Is
mancho at Ia maneto. Patrml coilos-cl:
* un joy-stick permort Is d~plecement d'une elidede sur touts Ia surface des trois* visualisations. La s~lection
des options ou param~tres s'effoctuo par appul aur Ie Jay-stick.
* un poussoir do Ia manette des gaz eat utilisd pour Is modification do paramitres prisent~s aur los
visuallsatlons.
* un bauton paussoir lou. Io r6lo de toums pages at pormot do siectiannor los diverses pages dia4panibles; en
VTL. L'appal des pages pout Ogaloment s'offectuor par silection d'Stiquettes au jay-stick.

3.2 INTGRATION DU DIALOGUE VOCAL
L'implantatlon du dialogue vocal pour l'sxptrimontetlon sur to RAFALE h felt l'objst, ea AND-BA. do
nambroux troaux amont sfscuis avoc CROUZET ot sautenus par les Services Officials Franals. Parmi can-cl,
on pat titer le tudes relatives A la sp~cificatian des performances d'un boitler do dialogue vocal & mats
onchatnds (sautlon du SUTE) st lea Studes relatives A P'orgonamlo des cmmandes Int~gr~os menuailes; ot
vocates (saution de Ia DRET). L'eppllcatlan pr~sentS. Ici et Issue do tea troyaux ot sort do base A Ia ddflnltlon
voals du RAFALE.
Par alllsurs des vols apicifiques star un Mirage Ill sont en tours au Centre d'Ess on Vol (CEV) do Brftiny
pour Ia miss au point des divers elgorlthmos do reconnaissance.

284L'6qtalpement deetini atm expbrlmrenttlan stur l'eVton WAALE sat un botter 3/3 ATR nbells. par ie soct56
CROUZET at capable d'uno synthiso vacelo at d'uno reconnaissance monolacuatotar & mats enchalnta. 11 at
lmplantt on saute. A l'arut~rm du pos do pilotage. 11at connect6 ea bus nunierque at une Rl~ason sptcltque.
accessible du 'Atcanlcton do plste, permet do titichrger lee rirncea vacates. En cabins. sin elternet dedli au
dialogue vocal so altue star Bepa~gn~a do muhs. Un interrupttr abu6 sur Ia banquette dm110 parmet do
coutlipor 1sSalter do Dialogue Vocal so mode approltlssage, v~rtflcatian ota modification.
&2.1 REGIS SNERALIS
Pour rester homogbne evoc to dtflnltian do Ia cabins du RAPALE, l'appllcatlon vocals utilise l'Anglels
camme langue eusat Noen pour Ia commando quo pour Ia synthise vocals. L'omploi d'uno lengue trang~re
lo mats do faron constents. Une i6gbre
constltue une dficultO doe Ia mesure o~aIo locutaur no pronance peas
dtgradetlon des performances a did cansatfi, eausot, pour corteins phlotos.
Campto tena quo lee dtffirents Aliments Intervanent dens Io dialague plloto-ayst~mo peuvent agtr do favor,
lndtpandento, 11a Wtdtcidi, dons tanbut do simpification, do no pas autortser tan dibut do modification 4i to
volx a1 Ufl achtvamnl per tan autre moyan do commando dlsponlble an cebins at vice-varsa.
Un ratour ayattmetlquo at sons embigult du rtsultatl do chaquo commends dnoncdo Alas voix oat datisi. Co
retour oat homagino A colul oxistent pour lea commandos ciassiques at felt appal oseentiollament eux
visuehtiolns.
Pour amiliorer l'orgonomlo des Anoncia voceux, if no figure pas do mat ci6, du type 'ENTREE", pour validor
5t, star domando, d'antondrs per synthiso vacate Is demrlor mot cit racanna.
Dens les applications dtvoloppdes, te majorltd des commendos 6nonctas A Ia vaix reprond los
*
*
0
*

Ia modification des paramitros modiflabios per Is Pasts do Modification do Peramitros (P.M.PJ),
Ia dtalgnetlon des ttiqtaettas altutos star los, pages prtsonttas on VTM at on VTB,
)e s6lectlon d'optians prtaantte aon Viii, ataon VTM, ataon VT9,
Ia stlectlon dtamode approcho.

3.2.2 POSTE DE MODIFICATION DE PARAMETRES
L'enaamblo des perembtres madiffebios eauP.M.P at repris A Ia voix. Copendant, Is changomont do Ia
frtquence otadu canal des pastes UHF 0t V/UHF s'offectuo per Io mtmo mat cIt. La distinction dtacanal otado Ia
friquence so felt eauniveau du nombro do chiffres Anoncta.
Per rapport eux commandos classiquos, Ia possiblIlKt do modifier tgemont tanbut do destination per son
indlcatli ea anvisogto. C'sst un mayen qul bvfto Ia mtmoraatlon dta numiro du but. 11oat alnal plus alat
d'tnoncer 'DEST INDIA TANGO ROMEO", pour Ia ailaction du but rotatif A latras (ITR) Cu 'DEBT ISTRES'.
La visualisotion do chequo paramttro P.M.P, on cours do modification per Is voix, oat efioctuto star a
visuelisotlon t~te haute do feqon fugitive.
3.2.3

DIALOGUE AVEC LES VISUALISATIO1NS

Le dialogue avoc Jos vlaualiaetions comprond Ia disignetion des 6tiquottes situtos on bandeau star los pages
prisentias en VTM otaon VTB 0t Ia stioction d'options pormottent ontre eutros Ia modification do In vaeur do
corteine perambtres.
L'ompioi do Ia commando vocale parmet I'appol direct des paes prtsonttas on VTM Cu ofl VTB. Cos pages
sont

2

*EnYVTS
*Ia page
*Ia page
*Is pae
*Ia page
IsBpage

liste des pannos.
moteur.
carburent,
divers,
nevigation mode ROSE.

*EnVTM:
" Bepage liste des buts.
" Bepage way-point,
* Ia pago recalage.
11et possible do s~lector Cu do dlttlecter A Is
Quetles quo Solent lea page prtseottes en VTM of an VTID,
volx lee options aulvantos
0 le guldege an vftesa sur Is but do destination,
0 Ia navigation anchainte,
*Ic but auxlllaire,
o tn way-point,

--

*

Ia friquance VOR.

--
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Do m~ine quo pour Is but do destination, i'appel d'un way-point ou d'un but auxilire pout Mmr rtaifs. a Ia
voix, par son num~ro ou par son indicatif. L~em~ine mot ci6 oat utIfisi dons lea doeux coo.
En page navigation on VTB, 11sot possile b Ia voix:
"
"
"
*
"
"

do viosalor at do niodifior to but compliinontalre per appol d'un nurnbro do but,
do modifier Is but complomontairo par appol do son Indicatif,
do prsentor ou do no pa prisenter to course,
do modifior Is valour do Is course,
d'aflicher ou do no plus alfficher Is route disirdo du but do detination.
do visuallsor Is VOR.

Toutes lea options ou parambtres cit~o ci-doosus no pouvent 6tme modifes qu'en page navigation. Si une
modification par Is voix oat demandde sans que to page navigation soft pr~sente, un message vocal sp~cie qua
Ia page prisont~o West pas Ia bonne at quo par cons~quont i'ordre dmis no pout pas atre pris on compto.
EneVT :
En t~te hauto, figurent doux Acheiles, uno pour I'lncldence ot une pour Is tacteur do charge. La vlsualisatian
ou Is non visuallsatlon do chaque 6cholle pout 6tr. demandh. A Is voIx at Is m~in. mat ci6 quo celul ayant servi
h r'appel do 1'Acholle eat AnoncA pour Ia faire disparattre.
MODE APPROCHE

32M

Loabloction ou to dft6loction du mode approche pout Mtr. execut~o

a Ia voix.

&.2.5 SYNITHESE VOCALE
La synthboe vocal* Wautilsie on permanence Dour lea retours des diagnostics do reconnaissance ot pour
lea contr~les do coh~rence. Los rotours do diagnostics sont propres h Io reconnaissance vacate at sont du
typo TOO LOUD. '"TOO LOW', -"TOO LONG' at 'REP~EAT'.
La notion do contr6le do coh~ronce est apparue n~cessairs au cours des simulations pour indliquer do tapon
oxplcito Ia raison pour laqluelle, blen qu'urve commendo soft correctemont reconnue par Is BOV. 0110n'Att pae
pris an compte par ts systhme. Les contr~les; de coh~rence ant pour but do vbriflr quo is commands Ananc~a
AIs voix oat compatible A l'lnstant donna avec I'Atat du syatbme ou quo Is format etlla structure do l'6nonc6 sont
en accord avec; ceux attendlus pour coils commando. Un example des Anonchs des contr6tos de coh~rence eat
donnA ci-aprhs
a 'WRONG CHANNEL': Si Ie numaro du canal raio UHF ou V/UHF Weost pas compris entre 1 et 20,
* 'WRONG FREQUENCY,

Si Ia fr~quence West pas uno frequenco UHF, V/UHF au VOR/ILS.

* 'NO POINT' :Si l'indicatit du but Anonc6 h Is voix no correspond pas A un but renseignd en m~moire.
*

'MULTI POINTS'

Si l'indicatl du but oat incomplot ot qu'll y a ambIguItA sur i0 choix du but.

9* REPEAr :Si Is nombre de digits r~ellement camnpris eat incoherent par rapport au nambre attendlu.
*

'WRONG PAGE' :SI Is commando eaf incompatible avoc I'Mat des visualisations.

0 etc.

3.3 ALARMES VOCALES
Ofs is premier vol. Is RAFALE Mtalt 6quiph d'un botler d'alarmes vocaiss por'nsttant d'6nancer, spree un
message sonare, un message vocal Indliquant do faron explicite l'ortgine do l'alarme. Una gestlon does
prioritds
eat effoctuft afin d'dviter tout. confusion. Larsque plusiours alarmes do m~nmo priort1A appareissent los
measages vocaux sont entrelac~s at sont 6nancba jusqu'A ce que Is pilate Interrompo. do fa~on votantaire.
I'Anonc6 do coo messages.

4. SIMULATIONS
Uno fobs l'appiicatlon vocals d~finis, des simulations ant MAdrisllsios au centre d'essals des AMD-BA A
lotres, our O.A.S.I.S. (Outil d'Aide 6 Is Spicificatlon d'lnformetlons Syof~me). ':as simulations sont ~effote
done uno cabins ouj iinterface piiate-systhme et repr~sentative do call. do i'avion RAFALE. Lea travaux menus
avec CROUZET, soutenus par Is STT! at Is DRET, ant permis d'lnvealguor plusleurs domatnes at on particulier
our:
oiacutumenco h Io reconnaissance vocals,
* iapport des commandos 6noncios h is voix.
* i'rgonomle des commandos 6noncbos 6 asvoix.

2"-

4.1 ACCOWUUANME DE LOC#JThRS

f

Los diverges simulations elloctubas sur O.A.S.I.S. montrant qu'una accoutumnanca des locuteurs; novices We
Indispensable pour, d'uno part mdmoulser Is vocabulalre at so syntax. associ6o, at d'autro part, pour maitricar
I 6locutlon suin quo cello-c salt compr~henslble du dispocitit do dialogue vocal. Trais phases distinct..; snt
* Initiation au fonctlonnement du dialogue vocal,

essais,

*
* tonctionnement op6rationnel.

4.1.1 inilmofi au fixwclownwen dui dialou, vocal
Catto phase We stfoctu~e cans couplae h Is simulation at permot au pilots do so femiliaricor avoc Is
fonctionnement do Is commands vocals (cr6stlon des ritrences, 6iocutlon, eppui altornat ...). Quelques eses
do reconnaissance sont offoctu6s sur un vocabulaire r6dult d'onvlron 20 mote. Cos esais permeton do trouver
l'locution Ia plus sppmoprl6e pour une bonno reconnaissance, Is meilleuro ftani uno 6locutlon naturello. trancho
at cane heltation. Pendant catte phase, los r6sultats de reconnaiasance sont gbn6raiemont feiblos par menque
do constance dans I'6locutlon.

4.1.2 Easals

Lore de cstto phase, l'apprentleeage complst du vocabulairs do l'appication commando vacate ost effectut.
Ls locuteur c'oxercs &pronotucsr lee messages ausel naturelloment quo possible Anm d'obtsnir des performances
acceptables (envIron 90 % do taux do reconnaissance). Un esal st compos6 d'uno contains de phrases
ayntsxiquement correctes.
Piusieure It6rations cant n6ceesaires pour depassor un seuil au-deI6k duquol 11st onvisagoabic de coupler le
dialogue vocal avec dee simulstions, Ie nombre clit6ratlons Mt tonction du locutour.
4.1.3 Fonctlonnement op6ratlonnel
La seuil do performance d'envlron 90 % 6tant atteint, lea r6t6rancoe Vocal.. du pilots cant quasi-doflnitives.
L'appicatlon vocals eat alore coupl6e aux simulations do l'svlon. Le pilot. ee familiarise, O'u no l'ost pas, avec
l'utllisatlon des diff6rontes, commandos ex6cuties 6 Ia voix ot evoc: leurs effete cur le systbrae (emplacement ds
retoure visuals. accoutumance aux retoure par synthbsa vocalo, configuration de autres commandos, ...).
La repr~sentation suivante donnont uno ida. do I'6volutlon du taux do performance en fonction du nombre
d'sals at donc do I'accoutumance pour ['ensemuble deseoxp~rimentatours.
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4L2 APPORT DES COMMANOES ENONCUES A LA VOIX
Au couirs des simulations, un certain nombro d'avim subjoctlo our l'apport du dialogue vocal, ont Milt
recuollia auprim do" pihotos. Cos avis ant 606 con16s avoc lea rimuftats obtonus par un autil d'6vluatlon,
objectif, vlawt A donnor des Informations our Ia charge do travail. La mise en oeuvre do cot ouh n'Oot pas
destin6e A l'obtontion d'une valour quantitativo absolue do Ia charge do travail, 116e
6 I'emplol do toll. ou tell.
commando, compto-tanu du tait quo Ia notion do charge do travail et difficllement appr6handable dane le cadre
particullor do. simulations ofocujo.
L'6valuatlon do cat outil a 646 r6alls"e sur un proili do mission d6fini Apriori at our leouel de nombrouses
commandos davdint Ltre ex6cut~os. Cetto mission comport. six aegments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

d6coliage at monie A10 000 ft.
pallor A10 000 ft,
descents jusqu'A 400 ft.
sulvi do terrain ot panne grave.
diroutement,
atterrissago sur un terrain do recuell.

La charge do travail at estim6a 6 ['aide doux m6thodas imilaires falmant appal A un. thcho mecondalrs.
Cello-cl consisto 6 appuyor de facon r6gull6re our un Interrupteur tout on assurant Ia thcho principals do
pilotage. Leo deux m6thodom d'ostimatlon do Is charge do travail, sont d6riv6os du 'ime Emtimation Standard
DevUtIon' at du 'Tapping Rhythm Task'" (1).
4.2.1

TIME ESTIMATION STANDARD DEVIATION

Tout en r6aliaant Ia thche principals do getlon de Ia mission, I. pilots entend do fa4;on cycliquo, toutom les
20 mecondos. un son d'uno dur6e d'une seconds at dosfr6quonce 750 Hz. 06. que Ie pilots entond co son, it
eflectuo un appul our une p6dale situ6o inous son pled droll. Ensultt, tout on continuant Ia fiche principals, 11
ettoctue un deuxibme appul our Ia phdale, au bout d'un temps estim6 do dlx secondom. Sien entendu, pendant
1'ossal tout. r6fdrence do tempo do l'ordro do Ia mecondo oat supprim6e (pa. do montro).
A I'origin., Ia m6thode du Time Estimation Standard Deviation utilime pour I'appul, un bouton aitu6 our Ia
manatte dos gaz. Etant donn6 quo pour monor 6 bien memission, Io piloto dispome do command.. temp. r6el
situ6sa our Is manche of mur Ia manette des gaz, l'organe d'appui a 646diport6 vers lea plods, afin do Ibirer [a
main du pilots, au cam ouj do. commando. temps r6oI seralent nicessaire. 6 l'accomplissomont do memission.
La mithodo consists 6krecuolllr los 6carts do tempo par rapport aux 10 second.. estim6es at h on calculor
l'6cart typo. Codl donne uno estimation globalo do Ia charge do travail au cours do Ia mission.

4.3

TAPPING RHYTHM TASK

Coflo mithodo, trio volsine doscello dicrtte pric6domment, consist. 6 taper aussi rigulliromont quo
possible our Ia pidale 6 un rythmo d'un appui toutes Is. deux mecondom. Los bcarto ontro doux appuis successif,
mont analyms at servant 6 calculer une valour globalo pour Is vol. L'iivaluallon do calls mithode mux Etats Unis.
mIt on 6vdence quo to rythmo 6tait fortement parturb6 lors des alustomonts do Is menatto do. gaz, Ie bouton
d'appul 6tant sltu6 sur cello-cl. Do. intorvallos do temps sup6rieurs 6 5 soconde. 6taient obsorvi.. Comm. pour
Is limo Estimation Standard Deviation', les simulation. rialimies our OASIS m'effectuont avec: 'organo d'appui
diporti au nlvoau du plod drolt, 6iltant ainsi ce probimo.
4.&.1

MISE EN OEUVRE DE MES METNODES

Leo m6thodes du Time Estimation Standard Deviation of du Tapping no donnent qu'un rioultat global dos
1'eatlmatlon do Ia charge do travail au cours dolIs mission at no pormettent pam d'ldentflor les Instants critiques
lore du dimuement do Ia mission. Pour cola, do. diagrammes mont 6d116o. En particuller un diagrammo attitude tempo merl do point do repbre rapide at parmot d'ldontlflor les dtffirents segments de Ia mission at un
dlagrammo 6cart de temps - temp. comports leo relevis d'icart do temps par rapport au tempo 6cou6. Co
demlfor parmot d'identiffer rapidoment of prddsimont lea zones oi# Ia charge do travail oat Important.. Ces
dlagrammes ont I'allure sulvanto

___
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pilotos. Colts
Soule Is m~thode du Tapping a 606 ratenue aprs ivaluation par des exp~rmentateurs of daes
m6thade oat jug~o plua souple d'empioi at presente par ailurs l'avantage do pormettre une analyse plus fine
Topping.
is
m6thods
du
M1
offectube
avoc
des nboultats. La mnajeure parti. des simulations a donc
Une *valuation pour un exp6rilentateur donn6 comports syst6matlquemsent deux simulations, une aans
dialogue vocal at une avec dialogue vocal. Los rsuiats sont onaulto compsrs on rellat au niveau do* courbes.
Los courbes obtenues font apparaftro. dana les doux cam, des valours extrnm nms uniquement maxlmales.
Codi s'explique par Is falt quo natureitamant, lore do phases critiques, Is p6riode des bettemnt augments.
Ldcrart maximael eat atore 6cr6t* A 5 a. Coo extr*na sont surtout constatt" lots dos p6rtods critiques, per
example lors do Ia panne survonue on suM do terrain. L'analysa des diagrammes lit igamit epperaltre dos
t do
maxim 6 cheque transition ou manoeuvre dlficato. par example au moment do Ia fln do to dasoel"
l'enclonchomoent du sulv do terrain. Par ailietirs. compte-tonu do Ia sonsbhltd6 do cots mithode, i s'av6re
qu'etle no peout Otre utilisbe officacomafit sl 1'exp6rimsntateur no maltrisa pas parlaltomont 1'avton (symbotlogio.
) at Ia commando vocal. Thus let locuteurs exp~rimentateur Matent1 donc
procdures. commnandos, ..
accoutumds A[a reconnaissance vocal.
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L'sxamsn des courbos avoc at sans commando vocals p~no do conutator quo, globalemont, l'empiol do Is
commands vocals ". 'malns porturbant" quo colul dos commandos classiques. Codi at illustr par Ia
comparalson de r~sultas abtonus par un pilots avec at sans dialogue vocal.
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L'analyso do' courbos do Tapping pormot do constator quo des zones de orte perturbation subsistent
maigr6 l'omplol du dialogue vocal, on partlcullor aprbs Ia panne at lora do I'attonissago. Co' points ant fait
l'objet d'un camptsmont d'appllcation vocalsoan cherchant uno am~lioratlon du dialogue piloto-syat~mo.
L'applicatlon vocals d6volopp~e jusqu'& pr~sont no fait appal qu'& do' commandos dtos de 'bas nlvoau' En
dans Is
oft, chaquo commando vocals oat une reprise pure at simple des commandos ciassiquos existant dAJA
cabins.
Copendant, Io dialogue vocal oat un moyea beaucoup plus puissant parmottant, par une simple commando
g~n~riquo. do diclonchor dos procliduros connuets du syat~me at qui correspondent h do multiples actions
6limentairos. Un exampie typique d'uno tell. commando, dito do 'haut niveau', quo l'on pens. appliquer sur to
RAFALE, oa I. notion do fiches relatives aux terrains d'attorrlesago.
Ces fiches sont renseign6os au aol at concomant tous los terrains pris en compte lore do Is preparation do
mission. Des modifications minoures pauvent W~eapportias en cours de vol. Taus )as parambires Wtiles au
syatdme at contenue dane Ia fiche sont prte on compte lore do 1'Anonc6 d'une commando du type 'APPROACH
ISTRES' qui siloctionne 6galement Is mode approche.
Los commandos do "haut niveau- apportont ainsi une souplesso d'ompioi at un gain opdrationnnei tree
apprdciablo lore do phases do vol ndceseitant l'emploi do nombreusee commandos. Ce typo da commands et do
nature Adiminuor trbs fortemont Ia charge do travail du piloto.

5. CONCLUSINS
L'Introductlon do nouvelles technologies dans [a cabine d'un avion d'armes comme Ia vieuallsaton tale
haute h optiqus diffractive, Ia visualisation t~te mayenne collimatd. at 10dialogue vocal constitue uno 6volution
Importanste dane Is conception do l'intorface pilote-esatdme.
Le dialogue vocal dostin6 aux avions d'armes eat un prodult do trds haute tochnologlo quo pau do pays
maltrisent. A travers Is monde, de ssais en vol pronnent place eur divers typos d'appareiis afin do prdparer
l'introductlon d'un tel dieposltlf aur los avione des prochaines ddconnlas. L'oxpdrimentation du dialogue vocal it
bard du RAFALE s'inscrlt dana ce cadre IW Blan entondu, des progr~s restent A faire dana co domains pour
atindro un at o0 Ia reconnaissance sara multi-locutsurs avoc do' performances proches do 100 %.
Ndanmolns, l'lntmoduction du dialogue vocal tel qu'il exiats auiourd'hui reprdsente un gain opdrationnel tree
appriclablo notammont lore do l'utillletlon de commando' do haul nlvoau. 11no constitue pae, copendant, une
solution miracle aux probibmee de l'lnterfaco Plloto-syatime at Niconvient, on particuller. de 'utiliser dans son
domains d'appllcatlan.
Sur Ia base des travaux prdsentds, Is ddblnitlon do Ia cabins des avions RAFALE do' anndas 95 intogre
d'orosat0 d~jA un dispositif de dialogue vocal aesocA A do nouveaux moyene do commando. Le dialogue vocal
lauesa un r6le Important at permoltra do disposer d'une Interface pilate-sytume adaptds aux mission los plus

contraignanto'.
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Abstract
This paper documents the application of System-Wide Integrity Management (SWIM) to the
F-16 Terrain Following (TF) system in order to maximize flight safety during T
operation.
The architecture of the P-16 TF system is presented and areas are identified
where conventional self-test is not sufficient to ensure flight safety.
The concept of
system-wide monitoring, or SWIM, ts discussed and the SWIM development process used for
F-16 TF is reviewed.
In addition, the SWIM features developed for the F-16 TF system
and
the safety
benefit and
cost effectiveness of
these safety
enhancements are
discussed.

Nomenclature
AFTI
AMAS
Auto-TF

Advanced Fighter Technology Improvements
Automated Maneuvering Attack System
Automatic Terrain Following

BIT

Built-In Test

CADC
CARA
C/D
CRT
DFLCC

Central Air Data Computer
Combined Altitude Radar Altimeter
Climb/Dive
Cyclic Redundancy Test
Digital Flight Control Computer

DFLCS

Digital Flight Control System

FCC
FLIR

Fire Control Computer
Forward Looking Infrared

FMET
GPS

Failure Modes Evaluation Testing
Global Positioning System

HUD
INS
LANTIRN
MFD
MTF
OW
RT
SOP
SDC
SMS
SWIM
TF

Head-Up Display
Inertial Navigation System
Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infrared for Night
Multifunction Display
Manual Terrain Following
Obstacle Warn
Remote Terminal
Set Clearance Plane
Signal Data Converter
Stores Management Set
System-Wide Integrity Management
Terrain Following

TFR

Terrain Following Radar

VCW

Vertical Clearance Warning
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Background
The limited room for on-board equipment In modern fighter aircraft has led to the
mechanization of advanced flight-critical functions with nonredundant elements. For the
F-16, such space limitations led to the mechanization of a TF system with multiple nonredundant sensors and control processors.
In spite of lacking redundancy in critical
subsystems, flight safety concerns required that fault tolerance had to be achieved in
the overall TF system.
As a result, development of the F-16 TF system was accomplished
with an advanced flight safety enhancement technique - System-Wide Integrity Management
(SWIM). SWIM is a new approach to both the design and utilization of in-flight built-in
test (BIT) to detect otherwise undetectable malfunctions that could result in the loss
of an aircraft. The SWIM technique was first developed by General Dynamics for the Advanced Fighter Technology Improvements (AFTI) Program for the Automated Maneuvering Attack System (AMAS).
The SWIM technique was then applied to the F-16 TF system. Detection of flight-critical malfunctions by SWIM is followed by an automatic recovery maneuver, which consists of a roll to wings-level fly-up for the F-16 TF system.
F-16 TV System Overview
TF System Components
The F-16 TF system provides the capability to fly low level during day, night, or
adverse weather conditions at a fixed offset over terrain within aircraft and crew acceleration constraints. Design of the F-16 TV system required the integration of multiple subsystems, as depicted in Figure 1. The TF system generates climb/dive (C/D) comThese commands
mands based on returns from terrain sensors and aircraft state sensors.
are then either coupled Into the F-16 flight control system for Auto TF or displayed to
is
comprised
of
multiple sen(MTF).
The
system
terrain
following
pilot
for
manual
a
sors, processors, and displays, as shown in Figure 2. A brief description of the TV
subsystems is provided.

.Forward-Looi1ng1adar Senem Temin dAsoelatd Computer
Generates Cfmb/Olive Commands
"Flight Control System Commands AfC State Change Based On
Commands from Radar Computer
- Oirect Coupling in Autematie Tarrain Following (TF)
CentrOl Stick Coupn m Dlsiyed Commands In Manual T
"Subsystens Feedback Changing AC State for Command Nulling
and Radar sean stablmzation
"Radar Altimeter Controls AC Over Low Baek-Scatter Tenin and
Checks Operation During Forward-Looking Radar Control
Figure 1 Terraln Following Requires Integration ot Multiple Subsystems

POD
LANTIRNNAVIGATION

-------------------------------

Figure 2

F-i

AuX BUS
ISsMs
(240ay'
1 Comununkati-r)

TF System Archttqure
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Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infrared for Night (LANTIRN) Navigation Pod.
The LANTIRN navigation pod consists of two primary subsystems:
the forward looking infrared (FLIR) and the terrain-following radar (TFR).
The FLIR provides a visible replica of the terrain forward of the aircraft at night.
The FLIR is not part of the TF systea command loop, but is used as a night aid for pilot-controlled flight.
The TFR is
the primary sensor for the TF system and provides the computations for the TF system
commands.
The TFR scans the terrain in front of the aircraft and inputs the scanned
terrain range and angle to a command algorithm, which utilizes inputs from other TF subsystems to generate C/D commands.
Inertial Navigation System (INS).
The INS provides the platform velocities and
coordinates supplied to the navigation pod to stabilize the TFR antenna scan and to calulate the aircraft flight vector for use in C/D command nulling.

Combined Altitude Radar Altimeter (CARA).

The down-looking CARA is used to provide

C/D commands whenever the terrain reflectivity is

too low

for the

forward-looking TFR to

receive sufficient energy for terrain detection, such as over water.
CARA is also used
as an independent check of the forward-looking TFR operation to detect TFR or INS input
angle errors that result in fly-low errors.
These fly-low errors would be detected by
.he CARA as over-flown terrain peaks that were clipped too closely, preventing a potential TFR-controlled clobber.
The prevention of a potential TFR-controlled clobber would
result since the CARA-based check of TFR-controlled flight compares radar altitude to 75
percent of the TF set clearance with an automatic fly-up manuver being triggered if terrain peaks are approached closer than the 75 percent threshold.
Multifunction Display
MFD).
A radio frequency (RF) energy-based confidence display called an R-Squared display is provided on the MFD.
This display uses raw TFR
video to depict terrain changes in real time.
In fog or rain, when FLIR information is
unavailable, the pilot can monitor aircraft climb or dive commands with this display.
Head-Up Display (HUD).
TF C/D commands are provided on the HUD by the TF command
box symbol.
The command box is displayed relative to the aircraft flight path vector
marker, providing pilot cues for C/D command nulling.
The FLIR visual display is provided on the HUD together with the command box.

Central Air Data Computer (CADC).

The CADC provides barometric altitude for use in

stabilization or INS vertical velocity, which
for the C/D algorithm.
Fire
systems.

Control Computer

Stores Management

(FCC).

S t

(SMS).

is then used

The FCC serves as the

The

SMS

serves as the

in flight

vector calculation

bus controller between TF sub-

backup

bus controller

in

the

event or an FCC failure.
Global Positioning System (GPS).
The GPS provides inertial velocities to compare
with INS velocities for INS failure detection.
Digital Flight Control System (DFLCS).
The central part of the DFLCS is the quadredundant Digital Flight Control Computer (DFLCC).
The DFLCC interfaces with several
flight control subsystems in a redundant fashion, as shown in Figure 3. Failure detection is achieved by multiple cross-channel voting planes implemented in software.
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All flight-critical flight control sensors are quad redundant and are input to each
branch of the DFLCC.
Discrete inputs are also connected to each branch.
After conversion, the input values are then cross-strapped to each branch through a digital input
plane. Monitoring at this point allows sensor miscompares and failures to be identified
without failing an entire branch.
The data links consist of a serial digital interface
controlled by an input/output controller in each branch.
Each branch contains one data
link transmitter and three receivers.
This data link process allows each branch to receive and transmit data to and from the other three branches asynchronously.
Control law outputs are monitored and selected in software by each branch.
Since
the four branches operate asynchronously, for efficiency Branch B is always used to
drive the integrated servoactuators, which in turn drive the control surfaces.

SWIM
SWIM Definition
SWIM, in its simplest definition, is self-test of a function and is system-wide in
that it includes all individual subsystems, interfaces, and relevant internal and external influences on the total architecture involved in that function (left circle of Figure 4).
The system-wide aspect of SWIM becomes very large if the associated function is
of a global nature - as in the case of F-16 flight, which involves all major aircraft
subsystems, including engines and flight controls.
A reliable communications medium,
such as a high-speed multiplex bus, is required among all involved components.
With
present technology, the concept can be extended to less global functions such as AMAS
and TF. SWIM can be thought of as an expanded, traditional (single black box) self-test
that operates as a system-level monitor to detect critical subsystem failures and verify
system functional integrity (as in the center circle of Figure 4).
The management
aspect is applied in the SWIM design phase; it involves the elimination of a safety impact associated with a particular subsystem failure rate when that subsystem has minimal
involvement in the function (as in the right circle of Figure 4).
In other words, the
function under consideration, TF in this case, has certain parameters or signals that
are safety critical in that undetected aberrations in these signals can result in loss
of aircraft.
If one of these safety-critical signals is involved minimally in a subsystem or simply routed through that subsystem, then SWIM management involves designing
the SWIM monitor architecture to rely on an alternate route or bypass for that signal to
ensure detection of failures in that subsystem that affect the critical signal.
The
safety impact of that particular subsystem is then effectively bypassed.
The bypass
eliminates safety impact associated with failures of that subsystem since failures of
that subsystem are detected by comparison with an alternate source of the same signal.
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SWIM Development
To develop SWIM for the F-16 TF system, the six-step approach summarized in Figure
5 was followed.
The development resulted in the quantification of the safety benefit
and the cost of the SWIM features.
The goal was to implement only those SWIM features
that were cost-effective in reducing the predicted mishap rate for F-16 TF.
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The first step in the SWIM development was to determine the signals critical to TF,
the maximum error threshold values of these signals that could be tolerated without
safety impact, and the maximum tolerable delay before annunciation of these thresholdexceeding critical signals.
The second step was defining the consequences of undetected

critical signal failures, and the third step was to determine the degree of safety provided by the existing self-test provisions of the TF subsystems.
One output of this
analysis was the rate of occurrence of undetected hazardous failures.
This rate was
estimated

by

a

variety

modes evaluations

of analysis

to the analysis

techniques,

ranging from

of system-level

an aircraft safety analysis was performed

detailed

failure effects.

piece-part

failure

In the fourth step,

to predict a baseline aircraft mishap rate re-

sulting from undetected hazardous failures.
The safety analysis was accomplished using
a fault tree analysis methodology, which models many effects such as operational usage
and pilot response to failure modes in order to obtain the most realistic prediction of
mishap rates practicable.
Once individual undetected failure modes were determined,
SWIM features were mechanized
to provide detection capability.
Next,
the aircraft
safety analysis was again conducted to determine the mishap rate with SWIM features.
In
the fifth
step, the mishap rate with the SWIM features was compared with the baseline
mishap rate to obtain a measure of the benefit of the SWIM features.
In the sixth step,
the rough design for the SWIM features was used to estimate a cost for the features.
The cost consisted of several factors - Including schedule Impact, estimates of software
change size, and risk associated with development.
For example, the attitude estimator
required 150 software words in the DFLCC, had demonstrated low risk based on previous
AHAS use, and could be implemented relatively quickly.
The decision as to which SWIM
safety enhancements to implement was then made by the Air Force based on projected number of aircraft saved and cost to implement the SWIM feature.
The complement of SWIM
features selected for F-16 TF required approximately 2750 software words at a cost of
less than $2 million to achieve a predicted aircraft savings of approximately $200 mil-

lion over a 20-year life of 350 LANTIRN-equipped F-16 aircraft.
SWIM Analysis Results
SWIM Monitors
Each subsystem involved in the generation of TF commands was evaluated using the
SWIM analysis methodology.
It was concluded that, although the individual TF subsystems
have a relatively high internal self-test coverage, areas exist in which significant improvements in the overall TF system self-test coverage could be achieved.
Although it
was not feasible to develop monitors for every undetected failure mode identified by the
analysis, monitors were developed for the failure modes that contributed the major portion of the undetected failure mode mishap rate.
The SWIM monitor features required a
redundant, cross-checked host with enough reserve capacity to implement the features in
order to have guaranteed integrity of the SWIM features.
The quad-redundant DFLCC provided the required host for the SWIM features.
In Figure 6, the F-16 TF SWIM features
are listed in terms of the basic undetected malfunction causes that they were designed
to cover.
A brief description of the critical undetected failure mode areas and the
3WIM features designed to cover them follows.

.. ...
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F-16 TF Swim Features

...

Cover Different Undetected Malfunctions

Sensor Drift and Bias Errors.
Table 1 contains the SWIM features designed to cover
hazardous drift or bias error malfunctions of the INS or TFR.
Data from both the INS
and the TFR can be corrupted by drift and bias errors that are not detectable by subsystem self-tests.
In the case of the INS, monitors were implemented that could detect
these errors using independent motion reference sources.
The GPS provides a highly accurate source of velocity data for the GPS/INS velocity monitor, while the flight con-

trol gyros provide a source for the attitude estimator to calculate a short-term estimate of aircraft attitude.
No additional source of forward-looking radar data is available for comparing with the TFR data, but data from CARA is available to provide verti-

cal plane monitoring of nearness to terrain peaks during TFR-controlled flight with the
low TF monitor for detection of fly-low angle error effects.
If the CARA altitude becomes less than 75 percent of the TF set clearance, an automatic fly-up maneuver is
initiated based either on a similar low-altitude check circuit in the LANTIRN navigation
pod or by the independent DFLCS low TF monitor.

Tbe I

Drift and Bias Error

Swim Features

FEATURE

FAILURE DETECTION

ATTITUDE ESTIMATOR

INS ATTITUDE

DFLCS

QPSIINS VELOCITY
MONITOR

INS INERTIAL VELOCITY

DFLCS

LOW TF MONITOR

TFR FLY-LOW ERROR

DFLCS

LOCATION

Subsystem Processor Self-Test Coverage.
Table 2 is a summary of the SWIM features
covering subsystem processor hazardous malfunctions.
Additional coverage is provided

for undetected failures In the CARA signal data converter (SDC) via the CARA SDC monitor
since the SDC does not have significant coverage.
age Is s3.gnificant because of automatic self-test

both of which are monitored by DFLCS SWIM features.

The CARA receiver/transmitter coverand out-of-track detection circuitry,

Failures in the CARA SDC are moni-

tored by comparing the analog CARA data presented to the SDC with the digitized radar
data the SDC provides to the TF system.
Relatively straightforward monitors could not
be implemented for the TFR processors; instead, a cyclic redundancy test (CRT) was used
to implement a cyclic TF command and obstacle warn algorithm problem.
The cyclic problems involve comparing computational test cases performed in the TFR processors with
predetermined results for those test cases.
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Swim Feetume

FEATURE
CAR

FAILURE DETECTION

SDC MONITOR

LOCATION
DFLCS

WOC

CARA SELF-TEST
MONITOR
OUTOF-TRACK
MONITOR
CYCLIC TF COMMAND
PROBLEM

ALTITUDE ABOVE
GROUND LEVEL

DF.CS

ALTTUDr
GROUW

DFLCS

ABOVE
LEVEL

COMMAND PROCESSOR

CYCUC OBSTACLE
WARN TEST

OBSTACLE WARN
PROCESSOR

I

DFLCSNAV POD

DFLCSINAV POD

Srstem Communication Paths.
Table 3 contains the SWIM features Implemented to prevent undetected loss Of communication paths.
Undetected failure modes exist In the 1553
data bus remote terminals (RT) of various TF subsystems.
Several methods are used to
monitor these failures:
for the CARA RT, the CARA SDC monitor provides sufficient
coverage of TF failures; wraparound checks of communication paths with alternating data
values are used to monitor the other RT failure modes.
Redundant TF data good and data
integrity discretes provided by subsystem processors are also monitored to identify invalid TF operation.
These discretes are external to the 1553 communication bus.
An
Auto TF select monitor verifies Auto TF engagement to prevent the pilot from relinquishing vertical clearance control to a disengaged Auto TF system.

Tabl. 3 Communkcation Path Loss Swim Features

FEATURE

FAILURE DETECTION

LOCATION

MUX WRAPAROUND

TF INFO TRANSMISSION

DFLCSINAV POD

REDUNDANT TF GOOD

NAV POD TF STATUS LOSS

DFLCS

DATA INTEGRITY

TF SUBSYSTEM STATUS LOSS

DFLCS

AUTO TF SELECT

AUTO TF DISENGAGEMENT

DFLCS

MONITOR

Predicted Mishap Rate Improvement
In Figure 7, the percent reduction in mishap rate is depicted for various F-16 TF
configurations; single-thread, redundant (dual CARA and INS),
and single-thread with
SWIM.
As can be seen from Figure 7, redundancy affords maximum safety benefit at 17

percent reduction In predicted mishap rate.
However, the addition of SWIM to the
single-thread configuration is seen to achieve 14 percent predicted mishap rate reduction at far less cost and Installation impact than the redundant configuration.
It
should be noted that the mishap rate Improvement In the low-altitude, high-speed regime
is limited by factors such as engine malfunction and bird strike - as depicted by the
fact that only 25 percent improvement is achievable with a perfect TF system.
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Figure 7 F16 TF Predicted Mishap Rate Reduction
Cost Effectiveness
As previously indicated, the cost to add SWIM to the single-thread baseline F-16 TF
system was $2 million. This cost and the additional cost over the single-thread baseline of a redundant INS and CARA TF system and of a perfect TF system are compared in
Figure 8. The costs depicted in Figure 1 are all based on Incorporation Into 350
LANTIRN-equipped F-16 aircraft. As shown in Figure 8, a cost of approximately $500 million Is required to achieve the perfect TF system, in terms of hazardous malfunction detection, via, triplex subsystems, including the TF sensor.
Of more interest is the cost
of more traditional TF system redundancy involving at least dual subsystems except for
the single TF sensor. The traditional redundant TF system costs approximately $100 million to achieve the same order of aircraft savings as single-thread with SWIM at $2 million. From the Figure 7 mishap rate reduction data and the Figure 8 cost data, a costeffectiveness comparison can be made for the alternate F-16 TF systems relative to the
single-thread TF baseline. Figure 9 is a graphic illustration of the cost-effectiveness
comparisons from which it can be seen that - in terms of safety improvement - the application of SWIM to the single-thread configuration resulted in 140 times as cost-effective a TF system as a perfect system and 47 times (140/3) as cost-effective a system as

the redundant INS and CARA system.
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Monitor Implementation
It is necessary to Implement the monitors in a reliable fault-tolerant computational system to ensure reliability of the SWIM monitor circuitry and also prevent erroneous
failure declarations.
The DFLCC is an ideal home for the SWIM monitors, because the
fault-tolerant architecture for such processing already existed to handle the failure
management needs of the flight control system. The monitors were implemented as an additional software function In each redundant branch of the quad DFLCC.
The impact to
the Flight Control Computer Operational Flight Program and throughput is small, as only
the SWIM monitor logic was required to be added.
The existing softwate to implement
signal and failure management was utilized to ensure the SWIM monitors were not affected
by failures in the flight control computer.
In addition to the SWIM monitors already discussed, additional monitors were implemented in flight control software to assess the health of the various TF subsystem components.
The status of each subsystem BIT is reported to the DFLCC, and monitors are
implemented to determine the health of each subsystem based on the subsystem BIT status.
The DFLCS also checks data passed between the TF subsystems to evaluate subsystem
health. The checks verify that the data values are within expected bounds.

Monitor Action
Whenever a failure In the TF system is detected, the method used to correct the
failure is to terminate TF and provide an automatic roll to wings-level fly-up. The incremental-g level for a particular fly-up depends on the system or condition that detected the failure.
Table 4 lists the incremental-g levels and the system initiating
the fly-up commands.
The subsystem failures are detected by self-test or by a SWIM monitor. The Vertical Clearance Warning (VCW) Is based on CARA altitude and is caused by the airplane
penetrating 75 percent of the SCP.
The Obstacle Warn (OW) is based on the TFR and is
generated when some object not previously sensed by the TFR is detected within an approximately 3-g template in front of the airplane.

Table 4 Automtlc Roll to Wlngs-.vel Fly-Up G Levels
*NCUUMUYAi.
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System Validation
An extensive failure modes evaluation testing (FMET) was conducted, in addition to
the standard validation tests, to establish confidence in SWIM monitor operation in the
face of actual or simulated hardware failures and to ensure that proper pilot displays
and handling qualities are maintained during failure identification and recovery.
FNET
was conducted in real time in a handling qualities simulator with a pilot in the loop.
Critical TF system processor hardware, such as the avionics suite, the flight control
computer, and the TFR processors, were included to ensure correct timing and processing
of the TF functions.
In addition, all of the selected SWIM features are being evaluated
in F-16/LANTIRN TF flight tests, which began In January of 1988 and are scheduled to
continue until late 1988.

SWIM Study Conclusions
For optimum failure. detection in any system, redundancy is the best implementation
method, as redundancy provides a means to detect failures by comparison.
However, as
previously discussed, redundancy is not present in many of the F-16 TF subsystem sensors
or processors due to space limitations.
The SWIM method of failure detection was developed to enhance hazardous failure detection In a single-thread system.
This method was not intended to replace redundancy.
However, System-Wide Integrity Management did accomplish its intended purpose - a signi-

ficant decrease in predicted mishaps from otherwise undetected failures in the TF system. In addition, SWIM achieved almost as much predicted mishap rate improvement as the
redundant system at

far

less

cost and

installation

impact

for

a phenomenal

cost-effec-

tiveness advantage over traditional redundancy.

DISCUSSION

J.Bart, US
What was the False Alarm Rate (Improper Identification of Failure Condition) using the SWIM approach?
Author's Reply
The implementation of either a digital or software implemented monitor could have an initially unacceptable false
alarm rate due to too low a value of persistence counts or too tight trip levels. However, these values are generally
corrected during system simulation and flight test and achieve an acceptable false alarm rate. However, software
monitors utilizing existing hardware have an inherent advantage over traditional hardware monitors, in that they do not

suffer from the additional false alarm rate associated with hardware self test and component drift errors. For SWIM, the
implementation of the monitors in software has thus resulted in a quantitatively lower false alarm rate than systems

implemented with traditional redundant hardware techniques.
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CAN Ada (MIL-STD-1815A) FLY MISSILES?
by
Cat W. Hall
Naval Weapons Center
Missile Software Branch
China Lake, California USA 93555-6001

p

SUMMARY
A small group of software enginee at the Naval Weapons Center explored the transition of the MIL-STD-1815A (Ada) language
and associated technology into the Navy missile domain beginning in October 1984. The project was funded by Independent
Exploratory Development (IED) funds. It had a principal objective to develop operational software for atypical navy missile in Ada,
while examining the issues associated with deployment of the Department of Defense (DoD) standard language in a real-time missile
environment
The project lasted 3years and was finished in September 1987 with the Ada software rinming in abreadboard version of the missile
guidance compter. The final version of the software had almost all the missile functions included with the exception of the safety
module. Safety deals with the range requirements during testing and this data were not available. The computer and software are being
moved to the Hardware-In-the-Loop (HWIL) facility where they will be integrated with various missile hardware and a six-degree-offreedom simulation. Current plans areto seek funding to fly a test missile at the Naval Weapons Center range with amodified version
of the lED Ada code.

BACKGROUND
Ada is acomputer language, the product of a 12-year development program designed to provide astandardized and effective higherorder programming language for DoD use. Its features and constructs were designed to supply a tool tocontrol software costs for
and Engineering
tactical embedded computer systems in military weapon systems. In July 1983, the DoD Deputy Director for Research
issued a policy directive that read in part, "Effective I January 1984, for programs entering Advanced Development, and 1 July 1984,
for programs entering Full-Scale Engineering Development (FSED), Ada shall be the programming language."
information systems that
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) committed to use Ada for the implementation of its
support the exercise of command, control, and communication within the Alliance. On 25 January 1985, the NATO Defense Planning
Committee approved NATO's Ada Policy, effective in 1986. The Policy made Ada the single higher-order language for all NATO
command and control information system projects not involving France. NATO permits the use of another language for such systems if
a waiver is requested and granted.
Ada became an international standard on 12 March 1987 when the Central Secretariat of the International Standards Organization
(ISO) announced unanimous approval of the Draft International Standard (DIS) 8652-Programming Language Ada. The standard is
known as ISO18652-1987 Programming Language Ada and is an endorsement of the American and French Ada standards (ANS/MILSTD-1815A and NF Z 65-700, respectively).
In March and April of 1987, the United States Deputy Secretary of Defense (the Honorable William H. Taft, IV) gave further
support to the Ada software initiative by signing two new directives (3405.1 and 3405.2). Directive 3405.1, the "Computer
Programming Language Policy," stases "The Ada program ing language shall be single, common, computer programming language for
Defense computer resources used in intelligence systems, for the command and control of military formes,
or as an integral part of a
weapon systern...Ada shall be used for all other applications, except when the use of another approved higher order language is more
coat effective over the application's life-cycle, in keeping with the long-range goal of establishing Ada as the primary DoD higher order
language."
Directive 34051, the "Use of Ada in Weapon System," states that Ada shall be the single, common, higher-orde language used for
all new weapon systems during all phases of the life cycle and to major software upgrades of xisting weapon systems. The directive
further requires the use of validated Ada compilers, of software engineering principles described in DOD-STD-2167 and
DOD-HDBK-28 1,and of Ada as a program design language (PDL) to design software.

INTRODUCTION
to
This exploratory developmen program attempted toanalyze
the major issues associated with inserting Ada in amissile. In order
of translating a working program into Ada.
achieve the goals of this project it was deemed necessary toavoid the popular trend
Avoiding ranslation of an existing program meant the important issues involved in utilizing Ada in all the life cycle phases could be
studied. The power of Ada is sometimes lost when translating from a different language into Ada because the programmer is not
anxious torebuild a working design. Another danger is the tendency to program in Ada as one does in other languages. A good
FORTRAN design may not be a good Ada design. In fact, there is evidence to the contrary.
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Therefore, a missile program was selected in which the missile had not yet been flown and for which little or no code had been
written. The specifications for the missile, the weapons tactical computer design, and the computer program performance specification
(CPPS) were available and could be used to develop the operatonal flight software (OFS) in Ada. A breadboard version of the
guidance computer was built for the HWIL facility from the contractor's design and could be used to test the OFS once completed.
During the development. which spanned 3 years convts had to be established to avoid losing sight of the objectives. These
controls were specified in a software development plan (SDP). Frequent pe group reviews were held. Also each contributor had to
maintain a programmer/analyst notebook, which was reviewed periodically by the principal investigator of the project. Instead of
developing a software quality evaluation plan, the process was included in the SDP.
In the SDP, the major issues were listed in order to maintain focus on what the project's objectives were. These issues changed
through the course of the project as circumstances and funding levels changed The following list Provides the final state of those issues
after several iterations had occurred durinig the course of the project:
I. How suitable arethe Ada features for astringent real-time problem with limited throughput and memory such as missiles have?
2. What are the theoretical and pragmatic issues one must solve or understand to implement Ada in an embedded tactical weapon
system?
3. What issues are associated with the compiler, runtime system (RTS), tools, and compiler validation?
4. Can useful software metrics he automated that measure Ada's effectiveness and the progranmes's final Ada product?
5. Can Ada benchmarks or performance tests help quantify a validated Ada compiler's time and memory expansion factors over
assembly language?
6. Does Ada improve productivity, maintainability, and reliability of weapon software while reducing cost and development time?
As the project progressed, the decision to change the guidance computer microprocessor from a Zilog Z8002 to a
Motorola MC68020 gave the IED task a new dimension in its insertion effort. The theory of Ada's transportability or machine
independence came into the pragmatic world of a new compiler, a new development system, cost overrun, schedule slippage, a new
emulator, and procurement cycle delays. The partcular Ada compiler purchased required a Digital Equipment Corporation MicroVaX II
computer. The first emulator purchased never functioned as advertised and had to be abandoned after 6 months of frustration.
Nevertheless, the project concluded on schedule and under cost with the OFS coded in Ada and running open-looped in the missile
guidance computer. In September 1987, there were about 222,000 bytes of compiled Ada object code and approximately 11,000 lines
of Ada statements in the missile program. Whereas some issues remain under investigation, others were examined and concluded.
DESIGN METHODOLOGY
Several methods were studied before selecting one with which to design the IED software. The popular method being touted for
Ada programming was the object-oriented design (OOD) methodology (I]. Structured analysis/sacred design (SA/SD) [2) was a
popular design method of the 1970s. The object flow method used object flow graphs instead of data flow diagrams (DFDs). Other
less used techniques were the State Machine approach and Petri Nets. Traditional mathematical flowcharts ae good for illustrating the
algorithmic flow of the program but tend to be written only after aprogram is working.
Because the computer program performance specification was functionally decomposed, it seemed at the time reasonable to assume
that SA/SD methodology would map better onto the missile domain selected. The priority and sequencing of missile tasks were very
rigid in most modes. Also, the computer only had a single microprocessor, which implied linear processing, and preliminary
investigation had flagged the Ada tasking rendezvous as a concern. This choice of SA/SD caused some problems during the project.
DFDs and structure charts do not handle interrupts nor illustrate control very well. The data dictionary is an excellent resource, but it
lacks specific infoesuation required to type the data objects.
Because initial discussions with compiler vendors established large rendezvous times exceeding I millisecond (some were as high
as 10 milliseconds), plans were made to build a generic executive (GENE) to operate cyclically on a time-slice theory. The intent was
to use as much of the nstime system as possible and allow GENE to handle the "hot"spots like tasking and interrupts This succeeded
quite well. In May 1987, the Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie-Mellon University published atechnical report (3] which stated
on page 43, "Most of Ada's benefits can be achieved for real-time systems even if Ada's tasking features are not used.If Ada tasks are
not used,...the need to use an existing real-time executive or write a special-purpose executive must be included aspart of any project
plan."
Te concept for the lED executive was quite simple in structure as illustrated in Figure 1. The executive isolates the application
tasks from both the runtime system and the computer with its interrupts and lnpt/Output operations. The ideal situation, however, is
when the rntime system can handle the missile environment efficiently enough to not require acomplementary cyclic executive like
GENE. Tbe reason its transportability. If one is not careful, the cyclic executive becomes so specialized that it cannot be used on other

projets.
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To avoid this problem, GENE wasbroken into two components; viz., generic andprimitive. The generic component wasdesigned

to work with other missile projects. GENE accomplished this and isin another mitsile program operating efficiently andcorrectly. The
generic component is seuisable. however, if both applications usethe samelanguage. The primitive component is machine-dependent
and will not transport. It isspecifically tailored to optimize thecommunication between themachine andthegeneric component. In
most instances, this meanaprogramming inassembly language. For the lED code. GENE wasprogrammed in Ada andits primitives in
assembly language.

GENE/RTIS was at the heart of the lED software. The basic top-level structure wasthe introduction of anapplication package.
external missile tensors haddirect
GENE/RTS could theoretically invoke different application packages for different missiles. Because
aglobal data package wascreated. However, the original intent was to place only type declarations andconstants in a
memory access,
global package available to all theapplication tasks. Each major taskwasdesigned to use parameter calls with theAdia in,in out, out
mechanism wish its subordinate procedures. For clarity, the major tasks hadto include lnput/Output lists in their respective "module
header." In this way, eachtask could be invoked when an interrupt occurred, andif data were ready in the global package, it would be
When data wasnot ready. GENE kept thetask asleep until theinserrupt occurred.
autonomous from the other missile tasks.
The last design technique applied was the useof Ada as a PDL. After attending several demonstrations of Ada supersetPDL tools

like BYRON built by Rational Inc., adecision wasmade to useAda only. The fundamental reason for rejecting an Ada auperset was
budget and couldn't afford the expense. Therefore, developers of thevarious Ada tasks were
cost. The TED project wason an austere
directed to useAda asa programming design language until their top-level design was completed and reviewed. Each design was
reviewed in a structured walkthrough asoutlined inreference (41.

ERRORMANAE

One further note concerning the lED software design process. The belief thatoneparticular design methodology will solve all the
design issues isnot in harmony with practical experience. A project should usea disciplined approach to thedevelopment of software
and build early prototypes to test thcse preliminary designs. Most successful software engineers have been doing this for years even
though DoD Directive 5000.29 essentially forbids it. The lED team discovered that the missile CPPS was incomplere andthat the
requirements were constantly in motion. The navigation prototype helped establish the missing specifications to a large degree.
Figure 2 thows the DOD-STD-2167 waterfall, the defense software procurement cycle, and the operational software and shows how
the prototype software relates tothese three life cycle categories.
COMPILER

There was no validated compiler atthe time. The first lesson
The project beganwith a nonvalidated Adia compiler for the Z_8(302.
learned was NEVER use a nonvalidated compiler. One frequently did not know when errors tccutnd whether they were actual errors
or the compiler's problem. Also, all the workarounds ae time-consuming and demoralizing. The commercial company building the
compiler promised imminent validation for 2 year. Today's market of validated Ada compilers is large enough that this lesson
shouldn't be relearned by anyone.
When the decision was made toreplace the Zilog Z8002 microprocessor in the guidance computer with aMotorola MC68020 and
MC68881, a search beganfor another Ada compiler. This effort spawned a tsk to develop some formal meshed for evaluating Ada
to the task was the generation or
compilers built for a desired processor. This effort was documented in reference [5]. Kemnel
more like performance tests. The Ad ioint Program
inheritance of 18,000 lines of Ada benchmarks. These benchmarks were used
Office (AJiPO) in theOffice of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), responding to the fact thasvalidation doesnot quantify performnce, has
Base
a contract inplace toprocure anAda Compiler Evaluation Capability. This contract is administered by Wright-Panterson Air Force
and performed by the Boeing Company.
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The productivity figures for this effort showed a definite increase of between two and five times over comparable assembly
language projects The variance in those figures is due to the fact that the project did not have an assembly language version of the
software for comparison. Industry standards range from a bidding dat base of about five documented validated verified lines of code
DVVL) to a cottage industry figure of around 12 DVVL. Comparable cost factors showed a decrease in cost of between 15 and
10 times.
In analyzing these two results, there are perhaps factors that influenced those numbers external to the Ada language itself. The
project was a research study and was staffed with high-caliber people. A program performance specification was available at the
beginning of the project. Although it was not complete or 100% accurate, it was tremendously useful. This is unlike many projects
where the specifications and requirements evolve during development. Also, the documentation requirements were not the entire
DOD-ST-2167 documentation suite. Documentation costs have beea known to tun as high as 30% to 50% of miltary software.
Although one might speculate on many causes and effects, the fact remains that the people involved in the demonstration found
themselves producing working code quicker than previously experienced. Most participants also discovered that in the course of
3 years, it was not an overwhelming task to understand another co-workees code. This has to be attributed to the language's natural
language reserve words and a concentwaed effort to use meaningful labels for data objects as well as regular peer group reviews. Thus
the maintainability issue, while not answered entirely in this project, certainly raised the expectation level that maintainable code could be
produced using the Ada language. It is felt that the tools are available for producing maintainable code if correctly applied. These
where the microprocessors
results appear in harsmony with those obtained in the F-15 Eagle Dual-Control Augmentation System [81
were programmed in Ada.
Some useful heuristics about programming in Ada were gleaned from the demonstration. These are listed below without
justification or explanation:
I. Write simple code. Complexity occurs naturally in a military weapon.
2. Program first in Ada, regressing into another language only when necessary.
3. Design with maintenance in mind.
4. Use a comment block at the beginning of each program unit [9].
5. Create no Data label over one line in length.
6. Use "with" alone rather than "with" and "use".
7. When Ada code runs too slow, isolate inefficient Ada constructs and replace them if possible. Revert to another language as a
last resort.
8. Do not expect Ada to be a panacea but a step in the right direction at least until the technology base mstures.
9. Use the Language Reference Manual but supplement it with good books on Ada.
10. Package the constants and data types.
The last result was the software metrics developed. To measure such qualities as readability, maintainability, and reliability of Ada
code, one requires an automatic tool. The Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California and the Naval Weapons Center entered
into an agreement to develop a software metric program using graduate students working on master degrees in computer science. The
first two students, Cmdr. Jeffrey Neider and LA.Karl Fairbanks, completed the foundation program which performed static metrics on
Ada soure code [10]. A system has been developed that implements Halstead's length metric, Henry and Kafura's information flow,
number of comment lines, readability assessment of the comments, and depth of the nesting level. This metric tool will continue to
grow as more students contibute to the product
It was rewarding to learn upon applying the static metrics to the lED code that the analysis indicated that the code was well above
the acceptable levels. That the two groups worked fairly much independently of one another tends to lend credence to the results. The
addition of more metrics into the base program and perhaps expanding to include some dynamic metrics arefuure plans.
Int. cluaion, the answer to the rhetorical question posed in the title of this paper appears to be a qualified yes.
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Abstract
The protocol for synchronous approximate agreement presented by Dolev et alI7 exhibits the undesirable property that a
faulty processor, by the dissemination of a value arbitrarily far removed from the values held by good processors, may delay
the termination of the protocol by an arbitrary amount of time. Such behavior is clearly undesirable in a fault tolerant
dynamic system subject to hard real-time constraints. This work presents a mechanism by which editing data suspected of
being from Byzantine-failed processors can lead to quicker, predictable, convergence to an agreement value. Under specific
assumptions about the nature of values transmitted by failed processors relative to those transmitted by good processors,
we present Monte Carlo simulations whose quantitative results illustrate the trade-off between accelerated convergence and
the accuracy of the value agreed upon.

1

Introduction

One approach to the construction of a fault tolerant computing system is through redundancy in the system hardware and/or
software. Several alternative architectures for a redundant avionics subsystem, resilient to some number of hardware and
software failures, are shown in Figure 1. In each alternative, four processors, P, through P4 , execute individual replicates
of a particular software function. That function causes each processor to map digital sensor input into an output which is
intended to drive some physical actuator or display. In alternatives (a) and (d), each processor has access to its own sensor.
In alternatives (b) and (c), the processors share access to a single, presumably very reliable, sensor. The output of each
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Figure 1: A Redundant Subsystem
processor is a vote in an election to determine the sole output of the (sub)system, The redundancy in this subsystem is
intended to tolerate the failure of any single processor or function (software). In the case of alternatives (a) and (d), the
potential for resilience to sensor failure also exists.
The assumption that the function replicates fail independently (an
important assumption for the efcacy of Nversion programming[3,5]) has been empirically shown to he invalid in practice[l]. Also, analytical work suggests that the
possibility of coincident errors in the function replicates may require a higher degree of redundancy than would be intuitively
expected and that, in some situations, the reliability of the N-version system would be less than that of a 1-version system[8].
'Supported in part by the Army Avionics Research & Development Activity through NASA Grant NAG-l-787.
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These problems, however, are irrelevant to the structure of a modularly redundant system. Their impact is felt in the degree
of fault resilience, and it has been argued that careful design of the replicates and their integration into the system can lead
to an acceptable level of resilience[l].
A key assumption in the preceding argument that redundancy provides resilience is that of input congruence. If the
software functions are truly replicates of one another, then they are intended to compute the same output if they are
presented with the same set of inputs. In the system of Figure 1, several intuitive alternatives for providing function input
are available:
(a) Each function uses the data presented by its attached sensor.
(h) A single sensor provides input for the system. That sensor's output is cross-strapped to the input of all function
replicates.
(c) A single sensor value is reliably broadcast to all replicates.
(d)The values of all sensors are reliably disseminated to all processors. Each processor then chooses some representative data value (presumably derived from the ensemble of sensor readings) as input for its function replicate.
The first alternative (a) is clearly not conducive to input congruence in that there isno coordination of sensors-each sensor
delivers a value independent of the other sensors, and those values may be arbitrarily far apart. The second alternative
(b)appears to gain input congruence at the expense of providing less fault tolerance-the chosen sensor becomes a critical
single point of failur,'. The cross-strapping approach, however, generally offers no advantage for input congruence-wires
break and output drivers go out of tolerance (an intuitively appealing presentation of this scenario may be found in [121).
The last two alternatives, (c) and (d), are, in fact, valid means of assuring input congruence. Their validity relies upon the
term "reliable" as it applies to the dissemination of data in a network of processors connected by some communications
nsedism. Of course, approach (c) is still vulnerable to the failure of the single sensor.
1.1

Reliable Dissemination Through Agreement

In a context characterized by faults of a totally unpredictable nature, the mechanism by which the reliable dissemination
of data is achieved is through an agreement protocol. In the terminology of such protocols, a General (the transmitting
process) disseminates a value to all Lieutenants (the receiving processes). The receivers must then engage in several rounds
of message-exchange. At the end of those rounds the receivers may infer the value transmitted, if, indeed, the transmitter
is non-faulty. Otherwise, the receivers may agree upon a null value which indicates a faulty transmission. More specifically,
agreement requires that two conditions be met:
Agreement 1: All non-faulty recipient processes agree on the same value.
Agreement 2: If thetransmitting process is non-faulty, all non-faulty recipients agree on the value transmit ted.
In the absence of faults, exact agreement is trivially achieved by the transmitter's broadcast of the same data value to all
receiving processes. In the presence of faults, the possibility of faulty behavior by any process, or possible corruption of any
data message by the communications network, transforms a trivially solved problem into one which is decidedly non-trivial,
both conceptually and in terms of the resources required to achieve a solutioi. Bit-by-bit agreement, with no assumptions
about failure modes, may be achieved by a Byzantine agreement protocol [13). Such protocols require substantial connectivity
of the communications network (to avoid the forwarding of data through faulty processors), many rounds o"message-passing
(to assure that faulty processors cannot contribute to theagreement value), or message authentication through cryptographic
means or through error-detection coding techniques (to limit the degree of faulty behavior). We not, several salient facts
about exact Byzantine agreement:
1. The system must be synchronousJ1O). Intuitively, a synchronous protocol permits the determination ofwhether or not
a remote process has crashed or is simply slow.
2. A system of n processes (not utilizing authenticated messages) can be made resilient to the failure of t processes,
provided t!L,.t t < ' (131.
3. At least t+1 rounds of message passing are required for exact Byzantine agreement under the most general assumptions191
+'
The original Byzantine agreement algorithmn[13) required a total of O(n
) messages: the best algorithm[6), in the worst
case, require- O(nt + t0) messages.
A scan of these facts leads one tothe conclusion that a Byzantine agreement protocol is typically extremely expensive in
terms of replicated system components and comnmunication bandwidth.
In the context of the system architectures
ofFigure 1, agreement wo,id be utilized to disseminate sensor values in cases
(c) and (d). In case (c), however, even with the reliable data dissemination provided by an agreement protocol, the entire
system is vulnerable to inaccuracy of the sole sensor--erroneous sensor output could be reliably broadcast to all processors,
rsulting in unanimous consent oii an output w-hich is erroneous. In contrast, consider case (d) in which each processor could
serve is the transmitter in a Byzantine agreement protocol (conceptually, one would envision four protocols, each with a
different process as transmitter, concurrently in operation). At theconclusion of these (expensive) protocols, each processor
would know the values of all four sensors, and could apply some (application specific) selection or averaging algorithm to
choose a single "sensor value" as input to its function repcate. The validity of this scheme rests upon the facts that all
non-faulty processors must have the same set of sensor data values as a consequence of the agreement-based dissemination
anl that the selection or averaging algorithm is the same at all processors.
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1.2

Approximate Agreement

An alternative approach to providing data to the function replicates of Figure l(d) is through approzimate agreement. That
is, we require that all non-faulty processors derive an input value which must be "close to" the value derived by any other
non-faulty processor, and that value must be within the range of the set of non-faulty sensor values. Informally speaking,
these requirements are met by the approximate agreement protocol developed by Dolev el al.[T7.That protocol is intended
to serve a network of n processors, at most t < ! of which may be faulty.' The maximum difference between any two final
agreement values must be no larger than some tolerance, e, a fundamental parameter of the protocol. The approximate
agreement protocol operates as shown in Figure 2. This example depicts a four processor system (n = 4 and t = 1) in
which the first processor is assumed to be faulty. During each step of the protocol. each processor maintains its current
estimate of its agreement value; this is represented by the horizontal array at the top of the figure. The first action of a
step of the protocol is each processor's broadcast of its value to all processors (including itself). In Figure 2 (a), the (ij)
entry of the matrix in the center represents the value received by Pi from Pj at the end of this round of message passing.
P1, the faulty processor, is shown sending different values to different processors, and, as illustrated, its multiset of received
values is irrelevant-a faulty processor will not, in general, adhere to the approximate agreement protocol. Each processor
then applies the same value update algorithm to its multiset of received values (i.e., its row of the matrix) as shown in
Figure 2(b). For the case of a synchronous system, that update procedure involves sorting the multiset, discarding t values
on each end of the range of the multiset, retaining the first and every t-th successive elements thereafter, and taking the
arithmetic mean of the values so retained. It can be shown that a single application of the update function at all good
processors will effectively reduce the diameter' of the multiset of values held by good processors by a factor of

d =jn

-

2t I.1

1

Since n > 3t, this factor must be at least 2.
We note several fundamental differences between approximate agreement and (exact) Byzantine agreement: In Byzantine
agreement, the agreement value is identical, on a bit-by-bit basis, for all non-faulty processors. In approximate agreement,
the agreement value derived by any non-faulty processor must be within e of the agreement value of any other non-faulty
processor. We feel confident that the approximate agreement is all that is required in many specific applications (and, in
fact, it may be desirable to avoid bit-by-bit agreement in an N-version programming system[2]). Moreover, (exact) Byzantine
agreement is not even possible in an asynchronous system, but approximate agreement is easily implemented without global
synchronization.
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Figure 2: The Approximation Protocol (n = 4)

1.3

Halting the Approximate Agreement Protocol

Processors which are participating in a synchronous approximate

agreement protocol each determine a halting round

independently. This follows from the fact that a non-faulty processor, Pj, starting with an initial multiset of values V,
can only pessimistically assume that the diameter of its multiset will be decreased by a factor of d on each round. Thus,
'Thus if t = 1,there must be at least three additional 'good" processors, and if t = 2,there must be at least five additional non-faulty procesor,
etc.
2
The diameter of a multiset of real numbers is the absolute value of the difference between the largest and smallest elemeats of that niltiset.
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processor Pj anticipates executing

rounds of the protocol in order to ensure that the multiset of values held by any good processor has a diameter no larger
than e. Two additional points concerning this halting technique are relevant: First, on the round .fterwhich a non-faulty
processor halts, it broadcasts a halt tag with its agreement value on the next round of the protocol; after receipt of a tagged
value from a halted processor, another processor will continue to use that tagged valu as Lhe value transmitted (without
receipt of an actual message). Secondly, a processor whose value is not received within a timeout interval (presumably
representative of the maximum message transmission time), will be assumed to have send some arbitrary default value.
The fundamental difficulty with this halting technique defined by H i is that Hil can be arbitrarily large; i.e., faulty
processors, 6y the initialbroadcast of values which are arbitrarilyfar removed from actual values, can arbitrarily enlarge the
diameter of the initial muhisets ofgood processors, and consequently, arbitrarily delay convergence.

2

Accelerated Convergence

In this section we will develop and empirically evaluate two approaches to faster convergence: adaptive halting and initial
multiset editing. The degree to which each approach succeeds depends on knowledge of the expected behavior of the system
in which the protocol operates. We adopt the following assumptions about the system:
Initialization: Each good processor independently draws an initial value (i.e.. will read its sensor) from a distribution of
"good values". For the purposes of our simulations, we define this distribution to be N(0, 1). the standard normal
distribution.

Broadcast: Whenever a faulty processor transmits a message, it sends a value drawn independently from a distribution of
"bad values". We utilize N(Oo) : a > 1.0 as the family of bad value distributions.
We make no distinction between the failure of a processor and the failure of a sensor; the two constitute a single entity

as far as fault behavior is concerned. In the following discussion, when we refer to a "failed processor", we actually refer
to the processor/sensor pair. All faults are assumed to be independent of previous fault behavior and th,rurrent state of
the system. Our model, therefore, does not address the notions of correlated faults or of processors failing in coordinated
fashion. We term this model the two-faced independent fault model, and we utilize this model in the remainder of this paper.

Note that values transmitted by faulty processors share the same mean with the values chosen by good processors. This
facet of the model was intended to represent worst-case behavior-faulty values chosen from a distribution whose mean is
substantially different from the mean of the distribution of good values are easily discarded by the approximate agreement
update algorithm.

2.1

Adaptive Halting

The adaptive halting procedure is outlined below:
r

* Let V, be the multiset of (good and bad) values held by processor P, at the conclusion of the r-thround of the protocol.
Let Hr be Pi's computed halt round at the end of the r-thround of the protocol. H/' is the previously defined static
haltround for Pi as defined in the original protocol.
"

e After accumulating V, +i in the broadcast phase of round r + 1, compute

temp,

max

(

[logs (diameter(V.+l)))

r + 1 + temp).
* Set H ' to min(H',
The obvious goal of this approach is to exploit the round-by-round variation in 1/7 to achieve much faster convergence
than that guaranteed by the pessimistic convergence factor d. For example, suppose tlat a single faulty processor (P), in
a 4-processor system, {P, P2, P3, P 4 ), consistently broadcasts a common value which is significantly different from the valid
sensor values on the first round. The original protocol will then compute the same large halt rounds for all good processors
based on their common inflated initial multisets. Moreover, the agreement values computed by the good processors on
the first round will agree exactly, and thus all rounds after the first will be unnecessary overhead. If PI, at some later
round, consistently broadcasts a common value relatively close to the agreement valu-s, the the adaptive halting procedure
will then provide quicker termination. Adaptive halting can be shown not to invalidate any of the functional correctness
properties of the original approximate agreement protocol.
Figure 3 presents the results of adaptive haltingapplied to four processor and seven processor systems. As in all
experiments presented in this paper, e = 0.1. Larger values of e (all other system parameters remaining constant) merely
shift the plots downward, and smaller values shift the plots upward. One of the processors in the four processor system, and
two of the processors in the seven processor system, exhibit two-faced independent failure. The vertical axis of the plots is

the mean halting round for a Monte Carlo simulation (1000 replications) of the p:otocol in operation for a specific value of
a. The halting round on any replication is defined to be the largest halt round for all non-faulty processors.
The results are disappointing bit intuitiuve. Adaptive halting provides negligible gains over the traditional pessimistic
approach. In effect, the probability that a faulty process broadcasts a commmon "nearly good" value is so small that the
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Figure 3: Adaptive Halting

adaptive halting round only rarely becomes smaller than Hi for all non-faulty processors. The trend towards less gain in
larger systems is also intuitive: adaptive halting succeeds only when bad values are somewhat consistently disseminated to
good processors, and the greater the number of processors the more difficult it is to lie consistently under the two-faced
independent failure model. We would expect that adaptive halting would be valuable only in a failure regime characterized
by processors which operate correctly most of the time but which fail wildly for only brief intervals. Thus we reject adaptive
halting as a general approach for accelerated convergence and turn our attention to the possibility of editing sensor data to
achieve faster convergence without introducing error into the agreement protocol.
2.2

Editing the Initial Multiset

If we consider the application of approximate agreement in a real-time fault-tolerant control system, we gain some leverage
by which the halting difficulty may be overcome. Figure 4 illustrates the basic form of the control system software. We
Al

S~pe

Agreement

f----olay

To actuator/display

Figure 4: Control Loop
assume that the control loop is frequently executed-a 30Hz loop would not be uncommon. A consequence of this frequency
is that the sensor readings will presumably not change "too much" on successive iterations. For example, if the sensor
were an aircraft accelerometer, the dynamics of the aircraft and the integrity of the airframe itself would impose bounds
on the rate at which acceleration can change. Therefore, we assume that certain application-specific criteria can be used
to rationally edit bad data values from the initial multisets accumulated in the first round of the approximate agreement
protocol.
In order to verify that data editing can provide substantial performance benefits, we consider two theoretical bounds on
the best possible halting behavior of an approximate agreement protocol.
Absolute Optimal The earliest possible halting would be achieved by globally monitoring, on each round, the agreement
values computed by all good processors. When the diameter of that multiset becomes less than e, halt. Of course,

L
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there is no practical way to discriminate between faulty and non-faulty processors or to globally monitor agreement
values (although global snapshocs[4,141 could be used, at great expense, to monitor the values).
Practical Optimal If we compute halting rounds based on the initial multisets of values from only non-faulty processors,
we achieve the best possible halting performance for the original approach to halting. Note that we still cannot
discriminate absolutely between good values and bad, and thus, this bound is also not directly implementable.
Figure 5 demonstrates that there is an appreciable gap between the stopping behavior of the original protocol (the upper
line in both Pses) and both idealized techr'iqicz. No" specifically th t the separation between the original algorithm's
performitnce and that of the practical optimal technique is five or six rounds of message passing (and updating) fol relatively
large values of a (in both systems). That gap translates into the potential for substantial real-time savings via editing the
initial multiset. If we could omnisciently edit, i.e., remove only faulty processors' values from the initial multisets, the
halting behavior would be exactly that of the practical optimal bound. The separation between the practical optimal bound
and the absolute optimal indicates the price we pay for not being able to identify failed processors as the algorithm executes.
For both four and seven processor systems, that gap is roughly 1.5 rounds.
The initial mnltimet editing approach is based on wild-point editing as outlined below:
" Let pG be the mean of the distribution of good sensor values, and let ea be its standard deviation. Let Vi
{t,.
be the multiset of values obtained by processor P in the broadcast phase of the initial round of the approximate
agreement protocol.
" For all t, E V,, if Iv, - ,oI > )3o, then replace vj with

jIt.

t

" Calculate Hi based on the edited initial multiset.
In an operational system, historical data could be used to provide statistical estimates of pa and a, and the threshold
parameter / would be chosen according to the needs of the application. There is an important trade-off here. The larger
the value of 0, the less likely valid data is to be discarded and the slower the rate of convergence. Conversely, smaller /
implies faster convergence at the possible expense of an error. Here an error actually means non-convergence; i.e., either
the diameter of the final agreement values of non-faulty processors is greater than t or an agreement value falls outside of
the initial range of sensor values read by non-faulty processors.
Figure 6 shows the result of initial multiset editing applied to four processor and seven processor systems. The threshold
parameter, /3,is varied between 1.0 and 3.0.
Results of Figure 6 must be evaluated in the light of the possibility of errors which may be produced by the rejection
of valid data. Unlike the ineffective adaptive halting procedure, data editing may result in non-convergence--clearly, the
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Figure 5: Bounds on Performance of Editing
possibility of discarding data from a good sensor/processor perverts any formal correctness argument developed for standard
approximate agreement, Table 1 shows the worst-case performance for a given choice of j3 in both systems. Worst-case
performance here is simply the highest percentage of errors for 1000 replications for any a.
We make the following two inferences from Figure 6 and Table 1:
SHalting performance which is significantly better than practical optimal (3 < 1.0) can be achieved-but only at the
expense of a non-negligible error rate.
* With a reasonably large rejection threshold parameter (/3 - 2 or 3), halting performance asymptotically equal to the
practical optimal is achieved under the two-faced independent failure model. An experiment in which B = 2.0 and
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Figure 6: Halting with Edited Initial Multisets
a = 50.0 executed for over three million replications with only two errors.

3

Concluding Remarks

We have presented a model of fault behavior under which data editing can yield substantial performance benefits without
introducing appreciable error into the approximate agreement protocol. Under our model, a rejection threshold of two or
three standard deviations from the mean of the distribution of good values leads to near optimal performance without
introducing appreciable error into the system. We postulate that historical data, accumulated during the operation of a
4Sys
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6
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

1Error Rate
27.2
4.8
0.7
0.1
0.0
0.0

7-2
Error Rate
11.2
0.6
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

Table 1: Errors Induced By Editing
control loop, may be used as a basis for this editing. Clearly, the editing tends to damp the control system somewhat, but
a legitimate change in sensor value will be accommodated immediately.
We are in the process of the analytic modeling of the editing procedure. This work will allow validation of the simulation
results and permit rapid extrapolation into new system contexts. The issue of how one chooses e and P is clearly application
specific. We are currently beginning to examine real sensor (accelerometer) data to better understand how that choice
impacts upon the end-to-end performance of the control system (e.g., if the loop iteration frequency is sufficiently high,
perhaps an occasional agreement error would have no appreciable effect on the performance of the system). The issue of
the degree of damping induced by the data editiog will also be examined in the light of real sensor data.
We postulate that approximate agreement can be a useful construct in the design and implementation of real-time reliable
systems. Further, adapting the basic protocol in response to knowledge about expected input values and the demands of
the application is likely to be essential in order to meet performance specifications.
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DISCUSSION
RiBusser, US
What is your view on the "N-version software as a technique for tolerance to generic
software errors" controversy?
Authoer's Reply
My view is to use it at your own risk. Knight-Leveson provided evidence that coincident error phenomena can occur in
,
the "moderate" reliability range (version reliability' 10 10-1). But even extrapolating successful experiments in this
range to an "ultra" level (101)cannot be justified. Hardware failure
independence relies on accepted physical
principles, but will never be "proved" statistically due to the number of tests required. Software development has no
such known principles.
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ABSTRACT*
The need for protect= against oolan-mode failures. In Hardware and in Software, as well as the need to cut
Hardware oosts and coplexity, has led to redundant asynchru= arcditectures
The resulting rarnc-phase sampled-data systems are loosely coupled rtauclng fault propagationbut need to
mare hoon
ous decisions whenever certain event combinations ur.
Since decisos are loically bloean operatai a method has been developed to achieve homogeneous agreement
on discrete =awithout Imposing constraints on input or architectural characteristics to the system
designer.
The method solves the critical problem of synchronlzed change of operational mode in avionic systems, where a
safe -a or none" way of MaLung decisions is of primary importance.

Modern tednogy for Guidan Weapon and Supervsory Systems in Aircraft and Missiles is nowadays try" to
meet the ever-growing demand for performanoe together with extensive Fault-tolerance and operational safety
characteristics.
Distributed computing organizing the raw processing power of a number of microprocessors in a synergetic
structu Provides a way to achieve considerable performances, allowing to implement multiple redundancies,
as well as cro-monitoring and related fault management policies, to achieve an overall high degree of Faulttolerance.
The use of multiple redundancy has brought forward the major issues of Ccomn Mode Failures capable to defeat
the System.
The availability of several microprooessor families with om-prable oomputing power gives now the opportunity
to incorporate dissimilarity In the redundancy scheme, for instance, allowing different processors to monitor
each other.
Common Mode Failures not Covered by dissimilarity are those caused by particular input data values, yielding
wrong results due to flaws in the Hardware or In Software. Since any computing system is basically a sampleddata system, this may happen in all nodes if all nodes are sampling data exactly at the same instant, it. if
the system is synchronous.

To overcome this Asynchronous Distributed Architectures have been developed. where the nodes are deliberately
out of phase by a random percentage of the basic cycle rate (frame) that remains however the same for all
nodes isoicronysm) to keep the system to a manageable coplexity.
The chan that the flaw shows up In all nodes are reduced and , as a side-effect benefit the System Design
Is forod towards loosely-coupled Architectures, effective in fault-propagation prevention.

Another major advantage of such architectures is the absence of critical common Hardware, in charge of
providing all nodes with synchronizing signal&
The use of distributed Architectures brings in problems, the most obvious of which, and certainly not the
least significant is that the processors, or, more generally, the computing nodes, will have to communicate
with each other to permit both synergy and c ossng
It is actually essential for the System to ensure that different nodes do not generate contrasting commands or
messages or take decisions in opposite directions.

SYNCIOtUATION r Eualisationr

the Analogue Case

It is relatively easy to synchronize (or consolidate, or equalize) a single analogue datum starting from
sgnals coming from multiple asynchronous sources.
Several techniques, such as Median Selection, plain or weighted Averaging, Distance Compensation with
Z
Z.
.L Z
or combinations of the above (up to the complexity of a Kalman Filter) have been

,,I
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developed and are widely used to calculate in each asynchronous node a single datum that is Sufficiently
to that calculated in any other node.
These techniques can be easily made (or are intriMically) insensitive to the failure of any single node,
iir ating faulty node datum xlgatM and in general guarantee that the output datum, for each nod, is
omstantly drifting mre or less smoothly, towards a datum that is continuously calculated, according to the
technique used, as an appropriate *average" of all valid input sisnals this implies they are intrinsically

robust and safe.
Further'
in multiple sampled data systems, the difference in the sampled values in any node pair cannot
eweed an upper bound, rigorously detErmined by the signal's dynamics anq the worst-case delay in sampling
from an node to another. In gerral, though, th upper bound is significant when the system is sampling data
with a basic cycle that is so slow to be comparable with Shannon's Theorem's minimum rate In practical
systems a basic cycle at least faster than that at least by an order of magnitude is no more than sensible
practice.
S-1kUM

ATl V Oansolidationj The Dicrete Case

Treating signals with boolean values obviously prevents the use of techniques such as averaging or filters.
Actually, considering the signals in continuous time, the techniques used for analogue signals are capable to
converge if the signals show a steady state of sufficient duratio, but the algorithm output, with a final
threshold to obtain again a boolean, yields unaceptable transient differenoM causing a subset of nodes to
consolidate a boolean opposite to the other nodes.
Another difficulty is that, treating bcoleans comng from asyncr= u sources in the boolean domain, no upper
bound can be established that limits the differ c in output from one node to the others. The instantaneous
difference in the output from any two nodes can be either OZ or 100M,and the only type of error upper limit
that can be determined is in terms of phase and duration of the output inequality.
Inequality can be caused in fact by various mechanisms:
- The sampling process applied to discretes causes the following:

Puls shorter than a full basic cycle can remain undetected in a subset of the nodes.
Svery
E
sampled level I stretched in duration to an integer number of basic .c7ces Iframes
- Different phase in sampling causes the followi.

*Oppite levels sampling on transition boundary
*Inemrode ommunications appear with additional delay at each node
*Any input pulse may be measured with a 1-frame duration difference in any node pair.
*Voting and threshold mechanisms of any Kind fall to consolidate consistently in all node
A typical eXample Showing voting techniques inadequacy for this case follows
Consider
cycle T,
absolute
out of

four nodeM CLC4, with a basic frame
where Cl is synchronized with an
frame of period r, while CMC3,C4 are
phase by 1,2 and. 3 times T/4 ,

,
cC1
I

/_ 2

respectively. Let us assume that the algorithm is

,

defined as:
cl tram.

If 3 out of 4, among the available signal sources C tram.
agree, the output is the agreed level otherwise
3 tr.
It remans unrshanged from the previous fra.
_4_tram.
The 4 sourcsare the diret Input and the signals C4
read by the other three nodes, and it 1s assumed
that the time from sampling the input and C KELLT
transmission to the other nodes is short with CRKmLT
respect to the frame
ca NEWLY
C4 RILLY
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It becomes evident that if a pulse of duration l/2T<A<3/4r starts Just before the start of the
absolute frame, it will be directly sampled by CC2 and C3, but not by C4. But CLC3 transmit their sample
to each other and to C4 before C4 samples its inputs. The result is that C and C0 will not satisfy the
algorithm condition for agreement, while C3 and C4 will, even if C4, for instance, taKes its decision in
contrast with its own sampled value.
Tlreshold techniques fail as well, since they are basically voting on the event of a certain time being
elaped with certain conditions, and time measurements can differ by one frame, causing the threshold to be
emeeded only In a subset of the nodes in the asynchronous case

SYnMMMiATNI CF MM Me nature of the Problem
The maJze Problem In multlndal syst ms is that of synchronization of operational Mode changes in consequence
of events of discrete nature external switches, reaching of thresholds, timeouts ec In synchronous systems
typically equipped with a "data Input interrupts all nodes are sampling data at the same instant, and thus
differena may only be due to malfunctions Transission of samples from one node to others is synchrized
as We and the transmission delay is a Known constant. In absolute terms. Appropriate algoriths guarantee
discrete Signals consolidation In a minimum number of frames, simultaneously in all nodes.
In Asynchronous mltinodal systems this holds no longer. The problem changes from the selection of an
algortlhm that oisoldates the output in the minimum number of frame$ to the use of an algorithm that allows
consolidation at all.
In most such systems, discrete events are in fact the Key data on which decisions are made about the
operational mode the whole system should assume. Examples are Manoeuvre Mode, Attitude Hold, Trim, Trim

Synchrito

Autcmatic transitions, and so on. Note how a mode change of this sort causes in most cases a

re-initialization of long-term datums in the systes Control Laws, and from this point of view a transition
has long memory, or "latchet In other cases a true latching process is effectively required.
This means that, for each node consolidating a transition, the following processing is altered.
This maRes a Synchronmzed Ccwiso1idaon of the mode transition compulsory, puttng time response at a lower
priority. The actual need Is In fact to ensure that the whole system changes its operational mode in the same
way, or does not change mode at all In other words, the priority Is to achieve system's consistency at all
times.
Systems with multiple cross-checking redundancies are particularly critical In this respect, since even
leading to different operational modes in different nodes can cause the checks to
temporary
detect failures (that actually do not exist) that wll generate cut-out commands This occurs for certain when
the decision result is latched in a subset of the nodes.
lo OV
ti
the only alternative to a proper synchronizing algorithm is to decrease the cross-checking
sensitivity, reducing error detection time response and redundancy management performances, that is not
acceptable in most cases.

A TYPL ASYWIN

E

AllMlMlTlSl

Let us now onsider a typical architecture with multiple asynchronus sampling and computing nodes.
Consider X computing nodes, CLCN, able to communlcate to ea other and receiving data from the
outside world via N sampling nodes, SiSM,able
to provide fresh data to CL.CNwith a frequency
higher than the basic frame T of the System
(equal In period for all ICInodes).
Let us assume that Q refresh the data to 1C in
*broadcast" mode, Le. that data is available to

MsODES
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any node In (C1at the same instant Communications between the nodes are assumed "broadcast" as
well, and each node is able to transmit data also
to itself. Internodal communication must be such
to guarantee complete transfer of relevant data
from Cl to CQ in less than a frame time T.

E
*

mm.
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Eac CLwill freem at the beginning of each of its frames and for the entire frame duration, the whole set
of Input data. Consisting of:
- data from Ml
- data from the other nodes
- data from itself

and the Istaleness" of any of these data is

T.

Note how, from the point of view of the computing nodes ICIthe whole set of data coming from Si-SM can be
considered simply a set of external asynchronous data, and as such the presence of the samplers IS]will be
ignored in the following.
IM STEHFrZA1DI PkUUI INtUlAIL
Since each CI Is a sampler with sampling rate T.the phase relation between C1 and CJ is in fact more of
interest than the phase relation of SI to KClIt is always possible. without loss of generality, to rename
the members of (I so that Cl is the node recelving first the new value of a certain piece of data, and all
other nodes CN sample the same data in sequence, with CHsampling with a delay A with respect to Cl,
where
O:A<T
Note that, on the contrary, it is important to consider the timing of internodal communication, since these
repeat with a period Tand thus have an effect at the sampling rate The isochronsm of such communication
and the sampling in all nodes, even if the transmission bursts are out of phase, is the Key to a simple
solution to the synchronization problem
The worst case of asynchronlsm may, in virtue of the Possibility to renumber the nodes be simulated by an
even temporal distribution of nodes over the period T,with the first node synchronous with an absolute
sampler of period T,without losing generality, since sampling makes a phase delay of T/N identical to
any other phase delay in the range [0..T).
The case of two or more nodes In synchronism is simpler than the case above and Is anyway covered by the
propoed method.
Let now tO be the generic absolute time of a transition in a discrete input, externally generated or
produced by the Software (exceeding a threshold, a timeout, or combinations of these with other discretesal
Due to sampling each node C1 will read the Input at absolute time t>:tO, but , for the same reason,
if esists at least one node out of phase with respect to CLthere exists an infinite number of transitions,
with appropriate phase and duration ranges such that for a subset of (CIti does not exist, is. a subset
of IC does not recognize the transition. This Is true for transitions shorter than T, and can be
generalized to the leading or trailing edge of any discrete pulse if the total duration of the pulse is not
equal to an Integer number of frames
This means that any measurement of an external event's duration is subject to a one-frame possible difference
In any node pair. Not however, that the maximum difference in measurement between any two nodes cannot
exceed one frame, since any part of a pulse longer than one frame is certainly recognizeable by all nodes
Nevertheless we can conclude that, in an asynchronous system, even if , in a continuous absolute time
reference the patterns of a discrete input are similar, in the discrete reference system tied to a single
node the patterns tran:Mutted by all noes may show considerable difference.
The analysis of the problem with multiple trials in several directions and bearing in mind the constraints
imposed by the real-time nature of the systems, has generated the following requirements for a mode
synchronzation algoithm
- IndeU t operation the algorithm must be the same in all nodes and must be executed independently
at the same point in each node's basic cycle T.
inmsensitivity to noism the algorithm must guarantee a synchronized iesponse in the whole system, even
In the presence of fast and random transients in the Inputs.
- pseudo-synchronizatlon on output: all the nodes must synchronize the transition with a maximum
-

difference between each other shorter than T.
-

robustns it must be Imposible for any one node to ignore a transition synchronized by other nodes
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- rofigurability, the algorithm must be easily extendable to include features ike error detection and

faulty node masking.
the ommunications load between nodes, being the system strictly Connected. must be reduced
to the minimum Additionally, since the algorithm must be executed every frame in all nodes, it must be
- eff-cienc

computatlionally efficient, and must allow a substantial parallelism in inputs and outputs.
- time response the basic algorithm must have the minimum time response to a signal going to a steady
state condition that ensure the requirements above to be met It must, however, be easily extendable to
filter out transients Shorter than an arbitrary duration.

EEiXIM'r CO THE AL'OIMMm
The propoed algorithm is based on a most intuitive consideration:
If the System is composed of asynchronous samplers and none of the nodes Knows Its phase relationship
with the others, the single node is not able to conclude about an agreement among all nodes, In any
selected instant.
If however we consider all the discrete signals coming from all nodes in the system as continuous signals
in the tme reference of a single node, and a time window is examined with a sufficient duration (integer
number of frames) in the unmediate past, every node is able to compare the pattern of a signaL for all
nodes. as it has evolved in time.
The comparison between all the temporal images of the same signal as seen by all the nodes allows to
ve agreement", that measn if an agreement cannot be sure for the current
define a concept of 'retro
sample, It may be possible in the past, if the patterns in the past are close enough for a sufficient
duration.
The algorithm is more precisely defined as follows
Given that
I All nodes are sampling all inputs and execute the algorithm every frame of duration r
2 Each node communicates to all nodes in the system (including itself) the value of the direct inputs as
sampled by it within a time <<Tfrom the sompling Instant
3 Every node applies the algorithm to the images coming from the other nodes and from Itself (the
latter read during the previous frame (see note)
Then the result Is calculated as follows
mChosen a window of N frames. If the patterns received from ALL nodes show a common level of the
signal In at least N-I consecutive frames, then the result is made equal to the common level.
If none of the two logic levels satisfies this condition, the logic value of the result remains equal
to the one at the previous frame.
NOTE : This last clause is not mandatory , since a difference of a full frame Is inesse.ntial, but is useful to
male the following discussion simpler.

From the clauses I and 2 we can say that
a) the maximum duration difference for any of the transmitted signals, as sampled by a node reading the
communication data, is Umited to one frame, source to source, since the isohronlsm of the samplers
liuts the differences only to phase effects.
b)for the same reason
frame.

~i

the maximum difference, in terms of temporal position of the patterns, is one

I
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The algorithm will then certaLy consider agreed all signals with a steady state duration > (N-I)v T,
and will behave as an absolute filter for all Sgnals With steady state duration ( (N-2)KT.
For signals with a steady state duration within the Limits abovethe result depends on the phase relation
between the nodes but yields the same result in all nodes, independently, with a difference In the result
phase and duratlon between any two nodes limited to one frame.
The full agreement required by the algorithm automatically limits the pattern steady-state duration to the
Minimum r*00egZed in any one rode
FelatIve to the signals from the other source, this minimum sgna l is either in phase or out of phase by one
frame, and anyway always in the same sem Since otherwise the worst case phase shift between any two nodes
would be 2 frames, contradicting bl
The fact that the patterns have to be recognized within a time window that is one frame longer than the
pattern target length acommoates for both duration and phase differenes and guarantees that the event of
reognzIng the agreement happens (with a tolerance of one frame in absolute time) in all nodes
The differences between results among the nodes in terms of resultng pulse duration and phas can be easily
explained in an absolute time reference.
The algorithm has in fact been conceived in absolute terms, since the signal relations are more evident and
remain undistorted by the sampling in a particular node
Let us consider a simple example consisting of 4 completely asynchronous nodes CLC4, equally distributed,
in phase, on the frame T. (Note that this is also a worst case for synchronization).
The signals retransmitted by each node after samplig are shown. The effect of sampling is evident, stretching
the transmitted signals to integer multiples of T. The effect of phase relations is also evident, both on
sampled values and on the phase of retransmission
n continuous terms, it appears clear how the
conditions a)and b)are satisfied, but interesting is the virtual signal that identifies, in
the continuous time, the full agreement between
all four node= This signal is the temporal Intersection of the signals transmitted by all nodes,
and as such is unique (in the continuous time )
and is shorter than or equal to any of the tran
smitted signal&
If this signal comprises N-I contiguous sampling
instants for any node, then ALL nodes will recogniz an N-I frames pattern in all signals in an Nframe window.
In fact the full agreement signal starts synchronously with the sample of the latest node, C4,
and , to contain N-Isamples for it, must be of
durat-on greater than (N-2) r.
But, since this signal is the temporal intersectzon of all transmitted signals, this means that
ALL these signals have a duration greater than
(N-2)xT and , since the signals come from
sampling, their duration cannot be but an integer
multiple of T, and so must be at least (N-
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This implies that at least N--Icontiguous samples are present in all the patterns, and , since the phase
relation is limited within one frame, the patterns are recognized within an N-frame window in ALL nodes.

On the contrary, if no node eXists for which the full agreement signal comprises N-I Samples, this means that
at least for one node the transmitted signal is snorter than N- frames, e. N-2 frames or less, and as such
no node will be able to recognize an N-I frame pattern in all signals within the window.
Thls technique can be applied to both logic levels independently, and for N > 3 the mutual exclusion of
agreement on the two levels is intrinsically guaranteed, and so no ambiguitlcs are possible.
When no agreement can be reached on either level Le.during fast transitions of the input, or in response to
short puls the algorithm does not change the result from that obtained at the previous frame. This decision
may be considered questionable, but, also in the light of examples, and considering that in a sampled data
system short pulses may be lost due to its nature anyway, seems the most sensible approach; obviously, the
result will have to be properly Initialized at startup, and the signals history as well, to obtain a
consistent steady state.
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The following logic networlk depicts this algorithm fcr N 3 , worKing on both logic levels, with 4
asynchronous node.
S

Cl
3-STAGE
FIFO

C2
3-STAGE
FIFO

RESU4T

C3
3-STAGE
FIFO

C4
3-STAGE
FIFO

Note that result retention in case of no agreement has been implemented in the simplest way, tying the two
agreement signals to the inputs of a S'R Flip Flop. Since the two agreement signals are mutually exclusive and
the lacK of agrocment does not alter the Flip-Flop status, its output 0 is the desired result.

FAULT
MASM EXTIMCt
In a redundant system it is common practice to implement complex Built-in Test functions capable to isolate
malfunctioning nodes The algorithm can be extended to incorporate a "masIln( of faulty nodes' data, simply
forcing the pattern recognition signals for such nodes to their active state, before the final full agreement
gate, as shown in the figure.

Cl

VALIDITY

C2
VALIDITY

C3
VALIDITY

C4

VALIDITY

The agreement is then dependent only on the signals coming from the worKing nodes, since the agreement of
faulty nodes is forced unconditionally.
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This algorithm can be extended to include two forms of error detection and management: faulty node data
Isolation and failsafe operation.
-

Faulty node data isolation.

Apparently, this algorithm, although safe, can lead to a stuck system only because a single failed node
remains in disagreement with the others
This condition, however, if the actual input di-retes arc not in continued transition, can be synchronized as
any other boolean among all nodes, or at least among all working nodes
If the failure of a node is such to deeply alter its function, the Bialt-in Test functions will isolate that
node within reasonable tlme If instead the failure is more subtle, like reading a single discrete in a stuck
level in that node, the agreement among all nodes (possibly excluding the suspect node% on the fact that that
node has been in disagreement with all others for a sufficient period of time, guarantees that the set of
working nodes synchronously decides to exclude it, and, if the suspect node is able to run the algorithm, it
Is able to decide, independently and synchronously, to shut itself down.
- Failsafe operation.
In the case when common mode errors affect all nodes of one type, and no majority agreement is reachable, it
Is however always possible to reach an agreement on an unresolved situation timed out, and on this basi to
force the result to a failsafe level in all working nodes This condition must latch and appropriate messages
must be sent to the outside world.
fIC2CY INCASE
OF MULTIIL DIflf'E INFUW
Since the algorithm is based only on logical operations on bits stored in memory, and since the majority of
processing uits is able to operate simultaneously on all the bits in an arithmetic unit's register, if the
history of signals belonging to the same class, Le. with same N-frame window, is kept in memory with all bits
"packed" in words, it is possible to apply the algorithm on the entire word, obtaining a word result and
reducing execution time by a factor equal to the number of discretes processed in parallel.
The masking operations may be done in parallel, as well as fault isolation and reversion to failsafe result.

Asynchronous redundant architectures have long been regarded as risky, in terms of possible artifacts
occurring due to their nature and difficult to anticipate, in particular in management of boolean entities.
This algorithm is believed to relieve much of these concerns and to allow such architectures to fully exploit
their capabilities, with a reasonable price in terms of computational loading.
Asynchronous loosely coupled architectures, including simpler and cheaper hardware configuration, no hardware
weak points, independent processing, lower chance of common mode failures and overall benefits in terms of
cost and reliability , can be employed without the deterrent of extensive communication needs to solve
synchronization issues
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ABSTRACT
This paper defines the performance parameters for distributed real-time control systems and descTibes the differences in
requirements between these and the other major category of distributed real-time systems: resource sharing. Examples of
explicit values ofthe performance parameters are given for some applications. Finally, an evaluation is made of the applicability
of existing and emerging communications standards to real-time distributed control systems.
CATEGORIES OF REAL-TIME SYSTEMS
There are two major categories of real-time distributed systems: control and resource sharing systems. The major
difference is that control systems have hard deadlines to meet and resource sharing systems do not. A hard deadline means that a
late result is equal to system failure. The communication requirements for these two types of applications are vastly different.
Resource sharing systems are general purpose information processing applications sharing distributed services and
resources. These shared services can be physical resources such as data bases, processors, and printers, or they can be shared
information possibly, but not necessarily, generated in real-time such as electronic mail, voice, telemetry, or graphics. Resource
sharing applications may involve large amounts of data, and sometimes they are referred to as Information or Data Processing
Systems.
These systems are'open'; that is, they are not predefined, and they include many different types of resources. In addition to
reliability, the main requirements driver is commonality between heterogeneous resources. Real-time for these applications
means 'real fast' and can, as a rule, be measured in terms of the level of'human inconvenience'; there are no firm deadlines to
meet, and there is no severe penalty for an occasional long response.
Resource sharing systems are not further addressed in this paper; the applications are well understood and the technology
exists. Their communication requirements can be met by the standards intended and developed for these applications, the OSI
(Open System Interconnect) Reference Model and IEEE-802.X or the emerging ANSI FDDI, for example.
Control systems differ in communication requirements significantly from those described above, and the technologies
required are nonexistent or at the 'cutting edge' stage. Industrial control applications are usually referred to as process control
systems.
These real-time process and control systems are not 'open'; their applications are specific and their resources dedicated to
the application. They are tightly coupled in time and can be characterized by the fact that they have firm deadlines to meet, and
failure to meet the deadline is critical and possibly life threatening. Their applications are often so large or complex that they
require more than one computational resource concurrently: the distribution of the task itself.
These control systems are complete entities with defined allocation of resources and predictable communications. They are
usually of a limited geographical distribution such as a military platform or a chemical processing plant, but this may not
necessarily be true. SDI, for instance, will fall in this category.
Control systems do not require connectivity to a large number of undefined different manufacturers'equipment; two-three
to a dozen may be enough for any one application. The connectivity can be supported by one (or a couple) physical medium and
a limited number of protocols. Of course, these applications do require interoperability between similar equipment from
different vendors for cost effectiveness.
Distribution of a task over several computational resources also requires the distribution of execution control to said
resources. The requirements of this distribution of execution control cannot be satisfied with the statistical quality criteria ofthe
communication standards mentioned above. Deterministic low latency quality control is required for time distribution, task
synchronization, and sensor/effector data integrity.
CONTROL SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Real-time for control systems can be quantified. Performance parameters include the control loop, resolution, and the
distribution of control, where the distribution of control can further be broken down into latency, periodic traffic jitter, order,
and accuracy. Degree of fault tolerance required and automation are system level parameters which impact the design and
performance of the communications.
CONTROL LOOP
The process control term for control loop is fundamental frequency. It is a measure of the degree of real-time. It is the total
time allowed for a specific task measured from the input of a sensor to the completion of the reaction at an affector. Most
control systems have more than one control loop: hierarchies of control loops.
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Examples of explicit requirements for the control loop for some different applications are as follows.
In the recent Stark incident in the Persian Gulf, the control loop was 2 minutes. That was the time the Stark had to intercept
and destroy the missile starting from the sensors detecting the release.
For the Space Shuttle Mission Operational System (MOS), the ground-based mission manager, the control loop is 1/2

second.

For avionic simulators, the control loop is 90 or 150 ms, depending on whether the aircraft is a tactical fighter or a
helicopter with nap-of-the-earth capability or a transport aircraft. This delay is the interval between the pilot (it, !h:!;-ated
cockpit) changing aircraft controls and seeing an indication of the change on the control panel.
For oil refineries, there are a few I second control loops, but most loops are between 8 and 64 seconds.
The New York city Traffic Control system has local I second loops changing green/red light allocation at major
intersections as measured starting from the sensor in the street. The loop to change traffic patterns for all of the city is 10
minutes.
A juggling robot being designed at IBM's Research division in Yorktown has control loops of 100 ms and 300 ms. The 300
ms loop is from throw to catch of the puck by the mechanical hands. The 100 ms loop is from the decision to move the receiving
hand to the actual catch.
For tactical fighters, the control loop (one of many) is 10 ms.
RESOLUTION
The process control term for resolution is processing frequency. It is the frequency of repetition of either computation,
sensor sampling, or actuator/effector reactions. It is a measure of system granularity, and most control systems are hybrids with
various resolutions in different functional areas of the system. For instance, sensor sampling is often at a higher resolution than
the main computational resolution with filtering and preprocessing of the sensor data.
Resolution is sometimes measured in time but most often in Hz (or cycles per unit of time). Examples of explicit resolution
requirements for some control system applications are as follows.
The Shuttle Mission Operational System has resolutions of 10, 2, and I Hz in different functional areas of the system.
The New York city traffic control system samples sensors in the street at 60 Hz, while the update rate for the total system is
every 10 minutes. Local traffic light changes are more frequent. The 60 Hz resolution may seem high, but it allows the speed of
the cars to be measured, thus directly indicating the system operational effectiveness.
The resolution of the juggling robot is 60 Hz.
Avionic simulators at present operate at 5, 20, and 60 Hz. Some are hybrids with aircraft sensor data updated at 20 Hz and
the out-the-window displays at 60 Hz. The sensordata resolution requirements are gated by the resolution of the aircraft system
being simulated and those of the out-the-window displays by human perception.
For oil refineries, the processing frequency is 3 Hz but may involve the multiplexing of several hundred data points per
second. The resolution is limited by the recovery time of the flying capacitor analog input multiplexor.
The resolution requirement for tactical fighters in development is 500 Hz. Advanced radar applications presently have a
resolution of 250 Hz and IFF (Identification Friend or Foe), 200 Hz. There also are classified applications with resolution
requirements of 50 kHz.
CONTROL DISTRIBUTION: LATENCY
Latency here is defined as the task-to-task delay, which includes the communication protocols. It may be a function of the
number of stages in the processing pipeline and is dependent on the system design. For data-driven applications, it is from the
completion of one task to the initiation of the next.
Latency is measured in time and varies with the type of communication service required such as acknowledged, connection
oriented, etc.. Examples of latency requirements for some applications are as follows.
An avionic simulation with 90 ms control loop can be implemented with a task-to-task delay of 5 ms. The juggling robot
requires I to 2 ms latency and the classified application 4ps. A system designed to control a nuclear power plant in Belgium has
1000 data points, all of which have to be delivered in less than 10 ms, and the tactical fig"ter has delay requirements for certain
messages of I ms.
CONTROL DISTRIBUTION: PERIODIC TRAFFIC JITTER
The process control term for periodic traffic jitter is scan frequency variability. It defines the degree of precision for time
distribution, task synchronization, and sensor/effector data integrity. Allowablejitter in periodic traffic as a rule is a function of
the resolution; the higher the resolution the smaller the allowable jitter.
Periodic traffic jitter is measured in time. Examples of periodic traffic jitter for some applications are as follows.
For the 60 Hz avionic simulation, a periodic trafficjitter of 0.5 ms is acceptable. For advanced radar applications, 50ps is
acceptable. For the French tactical fighter, 200/ajitter is deemed acceptable, while the British fighter design requirement is 50
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ps. The casifted application needspeuiodictrafficjitter not to exceed IS to 20ps. The Architectural Control Document for the
U.S. Spae Station calls out a requirement for time distribution to an accuracy of 10 us.
CONTROL DISTRIBUTION: ORDER
For process control systems, the sister term is sequence ofevents or SOE. For instance, during process upsets, order can be
extremely important for many petrochemical processes. During the process upset, many alarm conditions may occur, and it is
necessary to know their order to correct the cause rather than one of the symptoms.
For data-driven distributed applications, guaranteed message order of arrival is essential for some message categories.
Other distributed applications require guaranteed message order of arrival during degraded system states for anomaly handling
when making best-effort decisions based on partial data sets.
CONTROL DISTRIBUTION: ACCURACY
Accuracy is the differential reception time. It is the delta in time between reception at the first and last destinations of a
message transmitted simultaneously to more than one destination. For a physical broadcast medium, it is the medium
propagation delay between destinations. For token passing rings, it is a function of the station delay and the mtdium
propagation delay.
FAULT-TOLERANCE
Fault-tolerance is a major requirements driver for control systems. Most control applications require uninterrupted
operational performance with extremely short or no 'hiccup'; that is, instantaneous fault detection, isolation, and reconfiguration. Other control applications require a graceful degradation after a fault with continued operation in degraded mode.
The containment of the failures is also essential for process control systems; they must not ripple through the system. The
process control term is scale of failure.
The petrochemical industry has been at the forefront of control technology because hydrocarbon processes tend to run
away and self-destruct. The primary concern has been for safety for the equipment and human life. Production rates and
product consistency and quality have been of secondary importance. This is reflected in the computer programming for these
systems; about 10% of the effort (lines of code) is concerned with actual control functions and the remaining 90% with control
integrity.
For military applications, availability and performance are of paramount importance. From Chernobyl we have recent
knowledge of what scale of failure can mean for a process control system, but it is difficult to envision the consequences of a
runaway' or incorrectly operating military system. Therefore, the requirements of these distributed real-time control applications also include a high degree of fault-tolerance for equipment failures. This impacts all layers of the communications
protocol, and it is a major difference from resource sharing systems.
APPLICABILITY OF COMMUNICATION STANDARDS TO CONTROL SYSTEMS
LOWER LAYER PROTOCOLS
After an independent evaluation board unanimously agreed that only a token passing ring could meet all the requirements
in the HART Document (I), the Avionic Systems Committee of the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE-AS2) examined
existing and emerging token passing ring technology for applicability to distributed control systems.
The IEEE 802.5 could not meet the throughput requirements, and increasing the clock rate was not a viable solution.
FDDI, an emerging ANSI standard, did meet the throughput requirements, but with a severe bandwidth penalty if access
performance is required. Simulation data has shown, for instance, that for a guaranteed required access of I ms, which does not
meet the explicit requirements documented in this paper, only 20% of the FDDI bandwidth could be utilized (2).
It was also determined that the FDDI access method was ill-suited for the distribution of control. Its priority mechanism
cannot guarantee the order of arrival; higher priority messages do not necessarily get transmitted before those of lower priority.
And for stations with messages pending of the same priority, access is not a fair round robin but dependent on the physical
location of the station (3).
A detailed comparison of the two protocols (FDDI and HSRB) was performed for space applications. This study included
simulation data of the two in the scenario of the benchmark tests specified in the HART document. The results showed that the
two performed about equally when all messages were of the same priority, but the FDDI timers could not be set to support the
priority separation.
After the SAE committee established that neither the FDDI nor the IEEE 802.5 prot( :ol could be modified to meet the
requirements set forth in the HART document, the committee set out to develop a token passing ring standard specifically
intended to address distributed fault-tolerant real-time control applications. The High Speed Ring Bus (HSRB) was released in
April of 1987 as Draft SAE Standard AS4074.2 (3). Many Department of Defense standards are generated by this international
body.
The HSRB media access protocol supports low, fully deterministic message latency through message based priority
reservation. Its priority operation can guarantee message order of arrival. Enforcement of the priority operation on all messages
is a system design option that may be dynamically selected at a small bandwidth penalty. An optional Multiple Short Message
protocol bypassing the priority operation allows the insertion of up to 16 messages shorter than the ring latency before priority
again is enforced.
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Periodic traffic jitter for the HSR-B can be controlled by priority assignment, and it is a function of the maximum allowed
message length in the system design. For instance, if highest priority is allocated to the time distribution task, different levels of
precision can be achieved by controlling the message length, as illustrated in Table 1.

Table I. HSRB Periodic Traffic Jitter
Max Msg Length

Max Synchronization Jitter

Number of Bytes

Priority Order Selected (ms)

Priority Order Not Selected (ms)

2048

0.40

0.45

1024

0.20

0.35

512

0.10

0.30

32

0.01

0.25

The second column is when priority order is not selected and multiple short messages are allowed. Jitter for a second
periodic message assigned next highest priority will add roughly 50% to those values.
To meet the fault-tolerance requirements of the intended applications, the HSRB protocol with dual counterrotating rings
supports high speed automatic physical reconfiguration. This means stations can be inserted or removed or a broken fiber
bypassed in less than a millisecond. This is done in hardware and does not require any software negotiation.
HSRB supports two addressing modes: physical and logical. The logical mode provides for the addressing of tasks rather
than hardware stations. This way, a task (or its station) communicating with another task need not be aware of what processor it
is transmitting to, thus eliminating the need for routing directories and some of the time consuming processing traditionally
done by communication protocols.
Logical addressing also provides for software containment of failures. If a processor goes down, for instance, only the
processor replacing it is affected. Other processors containing tasks that were communicating with tasks in the failed processor
need not be notified through loading of new configuration tables since the physical locations of other tasks are transparent. This
way, the HSRB protocol allows for the containment of failures.
Automation was also a requirements driver for the HSRB logical addressing. Artificial Intelligence tasks for the HSRB
intended applications require rapid parallel searches of distributed dynamically updated data bases. Logical addressing on the
physical medium provides this capability.
UPPER LAYER PROTOCOLS
Standards do not yet exist for the upper layers of the communications protocol required to support distributed real-time
fault-tolerant control applications.
OSI, the only widely accepted standard for upper layer protocols, is much too slow. For instance, performance measurements taken at the National Bureau of Standards' Network Laboratory indicate best-case, end-to-end delays of 33 ms (5),
excluding the uppermost three layers.
Faced with the immediate need for low overhead protocols several years ago, IBM's Federal Systems Division embarked
on the development of a next-generation communications architecture for its Advanced Systems Development Laboratory
(ASDL).
Performance measurements on the lowest layer of the three layer ASDL architectuse using Proton's 80 Mbjs token
passing ring indicate the feasibility of achieving the end-to-end delays required for real-time control systems.
In addition to being too slow, the OSI Reference Model can not be adapted to distribute control in the form of time or task
synchronization. Many required services do not presently exist, even though some additions are being worked into the model,
and the OSI allocation of existing functions to specific layer is not optimized for real-time control applications.
Some of the OSI deficiencies include acknowledged datagrams, predefined connectir n-oriented service, nonacknowledged
connection-oriented service, concentration capabilities, and automatic invocation. Required multicast/ broadcast is presently
not included in the OSI standard but it is being worked.
Another capability required for the SAE HSRB intended applications that is lacking is refresh. Kalman filters, for
instance, may need up to five sets of the most current periodic data points with automatic ovei writing of the oldest data, other
cyclic applications may need two or three data points with the oldest set refreshed at a periodic rate.
However, some of OSI developed methodology does apply to control systems. The philosophy and structure and many of
the goals do; only the intended applications are different. Upper layer protocols under development for real-time control
systems take advantage of OSI methodology, including the partitioning into layers of functional capability, peer entity
associations, and the layer interface concepts of service primitives and service access points.
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As with the OSI Reference Model, the Europeans have been on the forefront of this development, recognizing several years
ago that there was a need to develop communication standards specifically for distributed control applications. A proposal on
the applicability of the OSI model to shipboard systems was presented by an Italian delegate at a NATO meeting as early as
1973, and the French government is presently supporting the definition of a real-time model called the GAM-T-103
Within the United States, the SAE-AS2 Communication System Requirements Subcommittee is the major standards
forum for these applications. Driven primarily by the desire for interoperability of a strong combined defense, the SAE is also
the focal point for NATO country technology exchange.
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USE OF MARKOV
PROBABILITY ANDRELIABILITY MODEL GENERATION METHODS
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RELIABILITY OF A FAULT TOLERANT. HARDWARE AND SOFTWAREBASEDSYSTEM WITH FLEXIBLE REPAIR POLICIES
By Dr Paul White
Rolls-Royce Plc
PO Box 31
Derby
DE2 8BJ

SUMMARY
This paper begins by considering some of the problems that have arisen in the application of
traditional reliability methods to fault-tolerant systems, particularly with the widely-used fault
tree approach. The application of the Markov state-flow equation to reliability analysis i then
considered and it is shown how many of the aforementioned problems disappear with this approach and how
the basic equation can be manipulated to include repair policies, discrete events, and to calculate
system reliability. Then the issues are taken on to the next step by considering how to set up a
reliability model from system design information in such a way as to ensure the Markov states and
transitions are correct and so as ensure that the reliability analysis gives an upper bound for system
failure. The concept of formulation of design information and automatic generation of a reliability
model for any given system is explained and an example analysis given based on a typical jet engine
control system.
INTRODUCTION

I

Traditionally reliability predictions for industrial systems are widely done using the fault tree
method of approach. Henley and Kumamoto (reference 1) trace the development of fault trees from
their hazy origins out of the previously erroneous "strong as the weakest member" philosophy.
Fault trees have been widely taken on board throughout industrial engineering as the standard
method of representing and calculating system reliability, to the extent that the method in
regarded as the natural one in the minds of most engineers, and any tendencies of the method
towards a residue of errors and omissions and inaccuracies become either glossed over or attacked
on an "ad hoc" basis. However, when a system is being analysed which substantially breaches the
limitations of the traditional methods so that the end product becomes one in which the errors.
omilssions,and Inaccuracies become potentially serious and the final reliability prediction
cannot be justified to any great extent or only with great difficulty then a new approach is
required. The Markov Probability Analysis (MPA) method has its roots in an ancient technique but
is gaining credibility as an alternative method for system reliability prediction. The
Reliability Model Generation (RMC) method goes further and overcomes the problems not addressed
by the Markov method.
2

FAULT TREES AND PROBLEMS
Henley and Kumamoto (reference 1) show that the credibility of the "strong as the weakest link"
philosophy suffered in the German rocket programe of the 1940's and the idea began to emerge
that tie system reliability could be better estimated by considering the effects of random
For many years after that the systems being analysed consisted
failures in all the components.
largely of non-redundant non-fault-tolerant designs. The fault trees for such systems consisted
largely of a collection of base events feeding into a single 'OR' gate at the top, the reason for
such simplicity being inherent in the nature of the available hardware of the time, and the
capability of carrying redundant parts in any given system. Such redundancy and back-up systems
as did exist tended to be fairly simple and usually built-on afterwards. Whilst it is stretching
the point a bit to say this, it was almost a case of designing a system without redundancy end
then if a back-up was needed it would be by means of another complete system. Reliability
predictions for such systems could be obtained by considering the rate of occurrence of random
failures in each event that feeds into the top 'OR' gate and doing the arithmetic accordingly.
As time vent by and technology moved on, particularly with the advent into common use of
electronics of first anslogue and then digital type, systems could be designed with redundancy -that very much smaller, and in time not-so-expensive, parts could be backad-up in a way that
enables many faults to be tolerated within the system. Fault trees for such ayatems began to
grow alarmingly and throw up new problems to be overcome in order to obtain the reliability
prediction with any degree of confidence.
The first such problem concerns "exposure" and "snap-shot" times. System reliability is
traditionally exprassed in terms of rate of occurrence per hour or in some other similar units.
For non-redundant systems when the overall reliability is largely made up of single random
events then the calculation is relatively straightforward. However, when combinations of events
are considered then the calculations are based upon probabilities of the combined events occurring
together or in sequence. In order to carry out such calculations the traditional method is to
assign to each contributing random event an "exposure" time representing a typical period over
which the system is exposed to that fault and dividing the top event probability by the
appropriate "snap-shot" time Inherent in the specified exposure times. Thus for fault-tolerant
systems there is alwaya som kind of time factor appearing in the system reliability calculation.
The end product is a fault tree and corresponding calculation which assumes a snap-shot period
within which the probability of system failure is considered. The question arises as to what
snap-shot and exposure time should be used in the calculation? This question is particularly
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pertinent to dormant faults or faults which are not repaired except following another failure.
The ideal snap-shot period to take is the time at which it is known that the system will be
cleared of all existig faults. gut it is often more meaningful to take the snap-shot period as
covering a particular cystem "run" which then raises the issue of setting exposure ties of
faults that could already exist in the system before the "run co
nces. in such a way that the
snap-shot period could be considered typical.
The second problem is that of significance of faults. This Issue aftects the Inclusion or
Xclusion of certain faults in the fault tree depending on the relative failure rates and exposure
tines, and also effects the order of accuracy of the reliability calculation. The reliability
engineer often has to make a judgement as to what to include in a fault tree analysis and the
temptation is there to go for a trade-off of calculation complexity versus calculation accuracy.
But, particularly where dormant faults are concerned, this can lead to omissions that are
potentially significant. In theory everything should be considered but in practice this is not
so.
The third problem concerns fault ordering which addresses the issue of whether any particular
fault has to occur before another in order to cause total system failure. This tends to occ.r
quite frequently in systems where there are back-up possibilities, particularly where the
detection (and hence accomodation) of a given fault could be affected by previously occurring
faults. Consider a system with a fault tree represented by one top 'OR' gate and a lower 'AND'
gate in one branch. If the required order of occurrence of faults in even such a simple system
is altered this can cause non-simple changes to the system reliability calculation. When
considering order of repair of faults also the debates that can arise concerning factors or other
such considerations in reliability analysis are apparently lisitless!
The fourth problem is that of fault-dependence which arises out of the possibility of including
the same fault in different branches of the fault tree in a way that leads to errors in the
calculation. It is difficult for all but simple systems to write down the fault tree exactly
corresponding to the correct Boolean expression for failure combinations without the possibility
of omitting something or including the same thing twice. For instance, if the same fault can
occur in 2 branches leading to an 'AND' gate then although the Boolean logic ay be correct the
reliability calculation is in danger of assuming 2 faults must occur where only one actually
happens.
The fifth problem is that of feult-propogation which describes the possibility that a fault in a
system may cause other parts of the system to fail also. For instance, if a dual-redundant
system is powered electrically from a single power supply then failure of that power supply would
cause the failure of all the dual-redundant parts alao and lead to system failure. These effects
can often be simple, but also can often be complex and lead to errors or omissions in the
analysis.
The sixth problem that can arise is the fundamental one of determining operational requirements
of the system. This is conceptually the reverse of the system failure requirements I.e. a
statement of that which is needed to maintain system operation. This is usually the way round
that a system Is designed and so is more easily linked to the system design assumptions. Also
operational requirements tend to include an element of "preference" whereby the redundancy is not
as simple as saying "either this or that" but instead defines which set of system part, are in
the active control loop at any given moment depending on what faults have already occurred. This
notion then requires that faults in the active control set (as it is defined at the time of the
fault occurrence) will need to be treated more seriously in the analysis than faults in the
currently redundant parts. Traditional reliability analysis methods do not have a ready made way
of picking this up and can overlook its implications particularly where the active control set
has a fair degree of flexibility.
The seventh problem is concerned with the various accommodation methods that can exist within a
system so enabling it to reconfigure following the detection of a fault within it. This may
include hardware accoumodation whereby a like or similar part is used in place of the failed
part, or software accommodation whereby a digital-based system will opt to perform its
calculations based on the availability of an alternative set of hardware functi,,us. This latter
type of accommodation is increasing in availability and flexibility in current industrial
systems.
The eighth problem concerns the detectabIlity ani detection of faiults. This issue is linked in
with the operational requirements in that an undetected fault needs to be treated more seriously
than a detected fault. For a start, where an undetected fault con lie dormant in the system for
a long period of time, then there is a steadily increasing possibility of a real system problem
due to that undetected fault being included In the active control set. It goes without saying
that a fault cannot be accoemodated unless it is some way detected within the system and cannot
be repaired unless it is some way known to the operator. Thus bstem reliability I- ,louded by
the at-ths-t.-e definition of tht active control set parts and the existence of and iperation of
a detection method and by the accommodation if detected.
The ninth such problem or consideration is that uf repair and maintenance which addresses the
issue of which faults can be put right in a faulty system and st which particular times. These
issues do have an impact on the reliability of fault tolerant systems due to the effect on the
levels of redundancy in the system at the start of a typical system run. This is known to affect
the "exposure" and "snap-shot" times to be assumed In fault trees but in the present age with
much more complex systems operating than hitherto the possibility arises that different fault
combinations will be repaired at difference times and traditional analysis methods have great
difficulty in reflecting these complex situations. Suppose, for instance, there are 10 different
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potential faults within a system the there are at least 1024 *yts= configurations same of which
may lead to total system failure. Even if the fault tree is itself relatively simple the nature
of the faults and of the repair policy that exists to deal with them may not be and it can be
seen that the analysis rapidly gets out of hand. Such a repeir policy Is quite possible if a
digital-based system is used to flag up to the operator which faults exist within the system.
This brief scan illustrates the sort of considerations which beset traditional reliability
methods, none of which apply to non-redundant systems. After all, there is no need to detect a
fault within the system if the system cannot function following the occurrence of the fault
anyway. Nor is there a need to consider fault-dependance or fault-propogation for single fault
causes of total system failure, and the active control set of such systems is the whole system,
and the accommodation methods will not exist. Repair has to be imediate, that is to say at the
end of each system run. For todays fault-tolerant systems there is an abundance of opportunity
for debate about the failure analysis and for errors, omissions, and inaccuracies to creep in.
There is thus a great need for and benefit from analysis techniques which seek to automate and
regulate for all these issues. There is no shortage of fault tree packages which take the heat
out of drawing and calculating system reliability in this way. But the one thing such packages
insist upon is that the user specifies the reliability model end the failure rates and the
exposure times and the above considerations show that it is there that errors, omissions, and
assumptions can occur. The Markov probability technique obviates some of those problems by
looking at the analysis on a single-fault as-it-happens basis and here too there is a growing
number of analysis pac'-ges which also require that the reliability model is in place. The
capacity of such packages to handle "non-standard" items such as repair and other discrete
transitions is generally either limited or too complex to be readily usable. Thus there is seen
to be a great need to automate the generation of the reliability model itself including repair
considerations so that the model will be automatically produced from design assumptions that are
e siaapleand meaningful as possible. This paper describes the mathematics and concepts of
reliability model generation techniques and their automation with an introduction to how they
have been implemented in a package developed at Rolls-Royce pic.
3

MARKOV PROBABILITY ANALYSIS (HPA)
The method proposed by Karkov in 1907 i a mathematical concept which divides any given system
into a number of "states", and by considering the "rate of transition" between the states builds
up a simulation of the system.
This is easily adaptable to system reliability analysis. The system states in this case serve to
categorise each configuration of faults within the system and the reconfiguration that may have
taken plsce following those faults. Each state is different from each other state in terms of
the fault combinations and system reconfigurations it describes although each state may contain
various such combinations within itself. One of the states represents a fully-operative
zero-deficient system and one other state represents all the various fault combinations that can
cause the total system failure (sometimes referred to as the "death" state). The number of
states in between these extremes is a function of the system complexity. The value each state
may take on at any given time t is the probability that the system is in that state at that time
t and so the sum of all the state values at any given time is always 1. Each non-zero element of
the transition matrix represents a "flow" of probability out of one state into another. The
liarkovmathematics Is given in Appendix A.

3.1 MARKOV COONCEPTSAND PROBLEM SOLUTIONS
The Harkov method has some success in tackling the aforementioned problems of reliability
analysis. One obvious advantage that imediately emerges from using this method is that basing
the equations around a "flow" out of one state and into another ensures that the total system
probability adds up to I at all times. Thus any inaccuracies in the fault tree method due to
mking approximations are eliminated and a parity-type check on probability exists in the Markov
method that the fault tree or other methods do not have. Another obvious advantage that emerges
is that the reliability analysis reduces to that of considering the effect of single fault
transitions on the system. This obviates the need to formulate the failure cut-sets directly and
thus reduces error potential.
The basic Markov state-flow differential equation mny be solved analytically (if practical) or by
an appropriate numerical method. Any problems caused by estimation of exposure times is thus
eliminated, as the state probabilities are constantly changing as time proceeds. The need for a
snap-shot period is largely dispensed with as such a simulation, particularly when executed by a
computer process, can run for as long as is desired. The snap-shot period effect is therefore
limited to the issue of how long to run such a simulation and not concerned with the need to
choose the period and exposure times to be compatible with each other and to reflect a "typical"
period.
The Markov method by the implication mentioned above of completeness of probability lends Itself
more naturally (than traditional methods) towards the inclusion of all fault combinations and
letting the "significance" issue run its course through the model.
Vault ordering problems are largely overcome with the Narkov technique. This is achieved by
defining different states for cases where the sane faults have occurred but in a different order
and only combining them into one state if and when it is clear that the order didn't matter after
all. The application of single faults to each given state is a much more sure way of determining
the various paths to system failure than that of trying to write them down straight-off.
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The issues of feult-dependence. fault-propogation, operational requirements. eccommdation, and
detectability are at the very core of the choice of states and transitione in the Markov model of
the system. One approach to this is to resurrect the fault-tree mentality and try simply from
certain systam knowledge to define in son way what the system states should be and then fit the
It follows that errors and
known system information into the various state transitions.
omissions made in the fault tree approach can also creep in by doing this. This method of
defining a arkov model in come empirical fashion when used in reference 2 led to a case where 2
distinct states had been erroneously combined into 1. The error was shown up when applying the
Reliability Model Generation method to that example, as that method conceptually does a
painstaking "no asumptions" approach to setting up the states.
Repair and maintenance is an issue also more readily addressed using the Markov method than by
more traditional methods. Each state in a Markov model of a given system represents one, or
maybe more, fault combinations. Each level of repair provided for in the system operating
procedures can be interpreted in terms of which states are covered by that level of repair. So
at whatever time periods within the model simulation that each repair level is supposed to be
carried out, the simulation interprets this in terms of a discrete probability change. The
states which era known to consist of fault combinations which should be repaired at this level
will have their state probabilities set to zero. and other states (usually the "everything
working" state) will have their probabilities increased accordingly. After this process is done
the next simulated run may proceed. The mathematics of this are contained in Appendix A.
In the literature various attempts exist to use the Markov method in the realm of reliability
analysis. For instance Ga, Harrison, and Luppold (reference 3) have attempted to demonstrate
the use of the method for the reliability analysis of a dual-redundant engine controller which is
Similar in nature to the example of section 5. The approach made in reference 3 was to define
the states in a reasonable kind of "as we go along" approach with some reference to the hardware
units within the system. This quickly became complex to the extent that it was necessary to make
some assumptions to avoid the number of states from getting out of hand, a problem that would
have been avoided by the automatic state generation and storage capability of the Reliability
Model Generation (RMG) method. Also some fairly specific assumptions concerning system repair
were made in this paper, whereas repair policies can become quite complex. In another
publication Butler (reference 4) describes a computer package for reliability analysis based
around the Markov probability approach using som mathematical results by White (reference 5) and
Lee (reference 6) giving upper and lower bounds for system probabilities. This package has the
flexibility to include non-random fault transitions and to consider system reconfigurations as
time-dependent processes, but requires a lot of work to set up the states end transitions and
associated numerical data and also does not permit consideration of discrete repair policies
being carried out at specific times.
3.2

MATHEMATICS OF MARKOV IMPLEMENTATION
The following mathematical treatment is detailed in Appendix A. The basic Markov equation
represent the fault and state transition effects on state probabilities during a particular "run"
of the system i.e. when it cannot or will not be repaired. It is quite possible for the Q matrix
to be variable. An aeroplane flight is a typical example of where the operational and stress
environment of the system depends on whether take-off, cruise, approach, or taxing is currently
going on. A time simulation can handle this failure rate variability in a numerical way with no
5 0
problem at all. In this way the calculation of p(t) is obtained given L ( ) the initial
conditions, and so p(f) the state probabilities at the end of a system run are obtained. During
a simulation of operation involving many system runs the state probabilities at the end of each
run are obtained from the probabilities at the start of that run. This process can be carried
out whatever the duration of each system run and prevailing conditions within it.
The initial conditions at the start of each run except the first are obtained from the final
conditions at the and of the previous run. This relationship is determined by the repair (if
any) which is carried out between each run. The discrete probability transitions that arise can
slso be expressed in matrix-form by a linear transformation though in practice this is
unnecessary waste of storage space. Each different level of repair will be represented by its
own repair matrix Ri, I - 0 to k. Rn represents the end-of-run repair and in nany systems the
intermediate states are left alone and only the total system failed stete is repaired, in which
case Ro is diagonal except for one off-diagonal entry. In many system3 the top level of repair
ensures that all deficient states are repaired at some time Tk. In this case Rkwill contain a
top row of I's and O's elsewhere. The capability to reflect probabilistic repair io inherent in
these matrices. In a time simulation these repair transitions are cerried out at various times.
Steady application of all the above relationships enables the state probabilities 2(t) to be
built up indefinitely once £*(O) is defined. It is not usal for the exact pattern of future
operational use of a system to be known in advance. Certain guidelines are often known and these
usually formulate into set repeatable patterns of system run duratio and repair times. Thus in
theory it is possible to build up regular relationships between the state probabilities
immediately before or after a particular level of repair is applied. These relationships car.
often simplify particularly if Rk guarantees c ,mplete repair in which case *(m.Tk) is fixed such
that state 1 is set to I and the rest to 0.
As noted already the end product that is required from a system reliability analysis is not a
state probability vector but a rate per hour, or similar units, of total system failure for a
given system design and a given operating policy which includes run times and repair policies and
intervals. If the n states have been ordered so that the "total system failure" state is state n
(and they can always be so ordered) then it is the information within the time sequence pn(t)
which is used to actually calculate this figure. The potential for analytic simplification
iR
4
strongest in the equations governing the pn(t) sequence which usually has certa n specific
properties.
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value pn*(m.f) at the start of any system run is 0
We may reasonably suppose that the initial
which conveys the meaning that the repair policy ensures that any system ran will not commence if
the system is already totally failed. We may also reasonably suppose (by definition of the term
"run") that a total system failure my occur within a run but that it will occur no more than
once in any one run. We may further assume that if system failure occurs within a run that it
stays in this state until the end of the run. These assumptions yield certain usable
It means that stats n is a "trapping" state during a run so that the probability of
information.
the system being in this state will never decrease during the run. It further means that at the
end of the run the quantity pn(n.f) represents the probability of having had a system failure
during that run. Hence the system reliability calculation comes down simply to taking the
proLabilltles of system reliability calculation comes down simply to taking the probabilities of
system failure in each run and obtaining a mean value over however many runs seems appropriate.
If the assumptions are relaxed so that it is possible to start a run with the system already in
its failed state then we would not be able to assume pn*(m.f) - 0. But we have to ensure that in
this case the system reliability calculation does not multiple account. That is to say, a
system failure that may have occurred in a previous run must uot be counted again later. The
equation for system failure rate is saended to take the initial probabilities in each run off the
final probabilities. It is often the case that terms cancel within the summation leaving a
summation based on probabilities at repair intervals rather than system runs. If state a does
not "trap" then the calculation does become more complex and the system reliability calculation
is not so simple. But even in this case it is to be hoped that the information in the Q and Ri,
i - 0 to k, matrices will point the way towards the correct calculation.
The only remaining item to be cleared up is the choice of the simulation run-time T (or number of
systems runs M) over which to perform the probability and reliability calculations. The hint as
to what to do lies in the repeatability (if any) of the system run-tine patterns and the repair
intervals and in the nature of each repair level. If at some point in time complete repair is
guaranteed and some statement on the frequency of such an event can be made then it can be said
that the probabilistic determination of the system over one time period Tk Is repeated for all
such time intervals thereafter. The choice of T is obvious In this case. In an experimental
situation where the effect of repair intervals on the total system failure rate is being
investigated then whilst in general the simulation must be re-executed for each combination of
repair intervals it Is worth noting that some saving of effort is possible.
Returning to the main point the outstanding question in determining the choice of T is the
possibility of faults in the system that are elther dormant or are not repaired at any repair
level except after a further transition to another state. If there is never a time at which full
system repair is guaranteed (and with many complex system this is often the case) then the
choice of T becomes a lot less clear. Clearly putting T -o0 is no more productive for a tarkov
time simulation than it is within a fault tree analysis. However it Is almost certainly true
that such faults will be repaired at some point in time, and those that are not might as well be
treated as failed from the outset, so the equivalent of the fault-tree exposure time is not
infinite nor is it necessarily related to system life.
The question is simply one of consideration of what happens to a system with dormant faults as
time increases indefinitely. It would be natural to expect the system failure probability per
run (after adjustment for the known repair interval considerations) to increase as time proceeds,
5
but how far? Eventually a steady-state solution must be reached, at which the sequence g (m.f.)
If
will settle out and become a fixed cyclic pattern based around the known repair intervals.
this cyclic pattern were to be used to set the initial conditions then the steady-state solution
would be immediately obtainable. The steady-state solution is clearly the one which will yield
the system reliability information, just as where there were no dormant faults the steady-state
solution is obtainable from the first interval within which f 11 repair is assured.
patterns are
The steady state solution can be obtained if the system run-time and repair interval
5
regular and if the matrices lend themselves to analytic solution. The sequence k (m.T ) is then
state
soluion
E' is
relationship
and
the
steady
linear
transformational
founded upon a constant
the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue of 1. The nature of the component matrices that
make up this matrix are such that the eigenvector-eigenvalue problem falls into a special case
that avoids most of the awkward and complicated mathematics. The biggest ;roblem is in obtaining
the transition matrix for each system run and combining it with repair matrices in several matrix
multiplications. Also because the matrices in question are sparse macricee it is not in general
computationally efficient to store and calculate in this form.
Consider as a theoretical example to illustrate the process and pitfalls a very simple system
which contains two boxes with fallure rates r and r2 respectively and cperation is possible if
either box is operating. The four possible sates are
t

Everything working.

2

Box 1 failed.

3

Box 2 failed.

4

Both boxes failed (total system failure).

The application of the mathematics to this system is added to Appendix A and serves to illustrate
that the Markov method arrives at an exact theoretical result which !a not obtainable by fault
tree analysis.
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3.3

MARKOVPROBABILITY ANALYSIS PACKAGE
A package has been developed at Rolls-Royce which handles the Markov Probability Analysis (MPA)
of any given system in the way described above, the calculations are done numerically at this
point in time, no advantage being yet taken of any theoretical results that could simplify the
calculations. The information on which Q. Ri , i - 0 to k, are based and the quantities f. Ti.
I - I to k, are entered at the keyboard or from a data file containing the Markov model. The
matrix information can also be read from a transition table data file as generated by the 1340
package end default values are then initially assigned to the calculation and output control
parameters. All variables are interactively changeable and varioua forms of output obtainable.
After execution the model and calculated data can be stored in data files and/or printed out.
The solution is obtained during each system run by an appropriate integration method appliad to
the basic Markov differential equation.
Thin method could be a linear multi-step method, or a
Runge-Kutte method, but the method so far implemented is the standard Euler method (see for
example reference 7 for all these definitions). The rather marginal stability properties of this
rule are nullified by the absolute convergence properties inherent in the matrix Q. The
information on repair Is stored in vector form rather than the matrices R , I - 0 to k, but the
effect is still the same. The simulation package also requires the initill conditions j*(O) to
be set up. The simulation is then executed for a specific length of time and output of numerical
and/or graphical data is produced.
The example from reference 2 is used to demonstrate the execution of the HPA package. The system
is as shown on figure 1 and contains 6 sensors reading 3 different inputs and supplying the
inputs to 3 identical computers in the manner shown with Inter-computer communication. Each
computer performs a calculation based on whatever inputs it has available either directly or via
other computers. Each computer requires values from each of the 3 inputs to be validated by
cross-check between the 2 readings of that input or by model-check from the other inputs,
otherwise the computer will give a null output to the actuator. The actuator averages the
non-null outputs from the computers. There are_ types of failure these being the sensor
failures each with a failurt rate rl - 0.2 * 10 /hour, and the computer failures each with a
failure rate r2 - 1.0 * 10 /hour. For a fuller description of this system see reference 2.
The Markov model was read into nmnory from a transition table data file previously generated and
created by the RMG package. The Markov states and transitions are shown graphically on figure 2
with the states and the differential equation listed on table 1. The error in reference 2 was
that states 4 and 5 were considered to be the same. Appendix B shows a typical print-out
obtained from executing this model under the auspices of MPA. The displayed data is split into 5
sections each of which is optional and these are
1)

Model information relating to state transitions and rates.

2)

Operating conditions information relating to initial probabilities, repair policies and
intervals, and time base variables.

3)

Output specification Information relating to the combination of states into outputs and the
printing/nuserical/graphical output control variables and scales.

4)

Tabulated data of state probabilities.

5)

System reliability data.

output was so arranged to display the probabilities of the mutually exclusive and
complementary variables

rThe

a)

Everything working.

b)

All intermediate states combined.

c)

Total system failure.

at the end of each system run of duration 12 hours. The system reliability information yields
various information among which is the rate for total system jailure over the specified
simulation execution period which works out to be 3.955
10- /hour. Figure 3 shows the
corresponding plot to the tabulated data of Appendix B with just outputs b and c displayed each
on its own axis and with its own line identification. Whilst figure 3 links up the end-of-run
probabilities, figure 4 plots out the data for the same example at each calculation point (0.1
hours in this case). The start-of-run probability of total system failure is always 0 and the
end-of-run probability increases steadily. The end-of-run system failure rate eventually reaches
steady-state. Figure 5 shows the same plot as figure 3 on a 100 tines greater time base and 20
times greater probability axes. When steady state is reached it cat be seen that the average
system failure rate is 0.017 failures per hour with 65% of all system runs commencing with at
least one fault already in the system.
4

RELIABILITY MODEL GENERATION (ING)
Whilst the Markov Probability Analysis method has been seen to eliminate many of the errors and
omissions inherent in traditional reliability methods and all of the arithmetic approximations.
it is still true that errors and omissions can occur. The trade-off of visibility and complexity
versus assumptions and approximations can lead to errors which are not so likely with the Markov
method but still possible.

I
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The fundamntal reason for such errors and omissions lies in the fact that a reliability model
needs to be available in some form before it can be transferred into the Markov form or into a
traditional forn. This means to say that the reliability engineer needs to determine the system
failure causes and other associated information before drawing a fault tree or writing down
Hsrkov states. It has bean shown already that the Markov method reduces the problem to
consideration of single faults applied to individual states rather than an ad-hoc formulation of
system cut-sets, the former process being less prone to errors. However, it has also been shown
how it is possible to make assumptions that are not true in setting up the Markov states even for
not-so-complex systems. The example of reference 2 contains 6 hardware parts which are identical
with each other. 3 other identical parts, and an immense amount of system symetry. This
positively invites the temptation to set up a simplified set of system states. The only way to
truly ensure that the sat of states is correct is by the painstaking approach of generating all
the possible configurations in which the system may operate and then to reduce the number of
configurations systematically until a residue of states is found. This sounds worse than it is
as numbers of configurations is theoretically exponentially related to the number of distinct
parts considered but by taking system information into account yielded for the reference 2
example only 39 working configurations and these then reduced to the residue of the 9 states of
table 1. The processes described here could be carried out manually but any significant system
complexity would soon render the task very laborious and liable to error simply out of ahier
monotony.
The automation of the painstaking method of generating states and transitions is what the
Reliability Model Generation (RMG) method is all about. It is about the transfer of fundamental
system information, carried either in the engineers mind or on sheets of paper, into a
reliability model using the rules that are already inherent if the process is done manually. At
first sight it seems mind-boggling to get a computer to interpret system design but it will be
shown that such a formulation can be achieved and that the system design information does permit
breakdown into certain well-defined categories.
With the Markov approach to reliability analysis the problem of advance definition of the failure
cut-sets is already reduced to that of definition of system states. With reliability model
generation the problem of advance definition of system states is further reduced to that of
definition only of the set of single faults and repair transitions that can affect the system.
4.1

MODEL GENERATION CONCEPTS
There are 2 stages to the reliability model generation mechanism these being
a)

the generation of all the possible operating configurations

b)

combination of configurations by equivalence into a residue of states

The first process involves keeping an index of configurations as they are discovered, a record of
the sets of faults within each configuration, and a transition table each line of which lists the
outgoing transitions from each configuration. In the reference 2 example there are 9 distinct
hardware parts and model generation is based around 9 fault events. Table 2 shows the manual
application of the model generation concept to this example and the resulting transition table.
It can be seen that the process is built up from configuration I (the "everything working"
configuration) by systematic application of each fault event to each configuration until all
configurations have been analysed in this way. The system information is used to determine
whether system operation is still possible there being no need to consider configurations in
which total system failure has occurred. Repair transitions may or may not be analysed in
parallel with the fault transitions.
If there are v fault events that can occur within the system then these events will form the bulk
of the set of events to be applied to each configuration. If it desired to analyse repair
transitions also then assuming end-of-run repair is definable and also k further repair levels
are assumed then k+i repair transitions are also applied to each system configuration. So the
length of each line of the transition table is either v or v+k+l depending on whether repair is
being incorporated or not.
The transitions caused by the v fault events correspond to the entries in the Q matrix. The
transitions caused by the k+l repair events correspond respectively to the entries in each of the
repair matrices Ri, I - 0 to k or to any representation in vector form. The application of each
fault to each configuration is the process which a reliability engineer could do manually using
knowledge of the system. The application of the repair policies is simply that of interpretation
of each repair level in turn to the set of faults within the configuration under consideration to
determine if that configuration is repairable at that repair level. To perform this process
automatically requires certain information to be entered into the RMC package in advance of model
generation which will then be processed in a way which will achieve the correct transitions. The
information required is described in section 4.2. The primary task remaining is to define the
set of single fault events that can occur.
It is possible for a complex system to have within it a multitude of components. Fowever, it is
also likely that many of these components will have exactly the same effect on system operation.
It is therefore entirely reasonable to treat such components within a reliability analysis as if
there were instead one component with a failure rate made up of the total of the rates of failure
of the individual components. This collection of components classified by system effect is known
as a "block" within the reliability model.
Very often a system is designed on a modular basis and this translates, in reliability terms,
into the fact that all the components in one module could have the same failure effect on the
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system.

Thus a hardware module and a reliability model block could
represent one and the same
thing. Even where a hardware module contains components with different system affects, it is
often possible to consider a "worst-case" scenario in order to combine the components into a
single reliability model block. This would have the effect of introducing a conservative
assumption and any model generated with such an asnumption would give a higher figure for total
system failure than the true answer. These assumptions are best avoided if possible. To
represent reality it is necessary to separate components strictly by system effect. But a
complex system many necessitate some combinations as above. It is important to stress here that
these assumptions are conservative ones, and as such lead to an upper bound for the total system
failure rate, and that this is the correct way round, rather than to consider system failure sets
and risk omissions.
The entire system is classified into these various "blocks" according to system effect. So what
is meant by system effect in this case? It is concerned with such things as fault-propogation,
operational logic, repair logic, and fault types, and various other concepts which become clearer
when the specific information in considered. Fault-propogation basically is concerned with the
effect of faults in one block upon other blocks. Operational logic is concerned with what
hardware needs to be operating in order to maintain system operation. It must be stressed again
that system design Is usually related to this requirement rather than to the failure cases, and
in any case omissions from the operational logic are conservative. Repair logic states the
repair policy in terms of the model blocks and is therefore classified as a system effect. Fault
types considerations is a recognition that within a block, within a component even, failures can
exist which exhibit different failure modes and such failure modes are therefore, if not already
separated by system effects, classified by detection methods. The total of all the fault types
within all blocks forms the set of v fault events required for the model generation process.
So given these concepts which should theoretically define the reliability model blocks. the. real
question is how the blocks are defined in practice. Inevitably attempts will be made to tie the
blocks in with the hardware modules, and it is already recognised that this can and should be
done on a conservative basis, so that any fault within a block will cause the entire block to be
deemed as having failed. The system design assumptions are the starting point for block
definition, particularly if this is modular. The system design will provide information in the
required categories. After this the Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) for the system or
for the modules of the system is brought into play. Within the FREA every possible s'agle fault
is (or should be) listed there, and certain information is provided that is used to classify the
faults within the reliability model. The FMEA(s) will usually have the effect of taking the
block definition away from its modular starting point.
The important thing to note here is that the combination of system design assumptions and the
system FI4A(s) are used to make the reliability model steadily less conservative and more real.
The ultimate starting point is to assume that the entire system can be classified into just one
block. This represents a return to the non-redundant systems mentioned right back in section 1.
Use of the system design assumptions and FhEA(s) then help to break the system down into more and
different blocks to get as near to reality as desired. Providing that each breakdown is not
contradictory to the system design assumptions or PHEA(s) then the resulting reliability model is
guaranteed to provide an upper bound for the system failure rate.
Once the blocks are fully defined, and the fault types within each block are fully defined, then
the total number of fault types summed over all the blocks represents the number of different,
mutually exclusive and mutually complimentary, single faults that can occur. These are the fault
events that are applied to each generated configuration. In the reference 2 example there were
considered to be 9 blocks exactly corresponding to the 9 hardware parts as sll faults in any one
part yielded one specific system effect. Similarly all 9 blocks had just I fault type each as
there is no distinction within any hardware part in respect to methods of detection of the faults
within that part.
Having defined the blocks and fault types and set up the system information based around these
blocks then configuration generation takes place either manually or automatically using the RNG
package. The second part of the process involves reducing the configurations into a residue of
states. This Is done by comparing lines on the transition table and determining if any 2 lines
are equivalent to each other. It must be stressed that even where 2 configurations are similar
in terms of containing equivalent hardware that those configurations are not necessarily
equivalent in terms of outgoing transitions. The hardware equivalence within the system is used
to help determine transition table equivalence but is not to be confused with it. Table 3 shows
the final transition table for the residue of states after equivalencing table 2. Note that
states 4. 5, 6 all contain equivalent hardware but their transition table lines are not
equivalent. These statej correspond to the definitions on table I and every one of the 39
configurations on table 2 fits into one of the states.
4.2

DESIGN INFORNATION DATA
The design information is that which is required in advance of carrying out the model generation
process.
This information is that which a reliability engineer uses on a- implicit basis to
effect either failure cut-sets or Markov model states or, in this new formulation, the generation
of configurations from a given block structure.
In order to automate the process each piece of
design information needs to be formulated and will be illustrated using the same example so far
considered.
So far there are 9 distinct types of design information that have been automated although it is
not claimed that this formulation is unique or necessarily complete. The 9 types are
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1)

Block Structure.

2)

Vault Propogation.

3)

Operational Logic.

4)

Repair Logic.

5)

Vault Types.

6)

Detection Methods.

7)

Equivalence of fardwere.

8)

Dorment Logic.

9)

Fault Count.

The first information that is required by the RNG package is the block structure. This can be
done quite flexibly, so am to take into account the possibility of a modular division mong the
parts of the system. For the given example a block structure of 9 top-level blocks is the
obvious starting point although in practice such a system may yield further breakdown of the
cmputers or include faults in the hishways or whatever. If it was considered that the 9 blocks
represent a conaervotive situation nd the computers, for example, are found to have a non-simple
reliability analysis of their own then this can be structured by retaining the 9 top-level blocks
and creating sub-levels to handle any further sub-division of faults. These sub-levels
constitute reliability sub-models the top event of which feeds into the next higher sub-model.
The real benefit of multi-level block structures comes out in canes where the reliability model
for the whole system is built up from the reliability model of its component module&. There is
much flexibility to the method and for now it will be assumed within the example system that just
one level of model exists with 9 blocks. The blocks are named on table 4.
The second information that is required by the IM package is the fault propogation information.
Thie information Is specified separately for each and every sub-model within the block structure.
It consists quite simply of a list of propogation effects which are put down until all
propogation effects that can happen within the sub-model are completely specified. Each
specified propogation effect takes the form of
a)

A logic string specifying a fault combination which causes the propogation effect.

b)

Indication of whether fault is real or imaginary.

c)

A list of blocks which are affected by the propogation.

The logic string can be amde of 'AND' and 'OR' gates between indices of blocks within the
sub-model. The indication of whether fault is real or imaginary is intended to handle 2
different types of fault propogation. Sometims. e.g, electrical power faults, the failure of
other hardwars parts is real. In other cases, e.g. where an input sensor reading is fed to 2
different places, the fault propagation effect reflects an equivalent system effect. In these
cases the existence of the propagation effect enables the operational logic to be simplified and
also reduces the number of working configurations generated. The lists of blocks affected speaks
for itself. The reference 2 example has 3 propogatiob effects within its one sub-model. These
effects specify that if one of the 3 computers fails then the 2 sensors which are ted into the
system through that computer (figure 1) are no longer accessible to the system. Table 5 shows
the full list.
The third Information that Is required by the 1M package is the operational logic. This is also
entered separately for each sub-nodel and specifies for that sub-model the combinations of blocks
which need to be operating in order for the sub-system described within the sub-model to continue
to operate. This i the right approach as the more combinations that are added to the operational
logic the nearer the model will get to representing reslity but at the earn tim ensuring that
reality is approached from the conservative side by only adding any particular combination to the
operational logic string when it is establihed that operation is possible with this combination.
It can further cover
The operational logic that may be entered can handle 'OR' and 'AID' logic.
a type of 'NOT' logic that allows different operational logic combinations tc be considered in
the event of specified faults having already occurred. This is particularly relevant to
software-baned systems which in the event of faults within the Incoming data can quickly
reconfigure to do entirely different calculations using an entirely different set of incoming
data. It is also applicable to alternative power supply type situations wh-a- electrical
In the current example it wil be
hardware parts may be depoWered and then powered-up again.
asumed that no such alternative control modes are available. The operetional logic for this
system t based around the requirement to have certain sensor readins available to the syetem.
it becones apparent when studying the design ansumptiona that the system will operate if there is
at least one sener of each input type A, S, C or if there are 2 pairs of similar sensors
It is apparent that if enough aenasore are available to the computere then it is
available.
certain that there are enough computer* to process them and the fault propagation logic has
ensured that the system reflects this fact. The logic string for which it Is known that System
operation can take plas i given on table S.
The fourth information that is required by the IM package is the repair logic. This information
is concerned with stating the assumed operational repair policies in term of the defined block
structure. This is not done on a sub-nodel basis as repair policies are in general formulated,
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or
rely just happen, on a system-wide basis using the low-level blocks. The low-level blocks
are those for which no further sub-model exists so that in the example system there are 9
low-level blocks.
This logic is. in essence, of contrary nature to the remainder of the design
Information as it alone is concerned not with what can go wrong within the system during a system
It is often desirable to compare several
run but with what can be put right between each run.
There are 2 ways
repair policies in order to determine effect on the system reliability figures.
of making such a comparison
a)

Generate the model without reference to repair transitions and then determine manually the
application of each repair policy to the generated model states and enter into the MPA
package.

b)

Generate separate reliability models for each different repair policy thus making each model
a unique combination of system design and associated repair policy.

The number. k, of scheduled repair levels is required followed by a logic string for each of the
k+1 potential repair transitions corresponding to the information within the matrices Ri, I - 0
to k. Again 'AND' and 'Ot' logic i used for the logic at each repair level and again approach
fron the conservative side Is assured as each logic string is built up. For the current example
no repair asesumptions are made except that of specifying that total systm failure is repaired at
the end of the run in which it occurs which is already inherently assumed in the RMG package.
Thus for this model repair considerations can be omitted altogether a on table 2. If the repair
assumptions were specified It would be done by putting k - 0 and specifying the logic string for
repair level 0 as blank. This would simply add one column to table 2 and every entry would be a
'.1 and so the equivalence of lines on the table would be unaffected.
The fifth information that is required by the EEC package is that of fault types within each
block. This Information specifies for each low-level block within the eystem what further
Any fault within a block
sub-divisions exist due to existence of different methods of detection.
will cause that block to be deemed as failed but whether the failure is known or unknown, and
hence accomodated according to the operational logic alternatives, depends on the method of
detection and whether that detection is working successfully. Thus each fault type within each
block is a separate fault event as the system effect is potentially different In each cane. The
Information entry that is required is simply to state the number of fault types in each low-level
block in turn. The total failure rate for each block is divided among its fault types and the
contributing component faults are classified in these fault types. The total number of fault
types over all the low-level blocks within the system defines the total number v of fault events
to be applied ea potential transition events from any one state into other states. In the
current example with just one sub-model and 9 low-level blocks it is declared that each block has
just one fault type giving a total of 9 fault events as shown on table 2.
The sixth information required by the 9MG package is the detection methods for each fault type
within each block. Each detection method Is expressed as a logic string which states which block
or combination of blocks needs to be operating at the time the fault is applied to each
configuration in order for the fault to he successfully detected. If the required block
combination is not available at the time when it is needed then the fault will be registered as
undetected. Again 'AND' and 'OR' logic to set up the detection method combinations for each
fault event.
The current example has 9 fault events. The detection method philosophy states
that each sensor failure can be detected by its own computer and each computer failure Is
detected by itself. The sensor failure detection is thus always certain a the fault propogation
logic insists that if a computer Is failed then so are both its sensors and the issue of future
sensor failure would never arise. The computer detection method is another way of saying that
the system will always detect computer faults, due In this case to the actuator ignoring any null
output. The logic strings for the detection methods are as on table 4.
The seventh Information required by the RMG package is the statements on equivalence of hardware.
This is entered for every fault event within the system and specifies that each fault type may
contain identical hardware parts to another fault type elsewhere In the system and thus have the
some failure rate.
It has been noted already that thie type of information about the symetry of
a system in hardware term is often mistakenly used to assume that 2 or more system
configurations with siamir hardware faults are equivalent configurations nd can be combined
Into the same state of the reliability model. The true definition of equivalence of
configurations lies in the various transitions from the configurations.
It is in determining
equivalence of lines of the transition table that the hardware equivalence is taken into account
but not In the generation of configurations.
The hardware equivalence in the current example
concerns the fact that each sensor is hardware equivalent to each other sensor and similarly for
the computrer.
The logic entry is that each sensor is made equlFalont to sensor XA and each
computer made equivalent to comuter X as ahoss on table 4.
The eighth information required by the DIG package is the dormant logic hich is concerned with
whether faults which are undetected during a system run may beco e detected between system ru.
If some unknown faults do become detected in this way than they can be considered upon
application of the repair logic.
If repair is not applied then the Dst system rum starts off in
a different configuration which my or my not be In same state. Thus such considerations lead
to potential discrete state transitions which would also he reflected in the mtrices Ri. I - 0
to k, along with the repair logic. The nformation is dons on a low-level block basis and Is
entered simply as a 'Yesl or 'No' to the question of whether the failure of each block in turn
could be so detected. In the currant example there is no possibility of undetected faults In any
block and the answers to the questions ar, irrelevant and table 4 shown that 'No' is answered for
each block.
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This concept is not
To ninth information required by the ING package ie the fault count logic.
It is intended to assist
specifically related to system design assumptions ad io optional.
computation by trying to find the optism balance between mambers of configurations generated and
The concept
the amount of conservatim built in by reducing such numbers of configurations.
arises out of a possibility that the ING package could generate a great multitude of
configurations in which the system could continue to operate. many of which would correspond to
mnltiple-fault cases and be very much less likely to occur than configurations with fewer faults.
It is often justifiable to conservatively set a cut-off point by collecting the high fault-mber
So during the
configurations together within the state corresponding to total system failure.
model generation process a fault count limit may be set at which system failure is asumad. The
Information that i required during the design information data entry is to set a count to each
If this block then fails during a system run the appropriate
low-level block within the system.
fault count is added to the 'score' until the specified limit is reached. This count can be
In the current
different for different blocks and can be 0 as well as any positive naumer.
example it is proposed not to comsider limiting faults in this way and so the count for each
block is sat to 0 as shown on table 4.
4.3

RELIABILITY MODILGERATION PACKAGE
A package has been developed at Rolls-Royce plc which handles the Reliability Model Generation
(ING) of any given system starting from the entry of the design information as described abowe.
The Information is entered at the keyboard or from a design Information data file. This
Information is then coded up into a form which will enable rapid computation during the model
generation process. When the design information is fully entered then it may be interactively
altered and written, if appropriate, to a desaign information data file. When the information is
deemed correct then the model generation can take place. This is dons firstly by generating the
allow system operation.
various system configurations that still
The Index of operating configurations Is initialised with configuration I which is the
This configuration is then ansalysed by application to it
fully-operative no-fault configuration.
of each of the v fault events separately (and each of the k+1 repair events if selected) and
several nore opureting configurations are discovered and added to the index of such
configurations.
The first line of the transition table is ende up of the indices of the
configurations resulting from transitions that take place on occurrence of the various fault and
From then on each configuration in the index list is analysed for outgoing
repair events.
trausitions in exactly the san way, the lines of the transition table are built up, further
when discovered, until all configurations are analysed in this
configurations added to the list
way.
At the application of each fault event to each configuration certain operatioas are carried out.
Firstly if the block corresponding to the fault event is already in a failed condition within the
configuration then this event cannot be applied again and the transition table entry is blenk to
indicate no change in the configuration. Assuming the fault event is a new own to the
configuration under consideration then the detectability of the fault is evaluated from the
detection method and the existing faults within the configuration so that the block in flagged up
as failed either undetected or detected. The fault-propogation effects are then employed to pass
the fault onto other blocks within the dub-model if appropriate and following this the
operational logic is evaluated to determine if the sub-system defined by the sub-model is still
operating or has failed. If it has failed then the fault Is passed onto to the next higher level
If the system
sub-model and the process repeated until total system operability is determined.
has failed so that operation is not possible then the transition table entry is mat up to flag
operating then the new configuration will need to be added to
this fact. If the system is still
the index of operating configurations unless the configuration is already in this list and the
list
is checked to see if this is so. Either way the discovered configuration will have or be
and the transition table entry references it.
given a place in the list
At the application of each repair event certain operations are carried out. firstly the dormant
policy is applied to the undetected faults to see if they are to be transferred to the status of
detected faults. Following this the repair policy corresponding to the tspair level under
consideration is applied to the detected faults to determine if repair takes place at this level.
If repair is to be carried out on this configuration at this level then the transition table
If repair is not to be
entry ahow a transition to the "everything working" configuration.
carried out and no undetected faults have become detected faults then the transition table entry
in
configuration.
It
there
are
same
undtetad
faults becoming
in blank to show no change
is checked exactly a for the fault events.
detected than the configuration list
and transition table is complete then the process of identifying
When the cofigurations list
equivalence starts, but this process can also take place at Intermediate timle if It is desirable
to cut down on memory storage and list checking times during the configuration generation
process. The process of equivalence involves comparing lines on the transition table taking
If 2 lines are identical then the configurations are deemed
hardware equivalence into account.
equivalent and the configurations list is reduced by one for each such equivalence obtained.
This process is iterative as the equivalence of some configurations will usually lead on to the
equivalence of others. When all the equivalence relationships are carried out then the final
residue of configurations and the corresponding transition table represent the ainlmm number of
states of the reliability modal. These will be the states that are used in the Narkoav
probability analysis. Thus in the final form of the reference 2 example the transition table is
9 by 8 for the 9 fault events (there are no repair considerations) and the 8 operating states.
The final residue of states and transitions in this form can then be put onto a transition table
data file ready for use by the MPA package.

Li
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To further illustrete the process let us mend the reference 2 example model slightly In 2 ways.
Firstly let us apply a repair policy that specifies 2 levels of scheduled repair. At level I
repair takes place if any computer is failed. and at level 2 repair takes place If any sensor has
failed. The design information data entry is altered only at the repair logic stage. Nore k - 2
is stated and 3 logic strings are entered. The first string remains blank, the econd is an 'OR'
combination of the 3 computers, the third string is an 'OR' combination of the 6 sensors. Table
6 shows the generated transition table and also the residue of states. The 39 configuratios are
unchanged from table 2. the transition table entries are augmented by the 3 repair levels, and
when equivalencing i done it Is found that there are now 2 extra states. This model can be
executed using the MPA package and the reliability is Improved by the Introduction of a repair
policy.
For a second alteration let us return to the standard model and forget repair consiaerations.
Instead we shall suppose that each computer Is dual-redundant and ts thus made up of 2
sub-computers only one of which needs to operate to alloy an output from the computer to go to
the actuator. The design information is altered by the addition of 3 sub-models corresponding to
the sub-division of each computer.
Within the new sub-sodels the operational logic is a simple
'OR' statement between the 2 sub-computers and there are no fault propagation effects within
these sub-models. The top level sub-modal remains unchanged. The fault types and detection
mathods are extended to the new set of 12 low-level blocks In the appropriate manner, and the
sub-computers are all deemed to be hardware equivalent.
Table 7 shows the first 8 lines of a
transition table which extends to 891 configurations. and also the final transition table based
on 38 working states.
Just a slight model complexity has produced a significantly increased
model but presents no difficulties for the ING package.
5

TOTAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM4
AND EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION TO A CIVIL TUOAN ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM
The operation of the total package contains various data files and keyboard, screen, and printer
possibilities as previously described. A typical 'minimum' order of operation of user selected
activities is as follows
1)

Start executing MG.

2)

Keyboard entry of design Information data set.

3)

Model generation.

4)

Write out to a transltion table data file.

5)

Start executing MPA.

6)

Read in transition table data file.

7)

Keyboard entry of fault event failure rates.

8)

Tim simulation.

9)

Display and/or print and/or plot probability and reliability data.

There are 4 different data file types currently available within the package
a)

Design Information data files.

b)

Transition table data files.

c)

Markov reliability modal data files.

d)

State probabilities data files.

These files reflect the comon desire to break off and resume computation or to alter the
computation from a particular point without in either case having to start from the beginning.
For Instance, it may be desirable to compare different policies with the sane design assumptions,
or it may be desirable to rum a complete model with different repair times or with different
failure ratos or with different variables tabulated or plotted, or it may be desirable to store
state probabilities for computing to a longer execution time without the need for repetition.
Also at various points the data is inspectable and allows altaratiuns to be made until the
inspected data is what night be expected. This package ib now used to determine the reliability
of a duel-redundant electronic control system of a civil turbofan engine.
A typical civil turbofan engine is made up of a mmber of rotating shafts, each with a compressor
and turbine, a combustion chamber for fuel entry and burn, and a by-pass system. The control
system of such an engine ha to ensure that the supply of fuel to the combustion chamber is
correct taking into account the various mesasurdents that can be taken from the engine, and it
has also to ensure that the variable geometry of the engine is also appropriately controlled.
Thus such a system will read measurements from the aenglne via transducers, trnslate these
smesurmente into requirements for the controller functions, and then operate actuators to
tranalate the requirements Into physical reality.
Such msasnrwment as can be made typically
include the rotational sheft speeds, the pressure and temperature of the air flow at various
part@ of the engine, feedback measurements Indicating the results of actuator movement such as
fuel flow rats, various on/off signals, and a measurement that conveys the pilots wiahes for the
power to be delivered by the engine.
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Typically,

nowadays,

the control calculatione are done within an on-boerd computer.

Also not

unual
nomadys to to build redundancy into the control system by having, for example. 2
identicel Ianes of electronic hardware, each of which Is separately capable of engine control.
and with an lnter-lana highway to allow crosn-chanael comnication so that it is not neceseary
for every fault.
These 2 identical lanes contain circuits asociated
to change an entire lae
with a computer, inputs, outputs. and power supply. The control system is known to be capable of
one of each function within the dual-redundant parts
containing to operate if it ha at lset
etill operating, and if the inter-lane highway Is operating whenever It is needed for cross-lane
commnication, and if the non-redundant parts associated with actuators are operating. The power
supply in each lans is itself dual-redundant with a primary and secondary source either of which
can operate the electrical functions of one lane.
Electrical faults have much potential for fault propoagation. Within the analysed system it is
known that total power to one lane will fail all the inputs, outputs, and computer of that lane.
also It is known that the computer provides a clock signal to certain inputs, also it is known
that certain conditioning circuits cause lose of more of than one input or output. Outside the
dual-redundant parts it Is known that certain input functions are affected by comon-mode
hardware which can cause loa of input to each electronic lane, also it is known that sow faults
exist which will cause total system failure either directly or through fault propogation effects.
The operational logic in based
and the inter-lane highway and
information is known about the
calculations implicitly divide

around the information above concerning dual-redundant hardware
Further design
taking the fault propogations into account.
These
software calculations done within the computer.
the inputs into 3 types

a)

"Don"t care" inputs which are not used in the control calculations.

b)

"Accomodated" inputs which are used for primary control calculations but for which a set of
back-up reversionary calculations exist if these inputs are unavailable.

c)

"Vital" Inputs which are used for primary control calculation
accomodated.

and which cannot be

The *yst=m will operate a "preferred" order of active control hardware.
Lane A hardware is
preferred to lane D's wherever it Is available and complete lane change only occurs if power to
highway
are
both
faulty.
The system will also
A
is
lost
or
if
lane
A
and
the
inter-lane
lane
"prefer" prinary control mode to reversionary node.
The repair philosophy is reasonably sophisticated. It is based on 2 scheduled repair levels plus
end-of-run repair. The end-of-run repair criterion is that If power to completely lost to one
lane or if there are faults in any input or output and inter-lane highway together then repair
suet be made before next run commences. The level I repair covers lose of either power supply in
either lane and also the total loss of any input or output function.
The level 2 repair covers
loss of any input or output or the inter-lane highway, that is to say every known fault is
repaired at level 2.
Many faults are detected within the software of either computer with the continuing proviso of
inter-lane highway operating If one computer is to detect input or output failures in the other
lane.
Some faults are detected within the software but with the further requirement that a
cross-check is made with the same input or output in the other lane which thou also needs to be
operating. Computer and power supply faults are all reckoned to be autonatically detected
within the system hardware.
Some input faults are actually believed to be undetectable of which
such faults in "don't care" inputs do not matter but others would. The inter-lane highway
failure is detected by either computer being able to sake comparisons between the inputs and
outputs of each lane.
The equivalence of hardware is described simply in that the dual-redundant hardware of lane B is
reckoned to be exactly identical to that of lane A. The dormant logic will assme that no
detection capability exists between system runs.
All of the above design information guides the choice of block structure and then set the
various logic information once the block structure is settled. The natural block structure to
adopt would be to have individual blocks for each input and output and computer and power source
within each lane and for each non-redundant function also.
For demonstration purposes this
creates too many blocks to be readily digested.
So the various functions need to be combined
into a smaller number of blocks, which builds in sow conservation, there being no need to make
the analysis any more complex If this is achieved.
The chosen block structure has been to create a top level of 16 blocks of which there are 6 in
each lane covering the "don't care" functions, the "accomodated" functions, the "vital"
functions, the "mltiple" functions (those effecting multiple inputs an. outputs), computer, and
power, and 4 others covering comon-mode "don't care" functions. common-mods "accommodated"
functions, single faults causing system failure, and the inter-lans highway.
The power supplies
are than split into 2 sub-uodels each with 2 blocks which cover the alternative power sources.
This gives a total of 18 low-level blocks and the various information relating to each of thee
low-level blocks is shown on table 8. There are 25 fault events and 3 repair events to be
analysed in the generation process. There are just 15 failure rates needed and these are also
given on table 6. The fault propogation and operational logic for each sub-model and the
system-wide repair policy in given on table 9.
An analysis is carried out which shows the effect of variation of the conservative assumption
built into the fault count limit.
Table 10 gives the results for the numbers of configuratioms,

,
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numbers of states. and total system failure rates against the fault count limit. The table sboe
that when the fault count limit is set at 1 then every defect In the system leads to total system
failure, and that when the fault coot limit is raised the total system failure rate drops sad
hose in onto the rate that is achievable if the fault count limit was not applied. Thie is oen
to happen at an increasing cost in mmber of configurations, but the number of states increases
firstly and then drops very rapidly. This latter effect is due to the fact that system
equivalence& which have bass suppressed by an arbitrary fault count limit are nov being seen.
These results sem a cysts*-run (flight) tim of 10 hours, and repair times of 50 and 400
hours.
An analysis is also carried out to show the effect of varying the repair time. Table 11 gives
It can be son that for this
the results of such variations using the fault count limit of 4.
system and this assumed repair policy that the variation of the lavel 2 repair time Is more
significant than that of level 1. The results include the ultimate system failure rates as the
carried out.
repair times are stretched to infinity so that only the level 0 repair is still
If a terget total system failure rate of 10 per million hours is required then clearly the repair
level times can be picked to achieve this. If so satisfactory combination of repair time and
system reliability is obtainable then it is necessary to either alter the repair policy itself,
or if this is not satisfactory, to expand the design information data set to remove more
conservativeness from it. or if this doesn't work then the design cannot mat the requirements
anyway
6

CONCLUSION
A general philosophy has been demonstrated which has as its aim that of eliminating errors,
omissions, and assumptions that can occur within a reliability analysis of fault-tolerant
systems.
It has been seen that by consideration of the effects of single faults oan system
configurations rather than by considering fault sets or sequences that theme problems are
somewhat reduced end can be eliminated altogether.
A concept has been devised which seeks to
focus the reliability engineers mind in such a way that all faults vithin a system are at least
considered, end in a way that can be closely linked to the system design assumptions and checked
4HEA. It is also carried out in a way that ensures overestimtion, rather than
from the
underestimation, of the total system failure rate while the design assumptions are being
formulated.
It has bon shown that the process of reliability analysis can then be automated
right tbrauSh to the final results, and a package illustrated which is user-interactive for
flexible manipulation of the analysis or the output from it.
The process as demonstrated is very
thorough In its treatment of the faults within the system. There is further potential for use or
development of mthematical results in order to simplify or speed up the calculations.
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APPENDIX A

MAREOlNATHEATICS

The basic state-floe Kerkov equation is given by
; where

Q.r

P (t) -

(1)
(P1 (t). P2 (t)
..............P

(t))T

(2)

The solution of equation (1) is given by (reference 8)

eL

(t) -

M

.

( )

(3)

where P* (o) is the state probability vector at the start of the system run.
t

V (o, t)

jo
a
53

-

We may define

dt

Q (t)

Q(C))d

and substituting into (3) gives

L

t)

(o,

-1

t) . Z* (0)

(5)

let us suppose, for conceptual ease only, that Q(t) is a constant matrix Q so that W (o. t) becomes
W (t). Then suppose also, again for conceptual ease only, that each system run is of constant
duration so that (5) nay be generalised as
Z (re-f)

w Mt ._e*

-

((&~

(6)

a ) 1

t ).f)

The relationship between Pc (m.f) (state probabilities at start of run m+l) to P (m.f) (state
probabilities at end of run a) Is determined by the repair (if any) which is carried out between the 2
runs and by any other between-runs efiect, e.g. detection of unknown faults, that can occur between
runs. In general there are some discrete transfers of probability at such times that can be expressed
as a linear transformation given by
-

.* (e.f)

Ro. P (e.f)

s. I

(7)

where Ro will usually contain 0's and 1'6 only, the exception being In systems where probabilistic
events occur between system runs. If we now assume that in addition to the end-cf-run repair
transitions there are also k further repair levels that the system is operated to at various scheduled
intervals Ti, I - I to k, then these are expressed as
p,. (a.T1) -

Ri. P (m.Ti) I

-

(8)

I to k, a

again assuming constant repair intervals. Now let us suppose, for conceptual ease only. that the
repair level time interval T1 is made of exactly M 1 runs of duration f. Then combining equations (6),
(7), (8) appropriately gives
S(.T)

RI.W(f).(Ro.V(f)) I-1.5 ((m-i).Ti)

-

m) 1

(9)

Now if we define
w

(f)

W(f)

-

(10)

RI .W(f).W( ) (fM I1_

W( )(Tl)

then substituting (10) Into (6). (7) and (9) gives
La (m.f)
La ( .T I)

-

W(0)(f).
.. ((&-X).f)
Wt)(T ) . L((m-J).T ) • ) I(

1

Clearly (II) suggests a generalisatlon to the known k levels of repair and this is evaluated as
M

Wi

L* (.Ti)

i- 1

tRi.

W(f). W1(-1))

(f)
-

W(i)(Ti).

Le((m-i).Ti)

I

-

I to k, a

assuming that each higher repair level interval Ti is a multiple Ni of the next lowest repair level
interval TI-I. Putting I - k into (12) then gives the relationship of the state probabilities at the
start of each time period Th to the state probabilities at the start of the previous period of like
duration. Equations (12) can be built up theoretically and depending on the nature of the matrices Q.
Ri, i - 0 to k, may yield substantial simplification due to the sparseness of the matrices and
particularly if any of the RI. i - 0 to k. have simple patterns of l's and 0's. If for instance at
time Th it is known that all faults are repaired then 3k has a top row of l's and the rear Ols which
when substituted in (12) gives the imedite result that
(m.Th) -

(1, 0 ............. 0)

m) 1

(13)

which means that the probabilistic determination of the system is repeated for all such time
intervals.
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For a reliability analysis we my asums that the total system failure state is state number i.
Assuming that this Is a "trapping" state, and that fl*((m-l).f) - 0 (systm run doss not start in this
state) then Pn (a.f) is the probability of system failure during this run and the cystes reliability
calculation bscoms
H

(

r-

Pn (m.f))I(a.f)

(14)

-I
where N is a specified number of runs. If it is not the cast that Pa ((1-1).f) - 0 then (14) is
mended to remove the probability of starting a run with cystsm in the failed state, the failure
having occurred in a previous run, and is given by

r

H
(:En
Ur1

-

(uJ) - Poo ((s-1).f)))/(e.f)

(15)

and many of the terms of (15) usually cancel out to leave a form of equation (14) based on a repair
Interval rather than on the system run time f. If stats n does not trap then (14), (15) become *ora
complex but even so the Information in tha matrices Q, Ri, I - 0 to k, my point the way to the right
expression.
The remaining issue is choice of M. If equation (13) holds good then the choice of M is simply fk/f.
If there is no timm at which it is known that repair is guarantead then N Is les readily defined.
However as m increases the solution to equations (12) reaches a steady state solution defined by
P, -

(16)

I'
V(k) (C).

The solution to (16) could be found by the eigen-value eigsn-vector method and then P' is used instead
of P* (o) in (12) then the state probabilities would again be repeatable and H can be set to Tk/f.
As an example take a simple 2-box 'either or'
when both boxes are faulty than Q becomes
Q

-

(-rI

0

0)

-r2

0

0)

( r2
C

0

-rl

0)

(

r2

rl

0)

(
(

-r2 0
rl

system giving rise to 4 states.

If the systsm is failed

)
(17)

0

)

The repair policy states that at the end of each rus only state 4 (system failure) Is repaired.
is given by
1o

(1

0

0

1)

(0

1

0

0)

(0

0

1

0)

(0

0

0

0)

C
(
(

So to

)
)

(18)

)

Substituting (17) and (18) into (3) and (7) and then substituting (7) into (3).gives the recursive
relationships for the end-of-run state probabilities
Pl(a.f)

-

(Pl((m-1).f) + P4((m-l).f)).e -(rl+r2).f

P2(m.f)

-

P2((m-l).f)e -r2f + (P((-1),f) + P 4 ((-I).f))(,-r2f-

- ( r l+ r

-rif + (P((1)f)+ P 4 ((u-l).f))(a-rlf--(r

P3(m.f)

-

P3((m-1).f)s

P4(*.f)

-

P2((a-1).f)e -r2f + P3((._1)f)( 1_.-rlf)
+ (Pl((-).f) + Pi((m)f))(-rlf)(-e

-r

l+r

)f)
)f)

(19)

f)

The steady state solution of (19) is given by

where

l

pl,

-

a-(r +r2)f (l1 -rlf) ( 1 -e-r2f)/D

P2'

-

a-r2f (l-e-rtf)a/D

PV

-

a-rf ( 1-a;r2f)2 /D

PW'

-

D-

-

(l-s -rlf) ( 15 a-r2f) (l-rl + r2)f)/D
l
3 ,-(r

+ r2)f + 0-(2 rl + r2)f +,-(rl + 2 r2)f

(20)
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The lw -order epprouimatione of (20) give for the sysem reliability
r

-

2

P4'/f a rlr2(rl + r2)I(rl

Alteration of the repair policy of even this

MPA EXECUTION PRINT-OUT.

APPENDIX B.

Model Information.

**********

**********

There are

9 states

There are

2 basic rates with values

->

0.10003-03

0.20002-04

Multiples of basic rates
(2)
(1)
0
6
3
0
1
1
0
2
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
2
2
2
1
1
0
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
3
4
2
3
3
3

States
to
from
2
1
3
1
3
2
4
2
5
2
6
2
7
2
9
2
7
3
9
3
7
4
8
4
9
4
7
5
9
5
9
6
9
7
9
8
**********

(21)

+ rlr2 + r22)

which could not be obtained by the fault tree method.
simple model yields other such intereeting results.

Operating Conditions Information.

9 states with initial values
There are
0.0000
1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

*********

->
0.0000

1

2

3

4

5

100.0000 Flight time 0.1000 Initial cycles -

Run time Time step -

7

6

8

There are
Output
Output
Output

111.0000
12.0000 Display interval 1.0000
1 Factor 1 Ongoing cycles -

Output Specification Information.
3
I
2
3

9 states ->
outputs from
1
->
contains
1 states
2
7 states ->
contains
9
I states ->
contains

0

->

1

**********

4

3

2

Number of outputs on graphics plot is
List, plot, result indicators are

2

->

1

Tabulated Probability Data.

Time.
(1)
0.000
1.000
12.000
0.9950
24.000
0.9900
36.000
0.9850
46.,000
60.000
0.9801
60.000
0.9752
72.000
0.9704

Outputs.
(2)

5

6

7

8

3

1

1> and Y-axis <-I
<-1
0
X-axis exponential grid
->
5
5
Number of increments on linear axes is
1.000
->
Scales of 3 outputs on linear plot are
rrrr rrrr
->
Line trace patterns for 3 outputs are
*********

0.0000

-,

1

Number of system reliability ihformation points is
**********

0.0000

0.0000

1 ->
The number of maintenance types is
0.0000 hours to states
1 at
Maintenance type

0

1>

0.50COR-01
rr00

0.1000E-03

*

(3)

0.00003+00

0.0000Z+00

0.50213-02

0.5984Z-05

0.10013-01

0.18003-04

0.14953-01

0.29933-04

0.19863-01

0.41785-04

0.24745-01

0.53555-04

0.29589-01

0.65245-04

II.iI --IIII Ii

i

34-18
0.65
96.000
0.9606
**.******

0.34388-01

0.76843-04

0.39143-01

0.86373-04

system Reliability Data.

System operation time Is

-,

99.9999

Average system run probabilities 0.2221z-01 0.47463-04
0.9777
teS%of total &Yates failure - >
0.6185-01 0.18513-02 0.39555-05
Average despatch probabilities -Y
0.1974z-01 0.00009400
019603
Average

Average repair probability and rate
0.47463-04 0.39553-05

-

Average destination repair probabilities
1.000
**********

nd of print-out.

0,

S6&uEL.

A'n~~

-

*****

R

gE5ICM

Ea,

2

syn.A

cH

~sres
2 TEM.SAr
K

c

5.

S~e1O.

lk

4-.

~(

-
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TABLE 1.

REFERENCE 2 SYSTEM. STATES DESCRIPTION.

State
itate
*jmber. description.
Everything working.

--6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

One sensor failed.

6r,

-$r-3, 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

One computer failed.

3 r.

"
. r*rZJ-

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

2 dissimilar sensors failed,
remaining ones dissimilar.
2 dissimilar sensors failed,
remaining ones similar.
2 similar sensors failed.

-- 3. 0

0

0

0

a

0

0

I

5
6

one sensor and computer failed.

7
8

3 dissimilar sensors failed.

9

Total

system failure.

TABLE 2.

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

0

Zr.

0

0

o

7

0

0

r,

V,

o

P

0

p,

o

Everything working.
Sensor XA failed.
Sensor XA failed.
Computer X failed.
Sensor YB failed.
Sensor YC failed.

XB

X

YB

YC

Y

ZA

ZC

z

2

3
11

4
4
4

5
12
17
x

17
18
X
19
20

X
22

6
13
18
22
24

7
14
X
X
7
7

8
15
19
X
25
28
30

X
23

25

28

30

.

9
16
20
23
26
29
X
31

26

29

X

31

10
X
21
X
27
X
X
10
10

21

X

27

x

X

32
34

X
14

X
X

33
35

X
X

14

x

X

x

X

X

X

x

X
x
x
x
21
21

.

11
12
13
14
15
16
X

Computer Y failed.
Sensor ZA failed.
Sensor zC failed.

Computer Z failed.

.

24

A

.

4

X

13

22

34

14

Sensor XA,
computer Y failed.
Sensors XA,ZA failed.
Sensors XA,ZC failed.
Sensors XS,YB failed.
Sensors XB,YC failed.
Sensors XB,ZA failed.
Sensors XB,ZC failed.
Sensor XB,
computer Z failed.
Sensor YC,
computer X failed.
Sensor ZC,
computer X failed.
Sensors Y8,YC failed.
Sensors Y9,ZA failed.
Sensors YB,ZC failed.
Sensor YS,
computer Z failed.
Sensors YC,ZA failed.
Sensors YC,ZC failed.
Sensor ZA,
computer Y failed.
Sensors ZA,ZC failed.
Sensors XA,XB,YC failed.
Sensors XA,XB,ZC failed.
Sensors XA,YS,YC failed.
Sensors XA,YB,ZC failed.
Sensors XBYC,ZA failed.
Sensors XB,ZA,ZC failed.
Sensors YB,YC,ZA failed.
Sensors YB,ZA,ZC failed.

X

X

x
33

x
23
X
22
X
23
X

31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39

TABLE 3.

x
32
X
33
X

X
X
X
x
X
X
X

x
X

X
x
x
x

36
X
x

X
X
36

34
X
35
X

x
X

x

36

X
x
X
X

37

X
X

x

x
X
X
x
X
X

.

X
39

x
27
27

x
X
X

x

30
XA

x
X

x

39
x
X

14
x
x
X x
30
X

.

X

X
X
X
.

X
X

X
10
x
x
X
X
X
21
X
27

X

x
x X
X
X

x

x

X

.

39

x
X

38
x

X
X

X
38

7
30

38

x
22
23

37

X

X

x

x
X X

.

x
X
X

X
x
37

.

X

X
x
.

X

.
X
REFERENCE 2 SYSTEM. RESIDUE OF STATES AND TRANSITIONS.

Single failure of
on

7
(4,7,10,1',24,31)
7
(12,16,18,19,26,28)
7
(13,20,25)
x
(15,17,29)
(14,21,22,23,27,30,32,33,34,37,38,39) X
X
(35,36)

mm sm m

m

/ one computer.

sensor

222222
3 4 4

1(1)
(2,3,5,6,8,9)
2

8

A
35

X

State (Configurations)

3
4
5
6
7

.

8

5

333
3 7

6
x

8
7
x
X

X
X
X
x
X

A
X
X
x
.

.

.

A

A

.

.

.

7
7
7
x
A

7
7
x
A
x A

X
.
X
X
x
x

P

0 P
0

-3,-3r

,

XA

X

28
29
30

0

0

0

1

0

Single failures of either a sensor or a computer.

description.

32

24
25
26
27

0

-A-,o

0

0

r r. r*r- 0 -5,-.0

1.2%.l,'-

Sensors XA,YC failed.

23

0

0

0

0 -0-30

2.

Sensors XA,XB failed.
Sensors XA,YB failed.

22

.....
.|....

P

12

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

0

REFERENCE 2 SYSTEM. MANUAL TRANSITION TABLE.

Configuration
number

-3r.

P
f,
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TABLE 4.

REFERENCE 2 SYSTEM. BLOCKS AND ASSOCIATED DATA.

Description/Mnemonic.

Sensor
Sensor
Computer
Sensor
Sensor
Computer
Sensor
Sensor
Computer

Fault event
number,

XA
XB
X
YB
YC
Y
ZA
ZC
Z

Duringrun
detection,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

TABLE 5.

Equivalence.

X
X
X
Y
Y
Y
Z
Z
Z

Prior-toFault
run
count.
detection.
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

-

XA
-

XA
XA
X
XA
XA
X

0

a
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

REFERENCE 2 SYSTEM. PROPOGATION AND OPERATIONAL LOGIC.

Logic string of faults causing propogation.

R or I.

Blocks affected.

R
R
R

XA and XB
YB and YC
ZA and ZC

X
Y
Z
Operational logic string for model.

((XA+ZA).(XB+YB).(YC+ZC))+(XA.ZA.XB.YB)+(XA.ZA.YC.ZC)+(XB.YB.YC.ZC)
TABLE 6.

REFERENCE 2 SYSTEM PLUS REPAIR. TRANSITION TABLE.

Configuration
number(failed blocks),

Fault event number
Repair
and anenomic.
level.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
(XA)(XB) (X)(YB)(YC) (Y)(ZA)(ZC) (Z)

(
2
3
4

39

2

(C
(C
(CCC

(

.

C

cc

<
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

TABLE 7.

6
7
a

5
12
17
. xxx

6
7
8
13
14 15
18 XXX
19
22 xxxxxx

. xxxX

(
(C
C
C

C
C
C
C

L

9
10
16 XXx
20
21
23 xxx

.

.

1
1

.

27

Equivalenced fault event
Repair
number,
level.
1 to 6
> < 7 to 9 > 0
1
(One sensor)
(One computer)

2
2
2
2
4
5
5
6
8
8 XXXXXX
9
9 XXXXXX
9 10 XxxXxx
9
9
Xxx X
XXX XXX XXX XXX
xxXX
xxx
.
XXX XXXXXX
xXXX XX
.

2

2

3
3

7

3
3
8 XXX

XXXXXX
.
3 XXXX
8 XX XXX
8

.

2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.
.

.

8XXX

XXX XXXXXX
.

.
.

1

XXX
8 XXXXXX
xxx xXXXX

.
.

REFERENCE 2 SYSTEM WITH DUAL COMPUTERS. TRANSITION TABLE.

Configuration
number(failed blocks),

5

4
4
4

xxxxxxxxx

State
number,

I
2
3
4

3
11

11

2

Fault event number
and anenomic.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10
11
12
(XA)(XB)(X)(X2)(YB)(YC)(Y1)(Y2)(ZA)'ZC)(Z1)(Z2)
2
.
14
15

3
4
5
14
15 16
.25
26
25
.35

16

26

35

17 27
1828
19 29

36
37
38

6
17
27
36

.44
44
45
46

7
18
28
37

8
19
29
38

45

46

.52
53
52
.59
53
59

9 10
20 21
30 31
39 40

11
22
32
41

12
23
33
42

13
24
34
43

47

49 50

51

56
62
67

58
64
69

48

54
55
60 61
65 (6

57
63
68

4

34-22
state
number.

1
2
3
4
5
6

1'

<

Equivelenced fault event
number.
>c<
7to 12
(One computer)

>

l to 6
(One sensor)

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
5
5
6
7
.
8
8
9
9 1010
9 10 10
4 11 11 11 11
8
8
9
12 12IIIIII
.
13 13 13 13
12 14111111
.
15 15 15 15 16 16
1
.
.
17 17 17 17 18 18
12 12 1x
n1111Xx111
.
.
19 19 19 19 19 19
202121
17 1916
.
420
415
.1220
20 2222
13 15317 19 16
21 22 22 XXX
13 15 15 19 18
.21
20 20 21 21 22 22 13 13 23 23
.x
.
.
24 24 24 24
111111
24 2411 1
.
.
25 25111x
1112(11
.x
.
.
26 26 26 26 26 26
24 26,111111
.
27 27 28 2e8111
12 27 27 27 27
12 26111111X
12 24111111X
12 29 29 30 30
24 24111111
.
30 30 30 302(2(1
11111112(1111
.
31 31 31 31111X
13 27 27 29 31
.13
24 32 32
32 32111X
.13
13 27 26 30 31
.24
32 32111X
25 27 28 30 31
32 32 32 32 32 32 25 25 25
2(11111111x
.
.
.
33 33111X
33 33111111
.
.111111
.
IIIIXI
.x
.
34 34 34 34111i
24 35 35111x
24 34111111
.
33 341.11111
.
35 35 X11111
24 242(11111
.
24 24 36 36
24 36 36111X
24 33111111
.
.
.
37 37111111X
111111111111
33111X
25 35 35 36 37
.25

34
35
36
37
38

111111Wxx
.
.
33 38 1111=
.
33 33 11111
.
III III III IIIxxxx
111111111x
.
.

7

.I
.

ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM. BLOCKS AND ASSOCIATED DATA.

TABLE 8.

Fault event
number.

Description/Mnemonic.

Lane A "don't care"
functions.

38 38111111x
33111111~
33 33111X
.I . I
x
. 111111111
.
.

AD

Duringrun
detection.

Equivalence
Prior-to- Fault
or rate per
run
count.
milIon houre.detection.
No
1
3-20.0
1
No
R -60.0

1
2

AC+(BC.IE)

Lane A "accomodated" AA
functions.

3
4

(ACeBC).h8.BA
AC+(SC.IN)

R -10.0
R -30.0

No
No

1
1

Lane A "vital"
functions.

AV

5

AC+(BC.IN)

3 -40.0

No

1

Lane A "multiple"
functiona.

AN

6
7

AC+(BC.IH)

a - 1.0
R - 9.0

No
NO

1
1

Lane A computer.

AC

a

AC

3 -30.0

No

1

9

Not applicable>
AP/P

3 -100.0

No

I

10

AP/S

R -70.0

No

1

11
12

3C4.(AC.IB)

- AD(l)
B - ADfl2)

No
No

1
1

Lane B "eccomodated" BA
functions.

13
14

(BC.AC).IM.AA
BC+(AC.IU)

a - AA(3)
9 - AA(4

no
No

1
I

Lane a "vital"
functiona.

BY

15

BC+CAC.IB)

B - AV(S)

NO

1

Lane B "multiple"
functions.

an

16
17

BC+(AC.IB)

3

AM6
AEI(7)

NO
No

I
1

Lane a computer.

9C

18

SC

Z

AC(S)

No

I

AP
Lane A power.
AN/P
Lane A primary
pwer.
Lane A secondary AN/S
power.
Lane B "don't care"
functions.

SD

-

-

-

-

34-23
Lane B power.
BP
Lane B primary
BP/P
power.
Lane B secondary 3P/S
power.

<
19
20

BP/S

Coson-ode "don't
care" functions.

CD

21

AC+BC

Comuom-mode "accomo- CA
dated" functions.

22
23

AC+BC

Single fault causes.

24

Inter-lane highway.

S
IS

>

Not applicable
B3/P

-

-

25 (AC+BC).((AD.BD)+
(AA.BA)+(AV.BV))

z -AP/P(9)

No

1

3 -AP/S(l0)

No

1

R -20.0

No

1

R - 1.0
R -19.0

No
No

1
1

R - 3.0

No

1

R -17.0

No

1

EINE CONTROL SYSTEM. PROPOGATION AND OPERATIONAL LOGIC.

TABLE 9.

1) Top level sub-model.
Logic string of faults causing propogation.

a or I.

Blocks affected.
AP and
AD and
AA and
AA and
AN

I
I
I
R
R

S
CD
CA
AC
AD.AA.AV

R

AN
AP
SC
BD.BA.BV
aM
SP
AD.BD
AA.BA

BP
BD
BA
AV

AD, AA, AV

R
R
R
R
R
I
I

AD,AA,AV,AR,AC
BA and BV
BM
BD, BA, BV
BD,BA,BV,BM,BC
CD
CA

Operational logic string for sub-model.
(AC.AA.AV)+((AC+BC).(AA+BA+AV+BV).(Av+BV).IN)+(AC.AV)+(BC.BA.BV)+(BC.BV)
3) Lane B power sub-model.

2) Lane A power sub-model.

No fault propogation effects.

No fault propogation effects.
Operational logic string for sub-model.

Operational logic string for sub-model.

P+S
TA

Fault Count.

P+S
ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM. FAULT COUNT, CONFIGURATIONS, STATES.

,E 10.

Configurations.

1
2
3

1
21
168

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

System failure
rate per
million hours.

1
13
68

800.00
89.33
11.87

706
1797

281
828

7.87
7.76

3069
3929
4265
432.9
4329
4329
4329

1670
2303
2017
1395
439
439
439

7.74

TABLE 11.

0
0
Re air
tme
for
50
level
1
repair
150
in
hours. as
level
2.

States.

ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM. EFFECT OF VARIATION OF REPAIR TIMES.
Repair time for level 2 repair in hours.
100
200
300
400
500
600

700

800

5.21

5.85

6.53

7.23

7.64

8.46

9.26

9.72

10.43

34.38

5.50

5.86

6.56

7.25

7.87

8.50

9.32

9.78

10.48

34.75

6.30

6.30

6.60

7.35

7.95

8.59

9.48

9.92

10.65

35.72

5.21

5.89

6.69

7.57

8.45

9.43

10.98

11.83

13.47

47.10
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i h Performance
taolti-Level Darallel Processine for Very
Smal-Via Database management
peter

R Tillman,

Ray Giles and Ia

Oakley

Software Sciences Ltd
Frarmborough
inemphire

twit S29
United

ingdam

and
together with UK MO research scientists, built
During the period 1900-84 Software Sciences staff,
demonstrated a real-time distributed relational database system named ADORN, which ran at up to 50 transSince then, the company has embarked on a
actions per second on a network of 16-bit mini-computers.
private venture development to scale up the throughput to over 1000 transactions per eecond.
The node
This developmet has required the adoption of a highly parallel processing architecture.
software has boen completely redesigned so that the database can be partitioned in a single node, to
enablo multiple transactions to run in parallel, or one transaction to run against different parts of the
deliver a
an array of Ina
Transputers which will
The hardware design utilise
database In parallel.
nominal performance of 120 sipa per node.
This paper describes the overall design of the system and the benefits available from adopting such a
It
also discuss s the design issies which the
solution to the design of military realtime systems.
Iransputer architecture raises, the database management protocol design and the approach to maintsining
in the face of concurrent parallel transactions.
database Integrity

background
(DON5) first
made their appearance in commercial data processing in the early
Database
nngement syste
Th se products propoed a number of
and, by 1978, ID S.
19708, with products such as INS, kARA
different underlying data models, INS being based on a simple hierarchy, whilst IDES offered a set based

network.
All of

these early database management systems had one very significant characteristic, which caused
This was that their modelling
to maintain and evolve over time.
their
databases to be very difficult
approach required that the access paths be hard coded into the structure of the data.
This model represented a
by the late 1970o a new data model had emerged, the relational model (II.
explicitly
sought to avoid the encoding of access paths within the data
radical departure, in that it
It
presented a very simple data structure, 2 dimensional tables, and the design of the data
structure.
characteristics of the data items without
tables for a given application ws based on the essential
It
was this model which made distribution and parallelism a
reference to the access requirements.
possibility.
although by the 1980a database products had completely invaded the commercial computing world, they had
partly the
The reasons for this are two-fold;
computing.
impact on real-time military
made very little
the
differences
in
system
technology
developed,
and partly
way
in
which
military
omputing
characteristics between the comercial and the military sector.
Developmnt Of Military Computing Technology
led to the growth
In the 19600 and 19709 comercial computers were physically rather delicate, and this
As these
applications.
rugged computers for military
of a number of specialist organisations who built
they ware not compatible with the existing commerical computers, and the
machines were purpose built,
These machines, therefore, tnde6 to be
manufacturers could not achieve the same economis of scale.
The result
very much more expensive pr unit of computing power than the equivalent commercial machine.
computing h&s lagged a decade behind the
of this has boen that, in software engineering terms, military

commercial sector.
VLSI (Very large Scale Integration) technology has brought
now rapidly changing.
This situation is
for military
This technology can now be utilised
Inherent ruggedness to Comercial integrated circuits.
Jumping 2
Military computing is
applications, bringing with them the commercial economies of scale.
generations of hardware and this allows us to adopt comercial software engineering approachee including
Database Technology.

te

Caracterisitics

mercial data processing systems seek perfection in the realm of data integrity. If an error
Most omercial database products
run.
the data, the system is stopped and a recovery is
of the database whilst a
provide a recovery mechanim which locks out a large part (maybe all)
rather than
products also tend to be transeaction,
Comrcial
carried out.
recovery is
oriented.
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occurs in
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Inappropriate.
military application would be totally
To apply the e kind of products to a real-ti..
There are no omercial
as well as reliability.
sal-tLme eytems seek high performance and availability
or on-board
to
Support
radar
tracking
can offer the kind of performance needed
database products that
avionics.
Seal-TLm

Database Manement

In 1980 Software Sciences, under sponsorship by the UK Ninistry of Defence, began investigation into the
version of a
During a period of about 2 years an initial
probles
of real-time database management.
It is
system called AD000 (Advanced Distributed Dtabase Nanager) ws Implemented (2, 3, 4. 5, 6 6 71.
However, as it
paper to present the onrk carried out on the AOlAN development.
not the purpose of this
it
is
paper will discuss,
work which this
was the ADDAN work which formed the basis for the later
whih came out of ADOlS.
developets
appropriate to highlight the essential
ADDAS Fundamentals
IDOAN was conceived right from the very beginning as a distributed
system, properly implemented, brings two cMulling benefits.

database

system.

A distributed

Parallel processing
W ih

availability

a standard Voan-Neumann
aini-computers utilising
The original version of ADMAN was Implemented oan 16 bit
A
These computers were connected together using a bus architeotured local area network.
architecture.
which
is
Invaluable In keeping
local area network (LAN) architecture offers a true broadcast facility,
to a minimum when employing a distributed database.
network traffic
Any nmber of copies of data were
database.
and replicated relational
distributed
ADDAR offered a fully
data.
At the application programing level,
held around the network and each node could accees all
and synchroniaed propagation of
ADAN provided reliable
were not visible.
replication and distribution
updates to all
nodes that held a copy of a data item affected by a transaction.
the relational,
model was the only sound basis for a
It
was concluded early on in the project that
The older types of database system tended to be heavily pointer based in their
distributed database.
of
database updates, the networks costs
In situations where there was a high volume
physical structure.
a real-time response would be impossible.
that
to
maintain large pointer chains would be so high,
Is
that Imposed by the
their
only inter-relationship
Relational tables are physically independent,
application.
protocol.
no lock-on-read,
Nulti-user concurrency protection was implemnted using an optimistic,
Conventionally database systems protect against two users concurrently attempting to update the same
In a
record by enforcing a lock-on-read algorithm, with deadlock detection for malti-lock transactions.
This approach also
network.
causes a large number of message* to flow on te
distributed
database this
that
a longer running transaction can lock out a shorter higher priority
gives rise
to the possibility
ADOMI only locked during
one, because the period between look and omit is under application control.
We tare this an optimistic protocol because it assumes that
the execution of the commit phase.
back the
When a clash occurs the cost of rolling
concurrent update clashes are rare occurencee.
heavy.
commit is relatively
can't
transaction that
This allowed
between the nodes on the network, wae offered by ADD4.
Only one level of parallelism, that
a throughput of up to 50 transactions per second for a S node system, which was .s good achievement for
its
time and the technology used.
TEX DIOM

SD SYS7TU

a
DIOHIDB is
Whereas ADDAI was a research project,
derived from ADDAN.
The DIONSDE8 system is
The
commercial product which has taken the original ADOA Idsas and developed them very such further.
proceesingiDIONEDES hardware architecture provides throe levels of parallel
The host and DOW8 functions run on physically separate processors.
over multiple nodes on a network,
The database is distributed
nodes to run In parallel.
different
The 0585 software within a nods is
functions running on each Transapter

which allows database functions on

arranged over an array of Traneputers,
to execute in parallel.

which

allowe

DONS

The software design also provides oncurrency within a Transptor by exploiting the fact that, whilst
data is being transferred over the synchronous Tranmpter links, the Transputer processor can carry out
other work.
within the MO architecture Involves a cost, semly
The incorporation of parallelism and distribution
data update propagation.
to
achieve distributed
protocols
the introduction of complex software
Conventional systems
concurrency control, and resilience and recovery from nods failures.
distributed

.~ .

A
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Theae protocols
attempt to solve these problems with the use of aster/slave end handshake protocols.
DIO MWS exploits a rseiabl Local
a costly in message passing and difficult to implmest and test.
the optimistic protocol idea by introducing a
Area Network System, and it has also further "eloped
An efficient
buffering approach which allows for reliable update propagation without handshaking.
two-phame commit protocol has also been introduced to support multL-apdate transactions.
HAmDeS N

I-LEWUL PARALLSLIUES

Host and o wseparation
DIOSS
puts the application and
separation provides many advantages.

functions on physically separate processors (see figure 1). This

DPOS NOSE

Figure 1 - Host and DIS Separation
Whilst the DUES is processing an application query, the host applications processor is free to carry out
In a general time-sharing operating system environment, this mane that when
other applications tasks.
one user process has issued a database request to DIOUS, it is deechedulead to an awaiting Input/Output
(I/O) state so that the host CPU can than be switched to processing another user application.
The separation of host application and DUES functions also mane that a faster database access response
This is because the DIOGEDES hardware and software architecture has been designed and
can be achieved.
The DIOWCS system contains no unnecessary
optielsed to process database accesses in real-time.
operating system scheduling, I/O drivers or mlti-user environment.
The DOM to Most interface is designed to provide optimum response, as shown in figure 2.

HOST
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ACCU~MUD.

DUS CONTINUESEXIOUTION

HOST INSTRUCTS DUES TO DEPOSIT
MPY IN THE SOF E PNOVIDZD

.. 4
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MDE REURN THOSE TUPLES
IT MAS WCXSEULATED
TRICH
IN THE TIM THS HOST TOOE
TO PROCESS THM 16T SUFFIE
FTC.

Figure 2 - Host to DES Transaction Protocol
lhen a host process requests toplee, the DBMS buffer mchnsm ensure that any available tupls will be
The OIU do"se not wait until a full buffer of toples is available before passing
returned Jamediately.
results back to the host. The first result buffer usually contains a single tupla so that the
Subsequent buffers contain mltiple toples,
application obtain a result in the ehortest possibls time.
Scmulated by the OM suequent to the previous fetch. to the liit of the suplied buffer sin.

i1
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Parallel Processing Provided by Distxibutsd
A D
WI systan consixe of a ma
r of co-operating DM nodes, Whid 0
onicaat with each other v:ia
a Local Area Network (JM), see figure 3.
Mhe distribution of the database over mltiple nodes allo.
applications on diffrNt Rods to access the database in parallel.
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Figure 3 - Distributed, Replicated and Partitioned Database
The database may be fully replicated in all DMS nodes, or parts of the database may be replicated on
specific nodes only (see figure 3).
Tis allows the parts of the database which are always accessed by
the applications on a particular host, to be replicated locally to ensure optimal performance.
Within the DMS, the unit for distribution and replication is the partition.
Each relation amy be stored
in one or more partitions. ?uples of the relation are allocated to a particular partition according to
the value of an attribute (or set of attributes) known as the partition key.
A relation and the
partitions in which it is stored, are illustrated in figure 4.
?is
figure also illustrates segmnts
which are groups of attributes that are normaly updated together.
As is described later, they are the
unit of concurrent-update control.
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farallel frooaasing Within A Hode

3eR~hDIOUMD3A

nods contains
a array of 151105 gransputers.
The Yransputotr is a single chip
MicrO-cmuter containing a very fst
processor (10 mip*),* immry and four commnication links which
provide point-to-point synchronous comunication to other Yransputeirs.
The Yranspater can bs used in networks (connected via the point-to-point links) to build up high
performance concurrent syste
of arbitrary miss and topology.
Point-to-point oinonication is used
Instead of conventional mlti-processor bus architectures
as it
avoids communication bottlenecks
regardless of the number of Transpatars in the system.
Successful exploitatio, of the Transputer architecture requires the breaking down of the problem Into a
set of parallel procssing tasks.
PbFr example. a Search of a relation can be decomoed Into a set of
Parallel partition searches.
Tbs tasks must than be mapped Onto a topology which Provides the optisium
ccipute-to-ccwuiication ratio.
Tbs DIWNEIS Iransputor architecture is shown in figure 5.
Ths data in each DIOMMU5 nods is divided
into several different partition groups each of which contains a cluster of database partitions.
Partitions may be replicated In a single database machine in different partition groups to reduce access
contention.
96a3h Partition group is sapped onto one fransputer, which enables any givan search or
concurrent group of searches to be performed in parallel.

TO APPLICATION HOST PROCESSORS

TO LOCAL AREA NETWORK (LAN)

Figure 5 - DICIMIK5 Iransputer Architecture

Application road requests are broken down Into a mot of work-packages, each of which relates to a simple
function ( e.g. an index search of a partition).
Ths.. work-packaiges are routed to the appropriate
Transputer which is maintaining a copy of the relevant partitions.
Application update requesta are broken down Into a set of work-packgms * each of which updates a single
partition.
These lork-packages are routed to the appropriate Transputer for distribution over the local
Area Wtowrk.
In order to achieve real-tim (sub 10 mill-scond) responses to application requests, all data is
maintained within main mmory.
At regular Intervals copies of the ftta are backed up to disc.
if a
partition i. replicated within a node, than only one copy is backed up.
The backup copy enables the
system to recover the database after failures.

35-6
Th. software procsses on each Yranoputer are designed to service multiple user requeeta concurrently
lb.h software proceses automatically schedule themselves to the request which mnet
(see figure 6).
urgently requires proceusLag, namely that whor" the bost is awaiting further tuplem; or hasaen update
outstanding.

DBMS

HOST

TRANSPtJTER I

TRANSPUTER 2

I-AD
FAPP"TON

TRANSPUTER 2

U)

Figure 6 - Nluti-Threaded Parallel Proceseing
Decoupler And Central Servicing Proceses
A process on one Tranaputer can only jend a ineesags to a process on another Traneputer if the receiver is
In order to achieve a
waiting, because Traneputere ccmmunicate over point-to-point synchronous links.
large degree of parallel processing, the proceses on each Tranaputer have to be deooupled from each
other.
The DOCIZ)S design decouples the transfer of data between Traneputere
interposing another process, sa" figure 7.

TRANSPUTER

from the mainstream processing by

TAS~E

Figure 7 - Decoupled Processing end Cmunications
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Reliability Protocols
The LAN ensures that
messages are reliably
delivered
to
destination nodes.
As the network is
aeynchronous, it is possible that inmagm could be delivered to a nods faster than that nods can process
them.
Mach nods is
therefore required to
provide a pool of buffers large enough to so0odate
the
greatest peaks in measge delivery that it is expected to experienoe. This is the responsibility of the
DUM
designers for a particular
application.
if the nods does experience buffer exhaustion then it is
shut-6own and re-started
as though it had suffered a hardware failure.
This optimistic buffering protocol remves the need for handshaking but it
shoula buffer overflow occur.
In
addition to
reducing network load,
transaction latency by removing the need to wait for reeponsee.

does impoee a higher overhead
optiaistic bufferiag

reduces

Recovery and Replication
A DIfDU
system is
loosely coupled.
The failure of any single database machine connected to the
network affect* only the locally attached application processs.
Recotnection and recovery of failed
or
additional nodes is
achieved without breaks in system service.
This allows real-tim
applications to be
relocated
and co-ordinated
across any number of nodes within a distributed
processing network.
Applications may be co-ordinated via the database.
Each 055
node implements its
OMB functions asynchronously from other nodes. No two nodes are dedicated
in a dialogue when performing any database operation.
All DES nodes are kept in-step by the update
sychronisation and naturally "airrorl one another.
ailure of a node doee not require any remaining node
to take specific recovery actions.

CONCURESICY CONTROL
DIQEEDE8 provides concurrency control at the segment level, se
figure 4. Control over such small units
means that concurrent updates are very unlikely to clash.
A protocol is used which is optimised for the
case when no concurrency clash occurs.
The US
does not lock data in the conventional sense.
Data may be read at any tim.
Updates my be
attempted at any tise and will only fail if the data being updated has been altered by another
application, since the updating application first
read it.
In essence the approach is to lock-on-write
rather than lock-on-read.
That is,
a write to a tuple locks out any prior readers from updating.
Whan
an update transaction fails
due to prior update, then the whole transaction is
rolled back and reported
to the initiating application which muet then re-start it.
This approach has three major advantaqes
The lack of read locke

reduces commnications

traffic

and transaction

latency.

Deadlock detection slgorithms are not required (as they are with lock-on-read).
Slow running transactions cannot
and military applications.

lock out urgent

ones.

This is

very important

in

real-tim

TWO PHASE COMIT PROTOCOL
In any serious application the database management system must provide a facility
for applications to
issue update transections which change more than one physical record in the database.
This is termed a
"I'lti-Updste
Comait-Unit".
Whilst a multi-update coit-unit
is
being executed,
the database is
inconsistent.
It is consistent before the coamLt-unit starts
and on cepletion of the commit-unit.
The
DES must be able to guarantee that a comit-unit once started,
either
coepletee normally or is
rolled
back.
In a distributed database, the protocol required to
achieve this
is
called a two-phase commit
protocol.
The DICEMEDE

two phase commit protocol has the following stages:

a)

The initiating
node broadcasts the fragments
sequent - the unit of concurrency control.

b)

All nodes receive the fragments, and those holding a copy of the data to be updated store them.

c)

When

all

the

frequents

prepare-to-coit

of

the

transaction

of the transaction.

have

been

broadcast

. fragement

the

is

initiator

an updata to a

broadcasts

a

msessage.

d)

On receipt
of the prepare-to-commit,
whether they can be applied.
If a
broadcast.

e)

If it is possible to apply the update a
is in progress on this data.

f)

A

Iready-to-cceiLt' message is

each nods which has stored the fragmnt* checks to se
concurrency clash has occured, a 'rollback'
message is

'ready-to-comit' state is set to indicate a transaction

broadoast indicating which parts of the transaction this node can

cit.

_mmm
mm
m-'"--I
mm(mm
mmmmm
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9)

Mien suff icient 'ready-to-comite

h)

If a rollback message is received# any 'ready-to-commit'
flags set are cleared and the
trendaction fragents are discarded, so ebandonzing the transaction.

1)

Raab made will wait for suff icient 'read-to-comit * seae
for a Predetermined time.
if a
message is not received for each partition participating in the transaction (I.e. a nod han
failed and ma opy of' a segment exists) then the transaction Is rolled back.

meagee have been received, the transaction Is

ommitted.

Of £Line Query Optiaisation
Applications access the database using embedded query language statements.
before these can he run, the
application muat be process" by the DXONU pre-complier, which converts the emedded query language
into calla to the DICIMB8 runk-tims library procedures.
The DZOKM
precompiler coneiders possible access path strategyies and generates the awe efficient query
Plan, ensuring that the ainimu amount Of procesaing needs to be doe at runtiae (see figure 0).

PROCESSINJG STANDARD SOL.QUERIES
PRECOMPILED QUERIES

PRECMPIEDOERYSTAN4DARD
AkkeedPsed. vsIaisd
awapfimbeUERY

SOL

Pamse

made

Oputie

Subamlksa
Pereim--ra

Dabta

Data~

Su
00ut
Paramelers

Exete

Figure S

D1014ZDS Precompiled Queris

The main functions of the preccepiler sat
Comand verification.
Wu3pansion of views into base relations.
*

Query optimization.

*

DeccMpontion of the query into Its bsic elements,
integrity.

Including operators to enforce referential

Calculantion of Cca..e path etrategies for each query element.
0 eneration of candidate query plans and selection of the east efficient.
*

Generation of calls to library procedures in order to send commands to the OMI and to fetch
the results of those coman.ds.
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Event Driven

uery service

In a DII DES system.
Real-time systems are characterised by the fact that they are event driven.
real-time events are recorded at each DIONZDESnode and are automatically propagated to all applications
Tne events are registered by updating tuples in one
requiring notification of the event, see figure 9.
or more database relations. At a particular applications node. knowledge of only a subset of events may
This subset may be defined by specifying the
be required for the node to carry out its function.
significant level of change within the relations used to store the events.

HOST
HOST

HOST

DSMM
NOODE

SNODE

N40DE

NETWORK

Figure 9 - DIOKZDES Real-Time Event Notification
An application can enrol to receive notification of significant events by using the MNK(ITORcomand (cf.
SQL 'CURSOR$) to read data from the database, see figure 10.
On receipt of this ommand the local
DIONSODE database machine is configured to remember which database changes are significant for the
particular application.
Every tine a "MONITORED- event occurs, the database automatically satisfies the
outstanding read and returns the data to the application.
This data may include not only the
event-related data, but all the appropriate contextual data relevant to th. event.
DEClARX Track NITOR
SELET (Trackid, rangQ, bearing)
FO track-table
UMM range ( 1000
AND NOTIFY
WM
NGS UPDRTW BT 10 AND ISMIES AND OELEYIIO
STARTTrack,
F22CH Track rWIT no-of-track, range-of-track

bsering-of-tracky

(Repeat as required)
STOPTrack;
Figure 10 - Event Driven Nonitor
Event driven query service offers four significant benefits,
All significant evnts are recorded in the database.
Bach event may automatically trigger several response modules
network.

at one or more nodes

in

the

An application processor only receives significant date from the database, and so no time Is
expended at the application processor in close ooupled dialogues with the database.
All data
received Is actionable.
Any number of nodes can respond at any level of significance.
Although several responders at different nodes may action an event, each event is transmitted around the
network only once.

.I
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lbe example ahove show

how a

ONIOR is

declared and

sed.

The select

statement defines

the doman of

intermet, i.e.
all
tracks with 0 rang. of las
than 1000.
Initially
all
tracks within the domain
returned to the application.
Notification is then sent of any of the following events:
A change In the range of a track in the dmin
of interest
by 10 or sore.
several changes of iess then tO occur, the application is not notified
until
change is
10 or more since the reng of that
track wee sent to the application.

are

Note that if
the overall

Insertion

of a track into the domain of interest,
either by ineertion of a new track or by a
track outside the domain having its range updated so that it is less than 1000.
Deletion of a track from the
omasin of interest,
either
by deletion of
track in the domain having ito range updated so that it is 1000 or more.

the track,

or by a

Che
MIlOR start
initiates
the retrieval
operation and sets the
OIETOR position to he effectively
before the first
tuple of the logical table returned to the application. Fetch onaands are used to copy
one tuple at a time into application variables for processing.
hen the
NOITOR is no longer required It

Is stopped.

In
order to predict the likely performance of D1WIGI3),
a modelling programse was carried out as a
parallel
activity
during the early stage
of the DICNIDZS devolopment.
The tes
used an analytic model
that employed a parameterized queuing algorithm for modelling the delays associated with Transputer
processor, link and data contention.
An embeddad LAS model, that
employed a protocol specific algorithm,
was used to calculate the inter-node comunictions delays.
All input, intermediate and modelling result
date was stored within an Oracle database.
'bis data was then interrogated by means of a Query Tool
which allowed the development tam to
soom in
on the important performance problems (e.g. the most
heavily loaded Traneputer or the most delayed transaction) and allowed these problem to be traced back
to the causal input data.
The modelling tools were recently used to predict the DIONS086 configuration that wen necessary for a
system which required a performance of 450 updatea and 1500 roads per second.
The proposed design was a
DIMIRDEB system comprising 8 nodes, with each node containing 11 T414
naae Transputers.
The database
was to be fully replicated in memory at each of the nodes, and the nodes were to ommunicate via a 3
Nbit/sec LAN.
Some 850 different accesses, each at a different frequency, were identified, to a database
corising
05 data Partitions.
The specific areas of concern were in
the LAN loading and the amount of perallelism that could be
achieved using the Iran puter architecture.
The performance analysis carried out showed that the LAN
loading wes well within the acceptable range, but one Transputer within one of the nodes was predicted to
be
M
loaded, which wa
Judged unacceptable.
This discovery led to an iteration
of the design which
replaced the T414 with the faster
110
floating point Trensputer,
and divided the heavily loaded
Troaspater functions over two Tranapater.
This resulted in a revised maximun Iraneputer Loading of 219.
The evaluation also showed that the latency for updates and read$ (sub 10 silli-seconds) were well within
the requirements of the application.
APPLICATIOIS O

OItCONU

TICRM(1OGT

DICIEM wee designed specifically
to fill
for real-time
system.
It
provides
a
m
Iagemt system.

the gap that
existed in the provision of database technology,
high performance and high availability
relational
database

DaoNDM provide. both eomoaic and technological benefits to the syst
implementor.
it significantly
roo"
the co
lexity sad coat of applications programing because it
takes responsibility for all
data
m
t tasks.
DIWIODW also takes responsibility for data distribution,
routing and replication
management.
applications can therefore be designed and written a.
though they were all
to
run on a
single ofetralise
oo~ter.
In practice the applicatiOs
can migrate around the system and the system
can grow by the eddition of extra nodes without any changes to application program.
ODOtIS
has been
designed specifically as a distributed relational database management system.
It brings benefits such as
distributed
ten-phase comit
and concurrency control which are too difficult
or impractical to implement
at the application level.
DIOIDW is
suitable for systems which involve hmdreds of simultaneous events to which a time critical
response must be made.
It iS capable of handling large volms
of updates and retrievals,
for databases
that a
range up to many meabytes in site.
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DISCUSSION
A.O.Ward, UK
We can identify the sending of data as a limitation in the performing of future airborne knowledge based systems. Do
you think that your DBMS would be ot use in such applications?
Author's Reply
In principle yes. The DBMS provides a parallel searching capability and this could be utilized for fast searching. There
might be a problem with partitioning the data depending on the application and the nature of the knowledge based
system. The DBMS could also manage the data updates, integrity, recovery, etc. and its distribution on the system bus.

W.Mansel, Ge

How have you realized synchronizations between data transfer and the data base updates?
Author's Reply
The data highway synchronizes all database updates, including those between network modes and those between strips
on the same mode. The highway provides a reliable serialising transport layer.
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TASK INTERACTIONS
IN DISTRIBUTED MACHINES OF EMBEDDED COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Authors: D. Flemming and Dr. H. Grundner
MBB Dynamics Division
P.O.B. 8o 11 49
8000 Mdnchen 80, W. Germany

SUMMARY

The programming and implementing of embedded real-time computer systems is one of
the most difficult problems of data-process technology. The parallel and non deterministic actions within the systems are hard to describe and to check. Nearly all
languages designed for real-time applications, as e. g. real-time FORTRAN, Coral 66,
RTL/2, etc., are incomplete tools to solve the problem of concurrency because of their
inherently sequential nature. The programming language Ads offers constructs for the
description of task interactions in a very abstract manner without relation on the
architecture of the target machine.
This paper describes the harmonization of a message driven distributed machine
architecture with the programming language Ada. The problem of concurrency is described
in general and a communication concept for task interactions is proposed. Analysis of
the real-time requirements for future applications leads to the definition of a set of
message types, where deterministic and underterministic task interactions can be
achieved. Based on this definition a distributed machine architecture is presented that
consists a network of computing units and an autonomous communication system, designed
to reduce all administration work to a minimum. A special "no-wait-send" communication
procedure is modeled in Ada language. Restrictions and augmentations for Ada programming language are worked out subsequently and demonstrated by examples. This paper
shows that Ada has valuable constructs for the description of even hard real-time
applications by defining the right system concept. This concept is based on a messagedriven distributed machine architecture and an autonomous communication procedure.
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
APSE
ASIC
C
CPU
HOL
KAPSE
MB
MAPSE
P
PAMELA
PDL
RAM
VLSI

Ada Programming Support Environment
Application-Specific Integrated Circuit
Consumer Task
Central Processor Unit
High-Order Language
Kernel Ada Programming Support Environment
Mail Box
Minimal APSE
Producer Task
Process Abstraction Method for Embedded Large Applications
Program Design/Documentation Language
Random Access Memory
Very Large Scale Integrated Circuit

THE PROBLEM OF CONCURRENCY
Data processing under real-time conditions more and more becomes the essential key
in avionic and defense systems as well as in the automation field. Real-time processing
in embedded computer systems means the computing of sensor data under the conditions of
undetermined events and fixed time limits for the purpose of process action and control. Beyond their future applications, as e. g. "flight control", "autonomous target
identification", "multisensor fusion", "aircraft robotics", etc., they additionally
request the concurrency of different tasks which correspond to e&ch other.
However, the methods and procedures of today's data processing do not really meet
the application requirements given and well-understood. This can be seen from the tremendous costs of big software projects, the instability of time-'imited systems, the
maintenance problem after implementation. Big efforts have been made to overcome some
of the problems addressing singular aspects, such as high-order languages (HOLs), software development tools and high performance CPUs. Practice has shown that these approaches help only partially in real-time applications and that they create other problems. The problem of concurrency is generally not supported today. Five reasons will be
outlined to support this statement:
o The programming method is not problem-oriented even in case a problem-oriented programming language can be used. The development costs are increasing more quickly than
the complexity of the problem. The real-time problem is considered in the sequential
way of programming. However, the structured analysis of the application problem creates a net of tasks interacting by message transfers. That is adequate to the problem. If conventional programming methods are used, this comprehensive network of

in
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tasks will be destroyed during implementation. This results
time behavior.

in bad planning of real-

o A lot of sophisticated tools for programming and execution have been invented, such
as multiprocessor-multitask runtime systems, task priority management etc., to provide implementation help to the programmers. This system software helps to synchronize the process and to standardize the technical approach. However, it spoils the
software and hardware transparency and so the testability. Furthermore, the useless
administration efforts consume valuable processing time.
o In most computer systems the synchronization of tasks, events and hardware resources
is achieved by administration in a centralized version. This fact does not make embedded systems modular, but rather very sensitive to disturbances and faults. Pessage-driven concepts /2/, /6/, /11/ are of great interest to solve this problem in
future computer systems.
o The high-order languages (HOLs) help to establish big software packages at the cost
of execution time, storage size and compilation. In real-time applications these
parameters have a tremendous impact on the overall design of the target machine.
Therefore, a consistent development environment is required including test facilities
and real-time simulation. However, sometimes the tools become so complicated and
inflexible that no reasonable tradeoff can be calculated.
o Concerning the hardware, computer buses were standardized based on administration
principles that permit a computer to be configurated according to a specific application without detailed knowledge of the circuits. In multiprocessor systems of that
kind bus arbitration and resource allocation have to be solved instantly by a centralized administration. In many cases the expansion of performance is therefore
limited and makes the implementation very complex.
In the future, the problem of concurrency has to be solved by another approach
bringing into harmony all the different requirements for standardization, regularity
and flexibility of software and hardware during all phases of implementation. The resulting embedded computer systems have to be less complex and must be easy to change.
The following three principles should be applied to follow new ways in the real-time
data-processing world:
a)

Using Ada for designing and programming real-time software packages in a standardized manner to yield all known benefits - High Order Language (HOL).

b)

Problem-oriented software structure with direct software on hardware allocation
distributed machines - Network Programming.

o)

Substitution of administration efforts by communication resulting in a messagedriven system - Autonomous Communication.

in

A CONCEPT OF REAL-TIME COMMUNICATION
Using the known methods and procedures of structured analysis is the way of starting to solve the problem of designing real-time embedded computer systems. Real-time
applications are to be described as networks of communication tasks. Application-specific network topology, computing performance, storage size, etc. are elements of
description. Fig. 1 shows the general structure of embedded computer systems realized
in distributed machine architecture.
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FIGURE 1: GENERAL STRUCTURE OF EMBEDDED COMPUTER SYSTEMS
The general structure requires the necessary resources to be permanently available
to each task. Test interactions are carried out by message transfers in unidirectional
communication units. Various theoretical studies, e. g. /1/, /2/, /3/, describe and
prove the functionability and stability of this embedded computer system realized in
network structure.
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In the network the messages should be transmitted in a flow-oriented and runtimeneutral way without administration efforts impeding the task runs. The comunication
administration necessary in the older embedded computer systems, which is a burden to
the system, is now replaced by an autonomous comunication system. The system has to
carry out task interactions concurrently with the task actions. Only in this way can an
optimum real-time behavior of the structure be achieved.
Communication concepts those can be used for the execution of task interactions are
described in various publications, e. g. /4/, /5/, /6/, /7/. The usable concepts
o
o
o
o

remote-task-send
remote-invocation-send
synchronization-send
no-walt-send

will be analyzed with respect to operationability in the chapters to follow. These concepts control task interactions with different transfer procedures and software and
hardware components. Fig. 2 shows principles of the comunication concepts.
The communication concepts "remote-task-send" and "remote-invocation-send" are synchronous communication models. They transfer Messages only on request of the consumer
or producer task. In the "remote-task-send" concept task interactions are initiated by
a GIVE request of the consumer task to the producer task and in the "remote-invocationsend" concept by a TAKE request of the producer task to the consumer task. These requests force the synchronization of producer task and consumer task. After synchronization was successful, the tasks exchange the message of the task interaction. In distributed architectures there are three different kinds of task interactions which are
shown In table 1. Both concepts mentioned above support only task interactions of the
kind: single producer to single consumer task. All further task interactions of table 1
will not be supported. However, all possibilities of realization are necessary for
efficient distributed machines.
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FIGURE 2: PRINCIPLES OF COMMUNICATION CONCEPTS
The communication concepts "synchronization-send" and "no-wait-send" are asynchrous
communication models. Their implementations require differen' hardware and software
structures.
The "synchronization-send" concept is designed for tightly-coupled structures. It
transfers messages via multi-access structures, such as mail boxes or shared memories.
The "no-wait-send" concept is designed for
messages via links, such as serial or parallel
works.
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TABLE 1 : TASK INTERACTIONS SUPPORT OF COMMUNICATION CONCEPTS
The concepts "synchronization-send" and "no-wait-send" support all task interactions necessary in distributed architectures. Thus, they can be generally used to
execute task interactions in distributed machines. The different forms of implementa-

tion in software and hardware are still to be examined with respect to realization
efforts and transfer efficiency.
Multi-access structures, e. g. mail boxes, shared memories and similar structures,
which are necessary for the "synchronization-send" concept, are passive objects of communication and require great administration efforts from the software. The accesses of
producer and consumer tasks to the passive objects have to be handled by synchronization aids of the tasks or special software, e. g. semaphores or monitors. The administration effort necessary is ccmplex and impedes the real-time behavior of the tasks.
Furthermore, it cannot be reduced by efficient forms of implementation. However, the
links of the "no-wait-send" concept, in various forms of implementation, can be realized as passive or active objects of communication in distributed architectures. In
case they were realized as active objects, this permits the design of an autonomous
communication system. The communication system has to carry out the following autonomous functions:
a)

Message Setup
The producer task delivers the message to the link of its node, initiates it and
then continues the task run (no-wait-send). Further messages can be delivered independently of the message transfer. Number and size are limited by the physical
realization.

b)

Message Transmission
The link transmits the message in a name-oriented manner via an unidirectional communication channel switched as a point-to-point line or local area network.

c)

Message Receipt
All receivers connected to the link detect (filter) the message name (entry name)
and - if they accept the message - receive it for the consumer tasks of their
nodes.

d)

Message Delivery
The receivers check the messages received and handle them independently of the consumer tasks. The messages can be processed according to type and then, depending on
the type, delivered directly or on request to the consumer tasks of the nodes.

The "no-wait-send" communication concept is the most effective one of the four concepts examined. The functional structure of the concept depicted above is data-flow-

oriented and represents a complete autonomous comsunicatioi system. This guarantees a
minimalization of the administration efforts on the task and software side. This is the
case because the software effort for task interactions
receive actions of the producer and consumer tasks.

is reduced to mere deliver and

In order to guarantee run conditions defined within the distributed architecture
and in order to achieve the necessary flexibility for programming, the types of messages for real-time applications have to be defined in the following. They have to be
compatible with the syntax of the Ada reference manual /8/. Furthermore, experience
gained from real-time applications and examinations of them require the real-time messages to be classified into types.
In the suggested distributed machine architecture of embedded computer systems a
set of messages structured in data messages and system messages is defined for task
interactions. Table 2 shows the defined set of messages. All types of messages are
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transmitted via the autonomous communication system. Fig.
mats of the messages to be transmitted.

3 shows the information

for-

Messages
Datamessages

Systemmessages

Type;
Statedata

TypeSynchroizatin promse

Eventdata

handling
request
Exception

date
Expiration

Abo request

TABLE 2: TYPES OF MESSAGES
Both information formats of messages start with the name of the message. The name
refers to names of entry declarations in Ada programs. The name helps the receivers to
detect (filter)
the messages addressed to the consumer tasks of their nodes.
System messages contain the name of the current action only. The receivers transfer
the names of system messages received directly to the consumer tasks of their nodes.
After receipt, the tasks start the program actions to be allocated to the names of
system messages.

Data messages transfer parameters of the Ada entry calls and, in addition to the
name representing a task entry in consumer tasks, contain the data and details about
the type and the length of the data. The latter information serves for controlling purposes for the receivers of the communication system. The type of data, however, is an
administrative information for the receivers. It determines how the data received are
to be treated. Data messages transfer parameters of the Ada entry calls as "state
data", "event data" or "expiration data" in the distributed architecture.
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SYSTEM MESSAGE:
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mosage. identifier
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name
Iexcephtn:: entry.name
systee.messp- idIntifier*

FIGURE 3: INFORMATIONFORMATS OF MESSAGES
"State data" are state values of the embedded computer system or its
environment
related to a time interval. This time interval is determined by the cycle time of the
producer task which updates the data. Consumer tasks can acces3 to the values of the
"state data" as often as they wish. Old values of "state data" stored in the receivers
are overwritten by new values to "state data" (same name) of the producer tasks.
An example of a typical "state data" message is the time often required in realtime applications. In the distributed architecture a producer task centrally updates
the time every second and sends the updated values of the parameters SEC, MIN, HOUR,
DAY, etc. as "state data" messages to the receivers of the consumer tasks. They can
interrogate the time from the receivers of their nodes as often as they wish, as they
are handled as "state data".
"Event data" report about certain (single) values, as e. g. about a certain measured value or a certain character. The values of "event data" messages store receivers
for single accesses of the consumer tasks. After a read access by a consumer task to a
current value of "event data", the value in the receiver of the task's node becomes
invalid and is no more available to further read accesses. Upon read accesses, the
stored follow-up values of "event data" (same name) deliver receivers to consumer tasks

_______
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of their nodes in first-in-first-out order. The values of "event data" stored in the
receivers are only overwritten by new values to "event data" (same name) of the producer tasks, If they became invalid after read accesses.
Typical "event data" messages are, e. g., parts of ordered data streams, such as
sequences of characters, which supply the correct results only if they are executed or
evaluated in the correct order. Values of messages agreed as "event data" buffer and
transfer receivers to the consumer tasks of their nodes in the correct order. Thus the
receivers handle the data buffers of the "event data" messages for the consumer tasks.
"Expiration data" are values of the embedded computer system or its environment
valid only for a limited period of time. Within their lifetime, the values of "expiration data" can be accessed to by consumer tasks as often as they wish. The receivers
autonomously control the lifetime of the values. It can be set and may amount to a
multiple of a basic time clock. This handling is limited by the physical realization.
Valid and invalid values of "expiration data" stored in the receivers are overwritten
by new values to "expiration data" (same name) of the producer tasks. By doing so the
lifetime of the values is initialized again in the receivers.
Values that can only be correctly executed or evaluated within their lifetime,
which is determined by signals allocated to the values, are typical "expiration data"

messages.
The distributed machine described in /11/ uses a similar concept to
handle the messages of task interactions.

transfer and

THE ARCHITNCTURg OF DISTRIBUTED HiCHINKS
The suggested distributed machine consists of a cluster of subsystems cooperating
with each other and realized in VLSI-technology and a communication system connecting

the subsystems with each other in a flow-oriented way. Fig.
ture of this cluster.

4 shows the general struc-

A subsystem is a hardware and software unit carrying out a complete task in parallel to the tasks of other subsystems of the cluster. A subsystem consists of a proces-

sor node including communication units and the total software the task needs to carry
out its activities.
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Figure 4 : CWSTER
In the suggested distributed architecture a processor node is a hardware unit consisting
of at least the VLSI components microcomputer (processor with memory) and communication unit. Depending on application the processor node can be expanded by further
communication units and a process interface, which - if required - permits sensors and
actuators to be coupled to processor nodes to measure and/or generate signals. Fig. 5
shows the general structure of a processor node.
The communication system of the architecture can be regarded as a network of loosely coupled communication units and links which - in a flow-oriented way - are switched
as unidirectional point-to-point lines and/or local area networks. It consists of the
following assemblies:
o Communication units of the processor nodes. The structure of a communication unit
shown in fig. 6.
o Communication channels.
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FIGURE 5: PROCESSOR NODE
The communication unit consists of a transmitter unit and a receiver unit. Both
units are coupled to a processor node and work independently of each other.
The producer task has to inform the transmitter unit about the name, type and
length of each message in order to be able to transmit the messages of task interactions autonomously. Upon receipt of this information the transmitter unit starts the
autonomous message transfer of the communication channel connected.
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FIGURE 6: COMMUNICATION UNIT
The program has to inform the receiver unit about all names of the messages which
can be transmitted to the consumer task of its processor node in order to be able to
receive messages of the task interactions autonomously. With the help of the list of
names the receiver unit detects (filters) the messages of the communication channel
connected.
It accepts messages with names from the communication channel which the consumer task of its processor node accepts as well. The receiver unit transmits system
messages accepted directly to the consumer task via the system message buffer. Data
messages, however, are stored and processed by the receiver unit in the data RAM disk
for read accesses of the consumer task.
The communication network is switched in a flow-oriented way. This means, the suggested distributed machine architecture does not execute task interactions via universal, system-oriented communication channels, but rather via application-oriented channels switched.
The following links are available for the realization of distributed machine architectures; they can be designed with the help of Ada language corstructe, as shown in
the chapter "Communication Model in Ada", and have been realized in the form of:
o Private communication channels, point-to-point lines between a transmitter and
receiver;
o global communication channels, local area networks between one or several
ters and one or several receivers.

a

transmit-
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Fig. 7 shows forms of the unidirectional communication channels permitted in the
suggested distributed architecture.

a) Private communication channel

Point- a-peintlI anetranumitter-ane recever I

bI Global communication channel
Localam network (se transmitter- multiple receivers)

c) Global communication channel
Lal area
network
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transmitters-one
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reeivers)

FIGURE 7: COMMUNICATION

CHANNELS

Private communication channels transmit messages between a producer and a consumer
task. The point-to-point lines of the channels directly correspond to task interactions, the actions of which in Ada programs represent an entry of a consumer task and
an entry call of a producer task, each of the same name.
Global communication channels transmit messages between several tasks.
o Being occupied by a transmitter and several receivers, global communication channels
transmit messages between a producer task and several consumer tasks. The local area
networks of the channels directly correspond to task interactions, the actions of
which in Ada programs represent entries (same name) of several consumer tasks and an
entry call of a producer task affecting these entries.
o Being occupied by several transmitters and one or several receivers, global communication channels transmit messages independent of each other of several producer tasks
to one or several consumer tasks. The local area networks of the channels directly
correspond to task interactions, the actions of which in Ada programme represent
entry families (same name) of one or several consumer tasks and the entry calls of
several producer tasks affecting the distinct entries of the families.
COMMUNICATION MODEL IN ADA
The task interactions to be executed in the suggested distributed machine architecture are be designed and documented as transparent software and hard-are allocations in
Ada programs. For this purpose the syntax and semantics for tasks and task interactions
determined by Ada is to be checked and, if necessary, to be adapted to the operating
conditions of the suggested distributed machine architecture.
Ada /8/, /9/, /10/ defines tasks as concurrent program units working on their own
"logic processors" independently of other tasks, except for points of synchronization.
This ideal definition for the implementation of the suggest3d distributed machine is
restricted by the "parent-child" dependence of the concurrent progam units, e. g.
between the main program (master) and all tasks or between one parent task and its
children tasks. The semantics of the task dependence requires that all tasks either be
started after the master and children tasks after their parent tasks or that they be
terminated before them. It is to be examined whether this task dependence which is useful in single processor systems can be applied in an analog way by the distributed
architecture.
Data message transfers of task interactions are controlled as synchronous communication procedures by Ada by methods of "rendezvous technology". Fig. 8 depicts the
language constructs to describe a rendezvous. In Ada tasks execute data transfers of
taks interactions via an entry call of the producer task and an accept statement of the
consumer task to an entry of the same name. After execution of the statements contained
In the accept statement of the consumer task the rendezvous is dissolved and the tasks
continue their activities in parallel.
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FIGURE 8: STATEMENTS OF ADA TASK INTERACTIONS
In Ada programs the data transfer of a task interaction in the producer task is
noted as an entry call in the form of a subprogram call. Return parameters are permitted. The are calculated or generated within the rendezvous by the consumer task analog
to the subprogram technology and then transmitted back to the producer task. The consumer task accepts the task interaction with an accept statement. This statement must
calculate or generate the return parameters with the help of it's internal sequence of
statements. Thus the Ada rendezvous technology also permits the compulsory sequentialization of parallel program units. Programming and control possibilities using the
statements of the universal Ada rendezvous technology are to be determined for the task
interactions in the suggested distributed machine architecture.
The basic form of the Ada data transfer rendezvous can be designed with the help of
the language constructs outlined in fig. 8. Tasks executing an entry call or an accept
statement in the basic form of the rendezvous wait for synchronization with the task
taking part in the rendezvous. If there is no synchronization, the tasks will stay in a
wait state and are blocked. This situation is monitored and controlled by Ada with
additional selective constructs shown in fig. 9.
Selective constructs give alternatives to run for rendezvous that cannot take
place. The will be executed in case producer or consumer tasks cannot be synchronized
with the tasks taking part in the rendezvous. In the selective construct the "delay
alternative" defines the maximum time tasks should wait for synchronization so that a
rendezvous can take place. If there is no "delay alternative" in a selective construct,
alternatives are started to run immediately, in case the language constructs initiating
the rendezvous do not synchronize the tasks.
System message transfers of task interactions are controlleo by Ada by methods of
various communication procedures. Synchronization promises, like data messages, are
transmitted by methods of synchronous communication procedures. Requests for exception
handling and abort requests are to be noted in producer tasks by means of specific
constructs. The requests are transmitted in asynchronous mode. In consumer tasks the
requests initiate the immediate execution of the actions requested, as e. g. exception
handling: EXCEPTION FLIGHT CONTROL.
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FIGURE 9 : SELECT STATEMENTS OF ADA TASK INTERACTIONS
Ada programs must be transparent and transferrable to the architecture as suggested
in the chapter "The Architecture of DiStributed

Machines".

It is

to be checked which

restrictions and/or expansions are necessary. By doing so, the following aspects of
paralleling and controlling are to be oonsidered:
o The task dependence is given implicitly by the communication system
ture.

of the architec-

oTask interactions are not directly carried out in synchronous mode between the tasks,
but rather indirectly in asynchronoua "shared rendezvous" mode via the active com-

munication system of the architecture.

oThe communication units (transmitters or receivers)

of the communication system are

rendezvous partners of the producer and consumer tasks in the "shared rendezvous"
mode. The units
aocept or deliver the messages unidirectionally.

pAll task interactions are to be noted in Ada constructs taking into account the unidirectional flow in the communication channels of the architecture. Thus, the modes
"out" and "in out" are not permitted in the formal part of the entry call and the
accept statements. This is the only restriction required by architecture, as against
/81.
The message types EVENT, STATE and EXPIRATION of the task interactions are to be
specified by compiler instructions (pragmas) as instructions to the data administration of the comunication system. The syntax is shown in fig. 10.
oThe same entry names in tasks are necessary to desig global communication paths.
o/8/ does not expliitly prohibit this definition. The manual does not provide a clear
statement on this matter.
An analysis of the Ada syntax showed that in addition to the transfer restriction
of task interactions to the mode "in" only the compiler instructions depicted in
fig. 10 are netessary to port Ada programs to the distribuIed machine architecture.
Transparency can be guaranteed by the autonomous communication system.
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MESSAGE TYPE SELECTION:
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FIGURE 10: SYNTAX OF MESSAGE TYPE SELECTION

Depending on the operational requirements to be met by the embedded computer systems and in accordance with the Ada reference manual /8/ the following runtime conditions must be realized in order to be able to efficiently execute concurrent actions of
tasks in the suggested distributed architecture:
o Waiting for initialization
o Activation

(runtime)

o Wait for synchronization promise
o Execution of exceptions
o Termination with execution of task-specific exception handler
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FIGURE 11 : RUN-TIME CONDITIONS OF TASKS

Fig. 11 shows the runtme conditions of the tasks. All tasks start initializing the
embedded computer system. As long as they are not waiting for synchronization promises,
they execute their actions independently of each other. They execute task interactions
as producer or consumer tasks in "shared rendezvous" mode by corresponding transmitters
or receivers of the communication units of their processor nodes. They deliver the messages to transmitters and accept them from receivers of the communication system in
asynchronous mode. They only get synchronized with the transmitters or receivers of the
autonomous communication channel of the distributed architecture which, parallely to
the task run, transmits and handles the messages. Fig. 12 shows the structure of the
"shared rendezvous" mode.
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FIGURE 12: SHARED RENDEZVOUS MODE

The application-specific communication network of the distributed architecture
necessary to carry out the task interactions is describable in Ada programs. There,
entry declarations represent the communication channels of the distributed architecture. The entry names of the declarations define the communication network of the task
interactions, applying the following rules:
o One entry name::=
Point-to-point lines between one consumer
tion channel).

and one

producer task

(private communica-

o Several identical entry names::=

Local area network between several consumer and one producer task (global communication channel).
o One or several identical entry families::=
Local area network between one or several consumer tasks and one or
ducer tasks (global communication channel).

several pro-

An expansion by the attribute task name of the allocation rules outlined condenses
the communication networks designed on the basis of entry names by multiple use of the
communication channels, namely sequential task interactions.
In the suggested distributed architecture the tasks get terminated independently of
each other. The task dependence required by Ada handles the communication system of the
architecture. It buffers the messages of producer tasks already terminated and delivers
them to consumer tasks still activated.

EXAMPLES OF TA31 INTERACTIONS

AND DISTRIBUTED MACHINE ARCHITECTURES
The suggested distributed architecture transmits messages of task interactions via
private and global communication channels with definite software
tion. This statement is confirmed by the following examples:
a)

Task interactions between one producer and one

and hardware alloca-

consumer task:

The message transfers are executed by the communication network having private communication channels (point-to-point lines). Fig. 13 Shows an example of the software and hardware allocation of these task interactions. In this example an "event
data" message is transmitted. The example also contains the necessary type declara-

tion of the message.
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entry
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in r4);--metry delaion
Bdycoesuaer task

Body f pouce toa

~

~a

CALL ll

F:

EXAMPLE I Ig

Fk"ww

EVENTi

EXAMPLE1.CHANNEL
1 (S);
-- entry call

ELVENT.

ggn! CHANNELI(V:gITE I d
-- intry asUsuption
LOCAL.ITEM:.V;
IN CHANNEL
I;

0i.

fnak

task

CALL

E MPLElI
I
CHANNEL

I.c
CHANNEL
CALL:
T EXAMPLE
output
NespCAiLIinput
Coaemunioo channul CHANNELI

Pu
AespCANE

FIGURE 13: TASK INTERACTION BETWEEN ONE PRODUCER TASK AND ONE
CONSUMER TASK
b)

Task interactions between one producer task and several consumer tasks:
The message transfers are executed by the communication network having global communication channels (local area networks). Fig. 14 shows an example of the software
and hardware allocation of these task interactions. In this example a "system" message (synchronization promise) is transmitted. The type of this message is already
determined and does not have to be explicitly
declared in the program.
*

kEXAMPLE 2. LASTiJ
em SYNC;
-- entry declaration

ta EXAMPLE
I RST j

Imtor SYNC;-- entry declaration

Body of producertask

bo

~

Bodies
of consumer tasks

SYNC
-TASKjj

*

Ifhlea EX (P1E

2_AST ii

2.- FIRSTg.
A. bWXEXAMPLE

SYNC,

a

-- entry call
- - synchronization &*$soge

;WlDE SYNC;

entry assumption

*--

-- synchronization message

td

FIGURE 1 : TASK INTERACTION BETWEEN ONE PRODUCER TASK AND
MULTIPLE CONSUMER TASK
•

c)

Task interactions between one
tasks :

or several producer tasks and

one or several

consumer

The message transfers are executed by the communication network having global
communication channels, as shown in fig.
. Deviating from the example shown in
fig. 1ii, in this communication mode one or several producer tasks transmit messages
of the task interactions to distinct entries of entry families of one or several
consumer tasks.
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d)

Structure of a task network:
Fig. 15 shows the structure of a guidance & control software implemented as
distributed system according to the specifications made in this suggestion.

a

FIGURE 15 : EXAMPLE OF MISSILE GUIDANCE &tCONTROL SYSTEM
REALIZED IN DISTRIBUTED MACHINE ARCHITECTURE
DESIGN AND DOCUMENTATION

TOOLS

An APSE, consisting of the MAPSE tools and program abstraction tools, such as
PAMELA /12/ or Buhr Design Method, and runtime analysis/communication simulator are
necessary for the computer-aided support of the implementation of Ada programs on
application-oriented distributed architectures. The tools must support the separation

of the tasks as complete loadable and operable program units. They must automatically
generate and check the names of the flow-oriented message transfers of
actions in all operating levels and for all separated tasks.

=
,=

. mFlighti.

task inter-

controIlI

[ADDITIONAL TOOLS:
a) Progra structure tool
set
Ta lksk communication Cimutator

FIGURE 16: ADDITIONAL TOOLS FOR COMMUNICATION AND NETWORK DESIGN

~The

entry call for task interactions defined by Ada is to be accepted by
only unidirectionally in mode "in". As far as the handling cf the data flows
interactions by the hardware is concerned, i. a. the coemmunication system of
gested distributed architecture, the compiler instructions (pragmas) STATE,
EXPXRATION are to be checked and executed additionally. The shared variables
by Ada are generally uneffective in distributed architectures and therefore
supported by the tools.

the tools
of task
the sugEVENT and
permitted
must not be

I
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CONCLUSION
Ada language constructs are a valuable implementation tool to execute task interactions in embedded computer systems realized as distributed machines according to the
suggested concept of architecture. Once the semantics has been clearly defined, the Ada
constructs can be used to design, program and implement application-oriented distributed architectures for real-time applications with direct hardware and software allocation. The suggestion outlined confirms this.
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DISCUSSION
W.Mamel, Ge
To realize your "No-Wait-Serial" task interaction mechanization will probably need some mechanism which might be
realized by special I/O processes. Can you comment on this?
Author's Reply
The I/O processes of producer tasks are entry-calls of mode 'in" in accord with the Ada reterence manual. A producer
task calls the transmitter of its node and initiates the transmitter. The I/0 processes of consumer tasks are accept
actions in accord with the Ada reference manual. A consumer task calls the receiver of its node to deliver the specified
message.

C.Berggren, US
Is this a concept only or have you actually implemented it? Does your development map onto military standards
intended for task communications in future embedded distributed systems?
Author's Reply
The concept outlines the result of a study which analyzed the problems of task interactions in distributed architectures.
The result of the study is a proposal which describes the structures, the functions and the functional layers of a powerful
autonomous communication system usable in distributed architectures and the adaptation of this system to the program
language Ada. The adaptation of general communication and/or protocol standards is part of a future project phase.
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FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND MODERN
THE ENSP EXAMPLE
MULTIPROCESSOR ARCHITECTURES:
J. DENNIS SEALS
GERALD W. GRUBE
Bell Laboratories
Whippany, New Jersey 07981
a mix
of
signal,
data,
and
Summary:
Future military systems
will require
levels ranging from
0.1
to 4 billion
conttol/decision processing at
throughput
operations per second. Estimates of the embedded software to support these systems range
from
0.5
to
10 million
lines
of code.
Early in the 1980, the Navy recognized the
severity of these problems and awarded AT&T Bell Laboratories a contract
to design
a
revolutionary
new computer
architecture that would meet their signal processing needs
through the year 2000. The
result was the
EMSP architecture
that combines
the
programming simplicity of a functional language with the power of a modular, scalable,
heterogeneous multiprocessor. The glue that binds these two attributes
is
a data-flow
control mechanism that provides a transparent interface between the application user and
the machine hardware. This paper will report
on this successful
integration
of
a
functional graph language and a multiprocessor architecture.
Index Terms - Multiprocessing, Data-flow, Graphical Languages, Functional Languages
I. Introduction - The Problem
The requirement on future military systems to detect, engage, and defeat threats at ever
increasing
ranges and
under
hostile environments places unprecedented demands on the
processing systems. The increased sensitivity and resolutions of new sensors, the
need
for
low
false alarm rates, and complex fusion/asset management algorithms demand a mix
of signal, data, and decision processing at throughput rates that can easily exceed
one
billion operations
per
second.
These requirements are forcing computer architects to
come to terms with two extremely difficult problems - (1) designing a modular,
scalable
heterogeneous multiprocessor, and (2) developing a methodology for programming, testing
and supporting embedded software.
The need for a multiprocessor architecture is readily derived. There is no existing
or
proposed uniprocessor
that
is capable of the required throughput. Even if such a feat
were technically possible, it would have drawbacks from the standpoint
of scalability
and fault-tolerance. Since data, signal, and symbolic processing have their own special
hardware requirements, it is clear that a heterogeneous architecture will be
required.
Unfortunately, complex multiprocessor architectures have been notoriously difficult to
program, and that brings us to the second problem - software.
Estimates of the embedded software required to support programs such as
ATA,
ATF, and
LHX range
from 0.5 to
10 million lines of code. Current estimates for the cost of
developing a line of high level code for embedded programs range between $200 and $2000.
A 500,000 line program may require over 500 staff-years to develop and test. But this is
only one part of the software problem. The cost of maintenance and support can represent
as much as
805 of the life-cycle cost. Simple arithmetic shows that future software
projects could cost billions of dollars unless new
approaches
are found to mitigate
development, test, and support costs.
In
this paper,
we will present
an architecture
(language, compilers,
run-time
executives,
and machine hardware) that meets
these requirements and substantially
reduces software cost. The machine described is not a laboratory curiosity, but a
fully
supported, mil-qualified production system.
II. System Concept - Designing the Next Generation Architecture
In early 1980, the U.S. Navy recognized that a revolutionary new approach to processing
and software
development was
needed to meet future embedded processing requirements.
They awarded AT&T Bell Laboratories a contract to create a new generation
of
computer
architecture called the
Enhanced Modular Signal Processor, ENSP [1].
The design goal
for the project was straightforward - design a multiprocessor architecture that would
meet
the
Navy's
signal
processing
requirements through
the year 2000, while
significantly reducing software development and support costs.
Implicit
in this
goal
was the need for an open architecture that was scalable from a few processing elements
to tens of processing elements to encompass the range of applications.
The architecture
had
to retain software and system compatibility across all configuration, and provide a
highly fault tolerant and supportable environment.
In order to meet this ambitious goal, the ENSP design team identified three major design
concepts, all
departures from traditional processing architectures.
The first concept
was the specification of a
functional
graph
language as the means
of
capturing
applications. This
approach
permits the application engineer to define the processing
and flow of data as a data-flow program - a kind of formalized
and
highly structured
flow chart.
Data-flow programs
are directed graphs, where the graph nodes represent
processing functions, and the graph arcs represent the flow of data
or synchronization
tokens. Data-flow application graphs are not only simpler to develop than conventional
procedural programs, but they also provide a natural paradigm for concurrent processing.
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This departure from classical programing was not made
lightly.
Although
functional
programming languages have been around since the 1960s, there has been little success in
achieving "real world' application. Much of the early work focused
on proving
program
correctness. Subsequent efforts addressed the use of functional languages as a means for
formal specification and validation of program requirements.
Recent work has focused on
the use of functional language as a means of application capture, but the results have
been limited.
One major reason for the limited
success and
slow acceptance
is
the
incompatibility between functional languages, and architectures developed for procedural
languages.
This led to the second major design concept,
namely the design
of a coarse-grain,
dynamic, data-flow control mechanism [2]. This mechanism was implemented via a run-time
executive called the ENSP shell.
The shell dynamically manages queues
and
schedules
nodes to processors when all node inputs are available.
The shell implements graph arcs
as dynamic first-in, first-out (FIFO) queues, and nodes as instruction streams - a
set
of processing
instructions
specifying inputs, outputs, and functions to be performed.
When a queue reaches threshold (i.e., it has enough data to execute a node), a message
Is
sent
to the scheduling
function. When all input queues for a given node reach or
exceed threshold, the node's instruction stream
Is
sent to any
free processor
for
execution. This
control mechanism naturally
supports concurrent
processing on
a
heterogeneous multiprocessor.
This concepts frees the
application user
from machine
dependent
functions
such
as
memory assignment
and
management,
concurrent
task
scheduling, and task binding.
The third design concept was the specification of a open, modular architecture that
can
be configured
for
a wide range of applications. The machine architecture consists of
four basic elements:
a scheduler,
a command
processor,
global
memory, and
node
processing elements.
The command processor supports graph management, system control,
performance monitoring, and
fault
management.
The
scheduler supports
the dynamic
The global memories are
scheduling
and
assignment of
nodes
to processing elements.
intelligent repositories
for
for
managing queues and
node
instruction
streams.
Processing elements
interpert node instruction streams and execute primitive functions
on the specified data. Processing elements come in many types, such as floating
point
signal processors, 1/0 processors, and data processors.
In the following sections we will describe the basic attributes of the graph language,
and show how an application is captured as a graph. A brief overview of the functions of
the run-time executive shell and machine architecture will be provided
to show
their
interaction with the graph language.
III. The Graph Programming Language
The cornerstone of the EMSP architecture is its functional programming methodology. It
is
based on
the Common Operational Software (COS) concept L3] developed at the Naval
Research Laboratory.
This methodology separates
the application
program
into
two
components: the command program and the application graph. The application graph defines
the underlying application
processing, while
the command
program
controls
the
Interaction between graphs and external I/0.
The command program controls the starting and stopping of graphs,
external I/0,
graph
parameters,
interactions with
the pilot and other tactical systems, as well as error
responses and processor status. For example, the command program controls mode changes,
revisit times, overload management, built-in-test, and diagnostics. It is important to
note that since the control is not woven into the fabric of the processing flow,
it is
simple to tailor application processing dynamically.
The application graph is a radical departure from classical,
procedural,
programming
It is a functional language based on the
languages such as Fortran, Ada, Jovial, and C.
directed data-flow graph. This concept is similar to the conventional flowchart used by
programmers
to structure
their code development, but differs in two ways. First, the
structure is more formal and rigorous. Secondly, the graph itself is the program.
There are three
basic components
to
every application graph:
nodes, queues,
and
auxiliary graph
entities.
The nodes defines the underlying processing function (i.e.,
FFT, data merge, search tree) that is to be performed on the input data.
Queues manage
the flow of information between nodes. Auxiliary graph entlties are data structures that
are primarily used to control, initialize, or direct the flow of
information
into
and
out of a node.
Nodes define the underlying
application process.
A nole
consists of three
basic
components:
a primitive,
a primitive
interface procedure, and ports. The primitive
defines the processing function to be performed on the input data.
It is highly machine
dependent code,
and similar to the private part of an Ada package In that it cannot be
modified by
the application user.
The primitive
interface
procedure defines
the
interfaces between
the
primitive and
the nodes inputs.
This code is similar to the
public part of an Ada package.
Ports are
logical
valves to
which data queues
are
attached.
They
are controlled by parameters
that determine when a queue is to be
turned-on or turned-off.
The queue provides the primary data storage and transfer mechanism between two nodes.
A
queue
can be conceptualized as an elastic FIFO buffer. A queue has one source node that
produces (writes) data into the queue, and one sink
node that
consumes
(reads)
this

'I
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data.
This approach greatly
simplifies graph capture, and ensures that the graph is
free from aide-effects. Multiple copies of a queue can be realized via a replicate
node
that produces
multiple, independent copies. The language recognizes two basic type of
queues: data queues and trigger queues. Data queues pass data that are needed
for
the
underlying application process. Trigger queues pass synchronization information.
In addition to nodes and queues, one more component is needed is needed to complete an
application
graph
- the auxiliary graph entity. These components are data structures
(expressions, literels, or values) that specify parameters, such as the number of tape
in
a filter,
the
number
of entries in a threat file, or the current operation mode.
Auxilliary graph entities
fall
into two categories:
graph variables,
and graph
instantiation parameters. Graph variables are expressions or literals that are declared
within a graph or command program. They can be read or written by the originating graph
or
command program, but its current value can only be read by graphs to which they are
passed.
Graph instantiation parameters are constants that are evaluated at start
time
and passed by value to a graph.
In the next section, we will examine the
and compilation of application graphs.

tools and techniques for the schematic

capture

IV. Programming with Graphs
The EMSP graph development tool
set
(see
Figure
1) provides
a rich and
powerful
environment
for
the
capture, testing, documentation, and compilation of application
graphs. It supports a
highly structured
methodology
for
software development
that
naturally
partitions
an
application into smaller units with well defined interfaces.
This attribute permits the application programming
to
be allocated
to groups with
specialized talents and well defined responsibilities.
The first step in the capture of an application graph is
its
schematic capture.
The
Graphical Editor (GRED) is a language-directed, interactive editor that enables the user
to create, modify, and annotate graph objects (subgraphs,
nodes,
queues, etc.).
It
supports
a top-down, hierarchical development in which the development of a high-level
graph is the first step. This graph consist mainly of subgraphs, the flow of information
among
these subgraphs,
and
the
system interfaces (see Figure 3).
The subgraphs are
simply black boxes at this stage. This top level view of the
application
is
usually
defined
by system engineers, who address high level interactions and system interfaces.
Once this graph is completed, the subgraphs are assigned and
defined
by sensor
and
subsystem processing
specialists. Definition of each sensor/subsystem subgraph can be
carried out concurrently and
independently. There is
no need
for
the application
engineers
to
become expert
in
high
level languages such as Ada, or to convey their
application to a programmer who is.
Graphs are created on a high-resolution, bit-mapped terminal. The
principle mode
of
input
is
via
a three button
mouse that
permits the user to select graph objects,
attributes, viewing levels, and edit functions
from pop-up menus.
The keyboard
is
required only
for
naming
objects, graph
files, or filling in templates. The graph
capture process is relatively fast, allowing graphs of several
thousand nodes
to
be
captured
in
a few weeks
or less.
The editor also provides some run-time syntax
checking, catching many errors during the edit process.
The output of the graph editor is passed to the graph source generator, which creates an
intermediate
source language that is more amenable to automatic document generation and
syntactic debugging.
The graph parser accepts the intermediate source code and performs
extensive
syntactic
and
semantic
error checking. It ensures that all data typing, and queue initialization
is defined and compatible.
The output of the graph parser can be passed to
any of a
number of compilers.
The graph tool set currently supports compilers for a system level
simulator, a graph
simulator,
and the target machine hardware. The system level Limulator allows the user
execute a graph, without explicitly evaluating the nodes. Node execution is treated as a
black box with
a specified
execution time. The graph simulator is used to debug the
application function. It executes the underlying
function
of each node, though
not
necessary in real-time nor concurrently.
Studies have been performed to evaluate the relative improvement provided by
functional
graph programming over conventional languages.
These studies was performed using realworld applications, complete with I/0 and control. The result, show that on average, the
ECOS graph
language provided
a
five-fold decrease in the code and test phases over
traditional high-level languages. Although there are no studies to evaluate improvements
in
the support
and
maintenance phase,
the ease with which a person can grasp the
underlying process of a complex graph does suggest that a significant savings may occur.
V. The Run-Time Executive - Making a Machine Transparent
The EMSP data-flow executive software
provides a transparent
interface between
the
application program and the machine hardware. This executive i based on a coarse-grain,
data flow paradigm that schedules nodes based on the availability of their data
inputs.
The
executive provides
three basic
functions: queue management, node scheduling and
assignment, and node execution. Figure 3 show the relationship and
information
passed
between these functions.

!A
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Queues are
and
deletes queues.
The queue management
function
creates, monitors,
dynamic FIFO structures, with associated attributes such threshold and
maintained as
capacity. The threshold is a user defined value or expresaion that specifies the minimum
needed in the queue for its sink node to execute. When the number of
number
of items
sent to the
elements in the queue meets or exceeds threshold, a threshold message is
function. No further threshold messages are permitted from that queue until
scheduling
each queue
Its node completes execution. When one or more queues are input to a node,
The queue capacity Is primarily a
exceed threshold before a node can be executed.
must
and
overload
warning parameter that the queue will soon reach an over-capacity status
management should be invoked.
are
The scheduling and assignment function determines when all of the inputs to a node
It performs this function
and assigns the node to an available processor.
available,
through the use of two tables. The queue-to-node table is basically a connectivity map
that specify the queue's produce and consume node ports. Each queue connects at most two
one that consumes
data from
the
nodes - one that produces data into the queue, and
queue. The queue-to-node table provides a pointer to a node status table that maintains
all the necessary
a list of all inputs for each node and their threshold status. When
for
a given node, it is assigned firing status.
It is priority
inputs
are
available
processor that
has
the resources
to
queued, being assigned to the first available
execute the node. This assignment is completed by sending the node's Instruction stream
to the node execution function.
stream
instruction
The node execution function executes node instruction streams. This
to obtain the input data, rules for computing memory storage, and the
specifies where
and
functions to be performed on the inputs. It also specifies where to output the data
(destroyed). When this is completed for a given
is
to
be consumed
what
input data
to the scheduling
function.
This
instruction stream, a completion message is sent
informs
the scheduler that the processor has completed the node execution, and
message
again,
once
is free to execute another task. It also permits that node to be scheduled
its inputs are available.
nodes
In a typical application this process is carried on concurrently for thousands of
not
only simplifies load balancing and
and
queues.
The use
of dynamic
assignment
recovery. If a
parallel processing, but it also provides an effective means of fault
processor
fails during execution, its nodes are simply reassigned to another processor,
as the inputs are not consumed until the node has successfully executed.
V. THE ENSP Machine - Scaling from MOPS to GOPS
a
The EMSP architecture is an open, modular architecture that is capable of supporting
wide
variety of configurations and platforms. This versatility is achieved, in part, by
the
same
a set of system building blocks called functional elements. Each element uses
protocols
and internal data/control interfaces. The basic EMSP architecture consists of
global memories,
four types of functional elements: a scheduler, a command processor,
and
processing
elements
(See Figure 4). These functional elements are combined into a
system by separate data and control transfer networks.
The command processor supports graph management, system control, performance monitoring,
fault management.
It executes the command program part of the application program.
and
and
assigns
The scheduler maintains the execution status for all the nodes in a graph,
processing
elements.
It maintains the queue-to-node
executable
nodes
to available
Both the scheduler and
table, the node status table, and the available processor queue.
command
processor may be configured as a doubly redundant function element for improved
fault tolerance.
for
the
storage
and management of
The global memories are intelligent repositories
streams,
and auxiliary
graph
entities. They dynamically
queues,
node
instruction
queue.
They send queue
threshold and
capacity
allocate and de-allocate memory for
to the scheduler, and instruction streams and data to the processing elements.
messages
memory
Each global memory consists of a control processor module and one or more bulk
module.
node instruction
streams and
perform the
primitive
The processing elements decode
specified. The ENSP architecture supports a variety of processing elements
function(s)
signal-conditioning
such as a floating-point signal processor, 1/O processors, special
preprocessorst
and
data processors. Processing elements typically consist of a control
manages
internal
memory. Separate,
processor that decodes the instruction stream and
processors
execute the primitive functions as directed by the control
special purpose
to occur
processor. This approach permits simultaneous setup, execution, and breakdown
within a processing element.
The functional elements are interconnected by separate data, control, and built-in-test
networks.
The data transfer network consists of a non-blocking, asynchronous, buffered
The
switch network that permits simultaneous
transfers between
functional elements.
control messages and BIT data are transferred over separate busses.
VII. Conclusions - The Proof is in 'he Deployment
into a
successful
Over 500 staff-years of development have made the EMSP architecture
and mature product.
It is the Navy's standard signal processor, the AN/UYS-2. It is a
support
documentation and
system with
extensive
fully mil-qualified, production
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software.
Its ECOS language has been demonstrated to provide a five-fold
reduction in
software costs over traditional high-order language systems. It is currently being used
to capture complex real-world applications consisting of thousands of queues and
nodes.
The architecture provides between 40% and 90% execution efficiency across all processing
elements for a broad range of applications.
It
is targeted
for
numerous
military
programs. A second generation architecture is scheduled for production in two years, and
will provide
a five-fold
improvement
in
throughput density,
with
enhanced data
processing capabilities.
A third
generation architecture (MGP) is currently in the
research and development
phase,
and
promises another
factor of five
increase in
throughput density.
It
will
also provide additional
data and decision processing
capabilities. The MGP architecture will provide over
four
billion,
32-bit
floating
point operations per seconds (signal processing) and 100 million instructions per second
(data processing) in a 1.5 cubic foot enclosure.
In conclusion, this architecture has achieved all its initial goals through the marriage
of
a
functional
programming
language, a data-flow
executive, and
a modular,
heterogeneous multiprocessor.
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NODE SCHEDULING

QUEUE MANAGEMENT
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DISCUSSION
G.Parlu, Fr
Aren't the two last papers a solution to the question "Can Ada fly missiles"? We must have standardized Ada, a
methodology and comnsunication tools if we hope to realize software reusability. What is your opinion?
Autos Rep
I agree! The purpose of the graph language and tools presented here is to supplement rather than replace Ada. The
graph language is a very effective program design language (PDL). It also simplifies coding and testing by automatically
generating the interface or "public" portion of an ADA package.
M.SoI, Fr
When you use this tool to update a system, how do you generate the modification and how do you manage the
configuration?
Author's Reply
Updates and configuration management for graphs are performed in much the same manner as conventional programs.
One can add, delete and/or modify graphs, subgraphs or nodes. In many ways the update process is simpler because the
application process is easier to grasp in a picture (graph) form vs. actual code. Also, graphs have good locality ofeffect.
That is, changes tend to impact only very local regions in the graph. Graphs and subgraphs are stored as files that can be

linked and edited in a manner similar to other software files.
P.Tillman, UK
Will graphical languages such as yours make Ada obsolete in the medium term?
Author's Reply
The graph language presented in this talk supplements, rather than replaces, languages such as Ada. It is important to
remember that the primitive kernels of nodes, the I/O procedures and the command program(s) are programmed in a
HOL (Ada or SPGN). In practice, approximately 504-% of the traditional HOL code is captured using the graph
language. In many ways, this corresponds to the relationship between HOLs and assembly languages.
W.Mansell, Ge
The effort saved using the GPL method compared to HOL seems astonishing. Can you comment on how this redubton
is achieved?
Authors Reply
There is no single contribution that accounts for this dramatic improvement; but rather itis the result of many
attributes. These include:
(1) Pictures (graphs) are easier to produce and comprehend
(2) Data flow graphs are side-effect free.
(3) Data flow graphs naturally capture parallelism (0 coarse-grain level).
(4) Graph provides good locality of effect.
(5) They permit higher levels of abstraction.
(6) The graph compiler automatically generates correctinterface code (the public portion of an Ada package/
procedure).
It should be noted that application primitives, command programs and 1/O packages must still be written in Ada. Thus,
the five-fold improvement (of the graph language) over HOLs translates into about a 50 to 60% improvement in overall
lifecevle costs.

--
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Summary:
The use of Expert System techniques for radar identification in counter-measure systems has been widely
discussed in the literature. The main advantages of such a system are that it is easily adaptable to the ever
changing operational field and that it can identif) modern radars with their increasingly complex signals.
These systems are however very demanding on computing ressources and their adaptation to on-board, realtime processing is not straightforward. In this paper, the application under consideration is first briefly
described. Ihe constraints that arise out of its real time operation are then detailed along with how each one
can be eliminated. The application of these concepts to a real time radar identification function is then
described. Finally, future objectives in the integration of Artificial Intelligence techniques for on-board

pocessin

discuased

1. Introduction
The use of Expert System techniques for radar identification in counter-measm systems has been widely
discussed in the literature. The main advantages of such a system are that it is easily adaptable to the ever
changing operational field and that it can identify modern radars with their increasingly complex signals.
One possible use for a radar identifier is onboard an aircraft to instantly give the pilot valuable information
about the immediate threat situation. However, Expert Systems are usually very demanding on computer
ressources and, the change from a large computer laboratory environment to a small size computer in a real
time environment is accompanied by obvious problems. Both the application structure aid the computer
tools must be reviewed in order to satisfy the real time operational consuaints.
In this pape,the application under consideration is first briefly descrbd. The limitations that arise out of its
real time operation are then detailed along with how each of these limitations can be overcome. The
application of these concepts to a real time radar identification function is then described. Finally, future
objectives in the integration of Artificial Intelligence techniques for on-board lmcessing are stated.
2. Countermeasures Environment
In modem defense techniques, an aircraft mission must be backed up by appropriate electronic procedures.
Success very much depends on knowledge of the enemy's electronic order of battle (EOB). For these
procedures to be successful, the first step to be accomplished is to identify the theats and then to decide for an
appropriate action to be undenaken.
The threats are identified through their associated radars by processing the electro-magnetic information
gathered by an airborne Electronic Warfare sensor. The sensor measures the characteristics of the emitted

This research is supported in pat by the Direction des
Recherches, Etudes et Techniques (DRET), FRANCE.
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pules and carries out preliminary sarting to bring together pulses corresponding to the same radar signal. The

identification is then performed by comparing th incoming gpal with a predefined library of signatures.
Figure 1 gives the overall structure of an Electronic Warfare Syuten
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Figure 1 :Structure or an Electronic Warfare System

3. The Identification Function
3.1. Identification Problem
However, identification gets harder as the complexity of modem emissions increases. Moreover, in case of
conflict, the threat characteristics are very likely to change as new or undiscovered radar operating modes are
used, requiring a system which is easily adaptable. Conventional identification algorithms are often
unsatisfactory and difficult to adapt to a changing operational field. As human experts exist who are able to
carry out identification, expert system approaches to the problem have been taken and have been discussed by
various authors in [1,23].
The first phase of our project was to design a prototype to demonstrate the validity of the approach using
powerful Artificial Intelligence techniques without any limitations on computing power, response time or
memory space requirement. The resulting prototype is briefly described in the next section, more details are
available in [I].
As the firstphase was completed successfully, the next step was to take into account the real time limitations
to evaluate the possibility of integrating the system directly into a fighter with very limited computing power.
3.2. Non Real-time Identification
The signals to be identifed are gathered during flight by an ESM sensor. However, identification takes place
only when the flight is finished, in a conventional computer center, with a large amount of computing
ressourmc The principles of the identification process were directly derived from interviews and observation of
a knowlegeable radar identification technician (i.e. the domain expert). The main development goal was to
reproduce as closely as possible his seasoning process.
3.2.1.

Principles

Two aspects of the human expert are taken into consideration. Fst, WHAT are the sources of knowledge that
are used, and second, HOW is all this knowledge used to perform the identification ?.
The sources of knowledge used by the expert are of three kinds. First, th knowledge of existing radars and
there characteristicswhich is stored in a conventional data base management system. Second, the existence of
special algorithms used by the expert to find out special features of the signal. Last, the expert's specific
knowledge relative to the sensor limitations, to the radar operational functions and to the geographical or

Political opeaioml evimonmeL

The identification process is divided into four main steps. The fist is a qualitative analysis of the incoming
signaL It ensures detection of defective sensor working and possible corrective action using special
algorithms. The second is data base selection in which a few likely cadidates are extracted from the library for
identification. In the third step, each candidate is thoroughly analyzed to find the one that matches ihe signal

I1
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best. A fourth step may be activated if the above fail to live a satisactory

answer.

It consists in'

hypothesizing about operating conditions of dOe sensor, radar or about any known phenomenon in the
environmn. Figure 2 gives dhe overall structure of the no real-time expert identifier.

Consistency Analysis
- Candidate Generation
- Candidate Verification
- Hypothesis Generation
-Mixed Signals
- Patil Sov*i
- Constrainis Release
-

Tobx

Library

E~ x

of Radars

00Knowiedge Bases
j jr
(niomn

Figure 2 :Expert Identifier Structure
3.2.2.

Triais

The use of real data ensures that the trials are not biased by an incomplete simulation of all the operational
problems. Various prototypes have been implemented on various tools. The best results were obtained
using the expert systm compiler SPOCK (described later and in [4.6]). An identification can be performed in
an average time of less than one second on a microvax 11. The possibility of integrating the system in a real
timovunent can therefore be considered.
4.

4.1.

Real Time Requirements
Constraints

All the requirements inherent in an aircraft operation must be taken into consideration. They can be placed in
three different categoies which, are:
- Computing

resources constraints
. software biete
ok constrhait
Desig cosrant
- Apliato
Each Of them is discussed in the following sections.
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4.1.1.

Computing Resources Constraints

Computer Resources on a fighter are limited by the size and weh available (a few printed circuit boards

only). and by the environmental constraints. In most cases no disk storage is available and therefore no
vrtml memory system can be implemented Memory and CPU usage must thafore be limited drastically.
Furthermore, an airbwr system must be in operation ontinuMOUsly during the mission, and procedures such
a memory garbage collection (used in mos of the Artificial Intelligence systems today to recover the memory
no longer used by the program) ae therefore not acceptable.
4.1.2.

Software Integration Constraints

If the expert system must be added to existing equipment, additional constraints appear. It must then be
integrated to an existing real time operating system and to conventional software and hardware for data
communication between the different processes. The use of a common programming language is therefore
recommended for all parts of the system (C. ADA, LTR3,...)
4.1.3.

Application Function Constraints

Some operational constraints of the identification function were not taken into account. In a fighter
environment, the system must give a usable result in a given time and must be able to process constantly
evolving data.
4.2. Solutions
To overcome all these limitations, various aspects requiring major changes are involved. Waiting for more
powerful computers to appear is not the complete solution to the problem. A high performance tool must be
used and the application must be deeply restructured.
4.2.1

A High Performance Expert System Shell

Par of the solution is to use a specialized expert system generator to achieve a trade-off between high-level
functions and speed. An example of such a system is SPOCK. A detailed description of SPOCK is given in
[,9], Its main functions and contributions to real-time operation are the followings:
SPOCK is an expert system generator that produces a conventional program in a given language (Lisp. C or
ADA). The program can then be compiled for fast execution on the target machine. No extra time is thus
spent by the language interpreter as in a lot of expert system shells. This feature also facilitates the
integration of the expert system in a real time environment and to conventional software and hardware.
The heart of SPOCK also manages its own memory resoures, it does not therefore need to be stopped for
memory recovery (garbage collection) and so is available for continuous operation.
It includes some functions misting to the faculty of reasoning in the time domain, enabling it to consider the
constant updating of the information. Mechanism is also provided for asynchronous input of data.
SPOCK is being developped by the Research Central Laboratory of THOMSON-CSF in three versions that
corespond to different function level in order to integrate the major artificial intelligence paradigms such as
forwardackward chaining, first order predicate calculus, objects manipulation, non-monotonic reasoning and
multiple hypothesis manipulation.
4.1.2

Need for Restructuring the Application

The application itself must be redesigned to take into account some of the real-time limitations.
To be able to provide a tusable result in a given time, the system should have different lines of reasoning

enabling it to process the same data with various computing costs and qualities so that the system can choose
the most appropriate one depending on the computing time available. This idea was first mentioned in [5], it
can be achieved by structuring the knowledge base at levels which are different and that ae activated wtmg
to available time. Examples ae given in the next section.
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The knowledge base must also be able to process constandy evolving data That is, it must be able to cancel
part of the reasoning when some of the data changes and to take into account the operational meaning of

successive signal states.
5. Real-ime Radar Identification
To prototype the real time system, a simulation of the real time data flow is done on the basis of real data
gathered during flights with ESM sensors. In the next section, a description of the simulation is given. The
problem of hiezurchizing the knowledge base is then discussed.
5.1.

Simulation Structure

The overall structure of the simulation is given in figure 3.
The signal constitution element carries out preprocessing of the measured data. This consists in creating and
updating signals in the common workspace. Techniques used are derived from various clustering techniques.

ESM

Feedback

Sensor
Common

Workspace
Signal

Identification
Level3

S1,11

Constitution

Level 2

Sn,ln

Level 1

Identification Requests

Figure 3 : Simulation Structure
When a signal is considered sufficently good, an identification request is sent to the identifier on an
asynchronous basis. Furthermore, when a signal undergoes significant modifications, a re-identification
request is sent to the identifier.
5.2.

Multiple Levels

The knowledge base of the identification process is organized in several levels. This enables tasks to be
performed according to priority. That is, the expert system fust processes all level one requests. When no
more inferences are possible at this level, it switches to the next level, until a lower level task is initiated.
Switching from one level to the other, can be done asynchronously between the firing of any two rules.
A description of typical processing at each level follows:
Level I : Low level or high priority processing
- systematic pre-identification of all identification requests from the signal constitution element
- high priority identifications determined in the pre-identification phase.
Level 2: Medium complexity processing
- Analysis of complex quality criterion that requires more processing power.
- Confirmation of pre-identifications.

t9
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Leval 3: High complexity processing
-E ecutim of complex cleaning algorithms when sme arin volue requires i.

- generation Of complex hypothesis

Different lines of reasoning for the same problem may be implemented at different levels. In this cue die
identification achieved at a given level can be refined by the resultsof a higher level.
Initiation of a task at a given level is either by a request from the signal constitution module or by any nle in
the knowledge base. The processing of a signal can therefore dynamically move from one level to another.
5.3.

Evolving Data

Constantly evoluting data can introduce problems in the identification process. A modification of the signal
may contradict previous inferences. The system must therefore be able to cancel these inferences and start a
new identification. An initiated task at a high level not yet executed may also be cancelled when additional
information arrives.
The use of non-monotonic logic can ease the implementation of such a feature. For example, a rule might
say:
IF
a quality criterion number I is lower than a given threshold

THEN
several signals are mixed
AND initiate special processing at level 3

When this rule fires, the special processing is not executed immediately; subsequent information can change
the value of the criterion and therefore the special processing is deactivated automatically.
S.4.

Trials

The prototype of the system is written on a microvax II computer using SPOCK as an expert system
generator in LeLlisp language, conventional algorithms are coded in PASCAL.
Particuliar attention will be paid to computer resources used by the system. As trials ae carried out with real
data representative of a very dense radar environment, the results will give a good insight into the required cpu
performance and storage. It will then be possible to precisely dimension the computer that should be put into
the aiucraft for a given identification perfonnance objective.
6.

Conclusion

The main constraints associated to real tni integration of expert system techniques-has been stated. To use
more powerful computers is not enough, performance can and must also be gained on the software side of the
problem first by using a high performance expert system generator as SPOCK and second by thoroughly
restructuring the application itself to adapt it to the required real time environment. An example has been
given of an expert system for real-time radar identification derived from a non renl-time expert system. The
combination of these techniques will shortly make it possible to integrate the expert system on an operational
equipment without having to rewrite the entire application using conventional programming techniques. The
high degree of flexibility of these techniques will therefore enable more powerful systems to be installed
onboardaircra/.
The long term objective is to further facilitate the use of these techniques by integrating directly to an ADA
prugrumming environment, an object manipulation layer and a production rule layer.
7.
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DISCUSSION
R.Marmelstemn, US
My concern is that the SPOCK system may hav'e trouble managing memory resources on ansAda based expert system.
In many compilers, unchecked deallocation is implemented with varying degrees of effectiveness. This may result in
ultimately running out of memory.
Author's Reply
Memory management in SPOCK does not rely on the Ada deallocation system. The inference engine uses Ada data
structures of fixed size and does not need to be extended unless the memory is full.
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RESUME
:Les systames experts embarqu~s doivent prendre en compta des contraintes temps riel sivires, Qul,
associ6es aux contraintes d'environnement de la machine d'ex6cution. obligent I rechercher des solutions
nouvelles. La proc~duralisation obtenue par compilation de l'algorlthme deRETE vers des langages cibles
symboliques, proclduraux ou orientls temps rel apporte une solution aux principaux problimes des applications embarqules :Besoins de vitesse, contrble de la mhmoire, maniage des parties symbollques et des parties classiques des applications. Cette approche est soutenue par I& famille des outils SPOCK (-LISP, -C,
-LTR3, -ADA) developple par le Laboratoire Central de Recherche de Thomson-Csf, qui off re des amlliorations significatives par rapport aux produits actuellement disponibles. Une des applications do SPOCK dens

Thomson-Csf est un systhme duade aux missions d'hilicoptires prenant en compte les menaces et le relief
grice au couplage & une base do donnles cartographique embarquable.

ABSTRACT
:The avionic real time expert system designer will now receive help from a set of software tools
developed in the Central Research Laboratory of Thomson-Csf. Through RETEfalgoritwi compilation targeting
conventionnal (C) or real-time (ADA)languages, the SPOCK
tools family offers an improvement cl ose to one
order of magnitude in performance, rated to currently available tools. SPOCK is used in severall military
divisions of Thomson-Csf ;this paper describes SPOCK and its application to an Al based mission help for
helicopters.

1 CONTRAINTES
DESSYSTEMES
EXPERTS
TEMPS
REELEMBARQUES
L exploitation op~rationnelle d'un systeme expert dens les applications militaires embarquees dolt prendre
en compte les spLscificitls de ces applications, et les machines d'exicution s'adaptar aux conditions
denvironnement slvires rencontriles.
Pour la partie systime expert, on rencontrera les bosoins suivants
-

Analyse de situation at prise do ddcision en temps riol au sens do l'avionnique (40.1 S).

-

Prise en compte au niveau raisonnemment des aspects temporels et spatiaux.

-

Capacitf A traiter des informations tronqulos ou incomplites,

-

Cohabitation/fusion avec dos applications ou des traitements conventionnels
(algorithmie/calculs/gestion d'entros-sorties...)

Pour ]a machine embarquable, les contraintes soot d'offrir sous le plus faible volume possible, avec:
la
consommation la plus rlduite et dens des ambiances do templratures at do vibrations exigeantes
-

Des ressources mlmoires 6tendues,

-

Des capacitis de traitment tris 6levles en comparaison des besoins des traitements classiques.

2 SOLUTIONES ENVISMGEABLES

Pour rlpondre aux besomns de traitement on peut envisager trois approches
2.1 FORCE
BRUTE

*

La machine d'exdcution prisente la plus grande puissance do calcul possible (quelques NIPS, voire plus)
en vertu do 1 dquivalence entre une infirence et quelques dizaines d'instructions classiques. Le syste
expert lui-mime est 6crit dens un langage cooventionnel, Pascal ou C, leentuellmmnt un langage temps
riol, LTR3 ou ADA.
-asdo mcanisme coOteux de ricup~ration mkoiro

Arialiser,

-Int~gration aisle avec le reste de I'appllcation, lui-mime 6crit dens un langage de ce type.
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INCONVENIENTS
-

Environnement do diveloppament symbolique tris pauvre pour les lengages citis,

-

Olifficultis ou lourdeurs pour rialiser certaines parties du systime expert,

-

Doutes sur les capacitis do cette approche
formantes.

arialiser

des applications "symboliques" ti-is per-

du SRI.
Example de rialisation :Systime expert HEXSCOW
PURE
2.2 SYMBOLIQUE
2.2.1 Sur machine classique
C'est une approche basie sur Is philosophie machine prficidenta, avec loqiplol d'un langage do type symbo... ) coqiul6 pour de milleures performances.
lique (COM-LISP, PROLOG,
AVANTAGES:
-

L'environnement de diveloppemmnt est trds, riche.

-

Los performances peuvent itre ti-is bonnes sous certaines conditions (pas de ricupfration mbmoire activia).

INCONVENIENTS:
-

Ces machines nayant pas do micanismes matfriels de rficupiration d'espaco mimoire doivent
intervalles variables (dipendant do la taille mfimoire inspendantet des
traitementtraiti)
S
topper
duproblime
s'avirent peu utilisables; pour des applications tempu riel.
tal
lie ettout

-

Los interfaces logiciolles avec: los langages classiques sont ml commodes.

EXE14LES :Stations do divoloppemont SUN(type3-XXX). TEKTRONIX,HP...
2.2.2 Machine 1 architecture didiie
Ces machines sent construites sur desarchitectures spicialisies (association didtiquettes aux
donnies, ricupiration almoire ciblie, micanismes adaptfis aux particularitis du langage. . ..l pour los langages symboliques.
A condition de les dibarrasser do lour environnement do divoloppemont pour en faire des machines
d'exicutfon. elles peuvent prfitendre au crineau IA embarqufe.
AVANTAGES
machine do diveloppement/machine d'exicution assure la rfipitabiliti des performances do laboratoire vers; lapplication.

-L'idontiti

INCONVENIENTS:
-

Les mimes
qu'au paragraphe. pour le logiciel
La nicessiti de riduire 1 encombrement do Ia machine par dos actions d'intgration poussie.

EXEIPLES:
-

Compact Lisp Machine do TEXAS avec VLSI LISP (MEGACHIP).

-

Machines SY14BOLICS
avec 1e nouveau VLSI (*IVORY').

Pour ces produits. 1 accis sans restrictions I des versions militaires nest garantie par aucun des deux
fabricants.
2.3 PROCEDURALISATION
Cette approche est diveloppie par 1e Laboratoire Central do Recherche do THONSON-CSP et appliquim dons los
Divisions Wiitaires' do groupe. Son intirit est diliminer doux points ginants pour les applications IA
emarquies:
-

interfagage entre langages symboliques et classiques,
I&l
nicessiti do ricupiratour mimoire dons le machine.

La othodologie s'appuie sur un outil de haut niveau, appartenant I Ia femille ginirique SPOCK,
permettant
do prociduraliser los systimes experts.
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AVANflAGES
-

pestlen tonice do la abmoiro,
1engage cible C ou ADA:interfagcg facile avcc Ia partie convcntlonnelle de 1 applleation.

RESERVES:
-

l'outll cit actuellement I Ulftat do prototype.

3 L'OUTIL SPOCC
SPOCK
cit lssu do rochorchos au laboratolre "Systihes Exports" du Laboratoiro Central do Recherchos do
THONSO-CSF, mon~es sur I&comilation des bases do connhissances pour rdpondre aux bosoln des branches
ellitairos do TNCMSON-CSF
cn systiuos cxperts temps viol.
La compilationi des rigles ost apparuc comme
Itant la clef do l'obtontion do performances ilevfies.
L'pprocho suf
vie pormet do procdduraliser totalomont lo langage do riglos (Jogique du premier ordro) dans
Io 1 ngago ciblo.
L'algorithmc de RETE (Principe do base do OPS-V. ARTet Knowledge-Craft) a Wt Itcndu pour compiler totalemont Ie parcours do rlsoau do filtrage dons le code correspondent Cu langage ciblo. Diffirents langages
cibles peuvent Atre adressis ; LISP et C sont dlsponibles, LTR3 puis ADAsont on cours ddtudc.
SPOCC cit:
Un exicutif do systmes experts ripondant aux bosomns des applications towps rid
of forts:
-

maltrise do lallocation mdoiro sans nicossitd do "garbage collector",

-

primitives do communication avec 1Pextiriour.

*

grico i doux services

SPOCK cit hiritior do
-

mips-V
" pripondirance dochalnage avant dens los riglos
" roprdsentation des objets par des vocteurs
" filtrage par l'algorithmo do RETE

-

ART

" philosophic d'intdgration do plusiours paradigms sur un noyau do typo miPS-V
- M

" langage do prototypage utilisi pour 11criture du compilatour do rigles

SPOCK
a des points originaux:
-

-

-

Its riglos portent sur des objots abstralts qui pcuvont itro roprisentis par n'iwortc quolle
structure do langage ciblc (dofitruct ou flavors on LISP, record en ADA,struct en C, ... ).
compilation totale des riglos 10l
riseeu do RETEn'cxisto pas i 1'oxicution, It parcours du ricompill.
StO
a
eau
- x~cution "garbage-free" garantlo, tint quo les riglos no cowportcnt pas d'appcl oxplicite i LISP.
riglos munies d'uno prioriti nuudriquc, soit statiquc soit dynamiquc. cad calculle 3 partir des
variables do metbre gauche do la riglo.
roprisentation souplo des objets, adaptie & 1 iwlantation ultfiruro des micanismos do gestion
d'hypothlses.
compilation optimaic do quantifiour oxistonticl ; possibiliti do rfordonnor Its primisios dans los
riglos pour optimiser los tests offoctuls I loex~cution. i partir do stotistiquos d'utllisation.
appol d'uno fonction do comunication apris chaquc cyclo d'infironce pjur prise en coqpto
dlvdnoments oxtiriours ou gfiror un 6chimncior.
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SPOCK *st performant

Une comparaison do SPOCK
avec d'autres outils. pour

Ia rdsolution d'un problime de planification utilisf
par Is NASA
pour quantifier lea performances de tals outils at des machines qul les supportent (Motnkey
and bananas". 30 rlgles) aparels ddtablir le classament suivant:

OUTIL
(version)
TOOL

M4ACHINE Mb rigles
(mlmoire)
diclenchies
(MEmo")
Fired rules

Tamps en
secondes
Tim(s)

lb rigles
par sec.
Fired rules/s

SPOCX-C SUN(RISC)
(VI)
4-260

82

0.03

2733

SPOCIC-C

SUN

82

0.14

586

SUN
3-160(4No)

82

0.16

455

SYMBOLICS
3620(84o)

62

0.31

259

NOi
ART

(VI)

SPOCK-Lisp
(VI)
SPOCK-Flavors

3-160(414o)

SYMBOLICS

3640(4Mo)

86

1.2

72

MV)
OPS-Y
(DECV2)

VAX
11/780

81

1.3

62

81

1.7

48

86

2.4

36

OPS-V

(Forgy V2)
ART
(V2)

SYMBOL.ICS

3640(4*40)

TI Explorer
(4No)

La progremmation des riglas pour las autras outils qua SPOCK
a Wt aise par la NASA.
Commental res:
Le rapport de performance entre SPOCK
at OPS-V a deux raisons:
-

la rdseau de filtrage est reprisenti dans OPS-V sous form d'un micro-programme interprit6, tandis qua pour SPOCK
le percours du rfisaau est totaelment compilf.

-

le traitment des suppressions at des modifications d'objets est. dens SPOCK,une variante originnla da Valgorithma de RETE, avec de plus lamodification des objets "en place", caest i dire
sas copie. contrairement aOPS-v.

Cas mimes raisons expliquent une partie de l'avantaga de SPOCK
sur ART; une autre part ast attribuable I
lalligament da certains traitements dens SPOCK par rapport i ART (pas de test d'unicit6 I cheque insertion de felt, par example) ; en contra-partie, cartainas solutions accfliratrices opirationnelales dens ART
(recherche en mimoires locales par hachaga dynamique sur las tests digaliti. par iemple) na sont pas encore implantfies
dens SPOCK.
Les temps de SPOCK-Lisp dipendent de la reprfisentation des objets sur lasquels s'appliquent les rigles.
Sun SYMBOLICS, de mailleures performances auraiant pu itre obtenues en utilisant des "defstruct" plut~t
qua des 'Flavors%.
La similaiti des parformmncas de SPOCK-Lisp at SPOCK-C
dens ca test est due I I absence d'opfratons
arithmitiques qui, en LISP, demandeaielnt des tests de type I lexicution.
3.1 CYCLE
0'INFERENCE DESPOCK
La cycle dlinfirence de SPOCK
comporta quatre phases
-

una phase de filtraga (1) (*pattern matching'). qui d~termine, 3 ,artir de lensele courant
des objets ("working memory") at de l'ensemble fixe des riglas. Vensemble des rigles
instancijas. c'ast S dire des uplats de I& forma
(rdigle, obJeti .,objetm)
formis d'un nlom
da rigla at d'un combinaison des objets qui satisfait le membre gauche da la rigle.

-

une phase de silection (2) ('conflict resolution'), quf ditermine linstance de rigle de plus
forte prioriti ; en cas de prioritis Egales. le choix est elfiatoire.

-

una phase de diclenchement (3), quiconsist. i ex~cuter Ia partie droite de la rigla salectionnfie
sur las obJats de linstance, ce qui a pour effet de modifier Vensemle des objets at/on de
comniquer des actions au monde extirieur.
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phase do commnication (4), qul consiste A exicuter Is fonction comunication ;Cette
fonction, qul par Gifaut ne falt rien. est i redifinir par 1 utilisaeur, par example pour asservir tin objet horloge I une horloge externa, prendre en coqite des modifications externes
(acquisition de donnies en temps ridl), gdrer tin ichiencier,...

-une

Fonctionnement du cycle d'infirence:
SPOCK
calcule lensemble des rigles Instancies de faqon Incrbsentale, I chaque cycle difnfirence. La phase I de filtrage correspond donc A des calculs de mise Ajour de lensomble des conflits. qul ant lieu en
rfialiti apr13 cheque modification do 1 ensemble des objets, ca*st I dire pendant les phases 3 et 4.
Dens Vitat; Initial, lensemle des objets et lensaffle des ries instancides sont vides. A
llnitialiation, plusleurs objets sont insirfs dens la midoire de travail, ce qui petit provoquer
1 instanciation de plusieurs rigles qui sont placies dons 1 agenda. Audfimarrage du cycle
d'infirence. I'Instance Is plus prforitaire est diclenchie ces actions modif lent iventuellement 1. mlmoire de travail-at consiquamment lagenda, par filtrage-, at Ie cycle se poursuit jusqulA ce que l'une
des conditions suivantes se prisente
-

A Vitape de silection. lagenda est vide ,11 y a arrit ducycle

-

pendant les phases 3 ou 4, la fonction "halt" est appelge :il y aura arrit du cycle Iala phase
de shlection sulvante

-

pendant 1 une quelconque des phases, tine
interruption se produit (break ou erreur) :11 y a arrnt imi~diat du cycle.

Dons ce Gamifer cas, le reddmarrage du cycle est possible per Is fonction "restart%, & condition de restaurer un itat cohirent par lappel de I& fonction "clearandoatch".
Dens le cas d'applications de systimes experts temps riel,11convient d'inclure le cycle d'infdrence dens
une boucle plus ginirale G'attente otide gestion d'informations extirieires, qui nermette de relancer automatiquement Ie cycle d'inftrence.
3.2 LES OBJETS GERES PAR SPOCK
Les objets Sur lesquels portent ?esnigles
cr~ation. Ie test de type. linspection et
reprisentis par n imports quelle structure
de velours actives, attachement proc~dural,

sont des structures unfes d'oprations abstraftas pour I&
l'affactation des attributs. En LISP. las;
objets peuvent itre
difinie par "defstract', ou tine extension par des objets munis
h~ritage mltiple,.,coma par example las Flavors.

Les rigles sont gfiniriques et fonctionnent indipendemment de toutas les caractiristques des objets de
1 application.
Dens las versions 2 at 3 Ge SPOCK, las assertions logiques pauvent ftre reprisenties a leide de falts vfirifiant tin
test d'unfcit6 ; las felts sont des objets internas, qui, I linverse des objets ebstraits, ne
peuvent pas Itre partagis avec Ie reste de lapplication.
Un exemple d'objets ast donni ati chapitre 4.2.2.

3.3 LESREGLES
GEREES
PARSPOCK
Leur complaxit6 variera avec las versions successives de SPOCK.
La version 1 de SPOCK
comports des rigles de type chainege avant. Las rigles possident un nom, tine
priorit&. une partia gauche, tine partic droite.
La pertie gauche exprima tine condition stir Ia moire de travail (dens tin
langage Ge type logique du premier andre).
La partie Grolte axprime las actions I entreprendre lorsque Ia partie gauche est virif lie.
Una rigle s'apparenta I tine implication logique de Ia forna:
Pi Oj:tl ...

I~k0k:tk '

actions

dens laqualle las objets 01 Ge type t1 sont quantififs per pi -, univarsellement. existentiellenant on n&gativeinent.
Las types des objets sont exprimfis
par des schimas (*patterns")
Des examples da rigles sont donngs atichapitre 4.2.3.
La version 2 de SPOCK
offre de plus tin
systina de maintien des dfiductions (Truth Maintenance System) at de
structuration de Is base Ge rfigles
en paquets.

Isommus~A

*

V
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contexLa venicen 3 offrira aes foectionnalitls pour structurer 1 ensebla as felts an tine hllrarchie die
tes et explorer aot perllile pluslaurs hypothises.
DESREGLES.
3.3.1 LES MEISRES GAUCHES
Le metbre gauche d'une rigle eat tine conjonction tie conditions.
One condition pout Itre:
tin schha quantif ii universellement, existantillment on nlgativement.

-

tin appal A LISP correspondant J tine condition satlsfaite si le rlsultat est diffirent tie
nil, fausse since,
condition ton- une liaison de variable iIslvaleur d'une expression LISP, correspondant I tine
mimoriser le risultet d'un calcul interulidiaire).
jours satisfaite Win tie
Las schbmas sont par d~tent universellament quantiti~s.
-

La quantification existantielle est repine syntaxiquement par le sot cld exists aevant lo seniat.
La nigation eat rep~rle par le mot

dOf

not.

Example
ConditionsList
condition:

condition
ConditionsList condition;
pattern
symtol : pattern
EXISTS pattern
NOTpattern
sytbol'-'STRING;

tests.
Un schba exprime tin type diobjet sous la forme dtine conjonction die
La premier test concerne la structure 3 laquelle appertient 1'objet. Cetest est compilE avec le prldlcet
typap dieLISP, qulest vrai si l'objet est tine instance ae Ie structure on d'une extension tie le structure.
Las autres tests portent stir las champs des objets, ou stir l'objet tout antler.
Las tests stir tin chm suivent le nomdu chewp ; ils sent foruis:
argN qui sera compilEi en (predicat argi
soit d'un appal 5 LISP tie la forue 'pradicat arg2. ...
chewp.
arg2. ... erIN) aDargi eat la valour dui

-

Las tests stir l'objet tout entier sent possibles dens las appels & LISP raplr~s par le sot cell &
lPintirietir du schdma. 11 suffit tinrcoa tie faire apperaltre dens laexpression LISP la variable self qui
est life A l'objet candidat atiscrime.
L'ORORE DES TESTS
3.3.2 CONVENTION SURt
La compilataur do rigles ne change pas 1'orine des prlmisses dans Tasrigles, ni I 'ondre des tests dens
las schimes.
randre couns
riseati qu'il est possible die
La compilatetin pertege tons las noetids dui
sans parturber 1'ntire des tests.

a plusietirs

tigles

DROITS DESREGLES
3.3.3 LES MPEMSRES
Ils reprfisantent des suites d'actions A ex~cuter dens l'environnent aesvariables hifes par la metbre
gauche. Oneaction petit Itre:
-

tine expression LISP quelconque
tine liaison par bind ae variables intermidlaines & des velours quelconques
tne action pridifinia tie modification tie la msmolre tie travail
" insertion d'un nonval objet
" suppression d'un objet
" modification d'un objat~avec at sans filtrage
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3.3.4 LESPRtIORITES DAMS
LES REGLES
Los prioritis scat des vaeurs nanirquos antfiOres cii rdolios.
La prioriti d'uno rOgle peat Wte statique ou dynamlqie.
Los prioritis drnamiquos scat dit tales par:
-

Ia valour C'uss variable lie dans 1e medtre gauche,

-

Maooxpression LISP quohconquo, pouvant porter sur los variaties lies dii mitbre gaucho.

est
Los prioritls 4ynaasiQus scat 6valules pendant la Phase do filtrage, d~s qu'une instance do v'Oghe
trouwlo.
Los prioritis statiquos sont dittales par tine constanto entilre ou pr~dlf tale (maxima,. minimam,
imeodiate-firing).
La constanta imeodiate-firing indique quo a Irglo est ddclonchie d~s qu'une instance est trouvie. Los riOgles eployant cotte priorit6 doivont respecter queiquos pr~cautions d'ewlol et Otre rlserv~es pour des
actions simplos.
: ASSISTANT TACTIQUE
4 APPLICATION DIESPOCK
Los travaux en cours doivont pormettro d'obtenir dons tin premier towps un outth
d'assistnce & Iopr~paretion do missions do type reconnaissance avoc tin hlicoptire hlgor, ptiis tine aide 0 la navigation dons tin
chowp do menaces, tenant compte dui
relief grice A tine base do donnfies cartographique eotarqude.
L'expertise ost recuothhie aupris d'un Chef Phloto do lAviation L~gire do l'Arul doTerre (ALAT).
Los problimes; A glrer soot:
-

la priso en coqpto de l'intervisibilitl entre ihllicoptlre et los 6voattielles menaces (avec meilloure
utilisation possible du relief).

-

tin).
h'intorvisibilitl hllicoptire-but (ces dui

-

la g~n~ration do trajectoires

-

respect do la
lo ph lotago do )a glnratlon do trajoctotres tenant compte des menaces, dui
relief, dui
mission (heure, but).

Pour dlmontrer 1 int~rit do SPOCK
pour ce type do problhmes, tin simuhateur maquetto basEi sun tine description toponyuique d'uno zone glographique a 6t6 riolisO stir machine SYMBOLICS.
L'ASSISTANT TACTIQUE
4.1 SIPULATEUR POUR
LIENThEE
4.1.1 PARAMIETRES
L'uttltsatour d~finit
-

la position do d~part do lhlcoptdre

-

ha vitesse do hlicoptire

-

la destination finale

-

los difflrontes menaces, symbolis~es par
" lour nom
" hour position
" hour portle

-les

rles divohution do honvironnomont
" 1@ maintien des objoctifs (ginlraloment atteindre ha dostination)
" ha coh~rence des prises do d~cision avec honvironnement (Oviter los menaces, par example).

IL___
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4.2 METHODE
DE SIMULATION
4.2.1 PRISE EN COMPTE
OUCARACTERE
TEMPOKEL
La simulation du temps slopire par la gestion d'un objet do type Horloge qul comporta linformation
TMS. Le Teps s'fncrment par une rig1e de priorit& minimu quand tous les objets du systime oant
traitis pour 1 Instant de Tempscourant.

t6

Le mouvement des objets mobiles sopre de la mime manure par une regle de prforft& mfnim,
quand
1 'objet se trouve tre en retard sur la variable Temps. Grice £ cetta prioriti mntmle, le mouvement
nest effectud quo lorsque tous les parmitres d'Justament du diplacement (vitesse et cap) ont ti positi onnis.
4.2.2 STRUCTURE
DESOBJETS
La simulatlon met en oeuvre quatre types d'objets (Flavors?
- Hfiicoptire
- Destination
- Obstacle(s)
- Horloge
Ces objets sont construits 4 partir d'h~ritage des objets de base suivants
- INTITULE

champ NON

- HORLOGE

champ TE

- DIMENSION

champ PORTEE

S

- POSITION
)
( position dens le plan horizontal
" champ Y )
Schampx

" champ Z

altitude

- VITESSE :
* champyx

)

* champ Vy

variation de position horizontale pour
I cheque mouvement
)

* champ Vz

variation d'altitude pour cheque mouvement

Les objets dfffnitffs sont construits par hiritage
- OBJET h6rite de :
" INTITULE
" POSITION
- MOBILITE hirite de
" VITESSE
" HORLOGE
- OBET-MOBILE h6rite de
" OBJET
" MOBILITE
- HELICOPTERE hirite de OBJET-MOBILE
- DESTINATION hrite de OBJET
- OBSTACLE hirite de
" OBJET
" DIMENSION

REM0Rh

: Les menaces rielles seraient, de type OBSTACLE-MOBILE.

I
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4.2.3 tEGtES D'EVOLUTION DE LA SITUATION
Lea riffles scat mistes en torse par ia eacrocceeanda REFRULE
qul prend catm arguments
-. le omdalea rigle (riutlisable par lea outila de trace et de contrile d'exicution dui
programme)
- la Prioriti de I& rigie (utilisie pour le classemant des dicienchemants des rigles dens
1 agenda)
- it Corps de
rigie primissas puis conclusions, ralies par le symbolae
Rigle d'incrmentation dui
temps
Cetta rigle vieprend en coqpta qu'un objet

IHORLOGE.

(DEFRUtE IMCREIENTATION 0
H:sCHORLOSE TEMPSTps)
(MDIFY H TEMPS -(+1

Tpa))

Rigia de diplecement des objets
0
(DEFRULE
MOUVEMENT
O:s(ORJET-.MOBILE
XSx

Y-y

Z-z
Yx-vx
Vy-Y
Vz-vz
TEIW'S-ta.)
(HORLOGE

TEIUS-Tps)
C3-Tps
ton) :1objet eat an retard sur le temps
(MODIFY 0 X-(+x vx)
Y-C(+vy)

Z-(+z vz)))

Rigle de navigation vera l'objactif (destination)
Pour e'assurer qua lhiicoptire va etteindre l'objectif, on compare son cap avec leazimut de Is droite
jolgnent sa position prisante at celle de l'objectif ; una diffrance trop importanta se tredzire par ume
modification da cap pour remener la dfivietion
a une vaeaur tolirabie.
COEFRULE
VERS-DESTINATZoN 3
H:C(HELICOPTERE

X-x
Y'y

Vx-vx
Vry)7

b

D:-(DESTINATION

X-dx
Ysdy)
()(-(ATAN vy vx)(ATAN C-dyy)(-dx x))10.1)
(MODIFY
H X.(*(COS(ATANt C-dy y)C-dx W))
CSQRT(+( x x)(* y yf)
Yu(*(SIN(ATMN C-dyy)C-dx W)
CSQRT(4(* x x)(* r W

Rigle divitement des obstaclas~menacas)
Pour bviter in obstacle (menace), on considire an premier lieu ceux qul se trouvant sur la trejectoire de
I 'hit icoptire ; 1 ivitinent correspond i une modification de Cap.
La s~lection paout
se faire aur deux critires principaux
-

i'hilicoptira at trouve dens it portia Se it menace

-

ihilicoptire se trouvere dans it Portia de it
da cap Cnide vitesse cii
deiltituda).

enace dens kcunit~s de Tempa all via change pas

La premier critire correspond i lepparition d'une menace, soit que cette demure soit mobile, aoit qu'un
changement du relief conduisa A urn ivtarvisibiliti hficoptEre-menae ; cec ntire nest pas encore pris
en coqita dens le sisileteur. quiutilisa it deuxilme crit t eavec
k-3.
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Diff~raftes stratdgies do correctioni do trajictoire peuvent itreI 3150s in 0euVra 11 a 601 dbcid6 di
prandre come nouveau cap Is direction do I&tangmnts au cercie de portle de I& weace, au point oO Ia
trajectoire do l'blicoptire aurait du couper ce cercle do portie de Is menace. La r1gle s'6crit donc
(DEFRU.E EVI rE-OBSTACLE 2
N:.(HELICIPTERE

X-x
Y-Y
Vxsvx

Vy vy)
0:- (OBSTACLE
X-ox
Y-oY
PORTEE-p)
(4-(+(EXPT C-ox (+ W( 2 vx)))2)
(EXPT C-oy (+ yI* 2 vy)))2))
(EXPT p 2))

(MODIFY H
Vx-(* (SQRT (+(EXPT vx 2)(EXPT vy 2)))
(COS (+ATAN (-oy y)(-ox x))

Vy,(

(*(51GMWU-CATAN (-cy y)(-ox x))
(ATMK (vy vx)i)
I -2)))))
(SORT (+(EXPT vx 2)(EXPT vy 2)M
(SIN (+ATAI (-oy y)(-ox Wl
(*(SIGNUNIF(ATAN (-oy y)(-ox x))
(ATM (vy vx)ll

4.3 PERFORM4ANCES

Pour un noubre d'obstacles restraint (moins de trente). on obtient des performances comprises entre 200 et
250 rhgles dfclenches par seconde, ce qul cit parfaitemint cohdrent avec les rdsultats obtenus avec le
benchomark NASA
(cf tableau).
4.4 AMELIORATIONS PREVUES
La partie Slulateur prendra en compte Ia notion de volume de menace et se raccordera i Vquipement de
base de donnfes certographique afin de prendre in compte le relief tant pour Ia navigation que pour
l1 vitment des menaces.
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Cet article priseote lea principals& dIfficultis rencontries lore de I~s rfalisstion en PROLOGde systimes
experts dana un contexte industrial. 11 montre 1. nhcessit&i d'une extension de PRtOLOGvers on lengage
orient* objet at dtcrit len mficanismes de base deant y figurer pour faciliter I& programmation des syst&men experts. L'srticle dtcrit ensuite l'environnement construit our cette extension pour permettre I& reprfisentation et Ilexploitttion de connaissances sous Is forme de r~gles de production. La seconde partie de
l'srticle prtnente quetre applications rfialisties par l'ESD does
domaine stroosutique et spatial :un
syst~me expert d'aide A Ia dfifinition de liaisons Bilectroniques doe un nylon (BASILE).
on syst&.e expert
d'aide A Is Section des batteries utilisfiesour satellite (GIBUS), deux nyntimes experts d'aide au diagnostic do pannen de sous-syst~mes satellite (SCAO :syntime de contr8le d'attitude et d'orbite, PCS :systime
pour lValimentation 6lectrique).
Mots ced
environoement pour syst~aes experts,

nynt~men experts, PROLOG, langsge objet.

I. - LBS 5150135 D' UN INDUSTRIEL
L-Electronique Serge DASSAULTCESO) s'est intfirenn~etis t8t aux techniques d'intelligence artificielle,
pour rdsoudre des problames industriels ane solution classique satisfaisante (tels que le calcul syuboliqua, le diagnostic de pannes de circuits filectroniques). at pour le maquattage de systSmes complexes.
L'utilisation croissants de cen techniques doe de noabreuses applications a fait appersitre Is benoin
d'outiln opfirationnels dont len carsctfirintiques fitaieotlen nuivantes:
-

multi-domaines
tion,..

-

multi-techniques
grammation objet,

aide A Ia conception,
logique

den prfidicats,

"monitoring"

at surveillance,

diagnostic

syntilmenA base de rAglan de production,

de panne,

planifica-

logique floue,

pro-

-

fiable,

-

document&,

-

ouvert our l'environnement logiclel existent,

-

disponible nur lea n yone inforatiques de l'ESD pour isciliter ls diffusion den applications au sein de
l'entreprise, at doe on environnement PROLOG, le langage de base reteno pour nos dtiveloppements an intelligence ertificielle.

Ii.

-

COMM3ENT
DIVELOFFEB DES SYSTEMS EXPERTS EN PROLOG

Bien qua la programmation des systamnesexperts appsraisne souvent comme un domains d'application prlvil~gif
do langaga PROLOG, beaucoup de tentatives d'utiliestion de ce langage doe cc domaine se soot soldfies, sinon par on aichec,
tout n coins par besucoup de dtisillusions. On a pu ainai entendre dire qua, bient
qu'incorporant un moteur d'infftrences, PRLOG off rait des mcanismes de raisonnement tnauffiats, qu'i. no
permettait pas l'6criture de mfita-ragles,quail Wfitait pan asset performant...
Can points de vue contradictoires tiennent au fait qua plusieurs approches soot envinageables en ce qui
concerns l'utilisation de PROLOG pour le dtveloppement de systames experts ;noun allons len passer rapid.ment an revue.
-PROLOG

:langage de spkcificatioo

Done cette appinoche, Ie syst~me expert at programat directamant an PROLOG. Len consissances sont
repctnentfiea par den axiosan. La rainonnement %is en oeuvre et cabi fourni par Ia langage luiamas, c'est-&-dire Is chalnagea sriar aver recherche an profondaur d'abord. 11 at clair qua, *I
Von s'y cantonna, cette faomon de proctder possAde de nombreux inconvanianta qui, mlme au Prix
d'extennions telas qua relies figorant doe APtS (HAMMOND
841, limitent fortemant len possibilitas
den systaen exrerts ainsi diveloppGo
pen da strurturation de la connaissanre,
stratfigiefixe,
expression den mfits-ronnaissances difficile,
absence de ratour srriAra Intelligent...
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- PROLOG
%langage d leplmiantatioe
?V.OWG at ici utili*G come un langage ginfiraldo programmation ; ela conduit I Mt lair us torusliaes de roprhaenatlon at daexplottatiou des connaissancee (on now tout simopleusut I reprendre u
formalisms 448JA existent tal quo UffClU JISLL 813 , OP65 LPORGY811,* SNARK (LOAIII
833, TANGO
[CORDIKI 83)... ) et I Lmplimsnt~r en P2OLOG. Cleat ce qua Von appalls ameh11 Certs athode
pr~sente lVevantsge de permatire ama iaplimaotlon trbs rapid* en ralson do Is puissance d. PROLOG
en taut qua lagage de programation. Par contrel l'officacitt r6sultante Weet pas garantie et Ise
reprdoentstion dais conusalsanceas nepout 5seffectuir qu'a trevers Is formalisme choisi ce qul sat
souvent lusuff leant.
-

Extension& do POU1G
Cette troisiam vale consists I prendre sets des lusufflmaoces do PIO14G at I dtfiulr une extension
du lougage of front
as fooctionnalit~s oicessalres A Ia riallaation de systlms experts. Do nowbreux travaux out vu Is jour our ce the, Is plupart visaut I introduire des possibilit~a de
structurftlon do Is connoismonce at do coutr8le du raisonemut [DIMCEAS 831. [CLAIK 82). [OGAVA
841. Sion qocaucun de cae travaux Wait atteint I. stade industrial, un cartain nombre do prlocipes
out Ott 6tablis:
*PROLOG doit rester am aooe-oueble du nouveau laugage dAUful,
*lee extension& dolvent avoir uue s&mootique partaitemeut dfif
inie
*lee extensions dolvent offrir doesw~canomes puisuts (supiriours au simple
clauses) permettant Is d~finition at U. modification de bases do connaissauces.

Coot routfs Cu problse.

do la r~alimatiou

ajout/retrait

do systames experts daus am contexts opiratloonael,

de

nous avons dfi-

velopph l'avironnevssut 1MICAT ITAILLIBERT 863 en oous appoysot or 1. troissae approche (exteusions do
PIOLOG) et en eamayat de mettre Vaccent our la fouctionlitts nlcossaires mu dliveloppemout do systime.
experts doos am contexte industriel atsavoir%
-possibilit& dlipllaenter one large gaame do formalismes de reprisentation do connoaesaucem,

$

feclig

-

rlialimatlon rapid, et Pau cofiteusedo prototypes do mystlses experts.

III. -

3,

a

-

pour Is dgfinition de strat~glam propres

o

probimes

traitor.

IICAT

E41CAT eat une extensiou do PROLOGverm un laugage orient6 objet (LOO) our leqool a fit& divelopp6 uu envirounemeut pour l'exploitation do rlglea do production.
3.1. La longage orient& objet
Lo LOO et bae our le concept do "frame" [MINSKY 753 (et plus prlicisimut our le modile Pitt [ROBERTS 77))
auquel a rt ajoutf un wlcaulame de communication outre objets par massages. Le concept d'objet meet aviri
o concept 3 Is. fois puissant et efficace pour Is pr~sentation des connaissances factuellem o dos ralsonnements do bee nivesu dan ea smystlees experts [FARGUES 833.

t

~culler,

Par

silleurm. lee possibilitle dlettachements procfiduraux (ou rfiflexes) ont Ot
tendues afin. an partido peraettre ama sp~cification plus prficise do l'iustsnt do dricleuchement. Ainsi, A tout attribut,
Ii met possible d'attacher lee proc~dures moivantes :mi-besoin, avent-ejoot, apr4e-ajout. avant-retrait,
apris-rtrait. avant-modIfication, apras-modtfictlton.

Zofin. certain.. faciliths oat UtS introduftes parmi lesquelles
-

Isasp~cification do Is port&* do l'bfiritage(&fin de Bogner sn efficacitE).

-

un contr~le anti-boucloe
au niveau des attachaeuets proclduraux pout faciliter
stratl
de chalnage arriAro adaptle am probilme A traitor.

-

use trace programable pour lalde

-

un micanioee do amimorieation dlrtat qui felt 1'objet do paragraphe esivant,

-

des primitives graphiquss pour It dfiveloppement de dialogues home-aachino convivlaux,

-

am Editeur d'objetm.

A la

Is programatin

4' one

wive au point de Is base do cannaismsnces,

Uftorisation d'Etat
Un outil de
(LAGRENT 843
-

do systdoo.

experts

choix do 1l6tet our laquel &Sir,

-choix

-

diveloppamunt

cho

deobjs loua apliqul
dex

os

jetA

rlsqu

plr,pliurrarge
rlarge
al

dolt

off rir

lee trots

omicanismes de

choix

suivents

41-3Lo Premier da. ec
chos list Is plus
d-information souvent inportante ;1
et

cofieux I mttre on oeuvre car il nicoccite unesmorisation
sigaificatif quo peu dloutils do divelopposent le proposent.

11 appar
quo mi co micaniomseoat intigr6 au LOO, Is concoptaur do oper~me export dispose alors dun oMi 61ilmuraire lui pormettant Is progrmaton do stratngles adaptte* au problme I traitor. Pour eol&,
dens EKICAT, un prototypo - nomm5 ftat" - oct pridifini
I tout moment, lea opirstions effactudos our lea
objets *omt wbmorioiocs dons I'Lnanco de ce prototype dicignie come "fist couran". A chaque fit quo
ion souhaite crier un point do retour,
mne nouvelle instance de l'objet "ltat-courant" doit art
engendrde. 11 eat aloof possible do mimoriser tout n Parris do larbre do recherche, ot ensuite do sly dAplecer.
Los informations w~morisies dens chsque objet at nicessaires au changement diAtat soot accessible, A
l'utilloateur or permettent do programmer one stratfigie oa por example, en "a d'impss, le yst~se retourne, I litat eyant ongendrA on attribut donni, einei qu'on le trouve dons (VIALATTE 851.
tin estime export nsayanr pas vicessirement 41rocountr an choix di6tsr dens tour** lee phases du raisonnemonr, ce micanious pout Stre mis hors service sf in do no pee pdnsliser lensotble des recherches.
3.2.* L'environeost pour rigles do production
Un LOO no cuff it pee A rislisor un systias expert car beaucoop de connsissences so roprhcontent plus ai@6sent sous la forms do rigies do production. Cooat pourquoi ENICAT comprad, construit our 10 couple
PIOLOC-LOO0, un environnement perserront la dfifinitionat l'exploitation do riglos do production.
Los riglos avec MaWA
La ddfinition doun formalisme do raglos de production eat cousiso I un ensemble do contraintee bien coovent
sutagoniotec ainei
-

Is formslisms dolt Atre puissant et ginfral cs dolt pouvoir Ggalesent e'adapter A une expertise porticuliire pour permertre. dens certains coo, llintroduction des rigioc per lsxpert lui-vise,

-

le formaliss dolt permeitro l1icriture do rigles oafs ausof de mito-ragloe,
tOt du domcine d'experrice et les second., do stratigios do recherche,

-

Is formalcco dolt Otre dicicratif mai* doit permettro Ggeleuent lexpreceion do connaissances I caracrlre procidursi (stratigios do recherche).

Pour tonir compte
buts PROLOG.

do cec

contraintec,

leo promibres traitsnt

piu-

une rigle EXICAT se reprfisente sos is forma doune conjoncrion de

11 et clair qu'un tel formalisms, Oll convient bion cu cogniticion en lul offrant ainol tout* is puissance de PIOLOG, no facilite pee lea 6changec avoc loxpert et en socun cas no lut pormet do concovoir lee r4gles lui alme. Cosat pourquoi la forms "conjonction do huts PROLOG' no roprisonto quo Is forma interne des
rigios. In pratique, lutilisateor pout difinir chaque rigle comme un objet, hfiritant Woun prototype giniral appoli "riglo", muni do doux attribute dicrivant
-

Voun Ie "corps" de Is rigle sous le forms ias ioux adaptfiesu problime ,

-

lautre is "traducAon" A appliquer au corps pour I. transformer en one conjonction do buts PROLOG (forms
interne).

Cette approcho permer doutiliser Is relation hiirsrchique ontre lee objets pour difinir des faaiiios do reglee door le formaliems ect adapt& au type do connalosances A reprisenter ; on afime cystims export pourra
ainei recourir I pluciourc formalisms cimuiraniment.

~o

La traduction cleffectue sutomatiquement I laontrie
I Is modification do Us rigle per 1. jo do rf lox..
prdifinis hditfs do prototype "riglo". Grico A l'utiliostion do. "ophrateure" pricente dans Is plupert
des implimentationa do PROLOGcette traduction pout rester simple tout en off rant A 1'expert on formalisms
facile I menipulor.
Coment "perlor

do. Oigls

L'importance des sit-conaisances n'est plus I dimontrer (PITRAT 82]
en of fet di. qu'un cystime export
attoint Ie sillier do riglo., lec wiceniames d'application qui, quels quo soisot les adreesages associatif a
sico so place, recreot essentiellousot siquentiels, finissent per perdre touts off icaciti.
Pour aiderZI s ditermination doe connajocances utile.
Iis rfisolution d'un problimse, EMCAT off no cioq
possibilitio pour s rifirer eux rigles prisentes dens Is base:
-

-

orgsniser lee rigles c"us forms bifirarchique. ce qui ect issfdier grAce A 1. reprisontation objet our 1aquells .11es coot construitesc
construire en n

plusieurs index our ooe clasc,

do rigiec,

moment do l'ontr.e de Is riglo, A portir do so forme interns
-

is construction ect faire cutomatiqumsent a,

so rifirer I en ensemble d'attributs, csiculioA I lentrie do la r&le cur so form interne, ropirant lee
conorentoc qui sly trouvsot mentionie (objets, typos. attribute, pridicet externe), do moni Ire comparable A cc qui oat fait dons [DAVIS 801;

- so rifirer & do. attribute
limportance do is rigle),
- offectuer une unification

piscis per 1s ridectour do Is rigle (par example pour indiquer Is coat

n on filtra8 . cur Is corps do Is rule (form externe).

n
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Application dee rles

L'objectif principal do DIECAT italt do pereectre Is dgflnltion do otrotigtes edapt~es ou problinea I reoudes ; cola set rend. possible grice A Is primitive (unique) d'applicatton dos rigles dicrit. so peragraph*
ci-apris. Clie-ci eat utiliede ase bien per law otrtgiee prifif inlem quo par I*@ stratigies dfif toes
par Iauttlistur.

PrImItive d'applicates
cleat us pridicat qut comports trots arguets at sicrit
appliquer (chotz-d-rigle, cboix-d'ob jet* objet-silecttonn6)

chaque solution correspond A one Lnstanciation

Annase o in. des rigles choisles. Lee diffirentes soluA cheque recour erribre ear laeprimitive. La
tions *out obtenues, comes cleat toujours Is cas on PROLOG.
signification des trots arguments eat ilesulvent*e

aeppliquer,

-

le choix-de-ragle s'effactue en donnant suit la lists des rAgies
Stre idrifftieper celles-ci,

-

Is eboiz-deobjet et one lists de filtres permettent do spicifier. on mnont do lVapplicatlon, lee objets
our lesquels Is r&gle dolt seappliquer.

-

suit une propri~tS devant

Lobjet-siiectina

paret ane colimnincatlou entre Is rigle et t o icaniase d'application.
pour "appltquer lea ragles, ofilectionnis per lea ofits-rigies *I et 62, it1suffirs d'scrlre

Ainet.

appliquer (I.-:ppliquer (sl.m2.ntl, ntl,R),utl.*)

Stratigies pridif toes
tHICk? offre qaelqaes stratfigiespridtfintes construttes
cl on peat otter

A pertir

de la primitive eppliquer ;paral cellos-

Passage

6valuatton do toutes les solutions

Saturer

&valuations successives de "passage" jusqu'l ce quacucun objet ne colt
Passage

Proaver

application
argument

junqu'A

saturetion on dimonstratton d'un bat

plus mdtf i& ou cours d'uo

(conjunction do buts PROLOG) fournt

en

uijlatour
Streetlogiar
Ce n'est at per hegard, of per oubli, a1 none neavone pee encore Avoqaf 10 chainage arrigre. Ign of fet,
on mode d'application dee raglan (cellee-ci no pouvant en toate
celut-ci nodolt pee Stre considir6 cm
riguoar seappliquer quo done Ie eos condition - action) mats come une stratigie de recherche. Deautre
pert, Vexpience sequis per la rislisatton de plasteurs systimee experts ous a montrf qu'il niftait pee
rialiste de proposer an chalnege arrire -standard" da felt do oombre Rlev& do choti poesibles tels que

-

dolt-on diciancher Is recherche pour tous lee objets ? (pour certeins cola We wouvent eacan Sens),

-

quand at pour qusis objets dolt-on poser des questions

Clat pourqaoi

i

on

A l'opfrateur?

seuble quo Is dfifitlon do ls stratngle do recherche en arrtgre est du reesort do

pie, pear rialteer Is dimoostration d'un but do Is form: recherche do Is vaeur do l'attribat daun objet
don,

an profondear dlebord,

sans question attlisateur.

11 saffit
-

do privoir ileginiratlon d'uo index our les raglos concluant I cette veleur,

-

an riflone sI-bosoin qal applique
d'sttacher A Ilobjet pour leequels Is chalnege arrialreest souhaitfi
ragles obtenues per cat index.

los

et clat tout I Le recherche do la valear do I'attribut dicienchors outometiquement Is etretfglo en chain.o systime enti-bouclage intigr6 Z le repriseotetton objet Gvltent oe fiventuelle recherche
go erribre ;
infltote.

MI - *MCATIONS AIRONAMTQURS IT SPATI=S
Ues ce chapitre soot prdeenties quatre applications do EM1CAT does l domaino adirooauttque et spatial.
4.1. Aide

A Isedifinit ton des

liisona

Glactroniques (lABIL)

Use promirs version do SASILE a 6tA rfialist coojointement per VESO ot Isesoctfiti AND-YbA,pour la dfifinttion des connexions entro 6qulpesents do Systime do navigation at d'Armement deavione de combat.
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Lea coneione entre I** 6qoipsuents don @Yatie. dsrmes micerns doivent respecter des norma techniques
qul soot A la fois noebreuses at complexes. D'autre pert, lee modifications do systbae eminent I reliet des
dquipsemots dGii utilisls A de nouveaux fiqulpaeo doot ii fotr spdcif ter linterface. Le systime BASILE
iquipements, en mttant I lour disposi* pports ms concepteors one aide A la dhfinition de liaisons entreGlectroniques.
0. plus, BASILE off re a
,ian Lm connalssanct des technicians spicialisie en liaisons
eans intervention d'uo inforuaticien, Ie base de
Ilexpert la posibiliti de sodif let et d'eufiliorer
Itr. esimie et velidie directement par
connaissances .I&s mioute portie des connaissances pout &ast
l'expett.
Cersotfiristiqoes
donne des waleots ie caractiristiquss disitias, o des
BASILE eat on systim interectif od iutiltseer
contratotee our cc$ velours. Le raisoneent goid& par lee donnies propaes elore toutaes lea consfiquences de
coo donnies an Gliminsot lee eolutions incompatibles. Ge processos incrtmntal peteet d'eboutit I one liaison coaplteusot spgcifius. Un micautie de retour srut.r intelligent permat la sodification partielle de
I& solution on coors is construction.

si niveau logiqus doestat logique jactif do emeteur est haut
slots tenision do statlogique actif do ametteur dolt-etre > - 24
us tat logique
Gi 9 eoto
at nivesou do 2 e;t isole
alote iupidance de 9 dolt cte

> 100 000

4.2. Ceetlon de batteris de eattelite (C130W)
pet 1'!SD (soos-traltants
Ce systice est tisli*i
l'I~aoce Spatiale guropisns (ISA).

:SAFT at COGNITECII) dane

1.

cadre d'un

contret

de

yonctioooalitas
La Esotion de batteries des sattelites en orbits bases eat one tiche dilicate qul niceseite one expertie
spicisllsfe dens len centres de contr8ls. En sffat, lee batteris d'accuolateure spartux soot des fiquipsments pour lesquels on ne dispose pee de wodilisation mathfisatiqus do couportesent, euffisaament gfintraie
pour itre applicable dens toue lee rfigices de fonctionoeet.
La Baetion de batteries a daux objectife
1)

effectuer A chaqus orbits (doria 100 min) one recharge suff isante des accosulateurs pendant Is piriode
(65 min) at in de disposer de touts Is puissance oicessaire AIis plsteforme at sux charges
diclaireet
utiles pendant Ia piriode di6clipee (35 sin),

2)

uauiiseer is durne de vie de is battense, an ivitant lee surcharges excessive* et en prentant en compte
le vieiiliseent des accouislteura dens l'sjusteusnt des persuitree de gastion.

Los foact ions do systime export soot:
-

La

umonitornog" des assutes do cbsque orbits

Le systiee intigre AI&l fin de chaque orbits on certain noubre de donnfies carsctiristiques et lee qualtf ie
aberrante, noulnale, snoruale. En tAime etatloonsire (utiliesation at recharge tigulidres de is
batterie) Ie systiue filabora lee voleurs ettendus A laide de coddles expfirtentaux. En rigime transitoire (cae ginirel) Is systime fait on bilen d'uiilisation at de recharge or on hisarique d'une vingteine d'orbites. La cam6chiant on diagnostic d1anouslis do comportement de Sestion de Is recharge eat
produit ainsi que dee conseits pour corriger o compensar lsnomlle.
- Lenalyse A long term do lbilstorfqoe do Is batensl
La fonction de "monitoring" construit Incrgsentaienent on historique synthitique des donnies at dimemonte importants. La function d'salyse foornit on isogage de requites de cat historique ainsi que des
tonctions is ilsnosiic A long terse concetnant lestimation de is doris de vie restante et lee dfigradetions de perf ormances.

Catactitistiqe
Le syutlma expert trats cycliquasent lea donntes do lorbita couronte. La riisonnement utilise la monnes
11 at donc nicessaire de reptisenter dens Is base de conassances
dec orbites prficidentee.
-

(msures, conclusions des orbites countes@ et pessics),
des fait@ detfit

-

des fait. instantanis (stale pendant one orbits) at des fait*a ysot one portia teuporelle (sraie pendant
piusieurs orbitee).

Des primitive* do gStion de cam faits out iii nlss aisiment avac It LOOde w(ICAT. La faits peuvent
lIre utilisis per lee diffireotes fasillee do rigles do systies.

i

_

If end of charge current is abnorsal(sup)
an k TactIr is nomnal
then partial short circuit detected during charge
if temperature -c 10
and ab(tomersture - awg(temeraere.
then state is transient
4.3. Diagnostic do peases do aou-sysiw

, a-I))

aliesation

C. systihn expert a Gt& rfialiaG conjointeesni

(POS)

par i'USD et l'AhrospatialalDSSS

(Cannas) dane Le cadre d'un

coatret C"ES'
Le Gous-sysilme PCS du satellite TOPIL rfigule lalientation glectrique du satellite. Son fonctionneemot
at donc de nature purement Glectrique. one anoisslis y correspond A on niveau incorrect de tension o de
courani our une peril. du sous-systlee n d'un gigeent client aliseni.
Los missions deviandlies an systese expert soot so noabre de trots
-

Is ditection d'anowalies, c'est-31-dir* I. contr8le fin at syst~matique de tootes la t~l~viesures per cowparaison A des valeurs nomial.,. Celles-ci sont calcul~ee dynamiquemant par modilisation en fonction de
Ua conf iguration do satellite (dfteraination d'un Stat de rgfgrencs).
tges et si possible de leurs modes do pennes.

-

Is esate, la modification,
gence artificielle.

Is consultation

des connaissancee par un expert,

non sp~cialiste en intelli-

La itectin d'snoaalies n~cessite Ia gmotion d'un tat de rdfgrence, clest-&-dire Les tensions et courants
do toutes lee liaisons des sch~uas Slectriqoes et donc lee valeore thforiques des tglgesures. A chaque nodification do I& configuration, cet 6tat do rfifirence eat recalcol&. Las connaissancee utilislas consistent
en one description stroctorelle do sous-systlais. atus fore. de higrarchie de hottes reluSes par des liat*sons,
et one description fonctionnelle. some forms de fonctions de transfert sp~cifiques h one bolte o gndriques pour on type de holie (r~sistance par example). Cos fonctions relient lee courant@ et tensions des
*liaisons
en entrfe at sortie de I& bolts.
? our les fusiblee, In fonction de transfert nat Is suivante

dens~~.
fuobl on

ctat

Des r~gles de calcol
transfert (puissance,
coeposants.

-

peccant alors i(2) :- (1)

de peremitree permantent de calculer lee persevires utiliess par lee fonctions de
rfiststance, gist....)
en fonction des caractgristiqoes de Is bolt. o de see sous-

Poor Syaluer le paramlirs 'wStat" utilisfi does
ple. la rlgle de calcul de paraviltre soivante

fonction de tranafert d'un fusible, on applique, par exam-

si uode( fusible)-noainsi
slots Gtat(fusible) ilpeccant
sinon gtat(fusible) :-nonpasant
La celcul de 1 'git
de rfgrence eat on algorithms de parcoors do schima explotent de* connaissances
dgcLaratiwes. Lee anomalies sont dftect~ee par coeparaison des valeurs do t~lflsures aui yaleurs ibsoriques diduites de l'itat de rAfftence.
Pour lo diagnostic, lee connaissances utilis~es consistent en on ensemble de r~gies attachges A chaque hotte, pereiettant de didoaner (diecolper) Ls bolte at tout son contenit. o, an contraire, de faire des hypotises
de pen.. A l'int~rieur de Is bolte. Ca. r~gles s'appuient our La norvalitf/anoreslitS des
itloesures o our leurs uoleurs nowifriques. 11 s'agit donc dWon "complation' de connaissances de nod~lisation ci de conneissances des pannnespossible.
Le diagnostic consiste A percourir, de faqon descendants, Ie schm en slappuysnt our la description structurelle et I tenter de disculper o suspecter c'haqoe bolts. La r~duction at corr~lation des hypothases de
pannies rfiduitec soot faites per calcol forest cur les expressions logiqoes.
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bloci eat dddosad of tat 0.0
on tK2 - puissance(blocl)/max: (20.0. tal)
o8*signifi

A peti

ptAs

fgal St oa bindl sat tins bolts et tal, U
t2

4.4. Diagnostic do panss. 4u aeus-yttm
Ce 6yst~ms expert
contrat ONlS.

a

Wt rfAlIias

soot des t~l~mesures.

do contr8le d'attitude at d'orbite (SCAD)

conjointeet

par lESD

at Matra

sase

(Toulouse)

dens le cadre

d'un

FonetioounlItf
Le sous-systlue SCAO du sastellite TELECONI, assure Is positionnement et Is stabilisation du satellite en
orbits gdostationnaire. Son fooctionoewent eat de nature I Is foia aficanique (dynamique) et filectronique,
lee deux aspects 6tant 6troitement li~s dens lee boucles de pilotage (roulia. tangage).
(Joe snonelie dons Ie aous-ayatase peut as tradutre par un dyafonctionnemnt purement Electrique. par exaz.
pie dens l'alientstion, ou par des ph~nomines dynamtiquea ind~sirables syont des aspecta tempora
et
tronsitoires.
Lee sissions demand~esallu systime expert aont allsombre de trots
-

I. diagnostic d'anoaaliea
partent des anomalies dfitectes a eu centre de contr~le, il a'agit de localiser
Is panne I uo niveau de finesse compatible svec lea capacitgs de reconfiguration existsntes A bord (ce
quil
eat coutume d'appeler "l16l9ment comumtable").

-

la formation des opgrateurs, par l'interedialre do iscilit~s de visuslisation et d'exploitstion des raisooneaentsaet daccas sux counnisnces.

-

ls sate, la modification,
gence artificielle.

is

consultation des connaissances par un expert,

non apficialiste en intelli-

Coractiristiqus
De alme que dons le PCS,

lea coonassances relatives A ce sous-systbme peuvent Atre classdes en trois catEi-

gories:

A celle

-

lea schfmas du SCAO .leur

-

lea connaisaces fonctionnelles qui dficrivent lea d~pendances fonctionnelles entre lea divers
tuants du sous-syst~me, trois types de connaissances fonctionnelles soot fournies au systame:

description eat analogue

du PCS,

1) Des lois gdngrale. portent our ls structure du sous-syst~ne,
consid~rg. Par exemple, leg r~gles d'influence Alectrique

prim
le rl atqu 1, anod
2)

eneta

posiationaoutbe
pcfqs

epoaee

asa

ind~pendantes

mdlsto

tutuel.S

du

consti-

sous-systbae

ote

ausu-ytm.nn

eI

spr

teatimur.
eouisreco) niumd
etre(fln

nlen cesri()a
mode

maodelt
K
pielfat

mmen
e

momsuenen oe(
diee
net~
mode

nodeN

e

soual

3) Des eadption cfqueopemettent de,pnen

ote
dreencope

sots-eyataimeues

tc456 on mode on alinflusnce pas liaisoul en mode I-zfiro.

des

as poiatiuirsdn

structure

o
dle

*
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- lee connaiseances heuristlques qut permettent
soupgonnables (degr6 de suspicion, ... ).

d'orienter

les recherches

sur lee Aiments

lee

plus

LO SCAn eet d6coup en sous-ensembles fonctionnels (dynamiques ou &lectriques). Un premier diagnostic est
effectuS sur Ie sous-osemble du SCAO dane lequel a At& dftocto La prolare anomalie. Si la panne n'a pas
&1f localiste done ce premier sous-ensemble, de nouveaux diagnostics ont Lancds cur Les sous-enasembles qul
ont une influence our I'anonalie.
Le reisonnemont A l'intlrieur d'un sous-ensemble, consiste I identifier toutes lea causes possible. de
l'anomalie I partir du schema, de La configuration et des d6pendances fonctionnelles, puis A construire
one equence de tests our lee valeurs des tfldeesures permettant de discriminer les causes possibles. Les
tests exploitent, on priorit&, la 1lete des anomalies fournies au dibut du diagnostic. Par Is suite, le
systAme interroge l'opfrateur our La valeur des tfilmesures concern6es par Les tests.
V. CONCLUSION
Les systimes experts prlsents mettent en 6vidence, pour cheque applications, les spfcificits des connassances et 6galement des raisonnements et strat6gies utilisis. 11 et bien 6vident par ail'eurs que ce ne
sont peasle mcanismes de base des rigles de production (chalnage avant ou arreare) qul peuvent apporter
une solution toute faite pour r~aliser 1'ensemble de cea systlaes.
11 faut donc disposer d'outils ouverts et puiesant* (de type EHICAT), offrnut des facillt~a
Ia base de connalssances et lea strat gies ddsirdes.

pour mod liser
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MUNTI-INFORAEItS
PROCUIM O'AIOE A LA DIECISION
APPICATION A LA CLASSIFICATIOU MULTI-CAP1IIS KCCIBLES

Par A. APPRIOU
OSIERA
29 avenue de la Division Leclerc
Bolte postule 72
92322 CHATILLON
FRANCE

ESUE
Un processus d'alde I ?a dicisfon propre 1 trafter Ua majoritf des probilees de chois en
prisence dinformations multiples est glabor6 I pertir d'une formulation aussi objective at exhaustive
qua possible de ces problimes. Le processus dficrit, propre I itre lntfigri dens un Systime Expert capable
de gfirar diffirentes options de fa~on interactive, est illustri par une application i laclassification
multi-capteurs de cibles.
Catte application permat de discuter le comportement d'un certain nombre de techniques de
fusion de donnies pour lesquelles une forulation adaptfe au probib e nvisag6 est proposie.
L'extension de ces techniques de dlicision I un processus original d'Allocation de Ressources
ast ensuita prisentie ;ella _permat, I partir dinformations prielables sur un certain nombre de
situations I analyser simultaniment, d'attribuer le traitement d'une de ces situations 1 chacun des
informateurs disponibles. afin de fournir la meilleure ivaluation sur lensemble des situations. La
comparaison des diffirentes solutions dfigagies est aborde par la simulation du scinaria de
classification diii utilisi pricidement.

1) INTOUCTION

L'intelligence Artificielle. at plus particuliirement les Systimes Experts, semblent devoir
apporter une aide appriciable A lilaboration de choix at de dicisions dans le domaina de la difense,
qua ce soit pour lanalyse de situations, ou pour la planification d'actions 5 maner. Bens tous les cas,
leur utilisation raquiert la mise au point de procidures d'agrigation d'informations d'origines
diverses permettant lilaboration des riles de decision, 6ventuellemant stochastiques, qui dolvent
elimenter leur base de connaissance.
Dens ce contexte. le prisent exposfi propose un processus daide i la dficision propra i traiter
las applications ofi les informations 1 synthitiser permettent Vllboration de grandeurs
possibles, ripertorifies
caractiristiques de la confiance relative A accorder eux diffirentes hypothise!s
I priori. Ces grandeurs peuvent itre dfifinies sous forme de dennfies incertaines, qui prennent notamment
en compte des informations extfirieures relatives i I environnement, au bon fonctionnamant des
informateurs utilisis, etc... Le processus dicrit peut utiliser diffirantes lois de fusion ilaborfies 1
partir de techniques garantissant trensitiviti. associativiti at relation d'ordre total. telles qua
d'Entropie, ]a Thiorie de 1'Evidence diveloppie per Dempster
llInfirence Bayisienne, le M~aximum
at Shafer, Ia Thiorie des Ensembles Pious de Zadeh. ou une approche !)lus diracte de classement
dens le cadre de
statistique des fivantualitis envisageebles. Ces difffirentes possibiliteis sont comparfies
leur application I la classification multi-captaurs de cibles. sur la base de la simulation d'un
scinari 0 typique.
Un tel processus de dicision ast par ailleurs le plus souvent boucl6 per une technique
d'Allocation de Ressourcas qui difinit en permanence qua? moyan d'analyse dolt itre affecti au
traitemant des diffirentes situations i ivaluar. afin de gerantir le mailleur risultat global. compte
tenu de 1 information dlii acquise. Plusieurs procidures susceptibles d'arsurer cette fonction sont donc
proposies at comartes sur la base du mime scinario de classification multi-cepteur.
11) F1.MUATIOUN

POKBDE

Confprmfimant J la figure 1, le problime posf suppose qua Von acquiert m informations gj,
i
1 ~
rner
J IE 11, Wj,at qua Von peut itablir a partir de chacune dle
reprisentativas de limportance ou de la confiance relative qulconvient d'attribuer I chacune des n
hypothises Hi envisagies i priori, au vu de la grandeur gj considirie.
Dens le cadre de cat exposi, las grandeurs esj elabories sont supposias indipandantas d'una
information gJ i Vautre ; catte hypothise correspond le plus souvant I un choix Judicieux Lou una
tranformation) des informations quigarantit leur milleure comlimentariti.

A
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Le probliee pos6 consiste alors A chercher l'hypothise Hi quisatisfait "au mieux"
11 conviest donc do rialiser uno mithode d'agrigation das ejj par rapport u inomtns .
iventuellegont apris chasgemont de signe des composantes eq pour lesquelles le problIia initial sorait
celul d'une minimisation.

eq

Cette mithodo dolt, de prifirence. Wtr capable de traitor les ces QDles grandqurs
sont
incertaines, c'est-1-dire siqilement difinles par un intorvalle de valours possibles C
PV" ,e"" "3
afin de poruettre, notamost, 10 prise an compte do laptitude d'use information 1 6uettre un avis sur
une hypotluise donnfe. et donc do Is sureti do cet avis.
Le processus do dicision qui prisido au chioix do l'hypothise 1 retenir dolt par ailleurs prendro
en cossidiration us certain somre d'informations utiles sur lesvironnemont et le contexte de
l'opiration monia, pour itre ploinement efficace. Nous supposeross dans la suite quo ces informatios
sont disponibles sous forme de diffirests indices quo nous rassomblons icide faqon synthitique selon
trois catigories fonctiosselles:
a) Des indices 44i do qualiti6 de l'information gi, qul reprisontent l'eptltude de Cette
information A traitor 1e problimo do dficisios posei, sa robustesse vis-i-vis de co problime. Typiquement
us tel indica pout figurer Ie prisosce do brouiloage ou do leurrago pour use mission d'analyso do
situation, usa iventual iti non ripertorifie 1 priori parmi los hypothises Hi, l'effet d'un mauvais
rapport signal/bruit ou d'une attfinuatios
inportante au niveau d'un sonsour. Un telindico risulto d'uso
analyse appropriio dos informations ellos-mimes.
b) Des indices CLIJde confiance ou d'importance confine 1 priori 1 l'information gj ; ces
indices, ditorminis i partir do ries 1 caractiro "dictatorial" imposies par 1'opirateur ou 1e Systmo
Expert quigiro le processus de dficision prisenti dens 1& suite. ont use fonction analogue 1 cello dos
indices N ; ils ceractirisent simploment Ia volonti de l'utilisateur d'inflichir Ia dicision finale en
pritast use attention plus grande 1 certainos informations quli d'autres, compte tesu do so conneissance
personselle du costexte et de l'fivolution do celui-ci.
0i Des indices bi do priffrence 1i priori" des hypothises mises on jeu ;cos indices
traduisont Ia volontfi do l'utilisotour do trencher erbitroirement, si nicessairo, entro plusiours
solutions qui serolost diclaries fiquivalentes par 1 analyse dos informations disponibles. Cotta
possibiliti ripond i us souci dfigagi par K.J. Arrow :celul-ci mat on effet en fividonce [1 et 2)
qu'aucuso rigle do dficision Outre quo la "dicteturo" nWest setisfaisante doss l'ebsolu. et qu'en
pretique 11 conviont d'adopter us comprotis .judicieux entro Ia retionaliti, le carectire dficisif et
lig9alitarisme.
Dons 1e cadre du problime traiti 10i,lasalyso des informaetions doit donc rester us processus
deaido &a sdficision dont il convient do pallier los limites Iggitimes, in fine, par us erbitraire
ultirno
qui treduit la politique giniralo do V'utilisateur solon 10 situation traitie (prudence dens los
choix, diterminatios i assurer use finaliti vitele... ).
Ces trois types d'indice procuront donc des dogris do libert6 supplfimentaires au processus d'aido
1Isl dicision base sur 10 fusios des seules ivaluations eijj
ils figurent en perticullor los points
d'entrio risorvfis
i l'utillseteur ou au Systime Expert responsablo do somiso on oeuvre. Ilsso doivest
toutefois en aucun cos itro surabondants par rapport i Ia connaissance apportie par los grendeurs ej
Hotoss enfin quoces indices a..j I 40
1 j et b! , ainsi quo los grandeurs eii
prendro leurs vaeours indiffireusent dens 1'un dos trois ensemnbles
sulvants:

,

pouvest A priori

lessemble binaire figurant us avis tout-ou-rien :prisent/absost, bon/mauvais,
vrai/faux... . Co sera notamnt 1e ces, pour los eji , dons use structure dicostrellsie oa cheque
informeteur prend so dicisios indfipendammnt. Le procossus do dicision propos6 dens 10 suite foursit
elors uso simple table do viritfi qui itablit Is procidure do vote I adopter dans los conditions du
problimo. Touto Ia difficulti do 10 dfici sionon temps riel est dens co cas roportie au nlvoau local do
cheque inforwateur et doit itre rfisolue per 10Thiorie des jeux coopiretifs (JI = J2 = ... -dM1. Les
performances obtesuos aeoc une telle structure sont toutofoi s necessairement moins bosses quo celles
d'une dicision cestrelisie, lorsquo colle-ci est possible.
- 1 ensemble dos rangs oO cheque grandeur prend pour vaeur son ordre do prioritfi. Cetto
topologie conduit i us traitament son peremfitrique des informations. La prfisence d'ox-aequos pormet ici
do prendre en compte toutes les partitions possibles on hypothises (ou informations) 6quivalentos.
- l'ensemble dos riels, Ia grandeur considirfie
6tant elors use note ou us poids qui permet do
prendre en comte use mosuro do lI6cert siparast doux vaeurs successives. 11 en est par- exemple ainsi
lorsque los grendeurs considiries risultent do liveluatios d'une distance ou d'une probabiliti, on
particulior dens 1e cas 1e plus giniral oi

(2)

ei = P[H I/sj
Ces diffirestes topologies peuvent &galamost co-exister doss us mimeprocossus do dicision.
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111) PROCESSlIS BElDECISIE
La figure 2 reprisente ]e processus de dkcision s6quentlel gut dleoule logiquement de 1 approche
introduite pricidemment. 11 consista en premier lieu I ileborer les grandeurs caractiristiques tij at
les indices £4 *
etio
Les hypothises Hi at les informations gj qul peuvent itre dfifinitivement
6cartlos par 1 ffectation d'un indi
ce minimal, le sont dis que possible afin divitar tout ealcul
inutile, notaent au niveau de 1IlMaboration des grandeurs tejj Cotta opiration nous ramina 1 N
tiypottises Hi possibles (Nfn) et 14informations disponibles (1440).
Toutas les grandours ejj et las indices 04j et CLu restants doivent ensuita itre harmonisisgtant
du point de vue topologique quoen ce qul concernve lintrvalle de variation, afin de pouvoir Wte
confrontis. La transformation mice en oeuvre daft toutefois reprodufra sons dl storsi on litalmont
ralatif des valeurs suscepibles d'itre obsarvies, Cat italement fitant ici rfiputi parfaitmont
reprisentatif de l& caractiristique traitie (fiventualitfi, volonti, ...); ella dolt done conservor touta
relation d'ordra sur l'enseible des valeurs concornies, eils qua touta relation d'ordre antre las
aceroissamonts cur lee iliments do cat ensemble ;ella act done liniaira, soit
(3)[01
lVintarvalle CO.i.J itant arbitrairamont retanu pour ca compatibiliti imidiate aeoc cartainas notions
utilicios ultfrieurement (fonctions d'appartananca,
fonctions d'utllti, probabilitis, .. )
Typiquamont, ella conduit & adopter:
O(ij -Gl
at (5)
(4
e - eimi.n
el.4w - Ojaun
Miundw-&ienmm
(6) ejnmi~n

ejJ

,(7)

ejw =max

Iij)

,

(8) C.ir~jn~inil'

~

~

t~

risultent de la connaissanco des caractiristiquos at des limites physiquec des grandours traithes, do
contraintee opirationnalles (saturations, ... ). ou d'une ditermination empirique directa 1 partir do
valaurs observfias. Dens laltarnativo oa es extr~me no sauraient itre fivaluis, Vealoi do
transformations non linfiaires (oxponantiellos. ... ) doit itre manigaeoc discernomont compto tenu des
effets qu'allos induisent dans 1e processus. Notons quo lemploi decrange affranchit do ce dilemme dane
tous leeec.
Il convient alors do rialiser on promier lieu lagrigation des indicesO(4j et91j puisqu'ils
remplissent la mime fonction, par una transformation

(10)

o = f(0(4j 90(2)

procurant une prioriti globalo pour chaquo Information disponible. 11 act ainei possible d'envisager la
fusion inter-informations es grandeurs Ljj , on prenant on compte pour chacuno d'ello sa prioriti U~j
La recherche du, ou des meilleurs; coOts Ci ainsi obtenus procure elors la, ou los hypothisos
rotanues par l'analyso des informations disponibles.
L'hypothise *optimale" Hi*
act finaloment choisie parmi les No hypothisos digagies par ce
proceccus (No< N), dens la ffesure oO cell s'avire nicessaira, grice au classement bi fourni
arbitreirement per les rigles "dictatorialos" conforuiment & la philosophie dfigagie
au paragraphe HI.
Le processus ditailli ici pout figelement fitro
itiri do fajon interactive avoc:
1e Systime Export
qui 1e gore, at qui pout, en fonetion des hypotheses digagies, demander une autre analyse avee des lois
do fusions, des prioritis ou des topologies diffirentes.
tin
module d'allocation do rossoures, lulaussi gfiris par le Systimo Expert, pout enfin difinir
los informations qu'il conviont do chercher 1 reeueillir Cu vu dos ivaluations antirioures. tine
recherche et une discussion do techniques applicablos i cc module dane un contoxto plus global oQ un
nombre limfti do moyens d'anelyse doivent permottro la moillauro ivaluation simultarko d'un certain
nombro do situations, sont proposies dens 1e cadre do cot expose.
Dens l'Iiit,
nous ellons chorcher i priciser la transformation analytiquo (11) qui assure Ia
fusion des ivaluations disponibloc, en applicant diffirentos thfories d'inffirence au problimo ainsi
dfifini. Notons quo e l oi do fusion (10) pout itre considirfe come uno application trivialo des
formulations qui vont ore dogagoos pour (11) :elle no fore done pas I'objet d'una Investigation
particul lre.
IV) LOIS KDFUSIN
Le problime act ici d'ilaborer une fonetion do codt Ci dont l'optlmisation permette do diterminer
l'hypothica Hi qui maximise 1e vecteur El ( iipff
1 , .-. v, Ein ) (12), 1 composantas iventuellement
incertainas, conformiment au procossus prfisanti au paragraphe 111. La 1o1do fusion cherchie dolt done
fournir une relation d'ordre total transitive sur las hypothises en compitition at itre do surcroft
associative par rapport aux informations disponibles (risultat ind~pendent do lordre de fusion des
informations), co qui exelut d'emblie un certain nombre do techniques (3, 7, 8 en particuliarj. Dane
cetto optiquo plucieurs approchos sont I priori onvisagiaes.
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~EBAVESIMD

IVA1) IW

Le critire otimis6 est ici
La rigle doBayes f"urjit. pour des informations qg.I ndipendantes
(14)
C;- P(H. f Pij/NJ/A P(IHi)fPtqj /Hu)
Dons le cadre gfin~ral'oo
P a/ Hi
(15 ij SK9

)

pour des hypothises 6quiprobables A priori

Ci s'expri.

Le d~nominatour de cette expression 6tant ind6pendant de 1, Ci peut s'fcrire, si Von interprite
paral1ilementKj come ]a fonction d'utillt6 associfie 1 l'entropie do cheque termo
Ci= 4~ E[ r
(17)
11 ost toutefois i noter quo cette mithode est impropre I treiter des donnios
qu'ello exige la connafssance exhaustive do tous les Eijau moment do la dicision.

incertaines. et

IV.Z) MufliM D'EMTIIE
Diffirentes epprochos pouvent Atre envisagios dens cc domeine (111 . La uithode is plus
friqucemoent adoptie utilise une mesure do la quantiti mOyenne d'informatfon disponfble pour cheque
hypothise. Les informations gj itent indfipendantes, cule conduit, pour uno mime difiniton (15) des
E(I queau paragrephe pricident. i retonir
(18)j
-9Ei
oe)OMi
ost interpriti come is fonction d'utilitA associje 1 chaque informateur. Cetto mithodo ne se
distingue donc de l'Infirence Bayisionne quo par une pondiretion supplimonteire en El;cc ligor
surcroft do complexiti no pout donc so justifier quo par des performances suffiseamment accrues. les
remarques faites alors sur los conditions d'emploi restant valablos ici.
IV.3) O.ASSOEIW STATISTIQUE DIRECT
suppose la difinition d'uno
Dfiterminer 1'hypothise Hi qui maximise 1e vecteur El relation d'ordre qul permette do comparer los voctours Ei ontro oux. Or. si Von no veut pes
perticularisor ]c problime par l'omploi d'une norma spicifique, la seule relation d'ordre qu'il est
raisonneble deadoptor edict qu'un vocteur est supiriour 1 un autre si toutos leurs composantos
respectfves suf
vent ce classooaent, soft plus riisiment
(19)
Sl>
( 0C 6-i > EC , vietl,1 M3
relation
n est toutefois pas uno relation d'ordro total dis lors quo 14> 1, et la
Cette
maximisetion do El pout s'exprimar do deux fajon diffirentes, qui ne sont pas iquivaTontos :soft
chercher I avoir un minimum do vecteurs supirieurs au vecteur 1 retenir. soit chorchor 1 evoir un
maximum do vocteurs infifurs. En tormos probabilistes. cci soexprime par

(20)

min

f P[E* , kfi(4,t4],

Ek>Ej4

et

Si Uij disi~ne la valour qu'cst susceptible do prendre la grandeur Gij, l'indpndance des
con osantesEtjd'un memo vocteur Ei conduit A exprimor (20) et (21)rospectivomont per
(23)

may~,)I

(24)

=
C14it

et

(25)

-

P(u11/Ht]

P(Hc)(1

;t = 7;

P[d

c.-?jzi

i

"

duij

uj/ecIj

d~Pui/edj

incertatnes, losconditions (20) et (21)doivent itre
Par extension, dens lecas do grandeurs E,.j
remplies pour tous los vectours EI dont loscomposantos ei
4 sont respectivemont comprises dens los
I ; cules doivoiqt donc etre dfifinie-. pour le voctour Ei 1e plus
(. Eq""" , Lij"
Intervelles
pour (21).Les
(20) et dij.Ei"o'
=
Eim
pour
contraignent dens chaquc ces, A savoir &ij
I optimiser solon (22) ot (23)deviennont dens cos conditions
et Cis,
critires Cia.
(26)Cia

U71

C.i:=

(A

(Ii]J.Mi. P(u q /He) duj

(T

("

ja C-4

PJ
JO

?sajIeJdj
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Ces deux crithres encadrent en fait Voptimum d'une "qualitil minimale garantle* (Cie) et d'une
.performance maximale possible' ( Cit ). Ils regroupent done a eux deux le potentiel n~cessaire et
suffisant pour dfifinir un optimum au sens de la relation d'ordre (19). Toutefois, pour rnipondre au
problilme posiil convient encore do les fusionner en un crithre unique
Ci i maximiser. Afin
d'haruoniser les effets stir Ci des dynauiiques de chacun des critires, il est souhaitable de lui imposer
laconservation des variations relatives des deux critires Cg
4 et C9, soit, compte tenu de (22) et (23):
(28)
et

ic-

(29)

4ci =

4Cit

wI

jcit

il

Lintigration de (28) et (29) fournit ainsi pour notre problime de maximisation
30)
Ci= Cit /Cit
Toutefois les expressions (26) et (27) sont souvent difficiles i 6tablir en pratique, par
miconnaissance des densitis
P C uidI~t 3
- Leur application au can particulier oa la densiti
re PLMtJ.PCuij/H9J est uniform sur C0. 13 permet cependant do satisfaire au mieux le cas oi les
informations 91 sont bien adaptees au probleme de d6cision pose. produisant unadispersion maxituale des
Ei pour lensemble des hypothises Hi, fiquiprobables 1 priori. Or ce cas est celui qui nous int~resse
puisque laptitude do chaque Informateurs i discriminer len diff~rentas hypothises est "filtri' par
ailleurs ( 0(j ;cf II et 111). Notons quo cetto simplification est plus spicialenent justiflie avec
leiploi des rangs, pour Eij;elle conduit dans tous les cas i retenir

Ci=

(31)

,~

8

~

Par ailleurs. une diminution du facteur de qualiti 0(j dolt se traduire par suspicion croissante
sur li6valuation Eejfournie. et donc par une augmentation de Ilincertitude sur cette grandeur. Cette
variation doit en outre refleiter sans distorsion li6talement relatif des valeurstj. riputh parfaitement
reprisentatif du doute I introduiro elle est donc liniaire
(32)
f ij
mM........14 (j ( 4 - E
Notons enfin que cette technique permet, contrairevient aux pricidentes. do traiter les
applications oil A llnstant de dicision toutes les ivaluations Es,)ne sont pas encore connuos, en
affectant aux inconnues une incertitude maximale : 1Eii"~
Mi0
et Ei"
4
IV.4) TIEORIE DiE
LEVIIENCE
Cette technique, dont les fondements thgoriques ont 6ti pos05 par Dempster et Shafer 112 1 143et
dont lutiliti a fite plus recemment dimontrie sur des applications pratiques 1US a 18], est en fait une
giniralisation de llInfirence Bayisienne as traitement des donnies incertaines. Avant den produiro
l.application as problie posi ici,quelques notions de base sont briivement rappelies.
IV.4.1) PRESENTATION
SUECIUCT
La mithode suppose N hypothises exhaustives Hi s'excluant axituelloment. qui constituent un
ensemble E, appel6 "cadre do discernament". Une masse *(Hi) est attribufie i chaque hypothise pour
quantifier sa propre probabilit6, et une masse m(E) est assignie 1 lensemble E pour matfirialiser
lincortitude que Von pout avoir A disignar l'uno os lautre quelconque des hypothises Hi de E. Can
masses doivent satisfaire la condition
N

(34)

Z m(H) trm(E)=1

De plus, pour tout ensemble AC E, noun avons
D'une fa~on plus g;nirale, pour tout dicoupage de E en sous-ensembles exclusifs Al dhypothises, deux
notions caractirisent un sous-enseiblo quelconque A do E *
-

(36)

Le support do A, quireprisente la probabilitfi avec laquelle on pout affirwnr A
F-t~
Z.
01j)

de A, qui reprisente la probabilit6 do son 6ventualit6, c'est-i-dire la
La plausibilitg
probabilitA - avec
laquelle on ne pout affirmer le contraire T do A ( A UI = E)
(37)
P(H) = . rn(Rj) =--S(4)
Sur ces bases, la thiorie do l'ividence fournit denrigles dlinfirnce qui permettent do combiner
des informations provenant do sources indipendantes. Leur Principe do base consiste, pour deux sources
produisant respectivement des jeux de masses [mt~ld) (dont rnt(G) ) et 4 ra(8j)) (Wont In,.CE))
relatiement i doux dicoupages quelconques do E en sous-ennembles exclusifs, a doduiro un jeu de masses
tel que : m(Ce)= r _ Mj(A)mr(6i)/(4-&)
(38)
nil _cc
oO k ext lVinconslstance" do la fusion
aine.1= 0
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Cetto ithode autorise on particuller 1& fusion do M sources (M> 2). lndpendamment de leur
ordre de fusion. ce qut satfsfait It bosoin d'ASacfativiti pour notre problime. Elle prisente en outre
lavantage sur Its inlthodes prc6dentos do permettre It fusion de dficoupages Ai et Bj dlff~rents damsIe
cadre do discernement E.
IV.4.2) APPLICATION AUlPmAI.B

POSE

Pour ramener It problime 6tudi6 au foruelisme do la Th~orie do l'Evidence. les grandeurs ij,
dolvent itre assimilies I une mosure de vralseublance des difffarentes hypothises Hi .pour lesquel les un
support et unaplausibilitA sont alors associls I cheque information gj
(40)
3(NsH)= tq 4= mnj(Ni)
(41)
ROM~4)= Et"
11 convient dons ces conditions de rialiser l'agr6gation dos Si et 'ij
de fa~on 1 obtenir un
support SIM) et uno plausibilitil P(Hi) globaux pour chaque hypothise Hi, dont 11 faut ensuito assurer
la synthise sous la forme d'un critire unique CiA maximiser.
Bien quo la Thiorie de IlEvidence reste muette au niveu do cetto dorni~re synth~se, 11 semble
ligitime dans le cadre du problime traiti do chercher l'hypothise la plus plausible pour laquelle,
corrilativement, l'iventualt6 d'une quelconque autre hypothise est Ia moins probable. Codi revient
donc, an vertue des notions rappellies au paragraphe pricildent, 1 optimiser conjlointement
(42)
min
(C 1 0 )

avac
et
(45)

CiLZ POW~l

Si de surcrolt on veut 6tablir un critire global Cl qui conserve la dynamique do chacun des
critires Cij etCit, on est ameni, iciencore, i imposer l'identitia
des variations relatives

d Ci/C=-d Cit./Ci

(46)

et
4 Cj = Cit /Ci.
(47)
qulconduit par int~gratlon 3

Ci = Cit /CiL =POO)/(4 - SOWi)

(48)

La d~termination do S(Hi) et P(Hi I par los r~gles d'infirence do la Thiarie do I Evidence est
Elle conduit i
(51)
avec

.

S(
#

et (50)
(

(

)

HO=
1

~

L'expresslon (48) du critire Cl aifranchit en fait du calcul do ki, et les difinitions (40) et
(41)do Sqjat P1
1 procurent finaloinont
11 et 5remrqur
qe ctteloido fusion est la mima qua cello obtenue par Ie classement
saitqedirect. La prise en compto de 0( dolt par ailleurs se faire do 1a mime fa~on par (32) et
(33,pur
e cea
ts fims risos. esconditions opfirationnelles d'emplol sont enfin identiques.

IV.5.I) GIE3AUTES
Afin dopormettra Ia prise en comtpe do l'impricis dons un raisonnement, quello qu'en soit la
nature, L.A. Zadeh propose dodoifinir
sur un ensemble E dfilfients X des sous-onsembles flous A i Vaide
d'une fonction d'appartenance )&,(X) (19a 221
)( tp(X)

rq

E -9-PO,I]

Un 616ment K est d'autant plus considfiri comme un 6lluent do lensemble A quo sa fonction d'appartonanco
at 1 do cotta fonction correspondent 1 la notion binaire
vaeurs extr~aies
ost grende.
j(X)
d'appartanance
do Les
It thlorie
"classique'0 des ensembles. La thforlo dos ensembles flous permet
d'introduire, par rapport a1
cello-cl, It fait qu'un 6lluent appartlent "plus ou moins" 1 us ensemble A,
qu'un fivinement est plus ou mains sur... . Un ensemble flou est donc: un ensemble de couples
(X, IA-A(X)) e E x [0, 1] - Notons toutefois qu'une fonction d'appartonance nest en gen~ral pas
dfifinie
do faqon unique, son interpritation dipendant du contoxte.
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Les notions classiquement utilis~es pour les ensembles se traduisent ici par des relations sur
les fonctions d'appartenance ;parmi las principales, rappalons:
- Vinclusion :.
- ligaliti

a

- 1'union :
- lintersection

==-X, p
l .eF

~y

~ ',4t~
(X)=1
~()ja

VM'F-J1P-US ) = moK
VXC-E,
kA-ng(X)
min

E~(-)

,

'(

ptu.C)'

La combinaison convene C de A et B est par ailleurs dMfinle par
4(x) = XrRF,(%) f- (4-flrs(x)
,
X C(0,43
Cette thiorie, applicable i diffirents domaines, apporta deux types de solution ass problimen de
d~cision:
1) Pour un ensemble X d&hypoth~ses Hi, des sous-ensenibles %C, de finalit~s GjiA satisfaire
parmi ces hypothisas et des noun-ensembles XCe d'hypothzses r~sultant de contraintes Cl, *1ensemble
i
retenir est:
(53)

xD = ( XGj

nl(
pxce)

et la neilleure d0ision Hi a prendra est donnie par

(54)

max

{

oa, donc:

.(II

xH)Ti
ci

JJAt

Noun disignerons dans la suite cette technique par Vintituli "D~cision par Finalit6 Floue" (DFF).
2) Bans le mime contexte qua ci-dessus, une dicision pondgr~v conduit A retenir
coebinaison convaxe des ensembles XG1 at XCt la d~cision Hi est alors d~sign~e par:
Iavec

une

T_ Sj+

Cette technique sara labell~e, dans )a suite :

Dicision Convexa Floue" (DCF).

IV.5.2) APPLICATION AUlPROBLDME POSE
Bans notra can,i1 convient de satisfaire un certain nombre de finalitis qua sont las avis donn~s
par las diff~rants informateurs. tinensemble X~j* est donc pour noun lensembla des hypothises retenuan
par linformateur gj connie
itant len plus natisfaisantes. Biefaqon inanldiate,
la fonction d'appartenance
d'une hypoth~sa HiiA 'ansemble
et directemant donnge par ?a grandeur FE
an
q qui remplit toutes las
conditions raquisen pour cela.
En labsenca de contraintes, la DFF conduit A ratenir lintersection des
diffirants informataurs, at A disigner 1'hypoth~se Hi qui satisfait, d'apris (54)

(56)

VT 9A

Cl

,i

C

avis 6nus par len

3~

imfl
i meE a
Baves
le can de grandaurs F-i incertaines, las valeurs comprises entry
doivent fitre
considir~es coemme
autant davis possibles A satisfaire ;lesprassion (56)deviant alors

(5) max {Ci)

Ci =min

m J

Parallilement, la OCF conduit dans lv me contexte. at pour des avis Aquipollents, A ratenir
1 hypoth~se Hi designee par (55) :

(58)

n1qX

1

Ci = -L
C

L'indice de qualitA 1Xjant ici aussi nupposA intigri dans lintervalle difncartitude par (32)at
(33). Notons qu'en cv qui concerne (58) ace autre attitude pourrait consister i na pan int~grer 0(j dans
l'intervalle dincertitude at A l'utiliser caoe coifficient de la combinaison convexe ;las dens
attitudes conduisent toutefois rigoureusement au mime r~sultat.
V) APPLICATION A LA CLASSIFICATION IIJLTI-CAPTEU3S DE CIBLES
V.1) PRESENTATION
GENERALE
Conformiment A la figure 3, l6laboration des grandeurn gi . qui repr~sentent len poids affectis
A chacune den classes possibles I par chacun des capteurn j, fait l'objet d'un prA-traitement propre A
chaque capteur, dicomposable en deus Atapes : la premiire consiste A extraire, A partir des signaux on
den images relevis par lv capteur, len grandeurs caract~ristiques d, 1'objet obsarvA qni sont
invariantas aux conditions dv mesure. Les valvurs obtenuas nonE alors comparkes aux grandaurs de m~ine
nature apprises an pr~alable sur chaque type de cible possible, A Vaide de discriminateurs propres A
ivaluer leur degri de similitude avec chacun de can apprantissages, lv grandeur 0tlj cherchie Atant
directement reprisentative de catty similitude. Typiquement, cv pri-traitement peut Atre rialis6 par
filtrage Inverse on par filtrage adaptA dv signaus invariants, oa chaque filtre ant adaptA A una classy
de cible ;dais le can d'imagen. cv pent 6tre la comparaison par une distance statistique dv moments, on
la corrilation de contours, de squelettes, on de textures
pour chaque classy possible.
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Les grandeurs eij obtenues sont alors fusionnies selon le processus prisentg pricidemment, qui
permet la prise en cowte du contexte, de 1'environnement, et de toute connaissance exthrieure ou
prialable pour conduire au choix de la classe la plus probable.
La plupart des mithodes abordies permettant en outre la prise en compte de grandeurs
eij
incertaines, i1 est Ic proposi d'utiliser un iventuel apprentissage de la matrice de confusion de
chaque capteur pour diterminer l'incertitude ilie & chaque evaluation eU . Le terme giniral i
d'une
telle matrice, associie au capteur J, est en effet reprisentatif de la probabilit6 qu'i ce capteur de
est
prisenthe
la
cible
I
lul
reconnaitre la cible k lorsque

(59)

P,

F[=
~

C

Ia
etj

J /ctble-iJ

Son terme diagonal Rffgure donc directement le degrg d'aptitude de )a grandeur eij A bien
reconnaitre la cible i ; toute diminution de sa part dolt par consequent se traduire par une suspicion
croissante sur l'ivalutation ej fournie, c'est-&-dire par une augmentation de l'incertitude sur cqtte
grandeur. Cette variation dolt en outre refliter sans distorsion l'italement relatif des Pir,
riputfiparfaitement reprisentatif du doute A introduire ; ele est donc liniaire

(60)

eij mi

PgiJ4eij-ej.m.rtj.4.

Ie, Z Jtnoar- fY-(ej.a-

e-f)

Notons qu'en toute rigueur cette fa~on de procider est adaptie A un choix correct des
discriminateurs, qui garantit aux termes diagonaux de la matrice de confusion ditre maximaux pour
i'hypothise testie ; si tel n'itait pas le cas, il conviendrait d'affecter A l'ivaluition de
A
i'hypothise Hi le risultat de 1'valutation e£j qui prisente la plus forte probabiliti f
de
reconnaissance de cette hypothise Hi, et corrilativement d'utiliser la probabiliti
P4 .'
pour
l'ilaboration de son incertitude. 11 faut toutefois itre conscient qu'alors peuvent naitre des conflits
entre hypothises, qui ne pourront itre risolus que par un apport extirieur dinformation ou de consignes
"dictatoriales".
V.2) EXEWLE DE NISE EN OEUVRE.COMPARAISON DES DIFFEREMNIES
SOLUTIONS
A des fins de pragmatisme, ls diffirentes solutions d6gagies au IV sont appliquies dans le cas
d'un scinario simple de classification de 3 clbles & l'aide de 2 capteurs, imaging pour l'occasion. Les
matrices de confusion de chacun det capteurs sont donnies en figure 4. Il est S noter ]'aptitude du
capteur I A riconnaitre la cible 1, mais son incompetence en ce qui concerne les cibles 2 et 3 ;
inversement le capteur 2 montre une bonne aptitude pour la cfble 3, mais une certaire mndiocri: pour
les cibles 1 et 2.
La figure 5 prisente une squence d'ivaluations
SiJ
obtenue A l'aide des deux capteurs,
successivement sur les trois cibles. Ces valeurs ont iti s6lectionnies en accord avec les matrices de
confusion prisent6es plus haut : on peut en particulfer virifier qu'en fonctfonnement mono-capteur le
capteur 1 ne reconnalt que la cible 1 et lv capteur 2 ne reconnalt que la cible 3. les bonnes
reconnaissances itant entourges en trait plein et les fausses ditections en trait discontinu.
La figure 6 prisente les risultats obtenus pour les trois mimes essais en fonctionnement
multi-capteurs, A l'aide de l'Infirence Bayislenne (IB), du Maximum d'Entropie (ME), et, A titre de
rifirence, de la Thiorie de l'Evidence (DS) appliquie aux donnies certainen ( F;j""E = amm=
£jij
Les trois mithodes pernettent de conserver, dans ce cas, toutes les compitences individuelles en
reconnaissant les cibles 1 et 3.
En revanche, elles restent toutes impuissantes A reconnaitre la cible 2 par diduction. Si
cependant on utilise comme critire secondaire de comparaison des trois mithodes lIcart relatif entre
les deux meilleures valeurs du coot Ci pour les essais ayant conduit A une bonne reconnaissance, la
palme de la meilleure robustesse revient A la Thiorie de l'Evidence.
La figure 7 montre les risultats obtenus dans les mimes conditions A l'aide de la Thiorie de
)'Evidence (DS). de la Dicision par Finaliti Flout (DFF) et de la Dicision Convexe Floue (DCF),
lorsqu'on utilise des donnies incertaines itablies A l'alde de (60) A partir des E.ej du tableau de la
figure 5 et des matrices de confusion de la figure 4. La mise en oeuvre de donnies incertaines permet
maintenant de reconnaltre les trois cibles. A noter igalement sur l'exemple traiti le mauvais
comportement de la DFF, et toujours la plus grande robustesse de la Thiorie de l'Evidence, au sens du
critire secondaire difini plus haut.
Une itude statistique du cornportement de ces mnthodes en fonction de la qualiti de chacun des
capteurs est illustrie par les figures 8 et 9 dans It cas de 2 cibles et 2 capteurs. Chaque risultat
fait l'objet de 1000 tirages aliatoires 0es Eij
selon une densiti uniforme dont les bornes assurent
Ias diffirents taux de reconnaissance Pli; rappelis en regard pour chaque situation testie. La figure 8
prisente les taux de reconnaissance moyens obtenus par les trois mithodes retenues plus haut pour le
traftement des donnies certaines, et la figure 9 montra les mimes estimations pour les trois mithodes de
traltement des donnfiesincertaines. Dans chaque cas les performances correspondantes obtenues i l'aide
du meilleur capteur seul et du moins bon capteur saul sont rappelies A titre de rifirence : un
fonctionnement mlti-capteurs
itant en giniral choisi pour la bonne complimentariti des diffirents
capteurs, 11 est A priori souhaitable qu'il garantisse un fonctionnement au moins aussi bon que le
meilleur des capteurs pris individuellement.
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L'attantion dui lecteur dolt cepondant fitre attirie sur. le fait que les cas de uauvais
fonctlonneuent choisis idi sont particullirement draconiens ( fljJ
0,25)1
par rapport i un inauvals
fonction,.nt classiquement obsirvi en reconnaissance, qul conduit plut~t I l-indl
Frence
(
'
- 0,S). [Is prlsentent toutefois la particularit& de buen *ettre en Evidence lavantage
11
at la robustesse de la technique de fusion ilaborge i partir de la Thioriede l'Evidenci, ainsi que le
bien fondf de cotta fagon de prendre en cowpta un apprentissage prlalable des mnatrices de confusion des
diffirents captaurs sous forme do donnies incertainin. Li r~naltat obtenu par cette technique est par
aublurn tout-i-fait natinfaisant en regard den performances dui ineilluur don captaurs. pris
individuellement. 11 ist en revanche A diplorer un mauvain comporteuent do le OFF, buen que sos
bienfaits auent Pu itre appricils par ailleurs dans des applications tris prcises, et qui ist
vraisetblableuent dG a prise en couqpte quelque piu somaire it expiditiva diel'lnforuation disponiblo
qu .elle est amendi I opirir dens ci contexte.
VI) PROCEURE DALLOCATICU KEHESSOIMEE
Li problie abordf ici ist la richerche do 1a mneilleure attribution do M moyenn d'analyno .3au
traltement do L situations 1 1 analyser siajitanfiment, A partir d'une connaisnanci prlalable do chaquo
situation, afn d'itre en uesuro do fournir la meilleuri Evaluation sur l'ensacble des situations. La
connaissance prialable utilisie pout provenir d'inforuationn ixtlriuuris au systimi, ou d'une proalllre
analyse inopinie par des informations non nicessairement approprilies.
Les donnfies
utiles soot de trois types, difinis de la faqon suivanti
t
l = l'utiliti "I priori" de dlclarer l'hypoth~se Hi pour 1a situation 1 (0(Uj
4- 1)
ii est par isieplo plus urgent de reconnaltro uin hostili proche, qu'une cible lointaino ou pou
dangireuso.

- Pit - le polds, 6vintuelleuint incertain, affecti prisentiatent A 1Plventualitl Hi pour la
situation 1 (0 (4PIC(1).
=l1t0t
probabiliti, pour l'inforuateur J3, de diclarer l'hypothi Hk on prlnince de
l'hypothlse Hi ;ciest donc 1e degrg d aptitude di 1a diclaration.Hk 1 discriminor l'hypothisi Hi, pour
le capteur J. lypiquiaient,
pour un problimi de reconnaissance, P)J*est le tarme ginlral di la matrici de
confusion, diji prfisentie
au V.

Diux approches vont naintenant itre proposios pour rlsoudri ci problime :une approcho
"classique" par Infflrence Bayfisienne, qui noun sorvira de rlfirence, puis tinetochnique utilisant la
fusion de donnles incortaines. issue do litudi qui pricido. Ces deux mlthodos seront coinparlis sir la
base d'un scinario simple de reconnaissance de ciblen.
VI.1) SOLUTION BAVESIEUIE
losPn
00 cette approcho, toutos len donnges prialablos sont nficissaireient des donnios "certaines" it
(61)
r. pt 4.
saFontiorsd stil oonpu
der
liF
,f1
(62)

otslsdcaain
opnils
io
la Fonction d'Utiliti prisente de Ia situation 1

t
ao
argod
grcV
1 J
Onipotanidleiie
a Fonction dUtilit4 otslsarae
Moenpu in
i dolesiuato :
uX u

(64)

u

foti

r
k loasnoiatei on

liforinait

Il conviont alorn de comyaror les H coebinaisons h possibles ontre len M inforsatiurn .3it bin L
situations 1 = h(j)sur la bane de leur meilluure Fonction d'Utiliti Marginale noyinno, afin do dlnigner
la meilleure d'entre ellis :
1j

(65)

Mayc I{CA

R

avoc : C =. L nl'
.3
3

Cette mlthode prlnonte tostifoi s 1laparticulariti do no laissor aucune placo S lincortitude
(notainnint stirlen Pit it Ui'
dsupposer implicitenent uni Inflrence Boyisionne, et de
de
n'optimiser qu'une Fonction d'Utilitg mayenno, ci qui ne nont pan los gagos din meillouris performnances,
camme nous avons dlji pu le constater. La ntthodi qui suit propose un remide A con lacunas.
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VI.2) SOLVI

IIPSU

Pour ripondre aux diffirents soucis digagis par Is mithode pricidente, nous pouvons ditinir une
Fonction d'Utilitd prisevite de )a situation I 6e fa;on ivicertuivie
(66)

umv

M."

De dme., )a Fovictioi d'Utillti "I postiriori" d'assocler l'informateur
itr'e bornie par
u;""in
{mew
f %
r(nJ
(
n f~e I j
ujt~
(67)

Ji

la situation 1 peut

o4 i ' risulte de Ia fusion des grandeurs it, et W~, ; i IVon retient pour cette fusion Ia rigle
pricedemment klaborie I partir de Is Thiorfe de IEvidence ou du classemeynt
statistique direct, et ceci
en raison de ses propriitgs en accord avec le contexte traitfi,
11 vient la ditermination de
(68)

i

qu'fl convient de ramener dans llntervalle 10. 1] par 1a transformation inverse
(69)

P

'=

Cft

4

~t

La Fonctioi d'Utiliti Merginale de linformateur i pour Ia situation 1 peut finalement itre
encadric, dans l'intervalle 0O,11, par:
AU muiem
= (Lij [.- - ure+ 1)2(70)
A
-jM
Jeo
i
Lil1aboration du critiere Ch 1 optimiser pour dfiterminer Ia meilleure des H combinaisois h
possibles entre les M4informateurs j et les L situations 1I h(j), peut alors se faire par Ia mime
technique d'infirence, pour les mimes raisons:
C;%
C

(71)

00

C =

A11Ajrow/.(_A~jijM

Remarquons que, quelle que soft Ie mithode utilisie, lassociation 1
h(j) ne peut itre
bijective que pour L = M. Davis
tous les cas, les situations non analysics par Ia combinaison h ne sont
l'objet d'aucuic modification de leur fonction d'utilit6, et vie
sont par consiquent pas prises en cqmptj
par (71)ou par (65)(On peut virifier que leur prise en compte pour un ivifomateur fictif telqucIJ1'=U
1
vie
modiffe Ie risultat dens aucun des cas) ;iviversemeit, uvie
situation 1 pour laquelle une combinaisoi0
h privoit uvie analyse conjointe par plusieurs informeteurs dolt voir les effets de ceux-ci se cumuler,
cc qui est implicitement pris en compte, aussi bievi par (71) que par (65). tdotons enfin qu'une gestion
judicieuse des comtinaisons dintfrft par le systime expert dolt limiter laspect combinatoire des
calculs i effectuer, quelle que soft Ia solution adoptie.
VI.31 CONPARAISON
DESDEUXSOXLUTIONS
SURONEZEIW1.
Reprenons lexemple de classification de trois cibles i Vaide de deux capteurs dija utilisi au
V.2. avec les mimes valeurs vumiriques. Supposons deux situations i analyser, dont chacune delle a dfij!
felt IlobJet d'une investigation de la part d'ui des capteurs :par convention, disignons par 1 1 Ia
situatio)n dfiji anelysie par le cepteur 1 et per I1 2 celle diji analysie per le capteur 2, quelle que
soft, cvi
fait, Videntith de Ia cible mise en jeu davis
cheque can.Supposons par ailleurs que nous avovis
deux possibilitfs d'associations:
-

h -1, rien ne change, cheque capteur continuant i scruter Ia mime situation.

- h = 2, las cepteurs sovit
iviversis, le capteur 1 devevit
mainteviant analyser la situation 2
et le capteur 2 Ia situation 1.

Par souci de dlartg, nous retievidrons enfin

U"''

tm~4

,

,.

Davis
ce contexte, 9 scinarios peuveit itre testfis, correspondant cihacun i un couple de cibles
diffireit pour le couple de situations analysies. Les ?i'-sovit davis
ces conditions directement les Eij
de Ie figure 5, pris pour lessociation cible- capteur supposie rialisie. Les Pieli'in et Pit "
sont
bien s~r les E.,jMi* et Ei"'
dfiji
ileboris au V.2 i partir des tableaux des figures 4 et 5. pris
dens lesmi~mes
conditions deassociatioi. Les %jd sont enfin directemevit ceux donnis par Ia figure 4.
La figure 10 rasseedle les coOts Chobtenus pour chaque mithode et chaque scinario, une situation
itant difinie par Ienumiro i de Ie cible qui Ia covstitue. Le comportewent du systime apris fusion, si
Von joueit lassociatioi h prficonisie, fitant connu par lanalyse du V.2, i1 est possible d'evtourer en
trait continu les bovines propositions et d'un trait discontiviu les majvaises. La comptabilisetion des
bovines
dicisions met alors eniividence I avantage de Ia mithode proposie sur cet exemple, surtout si
Von note qu'ele n'exige aucune connaissence supplimentaire ici, lts F(*
#tant de toute faqon
nicessaf res.
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V11) cCI.LUSIOm
Un processus daide 1 la dficision a fit6 proposi, qul autorise Vemp1oi de diffirentes techniques,
aussi bien pour la fusion des donnias mtli-inforuatours, quo pour 1 Allocation de Ressources en temps
rfel, clest-i-dire l'affectation dinforataurs i Vanalyso simultanfie de plusieurs situations.
L'application de ces techniques i des sc~narios simples; de classification do cibles fait apparaltre,
pour Chaque fonction, un net evantage de la .£thode filabor~e A partir de la Thgorie de PtEvidence do
Dempiter - Shafer et confortie par uno approche de classemont statistique direct. Cette mithode tire
d'une
Vessentiel de sa force du traiteiont do grandeurs; incertaines, qui permot la prise en caelpte
connaissance prfialable sur la qualit6 des diffirentos ivaluations fournies par les informateurs. Si donc:
cortainos mithodos offrant les memos Possibilltis, notamment colles issues do la thfiorie des ensembles
flous, doivent iventuellement itre reconsidirios dens le cadre do conditions particuliires
d'application, 1e potontiel do la mithoda proposhia
partir do 1a Thiorie de lEvidence par rapport aux
approches plus traditionnelles semblo un acquis indiscutable, mis en 6vidonce par les risultats obtonus.

-KME
CALCUL DE SCHi) et P (Hi)par la Thiorie do l'Evidence

Cetto ditermination risulta do lagrigation de N x M, sources de connaissance caractfirisant N
hypothises (dindice 1) & partir do M inforisateurs (dindice Jl); ces sources sont dicrites, dens le
cadre de la Thgorie do P'Evidonce. par
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Hi reprisente 1e complimient do Hi dens E.
prbiL'agrigation envisagie dolt itre inenie en deux temnps,pour tenir compto des particularitis du
1) Agrigation inter-infornateurs pour los F-i concornant unomime hypothise Hi.

2) Agrfigation des ivaluations obtenuos directemont pour chacune des hypothises Hi,
d'obtenir lIevaluation globale do chacune d'olle.

afin

1) AGREGATION INTER-INFORIIATEURS
Cette agrigation concorno M sources do connaissance indipendantes qui dicrivent le cadre do
discernemont E par los mimes sous-onseishles dhypothises:

Les rigles d'infirenco do la Thiorio do l'Evidenco procuront dans co cas

{

(Hi)

(2)

fli

(3)

mi(E)

(4)

m((H)T

niEl

-i

k

nj(E)A

=

{OCmj(R~)-mqj(E)JI.T4

(6o)

mjj(Hs)i-mnij(E-)]

R

"

j(.)j/kj

P-

~

[-ijd~j+rnq(E)J+mjH)imj)

J--

jzlji

Sachant quo
(2). (3) et (1) procurent:

(8)

R'O
4){
F (H )/

oO ki sigcrit d'apris (6) et (1)

(9)

~

tPi(HO +IT C4-

(Hi)J- Tr LP%(Hi)- Sij(Hi)]

Dautro part, sachant quo,par dfifinition:
(10)
5 i(Hi) =4 - P( i) 4-Emr J..i)mgEF)J
(4).(3)et (1) eminent:
ou hi est toujours donnO par (9)

J

R

m-nj(E)
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II) AGREGATIONi
INTER-HYPOTHESES

Cette 6tae prend melatenant en comte N sources de connaissance qul dicrivent le cadre de
discernement E a I t-NI. "of)par des sous-ensembles d'hypothites difffrents ; cheque source route
cependant de type binaire entro tine proposition Hi et se nigation Hi
4

me(i
CHI)E) m(i

Ces messes se diduisent imidiement des grendours Si(Hi) et Pi(Hi) ditermin~es Ji16tpe
prilcildente par
mi(tjjz
Ci NO~
1

eyi~(E)

fjP(Hi)- -Si(NO)

11 est de plus possible divaluer le support et la plausibiliti accordis A tinehypothise Hi par
une source de conneissance voisine 1 (1 I
) pour N >P 2

(13)

$SC(Hi)
=0

Compte tenu de la dipendence des diffirentes fivaluations
fournies par un mime informateur, et du
fait quo los N sources do connaissanco traitiles
ici risultent do lagrigation des M mimes informations
9). ces sources ne sont pas indipendantes. Le support global et la plausibilit6 globaie de cheque
hypothise Hi sont donc obtenus per :S(i
om
s~j
He~
irel%]
Cec)
(14)
ce qui nous conduit I
(15) SC(Hi)
- Si(Hi)

fettciJ

.

Do plus, los masses m1i(iii) et mc(Hc) risultent do Ilinfirence des mimes Informateurs, tine
filaboretion
corrocte des masses initialesmij Ewligarantit mi(Hi) ;o mf(Hf),WCf., puisque
St C H4;
et per consiquont, depri (1)
e(3
t (14)
(16)
P041) - Pi(Hi)
Finalement, si on intigro los risultats (8)Ct (11)do la premilire
itepe, (15)Ct (16)deviennent

(17)

S(ei)= 4-

[IT L-

$ (Hi.)]J/fii

o6 ki ost totijours
difini per (9)
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Abstract
This paper addresses the role and the design of a Software Engineering Data
Base in an Advanced Support Environment. A first introduction recalls the
evolution of the File Management System, from the earlier beginning of the
Operating System up to now where sophisticated ones are available. It is shown
why the classical Pile Management System is not sufficient in the context of
the software development process. Thus Object Management Systems are now
under consideration. We examine their role and for some Software Engineering
Environments we exhibit what are their main functionalities. But because they
are independent on the languages they support, they work at the macroscopic
semantics of the manipulated objects. Furthermore, they only concern static
(or predefined) properties of the development process. Thus there is great need
for a Software Engineering Data Base in which more semantics can be taken
into account, especially at the level of the object description. This will allow to
guarantee the consistency of the information stored in a Project _)ata Base.
This project is supported by the ESPRIT Programme (#P510 ToolUse) and ONERA.

Keywords: File Management System, Object Management System, Project Data Base, Software Engineering Data Base.
Mots-cl6s: Systime de Gestion de Fichiers, Systime de Gestion d'Objets, Base de Donnies
Projet, Base de Donnies de Ginie Logiciel.
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1

Introduction

Software development requires today more sophisticated supports than File Management
Systems (FMS) could offer. Indeed an FMS offers a poor universe since it only manipulates
files. The use of an FMS from a programming language like Fortran obliges the user to describe
everything about the internal structure of files. This remark leads us to consider abstractions
of files. Now we may introduce a first definition of what we will call objects:
A software object is any basic information manipulated by the programming environment.

According to this definition, every instance of a file in the FMS is a particular object. We
mean that every program has its own view of files. Tools manage their own representation of
the information generally ignoring all other points of view. This basic structure is not sufficient
for Advanced Support Environments (ASE) because it doesn't allow processors to cooperate in
a simple way.

2

From FMS to OMS

In the FMS supported by UNIX, the notion of object is not commonly shared by the environment. Nevertheless UNIX offers a good basis for the construction of Software Engineering
Data Base (SEDB). We mean that the FMS of UNIX tends to unify the concept of file since it
treats every entity as a file (classical files but peripherals as well).
Moreover some commands allow us to extract some additional information about files. Let
us look carefully at the file command. file lists details about the type of files. We could call
this information an attribute attached to a file even thought it is not explicitly recorded. This
approach is more obvious if we consider UNIX tools such as SCCS which manipulates more
structured objects than FMS does. Indeed in SCCS, objects are enriched by attributes which
allow the tool to know elaborated information about them. But this knowledge remains private
to SCCS.
Now let us look at a step forward. An ASE needs a centralized data base whose management
system manipulates sophisticated objects. Such systems are usually called Object Management
Systems or OMS.
An OMS can be considered as a Data Base Management System (DBMS) hbving some
knowledge about the objects it manages. An OMS has several roles:
1. It will be responsible for all the problems of communication between the Data Base (where
objects are stored) and a working space in which they will be manipulated, transformed,
and so on.
2. Because the OMS has some knowledge about the objects it manages, it would be able to
support specific actions beyond the classical management a.3pect. For instance, it would be
responsible for the consistency checking before deleting, updating or creating any object.
In this case, consistency may not be assimilated as Data Base consistency checked by the
DB model but as a syntactic and semantic control.
Let us simply consider the EMACS text editor. Before you stop a session without saving
your text, EMACS asks you if you want to save it. This basic action is done by the tool
itself in a classical FMS environment but should be taken into account by the OMS in
an ASE. In other words, an OMS must offer the means to express some integrity rules,
consistency checks, and so on.
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The Portable Common Tool Environment (PCTE) may be seen as an evolution of UNIXFMS towards this aim. In this system, several kinds of objects are considered. PCTE which
is built on top of an FMS , introduces the concept of Object Management System. But it
doesn't fulfil all the requirements of an OMS. Indeed the OMS of PCTE doesn't carry semantic
information about the objects.

3

Several kinds of OMS

Several ASE under development include an Object Management System. These ASE use
data models which lead to a common definition of what should be an OMS.
3.1

The PCTE environment

From our point of view, PCTE described in [PCT851 is an intermediate step between FMS and
OMS. In the PCTE model we can extract:
" objects:

they correspond to the traditional UNIX file concept.

* attributes: they represent some additional values attached to objects.
e relations: they express the logical associations and dependencies between objects.
In fact, the OMS of PCTE includes the SCCS functionalities and moreover collect a lot
of information about software development. On the other hand the OMS of PCTE doesn't
manage any semantic information on objects. More precisely PCTE allows the user to link
various representations or versions of objects. These objects are referred through pathnames
(like UNIX ones) whose PCTE checks the syntax according to derivation rules.
3.2

The Project Master Data Base: PMDB

The PMDB system described in [PS851 aims at the integration of a method for the entire
Software Life Cycle. The PMDB distinguishes the following concepts (close to the PCTE
ones):

* objects: components which characterize the type of the data which are relevant to a
project. They are seen as sets of data which have same properties (software components,
resources, dictionary for example). Objects might be instanciated with specific values.
* attributes: they express the characteristics of objects. Every instance of an object has
proper attributes.
" relations: they represent associations between objects. The links between instances of
objects obey to the relations between these objects. We mean that if a user wants to link
two instances of objects then these objects must be related.
In this approach the model represents only a schema which has as main drawback to be
static. The project skeleton is fixed by the structure of the objects and the relations between
them but it can't evolve during the transactions. PMDB only checks the syntax of the project
structure. But except elementary type checking, it doesn't carry any significant semantics.
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3.3

The SPRAC system

A significant example of the functionalities of an OMS is shown in SPRAC IFJL*Sa and
(FJL*85b]. SPRAC aims at the integration of three consecutive steps of the Software Life
Cycle (specification, design and implementation levels). The data model of SPRAC is organized
around three concepts:
* objects: there are three kinds of objects corresponding to three kinds of the software
components (functions and abstract data types, algorithms, modules).
" relations: there are two kinds of relations:
-

the explicit relations correspond to classical links between the objects such as uses,
issrepresented-by, realizes ....

-

the computed relations are obtained by a calculus on the explicit relations. For
instance:
The GDD relation corresponds to what has been done.
The AGENDA relation corresponds to what should be done according to a predefined
method.

* semantic actions: actions associated with integrity rules (constraints). They express
the properties that the relations must satisfy and consequently maintain the consistency
of the Project Data Base.
The SPRAC system treats semantics (of the supported languages) but the semantic actions
are not part of the data base. The latter look for language elements inside objects and checks
their consistency with the other objects. The OMS is not well discerned in SPRAC even thought
it is underlying.
3.4

The GRASPIN Data Base

The model shown in [GSZ*87 is based on the object oriented approach. Consequently it is
articulated around the notion of classes. A class is decomposed into:

a A data structure which corresponds to the implementation of the object structure.
* A set of manipulation methods which express the access interface of the object.
In GRASPIN, the data base schema is defined by the description of the classes called Language Environment or LE. Each LE is a description support for a specific user's language. These
classes are created from a syntactic and semantic specification of the language.
The main advantage of this approach is that the OMS has a deep semantic knowledge of
objects it manipulates. By example it can store and update an Abstract Syntax Tree with
semantic attributes. The RELATION and TREE system classes provide the means to evaluate
and propagate these attributes in the tree. So tools like compilers or syntax directed editors or
specialized checkers can be built above GRASPIN in an easy way.
Another interesting particularity lies in the object oriented interface because it hides all the
implementation details to the user.
The GRASPIN DB allows extensibility of the object definitions. Moreover, due to its semantics knowledge, its model is dynamic because it can evolve (relations are created) during a
session.
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4

concept
Definition of the OMS

A formal definition of what might be an OMS has been given in [Mey85]. This definition is
not enough concerned by the semantic aspects supported by the objects themselves. Indeed the
proposed model shows us how the relations between objects can be handled and implemented
but not why (semantic aspects) they have been chosen.
in [Kra82J the author proposes a schematic model constituted of objects, relations and
operations. This model matches with what we mean by OMS. Nevertheless the model addresses
only the syntactic aspects of the objects.
Thus we suggest the following model to which syntax and semantics can be attached:
1. objects: objects are basic entities which compose any software project. For instance
program module, requirements, documentation are software objects. They are not supposed
to be atomic since they can be decomposed. By example a part of program module (such
as a procedure) can be considered as an object itself. Objects are (classically) decomposed
into:
" content: it supports information which is significant for the user and (unfortunately)
not for the OMS.
" attributes: they represent some additional information about the object. This allows
the OMS to know more about it. The attributes support part of syntax and/or
semantics.
An object may be instanciated. This means that the user may introduce some instances
of objects with specific values of attributes.
example: Let us look at program modules in block structured programming languages.
First we create the object program module in our OMS.
* Its attributes are name, type, size, programming language, time of last change ....
" Its content is the text of the module.
Now we consider an instance of this object. The function LOG returns the logarithm of
a real number.
* The values of its attributes are LOG for the name, function for the type, 500 characters for the size, source Pascalfor the programming language, 1/1/88 for the time
of last change ....
e The content is the source code in Pascal of the function LOG.
2. relations: they constitute the typed dependency links between the objects. They contribute both to the syntax and semantics of the software project.
example: The is-used relation links the LOG object to all the objects in which LOG is
used.
3. semantic operations:
" constraints: they define the validity conditions on relations and attributes.
" actions: they are the procedures to be applied when constraints are violated.
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Operations are the support for the deep semantics of the software project in the OMS.
They provide the mean to ensure the consistency of software developments.
example: If we suppose the constraint on any declaration is: only backward reference can
exist then we can imagine the action forwardreference. Whenever the user introduces a
module reference the constraint is checked. If the constraint is satisfied then a tuple of the
isused relation is created. In case of failure the forward- reference action is performed.

5

Towards more semantics managed by OMS

We now consider in more details some examples of constraints (and the associated semantic
actions) which do exist in some Software Engineering Environments.
5.1

Integrity rules in SPRAC

In the SPRAC system, there are several kinds of consistency checks e.g. semantic operations
IFJL*85b1. Their performance ensures the consistency of the Project Data Base (PDB) in which
all the software objects are built and managed.
A first kind of checks is done during the compilation phase, each time a given object is introduced. For instance, any object may refer to other objects. The consistency check corresponding
to the import clause consists in verifying that:
* If the referred objects exist in the PDB, then they are consistent with their use. Consistent
means that name, arguments and types, interfaces, . .. are valid both at the level of the
use and at the level of the declaration. If the test fails then the introduction of the object
is rejected.
" If the referred objects do not exist in the PDB, then no checks are made.A predefinition of
the referred object is generated and put in the PDB. The consistency check will be done
when the definition of the forward reference will be completed later on.
Another example of integrity rule is the introduction of laws corresponding to part of a
method the programmers have to follow. In SPRAC, there must exist for any module both a
specification and an algorithm. A law corresponding to a top down development may state:
A specification must be done before the creation of an algorithm
and
an algorithm must exist btfore writting a program
This two laws are interpreted as integrity rules by SPRAC when a new object is given to the
system. The application of the two integrity rules may conduct to the rejection of the object if
the laws are not satisfied. By this way we ensure the consistency of the PDB with respect to a
method.
The model of the OMS supported by SPRAC allows to make such consistency checks. But
the consistency checks are isolated in many independent functions called each time there is a
need for them. No real integration of the semantics depending on the language in which objects
are described is taken into account by the OMS of SPRAC.
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5.2

Integrity rules in B

The B system [Abr85J is a general proof checker allowing to create,delete, modify formulas and
to handle them with the help of a metalogic. One of the main interesting capabilities of B is its
ability to help users create proofs (in the mathematical sense). On one hand we have formulas
organized as "theories" (in which formulas represent either axioms or theorems), on the other
hand we have proofs. In B, proofs are structured objects. They are trees in which:
e nodes support the transformed formula.
e arrows contain either a reference to an applied transformation (like GENERALISATION,
DEDUCTION, HYPOTHESIS,...) or a REWRITING rule (axiom or theorem) used for
the transformation.
Some examples of integrity rules (corresponding to what is usual in mathematics) are:
" each time a proof is under development, no modification in the used theories are available.

In other words the proof activity restricts the capability of the B system from the point
of view of the DB aspects.
" if any formula (axiom or theorem) is removed then all the proofs using it are removed.

This is a very strong integrity rule because it can be followed by the deletion of a lot
of proofs. A less restrictive one could be: if any formula is removed then all the proof
using it are to be replayed. In the latter the system warns the user to pay attention to the
validity of some proofs.
5.3

Need for OMS supporting integrity rules

The main conclusion from these examples of constraints (and consequent actions) is that integrity rules do really exist but are performed as separate functions. Even if they correspond
to a single semantic actions, they are not gathered in a unique component.
This remark can be extended to programming languages ranging from FORTRAN to ADA.
Indeed if we look carefully at these languages, a problem such as modularity, clearly shows that
consistency checks are needed. Depending on the maturity of the considered language, different
levels of checks should be available.
For instance in FORTRAN no checks at all are made, neither at the compilation nor at
the run. On the contrary in ADA some checks are performed. For instance, the USE clause
refers to objects (data or programs or packages) to be imported in the module where the clause
appears. But as for SPRAC, checks are made at different times in separate functions.
The main reason is there doesn't exist real SEDB but only semantic functions from place
to place and used in specific parts of the system.
A SEDB should act at a microscopic level of objects which is the level of the semantics supported by the language in which objects are described. In GRASPIN [GSZ*87 this requirement
has been partially taken into account.

6

An example of SEDB in the context of TOOLUSE

We now infroduce a Software Engineering Data Base in the context of an under development
ASE. We first examine very briefly the role of the ASE, then the objects it manages and the
model we have developed.

1
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The TOOLUSE project and DEVA, a development language

6.1

The TOOLUSE project [Hor85] is the continuation of the SPRAC project. TOOLUSE emphasizes the role of methods in ASE. In other words, it aims at producing the means to express
software development descriptions. A development of any piece of software can be made with
the help of the development language called DEVA ISWdGC87. DEVA is a wide spectrum
language which allows to describe all the components built and used during the software life
cycle. Among them: specifications, developments and programs. The availability of DEVA
as development language is the first step for consideration of methods in ASE. Indeed, using
DEVA makes consider methods e.g. the ways software must be developed according to specific
recommendations (target system, application area, company rules).
The structure of a DEVA program is of the following forms:
* (A - B) which can be interpreted as "from A we can derive B" (inference rule) or the
program B satisfies the specification A (development process). Both interpretations are

valid.
e ((A - B) - C) which is a more general form and can be interpreted as from A we can
derived B according to the proof C or the development C ensures that the program B
satisfies the specification A.
In this paper, we are not considering DEVA in details. We will only exhibit how around
these general structures ((A - B) or ((A - B) - C) a SEDB has been built.
6.2

The DEVA SEDB

The semantic constraints (other than those ones ensured by classical DBMS) are strongly related
to those ones front SPRAC and B. Indeed main of the objects manipulated with DEVA inherit
from SPRAC (software objects) and from B (proof construction). A proof (in the sense of B)
is nothing more than a development (in the software development process terminology).
6.2.1

The SEDB model

The model we have chosen corresponds to the definition previously given. The instance of this
model is based on the relational approach. More precisely, we restrict our (instance of) model
to binary relations:

1. is-object (ident, formula)
which makes the link between a definition and an identifier.
2. has-type (ident, type-value)
which attributes a type to any DEVA object: specification, program, proof, law, rewriting
rule, ADT, function,.
3. is-certified (ident, boolean)
which enables the system to guarantee an object is valid or not.
4. is-constructed-by (ident, ident)
which represents the DEVA schema (A I- B) with its meanings. The general schema
((A - B) -HC) is ternary. Thus it needs to be decomposed into:
is-object (idl,(A B))
is-object (id2,C)
is-constructed (idfidl).
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5. io-antecedent-of (ident, ident)
which gives the list of direct antecedent of the 1st argument.
6. ......

This model derived from the definition of the manipulated objects is static. The tuples of
relations are instanciated at the definition time (edition or compilation).
Because the model is directly implemented through binary relations, it is possible to make it
dynamic. By dynamic we mean the availability to introduce new objects and/or new relations.
Indeed, in our approach, there doesn't exist an OMS schema but only an instanciation. This
advantage is unfortunately counterbalanced by the need of semantic actions applied to the
relations themselves.
6.2.2

The SEDB as a main component of TOOLUSE

The architecture of the DEVA support environment is as represented in figure 1.
,'"Mean -M ac•hi

In lterface

AGM: Abstract Syntax
Manipulator
PM: Pattern-Matcher

DIED: DEDuction System

Software
Data

Engineering
ease

WS:

Working Space

DIED

figure 1

The components are:
9 the MMI which enables the conversion from external syntax to internal one (manipulated
by the ASM). During the transformation, the syntax of the DEVA language is used to
generate checks by calls to the SEDB. For instance as soon as an object is referred then
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its definition (of course if it exists) is shown to the user. In the same time checks are
made about the validity of the call.
" PM is a pattern-matcher used for the retrieval of information (objects) either in the Data
Base (BD) or in the Working Space (WS). Any reference to an object will be translated
to a call to the SEDB which in this case performs the call as a classical DBMS.
" DED is the deduction system which allows to run DEVA programs. Attached to it are a
lot of semantic actions only performed at the run time.
In this architecture, the first role of the SEDB is a DBMS role e.g. it is called any time an
operation needs the presence of more information not directly available within the operation.
The second role is concerned with the semantics any operation may require. For instance,
if an operation (supported by DED) consists of replaying a development in a slightly modified
context (for a yet developed program) then the SEDB will be responsible for checking the
availability of the replay and in case of success for the certification of the new development.

7

Conclusion

This paper presents the role of an Object Management System in the context of Advanced
Support Environment. As shown through several ASE under development the OMS will constitute the kernel of the system, both from the viewpoint of its DBMS role and from the viewpoint
of the integrity of the software development.
For this purpose we suggest to regard a SEDB as supporting as much as possible semantics
of:
• the objects manipulated. The semantics can be deduced from the description language
used. It is important to notice that a domain application language will conduct to more
semantics and therefore to more constraints.
* the underlying model of software development. It will be necessary to construct (by hand)
some specific relations and to develop corresponding semantic actions.
The model we have developed carries out the precedent objectives. The experimentations
are conducted in the context of an ASE which is quite devoted to the formalization of software
development in order to replay some existing developments and to adapt them to new contexts.
By this way, we hope to be able to favor the reuse of software.

..............
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DISCUSSION
A.O.WardUK
In your REPLAY system are you replaying the human design decision or the formal transformational steps (as happens
with REFINE)?
Audw..' Reply
In the REPLAY system, the sequence of transfornational steps recorded during a development is replayed. DEVA, the
tool development language, formalizes the development by recording what haa been d'-ne during the development but it
has no way to formalize why one transformation was better than another. This isthe role of what iscalled a
CONTEXT.
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ADA IN EMBEDDED AVIONIC SYSTEMS

W. Mansel
Messerschmitt Bdlkow Blohm GmbH, Military Aircraft Division
Postfach 80 11 60, D-8000 MUnchen 80, West Germany

Summary
Ada will be used for real-time avionic software on the TORNADO aircraft upgrade programme
and on the EFA programme. For the HARM integration programme onto the TORNADO aircraft an
Ada crosscompller based on the Karlsruhe compiler technology configured to a multiprocessor avionic computer is used. Software prototyping has been applied to gain experience with Ada avionics application. The results will be discussed as well as the
experience from benchmark tests on different Ada crosscompiler systems for single processor MC 68000 and 68020 microprocessor targets. Special emphasis will be taken on Ada
tasking and the parallelism in avionic software.

1.

Introduction

The avionic systems of modern military aircrafts are becoming more and more complex. This
is due to the increasing complexity of expected battle field scenarios and consequently
increasing complexity of tactical requirements, To meet that requirements for increased
computing capacity and amount of stored software,distributed avionic systems have been
developed. The individual computers in the onboard network have dedicated tasks as e.g.
navigation, cockpit management or weapon management.
The characteristic features of an avionic computer are i - 5 MByte memory capacity and
I - 3 MOPS processing capacity. Whereas that has been achieved usually by bit slice
machines there is a strong trend especially in Europe to use standard 16 or 32 Bit microprocessors. To achieve the apropriate processing throughputnew avionic onboard computers
are multiprocessor architectures with 2 to 4 microprocessors and additional I/O processors for e.g. STANAG 3838 bus (MIL 1553) handling.
From the use of standard microprocessors there is a major benefit for the development of
avionic software. For the development off-the-shelf tools as macro assemblers or compilers
for a large variety of high order languages and software development environments are
available. A similar situation exists for software testing using debuggers and development systems including emulators.
With growing complexity and amount of avionic software there has been the requirement
from the customer to the avionic industry to use Ada as standard high order language for
the implementation of embedded systems software, to increase the reliability, maintainability and reusability, to lead to a long term reduction of development costs. This
paper discusses some aspects of software development for multiprocessor avionic computers
with the special emphasis on Ada and Ada compiler systems.
2.

Software Partitioning and Tasking Strategies for Multiprocessor Architectures

The software partitioning and tasking strategies can not be discussed independently from
the hardware architectures. Three typical architectures are shown in Fig. 1. Example b
and c where the processors have local memory but interprocessor communication is achieved
by shared memories are typical for avionic computers. Dedicated input/output (I/O) processors must have access to data in shared memories. As a consequence for architecture b
one of the processors has to be coupled to the I/O processors resulting in a masterslave configuration.
The software partitioning has the aim to achieve an optimum distribution of processor
loads. There are two general strategies:
a) The software is designed without regard to the target architecture. It is partitioned
after it has been written. This so called post-partitioning does not consider any hardware or software architectural aspects during the design.
In this case a language is required to express the partitioning of the programme onto
the target. In addition the run-time cost of partitioning is hidden and time constraints
can not be guaranteed.
b) The software is designed with the distribution in mind. For that socalled pre-partitioning a selected programme construct (e.g. Ada library unit) is the unit of partitioning. The designer has to obey certain restrictions in inter-processor units.
During the partitioning the software has to be separated into parts which have to be processed in sequence (modules) and parts which can be processed in parallel (tasks). One
module has to be allocated to one processor, while tasks are candidates to run in
parallel on different processors. However minimising the communication and data exchange
between the different processors is a mandatory rule. The same rule is also valid for the
total number of tasks which should be at a minimum. This is a contradictionary requirement for real-time systems, where reduction of tasks in general result in stronger

dependencies of the software parts.

|I
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Also the timing and synchronisation between software parts running on different processors have carefully to be considered. The access to I/O lines is essential for embedded
software. Since for the multiprocessor architecture b (Fig. Ib) one processor (master) is
connected to the I/O processors, the complete I/0 handling has to be centralised on the
master while the slaves should be used for data processing.
The interprocessor synchronisation of software partitions is of central interest for
multiprocessor avionic computers in real-time application in embedded systems. This synchronisation is realised by using the relevant utility functions of real-time executive
kernels e.g. the Ada run-time system.
The traditional arproach is to use a rigid scheduling schema on every processor. This
fully cyclic solution reduces the number of tasks on one processor to the number of time
slots in the system and results in a deterministic timing behaviour on one processor and
is easy to test. But this has to be payed with a more complex software structure since
e.g. exeption handling due to passed over timeframes has to be implemented. In addition
special packages for the interprocessor data exchange and synchronisation have to be developed. In general the rigid scheduling schema will result in a rigid software structure
which is more difficult to adapt to later requirements and therefore unfrinedly for maintainance. This approach is only convenient for small, dedicated systems.
A more adequate approach for complex real time embedded systems is a totally event and
priority driven system. This asynchroneous solution which is strongly supported by Ada
implements independent processes as tasks which communicate and synchronise by the Ada
rendezvous. The task scheduling is ruled by the task priorities. In general the number
of tasks in a fully concurrent software is larger as for rigid scheduling. The system is
more difficult to test. However the software system is much more flexible to later
changes to implement new requirements. It is easier to maintain. Possible timing problems
due to the increased number of tasks can be solved by appropriate adjustments of task
priorities into high priority tasks for the time critical parts and low priority tasks.
An event and priority driven system also fits well onto a multiprocessor target, since
the inter-task communication handled by the run-time system provides suitable mechanisms
for interprocessor communication and synchronisation.
On the other hand, the interfaced system devices must be flexible enough, to accept a
time jitter with no loss of performance, so that in a multitasking system the little
time-penalty due to contex switch of tasks (200 usec) are tolerable.
3.

Ada Compilers for Multiprocessor Targets

The options for distributing a software package implemented in Ada on to multiprocessor
targets range between
- one separate Ada programme for each processor
- one single Ada programme distributed across the processors.
The first model can be realised using off-the-shelf Ada crosscompiler systems. However in
that case no explicite Ada mechanism is available for interprocessor communication. Such
a model therefore requires the programmes to communicate with each other via the facilities provided in Ada for normal input/output devices. For embedded targets considered
here, this would be through low level input/output, or even through assembler code insertions. The disadvantages of such an approach are that the software is inflexible
against changes in the software partition which reduces reusability and maintainability.
In addition the compiler and the language tools can not be used to check the interfaces
between the programmes.
The use of off-the-shelf Ada crosscompiler systems needs customisation to the target with
respect to clock and time handling, host-target communication and protocol, target resident loader and debug support and import of foreign object code modules.
The second model which requires a real Ada multiprocessor crosscompiler has the main advantages that
-

interprocessor communication can be implemented as inter-task communication via the Ada
rendezvous. By that a unique task communication mechanism pravided by the Ada compiler
can be used on the multiprocessor target.

- the interfaces between the software components on the individual processors can be
checked with the Ada system.
As a result the software structure becomes more flexible for redistribution onto the processors of a multiprocessor target which strongly increases the reusability and maintainability which has to be payed by a more complex Ada system.
The general features of a multiprocessor Ada system are shown in Fig. 2. Besides the extension of the Ada run-time system to handle a interprocesser rendezvous, the essential
part of this is the builder tool. The builder has to check the dependencies of the programme components and establishes from the description of the target architecture the
programme mapping, which is the basic information to be used by the loader and the target
debugger.
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4.

The TORNADO

Ada System for HARM Integration

This chapter discribes an Ada System developed for the HARM integration programme Onto
TORNADO. The target computer is a Motorola MC 68000 based multiprocessor architecture of
the master-slave type as shown in Fig. 3. To fully use the benefits of software written
in Ada with respect to flexibility in software partitioning the requirement has been
placed onto the Ada compiler to support the multiprocessor target structure and allow
the distribution of a single Ada programme onto the target.
4.1.

The Ada

Crosscompiler System

The resulting Ada cross system developed by Systems Designers (TAS-2) comprises of
following components (Fig. 4):
- ANSI Ada

the

Cross Compiler running on VAX/VMS

- Optimized Runtime System with real time performance allowing intra-processor and interprocessor rendezvous
-

Builder/Linker/Loader System compising:
Definition Tool to specify the target configuration and the partitioning of the software;
Aquisition Tool for the inclusion of assembly code units;
Builder Tool for linking and allocation of code to memories sections
Loader Tool for downloading software via RS 232 line
Target Debugger providing a user-interface and

The Ada

functions for symbolic

debugging

crosscompiler includes the following features:

-

Optimized Ada tasking implementation with priority-based preemptive

-

Message passing package

-

Set time

-

Support of MC 68881 coprocessor

task scheduling

and date function

Mathematic packages providing
- floating point functions
- fixed point functions
Input/Output packages
- character and string I/0
- discretes I/O
- STANAG 3838 bus I/O
4.2. The Target Specific Packages
The target specific I/O packages are a special feature of the TAS-2 Ada system. This
packages however are crucial for embedded systems, but usually are not provided by offthe-shelf Ada target systems and have to be developed by the user.
Most I/0 facilities in avionic computers are serving interrupts and therefore need an
interface to the run-time system, but on the other hand also interface to the firmware
which handles the I/O driver chip sets. Due to that interrelations it has been decided
for the TAS-2 Ada system to implement the I/O functions as run-time library support
packages with assembler boddies for efficiency reasons, providing a high level Ada interface to th.
-- r. This stratogy can also he extended to other firmware functions to be
used by the application software. The standardisation of the Ada interface to the user of
target specific packages introduces a higher degree of abstraction into the software for
embedded avionic systems, thus again increasing reusability and maintainability. This
strategy has also been selected for Ada target systems to be used within the EFA project.
4.3. Architectural Dependencies
The development of Ada compilers which fully support multiprocessor architectures has
great advantages from the user point of view, a5 has been discussed. However, what are
the limitations when trying to adapt such a product to other multiprocessor systems?
TAS-2 was designed for a special multiprocessor target, shown in Fig. 3. However it was
a design goal to keep the architecture dependencies to a minimum.
The class of multiprocessor architectures TAS-2 supports can be characterised by the
following requirements:
a) All processors must be of the same type.
b) There must be a shared memory between any pair of processors that need to communicate.
c) There must be an interrupt facility between any pair of processors that need to communicate. Interrupts must be possible in both directions.
d) The shared memory must be seen at the same address from the sharing processors.
e) There must be a (larqe enouQh portion of) local memory which is seen at the same
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address from the various processors (a sufficient condition is that the local memories
of each processor are seen at the same address).
f) A single shared memory address must correspond to only one memory location across the
entire system.
For examples that

fall into this class

5.

Structure for a Multiprocessor Target

Ada Software

of architectures, see Fig.

1.

A typical example of the operational software for an embedded avionic system for a 3-processor target of master-slave structure (extension of Fig. 3 to 2 slaves) is outlined in
Fig. 5. The software is structured into four major categories of software packages:
Packages for I/O data handling, control packages and calculation packages with high and
medium priorities and low priority background packages.
The operations imported from an I/O-package enter the data from pilot control pannels or
from sensors via a STANAG 3838 bus. Depending on the data entered from the pilot control
pannels control package operations select the function imported from the calculation
package to be processed. The processed data are transferred via the STANAG 3838 bus to
other subsystems. As can be seen from Fig. 5 the 1/0 packages, the control packages and
the calculation packages represent parallel tasks on different processors of the multiprocessor avionic computer.
In the event that this model of an avionic software is implemented in Ada, all tasks will
communicate in terms of the Ada rendezvous. Since avionic software is time critical, it
can not be tolerated that any controlling task is blocked as a consequence of its entry
call to an associated calculation task until the rendezvous with this task is completed.
Therefore the Ada rendezvous concept enforces the introduction of additional buffer tasks
for deblocking the control and the processing tasks, as can be seen from Fig. 5.
6.

Conclusions

Several aspects uf software design strategies for multiprocessor avionic computers have
been discussed with the special emphasis on Ada and Ada compilers. It has been shown that
there are encouraging arguments for the development of multiprocessor Ada systems. The
use of such Ada crosscompiler systems for the development of avionic software is beneficial to exploit the concepts inherent in Ada and to achieve the expected long term improvement in maintainability and reusability. That arguments seem to justify the additional development effort in excess to the use of off-the-shelf Ada crosscompiler systems
for single processor targets.
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Ada program structure
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Fig. 2: Functional structure of a multiprocessor Ada compiler system
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DISCUSSION
M.Pitarys, US
I.
What was your requirement for the time it takes to perform an Ada rendezvous?
2.

Do you implement a shareable run-time system?

Author's Reply
1.
500 microseconds
2.

No
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